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Hollywood, ‘July. ‘SL:
‘administration’ sinée |becoming: an‘. many: ‘of... their “clients had sold. Seven Arts for television distribupaniro’ s.‘Berman, who has been ‘independent . producer : ‘five - years -out’-20th-Fox ‘stock, and that the tion, it was learned in New. York
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one. proviso going into. effect. next -:
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Monroe and Gregory ‘Peck.
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“disthe.
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Ciani.. ‘Arcelia.. Larranaga,;’ Jose. Baviéra, .
‘cation of: ‘some moFat- ‘made’ in the
Aurora. _Alvarado, Magda Ursizu.: Argentina’. Sepulveda‘ and ~ Luis°“Aragon. “with| novel - but,..barely -more ‘than’ ai
special. role by Ariadne’ Welter: plus: the: throwaway
‘in: -the--sereen ‘ seript.

‘veep; .with Saul: Kasdan as. veep; Nicholas: Papadakes, treasur er.and’.

Mike. Mayer, secretary.
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- Governor. Films’. “Kind. ‘of Loving.”ne the.‘Biitish’ ‘Golden: Beat:inner
Voi¢ve ‘oF Andy Russell: Directed by -Fer-|
at ‘the Berlin. Fest:. preenis ‘in October: ‘at the..Fine. Arts”...
‘Allied:
rhinos,. hippos: and elephants. bait-. ‘nando
Coates.: Screenplay. “Julio” Porter. - She’ is ‘one. of- the two.women. who’
‘ing. them, inorder. te demonstrate. -At Alameda: Theatre, Mexico City. Run: . want. .Dana..: Andrews ;to” marry Artists .has .doméstic’ ‘distribution, of.‘ “The -Judo. Tree.” Japanese piro-.
duction:
to
lense.
shortly:
in
Fokva
with-Pat-Suzuki.and.
Sessue
Hayakata:
his. coromand.:. over the-‘situation. ning time, "90 -MIENS..
. |them. An: thie ‘end: the: other gal.
. Television -City: Arizona’ Ine. new: ‘Phoenix-Hased °ty.“and theatric al
and ta’ scare the “city slicker+ Jeanne Crain,’- “gets. ‘the ‘ting and|

serve. He drives perilously: ‘among

First meeting of ‘Holden ‘and his |

This. ‘musical’ ‘comedy. effort. feathe “I ‘Love You" declaration—bat. filmery, acquired Hemisphere Reports’ ‘AS a division: to: produce’: educas
turing, an. army: of: youngei talent:
daughter is: ‘touching. ‘and that. be- is ‘a. pleasing ‘Mexican effort. The the. audience’: is. ‘entitled | to doubt: tional pix. is planning-a series -of: “in-depth” current-eyents films. 27.
tween the moppetts. ‘Holden and Young ladies ‘in principal: roles: are|
ithe sincerity of the: propésal. ‘The. Circuit’ exec Edward L. Hy.mati... the “orderly. flaw? ‘apostle, says -he has’a
King “the Lion. (a ‘nailbiter. The easy to look at. and. there's-fast,' trouble: is‘that the villainy is con-- ‘assutances: from: selesofticials of’ moré.even di stribution: for the: final.
ayoff then.the’ lion goes besérk paced: “comedy -.and. ‘Musical: num-! trived. surface °and “without- /sub- quarter this year. Exec. recently. held:a ‘found of:‘pows: to"‘this end. w ‘ith:
. when attacked by a native leading. bers | including: |; atest
le “the. major. sales: managers; :
dance: fety: or. dramatic power.
ts.
to thé climax: has both: excitenient rhythms: Joho
“There; is. ‘under: the. generalities. “New equipment -“never exhibited” ‘at. a:theatre: coivention. is:the:
~.
and tenderness. It results: in How: [set”
“forth,
“next
to:
nothirig’
to:
sav promise from .TESMA- TEDA: ‘at December's’ Allied :States Assn, “con-"
-Story Tine ‘is:“unimportant since:
- Refreshing: press --niema -from,. Reéevesound
ard deciding to return: to big game [ it, ‘treats :of .a..group: of young: ~ for ‘the. ‘players,’ “except that: they, clave: in-Cleveland’
‘hunting while Holden.’ Capucine. senoritas: Who: are ‘far-“too dedi- {-are.- slightly: ‘better’ “thai a.’ .bad|(motion: ‘picture ‘soutid. equipnient): pledging: “You'll :hear‘fron. usw hén::
- and the child inow. cur cd of. Alrica-:
cated. to: “rock-‘and ‘rol,”. sent ‘to: film. .The: ‘production ” values: are we have, ‘something useful to-say, When. we ‘dort. xou-.won't!” Voila! >
itis). set. olf cto: make. a new” life? in
Mike :Mayer, attorney and: -éxec. secretary“of the.Indenendent :Film
- $q-50, ‘Camera-:work’ is: ‘cléar,” art
1.the -country: by’ their. parents to:
the US,‘
“i get. over: this “lunacy.” But’ the: diréction; plausible,. and “the” spe Importers: & Distributors of America, is arain the: Democrati¢ -candiane for NY: state. Schator. from the Yankers:. cand .Greenturgh -132d)"
And: ‘always that carmera is strat: + country -burpkins’ ‘also are hep to. cial ‘Score. does.Not .intrude.
7
.jng around °the jungle. and the i modern’: Swing: $6 .the. ~girls’ arid]:
:
:
“Land, ‘[-district’ | UMPEA. here revorts, that: because ‘of the fearcity ‘and. high”
Reserve. picking up intimate shots ‘boys have. a- ‘grand. old. time.in the |
price of: Basie: fodds: in’:‘Tridonesia, ;“American. ‘companics ‘there are: pro- of every iype of ariimal and giving|}‘suc Ks..

the tab-buyer:a real. hlow bv blow:

~ SalemsonShils:

| ‘viding

rice. to their employees ‘as ‘part Paymient- for. serviees, until ine

| food. emet ‘gency isended.
;
description. of life: in that colorful. lyone the pace and frivolity it needs.
Warnet's:-has.a film ‘oing. called: “Be! Carefil “How. ou ‘Wish’ and:
and: awesqme. area. of .Afri ica,
aneota’
Rand's.
‘pyb‘stat:
at
'
‘Bint:
it
s:
about”
-a-man.
who®
turns
‘into
a ‘fish 2 .Caskie Stinnett: ‘of: Holiday.
‘| without: overstepping- bounds. °“of: |:
.
Young” Miss. ‘Franklin.
Whose’ sdéod taste.’ -The: comedy ‘situations here -Picturés, has’. ‘been: beefed: mag ‘relates that.‘a: sroun: of” Madison: ‘Avenue. ‘thinkers: in-depth. were

Fer nando ‘Cortes has. given, this -

addition:.of -Marold J. Salem* ‘summoned to” Washington. and ‘askéd-to- -suggest |how best ta encourage only other pic appearance was also- are . skillfully “aimed” at’ ‘Spanish }with :
a hit. in .“The Anvocents,’ ~ with: Janguage. audiences: .Overall -effect:: ' son, | Whose! : prev:idus association: ‘more’ for eigners: to.fray ek,in, theUs. ‘Best idea.‘subniitted:: Repeal: of
Deborah Kerr.. gives a wise.. be- fives: this enough :;sto. -make Jit oa has: % iththe: Joel Wothandler: “pr. “the: Marin Act. ‘

yond-het-yvars performance, |
It: is} boxoffice -hit in’-reruin and nabe roffiee.*
Catholic ‘didcesah. paversin. 206d’jiumber: éatried, plistes. of James”
to believe that | houses. -and” over. ‘thie Span
‘Selenison’ ‘has.“also: « orkéd ‘withr|Stewart. ‘and, separately. Pele. Robertson, in. the” company of.Cathal. :
‘Emile Lerodiicers ‘ang on:newspapers.
her ecenes: with the: lion: are faked. | Buage circuit.
7 prelates éat the Betlin: Fila:
i Festival.
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IN HOUSES),“Partiés RateBigNotice!;

Gteopatra®-. finished °" shooting v
Friday -(27) in’ “Europe. and: ‘Egypt
For Joseph: E: ‘Leviine.. who's. ‘sel- ‘and will return to Hollywood to:be.;. :
:- Holiywood, ‘July ‘31.
LA?
dom ‘at. a-toss ‘to ‘make’ with: impact: completed; 20th-Fox’ board -‘ehair- | >:Jack’ Rose will ‘leave. for Paris
wee
-man:
Spyros.
:P;Skouiras.
stated:
‘in
-on
the.
trade,
Jast:
Ww
eek
Mw
as.
s.
notably.
” Appearances to the contrary,’
“Second “week? ‘of.‘United’ ‘Artists?
‘| New.-York. Friday. “The announcer |“Aug: 8:to discuss ‘Frenehi. financing ‘Universal . officials. :aie stressing ..
hee2 Bird“Man. of Alcatraz, at: thie:10 memorable...
{ment came ‘in the form--of :a.te- Be ith” Gaumont. Pictures. on .“Pur-. that. their ‘multiple la nching next
"Coincident.
with’
“nis:
three
“hacks
- Premiere’ “Show case” “theatres” ‘in’ *
to-back” soireés for ‘Sophia ‘Loren. ‘léase issued by’. the: company ‘after ‘pose. —— Pleasure; ” ‘original | story._|-Friday (3) of “Spiral Road” in the
‘the: ‘New. York metropolitan ‘area, and.the “'Boccaccig: launchings. in -a Skouras.press'.conference. set for ‘and. scréenplay by: Rosé. ‘which will New York. exchange is.no- echo of
‘Friday’ had been canéelled:. The:Artists ‘ “Premiére.
“was: ‘heading ‘for’ a lefty” $168. 000: LL. A. and: San ‘Francisco, Life. and. press
Be
NL
Te
SRA
eT
conference, itsel€. annotinced {:Daniel Manin will direct, ‘with film the. United
Jat’ VaRrery’s*-presstime yesterday: Cue. ragsble ax:‘¥. local’ pub-- ‘several days. prior to. the’ Wednes- be -made’: -for Paramount. release. Showcase.” Close inspection.dvc3.
reveal some distinctions. -but., tha
Tt é h:
,
Ication)
ossom
‘with yeasty -4::
: (Lués.):
Faerie
ie
ird and. -Jast’ week. profiles of the Embassy., -boss, Life’s - day (25)... board _meeting,. “Was | to’ be made: ‘under $1,000. 000 ‘start-" ‘two plans. have much. in conimon.
“for. “Bird Man” Starts. ‘today. tWed..“I! seven-page’ Jayout. was. of ‘course; ‘dropped: ‘Thursday. (26).:
“ang. in September, 1963in France:
. For. one, there's. that ‘prestigious
“Thus | $410. 470. “the. two-week |thie big gun, .and had - been’ pending.|’; :-The |:“press . statement “quoted! Rose- Will*meet with. Alain. Poire. Broadway. -exposure,. and: for: an=_
' Skouras as saying that he:had seen: tot French-Gaumont, ‘arrangements: other, the amortization of .cain“total: for -“Bird- Man” “at.- just 10° for several: “months, .’ Te
. theatres; .outstr ipped :“by \a. hand:|". The-eoast-to- coast -‘party’ Hosting, ‘fivé-and-a-half ‘hours, ‘pf.film: and: having’ been :set -by: Michel Bern- paign: monies over all. the.. ‘parti“some. margin: the.-$333.619 .racked’ -which: commenced.“with: a-Manhat-: “ean. say |with ‘utmost|‘confidence |‘hein “of Paramount's: Paris ‘office. cipating ‘theatres. This. respects
* up: -by the three-week run of “Road: tan: bash’at the posh Four “Seasons,: ‘that’ there. has never bheen’an- ene
a Rose will also. séek, what he terms. those. deficits incurred. for °just.
. the history... of |.‘a sexy’ French: actress”..and .a
: to “Hong. Kong.” United . Artists’| was--on. “the.ty ‘pical Levine, scale tertainment. °
launching a pic on the Main Stent,
-fitst.“showeasée” film, at13 thea-- tespecting._ all” the key. Wassail ' the | ‘amusement world to: rival ‘young, English: actor for ‘his ‘next: or with an eastside daydate.. and
‘| Paramount . picture, _ “Every: Wed- has. been a. prime spur to: depart-~ tres.. At, the time the *“Hong: Kong”: ‘components.:: and :.-uniderstood.”: to ‘€leopatra’”ed
:- total was revealed, (U4 ‘exees :were ‘have Gost: én toto” a. “minimuni of |:-. -The’ last’ footage. to. be ‘shiat nesday Night.” while abroad. Film
ures from the conv entional Gotham . Characterizing. them. **“sénsational.”, $35.000; exthuding - ‘the. -air’- fares ‘abroad was the: -battle -between An- ‘goes in ‘Holly‘wood, after: the Airst: playoff ‘pattern.
- No: figures are. yet ‘available on |.and -per: “diem for- ‘the: basic: cast tony's legions and- Octavian’s ‘army. | of the: year.
In the case -of*'
“Spiral”. -and a9
;°
the: biz being . -done’..by :-{Hong |tincluding* Carlo’ Ponti ”and: _Em- ‘photographed |in Egypt.. The film's
“Rose -has “just: completed
"the with the UA multiple ‘showcasing),
‘director, Joseph:..L. .‘Mankiewicz, Jackie: : Gleason-~- .Glynnis
Johns:
_ Kong" ;
its ~ first... . subsequent bassy execs.
advertising
will
list
‘ali the. houses
~The three=cit}’. fetes were. ‘billed passed through New York ‘Monday: Starrer. ‘Papa’ $s Delicate Condition” |
break,’ Ww“hich began. Tast Wedneslinked by the plan. A U- exee
aay $253 at? 67° ‘théatres- ‘through as “victory: parties,” _inasmuch :as: -(30i. en. route from. Rome ‘to. Holly- and: has: “Who's .Got. the. Action?”,
| makes the point, however, that ‘all
"out. the.-hietropolitan” ‘area.
oy Miss.” “Loren “also« collected - ‘her: wood: wheré he: will spend: the -next , starring: Lana‘ ‘Turner. - ‘Dean’ Mar- ; ‘ads are being keyed. to the. Broad‘Several.montis editing and scoring
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(at the Wartier).
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.,| proach also keeps Main Stem pres-.
-|tige in mind, but without: favorinz
Broadway, touting the concurrent.

oe iow’.“the: ‘ditectors. ‘Yoted,:‘geQVin. |good:faith, ask Gould. to: gon: ‘uding:
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way engagement, commencing

_-:} spreads in the -N.Y.. gazetles ‘over
the past weekend. ‘This. shnply. -but

" That. Dream,” opens next: Wednes-. =

production, “distribution availability. of a Broadway. firstrua
to _ represent: chim: on. the and exploitation.’ I hope: my reser-|[“‘in your own. neighborhood.”

three, anti's ‘were. those «three
-"--board’ and ‘thus, ‘as a. minority ‘board: vations prove “groundless.”

“Spiral” is booked. in’ 22. situa.
-? men who ‘subsequently *: re- .° meniber, “bé held’ liable: for: actions|. -Zanuek, in -his -turn, expressed
tions, although. only -a handful are.
by. the: board °majority with:“whom. ‘Tégret. -th@ Loeb- was. resigning,
- signed from. the: board: ‘Rosen-..
actually ‘set to: daydate the Wartier.
as. “well as. regret that’ Loeb “would:
“man, :Gould arid Loeb..."ae fe.$0.heartily. disagreed...
Stock’ -Sags. ttos
".." not. be: present “lo, participate ‘in ‘These include the..Adams, Newark:
©.Cireui ‘exec.Philip” E,- Hatling,: - The jength “of ‘the: board. meeting |: phese- and- other - statements led: jane witness, ‘the: changes. ‘we will ‘Garden, ‘Paterson: Central, P:is-:
didn't’
and.
pint
4:
at.
statted.
(it
“Anti-Toll,
Joint
"ag head. ‘of.the.
‘saic: State. New Brunswick: Play=
to’. riirors _that: “the: ‘Treves-Loeb accomplish. ‘in. ‘all. “phases of .the.
“Committee, » says" the» Hartford wind: until almost -8! “canfoundéd: faction might: ‘be. contemplating ‘a! ; company’s operation to ‘the end}house. ° Princeton;. Drive-In: “Mor’:Phoneyiision :“untest.. has: already: |. _and’ -confused .interested.‘Parties proxy: fight, rumors dismissed later |that. this .great ‘company soon Te-. ris. Plains; . Starlight’: Dri ive-In, ©
3.
- waiting, “outside. It.Wwas assumed by Gould. :.The latter: .said ‘that -he?
‘Croton: Roosevelt, ‘Beacon: and: 9gains: Its prestige ‘and|profits.”. °
G Drive-In, ‘Hyde. Park. Additional
~ flunked: ‘on: Pitogramming “After” a ‘incorrectly, as it, turried: ‘out—that: Hadn't, heard: 6f. any. such ‘thing and}.

Jn“a.- lengthy : statement, accom“month. 6: coinbox “operations, ‘the --Zanuck-Skouras ”,forces “were. suggested that’ ‘perhaps. these were: " panying ° the. -announcement. of his firstruns’ will join. up- ov er a iwo~ WHCT, “gtates: Harling; : has’ “failed:
- as“fecling: Teinforced |
{week period:
‘:to give. its “subscFibers entertain=.| Tw
dosing
:/out. came - ‘that’ Nizer: was “plants”. designed.to. ‘bolster. the: election,’ Zanuck said .-he.:had “no
when’. word.
. Whereas the UA: showeaye oute.
“Inent of .a’ ‘type: not. available’ ‘on. planning |to hold'a prés5 conference Stock: which. sagged. in: trading: fol:. |Mlusions,. about the -plight: of the lets are “clustered’.’ in the N.Y.
cFeeular free: _conimercial ”televiz: at« his’ Office Tater, it: ‘the: evening. : lowing. the. news, of. ‘Zanuck’s: ‘elec-: company’ and declared:.it-is “time boroughs and some adjacent com.
tion,
Which;
of
course,
knocked:
out®
for
21st
centur
¥
methods
for
20th.
_Slon."
as
a That. could. only -‘mean;: it was -Tea-' the: idea. of a:-Zanuck- proxy. ‘fight.
pCentury-Fox.”." -“(More' specific de- 1 munities, the “Spiral” ‘network
Exec notes; “for: one“thing, “that -soned,-that. the Zanuck forces: weré:
‘In: his” letter. oF: resignation .to tails” on” the. plans .of -the co-. extends the perimeter by soma Vieatrleal: pix,“aired,.by: station have going.to, declare a prox war. “The. “Skouras©:(whieh, -Ancidently,’ Was: founder . ‘ahd: new ‘prexy-of: 20th- miles, so. ‘that’s a distinction: oe
. Het. been firstrini. products. .Phone--{ Jéngthi of the’ meeting. also \WOrtied:
| sorts, too..
are. ita ‘separate ‘Story. )
‘vision prograni chief ‘John ‘Ib Pin+- Péter: “Tréves.-- “head: of. ‘hisovwn. ‘answered: by Zanuck), ‘Loeb. point-:; ‘Fox
U is understood anxious to add
ed: out ‘that ~he. tiad: been “urging | “Undoubtedly tyto key figures in
to. has. said: .distribs “were néver. brokerage firm: who’ ‘reportedly. new: -and . Stronger. “management” thie Zanuck. administration ‘will be ‘on a. Brooklyn: ‘house when it re. broached. to. léase ew pix ‘and. triéd:ta get. word to-director: Gould’ arid. °“said _that ° he- could. ‘not. “in: ‘attorney ‘and néw board member) prises the: plan in a few ‘weeks with
". that. the test never: intended: same.
leaguere
! beleague
r d .board. room. ta -good.conscience. go: along witli. the- -Grant>, whois expected to talk -“Phantom of the Opera.” Ww hich
offer to ‘‘compromisé™ by’ accepting:
': This brings a-challenge from-Hat=t inthe:
\ for. Zanuck in. the executive’:com- would ‘indeed be‘a novelty.
decision’ nade yesterday. «':
>. Ting, that=. Pinto: ‘contradicts’ sort; 20th. general, counsel: Otto -Koegel-- . JT.do not: believe: that. it:‘accom: mittee “meetings. which -wilt_ be |
testimony.’ “of. ; Phonevision" prexy|:
‘as few-prexy. in. place of. exec Veep.
| held .in the “next couple of weeks|eof
ee
‘Ton: O'Neil: béforix the. FCC, Lat-. jn_charge of producion.. Peter] 3
Loeb |:vigorous, “young... ‘efficient; “push: while: Zanuck is in Paris, and Sey-|
* fer. ‘according to: Harling, asserted’ Gs evathes: whom the Gould| nesslike --administration :‘which ¢an ‘mour. Poe. Zanuck’s: producer’s: rep |:
*.at. the. tine ‘Phlionévision’s © inten='} forces: were: ‘pushing’ azsinst the compete: ‘under. -today’s. conditions: on «The Longest. Day” and con-:
_ tion. to. screen. ‘fiestrun- filing. -. — Zanuck. candidacy: |
in- the entertainment. field.” “There. ‘Sidered |‘oné ‘of: the. ablest,. and|:
‘Harling: ‘noted that’ while’ WHCT: 2 “Tt. was: leaiined after, tlie:‘testing ‘Is a’ ‘need fora “revamping: from, toughest.: sales minds: in the busi ~
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_tune-in -“price: ‘of $1: some: 2E. tree }was, taken. Up.in ‘discussing’ ‘terms’ a
. Well established in ‘the trade. is 2
: tv: ‘stations: With: .signals ‘picked, up” “of: Skouras’ new " position ‘as, chairs]? ...0:.:
_ ‘the fact: that- Samuel Bronston’s.
- An’. Hartford, presented. a.‘total: of |nian “.tsee” separate. story
i; ‘in: the [
“EL Cid" -ts- proving. the biggest
47S ‘features: ” ENOL:
‘mention;:| election: of: four nev. directors, and : ay ao
moteymaker |in. the history: of Ale
a * needles” “Harling. . diversity" --dn-| jn. the: naming ‘of-a_nevw “execiifive’].
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ramming: ee
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wes,
“rhe.“following is-.a ‘chronology’ ‘of events. which led ‘to the: 20th- - ‘lied: Artists. The distributor is gel=
Sat

fadid ‘not -resign- until the. next, day, {.“Box.board. battle. which ‘was: climaxed last’ week with the. ‘election. 7 ting top rental terms:from. exhids
te Vat. Seemed -“inevitable /:that: ‘they|.of Darryl F.. ‘Zanuck tothe’ presidency: and: retiring ‘Brexy. Spyros.
° -would. do so when: the. names of. the: -P, Skotiras-as- chairman. of the board:.
" ‘itors.
. AA execs esctiew identity a3 he‘| new ‘directors: cand. 'tlie- makeup: “of +:
ik. 1956:. Retirement: of studio9 productionchiet
{Date E ‘Zanuck :
a
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wer
ted ee:
‘}ing the hero, however, pointing up
¢
a exee. commi
e: wea
Ralph ‘Adams: on:Mov
the fact that. the picture itself.
“New ‘Board:“Members”
.:Kansiy ity, July:‘BL lye
1960: Death of“Adler ‘in’ July,‘Bob ‘Goldstein; 30th: production a -should™: reap the Jaurels. House.
New" board.inembers: are: stil
“Members of ‘the: Motion. Picture.
‘hit
‘in:
Gréat;
Britain
named.
production.
chief
in’
‘Hollywood:
‘records
are -being broken in. nu
-Pro-y
Grant, Zanuck's:
atfarney:
|W. lek .. a
Willian,

“KansasCityFeeSpeeds

“LASsh:, will ‘héld'a. fateiveil luncheon.
honoring Ralph. Adams;: Fox °‘Mid7 at". the’
. west “film -buye:,' Aug.”
*. Coloriy.. ‘Restaurant. Adams. is“ dé-

ducer-dircetor
1961: ‘Milton. S, Gould, repping ‘Tréves-& Co. ‘and: John L: Loeb, | -merous locations. °-Bronston’s pieclose -frierid. of the. new -prexy"*S;+ “Senior partner. Carl: M. Loeb, ‘Rhoades &- Co: elected to the 20th
ture’ drew. $18,800. in:‘a first: w evk::
Francis’ :S.:“Levien: |" “hoardin March. Wall: Streeters.sought. board representation’ fallow-- a. at. the | ‘Lineoln ‘Drivein, Philadet- °
‘business ‘extée-.
and. Zanuck .himself.’ Gould. ‘and.| :Ang company’ S° continuing -Production-distribution losses, °

+, Parting * in. “mid-August: for. the -Loeb
. Coast: and: .a--new.- “assignnient

were. conspicuous:: by. ‘their|-.

'1961:. In June; PetérG. Levathes named. ‘studio. proditetion. head

wae |_phia, ‘the tallest:“money ‘in: the thea-

‘in: ‘absence: from _the~.new. ‘executive | “to‘succeed '‘Boh Goldstein, tré’s 15-year operation.-who. returned to his post’ in Britain.
—
= The. gross “was $14, 000.” at the ~
. film buying. there”for the: ‘parent }‘committee; which in¢ludes Skoiiras,
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“Seattle; ‘Cid’ 12G,alLO

_ Seattle, J uly’31:
“!Bome: exhibitors are blaming. the|-

heat’ for:the-sad boxoffice. perform:

& 000,‘

“ance this stanza W hile others claim|.
it is':the: big Fair's: competition. |
-Some _new. pix ‘are “not:getting. far, |.

‘Best “of. ttiese newies

is. ‘Lolita’.

Jooms— fair: vat: Miusic¢ »‘Hall.
“Three Stooges in: Orbit” Is.‘drab| in’ opening. cat: Paramount::: How- |.
Which

: Los ‘Angeles, July 31, 4 —
‘Firstrin biz -is ‘up again’: this }

Key CityGrosses.
=

y Hep4G, Baye
~ Boff26,Ma1G) k 146,6

ready Gress

“Boston, ‘Jary: 91...
” Onty"‘one. new: “arrival ‘here. this.
lL week.” as. -big. recent “entries: are ~

| ever, “EL Cid” ontinues: its:amazsession,. bolstered: by gigantic ‘open-| .
.[holding,. with excellent biz hypoed: “
Be ‘ing gait, : with aw aw take in. second °
ing of “The ‘Musie “Man,” ‘which. is
by. some cooler weather. . Week. of:
aa Found. ‘at Fifth ‘Avenue: .
‘Jooking for a great $43. 000. in first J:
: Estiniated’ Total Gross:
" etimatea Total:‘Gross |
-rain and’ cool:. ‘temperatures .Was |
~
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Ww
reek
a
_
at. Hollywood “Paramount.
week
‘|
.
cis.
7
*. Blue: ;Mouse... Hamrick) This: Weele! 2...
0.-.$561.8
300 heightened “by’. .topcoat’. weather.”
$2,559,900
This. Week.-:
Launching |‘of six other’ newcomers
| Friday ‘(27) ‘filling’ up-the- firstrans.(Based on at éities and: 261. ; S$t.25-$1, 50): eM Road - To Hone |vs '” (Based: On:28,theatres)”
is helping.
‘“Boccaecio ‘70” - is. .
“Lew ‘arrival, “Tales- of. ‘Terror’. is’
‘heading for a Jush |$13.000. at- the. theatres, chiefly. first:runs, in a “Kong” .MUAY. 13d wk,’ Fair $3,500. cast Year" ee ae eeoe $623; io.
‘gock ‘at: the Pilgrim, “World -of...
|
Last
wi
eek,
$5:700:
.
;
Fine Arts. while-“Warold’ Lloyd's |. cluding N.Y.
-|.Comedy”:landed’. aS ‘smash’ fist.
: Coliseum Fox-E¥ érgieen). cL,870;" 2, “| Based on 31: ‘theatres)
World of: Comedy * looks: loud $1],=|: ~ Last. Year: - Wace de. <2,670 ,300.
found at’ Exeter:
|.$1:25-$1.50)1——*
Reprieve
7
(AA)
and
;
000 at the Vogue.
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* | “Hitler”. AA).

i‘Natraz$4,wm,

: Sad: $4: 000. ‘in: -§

“Notorious. Landlady” ig. fast’ in-

theatres),
Holdover “EI: Cid.” "in. seécond|
second. at. the Orpheum while‘“Ad-. , |daysS. Last.: week: - My. Geisha”
shapes ‘to. get:
multiple :. stanza,
{ventures ‘of.-Young. ‘Man’ shapes:
(Par) ‘and: -“Air- Patrol" iIndie),
$230.000. for 23 housts, including. a
‘| solid at. the: Saxon- in’ ‘its.’“sécond:AST;300. in’ 9 days..
“~~
whopping $24,000: in three .main-{'
“session. __"Immoral West? : is: lofty:
Fifth, Avenue LFox “Evergreen} a
stem. situations:.“That Touch .of]at’: State: .
‘second. : “Lolita”.
ar ,500:.'$1.25-$1. 50)—“El Cid’ (AA)}
Mink” .. is. rated:.lusty $28. 000. or.
rated smash. ‘in third at::Capri... 5
{2d wki..Wow. $12,000: or Near:, Last a 3
near in four hardtops ‘in second
” “Bovs* Night Out” is holding’ ‘boffe *
‘week, '$16.800..‘and. landing: ‘a: big $192,000 in. 27}
ia ‘third: stanza:: ‘at Music :Hall.
_ Music Box’ (Hamri¢k) (738: $1.‘50houses on multiple-run. *
$3)" “West ‘Side Story” (UA) -(23rd_]. ” New.product.” Which. was heavily “Touch: of -Mink" is ‘rated.. torrid:
Also new, “Geronimo”. ds pated
‘ r wk), ‘Hep’ $5.500: ‘Last w ‘eek, $6,200. “exploited, ‘is helping. ‘firstrun ese -in ‘its. .sixth “round -at: ‘Memorial:
- Toronto, July.“giz, 7
fine in two. spots. “Lolita” shapes |,
“Holiday. in.“Spain” “is: rounding ‘off.
Music Hall: 1 Hamrick) :: (2.2003: here: this stanza.. “Music . Man”:
‘Exhibitors: ‘here. are being helped “$1, 25-$1::50)—"Lolita” (MGM), Only heading: for 2-‘socko. také:at:: ‘Stan: nicely at the. Boston- in last. 10,
nice $10.000 in sixth: Bev: erly week.
‘ley:
in.
-first’
week.
|
“Spiral
Road".
|
“West Side. Story”
days
of.13th week...
‘fair
$7:000
‘or’.
‘Glose.”
’
Last:
week;
product:
is pushing to -eurrently “by:chigh: calibre.
. Estimates: ‘for This.Week:
‘great $25.000 ‘in. 33d round. at the ;,“Music Man” still.-is. wham |at two “Touch - of.“Mink”:oa20) On. wk), \Jooms fancy on. opener at: the Viel.
“|
king
hile
“Bird:
Man
of.
Alcatraz’
|.
Chinese. -' | Fantous Player’ houses oni. ‘second |$4.800..
‘Estimates for This Week,
‘Paramount. -1FOx: -“Everereen) ‘js rated: ‘smash on initialer. at Gold- “Bon Voyage” BY. 5th we Fine oo
Also’ ‘Strong. is. “Advise: ‘and. ‘3,000; : $1. 25-$1:50)".
- “Three ‘man. *Adveritures, of: ¥oung: Man” $7.000.. ‘Last:“Week,: “$7 :500,;:
Hollyw ood... Paramount -“Stated! week:
(1,468: $1.75-$2.80:—"Music. Man” [Consent ” “also. in ‘second, at’ the ‘Stooges. in: Orbit” ‘Co and: “Zotz” is: quite. disappointing. at- the. Fox Beacon. Hill: (Sack. 900: ae a
“Advise » ‘and’ ‘Cansent™. wee
(WB). Mighty. $43,000. Last -week; | Hyland. “Mr.: -Hobbs- Takes a Vaea- (Co)...-Drab. $4.000.' “Last ‘week, but ‘should. wind. “UP :swith: an Okay:
| ‘Col ‘5th: Wk)... ‘Neat: $8.000. “Last.
f
“Bon Voyage”. BY)
/
“Sth: wk), $6,-!-tion” ~is.’“ holding .‘lusty. -at Rank “Bon: . Voyage” (BV): and ©“Little |figure
‘in
“fifth
week,
$10,000.
“Lolita”
”
looks
:
great:
‘Bears’ * 20th) Ad wk)y AS900.in house’ combo. in. third. ses: B: days; -.
Enia. ot,3545
"| Trans-Lux session. :“‘That Touch of
“Boston - . ‘Beacon
| Mink”. still: is.fine. in sixth at Ran- $1: 75-$2.65) —_— ‘Holiday. in Spain"
“World of Comedy”. ‘Cont. Loud
~
{Natl Fh.) 13th. wk, Happy ‘S10:
|‘ dolph.”
Still
great’
‘at
‘the.
bo.
‘is
Boys’
$11.000.. Last week, with Warren's,
000. Last Wéek,.$10.500:
Estimates for ‘ThisWeek “Tales
of: Terror’? ‘AD, “Burn, ‘Night Out” in: fourth at: Loew's
_
*: Aveadia (S&S) -(§22: 95-$1; 80):=<. * Capri :'Saék). 1850: -F5-$1-80) ee
Witch, Burn” tAd 2d wk), $6. 200:. “Bon oyage;”” also in. fourth,. con- |
tMGM* 13d AWKi Sock .
“Lolita”
tinues lively atthe ‘University:
“ Advise: and Consent” ‘(Col)’ 16th.
Fine" ‘Arts - ‘FWO) 1631: $1 '49“Counterfeit . Traitor” in - seventh.
‘wk)..Fair. $5;500. Last ‘week, $6. 000. $14, 000. “with. fines. for some Shows:
$2.40) —“Boccaccio *%0” (Embassy).
- Socko $13.000. Last week,. “Miracle ;round at Hollywood. is. rated: trim.a
_Boyd.- ISW). (1,536; .$2-$2:75). — Last. week, $15,000.'/Shuttered until * ‘Br others Grimm”73bd:we . Exeter. (indie«!td 376: .90- $1,49
Estimates. “for This” Week:
Worker” (UA). ‘9th wk), $3,300.
| “world: ‘of Coriedy™. 'Cont) (2d Avke
": Minneapilis,” July: 31. ‘|{MGM) opens on Aug: 6:
‘Orpheum.
Pix: - ‘Metropolitan: | Carlton. “ Danforth,
‘Homber|-.: “Pwo. ‘stunting ‘new come rs: a . Fox - sMilgram). (2.500. 95°$1.80)a
|‘First week. ended ‘Friday: 270 ‘was:
Prin) (2,213; |'756;.. 90-$1.50) ~~] Rank). (2.318: 1.328; ~ 1.203;-: $1- “Music. Man’ -and : “Bird” Man. of |—Adventures
* of: Young Man”, ‘smash $12. 500.2:
“Geronimo” "WAI and. Between! : $1.50}— “Hobbs: ’ Takes’ “Vacation”. Alcatraz,” - Will” light ‘up- local (20th). Okay $14. 000; .Last week, | ‘Fenway: ‘Indiet.. if‘$00:. $1:500—
Heaven and Hell”. 120th) reissue)|420th). 13d_ wk).: Sprightly | $17,000. scene -brilliantly this -session. |
‘Both “Notorious” Tandlady? . ath, wid. “Jules: and Jim’ (Janus): \3d_ MK,
Orpheum), “Young Doctors” ‘UA)} ' Last week, “$20, 000.
Oke $3,000: ‘Last’ Aveek:- $3, 500. | are ‘off. to’ fast, ‘starts; although $11.000..
..°.«
(reissue) (Pix). Fine $10,000. Last:
-. Gary..(SacKs-1
4.277: -$1.50-83* “—
‘Goldman -(Géldman)’ 41.000: “95-"
Eglinton: «FP) 4918: $1.50°$2.50)— “Music. Man” :“shapes. ‘standout ‘at.
week,” “Judgment at: “Nuremberg” Ffa
Lest: ‘Side. Story”. (EAs (39th: Wh:
“Orpheum:
-However:
:
“Bird
Man”
$1. 80)..— ‘“Bird ‘Man of-: Alcatraz”
‘Windjammer” INT) reissue) 4th:
(WA) (2d wk), $8, 600...
--potent® with; $12,000.” “Last;
a
SUA). Smash $24,000-6r: close: Last|‘Still
*
Hold: at"sock “$6,600. ‘Last also’ is Hefty. at. Academy...
‘That sizable: array: of.holdovers: week, “Bon - Voyage” BY) hy Week; $12.300.
$6, 700. : Memorial: - “IREOY
Vs.00:
Still is imakinig- plenty of. boxoffice
“Portrait in’ Black’, 1U) and “Sap-/.
°->
“Hollywood (FPL 1:080; -$1:$1.50) -noise. Such w inners: as “West Side: WE). ‘$8,500.
*$1.491—"Touch .of: ‘Mink?:©. ‘and
phire” 1U?).(reissues). Dull -$1.860.
: ‘Midtown. (Goldman). aq200:- $223i
Last week, “Written on Wind”.U), } “Counterfeit. Traitor”. ‘Par)- "ith Story”,.i24th wk), “That ‘Touch’ of $2.75) = “West Side. Story” UALS: “Inside Information: Received”: “.
*,Avk).. Still neat. at $5500. Eastweek, . Mink”. (Sixth. ‘stanza’, “Bolita”’ and’
1 (6th awk) Hotsy” $14. 000.‘Last -week, :
“Imitation of Life” TU) .treiissues), |
(38th: wk).- ” Steady. $11000.- Last:$15,000.
, 000:
'
“Counterfeit :Traitor” ‘last-named
$2.600.
week, $10, 000...
-Hyland:
(Rank)
11:373:
$1-$1
50.
©
“(Sack)” 72.100" “te
‘in fifth week, still ‘are “making -ex- |. Randolph \Goldman) |(2.200: 95<: “Music “Halt:
Four Star. ‘UATC) +868:‘96-1 50)! ‘Advise. :‘and: « Consent”- tCol)- n2d -hibitors “happy. “Boys’. Night Out’:
"$1 .50'—"Boxs’ Night’ Out’. (MGM)
—‘Important
Man’
+«Lopei$1.80)—-“Touch .of Mink’” “iU)in
..fifth
round
continues
lively,.
wk}. Fair $4.500: Last week, $3.40
a “Notorious. Landlady” :is. trim” in)Str -Fine- $13, or. over, Last week, |
= $30.000:::
| 8i7.000...
Music Hall Ros): '720:. $2-$2. 40) |
“Orpheum: “Lovwy .12900:
“i second. at:World.—“Whistle Down
Wind” (Pathe) |."Imperial, : Nortown EB). 3,206:
Stanley. aswy (2;500:05:81. 801
/ «Continued: An page 18) |
: Estimates for. This Week.
(2d . WE). Okay $3. 400. Last.week, || 959; $1-$1.75)--"“Musie Man" -|WB) a
,
“Musi¢Man”
(WB).
Socko.-$38,
000
‘7
(2d wk). Whans $21,000: ‘Last week, . - eademy. ‘“Mann) 11,000;. $1.25. ‘or near.’ Last: week,. “Boys”. ‘Night |
$4.400..
| $t. 50-$1 5 “Bird Man of -Aléa-:
"| $25,000.
Out” (MGM) .Sth: wh), $5,500, in|
Los Angeles. Hotlywoad; Baldwi
“Loew's. ‘Weew)- a‘641:.. $181.50).traz’’®: UA), Hefty. .$8.000.*: Last: 5 days...
<Metropolitan-F WC-State). . 12,047:
‘week, “Oklahoriia”, {20th) :(reissue). °
. Stanton” (SW). (r483; “98.$1.80)— |.
£56:. 1.800: . 90-$1.50\—"El
Cia” |"—“Boys’. Night . Out”? “\MGM) 4th: 12d, wk); $3.800.
wk. Great $12, 000. Last: Eweek if
* -CAAY (2d wk. oP ine $24,000.1$13,000.
7 “Avalon: (Franky. 18002 $1) “Hatari™ (Par) (6th .Wk), .Off. tol
$6.
500. Last week. $9.000.
Last week, $37.900
“Adam ‘‘and “Six:“Eyes”: (Indie). and |
Tivoli.
FP)
(935:
$150:82.
‘Warren’s, - Hawaii’ ‘Metrapolitan- “West
‘Side.
“Story”
: Wh
A) L1th 50022
wie, “Woman “Like Satin”. LUA): tre-|.
—Paradisio”:
. \Indie}" and”. “Girl
issue). Okay: “$2, 500: :Last:: week,
G&S) «1757; (1.106; : 90-$1.50—
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~
T.
:
“Like-Wow”. Indie): and: “Bachelor Chasers” .(Indie): (2d. WE), :
“2peping Tom” ‘vAstor? and. “Most. Hefty $11,000. Last week, :ditto::
ld | o« bntustie: Man": still is topper in.
$3,
500..
Last:
‘week,
$6,000.
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<
FP),
£1,393;
:
“$1.25-.
Party” .-UA)” {reissue): « gd “wh,
‘Wanted. Man’’.( Astor). ‘Poor $4.700..
Pitt,
-héing
‘socko in. second ‘round:
Trans-Lux.. (T-L):4500: $i. 20:$2) f
“Last. week. Hawaii ‘with’ State, pa Bon: Voyage”, ABV). ‘téth 7$1,500.
lat: Stanley.:. Amotig
new:igonier $0:ot “Satin in High Heels” :Cos). “Girls}Ww 00." $8, 000.. ~ Last “week,
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‘Continued on: page 18).
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or close.. Last- week, “Escape fromj;at Squitrel Hill ‘are’ passable...“ West”
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‘| Zahrain” (Par). 44th Wk). $4,500.|
-:
. World” : (R&B-Pathe) “499: . 95-- 25th, week at.Nixon.
Touch” of “Mink”: “yemains ‘Riétsy”
$1.g0)—“T ‘Like. Money”: Indie). |
in sixth round : ‘at™ Gateway. ‘while: .
Fair: $2,300. Last week, “Tomor: |
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Tow: of Turn’: (Show) (ad awk,.j‘Notorious’
surpr ising ©strength’ in second at
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-Man’. rates ‘socko™ on Socko- $11,000 or over. Last. week, $5.000. Last week, $6,900.
:
_ “$25. 000."
.Empire’
(Durwood)
«1.200:
‘9Ne‘holdover: at: the. “flagship. -Albee to “Lolita” -(MGM). (4th: wk), $7,000: :
“Palms (ips.(2.998:$1.53-81.oo
$21 Windjammer” (NT). (reissue)
‘front Strong” entries for: a. bumper. |’:
, “Guild: :(Vance) - (300; “$1.25.
: “Bird Man- of” Alcatraz’ (UAT-and::
7th wk): Okay $3,000: |:holds.
t midsummer. : ‘Cincy. film -session.: ow histle - ‘Down. Wind". (Indie). :
= “Something: * Wild”: (UA). Great|.
New: entrants are ‘‘Hatari,”: loom- ‘Strong $1;900. Last week, “Through through Aug: 2. .Last week, same...
'. -$20,000: or. close. . Last. “week, “Hell |
“Brothers Grimm” ~ IMGAN. opens
‘ifs. for ‘Heroes’ .(Par)- and: Geron:|
:San‘ Francisco, July, 31: ing ‘hotsy at-the: Paiace;: “Bird Man: Glass... “Darkly” ;(Janus) Bd: wk),|!
. 8.
75
_ imo”. (GAY. (2d: wk-5..days); “$7,000.}. “Sturdy. holdavers aiid: sone” new | of: Alcatraz” -boffo.at the: Grand, $1,300.:..
Vista 4EMW-NT) (1,360;
‘Madison (UD) (¥ 408; $1.50-$2:65)| strong: product :will ‘keep firstrans ‘and diraled” £Zotz™ ‘and “Wild | “Hyde. ‘Park ‘Art.4Cin-T-Co)- (300: 7 aq.
” Riverside ‘Commonweaith?:
4 Oo
wa—West Side “Stort-” “(UA .(24th chere- lively. this. round. “Notorious ‘Westerners”- as’ well as “Phantom $1. 25) — “Jazz: on’ Summer's. Day” 1900. -cars), Leawood, ‘Englewood,
3 a0.Sock $12. 000. East week; S12-7 Landiady:”" anid “World. 6f° Comedy”. Planet” paired: with | “Assignment. (Indie). and “Virtuous ; Bigamist” Dickinson, Overland, Aztee ‘Dick+ /400,:
are big. openers downtown. . “Bot-. | Outer. Space” shaping: ‘Okay: at’Twiin. (Indie): So-so- $1,200; : Last: week, |insont 1,100 cars; 1,000; .700, 500,.
.
“Taste: of. Honey:aa (Conti (m, 0.) (2doT
“Giana Cireus’ ieD: {1 400: $1.25. |:caccio -’70" promises ‘to °“hit. new |Drive-In. :
500: ‘each $1)—‘Jack Giant Killer”
Sow
+4UA) and “War Hunt’ «UA\ Fair$1:.49)—"My *:Geisha’: (Par) .and ‘pouserecord at ‘arty Metro, ‘helped |- -Eongrun’ “West "Side" ‘Story re-Fava, $1 300.:
‘mains
‘&
pleaser
at.
the
VaHey
in].
Fir” Away! (Par). Big. $15. 000. |" personal -:of* Sophia: Loren.
Keith's. “1Cin-T-Co}. “a,500; 90- ish $20.000‘-or near. .Last week,
oy'19th’. week: “Notorious: Landlady . {SL23)=“Toiich of Mink”: (Uy (6th. Isis, ‘Vista,’ Fairway © (FMW-NT)
> Last -week:. “Notorious . Landlady"fe
“Mudie Man**:still ‘blares- big.
TE
POT
BOI
ee
ST
bids: -oKay: -in: third .week. at‘ the: Vwi,
Still: ritzy at” $7:000 after |(7003. ‘Crest. Riverside (Commo Ye
Estimates ‘for’ ‘This ‘Week ve (Col) $6.200-:in third week.
er
7
Adams. {Balaban*. (1.700: ‘$133.1 Golden. Gate ‘. “IRKO*- (2, 859: Capitol. Still lively. in sixth. ‘Found’ 3é-500-oni fifth fling: ‘Holding again. [esi (900 cars each!, . Heart.
at
.Keith’s:
“Fouch:
of
Mink".
‘is.
‘SO,
"gy!50)—_“Lolita" -(IGM) (2d -wk). “$1:25-$1- 500 ‘Touch: of:‘Mink. Wyf.
: Palace (RKO) (2,600: $1-$1.50:—- (Noah-Wiles) (1.500. cars), BouleY -- Hotsy $10.000: Last ‘week,--$12.500. -and- “Night Creatures’ “Uy: (6th: ‘Bod it will hold. for a ‘seventh. - 7 js“Hatari’ ” (Par). .Hotsy’: $13,000 or |yard Rosedale) 750 cars) $1:each:—
“oa United Artists (UA) (1,667: $1.25- wk).’. Fine. $8.500. Last. week, | -. Estimates: for:‘This’ Week ' a a- close. -Last---week, “My Geisha” |Burn. Witch. “Burn” .(AIi and
: (Par). (2d wk), .$4,500:
“Brain. That Wouldn't . Die”. (AD, |
a ‘$1.50)-—““Advise .and- Consent” (WA)! ‘$11, 500.
Albee «RKOY (3,100: “$1-$1 ‘9525:
Fox Voyage”
iW: cy
651; $i.
$i:s6i—
.
Twin. Drive-In” (Cin-T-Co)- (800 $21.000, light.
nS °Gth WR Oke “$5.000. Last. week} Bon
. (BV.
and 25:“East’
of:|.“Music: Man’ ww (WB) )- (2d Wk). Great|:
ears
each
side::
‘90c)-——West:.
“Zotz”!
; . Crest - (Commonwealth) “ 1900
$8. 600..
“$19;000. after $23,000" ‘opener... Cin(Col). and: “Wild Westerners” (Con. cars}, “Boulevard
(Rosedale). A750
‘Music. ‘flat,(Beacon: Enterprises)
~t Okay.: “$8,000. - Last’ week;,. “Jack, cars), ($1: eachi—“Wild for: Kicks”
-$1,20-$2:65)=—"“Holiday-.’
’ Capitol.” (SW'= Cinerama): (1,349;. ,Giant. -“Killer” - MUA): and “War AAT). and “The Choppers” (Al).
Spain” (Natt ‘Th.) (10th: wk), ‘Geeat|week, $12,000.
Warfield .. ‘Loew. (2,658: $i95! ‘$1-$I.25). — “Notonous: Laridlady
‘i » $13.¢000, .Last week, $12,000:
Hat: (UA), :$7,800.- East: .“Phan- Mild: $7: 000. Aast week, ,.in othet..

Boffo $11,000; ‘Music’Wow 196,24!

.
a
Tat
we
a
wow
.

‘Bocrac Record
1156.
"Frisco; “Comedy’ 136

Kluane" 6éean 8dave:Lat|y's tallest in'a couple of years:
CAs

a2n.

r,

),

. Tee |tom: Planet" (Indie) - and .“‘Assign-: combos.:
“Mercury | (CUM. EA65;° "$1-$1.801 ‘$1.50)—"‘Bor's' ‘Nigtit.Out”. (MGM):|: (Cob: (3d ”wk): Oke’ $6,500
Heart (Noah-Wiles) - 1 500. ‘Cars;
of: Mink” (Uy: 6th’ wk): 45th wk). Mild ‘$0.500.::: Last. week, :week, ‘$7,000. “Wonderful. World” | merit Outer Spare” (Indie): Sturdy}.

Pouch:

.’ Perking -to: sock: 16.000. or overs $6: 000::

St
PA
STII
EE
Os

7 Last week. $14,000:
: Trans-Lux *. Krim

:

(980; §1.49-81.63)-—“Adventures: ofore
“2
Botts: $19, 000.
¢ Ja. Young Man” (20h) 12d wk. Good,
000. :
000:
* East,‘Week,“$12.0
a $10.0

URTT
FOOTE
a

|-(MIGM-Cinerama). opens. Aug.-8..~}=9.000.- Last week, “Hobbs: Takes |$1'—"Reprieve” (AA) ‘and “Friend+"

fe “Paramount. apa’ 42,646; ‘$i25.

. Esquire

Art... A€in-T-Cov . (500;:|-Vacation” (20th) (2d. wk»,"$7.800.
[ly - Persuasion”
Valley (Cin-T-Co)_ (1,275: - $1.50- | Lean $4,500.

“Atrans-Luxi $1. 50)-—"Nototious’ ‘Landlady” ’-<€gl $1::25\—“ Advise .and- Consent”: (Cot:

and “Wild. Westerners’ (Coli. (ino. Bd’ wh).“Hefty $2.000." ‘Last | 82:50): —~ “West’Sidée “Story” (UA)]

_ (AA) « (reissue).

“Kimo |(Dickinson):

(504; ‘$1.25-

- Last’ week:” “Mens “week,-'$2,5
|-eLObh wk). ‘Goodd $5:
00. ‘Last week, $1.501—""BlackTights’
(Magna)
1300;ee 50. $9800; Me ok,
.
{Continued on page 18)
_ \Gontinned: on Page’ 1Br ab:Grand, ‘INKO),
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‘HIGHEST RATINIGNGD!

_ A FINE FILM, ABSORB

AN

DRAMATIC! Filledwith humor, drama-

ERMAME tic action... studded with gem-like per-

formances thatleave adeep impression. —
on the beholder! Paul Newman: givesae
. e, Daty es,
remarkable performance! s.Can
~ “Time hasgivenHemingway'sSlifean
-aura ofthe magical.Hence, ‘THIS IS:.°~
~-AN ENCHANTED: MOVIE!. Paul:New. >
~“man-achieves. a vividly unflawedin-- vn
_tegrity. ofcharacterizationye time

“IT TEEMS WITH.ACTORSOFREAL

“IMPORTANCE!” “Bub Beng
» “GENUINELY OUTSTANDING! PAUL
. NEWMAN'S. PORTRAYAL. OF ‘THE
_ BATTERED BATTLERISINA CLASS.
BY ITSELF!" ONL: - SilustinGilbert;Mire

|“A STRONG, MOVING:MOTION PIC-ar
_ TURE! 20th.Century:Fox isentitled
_ to-credit forsponsoring such.a.sub~~Stantial-‘production!” :Jounal Ametean
“00D, FORCEFUL. HEMINGWAY! =
~ CONVEYS THE FLAVOR OF:HIS LIFE: "°
_ LIKE, PUNGENT DIALOGUE, HIS)
~ -JRONIC. TWISTS: OF SMALL: DETAIL,eos
HIS: SURGING EMOTIONS! Master- :
~ fully played by-aset ofstars! Paul:
_ Newman: outstanding, his.most: ine.

| tenseartistry?" . Wer
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Nabs‘Spies
:Protection faBrit
ke .Prod
Thisiy:|"Blanka
[

- Tel- Aviv;. July: 24:
“Hollywood -‘writer-producer. Miz}

| Should Bea‘Must’IFGtBritainCoes |
‘ForCommon Mart,FilmsCouncilSea

| chael Blankfort:is reported ‘to.have |:
|

‘acquired. rights. ‘to the book, “The'|.
Nili .Spies,” by’ Jerusalem: ‘author-|.

‘Tahiti’Great $21,000, Music’ Sweet _ |
“156,People’Neat16, 1Love’ 646

‘Anita Engel: Book is. the story. of}

a ‘brother-sister. team, ‘Aaron and | .
‘Sara - ‘Aronson,: ‘who’: during the|.
| First. “World © War: spied..‘on- “the |

Eondén;. Jaly:‘Si.
erens Adequate’. ‘ protection - for. the
poe pissproduction -industry should.
_-De..a: ‘prerequisite:-‘of- Britain's.
“entry: into ‘the .Common Market,
‘according |to.. ‘the. Cinematograph|.

Eondon, July 24;

7PTurks, in“ Palestine ‘for’ the “Allies.

“Tiara. Tahiti” ‘at. the

_

Odeon, ..

balanFilmhidlaw.
soFilmCo.Plans: |-Man” at the Warner, are leading
the field among. the recent West~
Extended. toMarch:8 ‘Debween Tel. Aviv. ‘and.Haifa.
<>Costly Religoso Prod. End
openers.
Former is heading
‘The. Aronsons., livéd.:in Zichron
“|'vaacov, -one: of” ‘the’ first. Jewish:
‘settlements’ in“ Palestine, md Zz

- oy
-Films. Council. In: its: 24th annual.
Rome: J uly 31:
matt report. to:. tthe. “president ‘of... the]: mie Italian Senate this week’ ap-_- ) : Board ‘of .Tradeé,. the” Council .ex- proved. tlie extension of the Italian;

i

Ses
.
woe.
woe
a
tee
..
a.

. 202s @dopted by Common Market: coun- -Representativ es: fit.” excludes: the.

7,

+ sv tities towards films.

/-

| dubbing

“Musie

TitamsPlans
~ GiantSudo

tax. provision, long: la~|.

- The CFC, howev “eX, was, inindtul ‘mented :by -Yank. distribs ‘hete).” At]:

Tet the: fact: thatthe |British “film:

‘becomes’ effectix @ ‘rétroactive from:
ad production’ industry. has: been: built Jast :June 3h, Wwheh~ “the.old’ Taw:
- .." “yp' gradually over. a long period on’ lapsed, .

-lTands ‘to -¢over™: the. area’ about

2° I the basis of the ‘quota, the. Eady |. Large” ‘nr:wm: ber. of. ‘proposed |
SERS
ad “Rome; Saw31. ty hichthe. Bible: was weitten.,
. Jevy ‘and. loans ‘madé’:by. the: Na-' amendments to: new. aid:‘législation |: renew-tullieveae -production cen!
7
onal: Film: “Finance: Corp.. And: it recently submitted by. government. ‘tre Will.’be.-set up in. Sicily:by:
:.0 0 placedon’: record’ its’ strong .con- fommittee forced :“the”. current. ex: “Goffredo
Lombardo’s.” - .Titanus:
~ 7. vieern that. ‘Whatever . arrangements: fension:
:| Films. “It: will:“be. ‘established near.
“Veto, “entér. the. Common: Market |.-:
“rf Palermo. and: will be called Titaniius-"
Pree
.a,
ate
..tf
ae
.

2h
7)‘.eatr

Square, ‘and

Sa, Frankfurt, July 24.- ‘for a great $21, 000 or more in its
io West Germany's. Gloria Films, As |second frame, and $15,000: better
“| getting. on .the -American million-'| than’ opening week.
“Music Man”
| doliay religious’ film: grind. It. has ‘looks to hit a stout $15,000 or close
announced it-is, going to“film “Und in first holdover stanza.
[die :-Bibel- hat: Doch.. Recht”. :(And |. Also new in the West . End is
“Fthe- Biblé Has It Righti,' a religious. “Some People,” helped by a royal
“| spec based .on’ ‘the:‘Popular book. of preem at. the Plaza wtih neat
“A-the: Samé name.
' $7,000. likely for opening round.
—- For.:the giant’ production it.is: “I, Love, You: Love” shapes ‘nice
-y sending three: camera. teams to 18. ‘in first at the Columbia.

plains -that:it- has“deferred coming| Filmi: Aid.” 1;sar. thro. Ug:-h: next’
o definite. conclusiors - until. more. March: 31:. .Same- ‘text. was. recently |.:

-- $s. kiiown. about “the policy ‘to “be ‘approved: by: the. Italian’ House ‘of.

.} Leicester

BritishExhibs

LE .“Mysterios Island”

and “Pirates

.|of Blood--River” are. making a
strong double pill at. the London‘ -

7 Pavilion, ‘with second |week likely.

'| to: top. a tall $10,000.

“West. Side Story” is still boffo.
at the Astoria,-with a smash $19,-:
‘900 for 21st week-. “South Pacific”
‘ ‘pafeguards must not-be: abandoned.
remains the undisputed longrun
“The: Films.‘Council, ‘which .ad- d :
La
_|per :.and: Sicilian’ aythorities, this|
j chanip, with over. $11,500 for its
“*\ wises- the. BOT: : president,on ‘the|
| centre will include coastline, ‘/plain;|.
221st'session at the Dominion. “Mr.
"London,
July
24.
‘'" . +3 Joperation: of the Films Act, ‘Teports: we
and. .mountainous. ‘territory. rated|:" Btitish exhibs” played. far. more ‘Hobbs Take’ a-' Vacation” .looms
“4.
@further’:300° theatre closures: for| .
“ideal” for. ‘filming. ..Permanent |
in ‘third Carlton
British | pictures . in’: the. 1950-61. lusty $7,800
a the’‘year. ‘ended - last “March:-31,-"and
|coristructions will include’ villages.
“stanza.
12%. drop in’ attendance. for the.
mn
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‘a. port,. streets, etc.,. as well. as’ quota: ‘Year than. required: ‘by law.
”
Estimates
for
Last Week .
oy,
“ag
crepes.
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i :fist quarter of: 1962: at'110;000, i ih
.
Nuremberg: July. 24..«-bungalows’. ‘in’ a: ‘residential: area. | According _to the “latest .analysis.
.:tet
woe
,
4woe.
weaoa
re
tae
at
.rr
wo
a °.Como
According: to..“the | report,’ the! Wiiat fs "probably ‘the. world's. Sicilian’ technicians: will. be trained |‘prepared - by. “the~ Board: of Trade |: “Astoria. (CMA). (1,474; $1.20_ BOT: ‘has. gtanted .” -total|: quota: ‘only. ‘Theatre-on-Call © is | ‘starting ‘on: the ‘spot in. a: special ‘school: aIfar the: 15 nionths up to: last | ‘Dec- $1.'735\—“West Side Story”: iWUA)
sede:
exemption :
-to ‘290 picture theatres, here on: Sept. 20. After’ that date’ -Titanus,: which. expects ‘to’ main-| -ember,”’ over. 195% of. theatres. (2st. wk). - Smash $19,900.
. oy vend -a’ further 598 were ‘accorded. it wilt: be possible” to simply: ‘phone: tain its: Roman. Studios, ‘plans-‘to!‘achieved or exceeded. the first: fea- |. ‘Carlton (20th) (1,128; 70-$1.75)—ayene
RM
=
partial Felief in ‘their first” feature |
“Hobbs Takes Vacation” (20th) (3d.
shoot atleast: four films ‘in the: new.
i) -quota:. -obligations:.’ -Additionally,. the: Neues, ‘Theatre: Corp. and: have. ‘Sicllian. centre before’ the‘ end: of jture: quota: Tequirenients: and 98% : wk).
Lively $7,800. Last week,
supporting ‘program required. 4
MI,
2 @T2 -of. those theatres playing ‘an. ‘instant '‘play, ‘modern: or. classic,. ‘next. year. -Company. is. currently|‘their:
$8,700.
|
res ‘double . features were *“given ‘relief: -performed™ right in your: home ‘or: engaged™ ‘onthe islarid. in’ shooting. - Although | the quotas are ‘set at - Casino (Indie) a 2155; $t 20-$2. 10) .
ON. ‘the:‘supporting: ‘program: quota. ‘garden. The: novel: ‘idea, originated: ‘The’ Leopard," Burt | Lancaster: 300%: fori first feature pix and 25% | . —"Seven Wonders of World’
“| by -Horst.: Ww: -Blume,: Is’ .that .in: “Starrer, directed: -by -Luchitio ::Vis-| for’ supports.- exemptions and" re- (Robin) (reissue) (9th wki: Sturdy
_|the nearby area, ‘thousands. of:‘part- conti. Sicilian“ studio ‘projects for}:ductions: callowed °for” competitive $13,900.
“South Seas “Adventure”
returns
Aug.’ 19, with
j time ‘actoj's.are: working: at other some time have. been: announéed. by: ‘situations: cuts ‘the average ‘to 27%. (Robin)
-Ljobs. to keep ‘themsélves’ alive: And: : Various © Italian © financial. .“-groups,. and: 23% respectively. Yet the -fig- “How West Was Won”. (Robin)
firmly
set
for.
Nov.
2.
it is actually. posstole. to- hire. about. ncouraged by: ‘special ‘advantages: ures, ‘achieved _Were -38.2°O |and
5,000.‘actors on: quick notice—from: offered: by low-tax ‘Sicilian. Region. t44: plas the former. result: being. _~ Coliseum (MG).- (1,795; $1.03-.
$2.3)
*
Thank.
aFool"
(MGM.
(slightly below | last.year, but. the
‘Munich, 'Vienna, :and: Stuttgart: as |laws. ; Fair $6,500 or close.
| well as’ the: ‘Niremberg: areal,
7. ‘Recently: the:‘bo. success: ‘of pix:‘other -well ahead.
z: ‘Floealed. in Sicily, suchas *“Divorce,|": . Way’ ‘ahead of. ‘the. national | av- ‘Columbia (Col) (740; '$105-$2 50)
nar ‘London,. July 31:;
‘Thése. -quickly-assem bled °groups: ‘Italian ‘Style.”- :“Salvatore.’ Giuli-}
—"“I Love, You Love” (BLC). Like-.
hi: ‘an ‘unusual “switch; the Rank
are. rehearsing. weekends: ‘or" ‘dur- J ano’: and “Nuovi Angeli” ‘has en-: ierages were the returss. of the ma-- ly. hice $6,500.Ln: Organization is*to:-take’ over ‘dis.
#3 tribution- of: “Allied. “Artists’ “Billy: ‘ing’ their: vacations. ‘They, have a: ‘couraged’ arash of. other produc-!::‘jor circuits. The..Rank group ‘thea- : Dominion (CMA). (1,712; $1.05Pacific’
(20th?
Tae Budd": ‘from. Warner-Pathe..Deal ‘fepertoite.: of plays that. includes tions ventures: located on. the south |!|tres" ay eraged 41% for. first: féa- $2.20) — “South
Berthold” Brecht's..* ‘Beggar. and: the Ataltan, sie, wth” still _ More’.to; tur es and: 49°:for supports, “ASso- (221st ‘wk). “ Faney $11,500.
“
*eovers’: Britain’ and-a. “number: -of 1)
a
‘ Feiated British: ‘Cinemas. were -even | Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
eo
‘Européan - territories ©as. ‘well. ‘as “Dead Dog”; .Mrdzek’s’: *Striptease;” ; cote.
a 7 higher. at, 47% and:‘51% respec: (1,375; 50-$1.75)—“Five Finger Ex| Max.,. Frisch's:““Greéat. Anger. of}:
:
A ea Parts of Latin, America: > -:
if
ercise” (BLC).(4th wk: Moderate
. It has: been ‘common: knowledge. Philipp’ “Hotz” “and ‘some dramas, by’
tively.
moOk for igome..
:
nionths*. that." Warner- | the: British. In- addition, ‘the: ‘variThe. ‘ntimber. of:theatres which $5,000 after $.600 n prevous round.

"| might: ‘ultiniately .be. made,” these}

eO
: nCa
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Abead on Quotas

"| Sicila. Agreed:.upon: after: months.|
of talks by the Rome. company top-|:

Plani
inGermany.|

ww

a InUnusual:Switch
,Rank

TakingOverDistrib: Of ::
Badd’ From WB-Pathe

Annérican tatSetng
“3Film Coproduction
:

Lon” (20th) preems July 26:
‘| failed ‘to. fulfill, the feature ‘quota |:“The
.
-London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 70“|dropped. to 119 (against 122); and.
$1.15)—“Mysterieus Island” (BLC)
-only 43° ‘against: 207): did not com--} and “Dirates of Blood River” (BLCs:
“ply ‘with the:"supporting quota .re- (2d wk). ~ Tall $10,000 or better at2... who' ‘produced.’ directed and” stars: short’ Hiotice. to Schools, factories of|
|
quirements:.
workers":
groups,
stores
‘and.
‘busi|:
'
“| tee $11,200 opening week:.
a
‘London, :July: 31."
we = fin the: pic.. ‘Yesisted . changes: ‘sug: |
Metropole .(CMA)
__(1,394;. 10ested’ by. ‘the’ ‘distribs: -Rank.Film, ness - ‘associations, “or. in ‘private.|-- ” prelim. arrangements. for” a three_{$1.759)—"El Cid” ‘Rank 33d. wki.
istributors ‘agreed to take. the pic- | homes. .“They . can’. stage” ‘anything: picture | -eoproduction . ‘deal -:were.| Frigat
e, Balloo Sh
ve
|
:
Sturdy
$7,300.
| here. Jast . week -:between
° o ture ona. normal. -distribution deal. ‘from a ‘full-evening’s’. :three-acter | made
!
ip
aay
Meeete
Me
ety
rs
ge
uae
seuere
“Odeon, Haymarket | (CMA) (600;
without such: ‘changes. .
;
| to” a: 15-minuié- ‘political: éabaret,:
‘| $1. 05-$2. 80) — “Barrabbas” - -(BLC)
‘Aecording: to’ present. “piais, which’ is an especially ‘popular type ‘Amalgamated Film | ‘Distributors,
aes a “Budd”. Will-open atthe. Leicester
{ (th Wk), ° Holding firt aly. at ‘about mS
| AI foppers James. H. ‘Nicholson. and
Of. thatre hére. .”
$8:400.
| Samuel -Z: Arkoff -are. -working: out. o
> Square --“Fheatre towards: the. end
~The Neues Theatre: has: rented: ‘a -the. details. ‘with: AA chieftains’ Nat
-. Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)..
“Rank: ‘distribution
‘September.’
London, . July. 31. Z 2, 200; 70-$1.75)-——"Tiara Tahiti”,
“2°OF
“topper
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—
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enjoying its: biggest: Doon in: years
‘Norman ‘B.: Rydge; ‘ehairman’ ‘of. lengé jn-October. Under the mantle] - It is understood in some cireles
‘servicesto: séeif it can. find jobs.
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his assignment in the. feature last.

‘Thursday and reported for work
in “The Untouchables” the: following day. oe
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“1 in. the ratings..’and it is- evident|‘faetor, which ‘ has meant nothing
~ vy Gunsmoke |110", (CBSt.. 2 20.84
since.
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.
-. "Dr, Kildare (NBC) whedeieed
“bigger
in
Hollywood.
than:
ABC's;
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‘Mission has moved-to promote non-" ‘ula. One ‘metropoitaln station went.|
‘The Coe deal is.;.part of a longz‘-Botianza (NBC«. . .. ra sgeeees 19.91: ‘comimercial: educational tv-in- south
far‘as to order ‘a: private.. depth} May some: packagers. -prefer ‘working. range plan of CBS-TV’s sentoc:
<< ‘Andy’ Griffith (CBS): 22.034 19.9 4 by ‘providing: 2F new CHF ‘chansiels so'
WwWith: "NBC staff technicians, ©pos-.
survey.
of.
WOR’s-hourly15-minute
}
: Untouchables-«ABC*™ “yelat ee) 8.9 for: three. st ates:
| newscasts (WOR also haS: a: nightly \. sibly ‘because. they've worked: with. programming V.p.. Hubbelt Robin~ Candid Camera: UCBS*"
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. Of. “tatal, 12* ‘channels’ ‘go.“to. two-hour *spread ‘of “news, néws- then. before. “(After all, NBC: has. son for the return of . original
ees 184L\-Flotida.:
. wa Talent Scouts (CBSi ; sis. <7
Agixto.
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and
nine.
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1 - resultant, ‘charts: . disclosed ..peaks-| “more. . specials ‘than either “of. - ‘its! ative themes on a regular basis.
| ‘to- ‘Kentucky.
“FCC:- said. ‘new: ehannela. were} ‘during’ the news segments. ‘through-"riy als.)

“hopefully each

week. .

‘Feouant,by. ¢ducational ‘authorities: ‘out the day,: indicating a. definite . This. _means" éxtra ‘dollars. .for |. -In addition to the Cue speciais,

. + NBC. -TY through which to amortize | web ‘plans three original dramas,
re
: This’ “discovery” of a- ‘special’ the live’ tv:studios in Burbank. By|‘probably 60 minutes in length, for
“| develop |-statew ide": teachvee. . sys.
“and.
‘considerable
news-bent:.
-audi[tie “same: token, this represents a the :62-63 season. The “Coe 99‘tems... No-* ‘Operating. ‘broadcast “sta-.
ions’ “Will:-be. dislocated, “by. ‘action, 1.ence: has: seen: -WPAT, the Pater-: “Toss--of: ‘potential ‘revenue fer. ABC-. ‘minufe specials will. be vidtaped —
Se
WN.
“gon,
_TYand ‘particularly. CBS-TV, “the | on the Coast at the web's Televi-.
.. segued.--music: station,
ECG observed:
Commission . notified -educators:t’ add: ‘three. 15-minute. early: a.m: latter ‘because it has’ a-. plant in ‘sion City. :
that’ channel: - ‘assignments. .were |. newscasts: “with, vet: John McCarthy |. Hollywood: thought’ tobe. quite ‘as
Coe, whose career dates back to
° Dikectors: Co, “tha"production
subjéct to chatige,however,: itAa-; tin’ a.-switeh-- ‘from: WOR) to. the: ‘Taree and. expensively |equipped. as. “Phileo, Playhouse,” has been asso- directors ‘tional: ‘needs are overriding..
ee “outfit “belonging . five-minute Daily. News: -capsulés NBC's: ‘It ‘has also. been noted that tiated with: ‘such’ major projects
. 1. pranklin:: Schaffner: re Fielder| Under FCC. order, ‘Florida. chan- “through. the, day.-- WMCA‘ also. has|live -tv: . studios;. wherever. located,
“Producer’ s Showease, se ‘Thea. - +.,C@dak,. ‘has alteady: bought: three. of ‘nels will:-he ‘located at.Boca’ Raton: ‘ ‘lengthened 'its” morning newscasts. | don't. get- much of a play as it ist
| tre "62" and|“Play house 90.”
“yt the. seven, original :liours ‘they-pian|.Bradenton::. -Cocoa...*-Fort: :Myers,’ _and CBS. flagship. WCBS ‘now “has: ‘Losses: ‘only. Take ‘it worse.
Besides. Garland: seen’ ‘on CBS“fo do. next ‘season _for..-“DuPont Fort “Pierte; Lake’ ‘City, Leesburg.“} a 6: ‘p.m. 45.~minute news’ strip.
helmed .- “py.; Kenneth *.- Banghiart, : TW),. “Astaire (also seen.' on :-CBS-:
“Show of: the Weck” on-NBC-FV... : Madison.” Marianna; :‘New. ‘Smyrna |:-WABC,
the: ABC flagship and. -last TVi; .-Danny: ‘Kaye’ (ditto), ‘Crosby
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(both: “ABC), |
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;
“ies the. four key. ‘rales in this play :ate. ‘Springs. “and: "Wrens: ‘Kentucks:
‘Bill Paley ‘and Frank Stanton
es . Melvyn ‘Douglas. and Claude Rains, ‘channels-go -to' Ashland, ‘Bowling ‘has: ‘Ween-‘working: ‘feverishly . to; .wefe shot. at NBC. :
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news.
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“ Inéidentally,. ‘SD long: as: the ‘proel sand: it's.-possible, that: :Directors: ‘Green, - Cov ington. . Hazard,. “Madi“ce: Will--soon :sign. Neville ‘Brand for -sonvilte.:.Morehead,. Murray,“Pike- ‘eration under the- nudging of ABC | grat. 1s- -independently, packageéd.. ‘tenant for.the CBS skyscraper: ‘be.
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-of network hews _operations.:
“| deed, -‘NABET- men. at NBC Aal- -of New .York, heretofore a staid,
“Michael.-Laurence vs’. ahkling|.
“Great Hand For: the Little ‘Bady,”
ite “and: Michael.Dine. is. coming.up: ‘WMCA,; Na. Ys ‘radio ‘indie; after] ' Back among. the. independents, | ‘though .not so identified) by .‘Gon- conservative Fifth Ave. landmark.
‘WHN
offers
‘Storer’s
“total.
infor|-‘tract: ‘must: ‘Bet “visual credit :‘on the Bank ‘will occupy the main floor
“_with:-.a.’ piece. “eatled” “Last. ‘Love.” -threé. years. as. me station's, pub| mation: news.”-The’ station’ s break- show: -crawl,- which is ultimately and’ the ‘basement.
a Oe “Two or'three- Of the seven DuPonts licity: thief.:
-ing.
up
‘of
‘pubaffairs
—
‘docuimen-:
-run .off on- ‘the ty: ‘screen, in| the
.OF the 38 srorles. CBS: will oceiainh (Shaffner, who ‘is now: doing. ‘a. fea|- cA’. former’ “fietwork. production 4
.
i ture. for. 20th FOX": “and. ‘Cook will- “staffer and: official. with the N.Y: aries - ‘into... ‘bits: - preceding: the. case: of. CBS. by IBEW- ‘men. (ABC{ cupy’. four-fifths of the floor space.
|
Mews:
through:
the.
day’
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is.-also,
a:
NABET.
shop,
so
there‘s
‘Building.
is scheduled. for- comple8 “split ‘the’ directorial chores pretty "Stafe’ Democratic Party,.. Laurence‘. :

“Lin three ‘states a3-part ‘of: plans £0. _tune-in audience for hewscasts:
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‘LOCAL TV & SYNDICATION

~ That Out-of:Homenews "WWWA ShiftstoABC

a, org? b ae 8
“WEVA, Wheeling, W.V
joining’ :
.-is
CBS,
time ‘affilfate- of
ABC Radio. netw ork as of Oct: ].

the:
inStands With: 1_[25.Mpls. Ball Club Checks Portables i
A 50. kilwatt ‘station, ‘the sta~ ”
‘tion’ is: owned’ -by :thé .Board’ of} I
aa
Results”
Gee-Whiz:
; Some
. 4b Basie- ‘Communications ‘of: which} ©

| Ira Herbert is chairman: - Hérbert,|was formerly. prominéntin New- for:three weeks --

na

“Robert ‘Rowe,. produéer. of‘this: saméNBCTYRe
“Erie: Mait, quitting“! ..
‘York's: ‘independent radio: picture.. daytime: strip, doliig:tlie, respite: ‘bit:in: Canada:Milw. aiikee; July 31..
WWVA: has: been” on the: air.
apolis, has managed. to. capture. al. A fan from Great’ Birtain. to.“ | since 1926 .and_ has. been affiliated |‘ABC-TV's- sales: .developnient. ‘Staff: ‘to. ‘join NBC-TV as.‘sales planning ~ Daa
rep in: ‘the new web: “sales: proposals unit’, . : George’ Vicas: hlead:of *.” a
good. segment. of. the medium’s;- ‘the cast of the television westZaDes
‘the: NBC. News European production --unit, - back: ‘to. Paris late Tast -w eck. 28
; with CBS’since’ 1947.
elusive out-of-home listening audi-.
_ern, .““Laramie,”’A _resulted-in'a
.
|.
¢vFrank De. Felitta assigned to write, produee,. direct: oné ofthe. six aa
ence. At a recent weekend ‘Minnecommendation : of -Milwaukee’s |
: DuPont shows: ‘to. -he“ done: by:: NBC: creative projects ‘unit They Inw.sota
Twins-New .York .-Yankees
. postal staff by. Spring Byington
~~
LGitlin's
-unit) of: NBC. News. .ve ~ Milf. Rich's: p-t.. house: ‘moving, to. new... sO
baseball game the station had 100° “who plays’ the. housekeeper in:
PE W.-53d St. offices:ages
oe
washers counting the transistors. and.
“Laramie. wo
_ELN:Y. (both are CBS-ow ned) .is:*ierrill Brockway as a: staff‘divector::
Sete on
portables brought: in by fans to}* Seems the: fari missive’ from: '
| Burton Wanetick.:to .WNBC. ‘Radio sales ; < » Same. station “also. ‘ired.oo7
__ listen to the audio play-by-play.
’ Great’ Britain ‘carried. the. ads
| John’ Clayton ‘as manager of. ad-promo-publicity after he did.a stint “at! °<:
With a capacity crowd. of 40,
‘| WHLI, -Hempstead: . ‘s.a/ CBS! Jack. Cowdin to. Barcelona: for. month 3.
_the ushers covered every Section: . dréss: “Miss Daisy Cooper, Mr...
‘Slim, Sherman: and “Mr...Jess |.”
|..
chalk' (wife: ‘and. kids. summering there now)::'. .-High brass thuik-up a-con-" . °
of the triple-deck stadium,
ing. up. 2,426 radios, er one ‘for Harper, all of. Sherman. ranch, * |."
test for. their. own CBS -employeés—will, give: cash prizes: to best’ photos "
‘Milwaukee, . :
USA.”
every 17 fans.. Ushers ©reported |" Laramie,
-taken of CBS’ new. building: Boing -up ‘on: 52d" St:. ..CBS sports pro- one
-[
they may have missed a good: many,| ’ through: -some quirk of ‘fate,
ducer-directér Tony’ Verna. back in U.S. after ‘a. fortnight: bunting stuff.
Decame. the .port.of call. for:
small fransistors: hidden ‘by score"Hollywood; July ‘31. | in. Europe. for the seties: :.His boss. at.-CBS-TV- sports, Bill MacPhail,”
‘the | letter. ‘An -unidentified”:-}- ;
eards, coats, -ete.|
“Also back ‘from. Europe- o,
pack after his’ own. thr de-weeker abroad’ .
postal
°clerk’ in Milwaukee’s - | “Phil:‘Silvers’ ‘has formed: Tranan:
Says Larry Haeg, ‘WGCO general
. Philip. G. ‘King -has become direc tor of:
‘Productions
-to- enter indie ‘film:|. is. ‘CBS-TV. veep. -Joe Ream..
‘manager, “‘When one. out of’ every|_ P.O. recognizing ‘the ‘address |:
.
also’
going
to. hire. a: man to run’. *
info:
services
‘at
“WCBS-TV;:
Station.
17 people brings a_radio- to: hear a. . as “fictional’’ characters on the: “land television:’‘production: and has its advertising: ‘and promo stuff,”
thus ‘splitting. in. two thie “job: .Len: ca
-“Laramie,”” show; forwarded*: opened .‘negotiations :through~ his’.
game they are atfending, ‘it stag- :
Traube: held. before he ankled a few weeks. back:. . Dick: Heffner wag =: .
gers the imagination to think how |: the letter: to: Spring Byington. } Managers, - Freddie - ‘Fields -Assd- named. véep.of. Educational . Broadcasting, ‘Corp:;:“this Arr. ‘addition’ ‘too
many more thousands. of . people | -- In turn, Miss Byington wrate '* : [ciates, for. association *“with Metro- already being |g.ni, of: WNDT, the.new educational | due: on: Channel. 13.
with |. Milwaukee Rost ‘office:
nie ’ Goldwyn-Mayer.” -and: Universal:
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are

following

the. action.

‘Marty. Glickman, Joe. ‘Hazel. ‘and Al ‘DeRogatis: wil]: cover. the: N.Y: wo.
‘: [dnternational:
picnic) . “Phis‘i
portables
at -beaches,
isa:‘fan letter for your”
new. ‘batiner + Giants: football: ‘games: this fall for:‘WNEW: ‘Radio: which ° is . picking -up?
grounds, golf -courses, lakes and. - office 2s
I want. to thank] . First deal set.‘under 1
. Marlene: San... a :
>
|-the.
19-game-: schedule for the second’ year, in a_row..
eountless other out-o f-home loca- . “you and ‘tar you we think you’ .. -ig*teleseries.*“House - “of .Seven,” ‘ders. has ‘joined WNEW. Radio's news depariment.. -as: ‘special: assistant...
“all, gave a great performatie.. * Charles Bickford’. starrer. ‘earlier
‘tions.’
for.
“public.
affairs,
reporting
to
Lee.
Hanna,..theStation's
news chief. 4°:
One “of the: sponsors, Hamm's |,., You: should ‘get_an:Emmy.””
|. planned whder .Fields, .Blake’ Ed- | Spe. Metromedia has..retained. Albert’ ‘Rrank-Guenther : Law. Ine. for a:
-wards.-‘and |David.. - ‘Begelman‘ ‘Ss’.
‘beer, actually spotted the captiv e|
.
‘Jay:
Barney”
in.
a.
flock:
‘of: dra‘financial
public.
relations:
program
.
| Project: 1IT- company: Several -feaaudience some. time ago ‘and now.
binre. properties are ‘also being: cons, ‘Imatic. assignments -in:“Search: for ‘Tomorrow. * “Car. 54. Where Are. --:
slants part. of its blurbs directly atYou”.
and:
“Secret:
Storm™
: Roger’Sharp will pinchhit, for:Ron Coéh-. *
sidered, Silvers said:°.
the’ in-park -listeners.. Example:
“For.you folks listening to us here |
: Actor-comedian, also said: he. has. { ran’ on the latter's “ABC-TV's ‘early ‘evening. ‘ews’ show: while. Cochran += -4m the stands, a reminder. If-the |”
| yéceived. an offer: froni, the Desert. |-vaeations’ this. week. : . Jerry Solomon. has. Joined «ABCSIY. S sales 7%
/ Doe: "Novak, of. rahe
Hamm’s vendor isn’t hearby, don’t}.
Inn to: “play :‘the. ‘Las “Vegas ‘spot‘}: development. department: as a ' preséntation: awriter.:
forget you can get Hamm’s at the|.
‘four: Weeks "a year for next:five at. TV- Guide. has:written.an opera. “Katydids.” which. preniier es tomorrow’: .
r(Thurs.)
at:ihe
Rockland:
Lyric
Theatre,
Piermont.
N.Y.)
, Bob ‘News wat
refreshment counters under -the}
-an-’ unprecedentéd:*-$50.000 price
stands.”
“Seven “Arts: Assoéiated reports} tag:. Films and: tv: ‘activities: will, ‘Kirk; new: with Eicanor.: Powell's ; night, ‘club -‘act; -in- Las: Vegas, signed” wet tee
‘bas. permanent. vocalist: on -Don MeNeill’s -“Breakfatt: “Club” fan “ABC | + * |
A major problem, iowever: has! thatiin. the last two: ‘months 19 more} determine his: ,acceptance:Radio:.
-ABCTYV-: American: Footbalt. League- kickoff. :‘party: or, the.”
“been created by sections: thickly|:
. Silvers” is currently _ptepping
populated with radios where :it. stations made it 100° ‘on purchase. 7-new- -CBS. teléseries ’to go: into’ ‘pro- : new" season ‘at ‘Toots Shor's: today’ tWed.). . Gerry Arthur is the new . | |
-Post-50'ss... Warner ‘duction:in January*:‘under’. his’ golf ‘prodigy: of the :¢cency. business: ‘The Donahue. ‘&Coe-v ps, ‘who's
sometimes sounds as. ‘though. the of the ‘various|
play-by-play: is. coming from. loud- . Bros. feattires.Patrick. Productions. banner. Show been ..playing: ‘for... onty. ‘one. ‘year, -§won.the. ‘Tam “OShanter. ‘pest:-ball > Mutual: newscaster. >
speakers. Feed-back has forced use
~ Total. number’ of. “stations, how. } will - be ;“half-hour. filmed’ :€omedy tournament. with a club: ‘companion. last Week.
°
of: directional mikes and- closed having: all-the Seven. Arts Warners Series,- with | writers now. being: Fulton: Lewis -Jr... Will: ‘réceive, the -American. ‘Legion's. Fourth. Estate:
“windows in’ the broadcast.booth: jin’ the vaults is 45," aecording to Selected. INC ae
|) Award: for :"62'at. the:“ores.44th:
n- national, convention, ate‘Las: eras. in fea
And engineers have had to- “Put ; the syndication:‘firm. el
;
,
oo
- Actor.- ‘meanwhile -is -; “postarving: Octobers
crowd-noise . mikes. far
enough
[ . Ten.. stations,©prev iously ‘signéd with: Tony Curtis in““Forty. Pounds |.
. away to’ pick. up only .ov eralt
for. Volumes 1 arid2, rounding.it of Trouble*..and has“ 'a- top ‘role
~
sounds..
;
-in.’Stanley: Kramer's. “It's a: ‘Mad: KTLA's “Stretch”: ‘Adler: iijadehis. gales” ‘presentatifin “to: the.trade: eee
Visiting - sportscasters,- however, out avith: Volume 3 ‘include: WBNS,
*; Columbus, .0;: .WIVP, Decatur; “Mad, Mad -World.* He “also did last: week: anddrew huzzahs. from. the :250- agency. and .s vonsor, reps - —
have. the worst problem: . When
| Rv. Eureka; Ww LAC, - Nashville; a” cameo in. “Something's Gotta attending. -For -a‘-locat ‘station. it:-was an‘. ambitious ‘effort. the: ‘geld ; tet
they're trying to downbeat a Minheapolis homerun or scoring spree,| wow, . ‘Omaha:. --WTVH,: Peorfa;: ‘Give? ‘and ‘a. guest: sliot., on Jack:: tinted ‘brochure: supplementing: -40-“minute. film,.: ‘Which Adlet., ANG aw be 2.0
‘KGW. ‘Portland: _ Ore:
W RAL, ‘Benny’ Sstv show: for: next Season. *| showing’ in Chitago. and N.Y.
“ NBC's: exclusive ‘10-year’. contraet
‘their mikes are. likely to” pick’ ‘up!
Raleigh:
KVIP,-: Redding: sand
with. Phil Harris, ‘at $1 900. a’ week) finally ‘runs ‘out..Sépt.. 2) :.
the enthusiasm of the- Minnesota
Mae:
WTRF, ‘Wheeling, °
7
: | Benoff- has. ‘created..a neéw..cémedy: vehicle -for. Ann- Sothern called. es
announcers tothe -confusion. of.
Five stations fornierly. signed for
“Atta Boy. “Mama:”. ‘It's -a".Goodson-Todman project: for. \BEpartisans
back. in
Clevéland,.
@.
al
:
ao the initial. package and. now taking.
‘Daniel ‘Sklar named: director of,business affairs, for -CBS-TV in. Holly: we
Kansas City or Las Angeles.
:the third. batch are WNAC- Boston; |
aw ood:
7 Ed’ Hawkins, left Lennen. & Newell: to, hecomé resiional sales: wt
i KENT, Des Moines: -KOCO. Okla: |. |._
| manager’ ‘of ‘KTTV- in. Fris¢o >
"Tony Arnone quit -KHJ-TV to:drums:)
=.
. homai - City: - ‘WHOC.- Rochiester, oeen
i
‘beat Pacifie’ Ocean’ Park: oe alvin, Mann set up shop -here ‘to‘keepiN. 'Y.; and WNEM, Sagiriaw... os
“ABC posted:on: news breaks and specials ‘.- : Production: Was suspended -- .:
for two-and a:half. weeks ‘on Screen. "Gems-NBC's: “Empire” ‘for ‘summit’ 25
“Incidentally, the numbér’ of:“wit wr
‘ Chicago, July: 31. 4 meetings on- proposed. changes .
: Last. sunimer “shaw in. the Garry*
| stations: carrying ‘the: Watner'Post:
=
"50s. in. color’. ‘has * climbed. ‘to 28:31. “WBKB’s noble inténtions’ “have Moore ‘slot’ will. ‘be'-a Jackie; Gleason. hour pilot with a. beer. sdrden
Ten of the 28 were. -added: in’. "62; ‘gone: ‘down. the.drain: along - With setting. . Signed. ‘So far* ate ‘Beatrice: Kare: and: Sammy: Kaye's orch.oan
‘including ‘five €BS-TV. primary --af-+ some :$13:000 in ‘production. ‘costs|.
;
Atlanta. July 21,
filiatés—those in:: Hartford,. Sait: for..a- ‘74-minute’ film" that. “Wag g0” ‘Snooky: Lanson, - erstwhile iit Lake City, Boise;- Chatleston ‘S.
Cc) ing to, help save: a man’s ‘life: On:
Parader:and currently the guiding. and Grand. Rapids. vat
- ; |advice from. its:attorneys, the sta |. “WITW. the ETV.. sation. presents: ‘the?‘video. premicre:.Sof: “Three: Te
Jight of .a 90-minute television. pro- |:
-:} tion, has’, shelved’:the film: it had. Sisters ‘Who_ Are Not: Sisters,” “an opera. taken: verbatim: frony-a’ play Doe
gram on WLW-A, can be assured|.
WMAQ inaugurated .steréocasts with
: | éommissioned: to plead. the ‘case of “by Gertrude Stein? ‘on Abs. 6.
of. personalities. ‘for his show ‘for |
| Paul. ‘Crump;- a- Cook- County. jail. ‘its: ‘sister FM: station list ‘Monday: 190):-and will -continue. with: a 55the next. three weeks at least.
“minute
music:
show:
‘each
we
eknight
; .. . WBBM is. furnishing news: ‘for’.
‘| inmate: who “is ‘slated «ta.‘get “the”
When. Atlanta's Municipal Thea- | “Ea Codel,. -veepee| of ‘the’ ‘Katz chair|Aug. 3. unless ‘Gov. Otto the: running. headline
*
sec:ion “of: the. big’ TWA. Sign’ at ‘State and): :.:

fhStationsWith.
107, WBBuys
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Snooky Lanson Reunion
WithDorothy Collins”
* AD Atlanta TY Treat

| IN CHICAGO™*

Hd Codel:HeadsSRA:

tre Under-the-Stars

decided t0.| peppery. has been. élected. president,

Kerner, commutes. his seritence.

: Randolph, News will. bé- shigged.” ‘WBBM Radio" ‘and ‘followed: by a

"|

switch to-a star policy for the 1962 Of thet. Station. .
. Foote, Cone. .&- Belding ad‘agency” hag.°--. Representatives y. The ABC attorneys felt:.that'. the ‘pre.ad-line for the station.
they . played right - into. : ‘Assn:‘film's. allegations :that: the police | added ‘Len:Levy,’Nick-Amos: ‘and: John: Mann to ifs commercial ‘produc: .° *
Snooky’s hands, since’ Lanson, a
tion department. .“Levy: Was" formerly 'Mnaniager’ of ‘the radié-tv. depart=.. | ° |:
out ‘Of: Crump.
-Codel: “ig:the: first SRA. chieftain beat “confession
veteran of show. business, -knows
ment of North Advertising, :Amos: Was.- ‘with .Compton: Advertising: arid: © *.- :
that “has. not heen: president: of a ‘ight Jeave -the: station: ‘wide open- Mann
all of ‘them personally..... +. |.
7
‘was’ With WITI-TV,. Milwaukée:
Charles -E.: Gates, W. GN.
;
Loe
“(Continued
on
page:
34)
First ‘it: -was Dolores’ Gray in rep: firm.”
_
|
station” manager, :and ‘Daniel’ Calibrara, pubrel- manage¥ forthe same’. >.»
¢
écan-Can,” then *came the .Met.
,| station, have been. ‘elected. to’ the board of. the “Colonel ‘Robert: R..
Opera's: Georgio Tozzi and Barbara.
‘1. MeCormick. Boys: Club.~.
‘Dale Juhiin;: director: of ‘the “Herb: ‘Lyon*
. Cook (Atlanta is her home town)
“| Show” on- WGN-TV, has been. named producer. of the show: ... WBBAI's.
as costars of “Fanny.”
| “Festival ‘of. Song” series, featuring. choral: groups. from Chicago. area.
* Jackpot. for . Lanson; however, |.
‘schools, . has:“Been. selected by..the. ‘Voice: of America’ for: overseas os
-season,-

~ Turningthe0

game last week:w hon Dorothy ‘ColJins, his:earstwhile playmate over'|’ -..

“Chicago, July.‘Sh.

“45 -broadéast:.
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the years on the ‘Hit Parade,” |’: ° Antirigton: ‘Park ‘Race: Track has purchased 10 spots onthe five--. :IN. LONDON
om
:
:
opened Tuesday. (24) in “Briga- [. day-a-week “Len. O'Connor |Comments”: ‘show ‘on. radio. -station *~
‘doon.” It,.was like. old -home: weeék-}. ‘WMAQ -despite. ‘or perhaps -because. of) the. fact. that. "O'Connor
picked”
Tv.
‘up.
“the
“GyandaGetta.” an
American’
,
2
‘show:
‘puppet
“ThE:
|
has
been
a
vociferous
critic
of
the
operation of the ‘frack:6n-the. -| ‘Giant?’
Southern-TV. ‘Staffer. Barry: Westwood. compiling. ‘a for a.
when she guested on his show and |. -.
jt created: so mutch nostalgic inter- '. station ‘and. on WNBQ, it’s sister.teevee station. ©’Connor continued. ” segment: ‘probe in.:to. the. state. of the British! film industry:
oe. est among viewers of program }..vhis_ attacks ori Arlington Paik ‘after thé spots started-last. week,wo ‘Program “diréctor-: Milo..Lewis ;Scouting : “for. vaude -dcts. in Moscaw.
and has been,: if anything, more-severe in: jils’ criticism. «
‘that he. brought | her. back Friday
|-and:. Prague :for: Granada’s ©upeoming skein’ of specials -,
:
“In ‘father’s
: O'Connor -has: ‘been berating ‘the’ racé track for:several menths .[ footsteps: David Dimbleby, ‘son’. of BBC’S: top. ‘conimentator Richard,.-:.
(27), with her: two ‘children; whe
accompanied her to Atlanta for her |-- for what:he considers the low - quality of the ‘horses, ‘for laté. post: . -got his: foot’ in the BBC-TV. door: as he. ‘becomes: resident’ chairman” : *
In addition, 4. *-imes ‘twhich. he- attributés -to:a wait for betting |to. increase), and .- of BBC's: panel: show-“It’s My. Opinion”. . . Chairman of: the Independent: re
stage engagement.
Snooky' persuaded -his Wife,” -Flor-| _-for. a-récent ‘Incorporation of. two: Mahagement. groups at ‘the’ track: * -| Television~ -Companies. Association, Howard: ‘Thomas. ialso (ABC-TV. °,
ence, to appear on ‘the show ‘in “ avhich he ‘Maintains. discriminated. against and. tended .to.‘Squeeze: i
.| topper: elected -a_ member’ ofthe newly-formed:. ‘Advertising: Standards a
her. tv. .debut},. along’ with- their .. Gut the small stockholders, .
-

youngsters, making it a family’

affair.

m

‘Golf Clinic’ Series
‘Leonard

_

“The«track was. réportedly ‘most irked at.a disclosure’ by“O'Connor .

.«

‘Noted profile spot in’ Britain's. ‘Sunday ‘‘Observer- * ..

| Authority
newsheet: devoted. to Sidney L, Bernstein, chairman. of .Grariada ‘tv. .: °°

. “ that it -had- separate’ washrooms: for-white: ‘and. Negro -employees. “|:
.-.). -BBC-TV- bought. “The Legend :of _Rudolph. Valentino”.
.
Signs. indicating: ‘the ‘discrimination’ were. ‘painted’ out .after ‘the © .ftom MCA. .
Anna: Neagle bagged: for her ‘first’ dramatie, tv. <>.
., | disclosure; However it’s. understood -that, ‘the Practice continues,“| . appearance. in U.K. by Anglia-TV.. “Play, oA ‘Letter’ From: The. .General,’*...
- although without. official: sanction., ~

on J is set forthe. Play of the Week series:,
| ft t F
isS:
1
C

.O’Connor..sdid
that
hoped.
‘spot:
‘aini?
o
Anderson. Assoc.’ s- has |. “attempt
to mitigate
his he
stand
on that-.
What the:
is, in
his “buy:
view,Wvas
the ‘not’
track's:

{- is
.

ranco

BBC-Radio ‘is: to spark’its:
an oo

agan p ay, - astle: in.Sweden; “Today.
1Wed.).:
se

Rte
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_

produced a series of ‘half-hour golf J.
jnstruction. shots for.-tv, “The Golf. - shortcomings. “T assure you that. Ihave not Jost: my"enthusiasm re IN’W ASHINGTON.wa
ED SI
ar
Clinic,” with the initialer on ap-]: forthe subject,4 he added wryly.
obs
3s Naney’flausch
. The station’s sales department has. -with one. ininor “exceptioii, ° ‘Broadcasting: news beat: ‘of ‘the year. out: of D.C:was.
proaches. and sand-trap « blasting
‘featuring: former; PGA champ Jay|. . Maintained. a hands. off:.policy..on tHe matter, and: O'Connor: says * ‘man -Dickerson’s :scoopéroo’.on: the military ‘high commiand. The CBS...
that he.has not -discussed: the Subject’ with: them, The éxception |” femme. |‘Was. five -hours -shead:of everyone on: ‘bames .of .new NATO
Herbert and Harry Cooper, ‘Metro-,

‘ oecurred ‘when’ the station: rescinded the ‘spots for ‘one -day -after-_
pro.
a flurry of calls asking. why: they. were both’ promoting and. attacking
‘Shot at: the new Doral. Country
Club, the show is produced and]. the race. Wack. on.the same show: °The. Spots:‘were’ resumed the. ‘

politan Club

directed by. Leonard Anderson. .

. next!BAY Soo: ven

oe

i

.

Cc

‘topper,Joint. chiefs of: staff chairman ‘and arniy
boss. . Robert. Gneiser.
joins ‘WMAL radio..and tv -news® stalf after ‘six ‘year.
stint: as. “hews- aa
director:ofWORM, ‘Baltimore .. ‘s « WWDC-: is ‘Pushing. editorial. and: :
- (Continued on.page. a8)
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. "Sweden. _and Belgium |each ‘has®‘Doublie the fall. 28“hourlona
al

oeMNDron |S

PRESTIGE.ss

. episodes of. .Jast “season’s. Dick:. Powell: -anthology: from: NBG.
:< International, It’s the -first.time,’ according to theé:sales organization’,

oy that. an-hour.-séries: was ever sold. in-its ‘entirety and at. one’ time |
‘tte any. ‘foreign’ nation’s tv-interests. : 7

:

’ Recently, -a:-half-hour- series, “Silents: Please”seas’ Bold:‘abroad; se
“Syndicators... ; * who: ‘might Looe ank that’ evidently. is the-only. other. series ever sold ‘all. at-ance. =

inBertinMaj
>jor Eeasin
—+. -A. strong television
in -a talent

Re
.
Syndication. Charts-

department’

agency is fhe key

to

-the entree into. films and.the big.

‘we: Often accordifig- ‘to: NEC,. the ‘shows -made‘ here’ do. get. picked up :f. ‘accused: of not: -being ‘able to tei
'“Hennesey” “and: -“Qutlaws” Li money that is.to -be made in. the.
-agency ‘business, according to Her-..
“..: in: their. entire’ 26; ‘3Q‘or “39 -week. ritis; but: usually, over .a two-or.-.| ‘the: moneybags for the coins up to}. have - been: ‘listed as syndicated:
‘
|
how,have
“tracked:
down.
some}:
..
products-in
the. VARIETY charts... ‘bert |J..Siegel, ‘chairman of the
oe
ere period ‘and: only When: the.foreign, outlet:‘buys them.’
; ‘fresh. Sponsor ‘Joot: this. year.. They. . Unitil . Sept:, 1962, the shows
| | board of General Artists Corp.,who
one.
;
or two-:or: three at atime: - ;
ve
‘have. tapped.’ a logical: ‘source—one are: : Still‘‘hetwork : programs, — is embarking on a new expansion
. Foreigners. never. ade. firm. ‘conimiitments: until:now,
|-where- there is ‘money ‘for sure |-::, and Will be. listed “as. such. ~~ ‘| phase ‘of: the office. Siegel. who
~ |, the: ‘banks and: _finanelal: Institu; ". Because. of this error, “Sea... after’ purchasing the agency .from
tions, wt
.... Hunt was -shown as the No. 2. ‘the estate. of the late Thomas G.
Biv VA: jesearching §sporisors “ofi."show in :the Philadelphia. and.
Rockwell for $2.500,000... invested
_ “its ‘The “Story:: of'” series, |“have; i:m Pittsburgh. ‘markets - for ‘issue “{‘an. additional $1.500,000, mainly jaio found “that: financial. institutions.! of June. -25.°-The .ranking. of
building. the video sector, ‘and now.
— ‘represént “11% ‘of. thée’sales, -rank-!.,' “Sea’. Hunt’
«in “both “Cases - -he says he has positioned himself.
“ing ‘third. among all: ‘spot. ‘buyers. he- should’ be. No. 1
7 1 to-start- a new phase in- enlarging:

iBContinuous Hours Per’
Day With
V six
Aan ;Last:
: Hailedas:‘Nev
ew
CUS.Concept

year,:.the banks ete..repre:*

Ithe. office.Present expansion: plans. ‘the: eni= :

20M “ sented: only 40% of.‘the. buyers and ,"
= “ranked - ‘sixth | “among ° Sponsor,
_ ‘Broups::
Likewise: Oiticiat Films has done .
a a:‘good’ ‘job. of lining’ up: ‘the. bankers ‘

‘NBCfiilmsMops.
UponHennesey’;

| phasized are’ based:on a. two-yearj old blueprint that he set: out in the
aR ar = “stPail:uly 81,
||business. and not’ on the dissoluTwit. ‘Cities’. WMIN
-has:- plos-|
‘tion. of MCA's talent agency; but,
: gomed. forth. as.the |
US! Airst all: | Alvin San Hollander. Jr. ‘last for. its. “Biography” package, .“With,
e. ‘of course, the breakup of. the larg7: >News: radio ‘station.
Pete
“week: became’ .prograni: diréctor of), the total-now covering 10° ‘markets.|
tote et :
| est office adds impetus’ and asense
..
“Along: with’ sonie ‘other entértain-: -WCAU-TV, the CBS-owneéd station |-Most-‘Fecent*sale was to the Kansas...
in”: Philadelphia. ‘Hollander.’ had, . ‘Bankers. Assi. for -Wichita;. Pitts-| . “$l,
509.000. Gross‘. of immediacy te his plans. Accord°
ment features. the: station. has |‘dis-.
| tre to Siegel, the. MCA breakup
wo. ‘carded its: former “music 2 “which, Q until soine.months ago, beén-- pro-:| burg“and: ‘Topeka: stations:in: ts
‘released a valuable pool of. man“2, plus‘ weather,” “information” and "grain. -chiet foi. W ABC-TV, ABC's, ‘plains: state. -Another new. sale’ has !.
‘power and talent,.but he feels. that.
|been. to -the Old :Kent. Bank *Be
ce Phews.” hitherto, identified its title.;-Gathanr. faaship, ‘Station. §
he ‘has to be- extremely: selective
NBC.
Films
‘Has
.
grossed.
-more
Entirely: with news: now, “thé-sta- 3° ‘Hovander “joined: the ‘old.“Du: | Trust of ‘Grand .Rapids; Mich:, for”.
“On. what personnel has become.
_ “Hom is ‘on the air continuously :‘far. Mont’ ne"work-in “48..and “ beens Grand. Rapids-Kalamazoo. coverage. -‘than si.300.000 Jin: ‘less than four:|, available. Thus far. he has added
‘| Show now has 123 markets: lined'‘ mronths. -on: sv ndication: of: ‘the off-. ‘eight’ of the. MCA roster. ‘but :is:
“40 1B hours -a: day, from’ 6 am. ‘until |in wwBissraninmng: since, —
“Up; : with. banker: bankrollers.. also ;: hetwork'‘ “Hennessey? ‘half-hours... ‘hiring. only in the Spots Where man-dee
mee midnight. :
ce.
in ‘New: "York..and California. (an-,”. Ue company said this ‘week, Such ipower is “needed . ‘He would still
. There are- ‘atotal: of. six.“any y
other’ ‘regional’ deal. :
- being. tle case. it means. that the | like. to get more, but some ‘that he.
oo
potinests. who :work. ‘lwo. at a- time ; National. Telefilm: “Assoc.” g has" 96. ex-CBS-TV |:: telefilms are: ‘al-. had been hopefui of nabbing either
aaoe 110“three-hour: shifts. ‘That. ‘means|.
o tapped. the vaults. ‘for place- |yeady: making” a decided amount !.Set.up in: business for ‘themselves.
“on. these’ announcers, ‘have ‘three-hour.
ee af. 6x-¥, ale prof: Dr. -Albert. E.,!eof net ‘profit: for: the: distribbery..!" or went elsewhere before he. could
| oo Hintetiudes. or. Tests: between
‘Burke's: ’ “new: -half-hout-- series, :-One:- estimate © ie ‘slightly: . over !‘finalize. the deal.
won, hitches. oe
“Probe.” ” Crocker-Anglo National. $200.‘000 * 80 far ‘in net inconie.:
. Siegel flayed the indiscriminate
: No trouble. 13 geing ciigountered.!
Bank of. ‘San, Francisco jis in: :for-rine, Witir -the “eost of |residual pay" hiring of agents only -because they
.
“ tn obtaining ‘sufficient. neirs t0- be.
California markets. and Glendaie.. nreints : {to- ac tors. ‘directors, Nurit- 1.-bore the MCA label. He felt that
7. rable. to “dish: it: up. continuously: ;,
_Fedetal Savings’ &. ‘Loan: has. pacted©“ ers.. et at: thr own.:in; the’ 96 films,to expand without plan was ty
“without? interruption, ‘according. to
‘for’ a. Second .Year |
on _KCOP, Los: repor tedly “cost NBC: Films. rough- create a chaotic condition whick
1
Jack. ‘Doligias: ; program... ‘director: | ~~"
_ iy: $1 000.000. iri..all:--With. mayhe|wilk make itself fe: later.
The.
, Jt enianates|‘from -local®‘reporting,| Ww ‘hile new: owner ships. ‘and “heres |Anggelés, - .-)
Recent ‘station.‘sales: for.Probe. “20¢7 taken: off ‘the. gross. for’ dis- aim of an agencv..he felt. was to
- listeners’ telephone calls and” the .: ously. ‘changing ‘formats: have. the:
|
tribution.‘costs:
it’.
leaves.
‘NBC
{
with
‘no
sponsors.
as_
yet.
announced.
make.
itself
valuable
in
all
phases.
New"
Lig ~@tation’s Teletype machine. : nae
“York? ‘Mass-alidience. . -radio‘There'll alsa-. be .the:“inunediacy Stations: all ‘shook: :Up,- there's, one ‘ineludé -.KLZ, ~-Denver;’ --KOMO:!.Filniy in: what appears to-‘be a4 of an. artist’s career.. The building
” .of on-the-spot reports “as, the-news: special-market. ‘outlet that: ‘{s.- flex-. ‘Seattle; WIMJ: Milwaukee: KONO, _ belatively, nifts".monetary position... of :careers, he says..is the moré-im4-San- Antonio: XETY.: Tijwana-San © ‘NBC... “officially -. “boasts P that |portant: ‘function of a. talent office.
e , AS., being’ :made and- even “feature” fing. its. muscles. ‘as never: ‘before.
= News |“stories: ‘like:Hthose: -in. Newse |. any LIB.: 13 ¥eats.” old’ and thie’ Diego: and Ww.MT, Cédar: Rapids, Ta. ‘“Hennesey’s "96 “-Have- earned.! 'To orient the agency. te ‘packages
5
“more per: episode”. ‘than anv. other }i or: to the higher. ‘priced phases. of
..” papers... ‘National - cand. ‘community: leadini: Negro: station ‘in New: York |
{1962 sxndié: entry. Web. also’ “says ! the business. ‘he felt was to betray
"service: bulletins’. fin. the °‘publie's; ‘sifice: 1955, ‘Tast: ‘week “opened ‘new.|.
that: the. “néar-100°" niark. on sta-': ‘the needs of the artists in favor of
ool. Interest". will “be* played’ Up. £00), ‘studios: ins, the- cheatt of Harlem|.
eoat
{imsales. may well be “more. than‘ agency expedirncy, and therefore
EEN
eS
aS
Ty
pogays ‘Douglas:° :
425th. Stst atza Feported.’ cost of
Irving *--Klein,: formerly.” ‘with: ‘any other new. _off-network -series | plot a-course that will: bode the
“ote ihe programming: ‘ig’:‘described:more, than. "$100 000.
-| Screen! “Gems. ad. department: has «.has -so. far” ‘for next -fall, (Series ;i Industry’“No good_. individual|: 15-minute ‘ news]:
‘Long: con’: community. service: —
;
"Broadcasts ‘prov.‘iding’ variation de-: Ligeal,- national, “and - international~ |been’. named.“ president: Of. ‘In-- begins on the. air,in October.1 ae
‘ Wtimatety, Siegel. savs,: ihe:art: (signed. “to. prevent: any’ listener-; |Negro: ‘Tiews - ‘and : reiriotes . of “im--|:depend ent.: ‘Television. ‘Corp:’s ‘:
ists.will have: to. go to an ageney:
mo
poredomc” In. this ‘connection, it’s: portant Negro: functions',: Harlem: house’: ad agency, ‘Donal & Har: ;
| that is powerful in ‘all phases of the.
man:
“-“spointed out:that the “various. news|‘Radio. Ceriter is équipped with ‘the |
_|business. A film: or-video star is
will»“temporarily.” ‘héad- |
tat categories—local: ; national, ” ‘inter- | latest.’ electfonie~ dévices- for:beep Klein w
nr
.we
“| only partially served when an
hms
OAR
A
2eRRMT
‘quarter |atthe :Chatham ‘Hotel in
fiational. and. spor ts, .ete:—are’ kept|ering.:automatic taping: ‘ete:
| .agency.is remiss in any one departAl-. New: York. He'll. be. responsible :for
h). “geparate. «That. -is, ‘ene-.-sort.: Asnit. though: Hts, ‘a:: sunup-sunset : opera4ment. Therefore, he feels that the
all
ITC:ady
ertising,
Promotion,
and.
J
.
allowed.
to’
intrude:
on:
satiother...”
AL
‘expansion. platis'for GAC are ripe.
tions WE 1B “hay asnews -‘staff: of
RES
ov
SR
: “Before Jaunchlig thisinew ‘cone |four,ahd, “Wilk” beep any” “new S° pubrelations:
‘He “has: invested heavily
:in all
Same--tinie.”
‘John
Es
Pearson:
di
ceept. in “American -radio. ‘we’ cori-! ;ev ent ‘of: interest -to.:Negroes .‘any=
7
“Repertoire
“Workshop,”
a:
projphases ‘both -domestically ‘and inrector. of ITC's’ ‘international. sales. :
a ferred’ w ith- our. advertisers. to get. where. in: the country.
-ect. ‘designed. to: showcase local ternationally. He ‘has tried to 30
“has-been.
‘named
a:
.Veepee..
‘It’s
|
7 their: reactions.” “explains. Doiglas::
i talent: in. ‘performing: arts, will. -be where ‘the: action is. For example, _
.Qie -of ‘the: prime -péasons: “for
oo “We found: them ‘to ‘be very. ‘much }! the. vers: latest |in recor ding equip- ‘Pearson’s- ‘fourth ° ‘promotion since’
; ‘Jaunched : in-’63. by’ ‘the’ five: ‘CBS- with Rome the largest picture pro-.
‘for ity Sinee its start. Jast week :we-i- ‘ment, ‘SANs Harty: ‘Novik; general joining the -‘company, in 1959. aS TV 0&0: stations..
ducing centre in the world, he has .
‘sales manager. in Canada. :

"Hollander:toWCAU-Vv

.
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| 5Impact On:

NY.NegroMarket
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+‘RepertoireTheatre’

[ TeShowcase local
-Talent on.CBS 0280's

"oi
already.” ‘have been: informed..by./ manager. of:“the: ‘station ‘since “its,
plan
ieee
tak
“as them: that ‘thes like.the forniat.° inception.
is: to insuré the: best.re- ==

oe 1 The. project ‘ealls for’ ‘each’: sta-. opened’ an. office in ‘that city. -He

‘ tion.” to :produce seven programs: installed. Don W:. Sharpe as head
TY whieh will be seen: on- all five -sta- of: a. moribund television depart.| tions’ beginning: next ‘January. : In.
‘Continued on. page. 36:
a Ang ‘the. matter “which js’ prepared j
- WOBS-TY refused to: bua4.7 [toto,: there’ AWilL- ‘be: 35. programs
te
‘and coverage -from ‘such. hot spots
.'| produced.-Series, as explained: by
. (Continued: on:Page’‘361: ” Aas. Bittle” Rock |lave‘ “been. ‘pam-} a
"pre- Season game .on “Sept:
ees
“Ot

course.” “it. ‘entails: continuous?

ception: of. Hot. iews: events:. In’ the|.
-,“talking - by. -the announcersread- iF
“past, he: Sats,” - phone dterviews

raReverse: Play

Hal. Hough,: y.p. of; ‘program . Sery2. *}pered: by: ‘maenitoring: ‘and: ‘mysteri-. a : betw een. the ‘Cleveland. Bons - ‘ices,
CBS -tv--Stations: ‘division, . will
“and L.A. - Rams :because’. it! :|
| ous” fades: during |critical’moments
vincude.
‘dramia,’ “music, -dance, . pat-.
_wotld
Jhavé
fouled
up:
one.
of
-”
le in, conversations.
7 Grand Rapids T
t
torhime:
- one-man |shows,” -poetry,
In His :xéars’: with the: ‘Station, qin ‘the: “special” “Schaefer -Awards. a
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Takes4toTango

: ee Cornmiission.:“gave ‘fotr.-applicants ;
let
1
an, invitation . to’ “operate ‘Channel

: permit, ‘to. Channel‘13.Grand. Rap‘Inc: .representing©four. of.five

gg5.5

7.

‘the: . asked. W. CBS: ‘to. move: the ‘fea-. .

$85:st a week. and: $565
for:
" (Continued: on. page, 36)":

2218. -Grand. “Rapids, ° for : Anterim:): .
—_ ‘period. .
Commission’ gave™- “construction

foe
.‘

Serling'§ 0.Wk.
-WBNS-TV Series

dramati¢: Teadings,. and other art
.
forms: ©
:
‘gro“conimunity’ grow, -to :1,600.000. "Rival: Gotham Station: WNBC- «.
“TV,
did
buy
the:
‘game,’
‘and
that
.
.-|.:
Thé expériniental show case greir |.
‘With impressive: increases: in. édu-|’:- fact fouled: “up-“Schaefer:
“Tout: of “Reperwoire - Theatre,”.. a
cational: and: eeonomic ‘levels. Stu- |
“WBNSS-TV,
Columbus: has:
:‘Awards.
‘Theatre’. anyway: wey . { Weekly. series ‘using ‘Chicago ‘talent
°
‘signed. ‘teledramatist Rod Serling.
‘dies ‘show?- he’ -says, ‘that -“the me-]
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CROSSES 256 |)
NewLabor Dept. Ruling on
¢‘Locals.PMY
-IN6-WK, SEATTLE RUN|”
May Cue Rewrite ofRegulations;

Seattle, -J uly. 31. -

“pins s Foulies of 1962” wound |.
The Bureau of | Labor “Maniage-' torney ‘Harold Berg and. acting Up. six-week run at the. "Orpheum |.
ip
a*Oi,

“Mexico: City, July 31
pie. “National: -Assn. ‘of: “Aetars, ET

Reports has ruled that the} administrative — " secretary’: ‘Bobby. Theatre. here. ‘Monday : (30) - with|

ment

monthly reports. Ruling camie as a: ‘make.

ruling would

‘little . difference

result of a protest by: Dick Jones. { operation. of AGVA. He. conceded

Washington, July: 31::: difficult: to. resolve:::
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examen |To AccentNames
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‘In. Mexico. the -practice: 1s: diffi- **
“cult:‘to ‘stamp’ out..First; :there’s ) °°:
not “a:-big’ night. club -circuit.-in. 7.00...

“One of the zingiest musicals.ever to playthe ‘tipeee lavishlyproduced.
ioe

|

at

[ “Jack ‘Engerman. ‘Northwest Re]: An appropriation pill ‘coritaining

|-@ .clause’ giving-‘the ‘forthcoming |. .Many of: ‘the. lesser’ ‘spots, Ansist a
director.|.
be -Jeasing Corp.,: booker -of. the show, “N.Y. “World's Fair .a $17,000,000: on. these “dishonest, coriditions” as..."
will’ have
bylaws.
who fought the takeov er of the}. ‘rewritten
conform
to the.‘to:new
that some to
Said biz savas not: :as “good. as antici: part. -of - -contract’ :: for: .: singers, a _
Philly local by. the union sg national ;conditions... He claimed the ._re- -pated,: but was far from a flop. It’s: pavilion .to. be-. built..with Federal|.
‘dancers: and’. ‘line girls. *
ett od
Office.
Vamps to be minor. _
‘Claimed :that burley ‘layout: marked Funds: was ‘signed«‘ast | ‘week by:
- How‘ever,. the Association pointed: fot
The meaning of the new -rulingit; How ever; much wider. claims are a record ‘for. stand. “of - a\ ‘touring. Pres... Kennedy: _
fs still ‘not clear. ‘Both. AGVA ‘at-!
‘tContinued on page 54).
' stage. show: here.”
eae
1 ‘The Senate .“had ‘approved : -art: ‘up the’ fact that the..problem’ is: “:
appropriation : of. $2,000:000°: less not, ‘restricted: ‘to: Mexico. ‘is’ uni-..
——$___— SS
a
-for..this project, but..the higher ¥ersal. Union: offieials here. shave! 72:7
_4| figure -camé after conferences ‘py: been~following .scandal -it “U.S...
-where: female: entertainers “have... wea 8
. | both: ‘houses on the. ‘Measure. - had" to mix with clients. and moré... °°
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N.iWorld’aFairfoGet:Ew hich: has. been- waging. a. campaiza. Tat teh,
against clubs which.insist on’ en-" 9 | =...
tertainers. “mingling”: with guests: 0.) 0-2 2
held --for..‘originally, scheduled. Bix}: SI7-MEUS. Pavilion| admits
that :the vice.‘problein: ‘is Wie SoFos

total. gross’: of ‘around. $225,000:.
branches of the American Guild of Faye went to ‘Washington’ Friday. ‘Rumors*-had show.closing, before,
Variety Artists must be regarded|{27) to confer with. BLMR execs. |. ‘but: biz. picked up. atid..show- wasJ.
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Another

‘recent’:"innovation ar

that Mexican .entertainers.:go:-off
on .tours:-to: -Central.. and:.South..9* 20-05

America, and. even ‘on. to. Japan...

The. International, NY, ‘is forti- Girls. return laden with coin: garn-ished ©‘not.:so-" much from° theirterpsichorean or: warbling. talents nt

itself “with® a “‘hame: lineup
“It's fast and it’s funny and if it doesn’tdobusinesswe.
mightaswellavi
and
:2 ake
‘starting in Janiiary. ‘Whether. it will.
put
names
in..on top of. the: Harold.
go. back to Peoria:
Minsky, show. which :starts- ‘there.
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adinits. that. conditions hav
| of straight names, is‘ still to be de- improved in recent:months,. despite: -* froni extra-curricular: activities.
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in October, or: Ww hether’ it: will. dis| band the burley -type layout in favor

“a good’ .
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"Glory that once was Hollywood flashed on. ain’in brightlights
show, sprightly, nimble, warmand entertaining ee “put it'on your. MUST listfe
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Abe Greenberg,CITIZEN NEWS
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| terniined. Boniface Jack Silyerman;
punitive: campaigns, threats’ of-Sus- .has ‘signed. Tony ‘Martin- ‘for the pension ..from union. membership .- are <r
mionth of. February at.a reported.
$15,000. . salary:
‘previously for’“straying members; :‘and. closure» Tohru
: (Continued. -on page 54)"
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also. pacted ‘Alan Gale: for. a four-aaa
J |-weeker in March.. More names are’
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+ for New. York, including its start}. °,

Jamess Powers, HoLYwooDREPORTER |
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1 1s“now :‘producer. at:the New Fron: (i]-:..<
cy fi}tier, - Las’ ‘Vegas, ‘and previously:
Ef produced the shows: at .the: ‘Dunes,

Las Vegas. The Jength of -his ‘stay |
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the ‘period.when names. are: being :
“use
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|f-§) Daniels’ - engagement ‘was ~:postponed. until January ‘Inasmuch: “as

Simimy: Durante’s .
‘SINGING PROTEGE
; ; initially without” the: stimulus Of | 72-GOING: ‘ONSTARDOME
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layout . to lure .its. own |
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“ERNESTINE. McCLENOON
“TN ‘17-2287,‘New York |
We
:

‘Sen. McClellan's: ‘stand. ° ‘when * he §*

“|| resumes :hearings on AGVA, which |[~
_ [| are ‘presently: slated.to. take place.

To The Press::

when ‘he ‘winds up hearings on: the
i] Billy Sol Estes-case. There: is‘also.
} corroboration: “in: ‘the ‘tapes that |]::

‘Bright worked. for. the election of |}:

Thank you for your wonderfulreception!1 |

Joey Adams...as : president: in: the |i ;
campaign against Penny Singleton:
Coast ‘regional director Irwin. Maz-

“Tl zei testified that.he gave. $50 to: thet]

| Adams campaign‘ fund. Hart also.|}.:
‘testified. hat he..gave-$200: ‘to:.that :
‘Fund: -However,: Bright denied the
‘Bt latter. . ‘Adams, ...at -the. meeting;
*
# ‘denied’ Knowledge: of: the. :solicita-

oon
vargers

: JI} tions -and_ claimed. that: the. came.
“ys fl) paign. ‘cost him. $1,800.
|.
It's. anticipated’: that: ‘the’ come.
| mittee-will transeribe the. notes. for.
study: prior .to: calling’ “hew wit~, :

pee | nesses .and: reealling others. .°°

And thanks toa ‘wondertul castof's
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comedians leet. aan
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PEGGY SANDS

KIKI PAIGE
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‘BOB.TREVIS:.
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a

TOM. ALLISON.

- 7TER!‘ROBINSON
7 GINA GENAROI
oo _ HOWARD-CCARISHAN
.”GORDON CORNISH

_ STEPHEN: PRESTON -

“KEN, REMO”

‘BONNIE HUNT

Menara SUMMERS .
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agencies | asking’ what the ‘union |. we7 "Evergreen 4-6000 .
New York,City,
can. do-dbout ¢leaning up ‘the. con- ||. —_
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“Now” in its - 142nd° Issue, containing
stories: one-liners, .poemettes, °song
1. titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono‘logs, parodies, double. ‘gags, bits”
idéas, -Intros,: impressions ‘and’ Im-...

Fe personations, political, .Interruptions.

umorous Views - Thoughts of the Day,
Of the News, Vignettes, etc. (20 Pages).
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“ToyBemettGrosses: Lower-CaseTalent.Fro M
Tony.. Bennett’ ‘scored $29, 000. at
the Forest Hills ‘Tennis Club: ‘Stas.

-dium, Forest Hills,’ N. ¥; Saturday :
| 428y,” “Attendance -. was Degged -ath
|-dbout: - 6,800, *“halt “the.43 Spot's;

* catskal:‘Mountain hotels ‘are’take!
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/
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ley-Steiner office. ‘Deal. was com: move to A-S will make the literary:
“Paul.“head:
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pleted yesterday: (Tues.). | Miss dept: of this - office. ae-largest:‘fn,| legal
of: MCA‘sformer’
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and.‘Denise Darcel..
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_ =: BOB+
HOPE SANG tazityFROM BOAT:Overflow. Crowd Took: to.lifeboats for
Hope Show, _

HOPE: GROSS |

é

a SEATTLE, uly16 @petiol):aes“Greater ‘Séattle Incorporated,C

oe - The Bob: Hope Show -closed ~ ‘which: ‘brought. Hope here for ~
| last night. at the:“Aqua Thea. °the engdgement, was forcedoA : tre, :topping every. attraction : "to ‘bringin nearly: three dozen
* in ‘attendance: ‘and gross. play-.. “rowboats. from the adjacent —
Lake Boathouse.to han-.
} cing: this, World's: Fair City.) .”.Green
~
|, The SRO sign went up: Satur-:- dlé the ‘overflow ‘crowd ‘at ‘f .
| day on’ the. review..:Final fig-. ‘Thursday. night's: perform:3
_ ures showed the variety:show. "ance. Local : American Red’:
: ‘played: to’ 48,151 people and -: Cross. officials. provided two
| he$203;069 in. the._ GtOss.. : lifeguards. ‘to stand ‘hy.for the’
sl unusual situation.
“handle...Jee

-ATTRAGTIONS-

BOB HOPE SHOW 7
_ PROGRAM
:

vatAQUA THEATRE.
“NOW: PLAYING.
CAL Sheehan’ $s.

AQUAFOLLIES.
:3-Week Run: :

by 26.thryAugust:is
_

"Bob HOPE
let PROWSE

Gisele ‘MacKenzie ‘i
in:

‘Alimninie: RODGERS

NE CET.Youra

ond, the Fairmount Singers

uly. 7

x

° Gene.|

- HOPE,suow
wre

x

~

*

1

MARQUIS |
FAMILY

and the

|
DETROY

duly 9-15:

*

&

_ Francis BRUNN

Beit Parks in:
j

Musi Man
dol 17-22.

| cauuetPROWSE, ‘BOB ‘HOPE: ‘BERT PARKS, Music. Man”: stor, presented ‘ottende*" .

,

cwophy ‘to Hope, as Bob Hope Show: smashes cil Aqua’ Theatre
ee

“JACK GORDON...
Emcee

te “tecords.iin.8 pérformances,. .

NE

‘Conducting

N $s
Ol
n
Presented by ©
ol
a(a
ALTRAU.
GREATER SEATTLE, INC.

CAMP,,Managing Director
"WALTER VAN.
"Direstor: Mel:‘Anderson, Miki sulliven:
14

CHARLES DECKER .]

_CURRENT. BILLS |

Unit Reviews:

[egOff: The. Old wloek| ns

WEEK OF AUGUST. 1,
_brose; Johnny Young Trio.”

MUSIC HALL—Michael Maule. Colleen
Cokre, Lila Gage. Conchita - Clarke. Alan}:
Cole, Militaires,

Rockettes.

AUSTRALIA
=(Tivoli)—Edith - George’:

Betty.. Pasco..

Angers,

O'Neill

&

Haish.

{:

Avril

Jordane,..-Raphael
_LaFever. .
Fred Nes, -Dorene-Kitmers. Steve
NTERLUOE__Troy

Walker. * &e. Hustlers.

BRITAIN:

like .a. Hittle .girl | ‘sith’ big, ‘bright

personality .that-*:lilts.:- She “has |

asatt“Uhl, freshness ‘that "will. aid: cher ‘when:

wood special about an extra.

out.most of het numbers but: plainTy: points’ up her ‘fine vocal control
by’ being .‘equally. ‘at’ “ease. with
slower - numbers... ‘It’s: been -‘quite

Both...

have nice: patter’ bits: “Strajght, she-.
-ballads well on.“In Other. Words.”
mixing“ the: ‘little girl” voice. Jwith

-J the .sporadit: power. that.-will “be.a
| ing. .Conrad: Penrod; -musical :ar-, Some time. since such ‘an attractive
- Better: ‘arrangements. °

BLACKPOOL
(Tower Cireus)—Charlle | Felix. Group (4).Cairoli & Co., Branleys, Hugh Fotgie &

| tatgements, . ‘Val: Ground: _Sieinniay miss ‘Has’ come’:along. with
. -vibrant.- rhythmic: voice...

LAS. VEGAS.

Co., Tircus Williams’ Lions. 2 Carmenas,
Circus Knie’s Horses. Zebras&
& Ponies,
Diors Sisters, Four Soratiis, 2 Dominicis,

“CALIFORNIA CLUB—Jonnny: Paul... Ennis Orch (109; over; “$2.
DESERT -INN—Eddie “Fisher. Ford & |.

such a. and
boon.-2.later.
more: ‘dehinite:style: will

. Teeing off with: ‘Could: Be Start 4 helpful.

Willem Lenz & Chimpanzees, Tibor Alex- |p565. Donn “Arden 'Dancets,. Carlton |

8...
oA
2
et
s

"her own: - appearanice..“She:is:tuck,”
.Tfeyes, a nice,.winning smile and. a:

the --pre-- thé act-‘is mote set. “At the "mos"
-ment;. her. shining: ‘numbers: ‘are.
ton, Audru Anderson, Paul:DeRolf.. ‘requisites ‘to go far. Displaying: ex-,
ty ‘material topped .‘by’ -an: a yds
ope
Larry: Masse, ‘Gary. Scharf, David: cellent. taste in-her ‘garb ‘and: coif- ‘special
audition.song: :that;. gives her’ ai
‘fure,,
Barbara
Russell
¢lickéd
solidWilkinson;: created ‘and. produced:
‘chance.
for:comedy. ‘and:.a- Holly-:-*
‘by. Ashton. and :-Walf: Kochmann; 4y_in this spot last:“week: ‘She belts

-dy Martin Ore. .-.
"CRESCENDO _— ‘Lennie. ;Bruce, “Aine
shards, Chad Mitchell Trio:. :
Richa
Oneavia Allen,
Jack. “Elton,

Alan Randall.
..MQULIN
ROUGE—“West Side Story.”’.::
SYDNEY (Tiyet\—Sophie Tucker. Goof-.| “SLATE
BROS.
—
Kay ~Arfaen.. -“Ray staged byAshtov; assisted: by Larry’
ers, Campo & Marvell, Dick Luby, “Dal- Hastings. Herb’. Dell Tri
-| Maldonado:. costumes, :Lloyd. Lambrets. Kon Tiki Quartet.
'
$TATLER ‘HOTEL— ‘Chip ‘Oft the old bert; ‘special °mesic and: ‘lyrics by
nis Orc: | Block”. Revue. Skinnay
-YE LITTLE
clus — Ruth Olay: .
Joe Donald Kahn; Stanley Styne: ‘Tigh
TT

eeite
vk.
seine
AG
se

|

Room, N.¥:- Pearse
| Nemetii; Sandra Wirth, Jacquelyn]: ‘Living,

LOS: ‘ANGELES .”

Jacques

Les

Bodel,

.

_€tRO’S—Dorn Arden Revue.
‘Gregory;.Joy Laine, Joyce. Nizzari,|:- Comely ‘blonde. billed
COCOANUT. GROVE—“Can-Can* Frea- ‘Patrice. Jeffreys, Janice: Penning: ‘ted: ‘Artists disker, ‘has

Corps. de> Bal-

Paige Symphony Ore

MELBOURNE

Mieke |BARBARAa

ing”: Harold -Lloyd :Jr:;
Songs. --"*;
‘Rooney J7., Carote, Costello; -Bever"32-Mins..: ’:
tly “Wills, Stephanie ‘Foster, Jay:

. * SUTHERLAND: LOUNGE—Amanida am

NEW YORK city.
-let, Raymond

(STATLER ‘HOTEL, L. A.). °
. "Los Angeles,’ July: ‘27.
- Barry’ Ashton ‘production featur:

be:

Date, a oe Es

ander’s Canine Revue. Desmond & Marks;
. Lounge: Johnny Puleo. ‘Dave | ' Piesehtation: ‘of.“Second Genera.
Circus -Knie’s Elephants, Dagenham Gul Apollon,
Agailon. Les" Femmes, Michael. Kent:
* ‘tion ‘talent takes: all- -forms.. and.
Pipers,
Our
Sammy, “Little. Jimmy DUNES—Eleanor Powell, Rip': ‘Taylor; largely its. effeetiveness.. ‘depends.
Circusettes.
| Bob Newkirk. Barton. Dancers. Bill eddie
‘WINTER GARDENS PAVILION— Arthur Orc. Lounge: Lancers, “Vive. Les. Girls
on how. it ‘is staged—to extract the
Haynes,
Nicholas. Parsons.~ Morris
&
EL -CORTEZ—Joaquin -Garay.
“
1 ultimate. ‘from, -“what. . basically is

Savage,

Des

Lane, Trio

‘of. Something - Big,” ‘She “ plainly |.‘
tips ‘off -that she has the pipes: and BOYLAN. & WALD |
personality. “Close. Your. Eyes,’ 7 4/Comed¥
2:
slower -tune,.. indicates Miss’ Rus:;. ‘97 Mins... “sell’s ‘ability to: do this type tune: ‘Sahara inn; Chicago”
| Just ‘a ‘novel: ‘idea, :‘Such‘a novelty smoothty.” “Lhe fast-nioving | “Never|:
“Fornier: singer .OD
ee“Boylan
AS. fraught: ‘with. “peril. as. SO: often Be Another You” calis for deft dic; and comic Danny Wald have been::
.has-: been |“proved . since’. .Junius tion and‘ ‘she ‘has it,plenty:
ee :] partnered ' fora. year, but. escaped:

Reyros, ‘Leslie

FLAMINGO—Bobby. Darin; Allan ‘Drake,
Nat Brandwynne
Orc. Lounge: .-Lionel.
Hampton. Della ‘Reese..
OPERA
HOUSE—Ken
Dodd. Kaye SisFREMONT—Newton
Bros... ‘Joe: Pasko.
ters, Eddie Calvert &-(C-Men.. Raindrops, '| Swingin’’ Lads, Ricky & Gents... .

Noyes,
Danny

Johnny Hart, John
Williams.

Tiller

Girls.

-John. Three Houcs, Barbara Law. Derek
Malcolm
Goddard
Taverner
Singers,
‘Dancers, Jimmy Currie’g Silver. Cascade.
BRIGHTON
- (Hippodrome)
— Max . ByGraves. ‘Monsewer’ Eddie Gray. Benson
Dulay &'Co., Two Tones, Deirinas. Harbin & Day. " anthony. Bygraves, Cycling
Kirks. Lynton Boys, Goldie the Wonder.
Horse. Brighton Belles & Beaux.
=§__
GLASGOW

(Empire)

. MINT—Pat Moreno’s, Artista.
*
&. ‘Models |:ton.
of °62."" Bill Bird, Gil La

neh
bee
kh!
ere
Ee
ma.
ee

|-

_ “Misty,” probably: fier ‘top’ song, New: Act: perusal. as.a‘pair to. date...”
‘is. one which she recorded for ‘UA ‘|The duo's. approach: is essentially
“He's. “My: Guy” is-a. -sefitimental. ‘that. ‘of ‘Martin &: Lewis,. with. Boy-.”
blues’ piece with a more Jeisurely lan. starting -to: ‘sing. “only “to .be.

-NEVADA—Jay

Orlando, ving Hetiry 4.

‘NEW. FRONTIER — “Life Begins at
Minsky’ 's.” Tommy -Moe Raft. Carri¢ Fin-

‘Stewart:

‘Maureen

Diaz,

Briscoe,

‘routines©_performiéd

Frank Sorrello,: ‘Murray

Jack

‘Lounge:

Mann,

Dick

Rice.Ore.

Loung@: Johnny. Desmond.

“by. Harold

‘some time: to come. .

rote sr . Mickey. Rooney.
,
+ JIE,
thettL

Bob Crosby Ink. Spots.
-:
RIVIERA—"Bye.. Bye. Birdie.” Elaine
Dunn,
Pete. Marshall. Kay
Medford:

Sithouettes,. Helen McLeod, White Heath:
.@r Girls.
LONDON
(Palladium)—Bruce Forsyth,

arole

astello,

daug ter -of .the.

‘late; Lou; Stephanie. Foster, .Pres- SALLY-JANE ‘were

Fran. Warren::

“Wear. :] further usage. of which’ would. give

ee

thei turn. an added dimension. .
F

re

ton's. sore and . Beverly: Wills, | Songs-Comedy _ Mn!

Morecambe
Johnson
&. Carr.
SAHARA—Pat Boorie; Bobby Ramsen..
Eve Boswell, Angela & Fred Roby; Amin ‘Lounge: Dont Rickles, “Characters, _ Geo:
Bros..
Ugo
Garrido.: Janet
Mahoney, ‘Rock, .Chuy. Rey
Angela Bracewell, Johnny | Shack, Jimmy . SAND S$ Péter"find Hayes.: Mary ‘Heaty.
Chubby Checker, ' Garr Nelson. Copa
MANCHESTER
(Palace)—Adam. Faith. Girls. Antonio Morell-Orc. Lounge: Dave

bots

. ’Wald’s: facile mugging and’ ‘ao
J Jan's. ‘Well-timed straight lines are‘

=

; generally. superior.to ‘the ‘material‘with’. which ‘they work,. although=
of: them. |. a
The: city. Of. ‘Washirigton.; best: ‘they frequently. rise above the lack*
of
content: - through - enthusiastic ©
The novelty .is ‘there;, end it: is‘l|: Known for: its politicians: *hag at:
Morton Fraser’s .Harmonica Rascals. Hill ‘Burton. Danny. Costello, Morry ‘King,
animal high: ‘spirits... Wald... has..aBilly Polecats, Dave Reid.. Garth Meade... Ernie Tewart.
enhanced. ‘in- that, none“ is- intro‘d; times contributed. importantly- ‘to
—
.
Joan Hinde, Rondart & Jéan, Veronica’
SHOWBOAT — Skeets Minton, Muggsy they: are. just. cogs’ ‘in-a-smooth, fast; }Show: ‘biz:
by
hes, and this area’ 7
impres
Martell.
producing’. Helen. few.
" ‘Spanier. Ken Linley, .‘Rusty’ Isabel.
‘too. shatp
destrves::
expansion ‘in: theig”
MORECAMBE
(Winter Cardens)_
SILVER . SLIPPER
Flank - “Henry. ‘sléek. ‘show. “ -Each” ‘works... alone ;Hayes, Al: Jolson, Kate ‘Smith: and:

(Palace) — Georse

daughter’ of the ‘late Joan’ Davis. 45 -Mins:.

*:

there is ‘no great. burden. on any Rive. Gauche,, Washington,. D.C.

e re

‘outing.
“7
Sparky ‘Kaye. |Bobby. Clark. Cindy. Em- ‘briefly only: ‘several times; does his |othiers: “AS ‘new* :local . discovery “is.{ber, Danny Jacobs, Red Marshall, Dolores. ‘or. her specialty, ‘and. otherwise is| a. “young ‘lady’: ‘nated - Sally-Jane | ° . Centrepiece is:a fractured. fairy’
Frazzini, . Marge — Elizarde:. Sli perettes,:
tale.
which.
Boylan. réads and. Wald..
Geo. Redman - Orc. .Loungé: Chas. Te2-. framed’ ‘within: ‘full-stage romps. . ‘Heit... ‘who ‘is one. of: those. rare

‘George Mitchell Minstrels, Stan Stennett.:
Penny
Nicholls,
Peter. Crawford
Tric.
Two Pirates. AI Redding. Jeff Hudson.
ErinWhiteley & TV. Dancers, ‘Mitchell.

VICTORIA

ne
cpa”
hoe

has. ‘subtly: made. it: ‘all: very “gait. Her finale,‘Lots. of. Living: To. ‘harassed “by Wald’s manic °‘inter= -.
entertaininz. . sans”. sweat. sans |Do,” is handled at breakneck pace. /.polations. .In. the few. bars of. “Alt.-Strain. By. bulking: ‘lavish produc: -Miss- Russell’ was: a big favorite .Or Nothing. At. All." Boylan: shows: ._CE:
Ingram, Sally. ‘nell, .Stunning: Smith. Baby.. Bubbles.: tion. ‘numbers “‘aroutid.the’. : brief. here, . _and-: should. be, ‘around for
amore: than ‘adequate: set .of. pipes,
Barry °Sisters:{

— Andy

Ian Powrie Band. Dixie
Logan, James Urquhart,

GOLDEN - NUGGET
:— Leon “McAulife, ‘Brutus ‘Booth. carried:-onstage ‘his
}- Carl Perkins,. Cindy. Layne -4,. We: Three. ‘swaddling, clothed son. John. WwW ilkes.
e HACIENDA
‘four ‘Tunes, Johnny
‘Olenn, ‘Keynotes, Cathy Ryan. | Lynne |" ‘In: this. instance,. and. for - the
Davis, Grover Shore Tri
i purposes -.of -this' Show, Barry Ash-’

¥

Mitchell |.

garden Orc., Jack Prince. Johnny LaMont.

STARDUST

—

“Lido: dé. Paris.”-

acts soul’ ‘It's: not. a. heavyweight

“Most. Tefreshing’ is. Ashton’s idea |
traly. funny ‘comedienries...

jot
ty
Be

oe
ay
“
ere

©

fepres

Minstrets.
Tony Mercer.
Dal. Francis.. -O’Neal -Orc. Lounge: .Kim. Sisters, Tune-. “of. ‘ho. ‘nostalgia, no harkbacks’ to:
She turned: professional, ‘as ‘an?; piece. of. material: ‘and: in less: ener-.
getic. hands: would Have tough: ‘gp=:.
John Boulter. Leslie Crowther,
Margo Tp etiog Bourbon. St. ‘Six, Nalani Kele,
|-parentagé.;. The» .advertising. and |‘entertainer. a. year or .sO ago" as
Henderson.
George
Chisholm : Jazzers.
1
Schaller Bros. & TV. ‘Toppers, Jackpots:
-care--of: tliat: aspect.: ‘one of. the-cast of four in. the hizhTHUNDERBIRO-=f “Flower, Drum Song. . prograin. take
‘
pone
err
”
| tine: with’ his zany sidé excursions. ~
Mitchell. Maids.
:
ae
i" Jack. Soo, Arlene Fontana. Garwood: Van: And: along. With. the Seéond ‘Gen?ra- ine“successful” “Uniquecorn”
‘satiri- - Pair show. top--potential. ‘for: ale.
‘Occ. Lounge: Kirby : Stone -Four, -Gay- |
cal’ review ‘which,;: : at - different. |‘Eddie. a)

[ing‘Wald often: rescues’ thisrous. °°.”

|e ‘Dick

~ CabaretBills

-

|

Du

"}-tion ‘troupers :thére’s the. vet -ven-.
triloquist ‘Jay -Nemeth:.to, add the.| times, -played.upstairs . at. two. posh most “any niter¥: situation’ five,
comedy touch: ‘midway in-:‘the.70- Georgetown: restaurants. It did- big!stronger‘material to_ Work with.De Panliz’-4
ee b Mor.
- | minute show. 2
... -fbusiness’:and ‘sketches ‘were. -uséd:.

Stabile, .Teddy: Raridazzo..

TROPICANA-—“Folies

|as Sinatra Ore.

Royal

Hawaiian

“Bonnet

- Beérgere

of :‘62,"" |

9here

Lounge: Jerry Colonna,

Revue.” Al

3.--

’ Beverly: - Wills: ‘alteady: ‘Isa’ eal. Kon a recent:ABC-TV “Bell: & ‘How-

RENO-TAHOE

NEW YORK city:

Bs
- pro. Her. tipsy: By DSy and” “T- Dig’ ell ‘Gloseup.””.
Miss: Heit, with: “ail”her- foolish:
Wigs” :routines. .are °‘the | revue’s
ness. and ‘freshness: :clicked. to the.
Lewis. -Phoenix Singers, Peter Daniel 3.
Leigh & Lads. Willie Restrum: * "*
Continued. from page. ‘30—-.
ly “topiéal,.” lampooning: - ‘femmes? ‘extent she has: been: ‘given: .a-one- =
BON SOIR—Mel Martin. Three -Flames.
- CRYSTAL SAY. (Tahoe)—Marie Wilson penchant. .for :‘such hirsute adorn; woman: show: for. thé summer:: “Up;
CHATEAU MADRID—Roberta, & Alicia.
Revue.: Novelities, Andrini- ‘Brothers. — .
Puvi Campo
Jere thé. classy. Rive” Gauche. eat-|being .‘made “tor the. Tiling’. by.:,S
:
HAROLDS
— Rusty
-.Draper:.. ‘#rancis: ments. .
TOPACABANA-—Buday
Greco, Forbes
‘others,
‘including’ Dick. Jones, who:
Brunn,
Johnny. “Mann
Singers, Delta.
The. show “merits” ‘attention
& Villa, Jogeph .Mele Orc.,. Frank. Marti
‘Lloyd. and” iss ‘Costello are ery’
Queens, Don Conn. Orch: |
Ore
from’ - outside: -Washington.: : It. is. -Says. that ‘it-. makes” the seizure of..
HARRAH‘S .(Rene)—Louis Prima; ‘ Jack ‘longer on, personality. than? pipes,
EMBERS—Jonah Jones. Four. : Harold.4
‘the
Philiv:
éxocutive board. illegal,
; Ross: Sextet, ‘Tunesmen. . Twin’ “Tunes,” ‘but their: vocal ©
Qui
‘bits .are-. executed. wilty,: “sometime poignant. polished’ ‘and: jt will force: the -local to..lect”:
Big Tiny Little. Rovin .Nelson Ice Show,
HAWAITAN. ROOM
_
Little: Soe. Jr..
‘with: bounce. aiid “they” score. Miss ; ‘and full:of:‘zing. ‘There: are lots: of.
©“
Wailani,
Keala
Beamer.
Ioaner,. Hula- “Red Cotx, Rudy: Rodarte.”
wits own ‘officers. and ‘take actions aughs..
HARRAH'S (Tahoe)-—George: ‘Burns. and ‘Foster; very attractive; scores..too; Ala
belies.
Ted
Auletta
Orc. Sam Makia |
|.Carol Channing.’ -Four. Preps, Gail Horner, * and. probably: tcould. more resound. ; The blonde: and: tall ‘Miss Heit + Whielt can be: indeperident. ‘of the |
Istunders.
—
Dorben... Singers. —
Dancers;
Leighton:
HOTEL
ASTOR_-.Eddie Lane: Orc.’
|.
- present.
[eoula be described. as: a -combina- “national: ‘office. -.Under:--

AFRICAN

Johnny

ROOM

Barracuda.

-8SLUE

—

Afro-Caribbean.

CAL - NEVA . (Tafioe) — Dean’ . Martin.
Trade Winds. = & .Tyhee,.: (Cal-Neva ‘Lovelies,

ANGEL—Barbra

Streisand. ‘Bob

Matty Malneck Orch. * Counge:. Freddie
Bell and Belttboys. Donnie Brooks, -Liriaa” highspots;. actually, “Wigs” ‘is. high:

‘Noble

Orch,: ‘Lounge:

Mary’ Kaye

i
“LaborDept.Ruling’

HOTEL

HOTEL:

net

Tris,

Gibson.

Wallenda

Bob

Winged

Jo.

Fiels
Orc:
‘LIVING “ROOM.
©
Maio.

Mare

DOMMBRA.
re

TeQUARE
Arkin.
Lynda

_

BILCAGE

Irving

. OFe.,

&

London

&. ‘Sharobi.. ‘Louis Ban-

EAST_-“"Second.

&

City.”

‘Alan

Andrew.
Duncan,
Troohbnick. .

DOWNSTAIRS

—

Sudie

Young. ‘Hal.

BARN—Ralph Pope.

Buddy.

Lester.

NEVADA

Patiente

-Joe.- "Karnes. .

LODGE > ‘Tahoe)_-Bel-Aires,.

Valentine.

Seabial
ya

~ -..”

RIVERSIDE—Harry

Peri

&

;

Ranch, Billy Anare;

‘most: of ‘the:. songs’. :—,with.. this|
*
menibers: Under. present. pro‘switch: Kalin; ‘did: the melodies, cally, is’ topflight. ‘Shirles.“‘Gross- cedure. sone _..board members
(Styne. the” lyties..It's ‘the. reverse man‘did -all-the music. and. Ivrics...!“haven't:
-been -in. the|-gilies they”
‘However,’ most ‘making. up: Most’ of” Nliss : Heit's «
te
ae
”_e

| vith “the -paters:.

¥ represent © for’: many: years. "Jay
Lester, for :-example:: representing :,,
‘by ‘Sid: “Kuller. ‘and ‘see “Waner
:— |logue were: ‘authored: by. Doris Ad-“Denver, ‘maintains: al permanent. _
Lounge: ” ‘Pat’: ‘Yankee, ‘Sawyer ‘Sister's, “Dig: Wigs” and’ Rooney's .big’ nio-. ler.
we
Te
“hame.
‘in’ : Brooklyn: -AL . ‘Tucker, |
‘Traian ~Boyer.
‘ment, The ‘Sweet_ & Simple. Folk: - Two ‘sketchés on. Miss’ “Atkansas ¢ Tepresenting :: “Detroit.
- WAGON WHEEL. (Tahee)— Lounge: Rea |
Mio. Jonger., _sae
Of -Hollywood.”:
in. the. Miss ~Anjierica -contest..are-| ‘Tives ‘there.: 3...
Norvo -& Mavis Rivers. Frank. Moore Four,
Ginny: Greer ‘& Gallions.. ‘Modernhisians.:|. . AShton’s :‘production’ routines. ‘are | | jewels. My . talent.°”’ “allows Miss.
‘Country Gentlemen, .Showmen,. Ed':Stacy sting. ‘ahd. danced.- by: Jacquelyn | Arkansas, ‘is cookin’? :. : -T'm:gonna} “Fave ‘stated. ‘that: ‘he:itt ‘go. to’
Revue... Ron |Rose.’ ‘Pavilion; : ‘Juan. 'Es< Philadelphia: call a meeting:of the.”
‘quivel. Orch., Lioyd Lindroth.- ‘Henri Rose: ‘Gregory, Joy’ Laine, Joyce: Nizzari,-| prepare a salad. A saladis, ‘a ‘pomte ;iloéal, ‘anda. discuss differences. Ayith:
‘& Bobby. :. Stevenson, © Magic. .Violins” “of: Patrice " Jeffreys.
$i: ‘Janice™ Penning-. -t’ tha ‘stummick ~.”.
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Mexico. .- :ton,: .“Audry .- “Anderson, .- ‘Sandra|. A big hit with the ‘crowd:among’,
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‘effective, two songs’ in- show. are? performairce.. “Sketches ‘arid ‘dia-

the ‘musical °‘numbers... Was. “The.
Have |a: ‘Piece’ of. ‘Cake ‘for.. Your’
Psyche’s:. Sake Waltz:”’ “Miss :Heit|"
Johnny “Elanagan.. Wilton: Clary... Mal’ | who. work with ‘verve: and. ‘provide
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—
gets a: ‘glorious opportunity..to .be+
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mas Continued, Arora page i
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” Skinnay:. Ennis’. house. orch (10): “SHY!!", ‘She: shouts: -and: . Stamps:
| BLUE ANGEL—Christian Lamont Twist- | CARILLON -— Lou .Walters’ -agcandeles | uptempos. the. “show ‘with’ eclat.
{her way through, “I'm a Girl.” An- ;.comie .-Laré Vv. “Alpert | and:.. Emil.”
Up -Revue,
Joi
Dart. -Carmen:
Hylton,': de:-Paree.” Julius LaRosa. Harry Mimmo.
‘Cohen, reconteur. The’ ‘performers. ms7
Elissa Jayne, Ralph .Yourg. George Dor-.f : It-appears a cinch after. this show. ‘other, “I'm..a.Warm: Blooded Dame
‘Lord
Montego.. Petita.
‘Charlotte Rae. i
i.lie “Roger Stefani’ Ballet, . ‘Jacques - Don-"
_Lurd’ Carlton. Tito Perez. Orc. .
winds |‘its: 12-week:-run here’ it will |in aCold” Blooded: Game.” is.en- ; in resident ‘status. are. ‘at ‘libarty..te~
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clever.
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CASTAWAYS Preacher ‘Rollo §,. Jerry
O.*. Dan Davis Orc. |
1 on haizd four. nights. weekly for:se
_ GATE OF HORN: — “Miriam -Makeba; 1Geraldi & Léstey. Ralph. Font Ore. Cand! |-Vegas-Lake- Tahoe-Reno. belt. "And |
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Cortez.» Jimmy. Roma. Bill. Bern
Goutze Carlin; Peter. Paul & Mary. .
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it.
will
-be
worth.
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1 rougtily ;45: minutes,. broken in calf]:
DEAUVILLE’ — - Barry-. ‘Ashton's “Vive |
tes 1ISTRO—Dick Roman. ¥ic Cesaecio
“The. ney. “type: stock conipany. is
‘Les Girls.” Arniuts. -Parls: &. Claire, Mar-.
Ray. Tex Fletcher, Becker
Harold Orc., Joe_ Shay. Orc

‘Wirth, “Paul: DeRolf,. Larry” “Masse,

AMERICANA —>./Jack ‘Young.’ George
a
‘Gary’. ‘Scharf, :David.” “Wilkinson.::
VILLAGE . GATE eeThelonuis . . Moiik. Arnold's. “Artists and Models On Ice,” Nicky Powers, ‘Joan. Dayé, -Phil- Richards,
They. are a young, attractive -lat.
Hawkin

New.Nitery Bli’g.

—————
‘by a 15 minute intermission.: “Miss. Wikely. -té. spread‘ to: ‘all: the “fill
"LIVING ROOM — Dakota:. : Staton. Pat tha King, Vespia Bros., Tine. Les. Rhode
Grossman plays.the:piano: for ‘her.
Harrington’ Jr-» Joe. Parnello Triv, Sam Ore. . Mel: ‘Greene..Di. LIDO
-- “Too: ‘Hot To Haiidle,”
tefano Tri
Carpe: country - ‘hostels. with: the. incréase_
DesLONDON
‘HOUSE: —_— ‘Bobns.
‘Gordon | “Tun, Tun:! Abby’ Rios, . _Maritza, Leoriar
.
)ine nitery - building. . ‘All “the. hotels
a
quintet, Larry Novak. Trig," ‘Jose Bethan: t Montes, ‘Sacasas- Orc..
‘|are .getting: away. ‘as ‘muclr as: “pose.
¢ DIPLOMAT:— Gene .McDaniels, Mandy } —=
i
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Arden
Orc.
At. the: moment a “ eoriventional, . There has. td. be ‘a. ‘semblance. of...
PLAYBOY — SLarcy Storch, Forbes &: ya. & Biagi, .Napaléon. Reed: -Line “Cig),. “permanently. -And. ‘girls: ‘support. the }
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| are .-tog-’ “powerfully” -entrerniched 20 Mins.~
politically,-“cannot’.:be. ‘shuttered. Trolly Ho!, Los Aingeies
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SAVOY.
HILTON—Louis,, Ban:. |-Cutups.: Bernie .Jones :‘Quintet, . Don Lane. ‘nald.. ‘(late .Gus’? son) ‘Kahn. and’
....{ & Madness. Inc:.
Ray
Hartley.
;
Stanley. Styné; scion of Jule. wrote |heavy hand. It. works::.
NEW CHINA’ CLUB—Eagle. Eye Shields,
QUARTER—Jack Durant, L& Pe
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ROOSEVELT—Gunnar
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.Sarter, Fredsons,

Julie
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NEW YORKER—Joe Furst. . |
. HOTEL PIERRE —
wrasne :Trio, John Buzon Trio. Judy Lynn.. Burgett .& | .
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Dygon: |:‘guitar’. with |aboyish ‘charm.that: ‘Burnett. - But |
Kathys Preston. Stanley. Melba.
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HOTEL
PLAZA — Kitty - Kallen. Milt: “Denna Conte Quartet. Four: Saints..
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Shiw Orc... Mark. Monte. Contimentals, _
Surfers. Charles Gould:
HOTEL $T. REGIS—Jean ‘Barleaza Ore.;
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_ desert Jun; ‘Las Vvegas” F succession of.pow erhénse pills for{vn

- Las Vegas; July 24... .|by routines, js:“delivered with a first:
. Newhart's: :“Patter “and “ad~Jibs}
:" Badie Fisher,; ‘Phil Ford & Mini:
|.
: “Hines, “Bill ‘Carey, “Donn. Arden sare “both “astute. and” relaxed -and
. Dancers. (12), Caziton Hayes Orch “his: storytelling” even_on ‘his stand
32(23)3, presetited. by. Wilbur. Clark; Z | by. Foutines. js: deliy;“ered. with a-first}
eu ar by Frattk- Sernes; .chore- ‘time. enthusiasm. He: has ° a. great.|
"' agraphy. by Donn “Arden; Be“main ear. for the” ihcongriious In -every-.|.
vfday life and’ the’ théspic: -ability to;
eum: .._
reconstwuct them. ‘In‘a: new. routine,:
- Radie Fisher's.
nconreback” he does -a: Carbon. of" inarticulate’ |
explorer.’ narrating | a. ‘film. “Of his:
moved: Up:another ‘solid : noétch’.as

;

;

adventurers ‘on-' teevee,.-The® idea.

ap-:

hiera- violinists” into the act with: | debut, ‘seores aS a -persoviable, easy: top.drawer éffect:.: “Singer. New kirk,’ ‘going performer Wwno should have;

fa ae

|
-his "extremely, “pleasant. ‘is. simpte.” but’ Newhart” builds. it|

: .first-nighters *. Tiere. - . eagerly -

. plauded

“Hur, via’patter, color‘slides, and| Sahara, ‘bas ‘Vegas _
.ffilin. .lips, “Charm “and . genuine |" ee
Las Vegas. July 24,
A armth °comes across. the. foot“Put Boone, Bobby Ramsen. Moare‘Lights; it’s’ obvious: she’s. ‘doing. ‘Landis Dancers (16). Louis Rasa
by Stan Tr:win,
j what, she’ likes -t0- -do-Lin . fact’ she Orch: (23); produced bi
oj tells: about: the. good ..time ‘she’s choreography, ‘by ‘George.8aMure, §4
{having as she Sings. a: -clever. bit of] mniniman. ;
Special material.: Tony. Charmoli's |
excellent staging .weaves-the Ro-|* Pat Boor, ‘ini his Las. Vers

||
~118 a:‘handsome: ‘young man With out-¢: been: here Jong azo. Bill. balancer his: Standup: cemedian Bobby Nain{standing’ personality... vocal .range:! sen, one of, the better torcers. ro

:

_ SOE ~ session. In. for a-two-week” far - big *‘vocks: He’ also’ scores. with
* gig. ‘Fisher ;‘has “another. ‘strong. act. -a takealt°“on. 4. hieeling of chariot |
“Phil. Ford & Mimi Hines=02 ttle ”salesihén’ ‘in aniclent,. ‘Rome:
"His: regular stories’ yemain |
‘sure: |
3 Bill:which: assures ‘SRO ‘biz:
: Fisher’. “seéms* ‘to’have’ new. aus f« fire.- He acts out .an anecdote of a

- and. control."

‘He. ‘precéded™ Miss:

—
-.
| Powell: with. ‘a. stint of his own, levity,
Boone's familiar recording Avice
offers
such
numbers
as~*"Aint That’
.
“Maria,”
~
“Hava.
‘Negila.
>;
iLove,”
then. returns for ‘the -firiale: to sing..: ‘A Shame?” “Tutti Frutti.” “Friend' La. medley ‘of hits. from her shovs, i ly’ Persuasion.” “Bre: Bye Bisck‘|:“Rip? “Taylor ‘is: a. freshman. to. “pird,”* “Speedy Gonzales.’ “Smuke
. [the parts,- -but he retains some. of ::-Gets In Your Eyes.” “Thiat «ed |
' |the “best? qualities ‘of: the: seniors.-' Feeling.” “Tenderly.” and”. “F-x‘He has a winning: ‘Hor ish
|
| He. has ‘a: magnificent. comedy. fac e. { odus.
{ithich |he uses to ‘best: effect ‘in. a. * charm, and punctuates his songidog™
:
with.
pleasant
patter. Hishnght cf
_ scrying -jag.- while :‘tossing out somei.
ar 3very funny dialog. - “His. impreshes ‘the turn is a bit at special araterial,
|;

Tt etBye. Bye. Baby. ”. “Let. There Be

fearful. puest-in. a-house with-lat ge}
"thority. tin “his. ‘voice,. “anid he. kids.
‘dog :to-Aap comic, effect, idulges in.
- the: -yecent | ‘everits. in? = which *‘he's:
| some: mild. irony’ as lie. portrays a|
- been- involve ¢. -—. ‘without’. naming

--company . retirement ;party’ replete |:
about ‘a. yvear- With “stuffy ‘execiltives ‘and: a: "ge of |:
|
‘Seene:” and finishes. with ‘his; non-"
“Well, a’ few ‘things: ; “Phen: “hée: pareil character ization-‘ofa :polite.|: woes ".Exelisive Direction’. "| -./
iPeari -Bailey, .. ‘Louis Armistreng,||about. pis four daughters—and the”
. talks about: the ‘astronauts: and. thie | driving *Instractor’ With: an inep}|HARRY ADLER: AGENCY:cf
Billy’ ‘Danieis' ‘seems: ‘to spoof the. ‘still. aptimistic outlook for a son.
“LA: Angels. When: he’. ings, “Never. Student: It-ivould ‘appear.:from: his~ 165: ‘West 46th . Street’
“ ‘ impressionists, which: ‘make ‘them. | ‘Ramsen, except for the hilarious
2 Qn: ‘Sunday”> in” Greek, ‘he dedi- Y easy- :ma nynér. that. Newhart: has.
New York: 36, :iN. CY:
oat daubly ¥ockabdle: Taylor's: success|if Jengthy—explanation ak how
cates it:to. ‘Spy rds Skouras.* =, Who. ‘softened™ sth” ‘his- attiliide: :foward |
Plaza :7-2535..
-:gee tin. this show is “certain: to:“Make *he’s going to -take .over the varld
* Publicity: Gary ‘Stev ens..
: has’ had: a ‘lot. “of.: ‘tronble ‘with: -Hitery: audiences: “At any’ Tate, ts
“ with, his Diner's Card. brings in
= ‘him a Vegas ‘yegular.: _- Marilyn. Monroe’ and. ‘Cleopatra. ‘apparent ‘that: ‘they liké- him,
j
:Miss: Powell and:Co. will be here. all fresh material. It's topical. and.
:: They. started. ‘that ‘Cleopatia’ -pie-"}~.
“Hotel: Plaza. ~N.av
—
rf vie
-untjF Aug. -30, when: Tony. ‘Bennett, ;i brings: up such subjects as Fiie~
Show-opener: Marilynn. Lovell ‘is:
. ture. £0-long: ‘ago. they: ‘could :chave | Kitty, ‘Kallen with. di lia
a Dan. Rowan: & Dick Martin: return, |Stat, new tv gags, and. af Couns ey:
a tall: cand’.slender redhead: Ain a.
_ used .the. original ‘cast—anid’ a3w
wish. i; Pixieishly:
Duke. the’ ‘Kennedys.
[
ae
“Seductive: Way - with *‘atFrench); - Milt . Shaw Orch.: Market:
"they. had!” Weed
vo
a
eee
oF
The Louis: Basil. otch back he:
song..; Abétted- ‘hy. ‘wide «-bhie -eves’) 1 M@ate's: Continentals; $250; 2eou:

- names. 7"T- was. heré

‘ago at.-the. DI,” he: says. “Nothing “he: that -geis® drank: and Greates:/a:

much

ALAN-KING

* “has happened ;since ‘then.

a

Pr
e,
‘Lising:Room. VY vee show and. there’s a colorful McroHt may |be coincidence: but some] a in an,: expressive: ‘ fave.-and ‘a vert,
OE: the.. songs. Fisher .sings. -have| solid « set ‘of pipes. ‘she “quickly, choy
“Sy
;
i, } Landis. curtain-raiser. featuring, 16|
‘KallenPat.
43 laut”
Dennis,
Rusyel,
Date,
i titles: ivhich could, apply’ ‘to.-his .do- jovertame the Newhart- -anticipating |.I“Some. xeats .azo,Kitty
Sper:
‘Bob: “Barbara
‘Ferro Trio;
$i.0 jen Jine.
* mestic. situation..c"Don't.Let It:Get ifrestlesstiess: aiid went.‘on to solid. ‘Was.'slated to” “ppen” ‘the regular. jMininiuin,.
.
:
.

rou -Down;? ““Stay. ‘in Your’ Own auditer :Te ceeplioit
ore: : _season. at. the Persian Room, when |
“ALiving Room. che .
_.ishe- ‘became ill.’ This, engagement ;' “The ‘Elving’ Room. has. ‘a ‘aida:
‘Backyard, *% “It..Could Happen: 10 |
Chicago. July 33,
“Tis:‘not-the payoff for. shat" eancelled:. ‘Jirieup.: ‘with -this: new .bill.. , Only a ‘ Dakota Staton,. Pat -Harv. we on
You; r: “This. Nearly: Was. Mine’ y.
- He ‘gets: 1nost: applause | ‘for’. his‘‘Jal: |'Saguire” BeFire Is. N. ¥.: date, ‘but:-the.bow: of anew Miss: Mait Dennis. who ‘has the top ‘spot, Jr. $2.50 ‘cor er,.:
‘Son: medley and:the reprise of his,
“Marty Cat “<anaign,’ “Chartes. Wake “Kallen: slightly more. matured aud “js.Widely - known .here and. along
““platier::clicks.: ‘He: looks tan, -rested, Tid, Eris io cor*€im ‘or zdanintie cin certainly. more, assured: than. :the|the ¢“Atlantic ‘seaboard—and |de-|. * Dakota Staton’ did bu: yinutes. . ‘performer.-‘previously ‘scheduled: servedly SO. He. really. -makes® the} -for lier opening nighi show at ‘the
rand. ‘happy, ‘and Winds the. turn “w.ith
happy ‘piano cat«Miss.- ‘Kallen hails. froni, arera. ‘of current layout-jell- via. his piano] Living Room, and made it extreme.
his “new: favorite.” “The- Sw eetest-[ “¥her e ‘§.
: Sounds:” “Eddy. Samuels: “smoothly-! Maguii. es: pas front. -bar: ‘Marty. singers’ and came: up.the Sainé-way" and vocalizing. but it's’ his former [4y. difficult _for ..Pat Harrington.
guides at ‘the. 88. and Colin’ ‘Romoff |-Cavan li Vise“who; rules. ‘over “the. !as ..Some- of: the ‘best, ‘yemembered
Jr.. to re¢apture the ‘song: ‘sated ..
“thrushes.” - She \wds.-the vocalist: :efforts | that,brings °the -_ heaviest
“helmed the Calton: ‘Hayes oreh’sma) saloon’.aigh
~ | audience with ‘his low-key hunior.- ‘Steinway’ “doesn't. ‘believe i. with “the - Jack.‘Teagarden; ‘Jimmy-‘imitting..
atAhe- preéin.7
“Barbara “Russell who's’ ‘done ‘re-!. Considering . the -moderate size. of
“In. furbétixs. ‘or ‘frills, In. his ‘pook. |Dorsey. ‘and Harry. |-James: bands,!”
€0r ‘dings: - ANew Acts). is. ‘another the room and. Miss Staton’s aggi't s"-: Opening -show.”“was overlong. $0.

“abot Fisher and Ford &-Hines ob-.;‘it's the; beat ‘that. cotints. and ‘it's‘to..‘after. whieh slie went into business°singer on ‘this show. She. is: known |sive singing

style’ it might

have”

. Viously .will have ‘to:‘do some. edit-- be. ‘delivered. without” any “unnée-’ for -herself;. Aided’ by .click disks:: as. ‘an. “aud-pledser™ ard a.: worthy © been: ‘wiser. for. Danny’ Segal to
“she -was ‘an:“}mportant -entity: until,
:.addition tq the Iong line of: femme have Harrington.open the show.:
Ang. : The. ‘comedy - team. ‘presenfs:..a’ “cessary “key board. dressing: |
: ‘} illness took ‘over,.
-Miss ‘Staten hus a poverful de-"
- War blers Wwho' laye appeared here.
"generous supply. of -néw material }* Result /is-al “Throwback? to!the
|
In
_her‘current:
‘Persian.
“Hoot
PP, who: has;iFlivery. ‘and a. distinctive style, come ©
‘Comedian: Pat Cooper.
‘In this outing: and it: comes: acr6ss | honkytonk” ‘piano — styling|‘that
comeback; - the . Plaza “has” a. “pers . ‘the: tough: task of opening: Without }-bininga respect for thé saciody
.“as.fresh, original, .-and very ‘funny: Serves -to -kecp, evéryone |‘in:
: Miss - ‘Hines. ‘the. shapely, . “buck- -froli¢some: mood; -Cav ‘anaugh,”. ‘a ‘former.’ :of-merit and char m.) wlio. anything | except: .the~ announce-{ with the freedem ‘to tox with it.
-. toothed: pixie, “is, ‘a. delight.” Her: vet; Long: ‘Tsland- _ perfor. mer, “has”can. brighten up ‘the ‘summer: festi- -ment that. he's..the comedian, was: ‘She's: somewhat less ‘fiexible. in.
sliked ‘by this. ‘crowd: Standup, type} her tempo, and oftimes applies whe- ¥oice -is- excellent. Vand her’ antics |little -’ patierice- ‘ywwith -‘today’s’ “in- .val aspect’ of. NeW York. “Miss Kal-,
“blend: ideally.” ww it he,; musiciany Itricate.. showtune, offerings.” He - len‘ displays éonfidence’ and. ability ;af. - “comic: -Cooper Seems to’: bet same bard ‘beat to her ballads: that
‘to ‘communicate’ ‘with her .audience~. “Searching. ‘for’ a: ‘suitable: routine. |she does to jazz tunes...1t's .this
_straightman |Ford...

oo prefers’ ‘melody .and) We” finds it : with ‘no lost ‘time: She shows ‘the: He -has..the talent. to niake it -once i latter lack of variance in thn
- A- Donn’ ‘Arden produetion’ num: ‘mostly in-the’ frisky repertoire.0,‘knack’-of... letting | her _-hair. “down *
‘he: straightens this out. His. bést is’ that makes an hour of-her sougeryber,: effective in its simplicity, pa- “the. Dixieland -school,
-befere. “the. courert payers, in <a. _the ‘imitation “of the. Spanish-lan-; in a. ‘medium-sized.’ room, .a° jong
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: 1,527,401; shares. “For the like “in. Le ndon: . “s: Now that, ‘'The: Lonely. Stage” ‘has “wyourid ;-production......_
‘o cover the dividend of e
‘The Enemy Within,” which. Ken-' period: last: yéar, invéstors :‘held.
quarterly. It's believed President nedy authored,: was: positive, .it’s. . 1.285.701 shares. “Increase: reflects. “in that’ city. ‘Shidy Garland ‘is. Europe-to-N-Y... .°. A’ publicist :‘at Joe FE. ||
‘Joseph R. Vogel and other officers moving forward and we expect it.‘in.. part .. additional “purchases: by‘ ‘Levine’s’ Office,.-on: ‘the ‘phone to a VARIETY: ‘nian’ “Levine. isn't:eying.
anywhere.
this- Wweek—that's: a story, isn’t it?’
ynd directors, are anxfous to at. to be done’ by.20th-Fox.”. °°:
new - ‘parent: ‘Music Saree of . Pierre. Patrie ‘of: Montreal, a: National Film. Board” ‘OF:‘Canada’ script ar
least hold to this rate and thus are
[America
;
+
editor:
‘ig-penning
a: tome on:the shooting: of Italian. pr oducer Gair Vit-.“Within”.
was:
one’
of‘two
proj1 € disheartened with the current |
" |'torio Baldi's “Emperor of Rome,” ‘which he's observing -on ‘sét.. Film-is"
ects late Jerry: Wald. .warited .very |
year’s economics. |
‘|
about
a
young:
suburban-Rome:
tough.' Luciano Confaloni,- whe with his...
{
much.‘
to
see:
done..-.
Other
is
Heartening ta the insiders’ are.
ie family: are ‘playing. themselves. ‘Patrie's: next project is.making. a short...
5°
the prospects for fiscal 1963. It’s.| “Ulysses,”: being: scripted. ‘by:John
in. Eranee. ‘Belgium, and:“Sites _
McClellan
ig
England...
—
‘}
“The
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a:
‘Freak.
Civilization.”
in this year that the company ‘will:
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ATTY-GENERAL’S TALE
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sol
Schwarta toCoast;

‘break loose. with the anticipated
‘orbital. grossers. These , include:
“Wonderful
World of
Brothers
_Grimm” and “How the West .Was.

Won,”

both in

the . Cinerama

process, Jumbo” and, of: course,
“M ttiny:”
Currently MGM
is doing’ well
with “Lolita,” “Sweet. Bird
of
Youth” and, still, “Ben-Hur.”
- '

Frankovich. Due- inN.Y./érland:
“With

. Schulberg- said ‘he- expects - to’
the -studio. situation

ont

the: fall, release’. skeds. looming” more: len, than a ‘year:- ago. nga
A. Schwartz .‘returns today |"many ‘ exhibs- are" signing. ‘up for. those*. merchandise’ tieups’ via “Movie oR
2
is clarified.’. (Wed): to’ his: ‘Coast’ ‘base. as: €o- 3 Bonus -Corp: Oveer 700. ‘théatres ‘are ‘set to:‘go With it as of. now. oe...

finish ‘final’ polished ‘script. in.-two -

weeks “and will stay with-it until

Sot

He also-plans to send Kerinedy the | lumbia’s <studio: “production _.chief;-Ellis F. Pinkney, : general ‘Secretary of. the.-Cinematograph Exhibitors’... .
polished seript |‘for. final approval. ‘while exec v:p. Mike ‘J.-‘Frankovich i‘Assn: of Britain -and ‘Ireland, ~-has: ‘accepted: an ‘invite’.to- -obserye ‘the, 1
comes into .Gothani- from ‘his ‘Lon-} ‘TOA’ Conclave. at Bal. Harbour Nov. :6-10:::

. Milton: 3. Salzburg, ‘prexy rn

While he has_ agreed: ta be “co. ‘don pad:
‘Extended and: farflung.|.
ordinator” on. project; writer made. production’ sked .at. Colclearly ‘hast ‘of. ‘Productions Unlimited, .As. ‘at the«‘Pula: ‘Yugoslavia’ ‘fest.
“Globus. Films: of: Zégreb.:..-.- - Lew: Jacobi,. on. Broadway in “Come. Blow’ at
it clear final decision rests with:.
™ |
the. brass on: ‘the: hop.
Your. Horn.” ‘signed .for. ‘the: Billy. Wildey-Mirisch |.Co. production. of 7. *
new ‘prexy’Darryl. F. Zanuck.
Incidentally.” ‘some: “of the: ‘prod: “Irma, La Douce.” which’ rolls: ‘Sept... 10-Martin. Ransholt has:‘added _
Taet --coming. from Col’ of ‘late was, “Bedside. Matiner,” ‘an: original comedy;: ‘to.‘his: slate...
| vengineeréed: following: --Schwart2's a0 “Jaeques J.. Hess, local: business “executive. ‘caught+
“Birth ‘ot a“Nation”mel

takeover’ of thé Gower Street reins. ‘for - the “upwards. of- 60th time” when ‘it’ played ‘at. the: Net: Yorker here |: a

,
‘and-“Diamond
Head”. last ‘veek: Attesting: ‘to the accuracy. of -this. is. Metro preéssagent -Marvin
‘are the. first. ‘two, to: be: followed by | Levy, who is Hess’ nephew and who Saw. the’ D. W-.‘Griffith Kluxer ePie. -.
, Bye Bye Blackbird” and. others:' | for the-first timé:
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a

- Buddy. Young;

Wwio has.been. with UA"‘$publicity ‘department’ fine Le

ol eae has been nated: assistant -pub manager. to: back up ‘the newly -.0--"
oN,Y,‘toL A oe Ep
‘| named: Mike Hutner .:. -The ‘2th: home-office executives’ “club,” in-. . --

= ‘Reginald Denenhiola

“... fieluding -the: steamroom, :
‘barbershop and | diningroom,, Stas.closed as of:Pt
- y |Monday: (30).- Back to- Vie’ Tanny’s and Neédicks'. '

Thea Dispeker” Leonard: Field~

-: Don Herbert’:

: Fotosonic;. the -filmi .éditing ‘outfit, has: just ‘igsued. a “érose-indexed:

"Joseph ‘L:. Mankiettiey
t -! Fred -Matsuo. .

® wee

. Mort: Mitosky” -

’_ the ‘Carolinas. .
* Promotional ‘seréening for blind: persons: to”"see" “the.‘United:Artiste *
-Héature “Miracle Worker” —has: been: scheduled.iin Detroit by UA publicist. ae

- Gerald Schaff.-.

:,..|- Howard Pearl at the: Mercury: ‘Theatre:; The.. guests: are. ‘being .Anvited .
to: bring along ‘their seeing-eye ‘dogs,

! ‘Ray ‘Stark.

~Howdrd-. ‘trickling’
°~

Cyd: Charisse”
‘- Keir-Dullea

woo

*.Metro’s ‘Lolita’ has ‘opened. a few: spots abr oad’ ‘and. ‘matehing the

L.Avto NeYs:
- ‘Martin Barsky.
. Charlie ‘Earle oeOF on.
Ed. Feldman.

°°:

“Sidney Kaufman, .a former exec .

:z | catalog: of ‘stock -film ‘footage-

oes -at .Continental. iand, previously: ‘with Metro: Paramount sandUA), ‘ee

ge chow. a director and exec of Television. City Atizona * ..
=
_ «| sales chief for ‘Times. Film, set. Dominant. Pictures: As.‘subedistrib for:

“Sola: Schwarti:
"- Zadel Skolovsky .
_ Walter Wanger:
‘Norman. ‘Weiss’

New: Quebec. .censor, board:. ‘Canadian. Press Teportsthat:altSts:eightan
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. Buddy ‘Howe.
- Edward F. Kook.
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_ Elliott. Kastner -

‘George ‘R. ‘Marek
..Paul: Newman fois
.. Bill- Ornstein’
.::- Herbert G.. Richek
Jonas. Rosenfield.
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“Censors, for: Théy Shall: Inhibit .the Earth’ from: the2 OficialBullet:a “
oo ar

- Corinne - Griffith -

_ Herman’ ‘King...
. Jack: Lenimon. *
* Gisele’. MacKenzie.

. Russ Tamblyn to Nice. for film work’

~Full wrapup on Harold. ‘Lloya’s career. in. current Films in. ‘Review...
EF fom: ‘Insicer’s ‘Newsletter: “Note, of : the. Wéek? :'Blessed are.. ‘the “

“New. “York :conting

‘Monireat- Fiby: Fest teeing’ off .Fris me
seit amates 0.7, |
“Los
a Fmost ° active...metropolitant: daily. Gay::110) ° includes . film"_ historjan a .

is":
.. newspaper in” the country in .cen- | Herman: -G..:. "Weinberg .-“and
+ soring: film ‘theatres’ ads,: wielded ‘ daughter, : “Gretchen; ° Marshall: oy

{the ax again: last week—with’ -a Lewis of: the: Bleécker St. ‘Cinema; . :
‘Eve Schlossét ef “the -Carnegie. .'
*Fatre which Was advertising -did not Hall Cinema; “Helen Scott”. of the . seg]
‘French
Film ‘office; ‘R. .M: ‘Franchi, . _
-|
bend.
to
the
censorship,
and
as‘a
re‘i._Jack:Schlissel | *’
-| sultcut the space: from. 20. inches NY: ‘rep.for the. fest ‘and publisher. he
' | Irving. .Wormser
|
of‘the.
N-Y:.. Filmi -Bulletin; “and:
.
‘to:
two.”
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~Charles, Young
:
” Frank. Saltese: §
w ho.‘operates. ‘the Elinor ‘Silverman, freelance. film:
-Europe
to,
U.
Ss.
i»
The nation’s newest transcontinental jetliner! TWA’s a =es Gettrode Bromberg
Loy “Monica: ‘Theatre, submitted. to: the. publicist.
Late. aaditions: to- the -fest’s‘fea: ae
ne }:Times. |a- 10-inch layout to: plug:
: 7 ‘JohnGemald
great new StarStream*, built. expressly. for. DynaFan*
oo Utnew:: -(fsemi-nude, _back views- | ture’.Jineup: are’ Brazil's “OQ: ‘Paga- me
on
Ia
rland.
dor :de. Proniessas”. ‘The |”Kept...
“|
only”):
film’
titled-.“Adam
‘And:
Six.
jet power, has new capabilities of speed, new-range, :° "|:. Brewster
of -the. ‘Golden’.
svat Mason
The “key -copy. line, con Promisei:: winner’
‘ Daniéla. ‘Roeca y
| Palm: .at::this: year's". -Cannes. ‘fete, . a
increased dependability. . Now in.non-stop service”
es cocted by’ Seltzer, Tead: © :;

new StarStream jet!”

-:.[ slight switehfrom ‘worm. ‘The the-:

-/ |Eves?

. Rosalind‘ ‘Russell,

“Had your’ titters ‘today?”- -

between. New. York and California. For resérvations, ae © Natalie ‘Schafer’

0r nearest TWA office: a
eall your travel. agent or

“Yojimbo.” oe
. ‘Kurosawa. picture,
.. to Europe . | sorship herd: on ad copy submitted: Latter is to: released in “the U:S,.. +"
Via’. Seneca : International,. with a: i
oe “Donald“Blackwell :
a ’ .. by the” Times,--acknowledges .che. fall preem ‘at =the,
:
Carnege’ Mall fo
- Robert. Bradford.'
. pruled” out the ‘phrase, ~~

wad:

a

° ': Bernard J. Gates . Nationwide
‘Worldwide |: ¢

‘Gepend on

. | and’ from. Japan, the” new Akira ©:

- Marvin. Reimer, :who ‘rides een
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. Michael. Sean -0:She
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Martin. Rackin...

Melville. Shavelson’ 7
. Pat: Silver-
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‘tin: the “past. :The exhib- eamcatteg |: ‘United Artists declared. a regular.
the* 10-inch: ad ‘which: ‘was: to have ‘quarterly. divyy. of 0c: per ‘common. ~
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i ‘paper ‘and.‘placed. only.
¢
two one-inch: . It's payable. Sept.38:to
a
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Hollywood: Aug.
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Hollywood... Aug. 7.
Bilin: vinducey? ‘deal-making |is

: ‘chatiging: ‘radic¢ally,. and the fading |-

thee
¢

inScripts
7amous
us Artists850i
Jack.Gordeanand BenBenjamin’ Ss; Sales— InRe:

:

MCA, Banuck, et Al.

- Historie’ Perspective.
King. Vidor ‘points:out for -aa

to
. Hollywood, Aug. 1
Famous’. -Artists has ‘racked up

- the record: that- Variety erred ..: a minimum ‘of $850,000 .in sales-

of story properties to motion .pic- .
ni-'| ” Feeently. Opened: an:: Office. -in:”| from -the, competition. ofthe. Music|
- tial.: outlay... of“$5,900 000,"heas: -“-Hawail for? handling’: onegotia>. . | Corp. :of. America ts only coinci-.|- in a Story: naming’ “Never, on..."{ ture. producers plus some screeti: tions with pr‘oducers: ‘on pix to - dental. Actually MCA achieved- its |°" Sunday” (UA» as the first fea- ‘| ‘play assignments in the’ past Six
“Having. recently:‘completed: “The Nea.
- “bé-made ‘there... plans: to estalyreputation for innovating.- -packages . ture. to. make :its. money: back _ imonths,: it was learned yesterday.
Lion,” currently. showing ~at. the | ish- Chapters. in. Phoenix! ‘Ariz,; -- “when: the. ‘industry was’ still: more. mt (about:“$150.00: ‘in one ‘the: _|. Deals: were set by FA exec veepe?
:. Leicester: Sq: |‘in ‘the ;‘West: .End |." a hd Miami, ‘prexy:‘Jeffrey: Sayre:
“| Jack .Gordean;:. Ben Benjamin,
‘or. less “under: .the. original: block-|- :atre,
7
head: ‘of its literary department,
“of... London; - 20th- Fox - “producer: . reveals in “a: “newsletter -to. ooking |" économies-—wwhen ... ‘ films |.:’
‘His’ Be
Big’ Paiade”.. and his’ assistant, Dick Blodgett. .
*stated™ he ‘weuld “be. in: ‘charge of }:. “meniber:Ss.
‘- made- money - over-all ‘and: flops} j
: ‘production :and-“produce. an oun fe ‘Three’ ‘chaniges‘iin the:pilaws 7 ‘|-were- absorbed: in.the. general re- “MGND - (1925) ran over..two
“Figure is a minimum in. that
known: quantity: of. pix: yearly. Brit- “and rules and: regulations. also. turas:
|. years at the.Astor in N, Y_-and > a number of: the deals involved.
fsh:-and:, Israeli: interests will, fi)" “were -.noted.”. “One... ‘concerns. --}": * Tra ‘Steiner. ond. Ted:Ashley dis- -.
: ‘grossed ‘over .$2,000,000.. The: : percentages of the net for tha.
includes.
“nance - the’. project * -which,: he 4... Members” working for Tess. than... ‘coursed last week--on -chariges. in|,
Wrifers- involved; also
=elaims,- will Rave ‘the.largest. stage minimum. Seale: ‘shall be guilty’- -déal-making. ‘Their ‘views: carry .2- , pic. made its ($250.000 - cost only two. of approximately 18.
- there,
Tat
ee
5 screen play ° assignments. ..
vin, ‘the.world. |: (of:‘condyct’ ‘unbecoming. a'mem=: -| special iriterest. because..the -young-| —
‘Company | involved.” -in, the: ‘proj. “ber. Another :deats: with. ‘mem. ‘lish’ partners. (Ashley turned 40 last}:
Books sold were °“Sylvia,” by
» ect.will -be.-formed: by. the- year's |'.: _bers.to report suspected’ viola= | Friday)’ ‘may have: ‘grabbed - ‘more
| Vectors, 7 to Springfield - Prodtic‘tions, for about $20,000; “‘Love and
‘end, ‘but construction of the '.mod- ...tlons- of, contracts -between ‘the
‘MCA. agents. and ‘more MCA clients
the 20th Volunteers,” “by. Charles’
ern: studio? Will. ba: started: before.) : Build’. rand . producers. - “Thitd et . than, any. one. other: rival...
.
Breen, to-Ted Richmond, for $15. .
* then, according to..Engel..
‘photos’. ‘of. ‘candidates: ngnii-.*-|-:
-MCA..- management °“canniness|"
~- Because: ‘of: ‘the topography ariy’ yo ‘nated ‘by Nothinating: Commit= .:
000;. “Fish Story,” Robert Carson,
ce pand* aggression: was,.and. is, -leg=|".
to U-I, for $32,500; “King Rat,”
“type.“of ‘film. ‘tan :be' ‘made at. the’ ; tee’ must accompany. ballots.
"| endary. -If : MCA‘: did -not invent]:
7 new. production: “center:: not: only:
James Clavell,’ to: Columbia, for
An’ advisory: ‘couricil. in ‘San.’ “the “package” it.was. the most. suc-}.
biblical pix. Engel. noted: Israeli} “Francises. of © ‘Edward: Barrett, ‘| ceSsful- in ‘maturing its powerhouse | °SAD. “you * ‘realize.“
160.000. plus 10% of the net;
|:3‘Fhe’ Sheppard Murder. ;Case,”
" .goverfiment- is: cooperating-100%."] . .Clark.. Beiseker, Lucille - ‘Bliss; .- potential. But Steiner-Ashléy argue: Georgé Roy Hill's."wife ‘saiddirector
to him |
:Engel's’. pact’ -with 20th-expires }*. Michael .: : Moros, * Cheri.~ Rich’ ’“|-that thé basics of. the industry have the ‘other day.
| Paul ‘Holmes, te Roger Struck, for.
“that ‘the televiston - $25,000; One
*'Sept. “15- when: she Zoes:” On:a: ‘five- »and- Josita ‘Thomas: has. beetG. 4 frecently:. greatly. modified. “the:
Flew -Over' the
set has been. broken for two months
Cuckoo's. Nest,” Ken
Kesey, to
year consultant: basis, making. ~-him- {° . elected ‘for. No: California“ ue |*package.”*
} and’ nobody has complained about, -Bryna.’ Productions, for. $85.000;.
a self -available-to -prexj “Darryl |F.'|.
“Asliley said’ “tne: last. Gatile -pic- it?’
“Dark Sea. Running,” George Mor
“Zanuck: and : chairman: Spyros -P:
jtures didn’t: ‘make’ monéy toward | Hill; ‘who has just retur ned from: Till, to Roth-Kirshner Productions,
“"Skouras. :
o
the end.:MCA emphasized a. good|the | ‘Coast: after: ‘directing. Metro’s for ..$10,000: plus a percentage;
‘He started: with, Zanuck ‘back’ in
a
business: ahd “tax: ‘structure - for: its film ‘vetsion’ of. “A- Period of Ad-. “Lilith,” J. R. Salamanca, to Rob1983. .when: 20th: ‘Century Pictures |."
,
name- ‘clients, - But -if you ‘analyze Justment” and. who is :now preparwas” formed.” ‘When: the: ‘company:
nert Rossen. for $100,000; “Set This
‘ithe grosses .of Pictures. ‘made: by: ing fora September: Start’ on the
Was merged: two" years: jater with.
‘House on Fire,’ and “Lie Down
some..of
the biggest .stars, ‘they. are’ ‘United: -Attists-Mirisen’ “Toys .
Fox Films. he ‘moved: ‘with: him.’ as
‘not: ‘holding’ ap; If’ -a- star: makes ‘The. Attic.’ recounted” the story: | in Darkness,”” both by.- William
_~ <agsistant: and: story. editor: In‘ 1936
|.
Styron, to John Frankenheimer,
‘when asked last. ‘week ifthe. spends. for a total of $150, 000 plus a: per.
- Hollywood, Aug. Te. four: flops, his. price “will drop.”
--he ‘became’ a_“BY pfoducet under: an
Oe: ‘OE.‘the ;‘major tragedies of |. “Steiner: interjeated |“there. has!much “time .w atching . television.
“..
Sol. Wurtzel: _at ‘Western: ‘Aye.. Stucentage; “Linda,” John MacDon‘been. too nuch; coricentration. ‘on the?

a _ sherted here. :
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-This- is\.the “medium which. first ald. to Bill: Frye. for about $15,000
‘|the | filmi business. in -Holl¢svood.;
‘is’.evident: -when ‘a--top ‘fax. and ‘business ehd, *to’ the ex-: gave --him: ‘national prominence and :-“plus.a percentage; “Native Stone,”
clusion
of:
the
‘créative’
elements.
‘and: ifs’ prede cessor, he’ wrote, 14 ‘sereenwriting credit fora: Holly-, | We feel. white’ the - ‘bnssiness-tax sent -hinv: on: to. Broadway :(stage Edwin Gilbert, to Paul Wendkos,
pix, ‘produced - ‘28: “Lion” ‘ta. -be’ . wood -film: “results in. otfers’ ‘for’ ‘faetors dre. “important, they...are’ version of. “Adjustment.’ ” “Look. for. $10,000 plus a percentage; “In=
“ released “in U. & Tater: in years: ‘other avork, ‘abroad but: not in. Hol- -Well-trafficked. areas. they. are not|:Homeward: “Angel” y and : “Holly- dian Paint,” Glenn Balch: to Oscar
wood:
7
;
a
4-|lywoods”. according : ‘to David “:P::
“(Continued on page. 20)
“20gt ‘$8.200.000.
all-important: What iis most: impor-. 7
He wasn’t being énide- Rather he:
‘|; Harman. Writer. ‘revealed: strong”
‘tant.® in. “today’s - fnarket, ‘is. ‘the,
‘feels: that” there: just ‘aren’t: ‘Many
| : tradepress’ reaction to."The..Won-.
io ftw showcases. Row for the: kind of.
+-derful:” World®” of. : ‘the. . Brothers |: “creative varea.”.
-Both :partners ‘stressed -that they’
Grimm,” for: “whieh. ‘he’ -got’- fifst. mean that: -in- competing: Ain’ today’s: work he can:do best. Like: @ num-"
-| ‘screenplay and. original story credber of other gradttates: af. ‘televimarket.” for. ‘the. ‘international ‘‘dol-; sion—Delbert..Mann, -Jotin .‘Frank- 4.
"it, has.“drawn : discussions: With
lar, ‘an ‘agent: ‘must’ ‘not ‘just“repreenheimer, “S..:P.: Miller, “to. name
. 4} Martin ‘Poll ‘for. him.: Ao: ‘Script’
‘sent: or: service “his |client, or. :sée
a few—he’s now: committed’ to the
J “Twist. of. Sand" in. Itaty: “Harmon:
how good. a deal: he. can ‘make- for ‘Big ‘Screen’ ‘and likes-it’ fine. It’s.
| said: he:-will,. meet .with: Pool “dn
‘him. ‘He. must: find ‘a literary: ‘prop-. ‘anothér case’ of the. Kids” outgrow-:
‘August :7 to-‘continue’ deal;: then
erty: he’ thinks would: ‘bé “ideal: for ing: theit parents. a
go to the: ‘Holly.wood::; .preem ‘of
dio,:

ae During hig tenure: with 20th-Fox! “today
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‘a particular: client. then: offer: this
“Grimm” inthe evening: ard” be | property. along. ‘with |‘the’ star -to-a!, “Though: he -was: skedded ‘to fol-.
ready. ‘to fly: to Italy: thie next day... ‘studio: -an'-agency -should -help .a} low beer.8 justment’? at ‘Metro with | _ Samuel . Hacker, the New "York
‘a ‘sereén..version ‘of William: L.. certified. public |accountant whose
studio:
find
-b.o.
elements.
pli.
see.
how
:good
|a deal‘not
he sir}
can “Shirer’s - monumental. “Rise and ‘Specialty since he. hung out the .
‘Fall. of The ‘Third. Reich,”"* the lat- shingle 22 years ago has been dis«
- Says this is so. due -to. the. lack. of:| make for his’ ‘client, ‘they ‘agreed:. ! ter: ‘project: was. finally abandoned,
tribution audits
for independent
AS a Fesult of its: -acquisitions: of.
‘between
.
‘all:
‘elements:
. ‘cooperation:
‘key. personnel from -MCA’s literary‘!‘much ...to': Hill's: disappointment. producers, is expanding ‘his. activi‘of. .the- Ail i industry-‘which. are, department. in--NLY:, Ashley-Steiner|: “Maybe -they: just-didn't.think: the - ty. in. a’- global‘ direction, This is
‘taking money out of. the- busitiess’ today “is. probably -the world's: Targ-} ‘Market’ would.‘buy. it.” said, Hill, ‘something of a. -barometer :for the.
and. not: putting. it: ‘back’ in-. Fort: est. liferary-:agency... and. they’ have, -but he went -on to: report ‘that: he’ trade, since it mirrors the increas-.-_
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Robert Stroud,: the’ bird man: of: ‘and are: ‘expécted -to ‘be. available .person
solely ‘on. ‘the- basis .
-of “his a: setback ‘of some 25 théatres.to a a
_ New. statute ‘requires that: . Mrs.’
use ‘within
months.
:# offer.
Alcatraz,
-iscertain to ‘be. fascinat | for:
- Vaclavek
Saidtwothat
‘a ‘Arm.
$éc ond-rin- outlying “position,
Gilliam review features and classify
Face, color. or. religion...
ree
ing
to
millionsof
Americans.
who
|
Several of thie bigger. Allied exhibs. .
them as” “approy ed;” “unsuitable
has. been made ‘to produce. a- filma |" . May or. ‘Ralph: E. ‘Seitginger. had}.
for the young” or. “objectionable.” have never even. been. to San: Fran-- ‘version of ‘‘Bousille and the Just;”: ‘vetoed. the ordinance: ‘with: this x: “brokeé:- the.” ‘boycott; and among.the ©
teisco-and looked:at the Hock across
"+
‘the . picture.”
oh Owners : ‘Avho .- showed
1
If a film isn't approved, its. ratoe
the. bay.!"
7 a-play -swritten by Gratien Gelinas planation:
*
ing (classification) must be stated|.
of Montreal, who acted: in’ the: Van-'|- "The _ manner: in which “thig ere Were. ‘Several -Alliéd officers.
Allied:
préxy.
Jack.>
“Clark said-”
““My™
staff
and.
r
found:
‘the.
film'{!
“in advertising and posted- out.
couver-: ‘Festival : presentation~ last: ditianive: was. forced w jthout ‘notice : that he had:received.-rio- complaints .occasionally, -but |.
,
front at theatre. Violation of :the- interesting: an
oS
.
and. will: ‘produce.
it vat, “later,
Seat | or: . “consideration. ‘indicates ; -that.| ‘concerning: the: alleged discrimina-: _
_ ordinance can result in:a fine up not. always; ‘Téalistic: ‘We admired ‘year’
tle’s. ‘Century’
21 Exposition
further: study’ should be: given: toy tion: and. that six‘new theatres. had’to $500 and 30 days .imprisonment. the performance ‘of Burt Lanéas- this year.
‘“Ahis ‘act. --1;:“therefore, as mayor: of [just - ‘joined: ‘Allied; ‘among. -them ©
‘ter.
‘particularly.
during.
the
gruffly.|:
or. both.
‘Recent, <isit. of.”‘Holiywood: pro: ‘this: community. wish’ ‘to: veto. or- ‘several.small. ‘houses. “We consider :
| tender moments he spent’ with: his |,ducer-director. San. Fuller. did not|
Film
companies - ‘contend. that birds.”
‘dinance ‘No. 2698: which concerns. |materialize. in’ ‘any:--coproduction;| itself with: forbidding’ discrimina-”
city does not have authority. .to |
‘ean, agreement. . Contrary’ to reports. in | -tion. only: in ‘cértain public. places. Clark ‘said“The: ‘;rosperity. of ‘the:
enact and enforce. such an ordi-|. “But we .do not “think WE |
larger: theatrés ‘is:‘interdependent: ©
nance, that the old ordinance -in-: ‘accept United: Artists’ kind invita-" Vancouver .newspapers, -Vaclavek| as ‘iiot being-to the best interests
with: the’ ‘success: Of the. ‘smaller
‘volves prior restraint, ‘which was: ‘tion. to .show. the. film to’ -the’-in-. -Said ‘that. Commonwealth .had_ not| of. this community. at’ this time... T-.
ee
:
.
ruled illégal when ‘the old censor-. mates. of the State. Cgrrectional: invited. Fuller ‘here to. ‘discuss co- ‘want: to. da everything in-my.power|:houisés."
Institution.at
Woods
Run:
(Western
-He:
had
|.
ship law was voided. |
production | ‘possibilities...
as: Iayor of .this ‘city to- prevent |
4
talked. .-with:. Fuller, :however, ‘and|Strife among. ‘any: ‘of its peoples:
.Suit also contends: the film: Tat-" j State Penitentiary): ere
“Inmates of a -ptison .like. enter- \declined a-deéal‘on terms proposed. : - “EI Paso has ‘long’ ‘been: consid: .
_- ing ordinance is “too vague. -and
"| tainment of:. another ..sort—enter= ‘Similarly:with rumored agreement’ ered: a great international. city, par- |.
‘indefinite of application.”
tainment -that takes ‘their mind off. discussed. ‘With, Harold “Hecht: dur-" ticularly .:in ‘this’ “field Of |-hunyan..|..
‘In an unrelated ‘to the suit} case. i
charges against a ‘theatre: ‘manager| their, environment. ‘They |want: to. ing “stop-over. ‘in. - Vancouver . ‘en’ ‘Yelations..- In Texas we -have.‘been‘| :°‘Albuquerque; Aug.: Y
what is: happening ‘in the -out-. ‘route: to” Tokyo, -iéthing: concrete.|-acclaimed as. the. most: “appreciated:|_
for violating the film: grading ordi- iHSee
|
Theatres, via loca}. ‘subs...
is:
schap- ‘had resulted; but Vaclavek: emphar city: ‘when it: comes to all. prejudices |si“Frontier:
diary Alb uquerque. Theatres ‘Ine.
nan¢ée were postponed indefinitely ‘side world; they. know: what |
.
|
sized.
that’
Commonwealth
was
pre-:
ae
as: concerns: Tace,: color. or-creed.
‘by Municipal .Judge. James ‘Webb. Hpening, in.‘heir:-OWn. :
pared... to’: negotiate—“eoproduction |". : “San. Attonio: now has taken :the:| —is: going: back. into outdoor thea. *
Jurist - explained . that ‘Leonard
tre: biz here. ‘after: a: lapse of- four” ;
/; agreements with any. ‘outstide pro-.
dead: ‘and: as ‘I. Ainderstand : accom='}. “Years: ‘Chain, ' ‘which operates. sit.
Freeman, ‘manager
of. -Kirkwood
‘ducers: over and. -beyond ‘current.
. Adult. Theatre. had’ appealed a f| Trans-Lux &Month Take : commitments. with ‘Clavell. and: Hol- .plished.- complete. | ¥ oluntary. . “in:| of city’s ‘seven-hardtoppers at pres- =<" .
tegration. ‘This was done.after four: ‘ent, plans’ to: ‘spend about $50,000
conviction on:a similar charge. and. Beat: Same Span Year Ago }lyburn. Film. Froductions.."
| to six months’ of work and. confer. ‘for “remodeling ‘two. _ Presently.” ins: wl
OED:|,
that no further action would be |
| éncé:on the. subject. This .can’ ‘and 7
taken until that. case is settled, It |: :Trans-Lux: earnings for. the first |"
- operative: ozoners, |
yshould ‘be done on a. ‘voluntary’ |
2 ‘Ow WGA Wala’ List:
was third charge ‘against Freeman. ‘half. ended June 30,: Were’ up: sub: |
One is. Star Drive-In, whieh hag
‘basis. in our‘own. community. Every:
‘Hollywood, Aug ie
for violating the ordinance and it: . Stantially from the year ago period. ‘T.
sixmonth ‘net;. une}:“Tguig i “Buddy”. -Brégmian: ‘2d,. ‘one -is ‘better off. without, force:
was booked a week prior’ by Detec- |. ‘Company's
‘since strong: winds toppled. screen;.. ”
law:. or; ordinance, Should :be Pjan is to spend about $20,000 on:
tive M: C. Faulkner. Freéman was. audited, tame:to .$358,795;. or“ 48¢ Melvin ‘Isaacson ‘and -Lewison Pro: No |.
fined $53. each on two counts of |per: share on the ‘743.837 ‘shares of: ductions .Inc: -haye been: placed ‘on passed. wvithaut full” ‘consideration’. femodeling ‘and: get park. ‘open: in’:
violating the ordinance ‘earlier: and: comnion’ stock outstanding.’ This Writers Guild.of America .West's. and, hearing‘ ‘of all- €lements who ‘late: -August, per-Louis .Gaspari,
immediately filed an appeal. Actu- compared ‘to a “profit: of .$289,826, “unfair list." Failure: to. pay a ‘are involved. or who- might. “beaf résident, manager. for- chain..
.
;
ally, this is the fourth time ar aund or 39c per-share, .for- the corre- writer. $1,500:for:BsServices it:4s. ‘fected by. such: Jaws,
Other’ ozoner..is 66 :. Drive - In,”
; ‘aileeed Ce
.
a
for Freeman. The ‘first. charge’ sponding period: lastYear.
-“The: ‘field. ‘of: intégration’ is. ‘one Joéated ‘bh ‘Route 66. at ‘west. end |
against
him:*was
dismissed in
Sj
—
that: is’ quite. ‘touchy.. This: . fact| of tity,. WwWhich: has. been closed: :for..
Municipal Court May. 24.
| should be’ ‘considered to. the ‘benefit. - six-* seasons." In.. that time.. 1he.
ofall’ concerned, , Legislation ‘of}‘property. has- been. used. as: airport.
‘platee “moral . issue: “should |be -ap- ‘runways for private ‘field nearby.
NEW THEATRES se
| proached cautiously. and w ‘ith wide} Plan is. ‘to_spend. about $30. 000.
-considexation.- ‘EF: Paso - ‘js. Now:
‘on: this“: ‘one, ‘with: opening. ext
UA Chain Into Shopping gente
| ready: for ‘this’ step on a ‘voluntary: .

; Fr Chain Resumes:
|
“In:Ozoner. Open

|.
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Sterling's ‘Hardtopper

‘United

will
new

Artists Theatre

Hodroft Rented Piints, KeptThem: forWeeksTo :|-basis.
;

Los ‘Angeles, Aug.: te

a

- Service: His.Own Rental:Accounts:

Circuit|

break ground Sept. 1..for-a]. -825:seat theatre,” situated|in.

- Nitineapolis; “Aug:1, | theuse ofthe’‘Jatter’s.‘ilins.,

The: £]‘ Paso Restaurant: JAS}: Chain * ‘presently: Soperates: “these;

| Sociation, the motion’ picture thea’ ‘indoor: hatises — Hiland;. Sunshine, ;
tres; the -El Paso -Hotel-Motel: Asae ‘Sociation ‘have:agreed :“to. this,“on Kimo, State, ‘Labo Arts and El: Reye . a t
“la ‘voluntary: ‘basis, .
.
;

:|

Hodroff “would pay: ‘rental for ue a

©feel. that: no: ‘foreed situation |

Option o
on ‘Bill‘Daniels:a
:

“ Localite : Manroe: :.,Hodroff, : “41,
the . Biz -Ben- Shopping Centre in
‘aly:one: showing ‘of the: films‘sent. ‘as’ by law" would: ‘be. to. the best |
Torrance, Fred Kunkel, West Coast who |‘pleaded ‘guilty ‘to a $200 000
However, he'd. keep: ‘prints'| interests’ ofthis. community. at thist. To. Direct, and/or: Shoot:
‘
nationwide.
-16m-film: rerital -swin-| o him
division manager, discloses... Lofor weeks during. ‘which :he’d rent}:'time. Voluntary: compliance. a¢com=|’.
.
Holliwood.: AUB. °var
. ‘ dle, must. serve: five. months of. a
eated on Pacific Coast: H iehway.’
them
to
humerous’ customers for plishes the ‘end of ‘an..ordinance- ‘on. } - Mretia,” handed. ‘cameraman Bn!
project wil) .cost approximately; three-year’ prison. : .term:. prior.” to’
substantial : ‘sums: - In’ some: in-- “the. books'-which. could be-a. source ‘Daniels. a" ‘multiple--picture - ticket,.. $400.000 :and provide free: farking |‘ probation... His. .victims® included:
‘of cantention:: I. further’ feel that.
for 400 cars.-

,

some. leading distributors. .

Stances ‘he'd .not. even ‘send: back’
‘one: ~which™ includes’ .the-: studio's’°
films‘ fo their distributer. OW riers,: -a legislated actin this. field. strains ‘right ‘to eallon hii -for ‘a ‘director. .

Theatre, according: to Kunkel, } “Federal” Judge "G:: “H. “Nordbye y according. to ‘Foley. °
we
, ‘a’ relationship’: between customer as ‘Well... ‘Daniels. : currently. w orks.“ve,
will. be of ultra modern design! ! imposed sentence here. ‘The -speci-.; : his film rental. sérv ice’ was ‘ads and ‘businessman that-is ‘jot’ in-the{,
ring - on *Come- ‘Blow: Your “Horn.”
with a solid glass‘foyer and vill be. i tic charge against ‘Hodroff :was mail | vertised | extensively : by Hodroff +:‘best. innterests. ‘0
of: ‘human elation: F‘will report: toMGM. when, that film”
_Tefrigerated.
Opening date is set! fraud. He was. arrested last Match -who- did: business. ‘with. individuals Ships.
:
| is.finished:.
for Dec.-15.
Structure will Live| by ‘postal inspectors who. had’ been. as well ‘as. orgaiiizations through.|° “Since. I ‘have.’beet’ in- ‘public’ * ‘ Daniels’, deal “was. set by Mortie circuit 11 theatres - in: southern | investigating for two years,
ce
; out the country,.: His. customers. in- “office I “fiave riever .been a. “party” Gutertian of.Famous “AYtists. pees
°
California,.
[- Assistant. "U.S: District. Attorney |cluded - ‘universities: and~. colleges,|’
loan .otdinanée.or Taw:which “af-.].
. “Separately, California’: Sterling : P. J..Foley ‘told the court that -Hod- A officials Rointed out,
=
*
“fected a'segment. of this community.]. :
Bab:Euler: on. Dallas,F fim.
Row,
‘Theatres revealed it. ould: erect L-roff: -in' “1958” ‘started ‘to -gperate
After: his. * atrest,;“Hodreft’ as:|that I- didn’ t consult with or.counsel.
a $500.000 hardtop inthe Polling |Capitel: Films from his home. -Us- Fserted.-that.. che’ ‘couldn't. miake a ‘with parties”: inyolved::. L- feel. it- is: for.nore ‘than.. 30° yéars;: ‘to- leave _ Hills -shopping center, near: Tor- ting, aliases and «-elaiming |to" bea j living: for his: family: ‘operating his |the “duty. of” people’ in authority t6 film. industry,*sLately “buying and. °
rance, to seat -J.000,. Construction: “Tain “Cinies’.: ‘area’ churches. and: film “distribiition.. ‘business’. legiti-+-be |undertanding: in this ‘field, and booking :tilms: for: the. McLendon wt

would

start . in two weeks, it was; ; charitable : Grganizations’.. ‘represen--| mately :and~‘that,- it.becaizie 'néces:: to: ge: authority” of. force:by.Jaw: ‘eiréuit. ‘Will open concession: biz in?

“stated. .

“Native;he’ wrote: to.
distributors for!
Tsary for’hin. tobdo.what he.gids’

with. discretion. aan
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aoe
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EN
-‘schoal;HEmakes. this’‘excellent: ‘sdinple: the:more welcome. :JACK:
psi
ey GARFEIN’ “(whiose.” “THE, ‘STRANGE. ONE": was, ‘on here’ in:

Ee
OS
ne

ge
SOR

“1987 -“HERE: SHOWS “THAT. HE“: HAS: “DEVELOPED:
8 IN'TO A MATURE ARTIST: WITH: A: PERSONAL PICTURE:
“? BANGUAGE: AND THAT AE MANAGES TO GIVE ‘A PENE-

|

“lpi. ERATTING DESCRIPTION ‘OF A PSYCHOLOGICAL COURSE

Cae Lo OF‘EVENTS, ‘Gartein: works:skillfully with:the *two: contrasts.
a aeisolation andcrowrding—the classical
¢
situation.ofthe
ecity
fy
bana

(he

a ee
“SOMETHING WILD"isgenuine,‘itissificere,‘ithas fine.artistic,
eT

qualities,and.above:ally:“one.
e. takes#a Bogto.thedirectors
S person

BOs COUNTED AMONG’
4
THE ‘NEW WAVE IN.AMERICAN FILM, 7
Paieererccae ©have: hardly everfelt:as’strongly ‘theHeartless. indifference ofthe =
nye
pene inca:
ubigcityas
4 tT
didint‘SOMETHING WILD! Moe
Nils,Beyer,Stecblmstidinge,

- eee bye
énteringa.“principal elivironiment
6
and inaking i
it
BM.
a:

Cy

ss “sc tivesthe.city.. “SOMETHING WILD" isan excellent: intense story.” ee

as

oS about theair-conditioned: -nightinare;: ‘about. ‘the:‘people: int‘aworld’ noe “where, tie’Feuit.ofthe:original fall iisToneliness. mirrored |inasphalt

ene ae
ai
sellections:tTRIS A GREAATCREDIT: TOTHE.DIRECTOR JACK’.
BjornNilson,Expressen.

“ oe JACK GARFEIN. AN AMERIC' AN.ANGMAR.R BERGMAN? __
“2. MAYBE) HE-SHARES: ‘WITH THE: FORMER THE LOATHING ' >
OP sS ass. |ROR” UNNECESSARY °SOUNDS. |AND©UNNECESSARY: ;
Megs SOE
MUSICS THE LONG: ‘SILENT. PICTURE SEQUENCES ARE.
a

SU

(ae

OFTEN” EQUALLY. AS. -DRAMATIC -AS THOSE. OF. ‘OUR ;

Eye “WORLD F!
FAMOUSS FELLOW. COUNTRYMAN, me,

eg oe

“tilSvasska
=Daghledet, |
Ree
oe

TT

“United ‘Artists
A
takeride in
|Shavingpresented
JACKGanreun's tirst
independent: production.“SOMETHING witD.’we
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_PICTURES.

F‘Who's inCharge?TThe
: le. ‘Sense; |
Dubbing Subsidy MakesLitt
er sidpublisher: ofthe. oe
Artiold’Bernhard & ‘Co., ‘invéstment advis
Other) Ball yl
&
(6
Yr.
N.Y.
eed
N
Germans
Value Line’ investment: survey; last: week .came. out -with..an’ attack.

upon: motion ‘picture players |who undertake. to: boss ‘productions: ‘. . He
“jin which they. appear. ‘Wall ‘Streét’ outfit -brands as:.““Hollywood’s

1 most : distressing. problem” its own: domination.- -by “creative talent;: --.-.
- , :.Malue ‘Line says that:‘‘name” performers. “have. at: ‘least as much: 22>:

Instead: -of supplying financing ys =
for the dubbing of Germau. fea- |:
tures for the export market, a sug-.

gestion

apparently-being . given |

serious consideration

in Bonn, the

Italo.Phew-Bomb ofUSs.
FilmBiz& “OR: Many.

cfs, ¢ontrol: over. ‘production : asthe producer’: and’ this: has been “ine
_[ - Strumental in’ ‘propelling .costs:“of Production: ‘beyond ithe ,
- means Tt

studios...”

>"

coe,

West German :government . would
; Continued ftomPage.Tj
‘|. ¢The.-current,: ‘analysis. mentions Marlon: Brando” atid ‘thé. part:he... on
do better to provide funds. for the
te: has played in ‘the making: of .Metro’s. Mutiny ‘on- the - Bounty,".:
°°.
establishment of export. offices in Industry, ‘said. oné of the .attacks’ Son‘and not’ the.‘Italian ®mation
.Comments :-jn' previous’ Value . Line surveys -focused - on ‘Elizabeth... 2: .
New: York, Tokyo and London. So ‘Lin Rome’s “Il Messaggero” (the picture: industry’ s interests. in, gen- . welt
Taylor
in
“Cleopatra”:
and.
Marilyn
‘Monroe’
in
the
riow-shelved
oo
reports. Munio Podhorzer, ‘head of: ‘other: was: -contained “in “Milan’s eral.”
. “Something's :‘Got .to. Give,”.: both: at’ 20th-Fox. .- *.
United Film Enterprises ,in New. afternoon .daily, ““Corriere d’Infor- |“ “An *-anti-Ameri¢an attitude: ‘is et “The .Bernhard. :conipany : says .the ‘only: solution :to’“monopoly”. =” “TE
U also re
York. ‘He preyiously *repped. Ger- ‘mazione”); was a‘ law ‘proposed. by: ‘therefore. ‘not:‘only ‘unfair, but
Et
exerciséd, by the. stars hingés on: the: ‘development of ‘new talent -7.
Italian. ‘ASsn. “of: Authors ‘stupid.’
many’s. Export Union here, though. ‘the
: .on'a broad enough ‘scale-to improve the bargaining position of the” . ei
“Good U. S.‘Market.
(ANAC) asking. for ‘more. severe
sans -budget..Television, says Bernard, seems: dike. fhe.
“studios.
° Togical. training
The . dubbing
aid. suiggestion. ‘scrutiny of production ventures:de-| : DeLaurentiis®: ‘went. “on: fo"add.)
“.\ school but has'yet.to‘be used’ effectively.
Ooi taps
eb
‘strikes Podhorzer as: being 4 little -Siring Italian. nationality (and Awith that: ‘the current trend was: in, favor |
absurd. For one thing. he ‘thinks. ‘it, Italian’ film -.aid: advantages): ‘of Italo.‘films in the U. S.;: noting |
that it's doubtful
that . dubbing This, ‘said “Il -Messaggero,” to '‘pre- that © “for -‘the -first ‘time :.in- the]
which is not done by—or. at least in vent damaging foreign. initiatives:” \history.“of | motion: _picturés,.. the
conjunction.
with—a | purchaser, | ‘Article also mentioned: four films Americans .-have:. ‘decided -‘to. ‘sys-:|would ever be wholly satisfactory. (“Tutti a Casa”; “‘Crimen”; ‘Kapo”; ‘tematically ‘dub ‘Italian filmis.”. He |
Also, he points out. any. distributor jand “Senilita”) as “important” Itai- termed this “‘an: event-of- vital. im-|’
who. believes enough ‘in: the ‘¢om- Van films whieh had been- purchased ‘portance ‘for our industry,” ‘adding |
‘mercial. potential of a given film: iby: Yank companies and: never -re- that: this was. a direct result of the| will not hesitate to dub ‘the film: jleased, “First. two: are” Dino De- honest’. relationships: - which .‘have
himself: On the ‘other hand;: there i Laurentiis: ‘productions, ‘latter ‘two: always “existed ‘betweeh italian and
is nobody, aside. from ‘the German’ were ‘produced’ ‘by Morris’ Ergas.. -American: producers, and: the-.re- |: ..
film industry of the government. |.- _-” Lombardo’s: Statement. ‘|Sultant. Fespect. ‘earned: by. ‘the:‘Italo:
“ay‘GENE, “MosKowiTz . + country: past’ear’ he iiad product ae
-to supply funds for the. Promotion.: a
‘from Cuba. -and. Red: China. Whith.: 00°)
Further.’ authoritative: comment |filmmaker in the U. Si.‘Locarno. ‘Aug. E
‘of German pix abroad-.:
‘Charges of. “sabotage” -of.tiatof7
to ‘Savage .:attacks : by, ‘Swiss’: vet
“ane ‘15th:“jiternational. Locarno ‘Hea
|"
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and Janet Munro,’ has rejoined. the unit from Vienna, where- he: coni- iparticularly’ worthy. by -W-German’ film... classification. board which|studios.at Elstree;- Seven. ‘Arts Pro-.

pleted work. on, another film..:. Paul’ Gallico’s:“The, Three Lives :of.; means considerable tax relief... .‘The ‘Bread ‘of.Former: Years.” :Ger‘Thomasina” is to be Walt’ Distiey'’s next British subject, and filming! ‘many's entry ‘at last. Cannes. Film “Festival. ‘now’ running-at Cinema

duction will have three :major- fea tures: filming:iin Britain. .The. other:-

_ is due to. start’ in ‘Scoiland on Aug...16, with Don. Chaffey as. director} Paris. Ctiti¢s ‘Yanging. from meagre. aid: medicore-to ‘poor*.. :: Walter two: “are. “Sammy
‘Goes - South,”. oa
* - and
Hugh Attwooll as associate. producer. -.“The Lion,” ‘Samuel G: :wood: completed .his Robert :Siodmak-directed’ Don Murray-Christine.| with :Edward,G. Robingon,. ‘and Engel’s production ‘for 20th-Fox, which was. filmed: entirely on-location’! Kaufmann. starrer, “Tunnel 28." ‘Pie is to: have, its’preem sometime in|“The
Small, Sad’ ‘World of Sammy. dn ‘Kenya, had its world. preem at the, Leicester’ Square Theatre. on’!fall, probably, in -two U.S. citiés.and’ Berlin.at ‘the, same time .. ».Report: .Lee,”...statring: Anthony -Néwley,-"
July26. ..: Pathe News réleasing a Technicolor. film of ‘the, Qileen’s|
\from-Paris indicates that: Marlene Dietrich’ would appear. in-a ‘German ‘both: at.Shepperton:
os
art tr eusures. which were put.on public view “last: week :;i. . On'the day film:if script and: ‘role Ww‘ouild. suit her: (Her ‘last: German’ Pic. dates. back :
“Ray: Stark,
Sevenof“Arise
“senior Ph
on which he. was. cclebrating *his*.48th: birthday: “Carl ‘Foreman: Wa5.| more: ‘than: three’ deeades: it: was “Blue. Angel’)...
veepee
int charge;
‘pre duction;

making his directorial debut. with“The. Victors”.

at’ Shepperton: Stu- [ “Helmut. Ashley's. “Murder Game” and Otto: ‘Domnick's:! Wiithéut® Date”. said. that “within® the :next’ “few: os

diios:. He’s also producing ‘and. author of the screenplay, Pic, .which’:is :rep,-Germany-.at_ Locarno. tJuly :18-29) Film’ Festival. ,°;._;Remarkably | ionths’ about. six more subjécts
for world release through Columbia,. stars’ Vincent Edwards, George, good: reviews went. here to. the: Swedish: ‘film, “Aeniglan, finns ‘dom??"t will: be., readied -With others |.to- Hamilton,

Christine

George. Peppard.

Kaufman,

Romy.

Melina .Mercouri, Jeanne . Moreau, tAngels—-Are There. ‘Any?).-to/ which’ at. first-no‘ local critic. had: paid} come,
Rosanna

Schneider;

| Schiaffino,,. Eli. Wallach,"|special. interest. .

“The

Ciniemiracle. feature, “Windjammer,” ‘is ‘NOW | are

Ready. -for: antiouncement -

“Dr: |‘ Strangelove

or. How.

=
r.

Michael Callan, ‘Peter Fonda, Jim Mitchum: and Tony :‘Wallace | <4 iranning again at Sportpalast: ; ..Europa,’ distributing .““Lolita;” ‘reports.| Learned “to-Stop’, Worrying *ard”
Charles H. Schneer- has. bought Surrey Smith’s ‘novel, “The ‘Village |that, 15-year-old Sue Lyon: was interviewed: by: 117 journalists. 18 radio. Love. the Bomb,”. :to-:sta: Peter.
- that Wandered.”.-as- an upcoming American-British ..production-. for and. tv |reporters ‘and ‘about: 166 ‘photographers: during -cher recent] Sejiers ‘.and to. be. directed. . by
Columbia. . .“Term of Trial,” a Romulus. production -directed by Peter leightéday, ballyhoo. tour ...“Woman's: Doctor: Sibelius” ‘\Gloria): is now |Stanley.“Kinbri-k’: Tennessee Wil-:
Glenville, with ‘Sir Laurence. Olivier’ starred, is: beirig picked ‘as:. the‘running: in’ numerous’ Ge rman -Cities. -It’s. another German. film” that |jiame’ “Night; “ofthe -Iguaiia’:"~.

.

Benan’s “The: Hostage:
‘Artur. Brendan
‘| stars: former “Tarzan,, Lex: Barker.<..:.. Within. 17:.years, ‘Berlin's ’
my
Br itish entry to’ the- upcoming Venice. Film Fest.
In its first’ 17 British -playdates, Samuel ‘Bronston’s, “Er Cia” has: Brauner ‘CCC) ‘has: prodviced 129; “features . including three not. yet |‘ The ‘Streetwalker” directed: De

‘grossed. over $1,000.000..

according.

to Fred L.: Thomas,

“managing. released: and: five’ films: currentiy in: ‘production. Brauner may -be: Eu- {Richard .Brooks.

“and * “Laurence ©

‘divector of Rank: Film Distribs. Thé epic is still in ‘six“of ‘its original |"rope’s most: numericaily’active:film producer. - ..Berlin's, ‘Kurt Ulrich: Harvey in “Of Human Bondage.”

-siiuations, including the Metropole,. Victoria; .whére ‘it opened “Ilast'| is, with. 78- films: Germanys Secorid ‘busiest producer followed -by HamAlgo. planned ;are “Kowloon,” AS
December. These engagements exclude. the 35mm. releases, :and. apply } burg's .Walter- Koppel iReal) ‘with 60 films...”
Paul -Hubschmid. ‘now ‘Candle: for St:- Jude. again. ‘nith

only to theatres playing ‘the ‘widescreen .version..:°.', The. Victor: {Paul ‘Christian’ in Hollywood) observed his: 45th:ibirthday. ‘Now,‘Professor: |Miss: Kwan: ‘The: Wild. Affair,”
Saville-Ian Dalrymple production, : “Mix Mea

Person, ” starring Anne: Higgins in the local: “My Fair:Lady.!

be’ : produced : “by ©John

.

Woolly

‘Baxter, Adam Faith and Donald :Sinden, -preems. at -the Colunibia-| ‘The once powerful. ‘German ‘UFA. producing: company’ is:‘dead ‘but “Other.” Side-“of: the” Mountain,”
Theatre tomorrow. (Thurs. It's a Wessex project, made ‘in. association.. ‘the: UFA™calendar- is ‘still very -much-alivé. ‘As_ in. previous .years, -the’ from: & “John - Patrick: ‘streenplay, with British ‘Lion; and ‘despite. bad weather on. location,:was brought: new “one .\for,-1963 now): was: issued ‘in’ June during |the ‘Berlin...Film | Assault “.on “the-Queen. v8. ae

in ahead of schedule... . Raymond Stross has started. production: at ;Festival days. It's agsin a: neatly done. job, this time. with’ Germaiiy’s |fe} Ferrer ¢will. produce. and”
the Ardmore

Studios, Dublin. on “The

Very. Edge," as ‘a vehicle for i‘(singing and filming): ‘teenage. idol, Heidi. Bruehl, ‘on ‘the: cover. Calendar

“Lonely - Passion - ‘of Miss - - Judith:

his actress wife Anne Heywood... Novelist Elizabeth: Jane:-Howard ‘was! contains: 53 ‘pictures. 13°in color). of ‘mostly German: film. stars:: ‘Lifteup: Hearne.”: starring. Katharine. Hep
:
commissioned to write the original, and ‘Cyril Frankel, who’ also dirécts,*o¢: foreign ‘stars ifchides eight: French and three of. Italian oyigin while: burn, it being: the first of three that:
worked with heron the’ sereenplay. ° Richard: Todd costars,.and ‘others:
;Hollywood. is Fepped. by: three’. (Doris Day, Shirley. “MacLaine. and. Rock: John Huston’ will ‘direct for ‘Seven:
in the cast include Jack Hedley, :
‘Nicole Maurey, Jeremy Brett; Barbara : Hudson). There’ is..a.biography: of. each’ Star: on. thé reverse. side. of. the.[
Arts.
Mullen and Maurice. Denham ‘ . .)Patri¢k McGoohan. signed: -by” ; Various pictures. Published’ by ‘Verlag ‘Universum: FiliaAG; calendar |
“It has: ‘takén: ‘Sevén: Ans only, 18.
Walt Disney to star in “The Three Liv es of: Thomasina,’” which. starts.’ jeosts ‘si. Rudy. Reinhard: ‘is‘treafor’ and. editor: of this...
i
‘months to ‘beconie. one. of: the ‘most..:
aa
“rolling in. Scotland this month. .-It’s..based: ‘on -Paul |Gallico’s novel.|
ae, Es a
St aetive production’ ‘setups. in‘.‘Britain::
a
and will be directed by Don Chaffey. :‘Meantime,. principal: photogr: aphy. |"
Tokyo
oe
rite
a It started with: sonie-30 pix. tiade in.
thas: been completed at. Pinewood on Disney's. latest. British.piec, “The. e- ‘ts | now
” apparent. thatUS. filmeries ,wil ‘salve’: “their: ‘pressing: association . avith:: ‘Hammer Filnis.’.
-Horse Without .a- Head.” starring. Jean-Pierre, Aumont,: Herbert. Lom. din ‘probleris’ ‘individually Yather ‘than .collectively, UA is’ close, to:
‘Other. major ‘Sev en Arts’ films. imade..
and. Leo ‘McKern. Chaffey is . the. director” of .that: ‘one, -too. ‘Hugh.
“accord with its: ‘union-- and .some. .of ‘the other -Yank companies are.
Attwool is: associate producer on: both films ;-:". “Afri¢an’ Awaking. a awaiting _ work. ‘frem * New . York. after. ‘submitting. -demands: of ..their ‘here. care. “The World .“of.‘Siizie*
“Wong.”"Roman: ‘Spring-‘of Mrs...
made by. ‘Worid Wide Pictures for Unilever, has “been selected as ‘the.
-Tespective unions: .Problems. hecame clear. this spring when: employees |
British entry for’ Tie Kalinga Prize. ‘The. UNESCO. award: worth -$5600:‘of the. U: ‘Ss. companies first ‘formed: unions in their. Osaka: -branches, ‘Stoné:? “Lolita? ‘The .Main.. At-=
traction” “and: Loneliness. of:the
in sterling, ‘goes. to the director-of a ‘feature’ or feature length docu-.
These soon: spread: to’ all ‘five. Japan. branches of: the. companies ‘after. Long: Distarice |‘Runner. ”." :
:
mentary judged: by ari international ‘jury: to. have contributed. to public. |
i:Which. negotiations were Jaunched ...It’s now-.official that-Theatreé Tokyo
In. addition to its British activity, a©
appreciation .of- ‘an--outstandi ng: achievement. :‘The | winner. will, be? will. be’ converted ‘to. a‘Cinerama: house:: Fe-opening ‘Nov: 1 with “How.
‘Seven:
Arts
‘is’
‘also--bus¥
in.
‘MEXICO;
. Dirk Bogarde andeMary ‘Ure are: the-stars.t the West. Was Won:”
*announced in: December..
: Irving .-M:; ‘Levin, iFcetor of San” Franciséo
;of Anglo-Amalagamated's “The. Mind. Benders,”” which, ‘Michael Relph :fést: visited Japanese. companies ‘inviting: entries...) -:aT). Dalmations‘ ‘Paris. and-Rome" as” well ae in.» “
| Hollywood:
and. Basil Dearden, are: ‘filming |at Pinewood:
.
":

Paris <2

eee |

ARKO: ‘Disney.’ opened ‘strong with school: toliday. seagen..

2 Fiat “sales |

“of. Japanese. exports -during |first-half. of--Vear: totalléd:: $954.551 w ith:| |
Of. 199
‘Stuart. Whitman, opposite’ Simone Signoret in1 Today: We Live.” now. .-Fotmosa,,. Okinawa: U:S. ‘and: Thailand | ‘biggest -‘buyers. .
shooting here, ‘telling: the press he ‘was never ..a -filni. extra’: and has , domestic: ‘pics produced this: ‘year ‘through June. 105° were: in ‘color
: Poko: July ‘31.
‘mever taken ‘a role, ‘even on. tv, that did .‘not: interest: ‘him. or.. in his. Double-feature of “Too, Hot to Handle” {RKO-BGFC)- and *:Frerich: Peep |_
Japan: majors plan :“expansion -‘of
Universal biz|‘was up: 10867" io’
opinion, suit: him. He points out it: seems: to have | ivorked out” for ‘Stiow”. ‘boff. in “general-release. .
he finds ‘himself in deraand and. was. nominated. for.- ‘the: Oscar this: ‘SEAsian’. ‘markets: by“ ‘building theatres. in ‘Hong. ‘Kong. -Indonesia: the’: 31.095. 000 far’ the - 39-week’ period
xear... Whitman speaks: English, in. “Today” in which ‘he is a downed. | Philippines. “Malaya-and. “Thailand..wee. . Nikkatsu: of: Nippon’ ‘'s Big: Five, from -Ort. 1 through” June 23. as
. Toho. now: prepping. ‘products for. compared. with’ sane. period a.xear.
ank.- aviator during the last war’ in: occupied. France. helped by:'Miss.} celebrates 50th: anni: ‘this fall .
Signoret.’. Yves. Mentand thinks his. one-man. show. -may- be his: Paris | 30th: anni. ‘veleases, cate: US. “jnajars --Fejectéd: éxhibs’ request that.ago, according *‘to Alvin: ‘1 Caseel,”
j U=E: Far East. stianager: :
stint next March. He has. decided . that U.S. -offers him: ‘little chancejdistribs: bear’ cost. of. ‘publicity. -material ” and. . ‘shipping - of film .°.
. .Figures:. exclude: “vetuins “On;
_of desirable screen rales. .Hé. ‘would like ‘to ‘do ‘more. theatre, doing -Mitsukoshi Dept: Store :Will held: foréign - ‘film exhibition: in “September:
.. Dust will be thick: at Hibiya ‘Theatré: this city’s second best liduse, { “Spartacus,”
, Bertolt Brecht’s: “Galilee” cin.French interests shim:?
|
arate
accounting. Toh earners ‘for a :
in
‘upcoming’
months.
“With.
“Man
Who
Shot.
‘Liberty
Valance”.
.(Par}
‘Jacques Tati expectedly: béginning a-new. pic after three years of.
inactivity except for putting a. new sound rack: on “Me. Hulot’s. Jand: ‘Duel in,‘the: Sun” tHerald) following “She. Wore A Yellow Ribbon’ , the. boff: period -have been Last.
|
Sunset
a and. “Come September.”
+Biheit”
.--..3°
“Grapes
.of::
W
rath.’
"to.
be
reléaséd
©
‘here
for.
first
:-time,
Holiday” and, re-releasing -jt.successfully °:
In. ‘keeping Avith. ‘thei received “special . ¥recommendation ‘by: -Excellent” -Film- "Appreciation: i—_—S
mS
:
“film. crisis." Syndicate of Film: “Technicians ‘as’ .addressed. an (open#
;
Committee;
‘conipriséd
«
of
.
Jeading~
‘film’
‘efitics,
and
-cultiire.
-figures..
letter to mewspapers |‘reminding ‘everybody ‘that “the jobs Of 15,000+
"Judgment ‘at Nuremberg‘: (UA? is only - other’ ‘filriv'to-be so: chosen. |
‘people ¢an ‘be at stake. They point, out -falling .filmg#oing, ‘rising costs, iP
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- Bernard Smith =

Japan's Motion Picture. Code :of, Ethie. “Céimmrish |has
Jack |of. planning or international outlook. and Jack: of. needed. g0v= \ thig“year..
Daiei- rejected: i:
v asked |TYocal’ ‘producers: 16 Cool. off |sexy scenes =:
€: mental aid and loans.”
Continued: from. page i —
;
‘ Columbia's: “bid for. ‘co-production: pt “Flowers . of Hiroshima” “Which. | —
srigitte | Bardot ‘purportedly ‘to ‘do fer first: wie.musical, pie.“rest: John Frankenheimer: Would ‘direct. 3. UA. expected id :close’ deal for ",added: He. said the éredit: deter Mi-.;
a .
s¢..son” with. Roger Vadim. directing’: ‘Paris. '1925.- “She. did. ‘one- other’ ‘global riglits to, Daiei‘s -“Life Of ‘Budda.”*. Pact would. exempt territories.;;nation’ was made by ‘the: Writers 7.
musical at the ‘beginning. ‘of her. career . “Miss Pigalle.” Thitigs : such’ as Italy: ‘and’:“Spain, were’ right. have: ‘already. -been sold... Picture: ‘Guild of. America. on -the basis of
are not: easy -for bit: players. these. days: so French: thesp-. Jack: ‘Lenoir. “nade: ‘last :vear, was ‘Japan's first..in -70m,..remaitis: ihe ‘most expensive -the amount of. “writing ‘contributed:
who plays a small rote of an American Indian: in the.curr ently: ‘Shooting * at.about $1.500. 000 cand was easily all-time domestic: hit...) Yul Brynner by. “each. man: ‘Smith, explained:
Yank.pic “Paris W lien. It Sizzles”. Par), is also. doubling as a chauffeur~: “returned from Paris‘tojoin ‘Richard. ‘Widmark, Harold ‘Hecht and ‘Michael::
‘that there. was- -complete | harmony.
'.- for the pr oduciion- as well as translator. prop man and other functions:: oF
‘| Anderson, '‘alréady- here for: UA-Daiei.. co-production. of “Flight: From: | betiveen. . Webb and Gay. and added .
*. Lenoir also does video work. and -has- worked ‘on other.Yank pix" | Ashiya™ Wwith George Chakiris, Suzy Parker and Shirley Knight. expected |
he- ‘was* “vertain: it. would :“please.”
like “Trapeze” 'UA', “The- Lorigest - Day”: 120th) and. others: He’ likes -later. “Starting, date -has ‘been ‘pushed: back. fo- around, Ang. 20:because. Webb. to- hate Gay's Contribution to work with Yanks who: ‘pay. better :‘and: are more’. easygoing ..
3 OF delay, in:
obtaining: Air.
; Force :“cooperation.,
“-Pecognized.“even ‘hough: he.did not- 7 ta
_ Gilbert. DeGoldsehmit. starting “his, sketch-pic. “Fhe: -Four” ‘Truths’
“ write’. enough ‘material: taccording™
‘inking. otal direétérs: Rene. Clair and Herve Bromberger, .‘Hispana’|_
“Mexico. City.
‘ to” the’ Guild's. :: analysis - of” Hie.
. helmer. Luis ._Berlanga and: Italo’ filmmaker. Alessandro -Blasetti: ‘Each. |: “oprédueer Francisco del ‘Villar: back.- ‘from ‘the:
Berlin ‘Festival
“iL:
“Whéie | script i- to. warrant screen... credit:are
do.a La Fontaine lable ‘with: the animals: converted’ to. humans.. Clair
he entered. his.““The: ‘Weaver. of Miracles: said. his pictitrre: wtasia “white. [: - Gay © isn’t’ alone, -however. for.
leads: .off :this.- week. in an. episode’ starring Leslie Caron. and: Charles;
pigeon’ * campared: with’ European: entries |
héavy on, sexual themes: Only:;: Richard ‘Thor pe’ who. directed some.”
Aznavour. . Audrey Hepburn's dog: had:.a- wag: of Ww ‘alking ‘inte: shots:

Way.-to gain ‘a. prize ‘isto’ feature sex. and violence. del Villar: said”,
: of. the’ -picture’s transitional his- a.
‘Despite foreign reports that. Vittorio. de Sica -has reeeived. carte. blanc he .torical: . Sequence’ also: is:‘not:“of Tis.
: : ‘hte shoot |“The. ‘Children: of Sanchez”: ‘in’. Mexico. without :cénsorship: own. Volition) taking. credit,: The.
.
| difficultiés,: -Carmen’ Baez” of. dhe: Film ‘Bureau’ ‘vehemently Stressed: three: directors of, re¢ord are ‘Henry’.
. Around $10.000. 090.. is ‘the initial. Titaniis. Film. investiieni.iin,
its: new picturecan only, be- made there if ‘script. ‘undergoes .* "drastic: rev Isigns.” : Hathawav ‘sequences one.: two.and Sicilian Studio . .-- xcope..of venture.: says:.company prexy-Goffredo, The .late.. ‘Jorge. “Ferretis: ‘also censured” original. ‘Scr ipt- ‘Miss: Baez “said: -: five): John: Ford tCivil:’ ‘War. epie Se;
Lombardo. : ‘is lo “decentralize’ the--intense -Italo production . ‘around :-and: this: ‘Caused. ‘de Sica to. leave the ‘country. ‘in’ a- huff. ‘during the last: “Sode). and. Georgge. Marshall -eome | an
‘Rome as well as to lower: costs ‘arid take. advantage of * ‘ideal” climactic World. ‘Reviiew: ‘of Film: ‘Festivals. .
“Only .“way “American: distributors : ing of the:. railroad: west? and murs
conditions . . .-Mel Ferrer. to shoot -pie in ‘Italy:in. September . .. Bob ‘handting: French :‘product: ‘may. ‘pe. able. to .continue -in.‘the *Mexican: * Lalo. stampede” Tor
Aldrich’s current “Whatever Happened. to Baby: Jane?” ‘reaped a “pub- ‘market.
to. “guarantee. exploitation ,of 4° Mexican :.film. ‘in: France-- I.Actual: filming’, didnt begin’ tu””:
ad- bonanza thanks to tront-paged. “still | “of stars. Joan .‘Crawford and: ‘Mexiéan: ‘French film’ pact*coming: to“head in Film’ Bireau negotiations
til. May” 28°. “4961.: ‘approximately’ we
Bette ‘Davis watching Italo segmenit. of ‘Telstar relay ‘program. v
}with Fowrre-Cormeray: and ‘Francia Films. ‘calls for’a 24 picture quota,’ one Véar: after’ Ww‘ork was ‘started én
Lon Jones renew ed -as Dino DeLaurentiis international: press. ‘topper |
“with. lattér’ distributolship™ handling: ‘all of: ‘this *, Spartacus” chalked: thé story. dev ‘élop: ne:troni scratch: :
for anoiher scar.
.- producet |-celebrating™ his. 25th-year: in’ motion 5~ Up. $104.000:-L_S.’ at 1.900. seat: Diana: Theatre: in six weeks of exhibition. ‘Locations included. Puducah; -Ken- a
pictures .
Monica Vilti_ returns to. television’ after‘a series -of pic”
“with this” indi¢ating virtually Capacity. sell out ‘for. ‘each verformance ftueky: -Eugeéne°.nnd. Gr.‘ants ."Pass, 60°
. Slated -to™ follow: that |at- the Specially: author ized béxoffice- adinission, of 64c.:: .,Dawson Bray. ! Oxvegoi: ‘Lone. ‘Pine: Bishop... Simi:
“ gtints directed, by’ Michaelangelo. Antonioni .
with pie directed by Mareo Ferreri, another, by‘Jacaues Demy, and;. in fend Mexiéan °producer’ ose ‘Luis: ‘Buéno ‘have Jagreed. on. an: amicable. land Scotia. “California: “Rapid: City,
‘early 1963. another for Antonioni. :
“parting of: their ‘coproduction” deal;' with former. ‘preferring to bypass. ‘Seuth: Dakota:: - Montrose. Duraite..
Tass: Agency revials-tuo Russo pix: will ungpook: at.‘Venice: Featuie- “uncertainties”. in’-Mexiéo-to make pictures |in -Spain. and -prohably ‘to. ‘anid. -Silée-ton, .Colorado: Oatmun,’ Z°
Fest this. fall::“Men and: Beasts”. and “The Youth. of Iv an,". respectively’.-be’ hear Aurora Bautista, Spanish: actress: he {plans ‘te wed: |
‘Holly-. ‘Perkinsville: ‘Superior- dnd. Canyon
‘directed by Serghei Gherasimoy, and Andrei Tarkovski-.
. dir ectors wood -plans-at-. least ‘three’ epics ‘in. Mexico. ‘including ‘the: delayed’ film de: Chelly, “Arizona. ‘and Momume nt’.
«Michaelangelo: ‘Antonioni’s ‘next pic,.to. ‘bio of Monte7uma.. ‘by Kirk: Dougias, a. bio ‘on ‘Her nan Cortez and. an-.|. “Valley in ‘Utah:
-ere expected to attend ‘fest.
start this tall. or ‘winter, will be. in’ color-and features .Monica- Vitti, other: Conquest of 'Mexico film? alk threé.- willuse “Gran. -Teniochtitian - -At. one: time. or, “another: “Weit?
Venice “Féstival ‘Submission‘‘deadline iname“of ‘Aztec capifal. now ‘Mexico. City) réprodtction’ sets. with these; ‘employed: -12:800=extra” arid ‘pit:
oft-time: Antonioni topiiner. ..
for: feature pix was, extended’ through: midnight ‘of July 25, when, ac-_ ‘probably. ‘to be. constructed. in ‘Durango, :‘State favored” in, ‘the past’ -by | players; ‘350: Indians ‘and. 275 .w rane”.
eeptance ‘committee began- its pre-selection- ‘screenings: for event |start-" -Ameérican. producers.
-Cantinflas <Matio. ‘Moreno: has’ offered: 25:000 glers ‘as well as tising-875 ‘horses.
-ing Aug. 25.meee list: of. pix a¢cepted for. competition ‘will be announced: ‘ square: yards ‘of-Jand- near. ‘the: Churubusco: ‘Counitty -Elup: to less’.for-: 160° mules:: “50 oxen. and 1,200: buf-.:.
Aug. Ist. --Ressano ‘Brazzi honored with Gold’ ‘Medak for. “life dedis | dunate. ‘performers: with land: sold for: $2 dollars. a: square. ‘wards:‘National - falo: . ‘There: weere: 125. vehicles, ‘of ..
. ated to cinenia™ ‘by Italian: Trade. Preés¢ at Rome cefeiiony-. -. similar a “of ‘Aetars.“is. secking” banking ‘credits ‘to -construct: Tow: priced: ‘Various |she 68°38 an
UST “in, fae
-cawards also’. went: to. ‘Lee:
Kamern, Dear-VA ‘general manager, rand ta houstig:for.itsmembers whose’earnings ‘areAn.low.brackets .
sah
} thewwagon. traingOf:piotteersettlers...
of: *“Paris- ‘When It. Sizzles”. Par).
now on. an

oe

Lacked °in her dressing” rogm from’
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.. Mexiéo, City, ‘July 31.

Bed. ‘MacMurray’ $ “Absent:
=
‘Filin Festiv July: 207 the Swiss Federal goverriment: revealed it: “, "Minded.
Professor” (BV) at the: Va=. would -heréafalter.
give ‘the.festival: funds, Hereto

Oy “1. with -“Spartacus””’ .at ‘the’ Diana in |}:

[rootsFROM.a
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Gena‘MinistryMay
SponsorWorld Preem:

*
‘Madtia, duly $1.
; * Spanish: Exhibitors. Assn. led. by

- Vicente Guillo,. paid .a_ courtésy‘call on the new Minister: of. Intor9|
mation . and,. at the: -same- time,
*. “our Horsemen” (MGM), °“new
-asked for redress on three ituajor
comer ° at. -the- “International: and
problems
which have long afflicied.
“hit-.
‘over
‘Continental: theatres, .
“Berlin, Jul; 31. $16, 000 -in- the first. five ‘daays of: its |:iifever ‘slace. ‘All’ Quiet Ag-¢he |film: exhibitors in Spain. Delexation
asked.
recently - appointed
‘run....‘Splendor’ in. --Grass” .:<WB), Western Front’ have I ‘seen a. film

. $12,700 ir, its eighth session.
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_. For‘Metro’s Tunnel’

|completing. its séventh week.‘at. ‘the ‘with “such: ‘an’. emotional. impact;”:
_ -Said- Ernst. Lemmer, ‘Federal minis~
ter for ‘all-German. questions, with:
Agent’ ‘George Marton: “of:‘Paris, “giho! ‘has ‘a. summer: ‘home. nearby, t
.
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‘AlsoAskNew:Fila’‘Adininistrator_ ‘to Uniform: And
'
~ Lower ‘Onerous B.0. Taxes .

tore: Lyeart6,Had -pledades is-rurining ‘neck. and neck’}. v

the. docal. boxoffice ‘“sweepstakes..
-However, the Bérné, rep*chided. ‘Locarno’ thisyear “Tokprewentiage”“| Entering:
the. fourth“ “week; “Pro-la sO ‘gueh: downbeat: and ‘Morbid, fare:low. about! a.AiteleTeie’de vive, « fessor”. ‘4s:- ‘doing . a hefty. "$13, 200:
— he. asked?
Sr
,
” |. gross. “Spartacus” is chalking: up
ua argusitiicnsieat soleeussunuamzunnntini oguesaineenwanincnasrarslat banuaiutieensauceiano
dese-™
townernenrnter paeeeeerveditern quent)
yan iilonsnaanstatn, teanetinar
7Uad eaatenege 9 ali sheareta stesatrasee ONHe Qnened:

*

Sa:“yearnsANDPROF’a im‘Yearn American
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At “theprizesawarding.. ceremonies :ofthe.‘15th annual ‘Locarno’,

. ‘siibsidy only;from its: own:-eaniton.

: - ;

“INTERNATIONAL:

asian LONDON ‘Orrice’ a- Poe
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“Locarno, “Aug. a.

vs Latino, ‘ls still doing.$11,000.

“Samhong. ‘thie nrost. vociferous: in’ echoing-the Locarno Festival manage-

-ment’s: pique against“ the snubbing ‘of: this event: “by American industry,

trade, associations: and State Depf, ‘Says he's. writing “iad ‘letters’. all:

. OVer: 1 Robert “Siodmak came: hére’ after finishing’ “Tunnel 28" for
Metra, -His brother, .Curt,- ‘the. ‘seréenwriter, also showed":
my

Fraga Iribarne to unify and lower
‘multiple taxes that are estimated .
currently to absorb. 30 of ‘every:

“|reference: ‘to the U. S.:-film, ““Tun- 160: peseias brought in at the hoxwhich Metro: ‘is to release. Af office. Secondly. they asked- the.
- ./ Lemmer: . hhad*. invited . producer |Minister to- use his ‘good offives in
‘-Walter. Wood ta.‘Bonn to. screen a getting the Minister of Interior ta
Erough “cut of: his -film before 25 “unfreeze boxoffice price scales.
-Finally, they asked for ministe‘;People ‘of his «Lemmer’ §). ministry.
|: Lemimet: said” this’ of the. -pi e: Tial and. subordinate’ ‘approva’ hy”

7 MexIndie|
s
7beeSlat
0-Prod.. Shed

ner 28”, -

Tina “Whelan-’ Je. anid “Wesley Ruggles: “Ji.may :regret >having diven |

ee and. sent: their. indie. pic “Out; ‘of, the’ ‘Tiger's, “Mouth to: Berlin
|: -

‘the new Director General for Cine-..
“The .filnr. is .a miracle, .It captures|.
‘precisely the “very essence ‘of the’ ‘ma for a4. proposal. to incréase the
anhual
import quota ‘of American.
problem. of the Berlin wall in: emoa
,
-“Hieity; and, -not winning -a-prize,. also Jost: ofiton most. counts: Here it} 20s ™*
‘tonal. terms”. People. of his ‘minis-. ‘pix from 88:to 120.
. might have. cépped the: $1,200-prize-for- ‘the. best. first, pic.. The: moérn-'|”.;
-Exhibs
lost: no time. in: pleading
try:
sundoubtedly
were
sort..of
‘apMexico: City, July 31.:
their
.
case
before.
the
‘highest
en-- Ing retrospective “showings” of the:films. of the French: filinfhaker::Jean |": ‘Nalioiial: ‘Assn._of: Vadeopsindent: ‘prehensive: before seeing the film.
; Vigo: ‘and: “the homage ‘paid: to’ the. iti--persori- ‘King. Vidor via Selection ° Exhibitors has.’ Started- ‘the: -ball. ‘They had been- wondering-what an |-tertainment authority in the -govce of. his. éarly silent: and ‘sound. films: were Well--atténded:. The’ Jate Vigo. ‘rolling in. the ‘matter ‘of Hollywood American... “producer
would...-and: jernment, claiming that they have
frustrated: for. years
in
Donly! «made two. ‘féatures and- two documentaries: before’. passing away at -coproductions.: os ‘According - to. Juan eould* do. “with: a ‘plot that requires been.
an. eatly -ageé:-in-.‘39. but" they. have: beconie “classics “for. their. fervent. F,“‘Lancé: and Blas Lopez. Fandos,: a gieat deal :of: political and human achieving what they consider to be
- poetics and. filmic: knowhow. Vidor's °‘Hallelujah.*t The: ‘Biz Parade,” top: executives, ‘the: association: ‘has ine
knowledge’ Na a German problem: modest aims.
P
Z“The. Crowd,” “Our: Daily ‘Bread:” -““Duel-in the, Sune" Man Withoutut |:‘sigried ‘a pact calling :‘for. the pro- 2 After. the: -Screening, -the. reac8. “Star” ‘and’: “Soldiion .and. Sheba" were, among’ ‘his: films. shown. Aa duction: ‘of. 48. pictures within: the’ ‘tion |was such: that- ‘Lemmer. suggested :the: world. preem of the.
- Geeman: pie. ‘based on: ‘the life’ of ‘the Swiss fourider ‘ot :the -Red. Cross. next ‘three’ “years. " being: multed ‘to, honor-‘his. ‘cenitennary. . Henti. “Dunatid.’ was: the:‘Mah, .
‘This figure. is- open._to-“question _film;: which ‘he’ termed ‘‘'a historical |
sociological”
document”. ‘be heid at
‘The top. femme role. W ill, be. Played ‘by “Swiss: star: Maria Schell, :
:
|-since: confirmation. cannot .be- ob“Vidor: incidentally. :“ankled. the: ‘Showing, “during the ‘Petrospéctive. or ‘tained’: from |Steven: ‘Bennett: and ‘West’ Berlin’s . Congress Hall. ‘He
‘added: that his. mihistry ‘may: ‘spon.
his. Work; of “Fhree Smart’ Fools”. ‘made: in.-1923. He is: honoted: bythe |Joe Carlyle, American: : signatories.
‘sor the. entire’ affair.
“affair and thinks: film archives can ‘Save important films. that; may. be. [it.‘probably will’ wind ‘up. 16 to: 18 )-*
‘According
‘to.local’
‘Wood,world
the - earliest:
productions. within | the.36-month “date
for’ the
. preem’ :
‘instead: of. Locarno:. This fest invited. it first: but ‘itwas 3giv én to ‘Berlin:
-when the fest asked for. it:‘ Shown. there: thé last’ day: it lost: out oh-pub-

|.

:

lost, to’ the world.But. ‘this. ‘early pic:of his, vw‘hile: he ‘was learning “the.

-biz,-is nat: thatimportant: tie’ feels” Howeverthis-‘simple:‘innogent: tate’ |period. :

‘ot: three rich ‘old meri -and ‘an: ‘orphari: they. befr iended was well Teceived |

ae
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DespiteCensors, ~ German PixBiz
Growsin Italy

“| would. be in .October.. Film has}.

“Lance -insists.. ‘that:‘the annual -been made:. in. English-.only. .The

“by”. film buffs ‘and: already. gave “a goad: inkling. of what’ was: to-come. production ° rate will :be. .16; -.with. ‘German play ers..will, now ‘dub their j7
_ Frankfurt, July 31.
~ Jater in Vidor'’s work
«(French jurist.- Pierre -Prevert ‘remembered: Mexican. technical ‘and ‘talent.per-: English voices: iwith :an intention-|.
“German | film
execs, - worried
.. that wher. he-waS a "projectionist. in. his: ‘youtir: he- projected: this--pie. -sonnel -making: up 80%.-of- ‘shooting ally strong German accent! into:
about
the.
“anti-German.” ‘themes
-Prevert: is.a- noted French filmmaker, : >John’ Saxon: arlived: forthe: units. : “Seripts : will .-be” “by: Holly- German. “Turinel 28” stars. Ameri-|
: ‘showing of- the ‘¥ank entry.” “War Hunt” aT Aivin whith |he: stars. He was. ‘4“wood. Writers. “with “eoncentration can “Don "Murray. - and’-German -being ‘used. by the Italian. filme .
-.Tearning, Italian” in préparation: for-3-Russo-Italo- copr. ‘oduction,. on ‘the 1on--oaters -and: -adventure: thrillers. ‘Christine. Kaufmann. With the ex-. ‘industry, Tiave: reason :to gloat on
With. a- -budget -of:$160: 000:. per ‘eeption: of. Werner
- ;Gerinati-Italo invasion” ‘of: Russia’ during, the ‘last :-war. “However. the}
‘Klemperer, -the other side.’ West German films
pic’ has ‘heen. called. ‘off. ‘SHunt't Was: well, received: aad- Saxon. pointed | picture, - plan -isto’'use location | yemainder-of the cast is’
is ‘composed, “iv Italy are doing. béfter than ever. -.
.
y 7 ~ sGut it’vas a succéss-in- ‘Italy. and.Nad:been.niadé’ in.15,days. Saxon met: :Shots -.:chiefly;* “Films'. will’ ‘be. ‘in. ‘of. Germans,
|. “Der ‘letzte Zeuge”. (The last.
cans ‘within, three’ weeks :and. imade’
_
the.
;
press. -before. winging |‘out.
a
-Witness! which opened: at a first-!
vin
English
and
Spanish
versions,:
|:
- Margot® “Klausner, :wha: built. “thiefirst -filin’“ Sudié: in’ ‘Israel. in’ 4,
| run in| Rome: several months ago,
. Distribution: reportedly. will. be},
-Wisited. liere- With: a- pic. "she. ‘produced ‘‘Sinaia:’’- She-points out: it” Cost |
} ran 34 days: at the’ same cinema.
through: fiational ‘and foreign firms. a
A’ couple of .other films. “Die toten’
. $70,000. -but; has: almost: ‘gotten: its. cast. ‘back ‘in “forei3n--sales,.. She is’
‘Roberto..Gavaidon, .-Ismael.: ‘Rodri-"| :
-. «Bombay. July. 3E. “| Augen von London”
(The Dead
* pbuilding.- anottier. Sound’ Stage in her studio ‘and ‘planning: a third: . A
guez- and Mauricio de la‘ Serna: are.
V recent: film victory in’ getting the: ‘government to. kick: back some. of: the.‘| slated to: direct ‘some. ‘of ‘the™-pic-. Mijaye-Vauhini. ‘Studios, ©largest Eyes-from London: and “Im Staht-“money it’collects on‘its-110% tax:on, admission prices, to aid’ local pro- ‘turés,. with’ first. one._Planned” ‘to ‘studio in the East with three. sound ‘netz des Dr. Mabuse™ «In a Steel
stages" _and” uptodate. Jaboratory. ; Trap of Dr.’ Mabuse-. also proved
- duction, It may mean: ‘Teal. Browth. of an. Israeli: film: indtistry; she opines. roll |this. September.
ips
~| aid et ploying 600. closed: down to be. big draws: in’‘the. key. cies
" About: $150. 000 is now *éarmarked for. new. filins. dnd six were-piade: this
_]as a sequel. to w orkers staying. away. of Italy.
:“yéar, with probably 10 ‘due: the next ‘one. Miss: Klausner’. also- takes “ex-:
[from work. Reason: for the strike | : “Das - sthwarze. Schaf”. ATH2
‘-eeption to:a “VARIETY: -story ‘recently: queting’ a. ¥ank Ed. Leftwich ‘as
Lis retrenchment ‘orders. served .on Black Sheep has .ppened to rave
~-Betting™ a government ‘loan there. to build-.a big ‘studio and start .an. ‘in--]-:
.
-London;- Aug. = 1:160:. Workers ‘brought about by a reviews in several keys. A couple ~

Struck StudioShut

ve
Bits,ofTondon

+ dustry, She. says: the. loan was, pramised. ‘but then: denied and, ‘she -hras

” Mareel. Marceau. ‘Is: to’-be- pre-.|.drop in production. “This: slump was

of ‘films, “Wir Wunderkindér’ (We
. ‘been making pix. Ahieré-as- avell: as tunning a studio ‘far many years: “now: sented .-by: Michael ‘Dorfmay’ for: a . caused: by raw -Stock : restrictions.
Remarkable “Children: . and. “Das.
..Her. next. project: is: a filming: ‘of Yael. Dayan’s ‘baok’ “New Fate in: thelimited: engagement .at. the’ Picea: |- “Workers: ‘contend:-that: the studio ‘Leben von Adolf Hitler’ «The Life
Micror. w about. femme soldiers there,-.as- well ‘as an.inter national ‘sketch:
“dilly. starting” “Aug... 13. °°".
could operate on. its present basis. ‘of Adolf. Hitler:: are synchronized.
“pie on: love in ‘yarious ‘countries: Her production. ‘company. is well named,
-Michael Codrén ‘has. “bought: a} Nagi -“Reddy, owner: of the. studio. . but °have not. . been. released in’
. Russo: ‘director. “Mikhail Schweitzer ‘and actress |:“new . ‘play: . _by..: Jatiies > Saunders, | who is‘ noted for: his. relations with
‘Co-Production Ltd!
‘Rome.
.
7
“Pamara :Semina.- present :‘here as. ‘well’ as: two --Czech: directors, Karel ¢alled :“Next™ Time ‘I‘lk. Sing: to:} workers, finds..it' hard to under|The Getmans, of ‘coutse. aie
. Zeman-and Frantisek Viacil. ‘plus star. Jana Bréjchova.. Poles were. con- “You,” due “for. production |at ‘the stand «why. the. ‘workmen ° ‘walked
still smarting from the. recent ten.
feat: to.‘send: alot: ‘of. vodka: for’an afternoon party...’
+ Aus in,
I the.‘fall.
CA
Leute
cra
sor ban Slapped on an award-winPaulette Goddard ‘and Erich- Maria: Remarque. ‘aitended: the’“showing: —
-ning German film, “Das Wonder
“et thé ‘Austrian: ‘entry. “Puli” This rather’ elegant. but’ overdone’ drama‘ |.
des .Malachias” ‘«The: Wonder. of
. about:-a: nympho’s rise ‘and’ fall Sot some: boos. and had’ ‘star Nadja Tiller,
-|Malachias). This ‘pic. based on.the
* exiting. the’ fest theatre In a ‘huff’. . Arthur Watkitis. of the British” ‘Film
bestseller by Bruce Marshall; connt _ _Producers “Assn. showed: as. did "delegations froni ‘Germany: “Italy and:|:
‘cerns a modern-day miracle, and
- Erance . : United .Artists. -tep..Ernest Goldschmidt. always. Wisely: ‘gives. " “Despite! an ‘elaborate |aid.- getup, Italian ‘production of.children's how. the: people react to it. The
* the. fest? ‘olfbeaters.. In ‘58: ‘he. ‘resurrected. Stanly “Kubrick's ."54 ‘pic features is “languishing. : ‘Several: local observets .have voiced: cries of ‘film,. a -prize-winner in Germany, :
. “Killer's” Kiss” “which wialked off. iwith the. Grand: Prix -thal year.’ He} alarm,. especially . following. ‘the news -that. Itatian - entries -had drawn. was: also -a candidate for. the InterSays: that. the. Swiss’ matt ‘js--not .that, ‘small ‘and. ‘Ben-Hur’: (MGI ‘has | -@ complete:blank at ‘the recently-énded Venice ‘Fest of Children’s Filins. ‘national Catholic Film Prize in..takén “$750,000 producer's. share’ and: ““Around- ‘the -‘World.in 80 Days” ; while . Russia, ‘Czechoslovakia, USA, Britain;: :Roumania, and ‘Poland ‘Brussels. But it was turned down
~(UAY about: ‘$250, 000:. : Attendance ‘was generally good at “night, in the. “shared. 19° awards; ‘and: a more. recent: court ‘verdict ‘which :-§nvalidated “by. ‘Italian censors under an old
- ‘big: opén. air: theatre; “seating “about. 2,000, but- the: ‘double feature” of a government: ‘decision to'deny aid qualification to two, such pix: “Pupo. rule: which ‘dates. back to- 1927. _
Lulu” and the Italo “Roaring Years" drew ‘the ‘biggest: erowd aie .K.Q.”" and “Sentiert D’Amore” (Paths of Love)..:
” The:new Italian’ censorship code,
“Robert Siodmak expects-to have his:Juxury: hotel fmished ‘here in ‘three | One local report notes that: despite ‘the: aid legislation, ‘Whieh “allows: which. came into being.:on last

Inside Siulf—International

_. years.. He. ‘says the: local campaign to keep ‘this::land unbuilt.on -has .& 40% "admission:‘tax rebate and awards’ totaling $150,000 per year. ‘June 1 has. been: rather strict, too,
.. petered’ out . . Nearby. Ascona {3 where. the fest. regulars go for ‘nite. to. producers: of :the° specialized fare for <“under: sixteeriers,;” ‘only: 43: with. an initial turndown on the.
. life with: ‘Swiss: distrib. Roger. ‘Weltl's. Ascona:.Club. a “discotheque for. such: pix -were produced “between :1957: ‘and. 1961, and. very. few “of | French film “Jim and Jules.” But -oh ‘them’ if. any came-out on’ top, financially: .
the: Germans. are ‘especially upset
foie et
rare a Bam they
” oe, stwisting, the,top!Spot.”
: Exhib resistance and inevitably high costs are ‘eredited: with ‘ausing at the. ban on. “Malachias,” which
: togetlier .with Speculatirg fly-by-night - producers ‘drawn ‘to “cost: about $1;000.000 to make and
TRS To BEATCRU PANS" . . situation,
moppet. pic ‘sector. only by lure of prize’.‘money involved. Iir ‘fact, few. ‘ranks: as the most-expensive post-.
eee
They.
if any
of t
the’fenItalo.‘production: ‘Arms: have comeuP withan(“under war: German -‘production.
Europa:“Disieib: “Uses.’ Man. ‘mu16",
‘item,
4 feel that the rejection for this film
“Mike. Gimmick
“was ‘unfair, since no definite | reas
Rome,, July- 31..
W-Beslia’s cultural authoridies: have. fimaily aoquite®. the ‘suibstantial |sons. .were given forthe veto.-Alsa,
op a Nurembers, “July ‘me
° Maurice Chevalier begins ‘a: Six-| <uropa, - Filin’ ‘Distributors °.atprivate: film: archives, (1896-1930) of Gerhard. Lamprecht (in :which. the’ since the Italians themselves. are =
Paris
- Cinematheque and -several-. West German ‘iristitutions. .were: ‘in-.| very. broadmioded. on their film.
“week tour ‘of thé U:'S.. on Aug: 29: Germany “has: comie. up: with. an. terested):
atid “the ‘late “Hans ‘Fidelius, both -of* Berlin... “Lamprecht, | ‘themes; including “La Dolce Vita’
“wher he. ‘skies ‘to. Los” Angeles. to ‘unusual -:ginimick°‘Here: .to -try “to German ‘film -pionéer- and. former’ pic. director;: has been made head} -and a new religious. comedy about
eradicate the - effects: ‘of ‘bad::re-the monks and the Mafia.
open ,‘a.- string ‘bf:.‘one-man ; “showe
‘views given. the new Helmut, Kaut-. ‘of. the new Berlin’:film: library: ‘The *,W-Berlin Setiate.. made 400,000.
“at: the: Greek :‘Theatre. : Chevalier, |:ner :film,” pie Rote” - (The’. Red-- -D-Marks ($100,000) .avallable ‘for. ‘the.purchase of ‘the: archives: and.
“éurrently ”‘on a: : month's’ ‘vacation ‘headi.. Pic is-a German: attempt. various, historical: collections. ‘According to Laimprecht,. the Berlin film, |:“ADVENTUROUS SHOWGOING.
library :is, to. ineulde everything” from -script: to: technicat. things.” Also.
:. following” his. starring. stint here. ‘at.-‘an. offbeat... expertinental: pro: |.

CHEVALIER ON6-WEEK
-TOUR OPENING AUG: 29)fom

in

‘intends to. have «<opies :madé -of any. filmi -that’s..nodw, available only
f* jn“Panic: Button”. {Warhers-Seven. duction; which. had. its: world preem: via one: print.for:Ahe:Toss. of the.original would be.too heavy.
- Arts), follows ‘with. a. week. at: the]. at ‘the -recent, “Beétlin “Film-Fest,:|
‘Seattlé Fair; one’ in-San: Francisco, and has: since, deen’‘panned by: the |. “Recording to’“German: sereen: and stave ‘getress: ‘Maly. Délschatt, “who.
- ‘aad another in-Chieago’s Orchestra. press.”
But: now. in’ ‘theatres: here in: has 38 East’. ‘German. DEFA featiires and. ‘Substantial stage. appearances
‘Hall: Dates in- Washington, Boston,
fin ‘East. Berlin
to -her credit: “It's. | “at “least: in cone. ‘respéct,: better
---Philadelphia fallow, -with the ‘tout, ‘Berlin: and ‘Duesseldort ‘where the “working ‘over: ‘there: the. actors are. given. more” ‘Jeisure.. When we. were.
| lm: is‘ playing: a man witha mike‘
- Winding” in ‘Toronto... | ‘ shooting a, ‘filmi, it could-take ‘montlis,-in“the.:case of ‘Women’s Fate’

Toate

ate.

62250 Germans. ‘Aitlifted To. My
Fait Lady’ In Berlin |

oe;

a

‘Berlin. July 31.

!|- According - ‘ta: West Bertin’ sta-.
tistics. about 6.250 West Germs¢.

‘have: come here since. the intro‘duction: ‘of. - ‘tae “My - Fair Lady”
“Busy | ‘thespian’ then’.“returns: “t0| waders through: the crowd: in the even one year...In West Germany, a. film Nas. ‘generally. to. be- completed |.
airlift ‘some six meaths ago, to-see
'
Brance -“to “lense. some- “Ur-S2. and foyer ..at. the: ‘end. of each: perform-|| within: four. weeks, somtimes . not-.even .that.’ Same difference ‘with
the Berliv production of this” Mvy-“sErench. tele :pix,. followed. -by. work. ance. He. stops. individuals: to._ask- ‘regard. to. ‘East Berlin’ theatres: we were given .at: jeast ‘reHearsing. ‘times
sical.
'
the:
If”
-on.a ren feature ‘pic: hor1968.11how they: liked: the: film.
of eight. ‘weeks. ;-In. “West ‘Berlin. ‘the gener al schedule :is’ four.:weeks.”) * Phe loval “Hilton hotel. where:
their
records.
he:
‘positive.
is
atswer
“he. ‘so-far has‘sksdded: a stint: ina:
registered
over
10.000 night rentals
Of
“-course.*
One
-cannot
‘:
and
‘should
neyer.:
forget.
that
‘the:
entire’
Walt. Tsnev nie “which ‘will prob-] comments, and a: stand-by: photog- filmy: and: ‘stage ” ‘business : is- In.State. hands. They. haven't. got .
those’ ‘some. Patrons stay more than one
ably -be “shat -in- ‘France with,‘Hay-/rapher: also’ takes-“the. pictures of ‘Aipancial worries.over there."om
tnight.a
a
;
an
those who:vay ‘the’
lm.

ley‘Mills-2as.‘eostar.. Co

ay

ate

a
.
Nook.

- Metin,
tem81902
ae :
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a
JacquelineBabbin’sLa

Thea SabbaticalWhile peek

d lence’|)He GetsaPhD.atvolAl
Writers: ‘They’veReacheSi

Have - ‘the

creative powers

;

‘of:

television's best writers dried’. up}
jn the video wasteland?
. *

_ Producer

“IsEverybody. Happy?

Jacqueline: Babbin. ‘of | °

Directors. Co.; which is comniitted
|.- Daytime.

network, tv

- Hollywood, /Aug.: he:

"Washington: Kug. 7.

Wattonal: Assn, ot
¢ Broadcasters piexydonee ‘Collins has ae

"

endorsed ‘a. Fedesal ‘District. Court. decision: in. Boise, daho, éne -...
Lee joining CATV systeins from. duplicating ‘Programs: shown insame re

Hoy -“Huggins,” ‘former~"20th-Fox , “community. ‘by television licensee.
4 ‘tha
py. ‘production: chief, has. joined |: US. Distri¢t, ‘Court: Judge’: “William” Sweigert’ has: ‘gule
network”: an
+ Revie. Studios: as .a “general “con|..- broadcasters has: “contr actual: exclusive right'to first:‘run of:
‘sultant on.its various: vidpix seri€s, | . and: film ‘programs’ * and ¢an. enjoin CATV. duplication.

for. the4 serving “until the end’ of :August.

_

: Calling. decision. ‘Jandmartk, :‘Collins Predicted: important and.
fans 20°

for seven. ‘original’ tv dramzs’ for. ‘fourth: quarter, . Wwhich. “starts.” in| Huggins’ had- been: offered’ a‘ con- |. ‘reaching implications. .

the DuPont: “Show. of the. Week’ |September: ° is So. bright ‘that’. the tract.deal to hiead. up-his own com: |Collins: said: decision.was ancillary.and’Subject. ioJeter“order”. we
this season, says. the biggest dis-' gag -around CBS-TV:is that. ‘wve're: “pany: at. Revue, :but’ informed. the
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. Independent ‘Television. ‘Corp.
ing. Corp.- ‘in’ its -vidéo-taped cove ‘likewise. promoter. at- KYW Radio; ‘to: pressagentry: ‘game :‘station ..°0.0 0) | director, -of* program -‘Writing, | bes|
‘has -established’ a pubaffairs and: came. director. of -audience “promo: . -eragé’ of .the -court~ proceedings .in -Bob Neal, doing. double: duty.” as morning’ disk jockey: .WERE,; ‘let|off!” —_
‘Israel:
Pearsen ‘hi s been, associated. blast at competitors” salesmen: who he'said had been knocking: the sex. . °°
educational program ‘sales - division ‘tion. .
we
J xith © “Néw York, : Syracuse. ‘and. ‘content of his shows ..: Linn: ‘Sheldon’s. “Barnaby Goes ‘to the. .Fair,”:ane
under the direction of. Hal Danson.
IFC, which is owned: by. Associated

Television, (ATV) ‘of London,

| Duluth:Yadio- and: television

|'

NTs 132 Stations.

ini-:

| tions.

tially is offering forsale ATV. pub“Hollywood. :Aug.” sn
affairs product.. Tieups with inde- | Recent sales | of ‘National ‘Tele: |

pendent pubaffairs or educational,
tv packdgers, though, may come. in*
the ‘future.
‘|
Kickoff deal -was ‘the sale of two’
series consisting of: five half-hour

sta- filmed ‘at Seattle. ‘hourlong’ hit“on KYW-TV:

-

Same’ Station. plang’. -;
| two-hour: ‘telecast: Aug. 20- of. “Othello,”f;- attraction,at: Great. Lakes - ae

*: Shakespearean Fest.

won

‘Stamler.
a SpotsSteamp IN- PITTSBURGH 0°0
on:wile. ‘after:re =
-TV
“Kay: Neumann: has. ‘yeturned: ‘to. her.“Kay ‘Galis" ‘show’ j

film ‘Associates ‘post-'“48 - feature;
|:package,- “61° for: “61” ‘to. four: ad-|

hh Wea?
ate

week,

WABC

has. goné “hack: into}

ditional markets riow. places ‘the’ 4highschool : sports. - evidently . _as., a,two-month ‘absence :due: to” illness. ‘Jeanne Baxter has been filling. ins 7
package: on: 132. Stations.
Dom. Quinn, prograni- manager ‘of. KDK.4, ‘named to: similar post:
.
‘part. of. the N.Y. Station’s -upbeat
fF. Newly -contracted” stations” are! -on:. teenage -. progr.
at:WINS; N.Y.-...:. Hank Stohk Subbing for the vacationing: Payl Shan- ©: ...
programs: each te National :Eduea- KSD, St. ‘Louis; WEAC,. Nashville:| joss: peste
et
Station MON. On. WTAE ‘and ‘With. his ‘own. show, ‘Stonl is ‘now: on the air every. - eg
in ‘a ‘turnabout:

‘tional Television ‘and: Radio: Center for distr ibution to elv stations.

_

The to series: are “Five Reévo-

KDKA. will: éarry. ‘Penn. .- vO
WLUK, Green Bay,. Wise; and‘) from last season when he lét local weekday. for: a, full ‘hour ‘and 18 minutes. '
-WLEE, “Marquette; Mich. Pix in |‘highscheol .{ootball “arid ‘basketball: ’ State football for. the. fourth: Straight year- with ‘Tom. Bender doing the. 2225 the.-package “include. “Ail’ About'} games :-sli
play-by-play’...
WFAE hosts: its. 139: néws ‘siringers at :the: Pirate:

has ‘Cardinal- ‘baseball ‘game: taday Wed.) and takes ‘them on & tour-of:thé’” -°
Tutionary. ‘Painters,’ which exam: Eve.” “The: -Gun ‘Fighter,”” “Niva’ Fought. oD: potted afternoon:
ines the lives and: works of Rem- Foe and."“The” Pr intce: of games. from packager .David: Garth.. Warren Smith. Jabs, where the station’s film is- processed... ..,“Program)~ °..
branadt, Van Gogh, Goya, Brueghel
‘In: al p.m. starting. slot, WABC- PM" ‘host: John. Stewart, will take: over the Rege Cordic show -for three’. “*:
and. Caravaggio; and -“Landscape|.
weeks starting -Aug.. -13. when’ ‘Cordie :vacations |cat “Martha’s-. Vineyard
ev
will first: carry:
11 ‘grid games
How: .
highschools.
by: ‘metropolitan
n
.wh
es the
th na-:
discusses
A rt,” Which
Into
. Bob* Willis, p.r. inan ‘for WIIG, recovering: from surgery at ‘Divine : ;
"cath: toWSB-TV
tural backgrounds ‘used by the old
Providence Hospital theré:
, WAMO will. Soon. be: On.‘the: air with ite
masters in their most noied works.
British art critic: ‘Sir Kenneth

Clark, is
series..

|.

--".

Atlanta,

‘Aug.1
a ie ‘instead. of doing: just. 11 bas-

- Charles. “H. Cash “Jv. has. been: kétball.. games in.the’ winter: fol-

the .narrator: for ‘both named director of |proniotion and Jowup, Stamler ‘has initialed: “High
publicity: for:.WSB-TV... ="tSehool ‘Sports: Special.
.
Cash’ comes..to. ‘Atlanta froni ‘St. -therell be lacrasse,_ice, “hockey and.

‘Ouinn'§Pittio,Y"
‘Westinghoure

counterpart.

“| Lonis.: where.che: held similar ‘Bast | tennis -coverage :as.wel aS:some ‘First exclusive: pres conference: ‘by:“astronaut: John. Glenn:
5 eoheeded
\*
vith KTV E

Broz deasting. WaT j

brizng Dominic Quinn . in fiom |
P:ttsburgh ..WBE outlet KDKA.- to.|
take over as prrogram ‘Manager of.|:
the group's new | New: York station
WINS.
a
-,

Vbasketball. -

LF: | to ‘Mexican: téam:.of. television reports Miguel Aleman. Jr. arid. Jacobe

WB $Of.Webs:$5000m0rae

= |. Zabludowsky, ‘with. pair, flying . té° Washington .to-tape “interview;. latter:
{set-up -via‘ “unprecedented | concession: granted by. the United States:
-FF Information Service Feeling: in ‘official. circles. here ‘growing. that
| with initiation. of. inter-contiriental: télecasts Via ‘artificial satellites; the
‘| Department

of : Comiiunications . heeds .to seek:: measures. to: prevent

Warner “Bros. off-nétwork ‘hours; now: sola in’ 37° markets, ‘has, T “violation of ‘pacts: regulating: funetion: of: television; recently signed: by.

Six: man’ sales: ‘force under the. , -. Mexico. and: the: U.S.", ... Producers. of the “Tangaloa”? series:in Aca=.
* Quinn has. been pd “of: the: Pitts. - direction..of Joe Kotler -has ‘a. “backlog. of ‘over. “400: hours ‘10: Sell; ‘Lpuleg- ran ‘into™a. ‘series: ‘of:“unexpected: “nortes”,’ (storms) with heavy.
burgh. station since April 1960, ‘and _ which: could..be viewed: as tantamount.to.d. studio pie library. eee "rains: holding up: shooting,~ but. ‘skies are bright’ ‘and. clear again,» os:
Ken Smith, who. became’ popular |i
‘In the.U.S: narrating: filmed ‘newsreels,,.
in a broadcast career. of a dozen]
‘fe ree ‘include: “Maverick,” “Surfside -Six,”'“*Bronco,”* “Sugar
‘years also was with: WBC's WIND. ‘+ fou
‘Bourben. Street ‘Beat”. -and “Roari ing :Beeenties. 7° ‘Whether™. : made; debut before: homeserseeris: here: touting: a new soccer field where
. ‘Ford “Moter: Co.: de Mexico, which ..-Chicago. At the Chi station. he was _ Warner Bros. enters the first-run. syiidication. field. is.a: moot: point, _
- President .Job.F
‘an announcer . and later program “. at this: time... It's understood: WB: may. énter: tie Srst-“Fyne held.it” sponsored Yelevision: ‘coverage of. recent Nisit |, Of Kotler ‘fi
§ tis the:Pr
propertyang the®miarket ‘Propitios.
:
won
ne = {Continued .
on: page 39). |
2
te
., director. “7.
ey

galled: up: over $5.060:000 “gross...
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t
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2: sgompatiies ‘are’ ciurently”-the «world's. -leading® distribstor. of, film:;
oe programs | made: especially for ‘television.:

LEAD WILL HOLD!es NiteSponsors’

"In. a: statément.. Ralph: Baruch,-CBS Films director. ot ‘interac i.

- fond sales, nade. the :No. 1-exporter: claim ‘of film’ prozrams. made _

especially: for: tv. ‘Baruch. declined. to give CBS. Films? foreign: ‘STOSS: °
‘when ‘asked. :explaining. that ‘Atewas against company. “Poliey. ‘to'.”

-+

Decision
.the

Rpm Bangkok. ‘to.“Rome, trom |

to’ make. Philadelphia

headquarters,

for

the

time,

‘peing, of the NBC owned. & operated. ‘statioris is based on the -ct+

. |tokyo.: to. ‘Toronito,™ ‘American’. ‘ty “Last. week, ‘NBC-TV 1was ‘the first work’s desire to. keep Ray mond W.
divulge . such. information: *:NBC: Films also .contends ‘it’ isNo 1:in“the:‘fordign’. fie
id, if ‘the 7 exporters. are: ‘pitching’ their wares, |:of. -the |thrée .networks ‘to “sell ‘Welpott, the new o&o exec..veep”
we ‘sale: of” features and. other programs ‘material’ NOt ‘specifically ‘made. as: the competition for. foreign Tev- |:
for: tv-is:
discounted. ‘NBC: Films, “beeause ‘oF company

police, also ::

. :* lgelined’: fo ‘give*“any official -gross’ figures but’ the”

‘pz

“gross,

7 ‘eniues ..

‘becomes

.

“part. of. its election- coverage next | as close to: WRCV ‘and WRC\-TV

“more -‘intense: November and” this..‘week’. ‘0&0! ag ‘possible. WRCV-TV is on Chan-_

..

wy “*Saecording, to- ‘unofficial, ‘but. highly Placed ;Sources: Was, said: a) be. {Ameriéan ‘Telephone. & ‘Telegraph |WNBC-TV was” first to make -an/-nejl 3 in’ Philadelphia, and‘a court.
-Co; ‘may’ yet strike gold ‘in Telstar; election. ‘sale ‘for. ‘New. York: a
| fightfor the channel is due in the
‘= about $6,200,000..
| but. the: gold: for’: the. exporters .to-| -. Conitae; the cold, ‘remedy, bought fall between. Philco and NBC:
In: his statement. Baruch ‘said:Hg distributer’ ‘rises ar fats on the
day rests on -more ‘niundane. e6n- ‘half of .the. -WNBC-TV_ local coverInitially, NBC £ eared that to
~| .guecess: he has in. the four ‘primary television. markets whith account: ee
Ee“ag “set. - count,. age,- ‘which - begins at “?-7:25.‘p:m.| choose Welpott“as
the retiring _
“+ for: more: ‘than 70% ::‘of. the international .distribution |‘poténtial:+
‘broadcasting. ‘quota’. ‘ réstrictions,
“.: * @igse: markets” are .Catiada, “Australia; the” ‘United - Kinzidom: cand,: "| popularity ‘of Yank-made. “shows; | and: runs’ until’ the “major returns. ‘P, A, .(Buddy) Suggo's o&0 replace-.
‘Station
will.
cut
Jinto’
the
|-ment
might
prejudice
the court.
“are in.:
*.. 5. Japan.- In. these’ four markets and many -others. CBS: Filnys. has:
netw ork’ $s general. ‘election cover-. against NBC in Philadelphia.. But *
. gold. more half: Hours”.and. hour-‘programs: madé’ especially” for. [ete
‘Today, “every ‘major ‘Amieri¢an’ tv! age twice,-every -hour..each time |by: moving 6&0 -headquarters. to
“television ‘than ‘any ‘other-distributor:.:CBS: Filnis’ isBino the: Jeading'.*"
|-company: iis in-the ‘competitive. race
‘Lr distributor in’, Sweden,.. Denmark, ‘Norway, “Italy.: Finland: ‘Haug’. | for the’ foreign doltar,, which ° in. for. five. ‘minutes ‘of. NLY. election } Philly, at least. until: the trial is
-news.: Contac’ Ss"‘deal- ealls for one] Over at the end. of this year or the wo: Kong. Philippings. and. many. other: eountriés;: Batuch stated?
rd.|°
out of. every: two’ WNBC-TV cut-ins. beginning of next ‘pre-trial is set
“-Contaé © inked. via Foote. Cone! for early fall), .Welpott thus would.
figure, ab petted in. part ‘by. the & Belding. ° ‘The: network's earlier | be on the spot to testify if needed..
| growing: competition: to sell.among:
deal’. was :for Lipton . ‘Tea, -which °‘And his retention in Philadelphia
‘American. tv. coniparies:
might also avoid the raising. of
"Sereen. Gems,” which: ‘in: *61 ‘rest:‘hought.a sixth. 0%, ew hole night's “extraneous questions”: as. to why.
Coverage on.Nov, , 6:*.."
mos

aid tCcapeoR

| ported ‘a foreign. gross: of.$8. 600. |:

‘is’ éxpected. to. reitiain: ‘in -the.|'
=.ee :had WaltSaiwitomner: HisHad Himself aReHot»1 Yond:among. Ameri¢éan- “export. com-

.

TV, Career. Proving Otherwise:

a

RipoordRips
~ nto PrimeTime

4 panies “in :’62.. with-- -over $10, 000.-.|..
- + 000- “estimated

‘for: ‘the’ ‘current

5:fiscal: year.,: For. second-place in:|

+

OHTS’‘ety rf
4Sales

}-Welpott : was

ithe foreign. field. it’s “understood to.|-"
walter Sehwii
iminer ‘hasmade ar
| bea race‘among ‘CBS Films, MGA.el
|
C Films and: possiibly. Ziv-UA- |:
ey a fortune”. swimming. upstream :An:
: Hollywaod;” "Aug: qe
| Titlepandent
‘Television- : Corp..:}:
“ely television.
Wollywcod - Television:-‘Service: |
“That first-run- ‘s¥indie propérties
Nine. ‘yearsSage he
|
was:
\ told hateiwhieh: distributes : Republic’ ’ ‘Piece:‘which. does:a sizeable: foreign biz, |‘can: ‘Still: secure. primé timeslots. in:
for:ITC |
didn’t‘: stand: a: ‘tures .product, . -Teports” Fecord: biz}.isn’tincluded dn the. ‘ally &
| some_.situations ‘is: attested’ to. by
Vt ‘ehanice- din U.S.” tv,;.but “he: -started ,i with “its. “*Mighty 40° Features".
Ziv-CA's ° ‘Ripeord.*et
pyndicating “Championship ::Bowl? package ‘and ‘its: Jbrary: of serials.:
Ziv:“UA: ‘Sworking. in. ‘eonjunction:
lg
ing: which: was then only seen: in‘NBC;
CBS
‘Ads
in
i
|
Europe
. Most. ‘recént salés: ‘for’ the. “pack-*;+
with-White & Shuford Advertising,
ae Chicago. -He’s: been ‘syndicating.. vit} ‘ape. ..of” 40. pix Include.’ WGN;j.
' Because NBC. and CBS ar |e‘secured the following prime
By : “ “successfully” HeVvery year. . “sincé.)‘Chicago: ‘KGW, "Portland: -WNOK, |° ‘teally”’ vying. “for. “attention.
“. . his ‘distribution, company’ ‘elaimed ;Columbia, °*S.Ci AW. KST, "Youngs- *;-abroad,-. ‘foreign newspapers | time Slots: in the markets in which
"| €alifornia
‘Oil..- “western—‘division.
ee last.week, ' tewnh, 0.7 KNOX. :- Grand. .Forks.. '~ gah. -be.thankful .for a new: “has. renewed. the series ‘for second:
Tr 1959; he: ‘sent ‘after: a thing’ ND: KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo: ‘and a source -of ‘revenue:.
“| year. production: KGNC, Amarillo,
“Bridge,” KNDO; Yakima, “Wash,
ee hsealled. -“Championship
‘NBC. has decided- ‘to.carry:‘ao 9:30 .~P.m.; KOB. “Albuquerque, : 9
222" posted: by: ‘Charles Goren.” Again |. -Latest sales “of-serials: ‘pielude’ .. series ‘of -adsin dailies . _p:m.: « KROD: El" Paso, .9 p.nh.;.
Vics. he. was :told- it.‘couldn't be: done, ‘-KTLA,: ‘Los. Angeles: “-WDSY, New | throughout -Europe, . ‘boasting ~ KSYD. ‘Wichita. Falls, °8:30° p.m:
:. 7. put he, sold-“itto: ABC “twith spon- :Orleans: WBRZ, ‘Baton ‘Rouge, anid. how well its: ‘doing. on ‘its Tel-.. . - Series also. lias. been renewed. by.
gor) for-two,-years and’.the third.LEY, ‘Halayette, La. .
'... Star. coverage, etc. A few days... |-California: Qil’-in Lubback,. Tex.,
..
Year. threw afresh batch ofbridge |.
io
‘I: ago, CBS’ started..the -whole. * 4 6n:KCBD.. at 7: p:in. Skein . ‘will
oe harids . into. BY.ridication. :
" thing with an ad-in the London. play ‘at 6:30 | p;m.- Sundays on
| times about how it was: first to - / KSWS, Rosw ell, -another California
"About the same: time: ihe:‘gat’‘into 1

“hg howling, show

ne
7

‘the:sales. end-of Hank Saperstein’'s

‘Brunswick’q0G

+. “Al-Star-.Golf” stanza,“ which ..has

|

removed

to

‘as general manager of WRCY-plus‘tv.
‘Directly’ ‘after the -éiling ‘Sugg
decided to retire,‘ NBC's board
- chairman: Robert: W. Sarnoff. ‘and
‘prexy ‘Robert. Kintner gave passing
thought to splitting vio. into: separate. radio.and tv: divisions. but.
the. ‘web's legal department
squelched’ that -for reasons not
divulged:
os
| “Welpott got the. nod officially
last Friday: ‘3) at the monthly ‘NBC.
board meeting, at which two. other
expected appointments were made:.

Lou Hausman,: who joined

NBC

a-

‘couple’ of. weeks ago as the exez.
over all network ‘promo, ‘publicity
and advertising, became vicepresi-

dent, general executive; John Otter -

was .made vicepresident; national
sales, which. is’: the .‘No. 2 dob. ine
NBC-TV. sales..
= plek up.a: “live” transmission. -| Oil market. Time slots for: Midland-| :- Welpott, incidentally, was Suze"‘3
own
choice as his replacement ..
from. Europe ‘via. Telstar,.
: | Odessa. .and Abilene © will: ‘be. an-

ForBow i igSegs).

=. pad va: Yong: and.‘ merry: lifé :since.
|:
“7D hig. too was. contrary: to’ the. gen--| a erat: ‘opinion of ‘the -Industry “about|.

-being’

+ NY., when allegedly the only rea.son for moving “him to N.Y. would
have been ‘to place him. in traditional o&o0 headquarters. He stays

‘ Felstar, it.is felt; has. merely : : ‘nounced :‘shortly: :
given: impetus. to’ the.already -‘Other new ‘gales. ‘and ‘Penewals

lively rivalry -between .the two .””’ include:, “Savannah Sugar. ‘Refining.

Bway Goes Latin’
AsNew ITC Entry

\. ‘networks. for’ attention ’
ofthe...
.-Afor. “the. second year. .on-WCYB,
| -Bristol-Johnson. City. -‘This is: the
‘third market firmed. up. for ‘Savan-|
‘nah, Previously. announced were
,
“WSCO.
‘Charlotte.: -and =WITN, |Star Bowling” ‘programs: ‘for fall ty: Television: (ATV): .
‘Greenville-W
ashi n 2 to-n: Hartz
Another. first-run entry is being
Helping the foreign performance |
“Fayindieation, Br UTS iex.. will- - buy
of each -of ,the: companies..
-other | Mountain Praducts.. “bought * the introed by Independent Television .
j two cofthe ‘eight: ‘spots.in the show’ : than the regular: Vvidfilm. fare: are, skein ‘on: WHDH: “Boston: ‘and. Corp.,
whicth- is
distributing
.
‘on “Broadway. Goes Latin,” a halfin.. “every: -syndie™ :situation. Pro-: these factors: SG. has ‘the. Colum- j-DuKane. Supply: Will Sponsor.
WIc...
Pittsburgh:
"
hour.
series
of’
39
episodes
featur-|: posed: budget: for. fhe -setieg’ 45 ‘bia. Pictures backlog-for sale: which:
New. color: station. to. sign for fg ‘Broadway hit tunes played |in
-“*) tallies” meaningful ‘grosses: in. such-}
$400,000...
Latin
tempo.
*.
migrkets’as ‘Canada and ‘Australia.:‘Ripeotd”, is WJBK.: ‘Detroit. Other
-Winaing powyee. ‘on-“pach -‘pro. CBS Films and 'NBC.-Films: have color. ‘users previously: reported
‘Series, produced by Milton. H.
“will -get. -ST-(000,: : with -:the their” respéctive news and pub- |are 4in Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincin- Lehr, highlights the-Edmundo Ross
ay
Hollywood, “Aug..7.features
such.
foser-“receiving: $500. ‘Winner. will: affairs shows, a calling card which: | Rati:.and: Indlanapolis: .“Latest: sta-. Orchestra - and
witters Gaild. of‘America ‘West: also: appear on the néxt show: Al- -opens ‘many... a. foreign ‘door for. tion. renewals for. “Ripcord’? * are {Buestars as Xavier Cugat. Abby.
“ready: . signed. “are Don
Carter, each. ‘of -‘the network subsids: and KLZ, Denver, :WVEC, Norfolk, and’ Lane, The ‘Platters, Sara Vaughan,
| Carmen McRae, © Barbara McNair
Harry..Smith, Dick-Hoover, Glenn |results
F
in salés. not only ‘of news: KLFY,, Lafayette; La. =
set “ For It Produictions.. in GAL Supei- | “Allison,..
jand: others..
‘Tom "Hennessy vand, Raay. ‘and pubaffairs programs: but. enter- |
‘for ‘Court, : claiming | over $80. 000;Bluth.
‘Skein was produced in ‘England
;
‘due. writérs. in: residuals on the:‘hy Syndication supervisor. “for the. ‘tainment.- programs. ‘as. well::
and is slated for. telecasting thére “MCA,*: Which’ - ‘played ©: ‘it :“stow |
teh. “You ‘Asked For it” reruns. Named|:
‘on
ATV, London, this fall at 9 p.m.
“series: :
Howard. Christensen,
** + gg. ‘defendants ‘also were “KB. TV} Supervisor’ of * last-; -.season’s| abroad for. ‘a ‘nuinber: of. yéars, As]:
‘|Serles was sold in: New York for.
Mev lee, Corp:, :“Mark.- ‘Lipsky:. and ..Victor:“Women' 3 Major:-Eeague Bowling: ”. ‘Feported- to” be” surging ‘ahead _in:|
Toe. .
"|
Serles
was, s ‘by Reynolds
the’. foreign :'field;|‘possessing. one|
ees Corp:;. who’ have -distrib rights” ‘to |
. | of the: largest: ‘vidfilm catalogs. in|. “Ziv-DA's “The Story. of... .” has. ‘bacco and Ballantine's Beer. ace
"the series.
cording
to1TCc:
.
ares -the biz.:-Combination .of. Ziv-UA-| been: bought - for. Quebec. “by.
WGAW. has.‘settled:‘its: beef. with:
“ITC also is selling the:‘hour se@“
“" Lvidfilm- “product .and. the-- ‘féature '.O’Keefe - Brewiing. . and’ Canada
"| Banner... ‘Productions,- -anient - the.
{ries, “Ghost: Squad,” as- ‘a first- °
.and -shorts. Catalog ” ‘of:. ‘United: Packers,L
soe
° number. of. weeks- ‘worked. -by ‘writ=.)-run
;
Artists”
‘Associated.’
‘all.’
under
.
the
|O'Keefe: Brewing iin- addition toi”. “syndication entry.
_. s-@rs: S. K. .Hershewe. ‘and Ronald|
| wing |of :Ziv-UA’S. foreign ”topper. the” telecast: :in: French -for. “the;
we _Alexandér, arid-the: compensation |:,
‘Manny.
‘Reiner;
:makes:-the.
Ziv-A!
Quebec: province, also, bought --the:;
i, !they’, were’ entitled: ‘to: This. ‘beef|’ ‘Sale ‘of.video: ‘shorties ® ‘is:in:an.
David -Wolper skein. ‘for 12 English- |.
ee .. involved -Ben. Hecht: ‘and..Sy-Wein-., bpswitig: ‘again. “ igcording™tO! “‘OFfE |foreign :‘operation sizeable. -.-.
: Also. coming ‘in: for the’ slice:‘of y speaking _‘Canadian’ markets. The
:
7 fraub -Of;;Banmner.. a Suite’ ‘source. cfal Films” préxy: Sey TMi9Ur. Réed.“Jekyll ‘Island, Ga., Aug. 7.
aap‘the: “estimated. $50,000. 000 -‘foreign. ‘French. .version” will preem ‘at the’
paid...
a"
. Company. has: foiir packages Tun- pie: are ‘such’ .companies~
as “20th-' -begi:
of. November’ in.the: ‘VEE -Dr: Noah Langdale Jr: presi-.
‘WGAW. Ras; “also” “filed: ‘action:|eg nning
. ‘dent of Georgia State College in
‘markets.
sagen Flamingo: Films :for..“res |:ning. from ‘one ‘to: 18°minutes, per. -Fox,. Metro;’Four Star; ABC Films, ‘French-Canadian
Atlanta, Sunday .«5: was namedallegedly. “overdue. Avriters::{ subject: With. 15° nee, ‘sales’ for: “fall |.Fremantle; et al:- Helping the. for- |". Deal was: consummated: by. Colm
oes*-dduals
‘eign push are ‘the two industry. ex- O'Shea, .v:p: of. ZIT. ‘Canadian Sub-| “Georgian - of -the Year" by the
is
th.13's
‘[-telecasting.
Series:
are’
the.
one”
and
..
Georgia
Association. | of
Broadport
‘associations..
the
‘tv.
wing
.of.
“P5:Wk:‘C
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BBC ’s Dimbleby On Telstar; |[“BobSparkstoLT
‘Great. For Human Afairs’,
-Hollywood: Aug

Bob: ‘Sparks | has. joined

pe

| TV: :a8 am. 6xec’: -producer, ‘after A.
‘|reaching, ‘agreement with ‘CBS-TV
Os
Sie
for a cancellation-of his’ ‘contract |:
” London: Aug. 7: ‘the government. ‘nad: not ‘losed ites
.- By ART WOODSTONE |
‘with the network.'
‘othe:‘British ‘video: ‘industry ast mind”: to: the: ‘possibility, -’7
Nobody teits “Richard: Dimbleby: ‘ence and. ratings ‘on Mondays: Ant’ -Sparks: had: been exec’ producet |.
mn
‘on
week. ‘Watched ‘keenly ‘as. Members.
O icial oppésition ‘spokesman’
—
; of. ‘the’: web's -“Have ..Gun—Will: of Parliament ‘played: political .tenDing
that: he can't’ say something. “That ‘England. He was ‘wrong.
ore Gordon ‘Walker . hae
"-«. . Because. it. means: regular: Travel” series. ‘since January, re- ‘nis—with. tv.as the ball—in‘a niajor sr eicial
Smethwick! who.‘took, the post”: <3.
he is very important. apparently weekend: work,”. he said;- annoyed,
bor,
at placing | producer ‘Frank Pierson,- | Hotuse..of. Commons. ‘debate. 6n|
ioe
her:
“Christop
from”
notice.
short
at.
has. virtually ‘nothing*to do’ with “Ratings? ‘No; the: ‘Monday. audi-| and had nine: more “Guns” to helm:
;
broadcasting: - ' Despite .: plenty: ‘ot. ‘Mayhew. after’ the latter. quit.on “a:

= By °ROGER,‘WATRINS =

ence is. wonderful. -- People. evi- | when’ he: was: overttired by MGM, ;
-to-ing & fro-ing the final. ‘score Was.
policy -on’.the Pil- Orie Tet s
dently stay at-home that night.: I “Don. - Ingalls, who- has ‘been story ‘hot declared. The: ‘umpire, namiely matter of: “party:

it, according to -one of his confreres. who accompanied: the. Brit-

-kington: ‘Report. called: for. radical
ad .and:: associate. | producer © ‘on
‘Postmaster-General ‘Reginald~ Bev-- rand: far-reaching - -reforins. ‘Heo.
‘the United States ‘last. week. and |: -Agaia ‘in: the .other’ room, “Dim: “Have Gun,” Aakes, :over |as _Pro-: -ins;: decided to withbold: the’ results opined. ‘that. the’ éreation. of. com-7 0...
ducer.
,
:
a
Oo.
-remained -with. him’ “until his ge bleby -was overheard. ‘talking. ‘to a
aa (and the: :government’s” decisions): mercial ty had lowered: BBC-TV..
‘parture this week,
0S
. |
network executive’: about: the two|' - wat,
until: after ‘Parliament's. summer standards:. was ‘the: main’ (but “‘not:-". J...
.appearances he. ‘had. done|
and: newsman. to ‘don’t -know: why exactly.” .-~.

fish comnientator

It ‘has to do. with the way. BEC-. special
operates, said the same cori-. that day,-one for’ CBS-TV's “Cal| endar. * on tape. and. shown: ‘yester-. ay
“Jim “Mossman. ..one. of -‘the re- | day (Tues.} +} and a five-minute live|.
porters ©jan Dimbleby" s weekly | interview for. NBC-TV's. “Today,” |’
. gtanza,-° “Panorama”.
the other’: shown Monday: morning. : “Oh, yes,
nighi called the Franco regime. a. ‘I .. did «five. | minutes-.. with’ Ray:
‘petty. and ‘Squalid: “dictatorship.” |Scherer over there; on -NBC, and}.
‘There were ‘a’ lot’ of ‘protests :‘but |-F did! I1 -minites, divided by - al’

_. precéss..
. the: Sole) ‘catise: of excessive. viG=.° 2-70."
Teeing. Off: the Tong. and tangted ‘lence -being brought: into the honte..” ne

TV

~ beget -Bevins: threw: . the’ - garhe and,.that. on ‘balance, had.‘Not:-im-.. rae

frere.

-

we

always say to helt ‘with |commercial “before.”

can

The

editor of “Panorama.”

Private
: Owners
For Satellite:Era

views on. fhe -business

Ae

He. ‘stated™that introduction’ of

‘of ‘broad-

‘Casting: . Apart ‘froni. these moves competition: does not produce free.
to- which: the government. is-already choire: but produces | a denial of it.. -... .-°*
:cormnitted—-second °“BBC channel; Tn: his, view:the ‘only. “way: to “get. % 2."

switch. to 625-line definition, ete—: free choice was to have coordinated” ..:./-" :
the. only: indication. the PMG. gave. ‘programs, He: recommended thats... ;
“- 9: :
‘asto :the ‘govéinment’s attitude- or. the-indie setup. ‘should. not-be given
3 ° . ma
_
fs+“RCA -ehairman *“David -“Sarnoff intentions ‘was’ that ‘any: future: de=etal
another. national ’‘network: because -. opti
“yesterday -(Tm ‘proposed unification 4velopments. in video must make: for. a.. coordinated” twin, BBC’ service":
of all American: international -com- i ‘a real’ choice. mere
.
|would: ‘provide -beneficial .competi-.-. ~ ol]
munications: carriers‘ into «a: Single| ’ He. ‘said: “At the’ Thomierit: we:“fion to.the existing-indie Operators..."

_ Everyone}:

program. gets into. no; : laughed.
trouble over something like. that :\ His- corner ‘of: the. -Foom: “was
Perfectly’ ‘acceptable: ‘nobody |.often ‘filled ‘with: laughter, . ‘and
.of . his:: - conversation
tells us we. shouldn't. have let. him; ‘snatches.
say it.” The speaker was Paul Fox.,, wafted: up to” new comers: “Fire IsAmericans would call him. exeeu-: -land?””. he. said. “Well, I chose. ‘to
tive producer; ‘he -calls©himself |‘shoot film ‘there..over.” Saturday,
‘em.

} wide: open. when he: called: for’ all ‘proved ‘British tyr -at- all.

__..

;

‘latter's “77°;
and: independent-| cannot have: more ‘than -four..tv::that: might’. well -raise. the‘channel.
privately-owned.
_‘ly
“operated ‘company -that -‘would.
.:
‘programs. By: the 197 Os. we cannot: standards. Any +:fourth

t beeause there is. a fight there. ‘be Subject. to. Government :Tegula- haye more than: ‘six, short ‘of .addi-'
‘ should: be: used for. ‘educational . oars
of” the! ¥’know. over ‘installation of a high- tion..
‘itional .wire “serv ices. It’ therefore. I‘purpdses-’.

Fox thas. been. editor
weekly 45-minute “Panorama” ‘for: way—the. ‘residents ‘of. Fire: Island,.

_Sarnoft’s proposal’ ‘was made’ at‘follows, that--we “cannot. have

that: ‘dearly: eivierges tin Sat

‘un-!

“One ‘thine.
18 months. At.the moment of this;‘ who don't want ‘a highway, ‘against. ‘the: annual meeting: of. the Section’ |limited :‘Competition: -in: “ty. and:. 1):‘from:
the” ‘Pilkington: Renort:” sald of es
conyersation he was’ seated’ in a?: Commissioner ‘Moses. .Most Eng- of Judicial Administration: of the believe it-. follows-that® ‘sinte. ‘the) Walker. “is that the. ITA’ has:‘been | po
BS
“back room’ of jthe New -“¥ork } lishinen believe. that:._America. is American: Bar -Assn."in. San Fran- number of channels: is limited.. thé: falling ‘down, on ‘it job.”.-In -faet. “00>,
BC-TV. and ‘he; one large highway; and who there} cisco. His* speech ‘was:. delivered
-branch ‘office of
. government: has .a: far’ greater .re-! he. ‘claimed. “it comes. out much ae
was talking enthusiastically ‘about ::' would ‘believe. there are: actually: “by. his: ‘son. -Robert. Sarnoff,- board: sponsibility: .to: see
at those. chai orse | than. “the - actual : program.
the exuberant ‘man for. ‘whom |. Americans -resisting .such a.
a.thing, chairman: of. NBC, ‘since ‘the: Gen-| nels: are. responsibly used than’ in. Ww
campanies. IT’ has -not..done -its-. 0...
‘|eral Is -convalescing in,‘New. York anv. other: sphere.”
BBC ‘was then. giving a cocktail |but: there’ are.”
—
-.
:
competi
‘securing
y.
job-of
'statutor
party -two ‘rooms .away..
|
\. "Another Dimbleby’ conversation, 1 from recent, surgery...
He went. on: to.-say:. that. in: “his”tion «.-bétween; ‘the ‘companiés—it -~:
The 49-year-old, ‘host of ‘Pano- | again «overheard -‘in - snatches, |. The proposal urged that:the Na-: view. the government “could --not;j should” not lave allowed: such. vast aay
rama.” who wore’ a gray vested! started. something: like. ‘this wie. tion's ‘leading: technical-"and: legal |
avoid’ :some.’ element -‘of. positive |
|profits; ‘the-lowering of standards. ~~ ae .
suit over his. rotund .- Frame, - Was: “Prince Philip—I. know him, quite’ brains :work. together. .in- devel- }-suidance towards tv provided it.is Vand- ‘show: hate ‘eoritrolled: adver: -~.
;
doing his best to charm..-sev- t“well—said it was’ impossible... oe ‘oping.a. new national .communica-|-Jimited and. certainly provided it. is: ‘tising.” much,” Tore: “than: Lit
:
nas
a4

hn_.
aa
ey,
hee

to ‘bring ‘“coherence.’ riot detailed. ne Choice. of programs done.”
If: he: ° ‘knows. . Philip.” he’ -also. ‘tions .policy. to
eral Americans and fellow British:
snk .
ers. Dimblebv’s corfversation :“an:!-knows | ‘qtiite-. ax. few. . commoners. ; and: viability’? “to:, the ..country’s| Bevins: would like /on: -offer wouldji: The’ Labor: ‘spokesman, “went: -on.Seat eed
Monday - recently. was lively ‘and *‘Said ‘Fox of: the. man: in the other | communications: in the space_age. .be- thé same. sort of <choicé.-avail-' ‘to: -attack ° the .networking’ system."
:
|
varied. anid at one point he turned.j room, “He's: rich.: ‘he’ s famous, ‘he’s$ ; -Present:: legal: : Umitations,. “he able. ‘at: a bookshop—between .Dos- and... . Subsequent ly. ‘made .a. big.9° 2:
12

"| Said, “prevent -‘the full, development | ‘toievskv: and: Tbsen..at one. end -and::. issue out ‘of-“press holdings. in® ‘the. wha, Sen]
Down stairs: Of ,a. ‘global :communications’ serv- |Peter Chévnéy aiid: Ruby M:: Ayers.: “independent stations... “Here, : ae fs n - e
“Telstar is: better for Human af-!in Rockefeller ‘Center, .two~ ordi- ‘ice:“‘that. could give’ the: American;iat :the other: genuine. ;choice: and.~ anywhere: should.be tompetition.”
fairs than public affairs © .
It's! nary blokes frony Manchester, here ‘public’ all “the. benefits ‘offered.“by*.Zenuine’. competition. =~.
‘dangerous: -tO: er
“le stated:
from an official of .AT&T
reporter and: said:

to

a

knowledgeable:.

You'd’ think-.

‘but-He’s quité human.

“The nation.
Stating. that ‘the. government. ‘had?: democracy”: “when. ‘we. get a tieup
‘that telephone. call by: Al¥s.- Gun-! on.a‘vacation. stopped him ‘to talk.. ‘modern: science:
dully to her ‘mother in Australia‘. |Ordinary ‘people: vet: he spent: sev- will not realize!a “ full- return..on. still made no firm’ decision on. the--between. the. -two. ‘main: mero
when. she holds

up’ her

baby to! ! eral minutes with'them.

4

“the.tof. :mass . communication»: It.
He’s. like ts... formidable . “coritributions «to ‘more - ‘controyersial-- issties, .of.communications” - technology... as’ Pilkington’ report. Bevins- pointed : WFON |and must ‘bé alier eda:

the séreen. that's more .valuable ‘that. with ‘everyone. ‘He's very: in-

long”as.. we. tnaintafn..the -present !‘out that..the’ suggested -Feconstitu-;;- He was’ backed Here by. ‘Mayhew, Le
= 0"
“tion of the ‘Indevendent' Television }i who said: “J see“no answer to ‘the. ” we
po-:| “But. ¥‘know: +the:adoring Fox illogical structure ‘in: the. interna: :

than all the public affairs. ‘This ; terested”
afternoon

licemati:

I met

a. New York

I asked .him:

around

and. there

to: turn’ concluded, “best. yet: js that ‘Ameri-' tional. comminications. field.”.

- |Authority |raised.-a “host. of. prac. Simple: recommendation that- there.” Lots
“For,” instance: -should, be a.total.separation-of“the.. 0-0;
was’ his |cans know -him, now. - Several have | . : ‘Recommending the private.com-' tical-questions.”

his: stopped him on. ‘the street ‘since he :pany:. utilizing facilities: and. oper-.; what: ‘assurances. avere.” “there-. that:
“press: and |television: so that! both’. --7. 7°. 7
handcuffs. and_ cartridges. Imme- |
* arrived. and.. “have . asked;. . “Aren’t “gplons..-of :the.present. competing ;existing. program companies ‘would. can jvateh :the-othet’ Sigiantly: and
0.
carriers ---for; “International. remain ‘in the field. once. ‘the ATA" ‘criticize - one:: another “treely atid... : at .
diately, he was a ‘human being: | you the. man“who-was, on Telstar:
not. that. ruffian cop the: English’ fom. Europe? That's. Teal fame.” broadeasting... ‘Sarnoff: ‘said, “Such.: ;-berame:“a ‘sort: of’‘BBC”. and thev-- “abjectively:.
:;Mayhew claimed 2 "=".
equipment_—his"

gun.

soc in Fins

Ta “unified .compan,ABCRadiND
o’Sks
ed:”

do

a .10-minute

two-and- a-half.
you

send

a

piece. every’

hours

man

into

when
orbit.

would: be: able. ‘tlie companies): Were eniasculated”

there” is‘an almost perfect: corela-

to render: a- complete service .to; aiid. converted: to program “produ: :

oo Of course,Id like to’ comé here |.

and

".

next’

‘next | ABC

Radio will. ‘carry: the. Notre. ‘made.possible--by. modern’ science j-therg: ‘that

‘It’si Dame - football. .schedule

Bota

“tthe: public with‘all.the advantages! cers: ‘alone? ‘What. guarantee: was! tion. ‘bet een: a-NeWwspaper's Shares. - = -".”
Nolding” in? and.ind’e
pend én s*

- for . the:

difficult, y'know. doing four ‘hours'| fifth ‘consecutive year with Texas.

-and technology.” ‘And “surely ‘there |.enter’ the

is: every’: logical reason. “for ‘such a:}

new rompaniés. would;
olstation

atefia?.

~:and.
criticize it:

sits! willingness: “to?

eee
t
es
igi
A

oe
No. ‘Vindictiveniess**
Sir-Hugh Linsead. a’ nieniber. of neo
of television. without a picture, [ American: Oil bankrolling, ‘comp“our.
any .toentire:
give further. cohesion ["“‘Bevins allow ed that the’ ‘contin. the. ‘General: Advisory ;Committee’ 2-5:
-towhich is what I did-the last time. "
‘For the ‘Second .year, ‘Jim | Gib‘fortard: the Wiews..0 0 ree
2 fe
- structure ;“by- interconnecting :the lance of ‘the: existing: program: ‘eon-", of..the BBC. put.is:
00:
‘taking. £85,0
Always the performer. Dimbleby hons. voice. of. the Washington Red- flow -:of. -its international|.traffic: | tractors ‘mattered: sto millions: of i; “The. Treasury
skins, and. Ed Krause, Notre. Dame
| Britishers ‘throughout ‘the Country:: 006. 1$238.000.000) a° :year. out-of: 2° 0 15
paused; to let his words. sink in.
7
athletic director.- will handle ‘Play- “with. establistied “domestic. facilis)|“In- any .event,””: he ‘said. “I am-not; broadcasting. at-the-moment. In a-.. ..-:..;re
-He perhaps paused a - second . too.
{ Hes.” vo
-by-play, and’ background: .
‘| prepared: -to. run.,the. ‘risk’ of des |few years thiy could be as high: as:
long. Still. he continued:
”
Déclaring’
that:
the:
‘nation's.
‘eom.
.
“4
‘Slate starts with the Oklahoma:
independént ; television.” .£ 100,000,000. -1§280., 000. 000... The"
—:
‘munications are regulated” by. ‘laws ‘stroying’
|:

Perhaps a: disaster-.or a fight, game. Sépt. 29-and carries. through}.

jan in ‘the ‘street. “conscious. of."

might be transmitted, but Telstar ‘the Irish -nine-game sked. to Dec. |}based ‘More. on tradition than:on ty - PMG went on: “No:one stipposes.;
that. sort ‘of revenue: ‘passing.to the: =.“
_ pthat there are. not serious. short- ;.
is for people to use theniselves.”. {1 at Southern: California.
_ {Continued on page $9).
-|-comings’in, the. structure -of inde=: governniént . . cannot equate that’ ..: °
Dimbleby ‘bears

the

distinction,

of being the first man fo have tele-".-

European

to. telecast. “live|:

pendént -tv; ‘of course’: there: are.. with’ a-request. that -he: should: pay... «
and: ‘the -government -‘will not ‘at- {another. £2 483: 603° a:‘Vear for: his:
tempt to deny it.” But the: minister! viewing license.” "According to :Sir vie a j-Hugh.’ BBC's: “second.” channel “7-305...
_ | went: ‘on. to. sav ‘that. the Cabinet|

OverUS.Radio'sSs.
~ News&TrafficServicetoAbit

cast ‘live from ‘Europe... to .the}
Enited States.
He was also. ‘the; BBC
Exec:
first

-

{will ‘not’ act ““vindictively” ‘against © should: be financed ‘by. a, ‘Brant, An 2
from the’ United States to his own
the program. .comnanies. ~ -“aid: from. the ‘Treasuiry.”
continent when. on. ‘the: ‘afternoon }_- On, the issue of their high piofits,; TW ‘personality Woodrow: Wiyatt; Date oot
* of the eocktail. party his weekly}.
wont,
Bevins ‘said: “Tt is ‘not. reafly’.a! who" also- has. shares..in Granada-.
“Panorama” audience saw a.spe-].
the” ‘press-in-tv =...
.1 question -of excessive profits at val: :TV. er. . enbroadened.
nr nee)
cial
19-“minute : ‘feed from: New:
» London; LAug. . Aa inature., oe
“It. ds: not only:
}>
:
York,
the | BBC-TY's: companion: : It nothing:else, ‘Anierican, radio: ” One: such. :was.. ‘the’ use: of ‘the: Basically this. js .a' question. of. rés
to: pay the press:‘that should have. nothing. |. 7. :
Piece to 10-minutes of transmis-. “isn’t. tacking in pubservice techl- ‘telephone. More and- more. stations, quiring -the. companies.
he. said; were encoraging. the: listen: ' the right. rentals: for’‘the:franchises ‘to: do wifh. commercial: lv. Fhosé”. 2 0:
sion. by Englan&’s commercial.tele-

Ee, engaged” Inthe distribution anid.) 2%...
easters. fromthe United States: :- ‘nique, That is one ‘of the opinions er to ‘call. up and: give :an- opinion-| they. enjoy... .
One possible answer he:put for--|, production... of: tilms*.and owning’) |:
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- Miss’ Powell.” and - Damone . get. ‘local entertainment enterprise. ‘It's, 7
:guatantees ‘of $8,500 seach against|.offering: to, redeem a: full’ book: of
AND PLEASANT LIVING ‘'s110°D
of: gross. each. -Kenton..orch)- Gold - Bond_.-trading.- stamps. for)
_Minneapolis,- Aug. a.
‘DIRECTION: iouis F. BELLER &.cO..- : | gets flat’ $12, 000. After the. Séattle: “$3.73. of ride: tickets. | stand troupe will do week of ‘oné- The ark, which. has 35° diftérent “One of thie * reasons :that:the. Mine. .
rm
niters downcoast, culminating with: ‘amusements;
"and: to.’ ‘which -adinis-. nésota. State Fair’ and. eight county Le. : ..

* Doctoring
gUp Fairs
Fai ©

Sept.. 21° gig. at -Hollywood: Bowl.|:
‘sion is free, ‘has‘a tie-inwith Gold “fairs have. arranged. fora Minne~|%

BILLY
GLASON’S
. 'FUN-MASTER
PROFESSIONAL..
COMEDY MATERIAL

mee

For every branch of theatricals
“WE SERVICE THE STARSI’.

.

deals.

35. Gag.files $15, plus $1- postage

a ae

REIGN: -35 for $36

.

3 purody Books, per Bk.
Blackout Zooks 1-2-3 Gach.
;
or $35—No. $.for $36.
.
«Minstrel tnite. face). Budget $25 0: |
eHow

to Master

$3 PER

the Ceremonies”

COPY ... NO

C.O.D.’s

«

BILLY GLASON
| 900 W. S4th St., N.¥.C. 19, CO 5-1316
(We TEACH MC‘ing and COMEDY)
(et a

real Professional’ train

yew)

-

For the one-niters ‘performers’ .pay:'t- Bond’. |which- will’ pay. it in” cash, | sota Heart :Assn.-exhibit is: becaitse |

| will roughly :
parallel. their. Seattle instead

‘of “ihe: usual. merchandise, :the “Ben: Casey’? and, “Dr.: Kildare’
| television ‘shows-are: arousing. a
Coke fr the:filled. books.
increased: public: interest in-med

—|ical matters;. Fair officials explain | &
’ “| that. ‘they're. taking. cognizance ‘of
‘this. development..

”TasideStuf—Vaude

_Donated :by'the. ‘Doughboy: ‘In: | Show folks’;are ‘aving : ut the

“| | dustries; New. Richmond, Wis:, the|:

7a new HotelAvery, Ainem
- One. ofthe: first acts. of clearance by. ‘Bobby: ‘Faye,. the. acting’ ‘national: exhibit: Isa ‘plastic -dome’: which
‘administrative |secretary - of ‘the “American Guild .of Variety -Artists, features “some. néw concepts in
arge, beautifully furnis
Jb
was. given to: singer Gertude -Bond. who. -haS ‘had all. membership rights cardiac: ‘health. ‘Proniinently.: disluxe rooms with private bath, tel:
restored . to her: ‘Miss ‘Bond, .allowed- “only: ‘the-right. to..work ‘becatise' played: is..a: Norwegian mannequin | _- evision & Tadlo, Alr conditioning. .
of allegedly. being ‘behind. in. dues ‘and. assessment payments; has. been designed ‘to aid, in -closed-chest | & AVERY & WASHINGTON STS.

| given a letter stipulating that this: was: never. the case and:athmember:

ship. rights |are.returried to ‘her. eb

eg

:

ths

“Tale

Th

-

massage © :and*.“mouth- to-mouth

rescue: techniques.re
v Le

oo

oo

a

ae

ee

i eer!

By.Lee‘MORTIMER
Ma itoJules Podell’s. Copacee.

“LEONARD. HARRIS - a

: GENE McKNIGHT

. New. York World-Telegram. & ‘Sun
- They loved” everything" ‘the
gharming. Tedhaired singer. did: in

her New. York. supper: club debut.”are

_ TEE. MORTIMER: .
~~ New: York Daily Mirror
“Hail -to. ‘Jules: Podell’s “Copaca-

- New York Journal-American
: ‘A pplauise,
applause,
applause! :
“That's the:“story of Carmel Quinn’s

“. debut last’ evening .

. for this
"Winsome redhead who sings like
‘a lark—a complete triumph! ... .

‘bana for giving. us’a new face—and
‘a ‘weleome . one.’:-And -with ‘archi-,
- tecture,” voice and, charm to go
With. it -;
‘She. ‘establishes -finé
“yapport . with” her: ‘audiences too,
and ‘works-.to and. with them” ‘and .
‘makes. the customers feel. they’re
“Part,of.the:‘show. APN

at. ‘the

Copa last night

. talled -back again

tes

and

again. - : APPLAUSE,

she ‘was

again

and

APPLAUSE,

“APPLAUSE!”
EARL WILSON.
‘New York: Post
|.
“A delightful debut at the.Copa!”

"NEW YORK

August1,1962

*.Dear:“Carmel:eae

te has. been a.Great pleasure: having.you appear. of the COPACABANA.
You won the: hearts. of everyone: with your ‘warm personolity: and ‘winning
"ways, and.a- place i
inthe:‘top tung of entertainers.
Business: during’ your. ‘recent. two-week engagement ‘exceeded all expecta
tions, ‘and’ I wos: ‘éxtremely happy with the results.
"
Your excellent performance: and talent’ makes: it evident to"me: now why
you, ‘have thousands of faithful’ fans. everywhere. *
“Fam: “certainly looking ‘forward. to. your many: ‘more "appearances at ‘the
- COPACABANA.in
n the
Future. .-

a

"Sincerely, :
_ Jules Podell

ote ed sitsdlay Avis wt 8,1962

“Vat Revers

7

ree

HowseReins S

Myron’ Cohen, whose. ‘New: York! Ls

“it cafe dates. for: the ‘past few: years
| tiave been at Jack. Silverman's. In-.
ternational, is switching. to his. pre- }.4
roost, the. Copacabana. :.He’s j.
orchestra,Teplete:with‘tringsand ren
‘A Night With Donald ‘a-strong .peak:*An’ accomplished vious.
pacted. for two”: weeks :‘starting.
‘|
singer
with
‘a.
florid
voice
:
and
|
timpanf..
,
re
O°Conner
. ‘Festival:
March
21; The Copa has’ also lined |...
equally .florid arrangements,‘ she!
‘His ‘fine vocal control, definition: Leos
(OAKDALE MUSICAL THEATRE) | has an overwhelmizig effect on the ‘up. Brenda .-Lee,.who'll go. May |21
Forest ‘Hills: LI “Aue. ‘BC
|. 2.
often-.°\..
for
range
wide.
4.
‘and: use: of
,
-Wallingford, Conn. Aug. -2.
| assemblage:: ‘The. songs roam: wide- | for:‘her first date at this: spot:
_ Johnny. ‘Mathis, -Daive’ “Guard . & unique |phrasing. seem. to: electrify. °
.
Ben Segal & Bob Hall presenta- ly. from Italy to Israel, and ‘there
Both -deals were: set. by ‘theWilhthe:
Whiskeyhiilt Singers |AD; $486 his . atidience, -" He --also plays --tor:
tion of “A. -Night With. Donald seems to. be. something -for. every-|:Hiam ‘Morris: Agency. ret
top.” wo
the.crowd ‘well, making sure-not to, * ."-.
O'Connor. With. Sidney. Miller,. body: here,’ She. gets’.a huge. mit):
{ignore any-part of the stadium for =. °~
Vivienne. Della Chiesa, Louis Da- . for her efforts.
ao Jonny: Mathis: scored’the, ‘tirst'| too. long a. stretch and even step- °. ...
Prun, Line (4); production,-O°’Con|SRO. date: of “the ‘season: for the. -ping ‘off. the ‘platform: for a few...
- Louis DaPron, who has ‘also. ¢ho-.
nor; choreography, O*Connor and|’reographed ‘the show, does .a :solo|| Forest Hills. Music Festival. ‘Satur- numbers with” ashand |
‘mike. on:‘the *
DaPron: costumes, Albert Deano;|.‘spot’ on his. own; He: ‘is a talented.
4 day (4) drawing ‘over-:14,000. patrons. grass: infield...
| to.the Forest Hills. Tennis ‘Stadium '".“His: turn: ‘fheludes, his’ clicko:‘iste :ws
orchestra. conducted by. Gerry | dancer. whose‘.recital ‘encompasses. .
for a-gross of around’ $58,000. Also|
Olen
:
{impressions of - oldtime’. terpers.
. ‘highlighted’ in: this --cate-- SI a
{onthe bill was:-Dave Guard & The|‘sellers,
5
4 His ‘work is ingrained. with |asensé
gor'y:: by: a medley which’ ‘covered: De
e,
‘
|
Whiskeyhill Singers. and. Stan:~Rur. “It’s Not: For Me. To. ‘Say, “Twelfth.
“Honolulu,
'
TAug.
:
7.
Most
of
Donald
O'Connor's.
#P-'|
of
comedy,
and
‘the.
seemingly
has
|
:
pearances in the -past few. years

Forest. Hills. Music y'

Former:AGVA Honolua.
Branch Mgr.:toAppeal=
: Embezzlement Conviction

Henry’ “Taylor; former. ‘Hovolulw. -bin's: ‘Tigertown' Five. -._Deejay. of _Never,”."“Wild ‘is :the® Wind,”
°°."
puta Jot.of research: into-his sub AGVA- ‘branch ‘manager, is free. on Murray ‘(the -K-: Kavifman ,
have been restricted to Las Végas,. ‘ject.
AWINS,
It. has the. air: of authenticity.
“When: : “Sun ry.” “Gets. Blue; ”
“Chances . Are: -and “Wonderful, - |:
;

‘where he has’ been ‘generally’ ac:.
$1,500" bail: pending’. “appeal of. his N.Y.) emcéed. the gig."
plus |‘comedy. . .
“|
coladed..asS
bting an. extremely .
.The four line girls have. ‘been conviction “on 22° counts: of .em-| “Mathis has- developed: ‘into a fine
elever and versatile --entertainer..|
bezzling ‘union funds while he was purveyor ‘of ‘song, holding his, audi-:
‘given
.good
routines
‘by
DaPron|
‘Apparently, though. ‘it’s been quite.
énce entranced during his: ‘numbers.
and are: used ‘in’ solo,-as: well... For -AGVA .branch:-manager.
confining, and now he is going in
The’ case .of. the. “disappearing ‘and: having © ‘them’. explode | ‘into.
‘this’ ‘show, |the’ quartette” ‘seems

‘Wondertul: .* - He also works’ over ("..'. - 0:

a fine’ atray of uptempo, and bal 3.2...

‘lad. songs’ like his-solid. Opener int wt
“Lot. of Livin’ To Do.” “Dis finale of: © 0: 72."
for a wider audience with .a- road :
ideal. inasmuch as.they contribute. -funds ‘mostly: “Tepresented. -initia-: screams.: and -heavy.. mitting.-after | Stairway, ‘to. Paradise,” ‘and. such © 0 eee)
unit. O’Connor has: with him his
tion
‘feés.:and’
dues:
paid.
either.
by
each. number. ..He has also worked |; tunes. as “Love.” “Ring: the Bell,’.
.an:. intimate feeling:. They: 'have.
nitery Operators‘on behalf of their more «patter: into ‘his appearance, if‘Johnny: ‘One’ Note,” “Fly ‘Me .to Sot ee
sidekick, Sidney Miller, plus” Vivienne Della Chiesa. Louis. DaPron gone. in for.the inevitable. period. -entertainerg or-by. the: performers. as -opposéd to’ the almost. talkless. , the: ‘Moon” atid “Love: ‘Look Away.” were
E
pieces, But otherwise: they” accom°
and a quartette of femme. prancers plish’ their | purpose.:“admirably: | ‘themselves.
: Taylor ‘was ‘sentenced |to.‘three‘|+ format ‘he.used ‘in the P aspast.’
[2 He’ was: also blessed. -by the ab--~ rer
to doll up the proceedings.
‘The . singer: gives: ‘an: audience.sence .of. the ‘usual: ‘ovethéad-plane’. 2
Gerry Dolin batons ‘the proceed-.|years. in- prison.:
*:
As presented. at ‘the ‘Oakdale ings .and ‘Albert: ‘Deana. Sesigned |
every. bit: -of "its “money's -worth,. ‘traffic and. clearing: skies: which off-'.
“Préas for: Tenienéy ‘madeby ‘both’
Bfusical ‘Theatre. ‘here. -O’Connor: the costumes. :
=
" Jose.. |-the erstwhile:Hollywood gag. wr iter ‘presenting |a non-stop lexcert forptset the. weatherman’s: dire predic-.-:
‘hhas a. playable combination that
a 20-minute --Intermission).-- -array: of:-|tions: of. rain. whieh: were, broadcast.” a an
+"
P
and:
his
attorney.
were
heeded.
in’
tunes which: lasts a: goad: hour ‘arid;
could go’ into. most. situations and | 7s ‘part’ by «the. ‘judge's. specification: ‘a half. and then. ‘sonre: as ‘the crowd:balt day: |
eee,
pay off in entertainment. Each|
Pacis. By Night “-"
|-that. ‘Faylor;may_ be: ‘released’ ‘from- refuses to.-let:-him -get’ ‘off. . His.” “Guatd,” “ietio® left:“thie”“Kingston”:
act passes on its ‘own merits and,
Melbourne, ‘July. 20.* ‘prison. by. the... Federal. .., Parole: sented wiis:
“the.-'‘Whiskeyhill
sswell-selected and. pre- Trio. to. form.
nd:the for-°: eee
collectively. it's’ a ‘graup that: can.
-fou
't
hasn
Presented by * Tivoli:.‘Circnit.. Board: any. time’ it sees. fit...
l!
‘sti
p,
in of a:Aull ;‘ grou
Ait paydirt in every department.
: ; Created and ; “staged. by Stanley
mila,’ The -group ‘displayed -a cwery. 7 Bets :
It's not. certain: how: long”‘it will: be
O'Connor, of course, is the focal: | Willis-Crofe; ‘with Edith. “Geor'ges,. be. before’ the .U:S.° Circuit. Court: te
' weak’ ‘repertoite: and. was. unable. to"
point of the soiree..He excels. in. Betty Pasco: ‘Terry O'Neill, Avril -Of Appeals.“ takes.. -action... on” the
the’ -big.. crowds {:The ‘unit's Fe
‘hold’
any number ‘of things. He -puts|“Angers,: Jacqiies -Jordane, -Raphael appealed sentence.
attempts” at. ‘comedy-. “gong:. intros -. Tea

. TippReplacesShawAs.~
"°°:
-bombed, from. both: ‘sophomoric
and “equally sad’ delivery... mie
~ Seattle Far Arts“ Head:a“material
‘specialty. number about playe 2°:

over a liné, song and a dance step & Model, Les Fred Hes:(3),; Dorene = Federal Judge. Jolin: a Kilkenny.
with equal ease’. and what’s more ‘Kilmer, ‘Alan. Randall. Peggy Haigh,: | Jr.;: +temporarily: ‘assigned - ‘here |.
has a zany viewpoint: which: seems. Lloyd. ‘Cunnington, Douglas. Hall, frour’ Oregon, sérvéed ‘warning that. |
to blanket his: endeavors. Together Coral Kelty, .Les Danséurs‘.(17); others ‘whic: violate’ the. Latidrun-

- Seattle, Aug. 7.
“boys” Was. even: -embarrassing. . “By.
” Phil ‘Pippin, assistant to’ ‘Harold: . the‘erid.of.what is-tisually the three rn
pith ‘Miller,ne is a ne he‘Per Les Garcons .(4), .Les..Nug (4), Griffin: Act. face’ prison ternis.
: quarter ‘mark’in: an act,-: the first...
ormer in his own right.
he has Les Chanteurs (6). ‘Choreography, :|- . The: law -was‘specifically. enacted: Shaw, director of. performing arts j
a
a
concocted a vast number of fast.| Sheila. Cruze; décor, Disley Jones; | to: prevent “wholesale: abuses” in- Yat--the: Seattle World's. ‘Fair, has} i bowoff,. the audience ‘seemed: ‘tn- |.” :;:
| costumes, Merope ‘Mills:. ‘musical volving looting the funds of, unions,, |been named © to. “replace: Shaw, |
ee
©
e.
“continu
willing:to have. the group
3* |and
ence risiliies.which a ‘the audi
piel
he nadHat “Moschetti.. 3, -the judgé. noted. He. cifed the’ Dave ‘whose ‘resignation: (as: of. Sert.. 1)\
even ”-applauded . when. Guard”. ..°.,
“| Beck ‘case ‘asa. “shining example.” | has, been accepted.” 3
. | annouriced °“that. vit. was:‘thelr. dst 2 we
'“The crimes of which you. have
-Tippin, a vp: of. ‘the:‘National: renumber.”
in his medacopersndi here, and “62.
sound, eae
| been: convicted. are.:quite: pétty .by |Concert & Artists ‘Corp.,:-New York,
‘ft would probably affect* any per-|.
’ ‘unit‘has:‘a good:‘vocal
In an. ‘attempt to’ ‘capture an. até comparison, but if -this:'.scheme™ of: before joining. the Fair staff, ‘said; The
former opetating in the round:
both
ih
¢ombo:
and
as.
soloists
but.” nn
Lack of ‘a proscehium and an ai- ‘mosphere’ -in- keeping .-with‘ title: Which. you. were ..convicted -were | ‘he. would: ‘continue. the:‘policies: ‘set | this -fine. basis: for.an. act is.ulti-'-.
dience .on. all sides ‘of him. fre- this show has large’ sprinkling | of} practiced: in. every .“union by” evety. ‘by:Shaw.” ae
\.mately-1indorié-by the pallid mate--°. °°.”
backcloths:with. Seine. scenes; news- branch manager,: the. union ‘move- |:
quently forces’a puzzlement. Often
| rial: that they have chosen. Guard." -paper kiosks and bistros. “Whilst ment:.'would -soon’* fail and’. the
| won't. ‘be ‘able-:to. usé ‘his. rep: as- a...
the players don’t know which way
opening number features’ illumi- fundamental . rights.of: millions “of |)
| former : ‘Kingston ‘star-:in’ building. a
ern
to turn. Apparently instinct takes.
nated. signs of ‘some of-thé Paris workers _ would | be" -seriously - im-.} .~
this ‘att. much “further .wnléss” he ©. 02.0 0
‘over In a case of this kind, and niteries. .
‘Most .musical numbers |paired,” » Judge
Kilkenny .. told. ae
‘| shapes. it ‘into a Hebter and |
more,.. ee
they come out ahead...
©
‘possess .a French: fiavor, : deriva-. ' Taylor.
=. Continued from. pace a = ;|
intelligent forni.:
Miss Della Chiesa ‘similarly: hits tive from’ Cole: Porter. and.other
‘Taylor. ‘Isle ‘branch ‘manager
Ee
eed
Re
‘show: ‘favorites. :
from. May, : 1960, -to- ‘July, 1961,] the pattern of, ‘the: industry’ for. ‘Kaufman: - “handied .“the “emcee ey
‘chores.
effectively, - getting yorks: 2
i
seems to:be:‘getting: an ‘over-,
|. To round’ off. the Frenéh. ‘angle originally: ‘was charged. with. taking years ‘
froni the crowd with some of: hig.::.°.
:
;
ieee a,
‘there are watblers Edith.Georges. a total-‘of. $4,122. ‘The number’ of Ihaul.
and Jacques *Jordane.- “Latter: courts ‘were.reduced |by: ‘Federal | : . At is.‘true that some of the offers: ‘patter ..and:* throwing dina. little.)
‘doesn’t -make. much’ impact,..and: Judge: Martin: Pence: to.23 and a- now: being. discussed are: the ideas. ‘rock’ .terping. ‘for “kicks.- Unlike’. °°).
Mile. Geeorges isn’t noticably. out« ‘nine-man,.‘three-woman: “jury. found|| o£ personal managers: ‘Others have ‘many: of his brother. ‘deejays. who 0:
g - thoughts. ad- fall ‘flat -in this, type of: emcee...
P imaginative.
standing till point. in show: when Taylor: ‘guilty ; ‘on, 22 ‘of those . re-| been
groove, ‘*Kaufman is. ‘a:
{she lets rip.“with: lotsa ‘on. la-las, ‘maining: counts.’ :
-| vanced ‘by acts:.-Of. course, anyone host.:having .packaged. and meted Spy
_
Maximum
'sentelice
‘gould:
‘have
fiithus becoming veveryone’s ‘dea of
‘seeking an " whusual ind .of deal. -many. rock: ‘shows . ‘through -.
been five,
e years, in Prison.andt $10, “must--have. essential value at. thé
.a- French .mademoiselie.::'years “on the. theatre “elreult, “t he 7 a
|
Standout item is ‘chandelier tra
‘| boxoffice. or .the -kind ‘that- need. ; ‘shows. °
| peeze .artiste. Betty . ‘Pascoe who
‘little. selling or ‘servicing. and are
“Rubi &.‘Co. ‘tura ‘tn.a ‘solid“fob. pole and
‘time and time again has audience.
tin big demand. Comparatively few}
‘the “pre-show: -entertainment. 0...
‘breathless in a first half. Deak |
Ait this ‘category. aoe
slat,
‘pouring: ‘out: the dixteland | 2/2:
which. is never quite. Tégained: :
* “Agency: thinking - on. ‘new. ‘kinds: sounds din skilled,andent e e aes
‘There's .a strong ‘line of. comedy
=
Continued frompage.48 i
—s | of.‘deals has. always. been-.to offer fashion: ee
es
‘throughout show, mainly. .provided
_an. act. an. jnitial inducement; -but
by..Terry. O'Neill and “Avril: Angers. Elkin sisters and:‘Rovky ‘Valentine'ss
rarely alter. the: basic. ‘FepresentaO'Neill has a pleasant-mariner and . band: ‘Due, in ‘are. Al Martino,
PUBLIC: NOTICE oe
tion pacts: except: in. eases" where —
for -most-. part -his line of patter’. Enzio. ‘Stuarti’ and ’‘Cathy Carr. 7.
August io
a
ynusual. conditions Preval:
NO
OF FILING OF THE
.:.
is original . (although some. oldies|‘

” UniqueDeals

.The DeJohn: Sisters -have--been |
included) © and his Presentation is ‘drawing ‘good: ‘returns at ‘Thonias |=

polished.

;

‘Arce’s* Lucy. Cluby.but- must" bow

|

REPORT

~ MOA‘Residual?

f

AND RECOMMENDATIONS |
E GENERAL.
)
oa

‘.: - MINIMUM

WAGE

BOARD...

.-~....

TO. ‘THE ‘INDUSTRIAL. *
te tne a
‘Miss Angers, when allowed, ‘can out “Aug... 10° to fulfill. a. Canadian |:
Notice. is hereby. given.
-be furiny :in ‘all, comedy. ‘angles, engagement: “Comedians Jane Mar4 Labor -Law,. Section 656,
| trial Comniissioner "
but isn’t given overmuch to. do. in ‘tin and John Baro: and:.impressionshow, although - figuring -well in. a. ‘ist. Jimmy: Grosso .Temain .‘for:the — ‘Continued from ‘pase a
‘“} summer,-.«- Solo” ‘appearance. : ve
week. °“They will “visit Hollywood, |£ un ry
aa i eaiteade ct
or
ats
Both. these comics: figure'tthrough:
. Singer Frank Verna, “the: Brigidi y Las. Vegas, Chicago: and -:several: Bounty Service me ' Atiugement &..a
ecreation:
’
‘out in a number of sketches with: ‘one. ‘sisters. and. the: Profites .-have been. other points. They'll. be: talking. to .€onfectionery --°,
Clearing
& Dyeinne " Bullding Service”
| standout’ being’ "Vvioletta,” ‘an opera’ held ‘over: for: the Summer-:at. Tony } office: personnel, -talent, spot oper- | ~" ‘Restaurant
‘Miscellansous«.
‘Industries .
‘without - ‘music, and also another “DiLorenzod’s Oak Club: This: ‘Seven ‘ators. and “others. and’ will -ulti- - Hotel.
and forthwith flea: the. Report and
.|-person. :revue .Teplaced’ the con- “mately. revise. _ present: setups: to: ‘ommendations
| riproarer, “Good. Neighbors.”*
“with : th e Secrettary: of
Of the other acts the threesome;. - ventional “floor « show poliey ”. ag conform to the new.conditions that:| Department of: Labor.:
Re portaaaaan
the ined
of mainta
‘the.
Oak.
this.
:‘Sseason.-’
The
;
Frio
‘Obtain with the. ‘end:of MCA.Les’ Fréd Iles; register well, but.
‘cobiesare
are
qbuplivate tions
{hat designer Raphael :and v{bro-' .brothers: group “will: ‘alternate ‘with, The majors. are taking the- viéw:+ in.
| Recommenda

.
of

‘phonist ..Alan ‘Randall tend

minor, turns.

Now Playing

HOLIDAY HOUSE

|

. Pittsburgh

‘WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY:
-

—

, eo

to .be the ‘Frank Verna revue.-

_ Stan,

‘that, ultimately, they. must be.-the.
| Office --Buildis ese,ato dats ; ae a
Bill :McHale's: Mocaimbo- ‘club ‘in ‘major -: -beneficiary™ of the’ MCA

a the. Anglesea. lighthouse..district:

breakup. GAC and -the -William.
Agency .have been. going | ‘Copies of ‘the:
. will
Repost dpen.
3s request’% ol
Ta 7
the.'musical Echos’ and _after. the MCA personnel. as assidu- |‘dations
terested’ Peet
the Holidays.: ‘all-male’ units. “Also* ously as: other other . offices,-‘but.. Any objections to ihe.Report and’“Béo. Beet
as

4has

its. -most- - successful -Offering |:Morris

- CorfinetoFrank Cooper: |-in ‘yéars.in:

Alex Corfino,.. formerly“. with:
| MGM, has. joined: the- - Frank: ‘on an. all: musical. summer -diet ‘is: . feel that. ‘because of their- complete:
Cooper Agency. Corfino, ‘until . he the Elmer's ‘Cafe’ with ‘accordionist’ seryices, _acts. with a yen ‘to work:
left Metro, ‘was head of ‘the com-

Maxime | Patiice,. ‘the. ‘Versatilés

ommendations

° shoul

fogarmissioner tioPater thas, “ae Te

|

on = : 7a

in all fields must gravitatenew
-itidie’ | 4 ——
the to them.

-hand,
-combo and:.‘the Velvetiers.: dance }
ies
+ bined. televiision ‘and. film” talent 1 band -featuring. singer. ‘Léw- ‘Valeri. On. the: other
:
agencies take the viewpoint that |
4] dept. .-. .
“THE COMEDIAN”
“Comedian and- singer. Roy ‘Calhoun: the. acts. that. have learned ‘to.re-|
&
prorktsioNat's Monthly
Cooper,. which: ‘started ‘primarily is féatured here.
'l'spect: and confide: in one. ‘set -.of |.
THE LATEST— THE GREATEST —
‘as a° literary. agency, now.
ar. Comedian - Marty : Bont in: his:

major ‘interésts ' ‘in’ television and 20th: anniversary ‘season :at his.“Nut -agents, will continue .to-.do .busi- |°4/-f4.
-ness. with..the. “same personnel. |
1g ‘on an Sspansion, kick: into.other.
Club..offers: ‘Jack, Wallace,. Dolores’ Therefore, they feel ‘that. by- hiring. :
flelds:
| Rodel,’ Bob; ‘Sparks, *
logs.
parodies,
double gags. bits
“have: the greater chance of. nabbing :
ideas,
Intros, Impressions and
(tm.
KAYE. 10: “ASHLEY-STEINER - - |.the clients whom: they. ‘serviced, | 2
personations, . political, -interruptions. ‘I! —
PHI HARRIS 10. Cork:
-Theughts of the Day. Humorous Views
:
Danny’
Kaye.
who
‘was
withthe}
Houston,
Aug.
7.
.
“Asliléy-Steiner, whieh has
of the. News, Vignettes, etc. (20 Pages).
- Phil ‘Harris tias been signed .by- now defunct ‘MCA.’ talent office, {brought in: 'a-lot- of: MCA. person- | :
$25 YR. —SINGLE ISSUES $3
the Cork Club to open:on ‘Aug. 30: has.. Sigiied.. a tepresentation’ “deal nel in’ the. _ television, -film: and.|:%.
for a two-week erigagement.. :
‘with - Ashley-Steiner: .
“(literary |departments; .-is-: building |:
‘$35 YR _—SINGLE ISSUES $4.
“It marks his first. nitery-” ‘date |7 Kavehad been ‘with ‘MCA: for’ up 4.. variety ~ department: with-|- Rje<
No -C-0.D.’s.
ae | outside ‘of Las, Vegas ‘in’ 15 years about. :‘three’ ears.” having’ come ; ‘Bobby. “Brenner,” another: MCA}.§
BILLY GLASON, 200 W. 54th St. - and fe. will bring vang-tthe. Jubilee
here after a. ‘tong st elation: \
with: alumnus of- the"nitery-hotel record: ”
New York. City . co : 316
: Four and:
d-Buddy |
Cole. :
‘the’Willian’ Morris, “Agency,
de Ptyintits:
..
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NIGHT ows REVIEWS |

.

Nugget, Sparks ..

ons cand: ‘Lillian &. Peter.Garter. o ” Meter: Plaza, Newe

4 | ways; in-the Walters. tradition;line| -

Rest of the show ig: holdover. . ‘
Hildegatde (with Fred Staat)
' Durant’ is. a ‘comedian: who ‘cuts Milt. -Shaur- Orch, Marke. Monte’e

personnel. :.as. numerous as < in|.
winter, where.-normal’ tendency:. is}.
to cut at this time. = Ditto: the col‘with dance following. Three aiso Lorful,:. tasty-costuming; the stag-{
make with the banjos for one selec-|
tion. A bit of clowning ‘comes | ing: is imaginative. ‘and brilliantly- a

{Centinued from page 46).

rt sharp’ figure and ‘Keeps. the: Continentals; $2.50: COMETS:
| crowd” chuckling|‘With. a -raft:. of
- gags, -stories -and... one-liners: AL.
| though he’s sometimes: -uncomfort|-able.‘to watch.. due ‘to. excessive
| panting and. drooling, his :kidding

across to. good effect; and the chat- scored... :With trio of: acts heading}

around)
ter is just enough to break up matters what patronage
the straight songfest. Exit, after} should be making. the trek to the
Club
EeCan
Can.
of
|
‘this
big
mid- .
Twist. demo. is to “Apple. -Blossom}

{a volley: of: other material ranging|:;‘likely: to. make this - engagement. 8
| far and “wide, including’ ‘hts -srana- | big ‘payoff: in-couverts...
Vard: Clark: Gable. inipression©out, ~ Het: opening: “Moriday -.(6): ‘was . [of “Gone -With the. Wind.”
°:
4 one’ of. the’ biggest. of. the- “eurrent:
|. If: he often.seems:to. be ‘enjoys |:‘series,- and-. despite the. -oné-show' -

drunks
at bars; at.a wake, etc., with the in-pérson ‘trail following’ that
commendable télling. Best laughs, | Godfrey firing. ‘bit. -Now |Very:
however, come with. chis practiced || much the. at home in-cafes song-|..
ster. “he reminds a bit. of- Sinatra .
chef: routine.
’ ‘Held over for another two frames in approach: to the, ‘songbook . and}

| ing bis: stuff’ more _than the.:aud,
that: too gets. to- ‘be abit mich.

canny blend of. ‘pops. and:stand-’ &

ards:: inserts’ an ‘Italia. ‘and. ‘Yid-|{.

‘nightly policy, will .provide ‘an -éx:..
tremely... attractive ©BROS: for: ‘this .-

But there’s lotsa. funny’ -stuff there ‘Sonnabend sanctuary, -

‘{s Eddie Peabody, who ‘gives, with}auditors... Working. with. éase, he
‘20. minutes on.the banjo. For. this applies his. polished vocalistics: toa’

‘dish arrangement that: adds up to:|
|a ‘happy ‘Yomp;- gabs_in-easy, quiet.pe ;

‘as cham 'n®: Opps. -.For-many years,:

ings,. the Milwaukee’ chantoosey ‘is.

standup, then. caps it with . his}.current. “Stage” of. his. career, he |
trademarked impression of @ booz- | comes: up. ‘a~miuich -improved. pering chef. Initial “stories concern former. from days .when ‘he hit} |

ing banjos from atop. a prop designed with lights on the front out:
lining the instrument. . °..
The production numbers, smartly choréographed: and. executed,
are unchanged from the last how.
Karen’ Wessler and Dick -Swain
- continue as production singers and

- Hildegarde’. “and: “the: ‘Persian

‘parlay that: is :virtually. as ‘famous:~

| with ringsiders and stream of. gags she’s been: one of the natural:drawshospice.: Coming in‘ at, this
‘make :for-:an- enjoyable’ set: He “in: this.
of year, in what is ‘an ex.
leads off-with a:lengthy wife: and: timeperimental series: of summer book:".
‘| marriage ‘slam and then ‘goes‘into.|;

; beach. ‘inn.
;
. Time.”
LaRosa “hasi't ‘played
Julius
Temmy Noonan (ex of Noonan |
‘these parts for some. time ‘how, In|.
&. Marshall) begins his turn as a |

session he’s backed. on one number:
by four gals from the line, plunk-

|

Room ‘have been” ‘tandemed.- ia a

ALAN: KING ©

a and. his. rapid-fire °‘delivery . wins
|: : Hildegarde’ seems:-to: ‘purvey“hotel:
_ |-the- crowd's. approval’ as: the turn -Foom': glanior.:‘She's.:a ‘performer.
| Drogresses. .
who knows. these .‘@hyirons quite
The Fredsoas: a man and’ wife intiniately. : “What's “more: -she-- ‘has :.
‘| team, -seore well in’ a unique |noy- ‘built-‘up a. following. with “which:
-;- -elty routine arid’ -LilHan &. Peter: ‘she’s on a’ more familiar -basis than”

" Exelusive- Direction, =.
HARRY. ‘ADLER: "AGENCY...
‘| Sarter come. ‘across’ “unevenly: n | most -:entertainers. ‘in -~any.. room:
165 West: 46th Street
A Ptwo.-differentiy-styled '“terp Taras. With: these attributes,’ “it’s no: sur.
: : iNew" York 36,'N. Yi .
more” build: to big bowoff.. La Rosa ‘ _wad .
ony ‘They’ re both covered in New ‘Acts. prise’ that. she’ imakes: ‘the. crowd: :
PLaza. 7-2535. .
has himself.a class act now... #2. ff :: * Publicity:. Gary. Sievena™
Remainder ‘of: the “show, “which: in: this” room-‘provide-: ‘maximum:.
. Harry.:“Mimmo, . . who
toplines: =
features the- Winged Victory. Cho- response. .-for, all‘ her: ‘endeavors...

‘ly amusing |pré-song segments. to |
tote “up ‘a-solid rackup..of “we want

here. during his. frequent ‘long-run.|..

“| Pus,

Hotel Roosevelt; N..o..
rate ‘superiatives for their’ efforts, bookings, is: now ‘in the “added -at- |
-traction”. elo: He
makes for al: ;
. New. Orleans, Aug. 2... .|
Little’ Bertha, a talented. ele‘harp balance. to the La Rosa stint.
“Harvey Stone,’ Kane. ‘Triplets,
hant under the direction of Jenda|.
‘The little Italian: import ‘is a wily i Leon” Kelner: Orch: AED? . $2.
50
maha, continues to fascinate with
dancing “comedian, |‘working. his weeknight ininimem,; * Sats:,
-|
‘wo,
hard-to-believe -routines. ‘:Pachy-

Mfile. - : Jeannine" ‘Pivoteau

‘&: -even when “her: material: isn't -up™

the: Wallenda ‘Aerial Troupe. Julle to the. standard: “OE.her, “previous :.
Gibson: and: a: bevy of femmes and. Visits” ‘here.
fellas, -is stét: Slick’ costummg by: }:. ‘Hildegarde. ‘seemed to.‘be keyed”

Freddie” ‘Wittop |and. salid-‘Scenic ‘Up. more than ‘on “‘her‘usual open= effects by Fred. Voelpel.. paced. by. -ing-nights. There were times. when.
standard .hoofing impreshes - “to
: Ronald - “Field's : ‘staging. and.. cho- ‘she couldn't. get the. lyri¢s, straight, °
.Combining ‘comic: ‘Harvey. ‘Stone: Treography.. make: it'a posh. ‘and: pol-- and’ she had. to “ask |for -eues “on:
not audible to. the tablers and fol- sock up the: impact: The fractured!
| English. Femains" funny,:. with Tess: and: the ‘Kane ‘Triplets: in. @ two-} ished. outing. sure. to’ capture. Taves a chumber. of occasions:. “However, lows. through faultlessly.
play on the’. “deeplomatic”™ line,: ‘part. show. is“ smart. ~prograniming|‘from. ‘the- Ci v's guests ‘who-séem. |.she -has*’a/:knack: |
of: converting.
Ficst-night
reaction © " indicates.|
more on: ringsider. Yock-ups in his ‘that -clicks: nicely ~in: ‘Seymour | to ‘make -Up:the.bulk of the -Audis. these lapses into. assets’. with: humaitre d° Henry: Davis. and his
‘lampoons on. traffic-cops. of various Weiss’ plush_ Blue.Room.
©.”
«. . ence. os
: Kali. : | morous |asides.:It. gives.‘ her-a:
capable crew will he working to.
warmer. facade’ and: ‘Seems. to bring...
good houses. for this two-weeker. nations ‘and °those screwy: bits lie |. iStone:. skilled. with the-ad. lib:and
“the ‘audience closer to: -her.
Foster Edwards and. band more interweaves ‘to hypo --the. Jaugh-. ‘oné-liner, . proves’ he’s ‘a ‘topnotch. ;
catch:
he:
nets:
a
full.
load-to
also
“Standup
‘comedian,
.
He
‘specializes
- The pidnist-singer - has* a more.
‘
Ye.
Lutte
Ciub,
TAS:
vel
than capably handle the Musical
_jerab the ‘ “"more*’ .“payoff from the? iin: ‘dismembering ‘sourpusses: :with‘|: Tan
chores for entire show.” °
.
Los Angeles. Aug. “Le “~T Tengthy. turn than usual.. ‘There ‘is.
jattendees.: ©
:
|
hilarious
.éase,
.
rapidly
joking
his
|
Jack
-Ya
dot of: new .tunes,. as* well asDick ‘Gregory due An Aug.. 16.’
Ruth: Olay Joe. Felix...
Elisa. Jayne rounds’ out the.‘trio,
7 Long. ‘lof. acts’ in ‘her: Opening spot: and way: through: an’ assortment ©of.} ‘Smalley, Ron ‘Kritmer:. ‘twoa- drink jreliance -on her. Songs for. which:
topics.. The. tall,“hefty comic: déliv--|
Jo
_
| Scores big, with ‘her acro-dance tal-. ‘ers his’ lines..smoothly with appro-'| | ntinimen;
tion that ‘imparts “freshness and”
on
ents ‘used’.as fulcrum. from: ‘which. priate facial grimaeés. andperféct’
* ease to lier-anditors. ‘Some. of thie.:
Edays’, K. ce:
“Few.
singers”
"extant
”
an’
“reju-:
.
'
Kansas City, Aug. 3... ‘she pins out. hilarious. takeoffs: om ‘timing ‘that «wit hefty °"yocks, ‘His.| venate: a'.song-or ‘electrify an. audi* |.Special. ‘material.--the. Al Stillman. April Stevens & Nino ‘Fempo; Bette. Davis.’ Ethel Merman - and. neatly. “integrated :‘SONEOIOBY Also}:ence: the: wav. that. ‘Ruth, “Olay ean, | nuriber- excepted, - ‘does little: to
.~ OM
her. off, but. cit ‘the’ Jongrun,_
The Continentals ©(4+; $1 ‘cover other.femme toppers. There's ‘a’ lot. Scores.
| The’.mystery- of. ‘her ‘Career is: ‘its set:
©
“-Qpening:
the’ new: ‘layout: are: the | failure thi
Saturdays only. $1 50. minimum. :7 of smartly turned.topical gab many. | Kane.
“Triplets.
this far: to” catapult | herj Hildegarde’: Was |‘responsible: for’: a
‘a-male. comic “could. use; _tops it ‘all:
youthful . blond. into the: big time and ‘plant:: her. loud: and’: ‘prolonged ‘accolade |at
-Gongstress . April ;“Stevens. had with a clever. “tease’ - dance :bes looker, ‘who put style. and imagina-|in “the ‘larger-rooms;: where her {the closé:.of- her. tutin:
been a single ‘for ‘some time, but l tween hidden. ‘(behind door). “‘es- ‘tion into. heir songs. and. dish out |“style: and kéen: ‘sense of showmarDuring ‘her act: ‘Hildegarde. ur:
some.’ Solid’ - harmonizing. ; ‘Fhey
abeut a year back. was joined. by j cort”"—a funny twist on ‘thehe-she.[te
“ship. ‘would . work:-to” even greater. | veils. -a--pair;- of becoming. ‘gowns,
wring. maximum .effect from. their |
her brother Nino Tempo, former | in-one . idea. « displaying. both -nativé ;coutourier~
Ralph: Young: is 4 smooth, highly. ‘voice: -blending. Their: repertoire: cadvantage.. Meanwhile. Miss Olav's | ‘ing
sidemac: and vocalist “with some
by ‘Jenkins ‘and an. import. by-delayed daté ‘with: her. due.destiny’
-top bands. Fortunately. the. pair. “capable prodiction: lead. ‘and song-: -is well rounded and they generate +
prolongs: the. gnod fortune ‘of ¢om- “Fontana..The ‘act sas’: -erafted . by):
‘ster:
.
Roger
~
Stefani
.
and
‘*
‘Anna’
‘plenty
«
‘Of:
.6nthusiasm
.with
“such:]
has: a winning: record: in -““Sweet
| Lea- Karina. ‘and: "Fred -‘Stamer, @.
“pact
-clubs’
like’
the
©
“YLEwhere:
and Lovely.” and it: brought. them ‘Maria .Balma’ ‘expertly’ hed. up the: tunes. as: “Hey, Good’ Looking. ”.
‘vet. at :the- ivories,. handles’ Hildy’s
to the attention of certain bookers -Walter tradeniarked Can ‘Can: rou--. “Ragtime: Cewbiy. Joe” “and others} “even. off: form-as on -the- opening |‘accamps... ‘Ths Milt: Shaw:-crew: of”
A show. of her. -ciirrent engagement,
and club ow ners ‘who have been tines. Other ‘Standout: .is a- South. “of Similar: vintage.:.
; mirsicians. performs ‘admirably ..for
she
‘is.
a.
choice.
and
formidable.
at
American,
‘bolero
rhyt
med: num- J. . Leon Kelner’ ‘and’ ‘his,‘maiusieal.
dating them up to. the better spots.
“both ‘the: backing, ‘and: the dance."
my
This is the first stand here,. and.a- ber. in ‘black-light -‘@ffects.. Jacques! crew: cut’ a. sharp show,- It's-a ver: ‘traction:
‘Sets. and Mark -Monte’s °‘Continen-”
welcome une for their turn ‘of 39. Donnet. and -his ¢rew . add: distine-. ' satile outfit with: a.strong: ‘melodic: Unlike: ‘most modern ©voealists: Y tals’ spells: the. Shaw’ erew: for. ‘some.
minutes is. packed | with |musical, tion to ‘the: “musical . ‘backgrounds. Stress‘ that empties the tables. arid. Ruth: Olay™ has-love ‘affairs: With 4; floor-filling, lance. ingentlves. .
‘the
‘Songs.
she’
sings:
‘She
becomes
|
entertainment. '
; LaRosa is in for two weéeks; the- ‘packs ‘the. ‘dance |-floor ‘during the:
They ‘duo. from.‘the start and others: onindefinite.basis. Lary. ‘| ankle-bending * sessions. ‘Kelner’; | deeply: ‘and. emotionally, involved:
“4 emcees.’ capably: and: “contributes, with. her. lyric ‘stories. ‘Watehing | *:..*
plunge right in with “Put. on.a].
expert fingering on the.BB. Btu, | a rand Jistenirig .to.her: —perform,: “one ‘State ros. € lub: Laz:
Happy Face,” beginning. a copious
I
os ‘feels .-almost. like: an’ eavesdropper. 7
selection of music that ranges from |. “Sherman, House; Chi. .
- Los: Angeles, ::Aug:.t..,
*}or unexpectad observer to'a.torrid.
: Chicago, July. 31.:
slow and twisty to hot jazz and
Kay Arie, Ray '- “Hastings,”
“Marion
Colby: Stu: Allen,
intimate; .passionate-and. profound: "Herbie: Dell Trias “$1550, cover, 2
back to. swect’ baliads.. Miss: Stem Fre |Gondola Room: A: c
vens stieks to the ‘vocalling and Romaine Orech;. $2 cover.
,
‘Atiantie’ City, “Aug. 2 ‘Kly- “persanal- rendezvous -..uniting. Brink, mipitimicn. a a
Fisher. & Marks, Lillian: Briggs.,_|singer and: song: Miss Otlay's. style |
brother Nino aids her both vocally|.
The new ‘Fountain ‘Room. ‘of. the | . Ginny. . Tht’. ‘& othe..Happy": Tius:|:is . characterized: by “sudden ‘slides, “When: ‘Kav, “Atinen ‘gad: ‘Henry
and instrumentaily, switching. from:
tenor sax to guitar to. piano and Sherman ‘House ‘has. not stirred up (Vicky; ' Elizabeth, - Alexander) | swoobs. scats: gr owls: and’ the: like. ‘Slate ‘played: ‘together’ in -Metro's’.
any real: excitement. to ‘date;. but. | Sonny’ ‘Rose- Orch (3);
‘back to the vocal.
:
$3:3.Mint -but.. these “vocal. calisthenics. ' are’ rHit- The’ Déck.”.way back In 1955,
not, “mechanicallv- motivated.. .Thev neither .. ‘probably. - “foresaw. . ‘time
Eatly in the turn ‘they get. to it. shows définite promise asa live- mums. fe
ke,
*, “y we
ly:
downtown
:
watering
‘hole.
Iron-|.
“| stem fram sincere :emotion. which: when. Kay" ‘would, be. -topbilled”
“Sweet and Lovely,” ‘and that
brings the louse io. quick attention ically: part -of, its. ‘potential. Hes: in.
“Phe: ‘tiomedy: ‘team of: Fistier «|“Is the. tifference: ‘between arfistry|: “State... Brothers . Club, “Mak: =
Tbe.
end has them. throughout.. Tempo ‘the demise of the Loop as a nitery| Marks; thrush Lillian: Briggs,’ ‘and | angrobotry. ing:‘a belated debut at nitery; vel.*
then spells. his sis: whele ° she. ‘centre. over: the past. two’ decades:. ‘the - ‘held - ‘over :Ginny. Tia. - show |: 7 ‘Vet-toned nightingale. ‘gave gatheredchanges. goes to the ‘Tivers, Moon| The exodus. of.the clubs :to-Rush | compliment - each other. nicely’ and |" ° ‘faithfal .a tush, many-coursed: baniA.. — }quet. of beautifull¥ interpreted nicloand Lary for an unusual volcano. St.. and the ‘passing of :.several provide ..the -Gondola’ room’:at |. “¢resrenie. . 's
2" ETO. Angeles,’ Aug. 2
medley. and tosses in.a hot sax, ses- prominent “restaurants.
‘dieS:’ Possessed -of ‘a ‘voice. as: warm.
(Henri¢i's Luigi's‘ with a:‘top:‘Aight: ‘draw. for |.
Sorah ‘Vauahan, | Redd: Fort: \and generous . as, they: ‘come, .-and‘*
-sion on “Flying Home:'”
Jis. the: most recent: -has Greated: an: : weekenders....
_ Balance of the way Miss: Stevens. entertainment :vacuum that ‘should | Al. Fisher: and. Lou ‘Marks. ‘prove '-$2.:50.. cover: Ms two-drink, _mint-- Singing”. as niuch’: for. ‘her - own, ;
leads out, with her. songhag includ-" ‘bode. ‘well for -this* cafe.” There’s ‘a solid comedy: duo. who‘score from: mig:
a ‘pleasure. as: that ‘of “her distenerss:
ing “Speak Low.” “One of Each” : still much ‘trafisient -and. shopping: ‘moment |.Fisher,:. on. ‘Stage, Starts |.
-| slie- ticked. off. 16° nuiribers: with no.
and “How About Me.” ‘They: close: trade..in the Loop, : and.the. area| -quipping ‘with Marks, seated. with | Sarah vaughan’ “exemplifies “the: discernible effort. Her. phrasing. is.‘ona sock trio, “Bye, Bye Love,” needs. a dinner-and-show ‘Spot.:.
‘dinner-show . crowd:~.. With -Fisher’ ‘performer’ who is‘ so. ‘professionally: ‘still. flawless: .--her“repertoire ag:
“What I Say” ‘and. “Lover.". Both.
‘Current: bill” has ‘a. pair of re: playing. it straight’: pair. ‘draw .con-. ‘ polished: in’: techniqie.-:style -and- var iedas arivone could ‘wish.
are lively and personable, . and|
liable acts,’ neifher with strong “tinuous :mitting* 30° minutes: -they “performance” ‘ability shé could: sat:.|: ‘Front.-her “opening; lilting. “Got.
the combo: of sis and brother. with.
marquee. power ‘around. here; |but. ‘are outfront.” -Marks’: chat. Toutine,. isfv--a. packed. audieneé :of” fans. ‘The World. On A. ‘String’. to her:
a hit recording is. a novelty : in
-closing ‘Solicitous, “Try. A.-Little|
‘both ‘capable of. ‘delivering’ a: ‘satis- his: arbons on tv's. Ben: Casey; the without!.working “hard: -Singer;. in ‘Tenderness.*
musical - circle today.
-Sile. "demanded .. and .
+ fying’ show: ‘Marion’ Colby has a. automatic’ ‘washiei-repair Mman.-Chur-. her-first shoty..delivered: a lerigthy
They stay through Aug. 16. .
chill, : and’ finally’ the ape ‘of the: -set ‘but didn't ‘have. her . wsdl received ‘rapt .attérition, -‘Highlights |
Quin. a? potent. ‘set: of pipes and sufficient
“were
a.
midnights
blue Can’ t. Help’.
drive-and.
excitement.
Océasional-:
legituner exper ience to use ‘them “Tarzan”™ ‘Series, -all: getting top:
‘Lovin' - Fhat.- Man;”.
‘crooning .|-ta good avail -in reaching out. to.the assists from. Fisher, Ting | the bell.” ly. ‘gufsv and ‘strong. “she’ handled- . “Autunin- Leaves” ©:
and: a ‘eandle=,most.
of
:
the:
material.
with
a
de‘Miss “Br iggs literaliv’ joins: theCarilion, Miami Beach |farther. corners ‘of ‘the room::
light
.mooded
“Falk:
To.
Me:*
‘She scores. particularly well witht payees with:‘her elever. ‘patter -and_/ tached air. and held’ Up.-chiefty’ -he- “Comic: ‘Ray: ‘Hastings, also. making’
Miami Beach, July 29.Jeause of ‘her. experlericed: securitt
Low. Walters’
“Scandales - de —F Only ‘Have -Eves For’ ‘You, ae" 4:| vocals, mixing. them - Well and” surfirst.” “appearance. ‘at Slatés, ‘used Paree” ‘with Julius LaRose, Harry chipper rendition. of “If It Weren't prising... With ‘her ‘ability to play |" In. any. case. pairing. of*. Miss’ invaterial that is basically character ~
Mimmo, Elisa- Jayne, Ralph "Young. For Girls.” anda. nostalgic version trombone with’ house band. ‘Among Vaughan: with’ party. -egmic Réedd* sketches’ interspersed with throw-....
Roger Stefani. ‘and. Anna Mara of “Hey” There” ‘from - “Pajamta. others her “Look Me. Over.” “Lazy -Foxx. should spell ‘a successful two: aways.. Somé “items:“have: ‘more:‘imBalma, Line 115), Jacques Donnet: Game,”in which- she ‘appeared ‘on. River,”.; and .“World is a Stage:” weeks. for .Gene. Norman.” Singer ‘pact than’ others:|Meaning... ‘he'll:
Orch; choreography by Billy. Petch. Broadway... Miss.Colby’s patter and ‘then. finally. oldie. “Won't You-Come-|}is a gvénerally’. popular ‘attraction. ‘have. to feel. his. ‘way: along: until©
& Bob Chandler: BS.5085 mink: ‘intros. tould’ use. ‘some. .freshening ‘Home,-:Bill. Bailey,” make. -her. a: ‘and: Foxx. has™-a" :definite- ‘appeal. ‘he -has taken. full ‘measure .of ne *
mums.
up. as they sometime -‘register. as pbegoff. :-Bac’c she ‘neatly © carbons. ‘for |those. wha: want. . ‘the | bluest: audience. - “Following major :comics.
‘female -.drunk: and. _. then “brings: “material: ther can get on. a nitery ina Spot where. thé customers: have
°{arch and’. lacklyster. .
Evidently g
going. onthe preinize »: Stu ‘Allen. ‘is an: “experienced: ‘wor ne back:
> ‘floor:.
“| Heard: <every ‘variation’. .of every:
that . the only ‘way |.to ~ perkup poised and generally astute ‘saloon | Ginny. Tiu and. her ‘sisters’ and |. ‘Kirk Stuart: trio: (Stuart: ‘on ‘pis basic’ joke ‘is: a. rough: but valuable -.
dawdling. diz! is by. beefing: up the ‘monologist. with :a good supply of. brother, held: over for: ‘two ‘added. ‘ano. “with George Hughes. ‘drums: training. for.-Still-groWing. -bananas.:
they fiave. all: ‘and “Al Cato, ‘bass). ‘provide Solid
act lineup, Lou Walters has ‘come: Sharp.one-liners and‘several clever days, again. score. as.
- ‘Despite - ‘considerable.:previous.
up with a mid-winter. edition ‘and’ anecdotes... He's of the. take-your-| ©week.
aoe
| nitery and. tv. ‘exposure, * Hastings. ©
ae
, Walk.” 7 ‘backing’ in. topform ‘jazz.
Foxx goes: as far as ‘he. can ‘with’ 4s still. growing: ‘He can use more: _at low summer’ tariffs. - “It’s an ad- pick ‘school’ of. comics, and like the|*”
mitted fact that. this has not been better. hit-and-run ‘humorists, ‘he’s
- superb -timing and an‘ act’ planned. ‘polish. and ‘some. -speeded-uip. maté- the. best of .all ‘possible summer always one ‘Bag ahead’: ofay Joke].Latin Quarter, N.¥... | perfectly ‘to. get. the ‘most. out. of’ -Tial’ 'retaining -best of. present ©
Joes (FOLL OWUP).seasons for all of ‘the. cafes here, that: fails.
“| fokes and still stay: within .a’hair- |“skits. -At. ‘Opening, -a'‘lusty ‘thing. ”
with the competish . heavier :than
Frank" Romaine: fiddles:haunting : Jack ‘Durant. has taken over. the line.-of: the law: ‘Bit about’ ears ‘is about .an inhibited -Toommate™ got:
ever.for Iesser number -of. fourists sigeunermusik. between: stiows .and ‘headline spot.atthe ‘Latin Quar- ‘hilarious ‘and ‘the. old: soap com-. ‘him .off. t6: a“good ‘start: and built.
backs Miss. Colby..with care. Bill ‘ter had: has™ been joined -on the. mercial -party joke: still ‘holds. up.’- vm an: ‘equally funny item. about”
around. and reluctant natives. .
: “Mor.” acard:Sy two. ‘hew: ‘acts, Ahe. Fred. .-Show. is.in two weeks." Dale. .
Preduction | is sumptuous. as} al-|:‘is:‘in’for two. weeks.
~ Continued on Page. 58):
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Yh ‘Dorothy Tristan ‘who played female |

:,

- | female lead in the-film “Jazz.on al

4 Summer- ‘Night.’ Others ‘in: castj
are James: Beggs: in:‘the « title’ role, ||

--U

ILA:
= ALILIAN & PETER ‘SARTERai|,FORBES. ms“n
'-Dance.*:
.- 20 "Mins.

an Comedy |
eerenel 1.25 Mins, -..-

|.
te

Stuart. ‘Goodman. as the here, a

oe

"(Jain Valen Hays,-Muriel, Westin at

CURRENT BILLS|
_ WEEK OF AUGUST aS

=

*.? variety. : of »-roles,.. ‘and ~:Marilyn {|

1 Stuart. -as.the- ‘Child. . All are fast: Bee
"NEW
YORK CITY.
: HALL—Michael :Maule, ‘Colleen
a -|on «the. uptake - ‘and. well cast: in’ musie.:
re. :Lila -Gage. «Conchita .Clarke, Alan

Darden, Mina ‘Kol, Dick Shall, ‘Avery
|] Schreiber. |
SAHARA. | N. -hingston, Trie. “Fisak
|}
+ their paits..: ‘Costumes and settings Feuk
¥ork Orc.. Lounge: to. & the -Fess,
Although. there “are.
5 solid.‘acsets{- _ The=-Forhes -& “ing:“act.
t Bon:ada ‘to the: fin: and: effectiveness..: ':Cole, Militaires, Rockettes, Corps de, Bal-.|‘Danny Lorg- Tric... tet, “Raymond Paige. ‘Symphony -“Ore.
SHERMAN
HOUSE
Marion ‘lbs,
their dance. turn, :‘Lilian: & Peter and:Joex. respectively iis’‘patternéd |:

: Latin. ‘Quarter; LNy:
:
“0

"+ ae

yay “UGopacabana; NY.

.

"h

Freddie's: ‘enterprisirig. .bonifaze, +.
“Allen. David Romaine 4c.
“Sarter- don't -come-’ ‘aff. to: fullest: after thé. ‘coinddié dug: setup estab- |Pete: Karalis, always.-ready:‘to try.
SUTHERLAND LOUNGE
‘Amanda
“AUSTRALIA |
= ‘brose, dghnny Young ‘tne
sdvaritage.-Their- terping is ‘largely: lishéd. “by. “Martin $8 Lewis’ iDean 4t new. things: ‘Brought’ this. show in ize
MELBOURNE {Tivoli} Edith Georges,
especti
“
tnimastoalve, “and. they. seem, to }-and.. Jerry.
re}i =‘but. ‘the|‘aS: an. experinient.- -On - the “pasis | etty Pasco. : O'Neill &._ Haigh,. Avril.
LOS
ANGELES.
“ely. “more: ‘on decorative effects:i-fun. ‘is dated: W's. a, straignht- man} of:-its reception °from -auidiences -: Angers; Jacques Nlanes Les: Fred Iles,. ‘CTRO‘S—Donn Arden Revae,
*
Alan ‘Randall, Haphael. &. Model, Dorene .
COCOANUT GROVE "Cin Cin nn
= than. dramatic. _ terping. who: “eet“4Forbesi; coy ny ViNe atconcept that |:
her e...show :sizes:.up ‘aS. a -good:-bet.- Kilmer.
SY ONEY':\Tivéli)=-Irig: Kells ‘Eric ~Shil-|ay Martin Ore. .
“Ahem by.»
. takés’: the: tay and, fainiliag .Foute |j for. those. ‘niteries: which. are -look- © ling,
CRESCENDO
—
Lennie -Bruce,
- Kevin Miller, Jon Weaving, Cynthia

Am-_

toe

orn

. To be:sure’2 theie: costunié’ “etfeets ;to.provoke’ Tatielis, ¢

Chad: Mitchell. Triv. .
a
ling “for. something novel.- - By. ten-" Mores... Suzanne “Steele, .,John Fryatt; ‘Richards..
‘DINO’S
— David ‘Allen, Dek
EDS
are dazzling; -especially in a’ dance7:
i: ’ Basically: irs: a loxet Ocks -ovienit- | couraging audience to get. into® ‘the “-Erica Sols. .
Steve LaFever.
:
;
‘|act; it. appeals. ‘1o- all. who banker’;
. ‘segment: ‘inspired. by. :
the ~ exdti¢ ed. turn. thetairobably does “yery!
ANTERLUDE—Troy. Walker &
AES
7
BRITAIN
SLATE ‘BROS. — Kav Alin the hey:
: grace’. of. India., Replete with ‘bells! ravell along the “alskill toute: hut” to take- part. in the -proceedirigs. - “ANS BLACKPOOL
| ifower
Circus)—Charlie } Hastings. ‘Herb Dell Triv.
1
“Gnd: ‘brightly: ’‘spangled |.Costthizes;, the: humor. ‘ioaded: ALith.: Yiddish-., -heckler- isn't. a despised: interlopeér. ‘Cairoli- & -Co:.: Bronleys. Hugh Forgie &
STATLER HOTEL—“Chip Off she. ad
Co, Circus Williains’ Lions. 2 Carmenas,
they : ‘handle :- this ; port: “on . With : dsnis. ‘pratfalls Bnd. denny’. hats, js?
Block”. Rexue, Skinnay Ennis One:
Siniply . beconies’ ‘part’ -of the “¢ cus. Knie’s Horses. Zebras: & Ponies;-|: YE LITTLE CLUB. — Rath Olav,
‘pretty: “standard: head: arid =hand. .broad ‘in, debaeation but iimited in! ‘He;
show although’ he: -may: be stepped. Dior's Sisters.. .Foa: Soranis.: 2 Dominicis, Felix Group (4).
_pmovements: ‘Although they, ‘demon-" , total” appreciation,” “The: ‘bé¥s- have. en ‘ha rd if he_ Bets {00° far out’ of - Willem. Lenz’& Chimpanzees. Tibor Alex- |
“auder’s Canine Kevue: Desmond & Marks,

* strate a:Style and. grace: here: there a. lot “of.” <pix:‘it. and : ‘push . -their-: disne.
* js a. certain creative element: lack- “points tothe. hilt -ahd. at - times:
ing: ‘that would. ‘spark: ‘the *tur. ‘to.their” honésty’ WV: completely : win-4

7 Ress.

Circus -Knie’s,: Elephants. *Dagenham

“LAS VEGAS

Girk

“CALIFORNIA

Little, ‘Jimmy. &
‘Pipers, . Our . Sammy,
. 1. Cirtusettes..
my WINTER. GARDENS ‘PAVILION—Arthur
Moris.
&
.Hayhes, - Nicliolus |Parsons..

ynuch” stroriger Values... 7s,
“ing dike with we: can't break up: yabK warinis ©
--Eater. in’ the’ show..-tHe’ ‘dito ‘re:-the. acti-sahady- Sheard ‘of. us Songs °° "| :

CLUB—Johnny . Paul.

.

“DESERT INN-—Eddie Fisher, rgd &
Hines,
Donn - Arden
Dancters. Czhun”
Hayes re. ‘Leunge: Johnny Puleo. Dave
Apolion. Les:.Femmes, Michael Kent..
—
_ OUNES—-Eleanor Powell, Rip Taylor,
Bob Newkirk, Barton. Dancers. Bill Recdie

fet
: Save age, ‘Des Lane:* Trio Revros.- Leslie
meee
rr -.. Nodess Johny Hart, Juhn-Tiller Girls,
"turns: for .a ‘number ‘sé’ to:-_Gérghs;; but: for, 1 elinest ‘part: ‘its a ré-- ‘25 Mins. Be:
Danny : Williams. Lounge: Lancers. “Vive Les. Girls.”
eld
win's “Rhapsody . in’. Blue.” Here: “work Of: shnadia: duos that: ‘have -“‘Roostertail, Detroit
“OPERA. 'HOUSE—Ken Dodd; Kave Sis- ‘Ore.
- EL CORTEZ—Joaquin
Garay.
.
"!The. Jack: Harris :sShow:a a mid: ‘ ters.’ Eddie Calvert .& C-Men., Raindrops,
:“too, costume = effects ~are. “stick.../ preceded: ”
we
; vs
FLAMINGO—Bobby Darin. Allan Drzhe,
Jehy.: Three Houcs, Barbara. Law. Derek ‘Nat Brandwynne
Ore. Lounge:
Liane}
There. is .less. dependency. on artic 2 Asa then: weed’ a reevaluation of. , morning daily fixture. on WIR? for; Taverner ° ‘Singers: .* ‘Malcolm‘ :Goddard ‘Hampton.
Della’ Reese.
fice in. this number..and nigre-at-.. * their-targets, ‘Fhe: carhons - of. Sin; |the. ‘past: six. ‘Vears,: is’ doing: ‘a:Jit Daneeis. Jimmy: Currie’s Silver Cascade.
FREMONT—Newton
Bros. Joe. Pasko,
“BRIGHTON '-\Hippodrome) — Max
Swingin’. Lads. Ricky: & Gents. .
aa
te. “moonlighting? at.the Rooster- * graves,"tention: paid to lifts and other tefp:« atra. and Ed ‘Sullivan’ are .$8amples 4:
Eddié Grav," Benson’ ‘Dulay’ & Co..
- GOLDEN
NUGGET
— Leon
- McAniiff,
: sitems. ‘They "perform same: ‘StFORE of. ‘unimaginative ‘thinking’ and. “an:tail-for a couple’ of weeks: so. that; “Two -Tones. Delrinas.. Harbin’ &. Day, Carl Peikins, ‘Cindy Eayne 4, We Thiee..
Anthony: Bypraves.. ¢C“yeling. Kirks.: Lynton
HACIEND
Four:
Tunes,
.3jchnny
Harris
“and
his.
‘fraulans.
can.
‘pet:
:.Maneuvers. but again there is more...ov erlong: ‘play. ‘of Jack: E..Leonard's
‘Boys. Goldie The ‘Wonder: Horse. BrighOlenn,
Keynotes,
Cathy
Ryan,
Lynne.
- “stock ‘than: imaginative ork’: d's+, styléis: just. an. inside“ jake, that’s |better. acquainted, ;have ‘some. fun -‘ ton- Belles.& -Beaux..
Davis, Grover Shore Trio.
*. played; «- although | they. .2do “came “suré to. ‘schre. dat as ‘Friars’ Stag, ‘but-? ‘and-make Some ‘money. for Harris! “GLASGOW: (Empire)= Andy Stewarts | MINT—Pat Moreno’s LAntists & Models:
‘lan ‘Powrie ‘.Band.: ‘Dixie _Ingram.” Sally
_ BCress Avith, a:fa 4V. solid: “‘nutivber, “raises, a. vaho he: question: among. ‘and’ Lee. ‘Schoenith,: OM per ‘of this ;-ogan,. Janies: Urauhart,- - ‘Barry. Sisters, of *62.° Bil) Bird, Git La
. NEVADA—Jay
Orlando. King Henry 4.
oh «Max: Kav.: Eric’ Burns. .“Arthur Blake
“swank: river ‘spot.
0"
“Both seem ‘abie. terprrs. for - this .“the squares wo
pat :the ‘tabs:
- NEW.
FRONTIER
— “Life
Begins : at’
‘ Singers. Rosemary Manly.’ ‘Leslie Robert's ‘|.
“séphisticated groove: What. is Faiths - There's: ‘a rakish: qdality “about *: ‘Hartis has: a: ‘highiy: ‘polished, ~ Silhouettes, :‘Helen McLeod, White Heath: ‘Minsky’ 6.1? Tommy Moe Raft, Carrié Fin-nell,
Stunning
|
‘Smith,
Baby Bubbles.
+
“Eorbes,: whe. Nak apparent. studied ;Well-controlled baritone °‘voice and. ‘ex, ‘Girls,
| ing is. ‘Stronger . thereorrtiphy :Maureen ‘Diaz, Frank .Sorrello, Murray
LONDON -‘ ‘Patiadivim—Bruce’ Forsyth;
.show: off. their abilities. “They-pet“Dino's stile: and Milla-attenipts- a: a. pleasing: relaxed delivery: ‘He.“More ambe “&. Wise:: Johnson & Carr, ‘Briscoe, Jack Mann, Dick Rice -Ore.Bob ‘Crosby Ink Spots._
hele. audience. at the start ‘but: fail” Lewis-C hapliin, blending: but. ‘has: af. conies. an With. a strong; ‘sure: ‘beat | ‘Eve Rocwell, Angels ee ‘Fred .Roby. Amin Lounge:
RIVIERA—“Bve °Bre Birdie,”
Fizine
- Ugo . . Garrido. . Fanet.. Mahoney.
“to hold’ them.. becatée -mith of ttie: “hard Ainie iy ming: nud syimpatice. 1 to: “Mississippi: -Mud,” ' segues. to™ *'Bros.:
- Pete
Marshall,
Kay
Medfurd.
Angela. Bracewell. Johnny’ Shack, Jimmy j Dum,
‘Lounge:
Johnny
‘Desmand. Fran Wanen.
. material. has” been. geen. hefore, Thavs Whete ‘the ‘act’ sees: to“be:. “Nobody. <yand. then plugs an old “Lee
Clea
L
;
‘SAHARA—Pat
Boone. Bobby’ Ramen.
okie
ok n out
}reYtet
as Mow. :
: MANCHESTER
© (Palace)
—
eo.Donn”Laine.
; ‘ Sharpening aa o..the:
ee
Gitus
thiiHick:. “May be- iWat theik ‘AIL. \. Gare!
“Miller. Tommy’
Fields.
& Lounge: Don Rickles, . Characters,: Geo.
*-
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‘Checker.
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‘Blues.” ':Harris
$0

returns :“tO: ‘MedOETENGH
’

‘iTheatre

Minton, Musesy

7

‘Sparky .Kaye, ‘Bobby Clark, Cindv :Em-

(ber, Danny Jacobs; Red Marshall, Dolores
Frazzjni. “Matge Elizarde. Slippereites,

Marauders, ©Musical . Camp-

eg ee Eee

Nelson,’
Copa
Lounge: Dave Marry ;Kings.

' “Ken. Linley, Rusty. Isabel.
Reval’ ‘Spanier.
SILVER
SLIPPER
—
ank
Henry,
Roya

Theat

Holida¥.- Christine “Cambell.

“throaty, -“sultry | There. then turns to the traveling; ‘Hal-.Monty,

-ccrcwits.-has-:
¥0ice... This.. she uses’. to. good‘ ef-+ mike. ‘for.a. tour: of. ringsiders’ who]. Be

AM

Tewart.

. SHOWBOAT— Skeets:

:dieht. for a! dixie ‘beat: {Dipper ' Erie, ‘Whiteley “& “TV: Dancers, Mitchell

Edays'; Sonya, Bonnesss -has ag her : the? mike, for’ ;Wonderful Time:Up:; ‘Michael

Harry a Randh: ‘biggest: ‘dgset |

° ‘Rock.
[

mike. on. ; “Picole: Peter. Kaxe. Bledlock ‘& “Marlowe,

Girls, Antanio, Morell Ore.
Thes Jimmy Clarki.-sextet, “also “Getree ‘Mitchell: Minstrels.. Stan. Stennett,. Burton. Danny Costello,
ony
- 4featiired ;on WIR,, gets. the:. Spot-.. Fenny. Nicholls. Peter. Crawiord ioe |

‘Making’ ‘ier ‘night’ ‘tub |
hav: atcMouth

~,

‘t

andstan

Coorgs - Mitchen.

Geo. Redman. Orc..

Lounge:

Chas.

Tea-

Ee
‘
aC PCIE,
a
fect “On. a: wide -rangé: “of zsonds: { are’ “asked |"10 stump: Clark*by ‘call-', Minstrels: «Tony, Mercer. Dai. Francis. garden Ore., Jack Prince. Johnny LaMont..
‘STARDDUST — “Lido de Paris.” Eddie:
: ‘added“a néwW ‘face_to:h’s sraup for:
John Boulter. ‘Leslie .Crowther, | Margo - 6 ’Neal
‘realstering Ahicely ory: Moon” Rive } ‘ivig out. tunes: of: yesteryear which!‘tL* Henderson.
Ore. :Lounge:: Kim Sisters, Tune‘George Chisholm & Jazzers.
. Bourbon ‘St... Six, _Nalant- Kele,
ree After, Youve Goes *Ten~i: she. ¢anndét’ “play. . Here ‘Harris ‘and; ' Schaller -Bros.. & ‘rv _Teppers," Jacrkepots. |‘toppers,
Pollos.
old. daughter. Darlene:. naking: cher:
anitchell
Maids.
.
riessée Waltz’. ‘And’. “Somebody: |‘Clark: display’ ‘the ‘kind of. elose:
-”
JHUNDERBIRD— “Flower Deum Song.*nitery. “debut.” as” “singar-dancer,
*. Jack Seo, Arlene Fentana. Garwood .Van
‘Aéanrw ork ‘that: éan only come: from’ *
Love: Me.” Couple ‘of. -numbers: in {:
y Ranch ©also - again. has '. ith him. the- folie aré-not- for her. but. some j years. of -working™ ‘together..- It's. a’
‘Ore.’ Lounge: Kirby .Sione. Four, Gay2 ‘|; lords, Dick Stabile. Teddy Randazzo.
“Allison” McKay,. who tor “a ime, “etter attention ‘to. selections. ‘could: ‘warm. friendly. ‘audienceé-paiticipa: : ot
1, TROPICANA—"Folies -Rerzere. of “62,”
-Was-. Working the’ Ben ‘Blue, show:
‘|?
Ray Sinatra Qre.
Leunge: Jerry Cilonna,
- solidify her -preséntation:. “tion -tirn. | ‘ Harris - winds’ with |
before Blue. announced, then- ‘Yater: “easily
:
* Royal. Hawsiizn Revue. ‘Al. Ne: Paulis 4.
-Fallish ‘atid: ApiHowy. she: ould; “*San™ : Francisco .? - and: “Just.
int
ve {Dw Bonnet 2...
“ehanged his mind; his:‘Tetirenent.benefit. from ‘some. ¢lothes-horse:Time.” He leaves *tein: ‘hungry. vot
“NEW YORK |
~.
‘Current : session “ secs° Rang AL:-savardrobine:” - Manner - at. the’. mike | ‘Harris: isa ‘talented: arid°see1 “AFRICAN: _ ROOM cry
SRENO-TAHOE:oe
racaribbein, ms
- CAL ~NEVA.
CTahoe)—. Joe. E. | -Lewis,
“Backed. by: ‘guitar, drams and :p:ane: Lis pleasant enought. since “she: teiids able: ‘singer. “seasoned -by:-the’ dis=:; - jobnns ‘Barracuda, Trade’ Winds.
Lovelies.
Matty
BLUE “ANGEL — Barbara. Stréisand, . Jack Jones. Cal-Neyu
“epen - ‘with | “Down ‘by: the: *River- right. ‘to. the’ ‘business: of singing. cipline of- daily radio’ shows over. a George * Kaye:.” Phoenix Singers, :Peter Malneck Orch.- .Ldunge: Freddie Bell znd
‘“Beliboys, Donnie
Brvoks. Linda *“Le:rn
.
- pide,* “swith : audience ny ited. to” In-her-. 16: minutes... Miss Banness'‘} ‘Jong ° period: of ‘years; “occasional ty; Danie} 3:
and Lads; Wilie
Restrum.
; BON SOIR-Nel. “Martin. Three Flames.
“participate. New °° Dait. of. tie act. -“offered . ‘a. “dozen: " SONES;:" Kept:. the.
i and. radio. network. “guest spots. ‘and ' CHATEAU. MAORID—Robeito. & Alicia, |. CRYSTAL BAY. (Tahoe)—Marie Wilson
- showever,." is|.
Ranch's ’ duo.” work. Pace" igs ang. nicely; . Quin. ; f
|
Revue,
‘Novelities,
Andrini
Bros. - °
‘Papi. Campo .Ore.°

- this. Reno outing: with .his. 19-yeéar-.

©

© CabaretBis

Is

such outings. as. this one .at ‘tle| . COPACABANA—Budav.’ Greco, ‘Forbes
‘-HAROLOS — Rusty
Draper...
Andre
. Reoster tail. ‘Whether ‘he: can: be: &:villa, ‘Joseph. Mele Ore. Frank. “Marti Tahoe Co., Johnny. Mann Singers, Delta
Queens. Don::Conn Orch.
:
ae
"weaned :‘away from: WIR is-a quesEMBERS — Afmad: “Jamel: ‘3 _ Aivel we HARRAW‘S -(R€no)—Jack Ross ‘Sextet,
Big Tiny Lite: Robin Kelson Ice. Shicw,
3
EES
‘She's “particularly: With James Beggs, -Dorothy: “Tris-- tion; but the: diskeries: are. missing a: , Shaw
"HAWATIAN: ROOM: = Little: Joe: “ae Lancers, Tune Timers. Dave Sandee end
“Tenw: . Wailani,
effective on such: as “y owre Alueh| "tan, Yaten: ‘Hays.- ‘Stoart ‘Good: : ‘ery’ good’ bet here. oe
-Keola “Beamer. Ioaner,- Hula:: Swinging Lads. Red Coty...
”.

= beth ‘comedy* ‘ahd .voéal...with- the’
‘tin.:‘both.“departméntsé,
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wae: ‘one. “of.‘the more: “dnaportant “The ‘Cat’ aiid the Canary,” “The Jong illness. Three sung“snd three
1 vaudeville ‘agencies, _- and ..repre- .Doughigirls; me ooe “Loose. “Ankles,” -daughters: also survive, =) °|
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Wright; father
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Maddern - Fiske..: Ward later ™ap-. ‘is a ballet dancer.
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daughter, . ‘Hollywood, . July: 20.
Fat her’s an actor.
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is “assistant. manager .of American

” }Guild of Variety” Artists.
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Jack. Hope: the :
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in he Pan.” ‘héfore coiigressional committee on nine: ‘Michael, singer-actress; father
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: Before the’: last: ‘iar’ he staged’ Comnivnist’ activities, His” éxperi~ is a sineer-actor. .
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ef “phe: Duchess*of: Danzig,” ‘one of. “enees. were fhe. basis of the “book, |
“Mr, and Mrs. ‘Charles ‘Tyrrell,
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“
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jo Mr. .and.-Mrs. Julian. Goodman,
“ “Hollywood in 1938and: since: then: and. also ‘the Stella -“Adler: Theatre: _ENSA. : “He. >was: “associated ” with |
son, ‘New. Rochelle, N.Y... July 29.
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Saskat- - Mr. .-and “Mrs:~ Philip. Hindin,_
.". capacity - on’ all “his”: othér :enter: | cently.
: “Fortune Theatre. which is
s managed ‘chew:an’s chief: censor: tor-‘the
past :daughter. ‘London, June. 27: Mother-
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7)” thrée “brothers,” a ‘daughter’: anda. The following year “she” was ‘in ‘the:
_ JOHN. W. HASSARD.
|} eration. He. had: been ‘in charge of
on FeOR By.a former. Marriage;
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© aff-Broady dy musical: ‘Out of This | *“Maj. ‘John W: ‘Hassard, 41, aépu. the film ‘rentals.- department. :of Shows. rep for’ Goodson-Todman ©

: |World." In “1956: she appeared” inity “chief: of thé .Air Force's ‘radio- Gener. al Films ‘Ltd:;:* -in. Regina. jo “ Mr. and Mrs. -John- ‘Hardman, .
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was to Open. his own
d
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*. sal distributing: organization Jed: “ton.
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tour ¢sroups ut to. many.
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“Mis. Mark . Miller,
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of the world. in “recent. Years...

speech, radia and- tv. at the]: “His: wife -‘and. iwo. rothers sur- daughter; Santa Monica, Cal. ‘July:
mye Tee

| 28. Father's an ‘actor.‘Mr. and’ Mrs. ‘Michael Ingrams,

Sawin, son and. ‘daughter. London,
JOHNNY. LONDON.
“Jack. Henry Sheridan, 36, ~ Astie- ‘July 24. Father -is a ty. per sanality

. ANTHONY: MILITEELO.”

ve “ville. N.C. radio personality,

“Anthony = \Tony). - Militello,... a

known ‘and interviewer. .Mother is achess
©

professionally .‘as. Johnny London; Vi Trouncer.

Mr.. and.’ Mis, . Josef Shaftel,”
‘During. thé: 1920"s ‘and. 30°S.‘Hame! of ‘Love. -Her- last ‘role. was: in: ‘the fongtinie * Puitarist.,. and: -Banjoist.. died. July. 20. after: a short -illness.
yy “mone
Hollyw cod, “Aug. 2.
. companies, . though smal, | off-Broadivay. production’ of: Not; -died. of. a.héait “attack- last. week | “Sheridan Was. program director daughter,
of.
radio
station
WSKY.
and
had
his
Father.
isa film and tv producer.
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the”
playing’
Eriough’ Rope.", She. also played. in} while
John Clark. san,
Mrs.and.
-Mrto!
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.Mack Sennett comedies. and later. al:
radio ‘wnd-1w ‘Shaws. 0... “itaurant - in.” Niagara: Falls, Nc -Y..A own Show.:. Prior
Asheville. ‘he. had a. radio. program: July 31. “New York.
Father ‘is‘series ‘of. successful; cartoon films; ‘nunicraus
wid”‘brother: survive. ‘resident of” Buffalo, he plaved: at. with WCKR in Miami, Fla:, where: ‘the. ‘copyright attorney. associated.
mother.
Her:
‘«:» Hetwas one’ of the: founders. of thé- [the old /Shea’s ‘Buffalo. :‘Theatre
_.. Motion .Pieture’ Assn: ‘of America.
| ard: -at. one. time ..was..a- sideman‘ he:was known, as Johnny: Midnjeht. with ‘Julian T. Abeles.vin, opyAN: EVANS: :
Jol Mr.) and. Mrs. ° Bill
Fekait,
ne Hammons ‘also started: and: was the.
Ww ith - the’ “Horace Heidt :Amateur|”: a
“AUGO: PEDELL °
“daughter.
New “York.
Juiy 317.
a head. of the. Educationat Film’ Ex-* . : Evan Evans: 73. # song and dance!: Show.
died
July
;
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Y "+ change, Inc::-originally. formed-.to ™man for half a ventury,
He also’anpedréd as:-puest. ‘golo- * Huge’ ‘Pedell, 48;'a ‘society.band: ‘Parents are, Br oadway . set end:
:
nyt encourage the‘showiing” of foreign} [22 .in Pittsburgh.” Ne. broke’ in’ asf;list: With: Buffalo. Philharmonic: and’ leader; died .Aug.: 1 in’ New York.: ‘costume designers. .
a_ meniber ‘ofa ‘triv in: 1912.-andi i plaxed cat various’. ‘western- New -During -the”1920's “he was a guitar‘Mr, and: Mis. Zack Matale n,son,
wo “ional: Pictures became: the Helding! ther €armed™ with Sis"wife., ‘Helen: York:. -restaurants:’ and niteries;- -ist w ith ‘Eddie. Davis’. band .at La- New "York.. July..29. “Mother”.
PS gompany . for’‘Tiffany’ Produetions..“Hartz. in’ 1914.
- His’ Bie: $
son:sand.“daughter. ‘sure rue’s supper club. He ‘later played actress. Elizabeth’ : Seal: hes . on,
.. Outside: ‘of one” ‘yea: sycheni“the!vive.
with” ‘other. ‘hands: and formed -his. ‘actor. Husband, and wife sill co“act was’ ‘billed v8: Hartz: & ‘Flowers.
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.
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.[ in the. Dark.’".. _
* PHONES |¥POSTER.
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:Evans Jand:: “played Jal. the: ‘major: “"Phorhas .F: Doster: : ‘48. ‘fornier: Wife; mother and. sister ‘survive. Mr: and Mrs. Neduek. son. > Aug.
“athéatre circuits. suniimer’ sfork.. ‘and’!padio: and. ‘television. personality im ee
1; “Milwaukee.
He's. a dcejay on.
. Hiteries. In- “4 9373.-"EV ans’ added- “his |the Atlanta’ area, died July: 29.-in
*Naniey. om “Appel, 49, ‘a“reporter WISN, Milwaukee. at
AUG, 8.1961‘two! children, “Lester and: ALaryetta,, ithat cifv. He. was. a-radio ‘announcer |: and. editor for The Associated: Press
‘the: act and the:ERAN; F amilyi for.-WAGA. -former Storer: - chain. in New York since 1944, -died. Aug. —
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"duced. ‘documentary’: ‘ shiol ts-. that’: Heart atlaek ‘July. 31 in Holly: Wood. duictions. ee
- Aeneid. G. Mason, 7, ‘who: ‘tiad Lew: .. Wasserman, | stated: “All:
“His. wife: ‘two daughters; ‘brother: * Parents. ' “iwo™ brothers and”a played. ith the .U.S..Navy..Band | monies: and. ‘commissions now cue”
_ +» Wwere“released. through) Paramount.
:"1-and “other bands ‘and ‘orchestras| and unpaid are payable’ ‘in. ateerdSy
sister.survive.
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He ‘served as-film ‘consultant ‘avith; and: sister ‘survive: a
‘Ethroughout ‘the. United States and: ‘ance With the company’s: ‘cusfom* "the General: Précision ‘Raulniient |
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3: in.-Los |Katz, in. ‘Chicago:: died July.31: in - Frank Cc.‘DiPriina, 65; njusitian. ‘sations and commissions computed:
His wile and: WY: Si: teks survive. ‘talent, agent, .died- Aug.*
1 Angeles. “He is” best,’ rememb¢red_ Palm: Springs. Cal. ‘He -.was . also: died :-July :22, in Los Angeles... He ‘to be received ‘by you under con-*
+ for. the =series ‘of: “Dr. Christian:|| in charge ‘of realestate acauisitions | Was :traveling with the road com: Aracts or ‘employment-‘previously
: XICTOR. ARDEN
“ Wietor Arden. 69; archestéa: ‘Wad: films. which |Starred: ’‘the. late’ Jean|.for’ Publix. Great ‘Statés Theatres. -pariy. of: ““Carnival,* playing: in the ‘negotiated tor, and all other sums, ..
| string section: Surviving are -wife, which may hereafter ‘become due,’
: io
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- He. was. familiar: to:“anitlions who \. Survived‘by:‘tite.‘and‘som:
sly Heed. Brown: Jr:. 63: an. actor’“ford “arthar’ Berkel ey. “66.“character sions. of the particular contract or
“2 -“daneéd to his records; plavér-pianoj -.:
Hollywood. |arrangement ‘or guild regulation |
"HERMAN WEBER.
oe -“l mote than. 40 -vears.- died. July 26. ‘actor, died July” 29 in;
> + _rolls,..listened .to. his. radio broad- |
) or. agreement . applicable thereto.”
_{ Sister. survives. ;
." @asts on! saw: his ..film- shorts. «Hel. 2 iternan’ Weber, 16: “ayho was AS- in Mount:-Vernon, N.Y."
ace
Whether the. issue will go. to
+, greated a tivo-piano -act with’ ‘Phik ‘Zociated: With” ‘his. brother Harry. in} “He began his acting career after ;
“Mother,:
60:
6
of
Michael.
Tantiuéel.
|
court or whether. it will. be worked
i
York
a.
brief.
peridd
|
fn-the
construction
|.
the.
“operation
“of:
-aNew.
|
: Ohman. that was featured :in Roxy
” Theatre. ‘broadcasts: for many. years.|“‘Caudeville. ‘agency ‘some. ‘Sears ago,.‘business “Rrown* apneared |jn. Mure. ‘ producer of “This Was Burlesque. *{ out -hy. conferences, remains to

a Aug.‘6.in:Bristol Fa.after a be seen,
¢
SThe® name’:“Victor. Arden’as: ar died, AUR 3 in ‘Los
s “Angeles, Office »nérous: Broadway: plays including | died”
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ie ELLIOT NORTON;
N
The Boston,Record

-,

i ae “Charming, irresistible : “he struts: ds. Ioeyshould,
a
“siniles™-

8
2

“and lsers” and: preens. after’the fashion: of all ‘the brash. Joeys:in and:out:of Show: Business
~ SteveLawrence i
is.
: “Shorply. authentic: and: brightly. arising.
ER

—_'.

La ELINOR HUGHES, The Boston Herald.

21 Sr Stewe’-Lawrence;.a-TV: ‘and; ight club
_ ‘Giger: with a voice,: and: ‘the Vdcting. talent for...
- . this difficult:‘assignment, Several’ gifted,young:

7

; ooo Ea men: ‘have. made their: reputations as: Joey,”
them
rs,; “among
= Lang.” |
Mr.
“LaGene Kelly, Bob Fosse and Harold ©

wrence need apologize’to.ton
e.

A

“of them. .
: ” KEVINKELLY, The Boston Globe.
tetas
“Unlike some. ‘vocalists who stray. into:the‘Suminer theatre,
- Lawrence: is ‘measurably, talented.” He ‘understands dias
7 “somatic. characterization dnd °Joey, after” all,is not easy ‘to...
os “projects aly Johri O'Hara’ Ss‘writing, Joey’hag Been: coldly:

os observed’ and realistically: set down... Ittis much: to Law:pa
. : Tence’ ‘S credit that fe’.portrays. him-exactly” aS, ‘written. an™

* addition,’ of course, Lawrence: is .a ‘first tate" Siriger’. and.

[ Se handles th
the
» Rogers and
c Hort
} score€ withaffluent Base
e
‘arid.
3oz ;Charm."

an 7 TheHartiord. Times.
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:

:

Tr Ts “Lawrencé: has. chosenoné’of. the:demanding. eles:in.
me! modern. musical: ‘comedy. for his’ first: outing and hé':$‘dons.
ae _stemiarkably. well with a ‘portrayal that challenges. even. the’ : “ ~
2 “legit: veterans: Mr: ‘Lawrénce. fids several. qualities :that,

“should en¢éourage: further. usé.‘of:his talents” ‘on’ stage. Hes
. = Shas®a beguiling’ charm; ‘a. warm. sense! of ‘humor’ ‘and:a:
—— ‘relaxed quality in.his.movements which’ flavor. his overall:o1 so pérformance and appeal: » They ‘saw. a. fine show and-.
eo
2" quite likely: THE BEGINN ING OF A
A GREAT.NEW. CAREER
-_ ~-FOR, STEVE LAWRENGE!*
me
“New Haven: Journal-Courier

dae

DS,

ae ‘Lawrence made. bigi
impression onthis auidioncs: and at
.
“the ld
final curtain ‘the: appldise. ‘kept him:‘on. the. stage..
Soe
“Cou
be:‘that from here’ on. he:will be
seen more’ often on’.
c .

vo thestage than:in:ni
ghtclu

bs. .
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By ABEL GREEN.
“Abe and.Jules Wiisker,. “quondani|

a)i tmes“:

+ NBC: News is planiing a color.

| film or tape transmission -from
- Europe to. the U.S.: via Telstar
“Broadway. legit. ‘¢ireles. rer. _ |.sometime in the next few weeks,
. Washington; Aug: 14.
ident’. is’ being given. “notable” “Reted in typically’ tradey: fash- z It looked to varivus | AT&T sources,
| parlayed” their: {delly- double”: into| - “he.
-:
‘checked: ‘the 1962 ‘Congres-- “ “Fevognition’ ‘by -the:'present °Ad-1.". ion’ to:.the: news of:the latest - at’ least..after _the first ‘Telstar
‘=the Westchester Dinner. ‘Theatre on: |.sional “Directory. and Senator. ‘} ministration. and ‘it turns’ out that | Soviet: ‘satellite. achievement, ~’
shots, that action color. w ‘as highly
. Yonkers .(N.¥.)= Tuckahoe’ ‘Road—- -. Kenneth B:. Keating ‘NY-Rep)’.. .[ the .Presiderit’s. “Wife, Jacqueline aeiv AL. ‘Boxoffice. “man -merely . improbable, but, as it happens,
a. putt from.the. Yonkers’ Raceway |. "is ‘only., senator isting himself ‘Kennedy, is. ‘piaying | ‘girl im-. - shrugged - “Off:.the --news, re-— “everything about - Telstar .seenis.
™ mn
. ehave: clicked: with. their’ ‘eabaret-] - « as ia: membei™ ‘of:a. ‘theatrical: ”+ presario”. in, -a - big-:.way.” ‘Show
marking,’ iia ae
On. Jtwo- ‘to be: technically fine,” said ‘one
-musicomedy .-operation.’ Starting : > talent “union:.
‘e
: -authority,
;
-|“business -has been” “quick to take |\. fers." alan
“ “with Lilo’recteating her “Can-Can’oh ‘He's. Amerijean”:~ Guild’‘of. -} note. Talent in White House terms |=
AT&F, which controls Telstar;
a“Tseems: ‘to’ be both: ‘professional and|.:
ox f a artety.Artists., 7oi
plans to miake ‘time: available to
‘The: : - Pros : perform, . in~ 1 amateuir.. °
, each. of the three ‘tv network news
Vastpei 5 theyhave *parnumea |:
|e the: amateurs outddors, as: a
* orgs
each week,’ probably
on
“their -barn- like ingerior.-from $17,=
jase dine Pro Sor. “Non:pro,
|-Wednesdays and. Thursdays. Today.
+ 000. “up. to” ‘$30; 000- “Wweekly grosses: :
‘none’ -is. ‘paid:.
*talent:|
‘(Wed.)-a ‘feed is expected, so is’
: Mah
Dan: Daileyhit: that:‘peak: figure.|
‘Minions * or: civic: "groups -defray.
another tomorrow... Times. of the
"on. the. fourth: :-week..of. his. “Guys
| expenses,
feeds will probably |change .from
. Land ‘Dolls® ‘vehicle, .‘the. legit mu-:|
’ Mrs. ‘Kerinedy. imay.”“next :
intro: .
week to’ week, with CBS and NBC
= gical: preteding. :‘the.- ‘jtist-opened |.
“duce ..jazz, never before. heard: at:]}.”.
shooting for early afternoon trans-~
- “Plain :and_ Fancy” wherein film-tv.|
missions and. ABC ‘which has an
j.the:: ‘Executive. Mansion. ' Benny | '
. Cowboy: star (anid portrayer of. other
f.
| Goodman, “recently- innovating --inAl. p.m. repért). is angling for A
".Foles) ‘George. ‘Montgomery - is sur-y
Russia, ;is.) expected... ‘to: pee “the |:
feed later in: the evening. Since.
The. most ‘expensive. nightclub
“prisingly:. at -edse’ in, ‘this: Amish.|all ‘three webs will’ probably. have’
choice. ae
“musical: -“Although «.‘nO: song-and- |. them;
Recent big”play. Yn: press:-given’ bookitigr’‘in: historyis in ‘the making. _to.-“split’ an orbit’ among
Deal.
is,on-the verge of:being inked ‘no- telling which way. the little
_ dance. man, he is: “okay” ‘for -his|
. Seattle, Aug: 14, | the. youth: orchestra: and. ballet of
“ ehores: “‘Subjeatured: are: Bob: Sha:|*’ che:“Mexican. cruise’ ship™ “Aca-.i ineNational ‘Music “Camp ‘at Inter- for. ““‘My ‘Fair Lady”. to. play. the tug’ o° war will .go or, for that
ae | Thunderbird |Hotel, Las Vegas, for.
“ver (juve) ‘and: Meg’ ‘Myles’ -(singer.; ipuléo: -moored:: here .as -a- ‘floating :1:
matter, whether AT&T, which has
7 MContinued, on page, 62).
.|.a: “reported. :$60. 000 * “weekly.” As plenty of other requests ‘to process,
whio -proves “surprisingly: effective hotel’ and. nightclub. for: the’ Seattle |:
a| currently: blueprinted; the ‘legiter wWH1-even héed network Tequests
: comedienne),~ along©with Lisa}World's Fair.: will’ up. ‘anchor :and ‘|-which closes: at the. Broadway. The- ‘on special times.
“Drake (good. prima);. -Cyrithia. Prive!leave. “sometime: . in’. September,
‘atre ‘at-the end. ‘of the. month, will
ingen) -Kenneth: “Smith” (stern, ‘ahead: of" ‘schedule; with - ‘up:. to.a
. Meantime; : NBC .News hopes to
‘go on. ‘tour,. ‘then. “hit ..the©easino|-doa bit'on the changing ‘of the
-Aniish - father), - ‘Jeanne: Richards $500: 000" logs:‘on ‘the. venture.
country. around Nov: 25: for 4. mini- |.
gn: Jack:Mutray;:. :
“(Continued on page 62)
Operators”
“of.
the’
Acapuléo
|
say!
mum ‘four-week. stay and. options.”
' Logistics ‘and: economic’ 6: these ;
they. “will drvdack- the ‘ship. -about‘musicals
~ designed-for-strawhats..
“The $60,000: ‘purchase ° price: -is'}:
midSepteinber.
in:
‘preparation.
for
* “evidences ‘much::savvy, stemming |:
said ‘ta: be. $20, 000 more’than the
<spresumably. from , ‘packagers Carl ‘a. cruise ‘back to Los: Angeles. and: bo Hollywood -fs. taking. of. a new. Thunderbird’ s‘nitery room can take
* Sawyer; - Richard Scanga. BE: :Gary _Acapulco:" ae
| and: more -‘wholesome:look.. -being -in., The, casino activity is. expected.
= Local’ backers" of.the- ‘Acaputea: almost: devoid. of ‘the Subject mat- ‘to. make .up :the difference.'-The
“McHugh who: are ‘the “presenters”
at this: Wilker’s” Westchester Din- were. ‘critical © of *. World?s: : . Fair’ ter. that: “in” recent.” years has ‘figure. is also‘ more than: the :long-|projections...
on’ fhe. need © - for ‘brought . “frowns | ‘from. ‘observers ‘runner is ‘now grossing’on Broad‘ner’ Theatre. .Trio: - operates the
‘. Meadowbrook. -(N.J.): Dinner “‘Thea- |:rooms, ‘but. ‘conceded’ ‘the. estimates | atnong -.the. clergy,:parent-teacher. ‘way. It’s ‘currently ‘hitting. under
‘Tel Aviv. Aug. 14.
“had...beeri.““sincere
errors.” ..The.:| groups, official cenisotship :“panels,, $40,000, still a profitable figure ‘for
., treat.Cedar Grove, N: J. a 40-week
1 ship’s stay: ‘here is ‘a joint. ‘venture
1 the: ‘show, long .amortized, and now | - Israeli -_puritanism has finally
_ {Continued on Page 52)
‘between ‘Seattle. Backers: ‘and the Leae. most recent’ 400.‘scripts sub: the. veeord-holder ‘in terms: of ‘lon- ‘succumbed ‘to ‘the’ charms -of.: the
| Mexizan’ :‘government's . . Natumex:! mitted. to. the" Production”: Code Fgevity.: ‘It’ has. ‘already surpassed striptease—local -niteries are fea| Line. It is estimated that. the local’ ‘Adninistration- have :no -bearing: at os“the “South - Pacific”: run.turing: lecal and foreign strippers.
group Will have: a $200: 000:-loss' and: ‘all. 6n \gangsterisin, juvenile. delin“"Lady,’".of course, will. make con- Among. the. latter are -Finnish-born
“tthe. Mexican. gov ernment: ‘will drop ::
~quency,. dope. addiction or abortion..: “siderably ‘more money at its Vegas’ Maria.. Michelson: of the Paris
|.$300, 000."
'. ““There’s .a -brighter.‘look .all: run. than ‘itis now doing on Broad- Crazy Horse’ Saloon (who enters
“-Othér floating hotels:aré.the big. “around. in the.pictures coming. up.” Lavav’. - “For. it’ will ‘have: no theatre’ Naked and dresses up): and PortuDominion. ‘Monarely: and: ‘the:Catala,*This quote: is rom: a/-report by]?rental. to.” pay, and: stagehand. and. guese. July. Mendes. ‘whose only
“The: Dominion will stay. ‘until the.| Geoffrey. M.- - Shurlock,. admiinistra- musie costs. are. borne by the ‘hotel. garments ‘are two live snakes.
” Seattle, Aug. ¥4..
"The. only. major increase will-be the | “Since Miss. ~Michelson’s arrival
is. over. “E: “AY. Black, backer; ;-tor. -of. ‘thé. film _industry’s Code, to}
“Indiang are: on .the:. warpath’ at: "Pair
of. tle: ship: “said. ‘biz.‘had. peeni |‘Eric’ A; Johnston, president of the ‘higher’ scale for... the | performers it’s- difficult to reserve a table at

“Licensed to.
0 Sing?

"Shubert “Alley.Wheeze

“By LES: CARPENTER :

Jacob: Bernstein. ‘of *Roches:
-rios’ ‘and. racing stable. ow ners, who!
.
ter; N.Y..-inforiis Variety that’

NFL:60GWeekly
i Vegas DealCould

= Means$Flaing
HotelatSeattle's
AiairDrops.5006!

SetAlltime Mark

| Wholesomenessh

Hwood “Comeback!”

leraehPolice Look Other
-Way as Tel Aviv Strippers

Provide New Tourist Lure

“IndianVilligeBravesHit
Marpath at SeattleFawr? |
No Wampum
un in'3:Weeks |

the Seattle -World’s.-Fair. :Troupe.
‘good,., but. did: not: know - at j
: Motion. Picture. ‘Assn.’ of. America. |
vate the. Indian: Village’ on ‘Show: Pretly.
Shurlock:. ‘concedes - ‘that - there|:’
Street, -led:. by -“Jim-:- Owens, an}. present. AW hether’ there - will: be.ay“may: be... some . ‘départures froin{.:
XContinued
‘on,
Page.
62)
” Assiniboine “Chief, say -they :hadn' ty:
es ‘purity: He notes. ‘the .100-scripts he;
; been

‘paid: for ‘three -weeks

80.

“-¢losed the . Village: ‘Thursday (Qi:
Indians. ‘have. been: “meeting: with
Fair’ ‘officials’ ‘to ‘find “a :way. out‘:

Adria,‘the city’s. plushest’ night‘club.: At. ithe | Hinga-bar, Israel's

Continued, on,base. 63).

Striptease * “pioneer,” Miss

Mendes’ ©

hardly. have space to. writhe. .
Irs
NATIONAL EVENT: - _|-snakes
With- the trend to: ‘peelers, the.
months away for the. ‘Most’ part but}
more sophisticated niteries are los‘A GABLEspony’: | only’ six.of these. are.“bothersome.” » SAMGOLDWYN AT 80):ing clients. Particularly .affected
"|-Fefers «to° are- for- shooting - some

“AS A VIDEO SPECIAL,

‘He. .adds,- though, “We're .getting |.:
“Hollywood; “AUB. 14. | are such.spots as the Theatre Club
such”good” cooperation: from: pro-| "_Samnuel”“Goldwyn, who. turns. 80 which: ‘presents, a Paris-styled satiris-that I'm sure.all.the prob-} ‘on. Aug. 27; will be.‘fetéd. the pre- cal show.:
git
‘Hollywood, ‘Aug.. 14,
|ducer‘will .be resolved from the,
- Only *.two years .ago” the ‘Hinga“MGA: ig readying. a ‘one-hour: Code’ 5. -Standpoint: before” these! Nious -night - by”. seemingly: every “bar:
(
owner was arrested .witen he
biespecal: called **Fhe:-Clark: Gahle |
pictures. are: seen bythe :public.’ facet. of the “film industry’ here. ‘inaugurated Israél's. first strip.
Shurlock’s:-teport cores:,hand}. Affair. will also mark the producer’ s show. ‘He .was charged with. preBiz in Show Street,lias been: slow}. Story.” which will. be’ presented -to

o€ their. predicament. Owens. Said"
-the troupe: is owed .about -$3.500.
Backers. . were’ .jiot-‘available. for
‘comment, but: it's ‘understood: that
‘biz ‘has been slow--at: the: ‘Village. -

for” all - concessions, .except the |-the:netivorks for the-.coming:: Seat hand °virtually _with. ‘the- ex-]:50th anni as a: filmmaker, his initial| senting .an obscene program. The

Krofft's ‘puppet showin. Le Petit: S00, - ‘It could bé the forerunner of “pressed sentiments of ‘many. film pic.having: been “The ‘Sauaw Man” laws. haven’t changed. but the -an-.
. ‘Theatre “‘arid": at: ‘Gfarie: -Hansen’s/other specs. about ‘film ‘greats. once | producers ‘and: picture” campany | in: 1912.

-

“|thorities ‘are taking a mdre

Paradise. International. .Operators |in “the. . Metro: ‘stable; a’studio |executiyés, “They've been: saying, of j Backers" “of.thé. ‘dinner, “t8-be attitude toward -peelers. .

- have “tvied.. various ways: 6f. boost: |spokesiian ‘said,

|} late almost in unison: that the pub-| held’-at ‘the- Beverly: Hilton ‘Hotel,

liberal "

‘Believed: to be behind the: police

_-ing “trade, “but so far’ -none ‘has‘}..” A. J.. Russell Was signéa toscript.jlic ‘is: fed: up’ with .sex. shenanigans |‘said.it:will honor: Goldwyn because relaxation... is .Israéi’s- ‘increasing
*! paid’ off: ‘The: Girls. of'the: -Galaxy. the Gable . bid,...W hich’ will consist! on the‘screen unless done, ‘Tightly ;he “riever compromised with “his! tourist trade. Some 160,000 visitors

Show. now: -fedtures.-teetiage. rock of. ‘clips :plus other. ‘footage; the “and ‘tastefully:

©.

:

guiding..principle that every.Die-|trekked through the country last

‘n’-yolt” unit in the «afternoon and | form.of which. is now being worked.” . Heavyweight.. ‘romanicé,.. either} ture‘ he made. hiad.to live-up to the. year: and“ it. was: obvious that not» Badkstage US.A. has.
S:added-aa“tas: | out ‘by: ‘Russell:and:Producer ‘Ted ‘hoy-girt. ‘or.“othierwise,.seems to be highest. ‘standard “Of.
ee
lio
of them confined their attention
e holy:points of. interest.
to the
‘ing:
“getting the. ‘hoot.
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_Pans,Fashion-‘Openings |
By LUCETE ‘CARON —:
Paris, ~Aug.. “he. . ing: a furore’ in’‘theHauteCouture
* satellite’ shaiters. entire “coutire “World.:

;

‘Chicago, Auig.4s
Hsther Williams od?
A great- Chicago . theatrical, jana] a!
Millee. Taggart, the 22-year. te
ork will die when Henrici’s Res-|
old
‘girl from. Ottawa; IIL., who}:
taurant.goes dark: tomorrow: 'Wed:) } .
after 94 years as a "veritabie. salon 7 described her. experience’. as
‘an uneast legit. actress ‘in
-a
“Ine on -

for the. greats, and near-greats of}.

“recent. VARIETY

article,

; ‘protocol a, ’ . Sensational. comeback:

{

‘By. ‘showing. ‘their’ ‘désigns ‘dhead- .vived the :eleganice, fun: ‘and: spirit -.
| of" time to millions’ of. Americans|:
‘of. the: Brand old. Gays OES“the.
| Evia.” Telstar,’ Dior. and Balmain. ;eouturel
‘| broke ‘the: sacred: release. ‘date. Thet=

AGVA.
mained decorous. to the end, prid- |° joined

ing itself. in its Victorian | decor and
its. turn-of-the-century.. ‘otto . of |
There -was |.
“no orchestral din."
neyer music at Henrici’s;. only”good 1

food and good talk...
‘Enrico Caruso.‘ate gargantuan ;
spaghetti dinners. at,.Henrici’s--be-

-. Silhouettes: ‘are feminine *w
withe:

_:} Press . counterattacked.:- by - pub-

dishing "|
top:secret ‘sketches,. -start-|: ‘out. ‘frills -and’. «gimmicks. | Every.’
leurve'is fitted. like a glove, ‘longer

Bob Maxw: ells.“Aqua” ‘Spectacle.” ~.Miss Paggart’s dad is‘Com- 5

| Jackets . and. sweaters. are.-pulled -

missioner of Streets in‘Ottawa, .. | a

i...

“ART <MMOSS.

| BergenRefutes
- Joey Adams On
1 Amy ‘Circuit’

-down, “heiis ‘cover: the’ kiees -“tbut
os; “‘No.. -more, : tubular '_ sheaths, - are |.
: | vampishly: : ‘slit ‘up‘ one- degs.. As.
"| tweedy -shagg¥-dog. ‘look. fer-. ‘day;.

‘Tread
iio |
DBOutof36Pix

of. “ManagRing. “Director- of :“FREE! 7

fore his performances ‘one. of the|
few performers. to eat heartily ‘before a show, according to a veteran.
-of the restaurant). -Sarah ‘Bern-|
hardt held. innumerable-farewell |

‘op atfaire: Telstar” “hdy or:
ésmay

: |of ex-Dior™-wonder-boy :Saint. -Lau--|not
;
hurt ‘buyers.: or will. ‘put. ‘the. :
rent°,3 °,: New :Shapes ‘cling. and: |quick-copy “boys out of. _-business,'* |
-l- curve. but Hide’ the: knee. .Paris Another historical. event: Was. Yveg? “Fashions: made’ international hhead-}. Saint Laurent’s smash: hit*¢Opening, |:
1 - tenes. for. a@ week:
‘The: new: young --dictator : jas: ree-..:

theatri¢al, : liferary: and political
” genue_ ‘Studying to..Be.. Char-" (|
life in the ‘Windy City. A.-haven
-acter ‘Actress,” has got a job at -for the performing and: ‘intellectual |.
last—as".a ‘swimmer. . ‘She has: :
elite for nearly. a century. it re-}
:She’ll tour with’ a

dinners there, and John Batrymore

ated

|

: |plumes” and: the’: dark. ‘sparkle|of

DOMLAND;. New. ‘York, says.
- We
discoveréd
early : in _ our ee
‘operation: : with’. “the. booking '. ‘of

. “paillettes: for ‘“evening. The’ 1963. =
‘| woman will knack -“em ‘over!
vies

‘Dior ‘opened .w‘ith ‘the: traditional”
-huHlaballoo ‘of ‘a “Hollywood: pre-miere: jammed: salons, ‘flowers to:
‘| the.‘ceiling, - v oluble: - women,

-SPAUE “ANKA,. that-:name -artists.| ”

4 With: assured following: guaranteed: 7
ANKAT
capacity businéss::
PAU
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“directed :by. Yuri. “hecome™ ‘part |of a white slave ring)’ eee
:
ue Chutukin, ‘The-docuinéntaties. ‘en... operating’: if nightclubs and.
. .: teted in” “compétitive: Section: in-° har ems. we
oly
- e@lade:” “That's -- ‘How -Moskovites’, - -: The entire: aftate’‘came to:‘itent|4
oo:

runs, Sept.’ 16" y heya ‘Bochum-borh .dancer, Ma-|.
. “Build.””’ Fest, which’
rry

Mondo sulle Spiaggie” ‘(The World
on. the: Beaches” , directed by.
Renzo. Rossellini. :

lwDestroysPrintsAfterSix Years

:... 23,:will.also’-ea
feature -pix-en:~ rita. ‘Sclitibeft. attempted: .to~get- ‘al:
-- tries’ frdém-. -Czechosloy akia (“Cow--* passport:-to,come- back to Germany; |
: ard’. ‘by: - Jiri’. Weiss)::‘and: Poland -and* appeared at--a consular Office 7
’ Maiirid, Aug. 4.
‘cleared .for exhibition. after pay(Tadeusz, ‘Konwicki's Hallowe’ en). With’ faked _papers.. Mees
~ Yugoslavia’ ‘has. SO- far not: nomi-.. * Hoornwee- ‘received four yesirs‘tnt. ‘the:‘anusiual:b.o. success. of “The |‘iment. of duties. and dubbing fees.
i Tiated any. ertries. ‘but. is getting a. “fail: sat hard.” labor, -‘and --his. wife | Lady: of: the: .Camelias,”: -s film| /Other showcase reissues: brought.
back ‘before the ‘six-year limitation
ae ‘special “Tribute” program: ‘during: drew:oe theees ear. sentence.
classic, of the. early: 130s: starring ‘expires .are ‘The’ Giant’ and “El
‘ithe festival ‘Which is being opened‘.
val, Greta: Garbo, -has-distributors aiid: ‘Ultimo. ‘Cuple:” Strong showing: of.
ol! by’. Irish Minister: far: “Sustice :
ae
classic teissucs. is expected ‘to’ set.

. - Gualtiero Jacopetti. ‘who wrote’
and . directed “Mondo -Cane™: (A
Dog's - - orld),
already
has’
‘prepped .a. survey of’ worldwide
womanhood.

in

anotiier:: Cineriz

release, “La Dorina. nel Mondo”
(The Woman. Around: the World)
in the..same ‘provocative manner,
Meanwhile, other filmmakers areapparently bent on cashing in on_

.“‘Cane’s” giit-edged title by calling.

their upcoming items’.“‘Mondo In‘exhibitors. searching -film. archives|
= Charles ‘Haughey..
‘Ticket‘Séalper:Gets
fame”. {Infamous World), “Mondo.
| for.-similar’ productions: to ‘weather: a “pattern for future. summer Bro.| Proibito” (Forbidden World), and’
: JaikTerm: in: Tokyo|
vy The: U.S. Wwhich“fashung’‘back:
gramming. ‘and: slir interest °

3

a From: the- Cork. Fést, diy past. years,”
a

S

* Tokyo, Aug. T-

‘\‘summer’

doldrums. ° “Still . going |Spain's: own hits: of the past.

|
“sen | strong | in. its’ ninth. week: “on-;the
on desending “The Glass | Cage." Sch ore citys,* Higher Court.:
main‘ stem;. “Lady”. ‘was.: - followed |.
tenged*. a. titket ‘scalper’, to:: Jail. for:
: Antonia’. “‘Santean, “an
| py.Teiumph:".-directed’
: sretted “of:
» "Day
vby>
| the. ‘fitst.- tine “when: . bagmaker: last -week by. ‘another. early-’30s|-

ToFilmJapan’$Olympics

even “Poreo

Mondo di Notte No;

1 which very roughli

translates-

‘as“‘A Pig’s World at Night Number.
| One: " This’ one is: announced by

‘Panda. Film.‘of Rome. |
:- Tokyo, -Aug;- T
overruled: Vampire | of. Dusseldorf.” Reissue |:
-brought
cheers
from.
thecritics,
|.
/ selargest-“number: : to.be: ‘nominated the. $150 fing imposed ‘by‘the.‘Tokyo,
“Confirmation was made.. that
|
Lightburn’ SsSetup
‘who- helped:stir interest and. boxof-. Akira . ‘Kurosawa, ‘many. times :a ‘Robert:
by any:.country...-"
{District ‘Cour oe
Robert Ligihtburn, president. of:
: Eight countries: so ‘farhave ‘made “Kurita was chard
sed with.séalping ‘Ice. trade to guarantee Teyival ‘Sate-, prizewinner at: global film ‘fests,
cess,
would |direct.: ‘the picture to.” bé Training’ Films, has set up Cinema
entries: in, the ‘feature list. and. 14 tickets last” January” for:the ..boff.]|
: Spanish law, however: “requiring | made -at: the. 1964 Olympic Games, ‘Center in Manhattan ‘as. an: umhave: ‘named documentaries. There. “West. Side. ‘Story’ (UA).-at:. the
brelja ‘to: handle distribution of ine
--Jhas’ been-no homination ‘from Brit- Piceadilly: “He has... “been “in ..the the: ‘destruction’-.of. : film: ‘prints.| here.
.
: While Kurosawa. ‘asked for . a | dustrial ‘pix, Slides, etc.
" ; “Bin. -although ‘Stephen’ Coughlan, ' -husiness: for: fite: ‘years. and. had after a title has: been exploited for
Plans ‘are almost afoot to ex‘budget.
.in
excess.
of
$1,500
000
for!
"six:
years,
-is
‘an
:obstacle
to.
large:
}
‘$calping.
of
s
'. Fest. press.’ officer,.“says. “geveral’; “18 previous. conviction

_:. Irving: Pichel.together: ‘with, -nine’ ‘Katsuji. Kurita, was. directed: to the: ‘¢lassic——the- Fritz‘ Lang’ opus,, ‘‘M,,
ae entries ‘in the: documentary: ‘class, |pokex. after’ “the “court

oe “countrias: whieh* have’ ‘announced: gach *time“ escapitig “with-:. a fitie. ‘scale * ‘reissue of.:‘past: hits. Both ; ‘the project..the Olympic ‘Organiza: :‘-pand into

theatrical. and

tv: pie

_; their” intention’. of‘: participating Scalpers..are-a;common Sight ‘here}“Lady” ‘and: <M’ ’7 were. -imported }.-tion Committee: favors a. lower fig-} _ production.. Lightburn ‘says sevrat: ~roadshow:. : cinemas ‘showing, Ait \ through -normal.“channels. .-appar- .-ure. -A compramise ‘s~F expected to| ‘eral original. screenplays: are under.
Jy ive’ ‘not:selected films:“forSeren |
| consideration. rently for:
£ the first,Sime, ‘and.
1 were be.Feaghed. '
;
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Seeset DAVID PHARMON: CHARLES. BEAUMONT and.
WILLIAM ROBERTS Steen Storyby.
» DAVID:p. HARMON assed ie
BueaGn: by oR.agrmaannrasinen
he,
HairyDatesdusctenoy
‘GEORGE PALOweredoy.HENRY LEVIN.« eis and’Muse by BOBMERRILL.“Meat
atesinand
ngs6wouacer

i

t

ee

NEW 1
Yo RK.
ete 4 oaienest eating: o Help yourself.to, happiness with 'The Wonderful World: :
“OF The. Brothers Grimm.’ Toa wonderful invention called:

ce

vee Will:charm: =
+Enchariting production. Delightful...
othe: hearts: of. the -young-in yeors-and spirits. ‘Cinerama has-been. added real. lifestories. ofreal people,
. their dramas, their comedies. Scenes are amazing. BreathfromM-G-Miin1 Cinerama.” —JOURNAL-AMERICAN

~-Cinerama’ ‘s:-wornder world is.
ihere.tosey!
yi

taking splendor
—DAILYNevis ad

‘LOS ANGELES
a

“SAN FRANCISCO

ig hit.Fantasy, comes.‘brilliantly: to‘the.‘scteen—a: ‘milestone. for a

a theatregoers: ‘of all ages—is-a first: forCinerama- but certainly won oe
- el

thattelevision:<can’never” match.’Wee
ad a Test,Something |
he

og

REESE

OE

“HERALD. EXAMINER

eK,

Es

a "Beautiful pictureand’happyjoyous:‘ivsical—will have its:delights. _
Soo
te teat TeL_HOurwoos CiTIZEN news.
allthefamily.”rE
oo fons

|

: “Made: a1 colossal debut ‘last ‘night in the sweeping, tri-paneled,
multi-sonic .process. ©‘Overwhelming ‘beauty will entrance any
: ‘youngster. and: put.most adults: into a relaxed, agreeable mood.”

|

—EXAMINER
Three separate brands ofmagic. A.warm and sentimental quality
7 s...:comes to. a moving climax. Enchanting scenery of the Rhineland
cds|introducedtastefully, for
f picturesque and romantic backgrounds.”
. — CHRONICLE

_ PHILADELPHIA.

“BOSTON.

| a.movie: forall‘ages, and: do not.
Feelabashed
K's‘sute:
delight forthewhole: famnily,.which shouldtein for: -ethis is
—INQUIRER
" co Teavelee.:SS
7 “ityou.enjoy itmore than the. children ae
|
years inthe:cotegoty:ofan‘extra-special treat."
a

le

x

say

te

.

wn

onthe
6 stunning. than
“The ‘message thatGorbo:Talks was inomore

"WONDERFUL: WORLD’ is: a. wonderful film. You'll

¢ f often”.
“one: we:‘got,fastnight.thatCinefame:CanTella Story." —wcoto ae s laugh happily. ever.

" CINCINNATI
se
_

,

:

-

—NEWS.

es

“CHICAGO

|

. “the: Brothers.Grimm ta. |"Most:joytul::‘achievement of this, and. many “other. seasons. is
* :"bvauie = | “‘Cinerama's: riew |production, “THE:. WONDERFUL, WORLD OF THE..
as
Ms ‘BROTHERS GRIMM."
Le
Q
J
-etAMERICAN

. °charm.”
ma: sstets
r Ginaro
“Supe
swith
= loaded
-;
great,movie

ol
+ pathos,broad“humor:
sco.
‘aeSFon “and‘harm «
*

+ =POsTrb,TMesSTAR a

World"-iis: a“stunning: success ay the Alest: Cinerama .
fs“Wonderful.
‘production te blend family.drama, and‘fantasy.with the: complex

DAILY NEWS

-‘three-camera film.process."

CLEVE LAND.

- PITTSBURGH.

qwYgy. hove missod half. your life. if you have not. read, ‘Grimm's
“How. periectly.wonderful isthe telling. No. escaping ari enormous:
Fairy: Tales.’ Now: you. ‘will: miss-the other half.of it if- you do not ~
a “Andéebtedness:to all:concerned: with‘The.Monderful World: of The.
“see the first-story in Cinerama. ‘Pal has done a’miraculous job of
rte «

CS SPOST-Gaze
ne
ake
rs Grimm?"
:
Mothe
e produce.an.“entetfalamient ‘of:soaring —
Malt ‘concerned join’talents.to
.. Imagery, humor, thrills, shscaceler:affects,romance. and‘atways
oe ane 7 wo‘ sePRESS.
1 Tively--even: tumultuous —aetion." *
.

ee

“: ereating. a. film for everyone: Please go.” eons
PLAIN DEALER
aes "Wonderful’ isthe. ward for this "Wonderful. World Of The Brothers .
os

hoe

Grimm: Mr. Pal has made an adult entertainment event—and the,_ Midswit loveenott being talked downfo,tool”
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= Wedueidayy Auguit15,1963.

PICTURES

| Dall
|
Ring.
B
ForkFilms.

- Eady (80% Brit.Labor) Requirement

~ GermansYearnFor.Forgiveness

‘San Roque, Aug. 44. :

“In| the Spanish. “provinces, = I

- the‘bullring serves a dual pur“Coritinued: from pase. Sa
_. pose. -It’s. also the -local- film.
.|
-- house. -Diréctor. Carol -Reed — tertainmeit: ‘features: - ‘(Anti-Mus- |)yon Bergen’ whig was,“the.c‘aoe
: ae
~- found this: out: the hard ‘way solini. ‘films-are dn Preparation Prussian.
when he. arrived here to:-film: ': there.Ed) Sh
ode
oe
es.
‘ristanc
Other
*
a
Colunibia’s - “The: “Running :
The: trend; he.notes; is‘to.‘por: | Tn “Jules ard’ Jim” French. aL”
. Man” ‘using ‘the local “plaza
rector: Francois‘ “Truffaut ° showed: tray
the.
Fascists:
in.
Italian
‘films.
de-toros” as-a. background for:
-| film. sindicato’. has “upped: ‘its ire-|
By HANK WERBA |
as. “simple. men, .jokesters, ‘comic. ‘the character of. an.. abserit-minded,
“quired minimum: -employment -of | °.a -night ..sequence,- -The’ city. ate
| figures,” while =.“the... representa- Germani insect. specialist .who.took..”
Malaga,. Spain, Aug:14:
‘local ‘technicians from, 16° to. 24: in- .? officials |told. ‘him’ that, in hon- “I tives of Germany. at.that time. are| -no- note: of. his .‘Wife's:Jove: affair
~ Sir Carol: Reed is directing (and this |‘particular. . instance. -Produc- | = or: of his. being in ‘San ‘Roque’.
portrayed as murderers; cynics: or|with a:Frenchman, .
. producing) a feature film timed: ‘to. tion supervisor John Dark, is. not’
they had scheduled ‘the -showIn “Jean. Dewever’s ‘fl: “They?
sadists’ ‘on. ‘the. screen.”
coincide with the: annual Malaga. complaining since he has’ taken-on
‘ing of.:“Odd..Man Out”: on the
The riost. . recent “anti-Gérman ‘who: lead ‘the-Hounds,” “German”:
Fair here: This. calls for: consid- ‘more than.a. minimum ‘Spanish’ unit|:- evening. ‘Reed ‘planned: ‘to. film
portrayal. in. an’ Atalian .film: was.| ‘soldiers.were shown. as. ‘drunkards’.
erable feats of cinematic logistics: to bulwark .a British filming com-:
in’ the: “empty”. arena,
‘ready: to. capitulate at the: first: fire.
as the fair. itself is-yendered. more pany of around :75. °2. =
So. ‘instead, of©making’ ‘a |“Fhe Four Days. of”‘Naples, ”_a-pie- |-from. the, French. partisans, .
‘ture: that concerns ‘the growth- of
frantically. active: by. a. building
-Thovie' the director, ‘his -stars
‘On’ the other’ hand, Dark’s’ une:
a
-: boom: throughout, the whole Sun ‘equivocal estimate .is -that:. filming |-. Laurence Harvey, ‘Lee Remick
an «Italian: underground Inovement|.Y “Tyo basic: ‘types: of :“Germans °=
Coast of‘ Spain.
ended: ‘When | an Italian’ soldier. is’ generally appear .in- ‘the. current ~~
and Alan. Bates. went:: out.to
costs In, Spain are ‘2590 Jess’ ‘than.
French:
films,
”
aceording
.
‘to.
the
«
Reed: seeks the color.‘of ami. ocea- those in ‘Italy-or France. His: budget
shot by German: soldiers in Naples..
one: and ‘filmed.the ‘scene the
we

ie

Erases Usual Economies ofSpain|

sion in

which -horsemanship,. ‘old. for- eight full ‘weeks on location, -in-

equipage;: “wonderful. native. cos-" cluding jacked-up, in-season, vaca-'
tumes and folklore values: prevail. -tion: rates authorized: by.. Spanish
“An exuberant. -elan. marks..the :10}: tourist: officials;. does:“Not. ‘exceed.
days of. the Malaga: fete. This.-is ‘$250,000:
- .
to be“part of “The Running Man”
He ‘provided a-“new wrinkle in
‘(formerly .“‘The Ballad: of The Run- 'master-planning: a location: schédning Man”). in ‘whieh ‘Laurence ‘ule in Spain. by equating this: counHarvey, Lee. ‘Remick |and Alan try's numeroiis -no-week’ fetes and:

in: “Dér. Spiegel.” “There.
‘The ‘film. hag. little’. historical: ‘analysis
is. the: ‘true-hearted but naive soul,|

next night. :

whe
oe
.

}°
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foundation, : aS""wasS admitted

ye,
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ats
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~ Wagle-Chanoy

in at rand |the’. energetic. ‘brutal :-Boche. oe

‘recent. editorial -in:-the: Italian ‘pa-

..:

co
4
ae
. e

‘| per. Méssaggero,.which. says, “This .|’. ‘One... of-the’ ‘most.’ notoriously”
“<+film ‘will not tell. the true. story: or |anti-German: sceneés.::in- a’ French--’

———_- | he: ‘strongly |‘accurate.. -At will

Continued, from page z —

“Les Cousins” The: Cousins)’.
be. film,
Was :finally cut. “out’-‘after- ‘bitter

rather’. a popular ‘drama’ swig ey
‘protests in: ‘Germany two. years.:ago. an once
Who: - was: “art. director - ‘for. the. : And- ‘it, is. ‘particularly,; anti-Ger- |.
when . ‘the: ‘film “opened: here.. Ite
short, and. Alex: Steinert; who- con-. ‘man: in that: ‘the: body:-of the ‘mur-|
‘showed - ‘a. German. -student:. ‘who.
.Bates- appear.
budgeting
a
five-day
week
although
|
‘tributed
the
score:!
Nagle.
says
‘his
‘is fo develop ‘arepertor dered . ‘Italiatr: .is- ‘shown. - oozing: jokingly- awakened. a Jewish’ friend, Although. he was fortunate: in officially. film-makers work six: It, intention
filming the Malaga Cathedral’ en- | should. - also be pointed -out that.’ ntention ‘is to develop a repertory ‘blood, and-‘that:.this particularly: ‘in the dormitory: by shouting” in his~rea
company. of:‘actors and:‘Production ‘gruesome ‘scene: -is-- being: used ‘‘to ‘ear, “Wake. ‘up! -It's - the. Gestapo!” © t
‘trance; the Plaza de Obispo, the there are’no ‘imsurmountable |Ob- t.
‘| publicize .the film: :‘Film. ‘shows: ‘the| ‘In, another Scene, -whiéh :Stayed”
famous Castle of Santa. Catalina’ ‘stacles to. getting. ‘film «in: the .can_ “personnel. .
high: above ‘the city,. ‘the: Hispano-: ‘on the Sabbath.’ ‘““Running’ Man”{:
Germans’ brutally murdering. the “in’the :picture; :a Freri¢hnian ape
ly
“new:
wave.
”
Later’
this.
month.
Italian. soldier as his,pregnant wife.
le “typical te ‘mat -“soldier”. eo
_ American, Bank ‘entrance, lacal ‘not only maved lock, stock and bar-.
cafes and many .more. local color. rela full: Sunday’s: journey ‘from. he: plans ‘to visit: Europe: to £étéh’ Jooks: on.
“putting a- Wagner: record.’ ‘oni, put,sis
Pull. of Hate’:
'.gpots, Carol- Reed reciprocates day. “Malaga to Algeciras, but. even man- Screen .rights:-to'a_ couple ‘of: lit-| oo
| ting. .a German. ‘emblem .:on-° “his«
after day in. offering: a jolly good aged to send out.Harold Hayson’: s! ‘terary - :pronerties, ~;- the. Dylan, : The - receiit . remarks: of” italian’! -head,. “and ° crying, “‘I'm..; just ©as.
show. wherever his. cainera grind. second unit. for chasee plates during Thomas -.novel, ‘Adventures. in the: ‘director: Vittorio: de Sica, published | poor little: ‘German soldier. Mother,
Skin. -Trade,” .-and: Franz -Kafka’s. in -. the “Italian- - pro-Communist where are: sou? I'm. ‘alone, ial.
For instance,. the. ‘sight of Lee’ the day.. cm
:
‘Metamorphosis. Mas"Nagle will dick- weekly Vie Nouve. have. been wide- ‘alone’. le ” me
Remick in a bikini, playing. a raft |
ler the ‘trustees. for.the estates cof
1ly. ‘reprinted here. :De Sica,
sequence close offshore, competes.
~ “Les! Cousins” :‘incideritaliy,was:
the. AWo: ‘authors; :
valiantly with such local pastimes
West“ ‘Germany . -Tecently. to-. ‘aim:‘also a! Chabrol. preductioit,”.
as bullfighting and. flemenco.
“Another * project.” a ‘gemi-doeu- “The. ‘Condemned: of ‘Altona”’.. with: : -Thesé* same ahiti-German -eid.
Hollywood, .Aug. 14.:
“Miss Remick in her bikini, ex-} Nigk. Adams, who just. finished ‘pientary, wilk: spotlight | -construe: :Sophia :Lorén;. allegedly | told” the |‘encies dre :.constantly: ‘noted:
posed to cameras. and public: alike, Tole .
in. . Perlberg-Seaton’ s - “The tion’: of “a new city’ in; - Venezuela, Italian’ paper that. his. new- film is: the. British press, and the British
could. easily symoolize the -trans- | Hook” at Metro, has. ‘been ‘signed ‘Ciudad
For" “an: anti-Nazi ‘film: about. the’ Ger:. television: productions. Ww henever.”
‘Comercial-Guayano.
formation now sweeping the Mal- for same” partner's.-“Twilight® of |:this: “projxct, Nagle. plans: to. Shoot|many. -of. today,” ‘noted: ‘that -the fit’s. possible, to-aim a blow. at ‘the :.
aga coast. ‘As one. real estate spec-:} Honor.”
It’s fiom a tome’ by--Al| one: ‘month:a: year’over. a five-year Italian - technicians ::with:. whom --he Germans, it is’ sa-“directed. |
:
-. wWator- blatantly announces, it: has |Dewlin, and. is being: scripted, by).period.
‘|worked in Hamburg. * ‘turned ‘white | . ‘Not: only is the’ portray al, a’“gone:
now. ‘become the “Miami. of*-Eu- ‘Henry. Denker. mo
“Xmas: - whith has °no. “distrib with longing: when‘ the. Nazi voices. ‘stantly unfriendly. one to the Ger-. ne
rope,” where hotel ana eabana: con- }-

7NickADAMS’ INTO:> HONOR:

struction is under Way.’ “behind, ‘or |. Adams, currently starring in ‘the deal yet, is“deserihed by ‘Nagle-as.| were'-échoed” and ‘that “the:
adjacent to, every available ineh: of “Four Star. series, “Saints and<Sin-| a. ‘““métaphorical. version. of the. mans. “are: full” of hate.”

Gers’ ‘mans,

-but they. feel ‘ev ‘ritually, that.-

‘ithe: ‘film-producers

Will lose’ be- “"'

“ners,” a. co-production: -with«his} nativity.as though. it weré:.fo hap- |- ‘De Sica, *
incidentally,. ‘has - cause the’: films- will. -yndoubtédly.: Sun Coast. beachfront.
Despite the .boom ‘and the fair, Hondo’ Productions: has -also. been. -pen. now: on: the’ beach. in’ Califor- |: -: since .denied:: these’ remarks,:.: not be. successes for ‘the :German a ‘Short:
.was
‘filmed’.
‘on.
the
}‘Set’
to
‘star
with
Kirk.
‘Douglas:
in
|
nia.”
which,
were.
-iwidely. reprinted :J audience; ‘and .Wilk make:the Ger--.. °
the producer-director has‘ ‘niade
_
‘budget. allowanees ‘tor.’ ““dream “Montezeuma;”7”: _ for, : Douglas” Long‘ Island. liitoral around. South-. - throughout Europe, ‘saying that: “] Mans lose - prestige. ‘intérnationally
‘Bryna.
Productions."
Doss
-at.a:time when’ they: are’ ‘needed ‘ass
‘hampton
and.
‘Bridgehampton.
on
the
writer.
tcok
.them “out of
time”: with which to ‘merge his vi-'
‘-context;” “that: he. has.. many.” ‘participants .in NATO aiming. AF. Aram
brant young cast, a pulsating - sus- | -

eo.PalonCinerama "sks,Problems

world.” peace.” ~
“
wt
+ And. ironically,” Lone: “Geman
‘newspaper. points. -out, this all oc- |ve
_
sortment of landscapes -into .TechAlso’. in’ Italy, .‘the: eénsors.. | Te-, .
“when |‘the.
nicolor and Panavision footage °
cently. ‘refused: . to: ‘okay a -prize-: curs’ just’. at: a time -tThe. ‘New. .
Américan. newspapers -:
Columbia can réadily- exploit when
“~ | winning |_¢German ‘film,;.. “The: ‘York
are
le.
©‘Times: ‘for, ‘examp
“The Runping Man” -goes into Te" by. Bern-: :
Producer
in“Lek.Backward on’His Career=Jeerssat Wonder of Malachias,
1
‘are ||core.
“since” “it-goricerns |
:
cerned articles. ‘which:.'are
lease. late: this year. :
cerned . Ww ‘ith: “the” anti-American:
religious :theme, - Len
A ‘Transplant
| feeling “in-:Germahy,”’ . Just--who's. .
‘
The. -French-. ‘filni-imakers. rej to: blame. for -‘this, frightening. ass ar
" Southern: Spain’ was. not’ orig-|"
i
a
a
ae takin Special.
. :
inally: 4 part: of.the John Mortimer
t.of.i ternational Telations? “
brin ‘in
Pains.
it is’ charged
n
ehar- pet
screenplay. _Almost: any series of | “~Wénderful ‘Walle of ‘Brothers -in- one. ‘case’shad. to.be ballea out. peneto bring:i
‘anti-German.
breath-taking. baekground. any- | Grimm” was brought’ in at-a cost} by television.: ‘Latter is in. refer- acterjzations. .
of
$6,250
,000,
needs
~
about’
$13,ence
.ta:
“Great“Rupert,
*
Jimmy
|.
where in the. warld would. fit the
AL ‘study, in’ the --weekly news:
bill. First choice of Reed and as- 000;000° STOss, ‘to’ break: -even,.-ac- Durante. starrer; ‘fot strong’ .theat- Magazine “Der - “Spiegel”. -tevealed: “
sociate producer: John. Sloan: was cording to-George Pal,- producer. of. Tically’ but’ which made ends ‘meet|that the. latest offender ig.the New|“continacd froritpage.Fr—,
to base in Barcelona and move ‘the the ‘Metro-Cinerama. coproduction. via: tv rentals. ‘Incidentally ‘(states, ‘Wave: film-maker ‘Claudé Chabrol..
light-fingered and fragic chase up|. “Pal. ‘said-the picture’ Ss"‘negative Pal) --Duranté™ claims ©‘this’ was -his} ‘in his‘ latest“ picture “The Eyes oft are‘equipped: to.‘run:2 “film‘come. _
think... he'll
through the Pyrenees: through “An- expenditure .was about 10% over -best~ picture’ but ©2
‘the Angry.”* Pic; ‘which’ ‘is: due“to pany.
dorra.
Though Malaga and -the -what ‘had: beén anticipated, he's: ‘change: his-- :mind”: 7 now ° with} open in West Germany: the middle.
Sun_ Coast, do. not claim ‘the facile: never - ‘over-extended -pimself ©this. Jumbo’.”*. -Durante’s :“newest is the: of: this .month,. is ‘set at. the’ famed.-} ' But. while. ‘the:- other lm conte a
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: Sharés’ In Films.
weeks -from: headquarters « at the he: cites ‘this:.as. being ‘the. ‘first
“| with: a’: married” woman, is “unable. they. sav. ‘ they- féel > - totally, “ee os
-Miramar. Hotel in Malaga. and: for. Story-line ‘C’rama” endeavor, pie | ‘Bak “who. ‘participates. . in” the ‘to ‘succeed. ‘with: ‘her,.So-Tevéals to: strained from making: any. kind of :.
five weeks from.a command. post’ at ‘the: fact .that be. was* urged’-t ! fiscal. ‘state of.‘affairs ‘with.
his pic>. her ‘husband that she has. a young -recommendation.. ‘They're’. “fearful ™.
the Hotel Maria .Cristina in Al:. speed. .up ‘things: and consequently tures:: ‘apinés’ “it’s very nice: to get ‘German: lover—a. young lad-who is. ‘of: the antitrust laws. Said the. pres: moe
geciras, the filming unit has every- was...obliged to work. on. costly ‘a check évery three manths” with: ‘Portrayéd |as”aybrutal,’ insentitive ident’ of one of the.“big. ones: “I.
| haven't. “heard: from. Darrv1 ‘but if...
thing scenic the picture ‘and direc- :w‘eekend ‘Overtime.. .
a picture such-.as- the. ower-éase ‘blond. . :
ter of photography Robert ‘Krasket - Filmmaker | “was ‘not’ put -‘upon. “tom: .thumb.’ ...He. reported: “he “The. Géttian “husband -‘in anger, VI did there. Would ‘be’ little: that re
‘needs — ‘Sierra *peaks, :ravines, -to explain about the production. made this’ at.$830, 000, recouped grabs. a. bread -knife: and slashes” could. tell hiny. about: studio. operas mo
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gorges, teeming metropole of Male. rush but ‘it's ‘understood that MGM ‘$200,000 °from the :‘British: ‘Eady. his. wife’s. throat. for- her ‘infidelity. tions,. ' distribution -.OF. any other
got -en-, a mo,
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tricky. a highway -as. any Grand |entertainment wotind “up: .at’ the 000: ‘global grosser.’.
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Corniche on the Continent. .
to happen: again. .
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However relative ‘the landscapes continuity.
“Destination Moon,” he ‘said, :with- ‘as a.rich German. bourgeous beast: aE
might turn out to. be, theré is:na} ~ Pal is a ‘Hangeiian by pirth:and} $606,000 (negative. cost) of N: Peter’ He is called’ Hartmann, -livés ina |’, “Perhaps we're “Beitig: fdo_ ‘eau oe
“question. of the danger lurking be- ‘according: ‘to his own language; an. ‘Rathveon’s‘money,. This was ‘in. 1956 |. villa.“on. Starnberger: Sea, “drives: tious’ but we: haye- ‘to: listetr .to:‘our.
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Spanish autobahn.. Lee’ Remick’s from architectural Studies to. ‘pic-| mer financial front .man for Floyd. motorboat, Possessing all the: quali-. ‘the. most. cautious: ‘people on earth?re
car was sideswiped by a fast-mov-: ture making; ‘mainly playing. with. -Odlum) ' ‘was hitting. it..big -with ties. ‘of the. newly. rich “industrialist Execs around the. industry say.
théy feel free to. talk. amiong. ‘theme... ”.;
ing,’ non-stop, fish-delivery truck special: -effects. He's «gotten his ‘his .own: pic-backing syndicate: _ ~ _-without-charm.-..-dselves about: ‘defenses’. against ore.ae
enroute. to her bikini sequence last'} “name” . ‘Mia’: science. “fiction; . “hej: - Others: ‘from: Pal. have - inéluded: nat :.So ‘Very, Vers: ‘German’.
‘vate ‘suits in whith they are niutue ~ week. While the car was partially ‘eschews |Screen ‘romance ‘because “When ‘Worids Collide; “War off
After ‘the’ French -preiniere,. “the
demolished, Miss Remick .wasn’t, everyone, else: ‘does. it. . |]the’-.-Worlds,” * “Naked . Jungle,” French: Critic Francoise. Giroud ‘of ally involved, ‘charitable : endeavors|
and ‘the :Will. Rogers: Hospital.’ But and. the accident. did nothing to} * ..
“Tine - -Machine” :“and: “Houdini.”". the: weekly. L’ Expréss ‘commented,*
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‘when it comes to. making. :‘selling’:
diminish her’ electrifying appear- |".
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‘Ger an:
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pean.ne. No. communication at’‘alk.
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‘Several ‘other -new-wave.. ‘direc:
| of ‘the fact that: it’s: ‘just: opened.)
‘straight-laced: part of the ‘world.
beef. in that. other, people ‘in’ past tors have also-set: the: anti-German
|al,
on Broadway: Actually,: Says.
_ Eady Terms Unacceptable °
have ~ ‘gotten |in: ‘on ~-his.: act. ‘He. pace. Lauiis Malle: in: “Elevator ‘to.
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Honolulu, Aug. 14.
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Plan requirement’ of 80%. British |the. screen.
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labor on any project qualifying for
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Paris antique shop.and. being taken: the s
British film aid is one Snanish. gov-: finding |“‘that: Mr. Vogel, Me.. Reis | he ‘thinks -‘suitable: for. further ex- ‘for outrageous prices, by the ‘cun-+' e
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cept. Although producers ‘and pro: Indie“ Golden... Wall was’: torn.”
duction specialists m pou counaccurately). about-his: track ‘record. modern era of, shall we. say, piracy. “Roger ‘Vadim. inTracks” ‘in:‘the-|‘down last, ‘month, to: make way-for ..
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asM-G-M brings world-famed TARZAN into

:os BigTime. of ‘Screen SPECTACULARS! | q
ot is.an: experience. in movie entertainment_
“for.adutt.audiences. as. ‘well as.children!

"Long lines atboxoffice ofSaenger Theatre,
NewOrleans

BLOCKBUSTER BUSINESS!

_-

7 ‘,Backed by:Giant TV. and Newspaper. campaigns ‘the first.

"wave of Saturation: Engagements topped all previous M-G-M

re ree 9
Saturations i
inthe same situations!
Poeca of as CAROLINAS—Incompleterreturns $129, 000: Anticipate big$178,000.
ree
© eee “LOUISIANA~-Bookings breaking ‘house records.
Saenger, New Orleans first week $20,000..
-Gordon, Baton Rouge: over $7,000.

ae "cloWERres

Noo. Shreveport exceeds. $5,000. .
ane _TEXAS—Engagements in Dallas, Houston: Ft. Worth, Austin
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gross $92,000. Sets-records for’any M-G-M saturation.

Be _ NEXT BLOCKBUSTER SATURATIONS!
ae Oklahoma. City territory. ‘August 6B
|
age .Jacksonville;. August: 18, Miami: area August 15

At 3Buffalo, Toronto-area- ‘August 16...
yt Atlanta territory August 16
;
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» Cincinnati, ‘Cleveland, Indianapolis: areas August 17

oy Los Angeles area August 22. —
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San-Francisco’ territory: August 24

“28! Denver. territory August 29
°
van Washington, N rrfolk, Richmond areas August 30

“23
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THESE SATURATIONS ARE A GOLD-MINE:
DIG YOUR ‘SHARE OF THE GROSSES!
ai -SHOWMENT- THIS is THE FIRST
eauuune ‘ALL

ae TARZAN SPECTACULAR! BOOK !T NOW!
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British producers are. pleasantly+surprised at the way the. US.
Sinatra Options Tony
market for. ‘thelr pictures _ has.

* American: 'Broadcasting-P ara-|: |
jmount. Theatres. declared the: regu: |

-commion- ‘share:
a
‘because: there ‘aren't ‘eniougii ‘high:; “Featare,* Shee tures.out:’ “haps
It's: payable: Sept. 18foheiders brows ‘to support. it.” He. hit Jack ply, tobe John Schlesinger’s
Be

Baty

ofrecord ‘on: ‘Aug: at-

Bil:al
-Actor as His: Brother |”

mushroomed over ‘the past ten|

- Vancouver:Plait:walt~
=

ler quarterly. dividend. of ae Per.

-
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linwinner, “A. Kind: of Loving.
| of ‘showmanship. noted. that .a. film|:
rT} “AN Argentinian. *.‘Feature 7
<
_- |festival has to be professional ‘because “amateurs can’t run ‘it, and. ‘never did arrive, atid Dd ‘Teplaced.

ve | running: a: film, festival: is:a year with the ‘Czech — Sorrows
“Lenka,” moved from its. originally
es round job.” . *
“Mostly Mediocre on a A advertised. spot to accommodate.’
Coritinuea from Page: ¢=| - a
“Yojimbo.” Both features: ‘ suffered: .
4
. Lack’ “of:interesting, enjoyable: -from.the change. ‘Istael’s “Descrip,_
fee
Mix Me. a.‘Person’
‘ films was the complaint’. of .the ‘tion ofa Struggle” failed tomate
off.can account for half or more’ of: Your Horn” for Paramount."
the global take—and that’s. quite a " Sinatra’s. “Essex company has | stolid and: often. naive dialog, the other two: jurors. . Jutra,- currently|.Tialize :as hoped, .and-billed; and":

- ‘Hollywood, Aug: 14.

years. At this. point, and in the}

| Frank. Sinatra signed. ‘Tony Bill.
=
“Room at the Top,” stateside play- to play. ‘his brother in “Come Blow |.—

case of such mighty grossers as a

‘completing .a feature in. Montreal, ‘was. replaced with. an’ ancient:Ger-=~“
_jump from the day when the pip-| ‘options ‘on.: Bill,practically a
an. un: yarn. Farely’ comes ‘to life;Often, in
‘said: that most of* the '100-odd ¢n-. han:. feature; °«‘Night © Without.
‘pippers were- bunched mainly .in
known,’
for-seven
for:
seven
years.‘
a}
‘fact,
it_
makes
precious.
‘little.
senée..
.triés
:were Iniedidcre.: - While, ‘there. Stars.”. The: -gubstitution Was tarts:©.
the arties and generating much
j There: are’; many. irritating “loop |‘were’ .a few -good,. “skilful: films, less, and- rated: the -disapproval. *
smaller fraction of the worldwide,
there:
were no..“‘mad, ‘strange;. dis- |f° advance: ticket :“holders °“whose|.
coin.
holes ‘in hehavior which: jaro:
little ‘gems.’ a. ‘There - was. sénsibilitiés. could have been.‘mollis,
Hlustrative’ of the. foreign up-|
On ‘the erédit: side; this has been | quieting,
@
‘also
.an“abysmal :gap": between. fied much: easier. with,A Thiprs:GiBE :
beat for the British aré the revenue|
directed:.with. evident.sincerity by:
ratios ‘of -_Hammer Films. ithe}.
Leslie Norman: ‘Young 'Faith, “who ‘feature films ..(“Jules: and Jim,” -lomatie choice."
’ “house of .horror”). James. .Car‘sings ‘a’ banal: credit ‘song. and. a “*Viridiana,”: “Mother. Joan :of: the-|.. Apart. ‘from:. - unfortunate. “pros, m
reras, the studio head, says the}.
lively. novelty: number that should: “Angels?”. “Bandits. of: Orgosola |

Mink’asininMidasi.
Now$1,724,289 &

foreign markets :now account, on
the average, for. about. two-thirds |.

%

‘gram “ehanges:: beyond: the: ‘con-" 7:
do well. in -the: charts,’ “has:a.very- “Two Daughters,” “Yojimbo” ete.).[-trol. of, the film commiittee,..8:45eréditable: stab. ‘at his first" serious. |and‘ documentaries: .
. Miss.-’ ‘Kael, « a: ‘California - “film p. m. :feature~ scheduling was -rea- _3
‘essay. in Straight, acting. ‘AS yet ‘his|
,critic, also. found. ‘fest. shorts. want-' sonably healthy, but 6-p.m. program °
range: is. ‘limited, :but: he- attracts:
were ‘noticeably. Weaker ‘this. yéar - <plenty: -of sympathy from onlookers ‘ing. She said that films which are ‘In, sévefal cases, ‘due to-lack-of:sv--

~ More toCome|

of the take in Hammer's case, and
‘that’s in sharp’ contrast to ten
-years ago when the company could
{ competent but. boring: ‘are not: good: |
‘anticipate only 200 ‘of its billing|" With. a ew" ‘money | ‘record’ as-'|-in a tricky; ‘downbeat. role. | films, . and she noted that judges. ficient «feature.. entries, _ the ‘early *
from territories other: than Blighty.
sured after the. ‘first, day ‘of. 'the| Sinden’ spends most -of ‘his ‘time had not been able to find anything. evening’ ‘Slot: ‘had’ to: be’ carried by
either... flirting: charmingly” “with
According to Carreras, British}
current, aveek. : “That- ‘Fouch of | Miss: Baxter “Gt -is. ‘never: really. that’-was imaginative. or daring, ‘a ‘siting of short ‘anda’ non- fiea
industryites- are. much |‘impressed |
nothing - that “challenged”. aud)~ tioal: .documentary . feature...- “This”:
‘with the. _wide playdating ‘their. Mink’?: (U). looks: ‘to. hit’ $1. 124, 289. “established: that ‘she .is his: wife),: ences, ~ .
-|has been the practice in’ past. fests:
_ average pix have been receiving ‘or better by ‘the end: ‘of this’ (9th):| ‘arguing with ‘her over ‘legal proce- |. Jury remarks. patterned: ‘general
this ‘side. A complete

surprise, -he, | Week: at.the Radio. City. Miisie Hall.. “dure” or

the innocence. of. Faith.-

said, has. been the impact: of the? pis: easily. tops the. old: ‘money The Jatter two phases he conducts
‘with .the effort: of aman: ‘Severely,
“Carry On” comedies, ‘primarily |

‘but’ not to such: -an“.extent- ‘before.’ ~

‘publie.feeling that film fest failed|No attendance. figures. ‘have: been” v
to generate’.air. of excitement’ pre- released: ‘as "yet. -but’ the ‘decrease
vailing in- past years. -There. were

from. 1961: anticipated. by: festival ~
mark :‘held -“by: “Fanny”: ‘(WB) : of controlling. a bout. of bad: temper.
enough |‘films: of a - controversial officials * -because - “of -: " economie *:
year, _However, in:‘fairness. to: Sinden, 1t.. nature’ to spark: interest, but what
‘conditions
and World’s’- ‘Fair’ come” >
matic for any extensive reception | about the same. summer period.- lis. ‘a: cardboard role: ‘Miss’ Baxter,. -controversy: ensued :
‘emanated ‘from: petition canbe: expected: to. reflect.
‘by Yank audiences. “Mink, ” iricidentally ‘is now. * set. |-attractive . as -ever,: does not con-: sources outside. fest’ office or offis.|. ‘a sharper drop .from .the lack: of...
-vince.'as: ‘the: East’ End. girl: wlio. has “eials.’- Scheduling ‘ of Polish: ‘ feaExec, who . ‘was ‘in’ “New York to. run..10: weeks, ..which-‘likely
6.P.Mm.
« Programining. strength, *
because

the British. had assumed

such larks would: prove’ too.:idio-! $1,573:580, .- registered : last

becomé ‘a’ ‘celebrated -:doctor. of i ture “Mother: Joan” was’ .attacked
last week on Variety: Clubs ‘Inter- would: add $145,000: to $150;000 ‘ad-|psy.
chiatry but: she has ‘to cope. with: ‘by the B. C, Catholic’ weekly. in- a: as
national business .(he’ s first assist-. ‘ditionally to. this sky-high figure.

‘As: ‘To:‘Future. a
‘some "very. ‘desperate moments.
:L front page: Story: which ‘scored: the
“AM“these. considerations, “plistthe.
ant: chief barker), suggested . one It took. “Fanny”.a-full nifie weeks|:
Walter
Brown
do¢snicely
as.
ine
film:
as’.“an:
insidious
_and..
subtle.
‘substance,
‘of.
judges’: remarks, ‘and.
reason British films. are. enjoying to hang up its 1961. -record whereas’
lush. bookings in the U.S. is that. ‘“Mink’?. topped that’ high. the’ first |:owner ef: the... stolen. car. -Jack attack on.a Christian church”. by. a ‘the: present uneasy. status ‘of film
;MacGowran.
is
sound.
in
the’
over“communist.
filmmaker.’:
=
“>
-:
|.festivals :generally,;" “point . to." ‘the;°
the language barrier has: been day of, the: ninth stanza. |
writteh and melodramatic. role ‘of
- Provincial |‘government film: cen- ‘necessity ‘of: a: ¥e-appraisal of. film:
overcome, Yank audiences, -he: in-

_ “Music Man” (WB).is ‘set‘tofol: ‘the. Irish -rebel. “Young: talent, ...in
;sor: ‘R.- McDonald~subsequently ‘festival policy: if.the. ‘Varicouver ~

dicated, apparently. have adjusted. low “Mink” into ‘the. Hall, opening.
(or something: like that): to. those on Thursday” (23). After: “Music”
elusive clipped -and:Cockney ac- winds.__its engagement, “the Music
eents that formerly left: audiences {Hal will bring in: “Gigot;?.. which.

the ‘shape ‘of Carole : Ann’ Ford,. screened. “Mother. Joan,” first time.|: -event: is to. continue,” .on- the ani-. 7 a.
‘Peter Kriss, Topsy Jane, and ‘An- such action had ‘been: taken with: a -bitious Seale attémpted’. ‘the--past..‘thony --Booth,’ chip in. with useful. film festival. picture,.and approved|‘five: years:. ' The. time. may. -have. ee
studies .as” Faith's 'é
‘adolescent. com- showing as scheduled. ‘He-said that
high and
comé_ to Seriously’ consider “:a“:sim*- es
:
Will ‘be’ the first . 20th-Fox. picture. “panions:
‘|there’ ‘were-- aspects - in ‘the: film’ pler. film festival, separate. fromi: the.
’ Unsaid, put certafnly inferential,hye‘play: the house in a number’ of} *
The cops ‘are convincing ‘and‘the: which. ‘eould’ give -rise’ to- contro-- ‘present Structure of.an international °
is the point. that British pix are years.. Following *“Gigot,’”?? the Hall, ‘prison | .atmosphere ‘evoked -with- versy, -but. he.‘did not. feel: that! it.
arts--catch-all:- -comprising ~ ‘film,”.:

_also mighty ‘useful in taking. up} will open “Gypsy, another -from.
clammy: authenticity. Elegarit: sets. ‘Was..-the -intentian- of |:“the ©film’ s: | music. and. legit division, and.run: ‘as°
some of the slack of Hollywood |Warher ‘Bros, .The: Hall: had. never in. the:Homes. of Miss Baxter. and ‘makers to attack the church.
production. Doubtless _ this is not, intended . to. ‘bring © in.~ “Gypsy” . -Sinden. ‘highlight ©effectively-the |.: ‘Resulting sell-out. was “one *-of |Grierson suggested,” professionally, ae
the key point in the British surge. |ahead ‘of “Gigot. ”
| drabhess. :of. the. .jail. ‘Editing-“is ‘only ‘four such during” ‘fest’s. run, | ona year. round. basis, .
but American film. officials are . “Jumbo” (MGM), ofcourse’ ‘is the : sometimes a shade. haphazard. but: ‘others - being.:“‘Viridiana,”’.’ “Jules | “There. is an. ‘audience: for. such a.
“sure. it’s a pertinent.
- | Hall's: Christmas’ ‘picture; ithaving ‘other: ‘technical credits méasure UD. . and. Jim” ‘and- British ‘Berlin’. wine. film festival. ‘but what: has: not been.
‘Of. the longrunning ©Hammer virtually: :einched’ such-prize play-| ‘Major: complaint: about. the ‘film,, ner, -“A ‘Kind of Loving,” with-box’ “discussed: “publicly .is the .way ‘in:
alignments. with
Universal -and date some time ago, “Gay Purr-ee,””| which presumably: set out. to be. a: Office . ‘stimulus.attributed -to: ad-: ‘which ‘the ‘current’ tieup’ frustrates’.
Columbia,
Carreras noted,
“We another WB ‘pic,: ‘never, has: been serious psychiatric study, is. ‘that’ it: vance -word. of mouth -or “Jatter: ‘the’ sincere ‘effort: to: satisfy: it of .
deliver them. ‘with -monotonous under ‘consideration: by: the: Hall. te’ is “too.- superficial, . “lapses. into three, ‘rather. than any. Observable: ‘the.-distributors: ‘who are needed:to_
- regularity, and. thev sell them very |gate. and : executives: of.the’ ‘Music ‘Tmeller.- and ‘does not, teally. ‘know. Promotion: .
‘Make « it possible. - : Unlike’ Euro->
successfully.” ‘Col or -U often Hall never have. even: Tooke at a what: it is“ ‘seeking .te Say
Picket ‘Cuban. Film: ae | pean’: ‘festivals, “Varicouver’s. - 18.
handle all. the financing, but .in printot. this’picture.
7.
ae
Richof "- Other. than -mild furore. over. directed by: a:‘volunteer: film- cote
some cases. it’s 50-50, and in every. |.
= “Mother. Joan,” the only unseemly. ‘mittee, - :comprising - People”, who .
instance, ‘according’ to Carreras,|,
know and ‘work. with “film. in their »

~ TnsideStuff-—Pictures

u
|

eident that” occurred’ saw. festival

Hammer ‘has- complete - freedom |.
7.
. ~ | Vogue. Theatre picketed inside: and” normal: occupations, , For the. festi-.. oo
on. production.
outside for the ‘showing. of Cuban: ‘val ‘they.’ give. ‘up. their: spare :“tite.
The. studio's latest. to bet:
feature,. “Stories of ‘the _Revolu- ‘freely ‘and.::generously, :and. ‘are.
delivered ;,fo U is a “Phantom of]: “One. yourg ‘German. documentary. producer: ‘attracting 's
some notice tien.” Program screened. included -Fesponsible., -for: the ~-procurement,;
- the Opera” remake, opening at the’| is Hello Weber.:'the Hello a. jaunty. combination’ of -his: own: two first: only~one -section: ‘of an-.advertised Selection. -and®:programming of-en-=..
’ Palace, NY, next Sunday «(22). names.’ Helmut Lother). A. newcomer to film ‘production; he has studied’ ‘three-part film; and. when.-this con- tries: The’ job- of. selling..what the.Also -for U. Carreras ' has “Para-. variously: philosophy, psychology, architecture,- ‘seulpture:nad- jewelry eluded, theatre. people ivere .cor- committee ‘comes up with falls ‘to.
noiac” in current. production, -and |design. :Out:.of ‘this: combination: of.skills. he .is- producing—at -prices | nered by. angry ‘custoniers démand- | the :permatient. ‘festival staff. “also-

plans to roll another. *‘Kiss .of. the |which are low even for the. continent—shorts with ‘unusual: pace .and ing the-whole picture. Outside the. concerned. with.'thée ;other ‘festival|
Vampire,” by | Jate September.. A}. impact; in. which: color. ‘is,used’ in.a highly . original, Somewhat im- ‘Vogue, a few*marching-‘men and: elements. and. all their: administra-.: 7a
filmization of “She,” the -Ryder|:‘ pressionistic Way:women: passed out: pamphlets. on tion. .-Film, -:which: is paramount. Haggard classic. also shoots this| . One’ sdmplée—his - seven-minute “Berlin: “Impressions*\is" currently. + behalf. of ‘the ‘Fair Play. for- Cuba: with the committee. responsible. for"
‘year, anda
fourth, pic, “Night-j-on view at the West: Berlin pavilion of the :Seattle: World's ‘Fair. He: Committee, B.C. ‘section. Incident. the sticéess, must, ‘o£ necessity, ‘be s
_mare,” ‘is promised: Universal for. has.also made’ three. ‘Volkwagen: films for the Doyle, ‘Dane & Bern- dissipated. very. quickly...
| subordinate to ‘the overall, “festival...
early *63..:
| back of N.Y. And’ for Rock: Tobacco’ Co, of ‘Montreal,.one of his. first. ‘Where. promotional: failure ‘Was Structure’ and. ‘suffer. or. prosper. ’
“phantom” ‘is -the-tenth: and customers, ‘he. has just: made. ‘some tv’ commercials for ‘Black ‘Cat No. 7 most evident ‘was in“an.area that as. the: overall .budget: decrees:::
‘reputedly ‘costliest, film . commis-. cigarettes, in. which, ‘animation and sound are combined:
Currently. fest -“administrative * officials . -ap~
; parently could: do little: about: ‘With |: “Now that. the festival novelty fas:
sioned for U since the twa compa- he is: negotiating to :make‘a travel film for Pan’ American. ‘Airways.
-avorh- off; it has: become. apparent ©
nies started relations seven. years |., ‘He:plots,’ ‘too, a° film. encyclopedia tentatively. ‘titled “Mah. in the the: ‘whole’ cultural. festival: “tof:
‘film end. is conly: one. ‘that. “any: Single. elenient.. must: pay ©
20th: Century, "” a series. ‘covering. achievements. in- painting, chemistry, |which-:the
¥:
ago.
- Carreras cea that; besides the religion, space, ete:; with appropriate. authorities. serving:.as narrators: part) oh an- austerity ‘basis|.this ‘its own ‘way if it is:to: be continued:
Believing that: 12° brains are. not necessarily better than .one .and ‘year—a reflection: of the Canadian ‘The film: setup ‘within. the’. féstival ”
U.S., horror classics ‘find ‘an avid
economic ‘climate ‘as ‘well as. cau-"} ‘framework ‘as | now. ‘constituted: .
reception in the important markets ‘being naturally a loner, ‘Weber. has declined .to. join. the’ young German’
tion -in the face of Seattle's. “‘Cen-" would. seem to make this objective ..
of Europe and Japan. He described: ‘documantary. ‘producers ‘who have: banded: together: in the Oberhausen}.‘tury 21. ‘exposition ‘$0. close at hand impossible. - From’ the. ‘standpoint: .
group
(taking
their’
name.form
the
town:
in
the
Ruhr,
where
the
the latter as a-fabulous territory,”|
documentary’ film festival was held); hoping. ‘to make full length features —the’ ‘budget. ‘for. advertising . was, of ‘the: festival ‘society: which ‘overs Sete
severely restricted... Daiiy . adver- Sees .the: whole:operation, it- may. .
by combining: ‘their. ‘resources: “and talents. .
—
- Etising for “the. ‘film festival. ‘was’ simply. be‘ good: business ‘to ‘get out*.
Joe Pasternak. ‘petrospectively figures. he’s$- done’:
allright at:‘the. box-.|largely: of ‘an: informational nature of film. and concentrate on: the.
On Stevens Biblical Pie| ‘office.’ His track: record of. 77 features ‘for ‘Universal: and Metro. have; ‘and this showed up.sharply in lack. problems ‘which exist. in the musi¢of public. response.to. numeroiis | and legit section, From: the point.
_ -John L. Toohey has ‘heen: neared. jhe says, hit. a total. gross. of ‘$250; 000;000::: Strictly ‘in terms’ of ‘b.0:;“the programming changes, which were:
of view: of. the. ‘distributors, ;‘who.
assistant adpub ‘coordinator, under: vet producer claims’ he’s: had only. three. duds out. of ‘the: 77. Not ‘sur- note -in”such small type in ‘the.
have netted: little. thus’ far: from-.
;
prisingly,
he
‘thinks
‘his
latest
pic,
-the
just-eompleted
“Jumbo”:
for.
‘Maxwell Hamilton. for “The: Greats ‘
‘daily
ads.
that
.
they.
escaped’.
the.
Vancouver
-but- without ‘whose: ‘Coést Story Ever Told,” which George: ‘MGM, should. garner. the ‘best’ take- of. any. production he’s made: The. ‘notice of ‘those’ who should. ‘have.
operation one-.of the: past. five® ‘fes-.-re
‘Stevens is: Preparing for. United | cast for’ this ‘one. ‘includes. Doris: Day, ‘Jimmy ‘Durante, ‘Martha: -Raye, | j
ri
most
interested.
.
‘
|
tivals
.would
‘have been. Bossible, a a
Attists.
. _ Steve Boyd: and. “Dean* Jagger. Pasternak says’ he: was .able- to! shave |. Best instances of: ‘this’ came ‘with
realistic.appraisal is.over‘due...
! some: $200,000 off ‘the budget, bringing .it-in for $5,300,000.
‘
- Toohey, who. had been ‘assistant |
‘the.
disappointing:
houses:
for
Satya|~
‘His original ‘pian ‘to -have the stars. hit the road: ‘for:‘personals has |
_ publicity director at UA, replaces || been. thwarted - ‘because of other . commitments,. so.>.Pasterhak.. ‘himself | jit: Ray’s. “Fwo. Daughters”. - and-|.
Kurosawa’'s: ““Yojimbo,"””" both ‘late
‘John Skouras who left recently to may tour. some. keys..
J-entries ‘and: therefore not.advercoordinate press activity on Colum- |.
tised in advance: Past work: of they:
bia‘s “Lawrence of Arabia.”7. a:
_Minneapoils. Mor ning:Tribune Fesumed publication afterfour.motiths*
two: directors’ has --enjoyed good |
‘strike ‘with hard slap at. the--Caoper’s ‘opening: attraction,. ‘Wonderful |Vancouver _acceptance,* but. *:the
|.
World of Brothers Grimm” (MGM). Panning ‘by columists Will Jones: ‘bare. annountement of their-new.|..
London, Aug. ‘14.-

‘Toohey Aids Hamilton

tackGoodlatteNew:
-_ NaretyClub Breve

Veep Stripes for Wintman
Melvin

R..

Wintman, | general |.

“True, it's:a film for children. But it smacks of being made’ by childten: ‘films. the day before showing. could | Tack: Goodiatte; managing diree: ~oa

‘not. capitalize. on ‘the substantia}
manager of all’ theatre and con- Harvey,. “Claire Bloom, Oscar - Homolka, .
erry:Thomas: and,; Buddy |‘business ‘that.might’ have. been:OX, ‘tor of:‘Associated: ‘British ‘Cinemas,
chas “been: -Tiominated. to. "succeed cession
operations: for General: Hackett :-into - complete nincompoops-’
7 Dect ed:
Drive-In Corp..,. has *been. selected
_Jones” did ° rave about ‘the’new! ‘theatre.itself...
od C.J. Latta |as “International. ‘Euro-.”
: Disappointmients ~:
a wp.
‘Non<atrivale. -of anticipated:“gees pean - representative .:of -. Variety...
He fills. the“ vacancy recited byt:; - Levitron, a “device for’‘developing ‘raw:-titm without: ‘scratching: ‘te,tures and *to‘he announced” titles ‘Clubs. International, .
Richard Smith who became presj-. “surface (or ‘disturbing ‘the: emulsion,‘ has. “been invented. by. Gunther’ were. other’ contributory. factors ‘to | dent of -the Boston-headquartered-

company last month.

‘Latta ‘moved. ip. -to:“the-“exec sf
|
Schmidt, Toronto. His Houston:Schmidt Ltd, “Papects:tto
o:be.
Producing -box ‘office -anemia;-‘The - advance board
..at’ the: recent: Dublin: Powe.foA
:
ar
| Printed: Programa . sted.Bay‘British,} Wow.of Vel,ce
Ll

it,by. year-end,’
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PICTURE GROSSES |

‘Grimm

_Wedneidey‘agou.15,1963. ,

/$2)—"Waltz

of “Toreadors” (Cont), ¢

| Opened -last: ‘Moiday. ©Last ‘week,

inas= ‘a$2re

_ “Advise: and ‘Consent’ (Col): Saat |:
r

wk-5. days), “okay. $5;500. after $8,“4.

sudo120
$1 Masi
Load166‘th

500 for ninth: -week.
2d" St. Playhiouse- (Baker) “aio; |

'$1:50-$2)'— “Trapeze’’:. (UA). .and

oe
h
ali Loy166;‘Music’196,f:

>| “Vikings” (GA) °(reissues?.’ Initial |"
Cincinnati, ‘Aug. 14.
see " pittsburgh, Aug.’ 14.
‘+ frame: finished’ -yesterday. (Tues) |. Two major ‘arrivals are bolster- wh) "Good a + “Wonderful. “World -of Brothers: A,
$11,000, “Last week,{ was mild. $3,500... Changes.’ this |
ing. Cincy film. traffic. currently
--Grimm”.
is““leading |‘the: wickét. Ate
$11,300.
‘
week.
while “Music Man’ looks ©to ‘re(Continued from page:8).
tivity: here. this week in first: ‘ses.
Grand Cireus: (UD) a,400; $i.25- |""Praiis.LUux. R2a” st! VEL. (540; 4:
“main tops for fourth frame at the
ssion
at
:the
“Warner.: Other -newe ® °
$1.
50)-—"Bird
‘Man
.
of:
Alcatraz’t’
Albee.
Hardticket ~| “Wonderful -$1 .49)—“‘Interns”" (Cob. “Wow $18,- $1..25-$2)-—"‘Adventures of-,,Young: (UA). Sacko. $30,000: Last. week,: ‘comers, “Lolita” -loonis- léfty' atthe’: =|
World of Brothers’ Grimm” ::- bids | 000. Last week, “My-Geisha” (Par). Man” '20th): (4th wk). “Third round | “Boy’s Night Out”. (MGM) t4th wk), ‘Penn, “Adventures .of--Young-Man”*. © ~ .
fairish on. opener for this. Cinera- and. “Fire. Away” Bary, ad WE), completed - yesterday . (Ties) © ‘Was | $11,000.
‘is: good... at :‘Fulton .and- . “Head: ° me 7
J fair $5,200. after $6,800" tor ‘second |. - Orphenm (Loew: (2;900:-90-$1: 49) - | shapes: snappy at. Gateway. .
“ma pie at the ‘Capitol. -As Summer $8,000.
“Pigeon.
That.
Took’
Rome"
’ wanes, it’s likely to.perk. “Bon
—"Sky- ‘Above”’. (Embassy): Wham 7. “Music. Man” ‘continues:‘therzy i
Adams “watabiny: (1.700: $1.28- |week.
(Par): opens Aug.: 22:
Voyage” .- rates. socko. at. Keith’s,
| $21,000.
Last. “week,” “Notorious boxoffice’. tune in fourth’ frame. at.
Trans-Lux 85th ‘St: (TE). (550: ‘Landlady”” (Col) (3d.. wk), ‘$9,000. Stanley.-““West. Side. ‘Story” cone 7°": “Bird Man of Alcatraz’. is okay: at Fine $8.500. “Last: week,, $9, 500: $1.25-$2) -—=."“Follow. That ‘Diream”.
Paramount
{NET) ©(2,357; ..10-: tinues: - amazing - ‘in .27th | week: at-°:
the Grand while “Hatari” at Pal>.
United. Artists (UA) (1, 667: $1. 25- (UA) 12d2.wk). First ‘week~ finished.
-$1.65)—““My.:Geisha”..-{Par}. ‘Big,.
ace. is fair,. both for. third: weeks.
50.— “Spiral, Road” (U) (24 wk). yesterday‘ (Tues.) was: mild 34,000 $16,500, .Last: week, “Hatari”: “@ar): Nixon, and. seems - certain: ‘to: ‘stay wea!
“West Side Story” remains ‘firm in/-‘$1,
till. legit:season, Starts’ this fall. ~- ;
Slow $5;000. ° ‘Last. week, $5, 400.
or close, Likely’ won’t be ‘arourid| (6th. wk), $7,000: 2tst ‘session at the Valley. ‘‘Whis‘L “Boccaccio: 70”: went’ way over’ és." |
Pilgrim. (AFCY , 909: 75-$1.25). timate-in- first round. and: continues ..*-_ral
-at “this“house. long,. with, manage-:
‘the Down Wind” is on reboiind. at = “Music: ‘Hall. ‘Beacon. ‘Enterprises).
Sack” and “Delicate. ‘Delin- |‘boffo.
:
mert. now. trying. to:‘setnew: book-| —"Sad
the Guild in second. “Tales of Ter: |(1; 213; © $1.25-$2.80)° — wa
in ‘second: at Squirtel.: Hills. --:
ow! in 8...
| quent”: (reissues).: Oke $6.000:.‘Last “I Like -Money”, okay .in:‘third:te ee
ror” looks okay: at Twin Driv e-In, :Grimm’ (¢MGND _ (2d. wk)
: $26,000. - Last: week, $18.000. in) "World. ‘Perfecto): (390: 90-81.50) week,. ‘Tales ‘of Terror’. (AP) and Shadyside.
for second round,
of
four-day first aveek,
: —'Many. ‘Ways To. Sin’ ‘(Mishkin). “Airborne” (Indie). (2d wk’, ‘$7,000:
Estimates for This Week:
.. Estimates for.This. Week:
Mercury. (UM). (1468; $-$1.go! 119th’ Wk). “This stanza winding: to-|. . Saxon: (Sack). 1,100; $1.50-$1.80)
Albee. (RKO). ‘3,100;. $1-$1. TBI
“Pouch. of . “Mink”. (WU). (8th: » Wk): ‘morrow: “(Phurs.)- is heading. for’ a{— Two Weeks in- Another: Town”
“Music Man” (WB) (4th wk). Tall
Great | $14.000:
Last- week, Same.” ! great -$6,500° after:$6,800 for Ath, (MGM). Smasli.-$17,000. ‘Last ‘week,| — “Adventures. - OF :. Young. “Man” - 2 Uh.
$16,000 after’ $18, 900 for’ ‘third|
‘|“Adventures. ‘Young’. Man’ (20th) (20th): Okay" $8,000. Last : ‘wéek, “Trans-Lux
Krim. . (Trane Tats).“week; “Stays,
week. ‘Carries on.
*
} isd wk), $7, 000.
“|“Notorious .:" Landlady” ©*Col).. 43d _ os 7

BOSTON.

| $i50\—“Lolita” (MGM): (4th wk)..

“Fulton:(Assos. (1.880; $1-$1:50)ae

Capitol

(SW-Cinerama).

a 340:-:1980:

‘$1. 80-$21—“Boecaccio--

State. Trans-La) (730: q5-$h.25): WK), $6 500.”

= (Gms Mild$1,nn,
| Buffs‘Music’ ING)

(Embassy). ‘Wham $17; 600°: or: near.”
$1.25-$2.75) — “Brothers Grimm* |
‘Last week...:;Adventures ”“Young
‘ (MGM). Opening. session_of. Cinera-..
Man” (20th), Bd wk), $3,000."

ma: opus looks. like fairish $15. 000 |
for two-a-day. ‘and extra Saturday |

morning showings. ‘Hefty . advance.

_ BROADWAY.

» Gateway (Assoc) 11,900: $1:$1505 <2:

—"Satan .
High - “Heels”
and.
+“Morals —Squad" Indie). -Neat |
$§.000. Last w eek; |“Immoral: West!" = “Head” .-\T-L); “Snappy. $8,500...
East . week, , Touch of -Mink" -AU
i uUndie) .. and ° “Hot:. Bed: ‘of!Sin? | 7th:
wk), “$8,200. .
cOmdse) 13d WK, $5,500."

2°.”

2s,

“f-oNixon (Rubin) (1.760; $1:50-82:Seis a

fampaign, great ‘notices and audi--!
— “West Side ‘Story’. (UA) +27 thee ee:
ence spirited reaction could build:
Buffalo, “Aug. 14°
fwk).. Powerful’ $6,600.: “Last. week, ch
to previous -Cinerama
SUCCESSES -int by “Fanny” WB): ‘in’1961 : trade ‘shapes a-bit uneven: Here |.
«
here,
.
Holds. a ‘10th: week. Music’ “Man”, “this:
‘(Continued froni page. 8).
séssion ‘but. there are ‘some|.
Hobbs. Takes .a. Vacation’ 20th)
Esquire ‘Ari (Cin-T-Coi. 500%) (WB) comes in Aug... 23...
‘eally. big, grosses: “Guns of Dark-(|
1 “Lolita” --MGM).-° Lofty: ‘$16. 000... etn
-. $1.251—Advise and Consent” 'Col! :.Rivoli. (UAT) 61.545:-$1. 50:$3,502: ness,” one of: few. . newcomers, (4th. wk), $3.500. «
‘Last week, “Bird Man of- Aleatra2”
(m.o.) (5th wk). ‘Good $1,400. Last —"“West .Side~ Story” tUAD (42d Ilooks mild’ at’ Paramount: “The In-:|- “Lyrie (Par) (1,000:"$1-$1. 25)
MUA) (2d wk), $12, 000,
wk). ‘This’ stanza- winding: up foday'|
“Spiral:
Road”.
.!U).
Fast:
$6,000.
_ week, $1.500.
is ratéd. socko in second at.
looks
-liké'
great.
$44.
ooo
|
terns”
WwW
ed.
Grand (RKO) 1. 300; $1-S1. 50'—
Century. Wwhile *“Music ‘Man” shapes Last “week. " “Sad ‘Sack’ (Pa). and}.
“Delicate Delinquent” (Par): (re* |—‘I.-Like Morey’. othy “3d: wh), Coes
“Bird Man. of: Alcatraz” :UA) 18d. ‘after $43. 200. for: 41st’. week. .Const, ow. age
issuies), "$6.500: Oke $1.800.:Last week,. $2.500:
wk).. Okay $5,500. Last.week, _$7,- tinues.. how. Set: to. ‘stay:through “Oct. 9.
000..
| Buttalo:“put: Misfits” ‘and “Let's. ‘Mann (Manny (t000; si.50-82.75).
State 4Laew
(tr,‘900: $1:50:$2.50): Make, Lote.” ‘two. oldies, . ‘is’ ‘only —‘West Side~ Story”. UA) (26th ““Boecaceio: 70”. (Embassy) 42d WD
Guild . (Vance) - 1300" $15)
“Whistle Down Wind” ‘Undie) .Ba: —"Lolita”. (MGM) |(9th: wk): -Cur- Hult: ‘in six-day. wee". wat. Uafayette.. wk) . Boffo . ‘37.500. ° Last” “week, Wow $9.500:, Last. week: powerful Sk,
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‘of ;Gen.- Yen,” “Mr, Deeds .Goes~
proposed redevelopment’ cash com-]: _.a normal :-2X" squeeze, ‘Such =’ fiscal |1962 to $1,939,710, or 6812¢ ee
‘to
-Town,”: “Lost; Horizon,” and:
ing from an unidentified -“New. lenses would .‘tend to”. make. . a? ‘share, which ™ “compares. .with |:-:
~) many. others,
. Albany, Aug. "94...
“York” source —. the old film]. --everyoné ‘In the ‘picture ‘look - | $736,470 ‘or. 26¢ per’ share for: the|
Rialto: was’built: ini1916-and was.”
houses .would be replaced by two] .a- few ‘pounds: ‘lighter,:-and ..’ ‘corresponding . ‘period . last . year. |":- Contirining. reports current here}largest:
motion ©‘picture.’ in: South. : aa
modern, _ théatres, each. to’ cost |.. Some ‘of the supporting ‘play-. ‘| Net income :for ‘the- 1962 -nine- for more than three weeks, Neil
east at ‘the time, ‘with-tallest: eleé-$400,000
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'. @rs did look.rathér. thin, How-:
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.
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months |‘included -non-recurring
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sign.
south ‘of. New -¥ork: First:
It was; this figure that brought" . ever the’ ‘stars appeared the.---gains: of $411,270 from first ‘quarter. ‘negotiations..for the” purchase- of
the loudest ‘screams ‘from veteran |. same... as. ever.
- ‘sale ‘of motion: picture production the ‘Thruway Motor Inn, on: Upper. ;film: ‘shown. “Was| ““Gloria’s « Ro- ©ee “4
‘mance;”
“starring
|Billie: Burke...
exhib. managers. “Ray -O'Connell,}:
-..Is_ it. poss ible~ that , Holly-... ‘}and .equipment, .‘plus: $226,606. in. ‘Washington. Avenue; were .undér-'
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way with a-group operating: motels | ‘Property. where. . Rialto
S-W key man here for more than] . Wood is, using ‘special anamnorthe:
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“net
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years. filoting .Capitol. and
‘-phie. lenses as ‘a substitute: for.
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Grand, said flatly: “They're. out of} . Metrecal. and -Sego diet. foods? ‘ equipment. at ‘Pacific, Ocean ‘Park. adjoining. Hellman’ Theatre©“was:
not part. of the. deal...
yoo...
their minds.” *~
Charles: ‘Anderson,
1” Klein’ attributed-the company’s}. ‘There had. ‘been stories: on: "AlFhe three ftheatres,. located: with |)
in a single. half block in downtown. ‘similar’ ‘face-lifting. ‘operations ”int: ‘sharply, improved earnings so far any Film: Row‘of @ ‘family change:
Lancaster; consistently do better. areas that: are ever: more blighted. |this. ‘year “primarily to: ‘continued |:‘in ‘the: ownership | or..operation: of
than’ average business with quality. The way Mayor Coe.‘and his: plan-- | reductions: in administrative -0X+ ‘the. .1.050-seat: “housé. : built’ :as. .aproduct, and even fair to good with ners have ‘it, figured,. 60%: of the. ‘penses. and increased "profits ‘from ‘memorial :to Hellman’s: father, -the
the fill-in items.
Grand, for in- coin will ‘be raised . privately, -.and the: vending -‘operation: throughout late- Harry’ Hellman, a ‘pioneer.
{the company's -‘theatre: circuit. ° " Albany: ‘exhibitor. <-- stance, currently .is in fourth week 40% will be. in. the form of. ayail-|'
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-..
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son of ‘operation, .as: a first-run: and. ‘tin’s. -Downtovwin.: avill, “ogcupy: the
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| roadshow ipicture). situation. David. “upper ~-floor,. with’. 1.200 ‘Seating. .
century of existence, will be three . | constructing: ew film’. ho use
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aupply ‘shop: operated | ‘by:..Mayor “planners. on
van
out-o f-competition, ‘séreening. ' ‘likely... sale” price. - Originally: ‘an monumental. . ‘type ‘staris. and: ‘aii: ne
George 'B. Coe, who. ‘exploded |‘the|
‘Re Fulton’ Opera House.
: an!
| It previously won. this year’s:.‘film 80-room ‘affair, with a coffee: stiop,- ‘escalator, will lead |to. the.theatre, Se
bombshell -of “The Plan” Person-.
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“matter
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Structure:
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.
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.
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day’
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‘| gia, ’ Florida, “Alabama, Tenhessee~
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aad Kentucky.
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;
some -60 present ‘businesses, incompleted,.
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the’
new.
- Lancaster's ‘historic. Fulton: Thea- Fest was “made |by a -committeé:
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tre had decided .they. would ‘need’ ‘established: earlier this~ year to ‘Starlight Roof, nearing, completion: |
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and:
scheduled
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opened
:
next’
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:
choose. pix. for international events
will be ousted.
Once. the land’ is Fat. least $750,000 for a Starter. .. —
Fulton. is. 110 years old, a show- in-which U.S. participates officially. month, A relatively smalt-conven- |clear, the city says construction
comprises:.the: presi- tion hall and-a ‘large ‘office build="} -.
"“Kalisas City, Avg. “34;
will begin on a--vast complex. of house through. all those: years (art. _Committe¢
- had ‘been announced: ‘some’
new facilities, all financed by: pri- films for. the past few years, With ‘dents of. Directors: Guild, Screen }ing
weeks. ago,: as’ ‘futuré. additions: to * Nearly ®,: 100° -- persons: from ‘the’.
trade turned: “Out.: for- the’ farewell .vate coin, with an expected gen-| occasional use ofthe vast: stage), ‘Actors’ .Guild,”: Scréen - Prroducers the Hellman complex::
'
.to show" its Age,| Guild and. “Writers: Guild. :
erous assist from Uncle Whiskers. and is beginnigg
ae: |. Hellman. owns: two Philadelphia: ‘luncheon. -honoring Ralph ‘Adams..
4 although: still- asically’ sound: .
‘Arnold M.: :Grant,.
Due To. Rise
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“industry. at:| drive-ins ‘and .two in’ New ‘Jersey, ‘at the Colony. Restaurant: here -last..
Irony
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“by
-torney, also will serve ‘on: the U:S;
These facilities are to include, in
as‘ well as. several race horses. --He. -Tues.. (7). Adams ‘leav es’ Fox. Mide"
addition to the double order of fact that Fulton is. NOT-.in’ the: delegation. - to . the fest. -Produter
west :after "33 years: to become*!
fiimr houses, .at $400.000 per «what redevelopment area—so. far-—-and, ‘John: Houseman is, the US. “men. ‘formerly: owned the Mount “Ver- |.coordinator: ‘of film: buying :for. the“non
Motel; ‘in. East-Greenbtish,
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| gigantic ball rolling, Fulton:will
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Plural Entries: le
A $2 million. department store, !
Alan -V.- Iselin,.‘Heliman's ‘Son-in-.|: - Fred --Souttar;:- heading: the. ENE ‘Rome;. Aug. 7.
with about 150,000 .square feet ‘off| indefinite
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Atleast,
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and} -. “Actually, the:US. ‘shares. pater-“| Jaw).-Later, Hellinan “owfied. and: division;: émceéed: the affair’ whieh’.
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disappear
and.
the
proposed
‘nity. of ~:“Lolita” :at- the: festival with like the Thruway, within” the “city: Adamis’ career. in: reverse. ‘It’ ré-'-aggregating another 50,000 square|.
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feet; a motor hotel tmotel). of -200!: new $400,000. picture ‘Palaces. are: Britain, . per... the ‘announcement, ‘limits.
vealed : among.. other *-giant. Steps, cee
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units, with .restaurant,. swim ‘pool | T¢ ady to open.:that
he.”
began-ias:-an,
usher
at-a
©
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and ice rink, tabbed at another | -. This: fact :alone may w ell.‘throw. _“Term.of Trial,” a. Warnersrelease’ posed. sale of the Thruway’ Motor. ‘theatre--in: Ottawa; Kans; ‘in 1929...’
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ing facility, possibly underground, the’: slowly-meshing ‘gears of. the. Simone. Sigrioret.”.
Teasehold. on the grounds. .
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department stores ‘downtown. One |Property jis now $75,000: It: now - year’s: Venice, list: “The Trial,* di- -band: in: motion - picture’ theatre
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Coe. says -the Hager. ‘firm _has

and the. Fulton, ‘Laneaster ‘has —— ‘shot .in Italy. for:the. Hakim’ Broth-|
five bloeks ‘out of -the- ‘downtown | ers, flies both. “French: and.‘Italian ,
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+ taken over by Don, Ireland ofthe
district — ‘the. modern,” first-run flags. on
| outstate district. s
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“Continued from:page ce
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i3fer fram its location, and naturally | Valerio Zurlini’s' “ Cronaéa Fami~|:
|.
ig noncommittal about the plans to liare”. (A° Family. .Chronicle), . Pier: ‘exhibs. -are.."Feluctant: to give. seri- io {STORY. & TALENT: ‘COMBO
‘Area Shabby
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“Ttaly;.: Georges. Fi‘anju’s '“Therese_| - : Another, ‘and.all:iinportant: Téa‘most ‘part, permitted to déteriorate | King management also operates _Desqueyroux” - and” Jean Luc-God-- ’son’:‘is that. the showmen feel: they
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Japan and Argentina: ‘have. one fact, the. persistent View- of: most:
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‘entry. « ‘apiece: - Leopoldo. : Torre influentials.. ‘in ‘distribution | is - that ‘function, the new. unit will, ‘service:
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"20% toMM”

| New York peed eSPe
ts

:London,. Aug: 14.
“Unusual -for perhaps-“diy:Tt
-cnéwspaper- in - the. world ‘was "| the -Monday (6) edition” of the o | ;
-: London Daily. Express...
a
when Queen Victoria diedit:was rtsoiiday.
_. Some 20% of thé daily”s.ens |: an éldtimer auipped ‘thaé 3
‘By LES BROWN...
to be. : ‘None of: the maid respond-' :
— tire: contents were devoted. to .. sensation, . but .it was ‘mueh more ‘than. that: ‘for. ‘Marilyn - Monroe's.
“ents-whofailed:
to!
see
the“
film
‘
:
the
Marilyn
|
Monroe:
story—.Chicago, '“Aud. ‘14.
tragic |end. - Dailies. “continued” ‘in.the. period following: the. last’ issue ..
gave. ‘that as. a “reason,
- |‘ sher death, biog. color’ stuff; ete:.
"If there-is a posthumous - revival
‘to’
dig: angleswas.
| and. ‘recall, anecodota.- -Pique: of .stars “excludéd. from:
” —
‘the: funeral
widely-

of. Marilyn

Moanree. as. a sy mbol.-it

‘Mere Column. “Contretemps

speculated

os

upon. :‘No. ‘general: reissue: .of MM -:

“will come from women. not fromi. “Mention ‘last issué: of. Dorothy stardom, plus: successive ‘marriages: pictures. followed. but... the ‘Victory. on: W. 42 ‘Street: in’ ‘Manhattan ~
men. And -the coroilary. if: rere - Kilgallen’s: “cracks about ‘Marilyn te. two famous: meni,. failed to: dim | combined -“Bus” Stop”.-and: “Let's: ‘Make “Love”:iunder the ;come’--on
is to be a. revival of her. ffims. : Monroe the’ day” ‘before - her. death, 4:the -‘punishing |- memories: “of <.an.j Mmarquee;, “Two Marilyn Monroe “Hits.”
Tye
‘more. women _ will pattonize, than, and of Parade’s: piece for Sunday: unhappy :and’ loyeless -childliood.
“Brandt’s Beacon. on Broadway at. jah: Was ‘one.‘of“the.13. houses ‘in
i
“Miss: Menge. never. found’ the the metropolitan. ‘area tied in With. ‘United, Artists’: original “Préiniere.
* ‘men.
" Aug. 12 on. Hollywood: ‘stars;. hintThese are.“two tonclusivns. “dis- ing that: MM was -niot,*properly inner : ‘strength,- without’ ©Which’ Showcase” ‘experiment,.made" with “Road ‘to Hong-Kong.” For. those”

|

tiled from.a “percention *study” ' speaking. ..an.’.actress ‘at all have ‘fame ‘and. fortune -can..be. a .mock-: ‘three weeks the Beacon upped its. admissian-to $1.75: from ‘usual: $1.25.:
made last week by .Cveative Re-. “their pestscripts. -. All. over -the [erye | It. cannot: be. said ‘she. was: a: iTher eafter, ‘though ‘dropping. out. of. ‘the “Showcase”. setup. the. Bescon::
earch Assaciates of Chicaco .or. United. States ‘amusement editors : great: dctréss, but -her ‘face and|+ has: pegged its night scale -at $1:50°,
. Gallagher's: Report: ‘calculates |
ite own use in: future ‘reference. last week .were recalling, interpret~) ‘ figure struck the. “masculine fancy: Jthat’U.S. ‘business: now spends $2,000, 000;000 ‘annually ‘on public. rela; - a
and. filled. :movie. houses. Usually.
iThe company, on oceasion.: has, ing, |‘commenting.
tions counsel,: ‘staff. ‘and’ ‘procedures; and. thinks. -it will be $6, 000 ,000.000°"
‘been commissioned to do research ! ' Pinch-hitting for ‘Louelta Parson || she was:: -termed a..‘sex:‘Symbol’, a ‘py 1970. 2. meanwhile film companies in gener al have. tended to. ‘curtail
7
von the images of’ show. biz per- in syndicated Hearst column. Dor- teasing; | flaunting: : “ gold-digging their. own ad-pub-merehandising: functions, :‘typically: under |a, “single”:
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‘with
«ho
“-cares.
and
:
no.\
formers.)
: -othy. Manners. cracked on. an ad-.
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scruples. In. her “OW ‘mind.appar.A random. sampling of ‘100 males. joining page tothe’ news .Of. the: ‘ently, she “still was. ‘an: ‘abandoned,
Hollywood jteni ‘came out:reading in last:week's Manet’ that Georke

and
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‘lonesome ‘clild:-and_ thotight.‘even- ‘Stolk:_coniposed SThis | Can't “Be: Lové” ‘and :“Why. Can't’ 1?” ‘for.. what._. women tended to decver sympathy- “Printed ‘proof ;that’ “Marilyn |tually: -béecéme:: too much-: to’ bear. is. now Metro's’. “Jumbo. we Richard: ‘Rodgers and Loreny “Mart. Should
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at nes of. hér death. than -men.; Monroe must be censoring her mag: Albuquer que: Jeour nal _ editorial|:have gotten credit.”
The greater tendenev. according.S.'azine stories. is that’ dull. dud” on- of ‘Aug. .7:
’ Ann. Ronell, the anucte wcs titer, visiting: in’Bad Iseti, “addsttia,, where.”
te the study, was for ‘women: ‘to: her in a ‘current magazine. . Some: t...
. “Marilyn -“Ménroe? couldn't’ “fin: her: libretto- of: “Martha"’ is: being’ performed: |“She: then: proceeds’ to:
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‘ties. her private self, while: men ‘for her,” too... ‘Other. stars’ who. ish ‘the. movie ‘Something's Got: ‘ta | first” ‘U.S.-Russian ‘coproduttion® film:- Her. ‘host. :in- “Austria, has: been.
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in the main recognized |chief_v her _Might:.be ‘considering -editing ‘their| the. ‘studio-.in disguést at: the delay !
! Armin’ Robinson of. the. Swiss ‘firm,;-Musi¢-Verlad.
two-dimensional.
‘streer
image. own’ * personality-. stories. shoul
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The C’rama-MGM tie calls
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(Continued: on page” 39)
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“Who ever. eee
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heads. .proelaiming .‘that television’ to-éarth: rancher, and-that ‘this: led:
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MADIO-TELEVISION.

Record T Vpane, $e318,300,000 -

For ’61 But Profit.Down $7,16
00,000:

ag: giving tv: stars. maximum. ‘exposure. to.the ‘press’ with all. the’
feeA

“getting” to_ know “you”: trimmings:.means anything, the chances. ~~. :_ are CBS-TY. will ‘have to subscribe to:.couple’ of. extra:press clipe... 2:

“ping services. For the network moved on two major fronts last week. nt

"to get the 62-63 season off.and ‘running .In the-area of ‘exploitation
8 and: trailerizing the ‘upcoming season with. a publicity ‘dept. specia
. [events: hotfoot.
ae

Washington, Aug. 14. +
The ty industry amassed the:
greatest revenues in. “history . in|
_1961, but profits. took: 4 slide, the

CBS SPONSORS FOR 7 PhilpotNanningCaps’ w- (Charles: Steinberg’s ‘pregs-public .info ‘dept. in. ‘the. east.‘and “hla ”
Coast-key aide Ernie Stern:(with Jim Kane on. deck ‘for the: |...
Journey) .finally. ‘got the: ‘Great. Gleason. Express rolling east for." ..>
TV GRID SPECIALS .$Sweepingoe . - ‘West
_FCC disclosed. today. (Tues:) in. the |
its ‘widely-ballied. 10-city, “10-day... L:A.-to-N.Y. tour: (winding ‘up. ne
“Two
-CBS-TV.
‘sports.
Specials;
one
|:
annual TV Broadcast Financial ReOF CBS-TV Sales Div.)- being translated into: reams ‘of :newspaper-mag :copy::
heralding ‘the start of college foot-|
.
.
-.. ‘| ball: anid the “other the opening of.
-this-Sat, night with’ journey’s end ‘bash. at Toots: Shor), It’s already’ 7

port.

* “Appoltitnient.. of |‘Robert Philpot

.

Revenue of the three networks,” the ‘professional. -football season, as _ sales-‘coordinator. --at..CBStheir 15 o&0's and 525 other tv sta- are slated for prime. time telecastcapsa sence See

“tions. Soared to $1,318,300,000 in. img in September. .Vitalis, with. two
minute ‘participations; and ‘Maxwell
1961. That is $49 +700, 000 (or: 34% ‘+ House’ ‘Coffee; with’ a- one minute:
‘more than. 1960.
ne
participation, “pits. the two: football.
= But. profits. which - had ‘been specials in the: half-sold .“tategory

’ But perhaps even more important in:the overall: schenié: ‘offoute ere :bo

3
“Ang:
4 full season's. programmatic fare are the star Junkets ‘which Jee
©. - >.”pat

otis oene “were -‘Inaugurated’ over the past ‘weekend, .with. ‘the CBS-TY¥-per-"

::-

sonalities “packaged”. for whitlwind. tours,’ ‘taking. them ‘to. the: ake A

Bill ‘Hylan: :The promotions. really:

200°:

key: cities around: tlie country,
« .‘began: ‘last March when Hylan. was |. gffiliates and press:in the various.
talent visit St. -Lovis
Initial-weekend (11-12) saw: a:-roster. of:top
‘elevated to: the :newly: created: se-"

“! and Cincinnati. These included Walter’Brennan (‘'The::Real’-Me-" Be ee
Audrey: Christie “ ("Fair
0 =!
| inaugurated: with °the. “return. ‘of|-:- Coys”), Zina. Béthune .(‘The |Nurses”),
Nior. v,p:. post, a

title which: was.

this ‘point.
climbing every year, r.fell. Broad- -at
)3t Tit Perwill be the NCAA foote| Hubbell: Robinson as progiam’ top- ..; Exchange’ » Candy. Moore

cast profits thefore Federal. .in-' ball ‘special on -Sept.-13; in the 8:30
come: tax). totaled’ $237,000,000. inj to 9:30 p.m. period. .That will be per.

” * Jand (“Stump the |‘Stars”).

-Curl, ‘who. had: been. director of.| - '12: cities for a-concentrated publicity-promotion_ sock-’em-on-the- re
“home-grounds. Web: affils;. as: well’ as -press from nearby. cities,“ ..-

‘daytime ‘sales...was given his’v.p,”

stripes; Carl ‘Tillmanns:. an. account: -* are atténding the weekend events: for interviews, taping -‘of. on-the- _
exec: with. a‘-hot.- gales ‘record, was ‘cain promos. -and other: ‘Special’ evénts. oan
For the initial KMOX-TV in St. Loo. joined with KGPO IN‘Giney. <0
made ‘V.p.,’ eastern sales; Robert. F.

stations

- reported |

reas

s|Sullivan’s$Flock
OfO’seas Artists:
Sets'62-'63Sked

$675,300,000, expenses: of $588
000 and profits of $87, 000,000in
1961."

—ss«C(<«w

‘ries: of ‘promotions. Sam ‘Maxwell,
| former}y-: ‘general “sales .manager, |.
‘| named. ‘sales ‘coordinator, resigned

Of the stations in operation for

the full calendar year of 1961, al-|.
most 80¢¢ of the VHF—but. only|
about 40° of the UHF—stations |
reported profitable operations.
More: than one-third—37°%%—of|
VHF stations operating in the black

-Hollywood,: “Aug. 14, .
Ed Sullivan will.tape: shows. ‘next

had profits exceeding $400,000. No| -season

in five -.overseas ‘locales:

from

sale. featured: .

of talent and program material to.
advertisers.
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iy ABEL: GREEN’.
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:
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ac Edward. Britt. (Ted) ‘Huding

‘|-died in a Pasadeng. (€al,): nursing :
- Tokyo, Aug. 14° 1 home -:‘following |a long - illness,
-Maxwell's ‘vacant ‘post had ‘been:|
Recent count’ ‘showed 85 foreign. Sportscaster ‘is ‘survived’ by’ his ee
director .of sales:‘servi¢es. On: an
-operatiofial level; Richard N,.Burns: (almost all! from. U.S:):‘telefilm. mother and married. daughter, ‘oth Q .
‘becomes director of ‘contracts .and. series ‘being’ shown. weekly . over :of:‘Pasadena:°
‘assistarit business. -Thanager. -He re- ‘the. six Tokyo. stations.: The figure : New _ York-born’: Ted “Husing, Fea = .
places Richard: Low; ‘who is:going: ‘{z..an: increase of 17:, from. ‘the whose: peripatetic: assignments took. -." > ~
to: - Young - & ‘Rubicam to. head the. ‘corresponding period. of” last. year. him: to the top.:sports arenas ‘from>| -::.-.A. breakdown of :the:stations and } thé Yale: Bow! : ‘to ‘Franklin’ Field: - -.‘agency's new business‘:affairs de-‘partment.- Julian.Linde :‘succeeds “thei regular. imports: Fuji-TV, 26: to ‘the :Miami,: New. Orleans . and: ~~

($962.000,000) came from time sales! the, Moulin Rouge: in Paris “Will,‘be san
($356. 300,000)

ae

“Tole$ForeignLog.

to join NBC-TV. Philpot named ‘to [:

Paris,‘ London, Majorca,. Rome .and.
. UHF outlet earned that much.
Copenhagen: he ‘said’ today (Tues;)
The medium revenue of: profitfollowing a ‘five-week visit: to: those
able stations in one-station mar- -eountries.: He: is. negotiating with
kets was $411.225; in tw o-station 30 acts to be brought over: from: as contract. _manager. markets, $726.069: ‘and in three-or- various countries starting With. the
imore-station markets, $1,639,986.
Seépt:. 29 :show’.when Leo -Bassie
Of total broadcast revenues, 73%. and his sister, foot: jugglers from | £3:
and. 27%
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‘| Vice. president: ‘stripes for the Chi-.

‘|-eago ‘central: sales .office and day|time ‘sales ‘répresent innovations. dnd:
7 the: CBS-TV- sales. division.:. © *.. |
| “Only one exec. défection came iin )
| the, wake of. ‘the reshuffle and: se-

and. their 15 WV

|

| 7
t}.ad joint: ‘hosts. ‘Subsequent: tours: Dallas-Houston;. Boston-Washing: ae
Jamieson
Mas.‘of
promoted’
to the post.
‘of
manager
station .sales;
:Roy.|-.~ ton; _Indianapolis-Milwaukee; Detrolt- Pittsburgh; Atlanta-Migmi: Porteous, ‘Chicago... -account, -exec,

webs went up $56,800,000 between |hoopla ‘for the current season, ; a Was made. a: V.p. of central sales:
The three webs

=:

ty oe

some of
the’promotions
inHere
the. are
Jealigned:
:sales_
staff: Joe ' *! All told there will. be six. weeks: ‘of‘such’ junketing with: ‘visits toee:

1961, which ‘is $7,100, 000 less than followed :on ‘the: successive Thurs1960.
By contrast, profits: ‘-had day in-the Same time ‘period - by
‘the pre-season.-- National - Football
jumped 9.8% - between: 1959 and
League. special. NCAA:-and NFL
1690,. and had vaulted a huge ;games will bé:.telecast,- exclusively.
.|throughout the: season ‘by CBS-TV:
"29.3% between 1958. and: 1959.
A big increase in expenses was | NCAA‘: special ‘will include’ highresponsible. for the °1961 “profit. lights: of top: ‘plays and .games of
pre-game
downturn. Expenses of Stations and. the: previous... season,

60 and '61,: from $1,024,500,000. to |:
$1.081,300,000.

“The Lucy. Show’ ’), Irene’ Ryaft. (“Beve.

erly Hillbillies”); ‘Burt’ Rey nolds.:Gunsmoke"): and. Beverly: ‘Gare: - Soran
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Nippon Educational: TV (NET),: 20: ‘California classics; with the Ken- ©.::: .°.
Tokyo Broadcasting. Systeni. (TBS):“Atucky: Derby and virtually. any sports~ ..° ©...

7] 20; Nippon. Television Corp. (NTV),. and political ‘events of. importance,” 0".
@ $412; oS‘apan - “ Broadeasting.: Carp. was..in his heyday as a. CBS. ans. 0:5 2!

_ <NHK),: six; and'.the NHK “Educa-

ar
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Siillivan |‘added he: 48 talking to!: .
Sol Hurok about bringing over one |’

The proportion. of revenues’ de-“ of the numbers from. Bolshoi! Bal-|°
program material and! let for the. opening, show of: ‘they. “About 100 ABC.Radio. affiliates
;
talent sales has been climbing. in; new. Season. .
‘meeting |‘in New “York. this: week |"
“Sullivan ‘today winds | ‘two-day
recent years. It. was 23% in.’59 and
stint in “Bye Bye Birdie” at Co- -were: told. ‘about, ar expanded ‘pro-}
25°
60.
rived from

nouncer..

‘His: :was ‘one. of’ the)...

tional ‘station, |one: The: . De-.
‘best-known voices’in- America. But. =~.
| fenders;” ‘only. current. show: télein “all “his -travels he: Tededicated: en
cast. ‘in. English: with. subtitles):
| his. afféction: for his native.city, "0

“J

“|. "He- covered ‘tennis, “horseracing,. |: - +

odsTo.

[fights and :football with -equalex< 9°7°-

./)

.. | pertese: and: froni, the.- early.. 1920s 23
“| antil 1954, ~when--he “underwent
05, :.
:‘/surgery--for a “brain tumor, he: was “7
|”

!‘Associates:

Major markets with © profits ‘top- lumbia.: ‘He ‘-said-: hé:: ‘previously. ‘gram service ‘that. will. begin with |.
®}as' glibbly: at’ ease in: govering @ 260 7.
ping $3,000,000. with the number|--turned down thé chore “but. on. the two five-minute. daily ‘strip. shows: 9 |political convention as: in ‘sports, 720s:
of stations given in parenthesis advice of. Jack: Benny. capitulated: featuring |-advicetrix’* “Dr. J joyce
“Unfortunate :‘¢hoice’ of: one: ade
‘are:. New .York |(7}, $32.600.518; . “I’'m-not -an_ actor.” Sullivan: ad- ‘Brothers and. former: Yale prof Dr.
jectiv e, “putrid,” in‘ the. "1931: ‘Hare...
Chicago (4), $15. q71, 490; Los An- mitted. “This is not my field.: ‘Howvard-Dartmouth: game gavé Husing . — oo
geles <7), $8.050,793; - Philadelphia. lever. as Jack: Benny. éonvinced: ‘me. Albert: Burke. :
more -press -.dttention “than: in ‘alk00°. + *
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Inf) Ladies’ Garment Workers ..
“about to. WNAIP; Evanston; before }-lumns,- home’ .of. WSB. Radio. ‘with©.
- FM .-stations and. ” also” the - FM | °
’ Union has beeome a io'al éponsor-- service: syndi¢ated’ to.’ ‘other. star'|:
+being. l2pped™ for :the- WAIT. slot | 150. employes: and: guests: on hand.” .
on:: WBRE-TV,. Wilkes-Bar re. Pa:,. tions’ around. the’ ‘country: a
- Sa’ * far, Dick-' Powell” ‘has °been - by tlie AM- “tation's, Niew.. owner's.| ~“ WSB. .also° saluted ' MeMillan: by: ”
“for. the one: hour special “Eugene ¢ For ‘the. last ‘six- years, « ‘Beniiett “worth “nearly: $44.000- in- ‘Europe to |
i Maurice Rosenfield. w ho héads. the |:‘proclaming his retirement, ‘date: ag +
Ormzéndy: ‘Fhe Sound of .America.” ihas:-been
executive. “assistant to: NBC Intérnational. web -Sindicates. *Broup’ that’ bowght ©WAIT’. ‘for-|". The one-hour show. produced. by Roger . Clipp, “vveepee .of the, “Tri-- . His. 29-hour dramas: -shown° via‘| 3) .G00:000-Lecently.: Was °‘formerly “Roy. the. Boy" day.
WCAU-TV; Philadelph‘a, is being: angle. broadcast’ -division.-:: Said NBC-TV. liere ‘last season: -wére | attorriey ‘tor:, WD: in the’ days:|:
‘di-tributed . currently.
by, .CBS. ‘Clipp announcing. the: ‘appointrhent,» ‘sold ‘last. weék in. théir’ entirety to! when. -Harn
mm. Mac’ dts -Reneral: man. “Wor: RADIO'S. ‘GRID:COIN”
ILGWU telecast ‘in Wilkes- j:
Films.
“The greowth of freguency: modula: : the: Netherlands: ‘That's: the--third. Ager. :
“: WOR: Radio‘. has. sold its: "Army.
Barre will: be on Labor Day from: tion is: the most important: déevelop- package’ ‘deal in iwo weeks: by” the= WJJD. ‘has‘mudetgone: ‘a radical}
football: coverage. to Gulf. Oi] for.
10 to 11 p.m: Musical special was ment. of the past’ decade: int bioad-- distrib, .others: being” -in: /Belgivin., format - change’ ‘under: -Lawler’s|
Local Guif. Deblers and ‘American’
‘telecast cn all CBS o&0 ‘stations’ -¢asting. The :‘appointment |of. one-| and Sweden.”
“stewardsiij
Ww
’
Tobacco. = *
and was CBS’ centritution to this;Of: our most - capable . executives. = It's believed. that: Holland” ‘paid !“owners, ‘and ifarnr.
: believed
the new.
are. -contemIt's the’ ‘fifth.‘sellout’ “year -for’.
year's “International: ‘Hour,? which |to. direct our FM.: “operations: in-- | Slightly over ‘$500; for -each:‘of: the!| plating ~ sain. revisidns - of ~the |the West- Point slate: on: the..New- oe ™
was a. global —exchange. of: PrO-.;, dicates ‘our faith.:in- the’ growing
29
60-minute:
oF
isodes
jn
“the
P
ae
7
Boog
sig
policy
at
|
York:
station. " : Brondeaebegin’. we _
- hantnelaes:ap
AWAIT
Sept 22,
‘Gramming.
ca _Jimportance of the medium.”
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~ Agguments ‘Beainsk selling: pix. to” networks, for’ telécasting oe
“lone
these _lines:.: stworks ‘pick .the ¢réam.iof. ‘the. post-’48 :pix...
.
, available: ‘Although webs pay. compar atively“hefty prices. and: the.

.. distribution: expenses are minimal, ‘theweb::telecast: pix: weaken: «
"a package ‘for: they ‘already have had: an exposure ifi.the medium. .

on
oCart
a h~Year
"FNmi
Set$500ia for
aed

2} One of the ‘problems: in ‘assembling: pix packages: for-syndication: .
“By, MURRAY: HOROWITZ:
-. {g"to.secure’ sufficient quality: pix .to ‘balance the package, whith -.'
7
‘invariably has-‘some: -weaker:’ pix. Ifthe ‘quality ‘pix already: have. : Wit the:“post=48. pix’‘supp. i:
“SS been’ networked; -what’s to. be. used ‘to-dreés. dip. a: projected ‘pack - : ‘dwindling. and with twa. networks | >
now:
committed
to
weekly
telecast:
|
re
age...-in- this’ -petiod of a limited. _supply:-of cinematics? |
coe,
"A:

By DAVE ‘KAUFMAN:

“TalaysWINS Slot «:

Holly wood, “Aug. 14,
-Mercbandistie.
a’.. handsome
a
. Other arguments: ‘Against. network pix: Selling ‘comes: from’ “gome-.’ | ing: of: Holly wood pix, there’s a new |
|
money-in-the-bank’
offshoot of vid‘numbers:
game
being.
play:
ed
in
thie
|.
;
ee Station’ -execs. Their “contention|{S that.the:- ‘networks—-NBC-TV-..’.
“Jerry Landay, formerly- with: the!
AL:
ands ‘ABC-TV-because - they: can afford. to. pay. héfty prices: are | pix-to-tv. trade. - ~
J‘group’s. Washington, D.C.,. bureau;,- pix, continues to: flourish for those
‘Chances -of’. top - grade .“pix “to has: beeri: named ‘news director ‘of | series which have caught. on. with
taking: away ‘a: source: of. ‘product -Which. ‘normally - would flow. to...
“stations: “It’s argued stations. pioneered: .pix. telecasting “and. built "| earn froin $250,000: to: $300,000 -per -WINS, .Westinghouse, Broadeast-. the public, and makes millionaires
|
pic
now prevail, and there’ $ some. ing’ s new New. York radio station. dut of producers. .
feature’ slots to the: ‘position it ‘now: ‘ockupies—after ‘the:‘networks °.
Latest illustration of ‘the fancy*Soc. turned +thumbs. down-on the-proposition for years. ‘Instead of open-: . “| talk that. this munificent.sum, from,:‘Landay. has' been chiefly ‘respon-:.
*|'the
viewpoint
of. ty: ‘grossing. power; sible. for. WBC's. nightly. 15-minute. ‘dividends from ‘the. merehandising
. (2 " ding new”-areas” of .programming, .networks .ave: only’. duplicating”
va 2 “wihat. stations |-could ‘do by: themsely es When the: web's, go)
into pi 1 can be. .considerably- hiked. To put ‘Washington .‘news feed, ©‘Radio. ‘end is Hanna-Barbera Productions, :
‘|thé above figures: in perspective’ of. News “Day,” ‘piped to:. the chain's: ‘which reports merchandising from :
‘» jtelecasting,: ‘it's:‘maintained. CEL
nS
.| time, prior -to the:‘introduction: of -six -radio: ‘stations and other |AM its
various: cartoon .: characters.
_|-post-48's ‘on’ the “market.and’ be-: outlets: via _-synditation. °
| grossed $39, 000,000 for the past fis- .
-|fore: the networks. began using ‘pix,
Bert: Cowlan,’ ‘member: of - “West= “cal: year,
| top: ‘figure. for: grade A ‘Hollywood: inghouse: “Broadcasting's. program
The H-B. cut: fox licensing is 5%,
“pix in: US.. distribution: was:about : board: ‘and: a producer of radio’ and: and this is split w ‘ith Screen. Gems,
which,
distribs the H-B series. The
' $100, 000.°
I ty ‘/pubservice’. and- “educational
- Ffom | $100, 000::‘to. the. “present:’ shows. ‘for “the. group,: has been take. will: be. $1, 950,000 from the surhé. is a big incréase: ~indeed,. cand. ‘named to. the ‘new. post of. director: ‘healthy offshoot. Bill Hanna and
| the ‘arithmetic. going into the cur-' “OF: community relations: at WINS. -| Joe Barbera, par{ners..in. the ani-|-rént $250,000-to $300, 600 estimated|- Before - ‘joining: WEC,. Cowlan. mation telefilmers,, say that Eddie
* Milwaukee, Aug. 14°
_ [potential .is::worth examining.’ It's. was’ veepee and. general. manager Justin, head -of’ merchandising for
ete Be ae atnajority. ‘of. Milwaukee ‘area|.
| estimated: that“Class A. Hollywood |‘of .WBAI-EM, :the: Pacifica commu-. SG, estimates the gross on- their
we ‘adults | watch or’ listen .to‘ the’ Mil-}-.
a * waukee: Braves. baseball. broadcasts
.|| pix’ in today's market ‘can’. grass” jilty-Supported 0outlet: inNew ‘York. merchandising |will hit $50.00. 000.

ed*:rn
_
a
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ce af‘Adultsini
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t keerea

toBallasts .
~ EtserWatch orListentc
“Stredbert’s:$ ‘Mpls.Exit”:

+ on’. television: and. radio, results of |. - Theodore: Streibert,° ‘yeepee ‘and | fromi:'$125,000 to’ $200,000: .One-top
"gic survey,. conducted: “by” Bisping general: ‘manager. of ‘the. Time. ine.’ distribution’ exec ‘said ‘you're lucky |
~ Business -Research: of :Milwaukee’ WTCN-TY- AM,-:, Minnéapoiis,.- “has, to. do- $150; 000. - Others - said. ‘that|.
ae indicates.
- ankled’, to ‘set. up: an international: ‘d $150, 000-‘ was “being” ‘conservative’.
‘and’ $200,000 highly: optimistic. ‘Lat: |
st.
Phe: ‘survey’“second since -Apri):
BE
tee prove’ substantially: the -same business consulting: service:‘in,‘New ter’ figure .of °$200,000: would -in-:
1
clude’ Tevenues: from -Canada ‘and |
- 1: “facets, ladicated. that 374.081 people York.

=. 18:years of age’ and: older. —'58.2%

Australia,” Lit” wwas : stated. by . one.

WTCN. W iit:opératé sinder: direc

An ‘1963.
What manner. of merchandise go
° to make up: this huge amount of:
.|'sale§?. Well,. it: ranges ‘over quite

pa spectrum, including a Flintstones’
“TYpool toy, a Huckleberry’ bath: salts,
‘| Flintstone: pajamas, . Huckleberry.
‘Sheets, pillowcases and drapes. pencil. cups, ‘Yogi Bear and Flintstones
comic strips syndicated ‘by Me-.
Naught in 238: newspapers, with the.
Flintstones also seen abroad. Over

Cenk &Hour.
Selloffs|

-exec.. ‘In. any event; $150, 000. ‘for.
- Of ‘persons 18:and- older-— watched: -tion. of :‘Arthur Swift Jr.,-Manager |"
or: listened: to Braves broadcast -on: for... tv, and . Gordon Ritz; --radio} 4 “grade A. Hollywood. ‘pix;.“sold]-/ * =
ee
. july” 8: from *. Chicago. Signifi-: matiagey, . ‘Willard . Schroeder; |vee-. market ‘by: market. in syndication, |
me “cantly, _Bisbing’ S$ .suévey _‘showed. pee: oF: ‘Time-Life .Broadcast: and _and..achieving’ excellent . distribu |. ae
mh
43.8% _ of -adult -radio-tv: audience. gerieral-manager:of ‘WwooD stations |. tion; wasn't -considéred. outlandish.| “la ‘the. features-to-ty ‘and hour-: 60,000,000: comic.and-rcoloring books
"sce Doth, ‘watched the ‘game-on: tv .and -in. Grand. ‘Rapids, -Mich;; “will ..su-- “Tt’s:. understood:. that: 20th-Fox" s*| tong: vidfilm fields, United. Artists. | have been sold, over a million recwith: NBC-TV
for weekly
its supply
of- Associated, Allied. Artists Televi-' ords. In. Sweden, an enterprising |
listened ?to:: radio: “proadcasts,. ‘With: ‘perise. ‘tlie: ‘Twit,Cittes. operation.‘ ‘deal
pix. forthe’
network's,
cine
. manufacturer
- put
out a35. 8%. ‘watched game telecast: (only):
sion-and National.Telefilm Assoc i"| ‘candy
Flintstone
candy—rock
‘candy.
‘| matic: outing “galls ° for 30° pix .at|ates. report new “sales, ©
of
and 22% ‘listened: ta :‘radio alone. {| course— and reported he sold. 1,$5,000,000. -.That averages .out to.
Results showed ° that ‘more - Mil-|
wot

+ “waukee, area.adults’ listened’ ‘to.
‘Braves. ‘yadio.. “broadcast”. July" 8,

McCarthyPredicts :
2dCom] TV Web’:
(ForBritainin’64|

$166; 666" sper pic. Big question ‘is ‘age,, “Cited Artists: ‘Showcase for
“what's the... ‘grossing. potential in’ ‘the Sixities,”- said that.it has been
- syndication” after. a pic’ has ‘heen sold: in -2& .markets. . ‘This is the
given: a:network Yuh. “Only: outfit:: package ‘which: contains | 13 UAA|
now engaged. in -finding.: out- at cinematics which shad played on:
present ‘is United Artists “Associ-|. ABC-TV. _According :to: UAA. prexy |
ated, “which ‘has 13 off-network, re-} Erwin Ezzes, the pix group fs. sell-.

when: |ame. Was televised, ‘than: on |
“") July -7,.when game ‘was on.-radio|
Only, *‘Figures’ ‘showed ©31.6%

; an a “Yistened ta’ radio only, with 37.2%
Ce
listened: on. ‘the, Tadio-tv ‘broadcast |.

000:000 “poxes the: first day. it was.

on the market.
“Fhis year's Foyalty cut from: mer-

:

chandising is a record for H-B, “
‘topping the- ‘previous fiscal year

considerably. In the fiscal -year end-:
‘ed. June 1, 1961, their products
merchandising. grossed $22,000,000,
33° post=" 48's“ now ‘making the. Sta- .per day’: ‘in its. first: two ‘weeks of | which. brought home a:royalty. pie
‘tion: ‘rounds... “‘Twentieth-Fox’s. tv being’ “in-the. market. . “There. are. -of $1,100,000. If the SG .estimate:
por Ps “gion. . pulls. a. good. ‘aulience~. for
“| on the next fiscal-year proves corat baseball ‘telecasts: theradio ‘broad: |-- A forécast’ ‘that. a. -gecond |com= division:: ‘under the . diréction of: 33 post-'48's-in the group.
*
veasts -of games _kept: high. Jéyel -of l iéreial: ‘nen ‘ork “will. “probably ‘be George. Shupert, Shortly ‘will move.
‘The- 28. markets include:: WABC- rect, -the royalty dessert. will’ add
on; that’ compang: s off-network ix, “TV New. York: .WGN.- Chicago: “up.to $2,500,000.
a “interest. possibly increased by: the|
The partners have issued: over
telecasts.
<Bisbing’s
‘str- +Happroved for:operation: dn. 1964; as . catalog. aie
og o“svey-in
April:show
ed’ fitst-‘such’
a: slight“ drop
.Well*ay: a: ‘second: channel. for. BBC]. "According: to™ AA's initial °exe} WW: ‘New: -Orleans; -WGR, Buffalo;: 700. licenses for various venders of.
WKZO, ‘Kalamazoo-Grand. Rapids;
-. ° “Yn radio‘ listeners. ‘when -game: was"? ‘as: ‘recommended. by ‘the. Pilkington’ perience’ the inclusion. of. the‘ ‘13 |KTVK... “.Phoneix, . ' Ariz.: - WAPI,. their’ animated ‘byproduct. Strongoy
also televised. But ‘this. first surv. ey: “Committee”: ‘was: made by‘John G. off-network rerung .hasn’t.-made «a.’ Birmingham; : -WCIY; ‘Charleston, est of the characters merchandis- |
‘dent .in the grossing: ‘performance | s.¢-. WCCB,”“Montgromery, : Ala., ing-wise ‘are the. Flintstones - and
-, Was. in. corinection with this ‘season's °.
"first telecast—also ‘first Braves local’,"MeCanithy. “prez:‘of Television .Pro- ‘of. the pix: package; to ‘date.. CAA/-WLUK... Green. Bay, Wisc.; and. ¥ogi Bear, they report. graiis: -Expait. Assn...
eo
“+ “telecast -in- “Milwaukee's ‘history.
AS.a rule, merchandising doesn’ t.
| maintains. dit -added°higher. quality.i -K BAK, Bakersfield, ‘Galif.,
°°
vv.
The. “second. SUFVey | ‘by: Bisbing .“McCarthy -made ‘the._foiteeast| pix to the package to compensate |.” allied: “Artists -.Televisién-’. re- -get ‘underway until a series is on
'
for
ths.
off-network,
‘status.
.of
the‘.
ported:
10
more
“sales
on
its:
Science
“=, ghiowed. on* July 7. 37.6% ‘of adult,:
the
air and a proven success—forj upon:hig teturn. from” a:trip’ to’

ven

wo

run. pix’ in ‘its:current :package. of -ing ‘at ‘the “rate. of . ‘two- markets

eeday.-.- “Thus, “sepaiently,” while “elevie|

‘>: Greater Milwaukee~men.. listened.
‘43 pix, .UAA; in. fact: ‘says the cur: | fiction “pix package: Markets .in- ‘obvious: Teasons—but on H-B’s:- up-"
. tg: the, gaine ‘on: ‘radio, ‘with: 23°. “Britain: ‘anid. the Continent: He said. ‘rent’ ‘package of 33 is:grossing niore.; clude: ‘KMTYV, ° "Omaha: WBAP, coming “The Jetsons,” which.bows
oat! Of- adult® women’: -hearing ‘the: game. Tthat * ‘Britisly cominon’ sense’ ds pre: ‘than ‘previous ‘pix. packages...-’ ;
: (Fort : Worth:. “WCIV:, Charleston;. this. fall, a nierchandising deal has’
wet -Then, ‘on. July: 8, ‘the radio audience : -vailing’: over. “the! ‘report. ‘of. the
UAA's: reported:. experience’ is" -WELA;. -Fampas . "WALA: : Mobile, already been made with toy manu~
Poon Anchided 48% of: Greater’ ee { Pilkington. Committee. ‘and he noted: inet with skepticism: in other: quar-.| ‘Ala: WDSU, New ‘Orleans: WCHS,
‘Continued: on ‘age $4).
< Continued ‘on’bage 83Y.
ters.. * Overriding- the.” skepticism, Charleston, W.: Va; “WCAU, Phila_|that the: withering’ attack. on -Aimer-

:2
a MarketSale

though; is. this. quality-: of .today’s: { delphia;: WVEC,. Norfolk, Vas and.
market=—the - need: ‘of pix by. sta+ “WAPA, San Juan, P:R.”

‘|teen, ‘product, ‘which: “some. had -ex-

|

- Poected::failed: “to materialize. when: tions’ is. Sueh :that- ‘off-network pix.

te woe

NBC 080 News”
Parent Preening

‘Five new. sales’ of::NTA’s’ 90‘|the report was discussed. by.Parila- can. Teadily find .a buyer: ‘There|"progra: _Inpackage.. of 20th-Fix and.
just’ aren:vt:that:many. ‘Post-"48° Dix; ‘Warner .Bros. ‘hourlong: dramas
pment.
cane
ye :twere reported by NTA’s: sales. vp.
yo cTn /West. ‘Germany: “tie saw.:DE around.
‘One. estimate. “unproven, is. that -: Pete. Rodgers. : Off-network ‘dramas|.
n
Dept
’ Seg: Eee: Baise hy -héad’ of -A\R. D.. _or the
Stade
A
off-network-:
pix.in
the.
cur- |:‘now are: séén -in 58 markets from
pully.
gs,
first progr ain: (network:, to- ‘present:
" By the time NBC News is fins”
ee.
.{complaints of American ‘companies rent: market. could. gross* “about. Hawaii. ‘to. New. York. New stations|'ished:
with the: rearranging, prob"$120,
000.
That
:
-estimate
is.
coun-!
include. ‘KTRG. ‘Honolulu;.‘WBAP,
“Reruns. of “Fhe: Deputy" were -opei‘ating” :in|.Europe... ‘These, he
” chought for 117° television markets. Aald. “included... such. ‘situations. ‘ as ‘tered. with:-* ‘you're. lucky. to-do_a ‘Ft, Worth;. WBEN,; Buffalo: WJAC, ably before: “the fall season ‘begins,
the
local
news departments ‘of all
$100:
000.
.
The
.:off-network:
phase:
Sobnstown, }Pa.: ‘and‘WDAY,
“,Fargo,
- by McCullofh. Motors, ‘according: to-..“the, stacking up. of important: probut three—of NBC's owned and
“NBC Films: ‘A national: sponsors! hip.: graris; ; with’; many: .monthis’” delay}: of ‘pix: distribution is yet: tobe. ex-Operated
stations.
will be. under the “ guch. as this for a ‘ syndicated series | before screening; -abd. the’ summary. ‘plored’in the: marketpiace®. Assum- | ~
national department's aegis. |
_da-rare’ these. days, so that the ‘Me-|rejection’, of. programs ,by subor- -ing-the $100,000: for off-networ king,
‘Last
week,
NBC.News
took over
and
‘the
average
$166,
666
secured
“Culloch: buy: ranks. ‘as the ‘largest ;:
‘dinates. “Top”. quality. material ‘be-.
control of the ‘local news: staff at
ot: its. kind - in: “many. nionths.” - =ige giten fringe, time. without: regu- for. 20th-Fox.. pix! ori‘ the network,
WRC
and
WRC-TV,
in
Washington.
Deal... with.: NBC."Films for-the! lar ‘Scheduling - also. was. included. thatamounts ‘to $266,000 ‘per pic.”
‘Similar ‘arrangements: are being.
»-oft-network: cow ‘boy: Stanza... fronted ;; as a majot American ‘eriticism. Me-: -.! What 4s .being: talked. about” in} Phe: “availability. in full. color of
figures. ‘of - ‘gourse, -are . ther pTmore: ‘than ‘200 of the 500 cartoons, made now for: the takeover of the :. by, Henry’: Fonda, is: for’ 26: weeks. Carthy, reports “Bausch .expressed’ . these
oan
‘pix. the “ones tat command |in- the : “Famous . Films’ Cartoon. local ‘news. staff. for. NBC's Frisco
_ It": was: losed:- with::the.- ‘distrib + -surpriise at ‘many .of. the’ criticisms
outlets:
“through. -MeCulloch’s. agency, Ful; and indicated. “he ‘would Investigate} network, time, that, Sprinkle ‘a’pack= ‘Carnival,” “now -wholly. owned and
. Only the. Philadelphia radio’ ‘and
fage With .rating. promise. and + distributed - ‘by.’ National Telefilm
.. Ter. ‘Smith: & Ross... sg
“te .complaints;.*
tv o&o’s (where new o&o0 chieftain
> MeCarthy .. ‘also ‘coriferred.. in ‘glamour. *The “B's” -and*‘C's’ don’ | Associates, “has accountéd for many: Ray - Welpott. is making his tem\-Mainz’ with- “professor. Holtzamer; secure the. fancy’ prices cited: above. ‘new ‘sales: ‘of: the. ‘package, . ac- porary headquarters ‘ang ‘the PittsAnd: ‘perhaps ’ in. syndication, -its ‘cording. :‘to Pete ‘Rodgers, vip. in burgh radio. station continue main‘|ditector. -Seneral: of -the. ‘approved:|’

roSPURSNTA
D

wee

“CARTOON SALES

Kaa & Ollie’Syndie

‘he. fictitious ‘to:‘single out ‘the:“A’s'”
char:‘ge of sales for NTA
‘second’ program. ‘This. network;
> Rights’to CBS: fi
ins“gaid: is .now- ‘schediled: to” go ‘into ‘the ° package. .to .cite..a'- Bross, for. - Five: -stations, WXYZ,. Detioit: :
they .are:. averaged - out.: with :the:
"OHS. Films: has: secured “the:-syn- operation: in (April; 1963: Originally; lower: quality ‘pix in the- package. WSIL. ‘Harrisburg: KRTV,. ‘Great
Falls, Mont.; WHIZ, Zanesville, O.;
‘“ateation rights.:to: :
“Kukta. "Be: Ol ||:it wast. lave commenced..trans. lie.” the’ five-minute series. vHich |mitring programs last: July.. Profes- -both.in-selling and buying. Reason. and. WTAP,: Parkersburg, W. -Va.,

taining local hews Staffs, per. pres-

ent plans,

...

It would appear: that the decision
to administrate local. news for -the.

o&o

stations

from

within’. NBC.

ig, is done. in the: ‘trade, ‘as’ well as”anthems
recently*signed’ to: telecast: the’ News prée-dated Weipott’s. 0&0. ap-:
|sor: ‘Haltzamer »1g-_ understood’. tol
pointment two weeks ago.
The way. the. network ‘put ‘it last
week, NBC ‘News was. “making, its
full international staff. and. facilities available to the stations” in

. had a.run’on NBC-TV:. ‘Deal -calls
this: article, “is to secure’.a rule’ ‘eartoons; thus bring to.58.the numfor Burr :-Tillstrom’ to ‘produce :an-¢ ‘have-:accepted-an” invitation from
:prexy’to.¢
hi EI‘thumb. measurement .of “what's. -ber.: of’ stations contracting -for:
‘other |65...-Segments, . making.. 195 | the. ‘TPE \ :prexy
to.come. to--t € -happening 't
to prices. and. what could. -the.: ‘NTA package,”. |.
©
. Segments. in toto. One hundred and. US. for-am 0:0. ‘of: ‘American tee
“Ionger’- hours’ ‘of happen.
. Rodgers reported that ‘many sta-thitty. Segments. would be. off-net=|" ‘Benefits Of
‘One.
maior
broadt asting and ‘of regular schéd- the” $168,666. -distrib “questioned. tions are --using.. NTA’s: “Little.
. Wor
now.
being:
paid.
by
‘Luli,””.:
“SNoveltoons.”’.. - “Gabby,”
|
emphasized
were
CES.Films willbe.sellinig aa ‘uling ofpitograms.
n |NBC tN He: argued. with: some “Puppetoons” “and_-éthers. to add
Se t.: 15 Start in... confads-.‘witk tv.;officials” dn .
*t
ae
Hho:
the
2
total
‘Route. of
9 colorcasts.. we
_
(Continued
on:
page:
39).
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81% of First Run Ratings
945, of First Run
Shares-of- Audience
3 teal apparent |
The re-run strength ofSeven:Ants!“ims ofthe50's"becomes
‘when the Ratings and Shares. of first-runs and re-runs are examined: tis. interesting we

to note that the average time.gap before re-run was onlyfiveand one-half months.”

V r Bros.features._
“The special.Arbitron study,charted below,covered8different Warner,
ARBITRON STUDY OF RE.RUN RATINGS &&.
"SHARES |
OF.a SEVEN ARTS’.
J
_ | POST-50’S TELECAST ON. WNBC-TV'S: SATURDAY NIGHT “MOVIE Four” ”
(APRIL- JUNE, 1962) .vs
.

FEATURE

= | ——_FIRST- RUN’
TELECAST 7 AVERAGE.My:
oie | roarAVERAGE
aa :;

|
|
_|
DATE | RATING TSHARE “|DATE=
|
| riSeeYou In My Dreams waa (3
a oe Bsoe ‘4/22 TasTTse
‘| Thunder Over the Plains 1:12/80/61 | 88

j1/25/61 }°159° ]

| MereMaru

Pretty Baby

12/28/61..| M4]

| 11/08/61}

“LN;

re Arts"
ims ofthesos
a
fe :

sees EeMone
makers ofthe60's

1%" .A/28/62 ° AO. mr

40%] 5/5/62 | 1L0

23% | 5/12/62
| 89° | ete

i Captain:Horatio Hornblower 10/14/61: | 2M ao [tam

Force ofArms

ernest

iS

97 | 28s Ag

168.-} 35%] 6/9/62. 1-175 | ae fo

“SEVEN. ARTS |
| eee
|
CIATED
ASSO

_ CORP.

_ Phantony of the RueMorgue} 10/28/61, |.11.3. | 28%. -f 6/16/62.-|. “69° | 20%]
Operation Pacific

=.

j TOTAL AVERAGE 7

2/9 159-1

ae icP 33 +

A SUBSIDIARY. OF SEVEN ARTSPRODUCTIONS, 1D. | wo bd,
me... “NEWYORK: 270 Park Avenue: =~.
“YUKON6-1ZIF)

34%. 16/23/62]. 13-1 26

x 613),Skokie,
“cc CHICAGO; 8922.0 N.-LaCrosse00.Box

ee
Dama 9-288 fe
on DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive.
“Los ANGELES: 15683
33 RoyalRidgeRoad,
Ri ‘Sherman Oaks:
Strong re-run ratingsare just partof “f
ilms ofthe 50's"successsiiSponsors.
s.R.
0.
"; GRanite 6-1864-STate 88276 TE

and increased sets-in-use are some otherF good reasons
s whySeven Arts!“Fis.ofthe:
oo”
50's” are “Money Makers ofthe 60's.
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TO: COAST: FOR:GAC)"

On Kid-Slanted Toy Programming

Atthur” ‘Price,- video -‘staffer. in]
+f
:
vat York. office of. General::Art-|we”
‘| ists Corp.; ‘has: been" ‘transferred .to] the .Coast where - he'll ::WOrk -“with |" a
‘:.Seripter- Larry: Menkin. ‘has. just. ‘finihed
el,
tv. ‘dept... ‘head .:Don... “W. ‘Sharpe: |- walt: ” dramatizing. the’ adventures:of: ih
os
nével, Crack
fa the
stedy
m “detective:
pair—one
‘a ‘Price: left for the: ‘Coast last. week |.
-the
‘white. :Action- includes” aspects of the Negro Nazi:|. for. -conferences’ and. «will: return |’.
a oy“ \Négro,
movenié
nt. ‘other:
By BILL GREELEY
'
‘Monty Hall. and. Art Stark’ Rave |set, Morey. Amsterdam, : temporarily to New. York later this |.
arn Mary ‘Tyler Moore. and ‘Jayne’ Meadow’ as ‘guest’ ‘panelists . on .“Your|w eek. to wind ‘up his: affairs here.
_ The daily animated grind may_
2" First, Impression,” NBC-TY. ‘color’ daytimer: y-... Norman:‘Corwin in} * Price has’ been in ‘the: talent. and |
| suit the kids Just fine, but Charles,
- Jo front Hollyw ood for’ Work. ‘on: FDR; series. Scheduled“ ‘as. ABC-TY. entry: 1| packaging. ‘divisions: ‘of thé -video j:.
-“London, Aug.. 14: |-David ‘Marx, ad director ‘ot Louis
- Sister of: Syd Eiges, NBC: x. p., ‘died: last « eck of Tukemiia 2 Sigmund’ ‘dept. for” about: 10 ‘years, ‘and has.}" ‘Rothinan’s’ “of -Pall: Mall, one of
oh
than
ot a
Bajak back..in harness. at:‘NBC. tas Manager: af‘unit managers) after. worked. in: various departmenty: ‘of Britain’s most. ad conscious: “Cigaret’}:Marx “Se. Co:, chas..more
1. mllitary. leave," ©ot
‘GAC...’
concerns ~ has- appointed©‘McKay|.‘wearied -of the’ “old, .tired ‘car-"
toons.”
Thead
exes
is.
nephew.
of |.
Jt jets.! Dai Eounsbery, will produce ‘eight. “Balk ‘telephone’ “Hour” ‘specials f Price’ ‘willtake over ‘some “of the and: Van. Zijl; Ltd: ‘as:: agents.
° OTE, -NBC-TYV.- next: season;: he’! ‘work -undér exec: producer. Barry Wood. work: of. Don Estes, -who’ resigned’ “Agency is to: :be- responsible . for ‘toycoon ‘Louis ‘Marx. ~
: #2... Don M.- Maniewiez is adapting. the. oFiginal Troy Kennedy. ‘Martin’ ftom:.GACG .last week: to_ go: with | export: advertising in 70.-countries
. This fall thé company; which. is
: the biggest toy tv. spot bankroller
* geript, “The ‘Intery ‘ogator.”. for’. NBC-TV's" “DuPont Show. of. the ‘Week’" Desilu.. where. he will head his own -; 3. Government. has. started’ dick-|:
.. _ Von Sept: 23: it s the ‘first: Lewis ‘Freedman production: for :the
ers with Independent Television. and .‘the |-biggest toy, company in.
‘Sunday. live’ tv ‘getup. .:
ae ‘ night -hour..; . 3. Michael :Grahani‘ vice- “Paul” Alter: as. director of ‘the |: ‘Daniel Welkes,,late éfthe:MCA: ‘Authority: regarding the spacing of ‘the worid, is swinging to network
: "daytime: “price. Is Right; ” ‘$0°that: ‘Alter Will be-free:to direct “To. Tell: ‘TV: dept.; has: joined. GAC’ where commercial. breaks .-...'Sir Arnold in.a big way. Spot campaigning, of.
7 the Truth,” ‘also. daytimes.-.: .. Richard. Hayes subbing for Merv Griffin. he’ will work- in’ guest ‘shots ‘and Plant, who-heads the Advertising -course,- will continue big, .espeon “Play: Your Hunch:” as.“jafter. ‘begins his. vacation this -weekpackaging. He:had been- an MCA. ‘Standards : ‘Authority, . ‘appointed ‘cially for the- September-Decem-~
; | Arthur «Clarkson as” ‘secretary - to ber Christmas drive when 90% .of
“{,'.Eormer -WNBC-TV: ‘program. chief AL. Perlmutter :joining. Harold D. veepee ‘for.about. 10. years:
.. ° 4 the. Authority | from. Aug, . po
+}
. the: toys are sold, but the ad manof: *.
; on ‘Cohien’s artist Yepper Yor «Fred Hall ‘to frant his.own -kidvid ‘strip ony.
a ‘| Anglia-TV ©‘is. prepping’ a. " key ager now feels that company. has
a WNEW-TV..
~ Frank: Parker: is today's’.Wed.- ‘Buest :on’ WNBEC-IV's :
ae
- ‘change in- ad rate: discounts for. the: distribution and. year-around
Oo Family’. show: -and :SalvatoreBaccaloni goes jn--tomotrow.wo USIAY;
"-/-this “fall: This’ is: the: run-of-the-- sales: potential -to. warrant: -cone-:.
“fa filming:‘a’ documentary -re.. Telstar ‘in. four’ Tangtiages ‘and Frank. Blair
" | week commercial -which, on.a: tinuing network exposure.
“Twill ‘narrate the English-language version” sand: also: be on ¢aniera in|... -.
_
“30-second .basis, ‘would cost. only-| : -In--what is believed to -be the.
“ral vefsions)... .- Fred. Kaplan of “ABC: Radio's prograinming. ‘departnient |*? 3
Witte
-"New London -agency: ‘first. sole sponsorship of. its own
“g100-”:
on 8 on leave to the’ Ariny ‘where. he just:completed the basic administi'a-7j .~:
‘formed. by’"Riges Advertising Ltd., live web series by a toy. company, :
“tion course “at Ft. Dix; Ne He'll- ‘be “back ‘at the. web. ina: couple ‘Of | &
one. ‘of :“Britain's” biggest olit-of-.
‘Marx “is bankrolling the “Marx
“7 months’.
Robert: DeLaney and: ‘Ira. Marion,’ ‘director.:and.” writer- |.
town’ ‘opetators*:.,°: Gordon Coul- Magic: Midway,”. beginning Sept.

“IN.NEW. YORK. CITY,

Sete

eh

On Other_— Ave. Fronts

London Agencies.

:

-Fesearcher: respectiv ely ‘for. ABC's. °"Meet the: ‘Prrofessor,’’”” -have. ‘been |:
On Hard
Liquors;son: appointed. head: ‘of: :‘marketing

iol + ¢ited. bythe .Assn,-for “Higher Education: 6f -1he National “Education|

‘and research: ‘at Napper,

Stinton|:22 on NBC-TV Saturdays 11:30 to.

‘2° (noon).
“J Assn.--for “outstanding ‘service ‘in ‘furthering: the. iriterests ‘of:“higher
& ‘Woolly ‘after .seven. ‘years: with
: “We want: to: give kids the. bést
“2S Sedueation. and: ‘the’“eollege teaching. profession, through ‘significant: con-|.
- Washingtoa, Aug: 14: | the agency.
“tributions: to. the suceess- -of the -series”’.
, show possible with live entertain..For ‘the 22d year, the Gen-|: television. Code. Authority, still!

* ” . eral: Conference. -of ‘the: “Seventh-Day ‘Adventist Church -has, renewed |
-‘ment;” ‘says the ad director who
‘on. the. Wagon; has new guidelines
| ealls the spread ‘sort of ‘a ‘kids?
°° Mutual ‘Broadvasting’s." "The Voice-of Prophecy.’ *, “Sundays” 10:30. to. 11 on how to keep-ty- sober. .-:
_Ed Sullivan, Show" (it features ciré
ANY. ss. WPLX- veepee, ‘Fred -Thrower | off ‘to: Eutrope, for’ a: month's | ..New: dictuin just issued. by:the
cus, variety and magic acts fronted
ety -".. yaeation.. returning’ Sépt..10.:
“Yohn..MeAvity upped, to ‘cdordinator
|x
NAB. will: supersede: all” ‘previotis |
by: kidvid. host. Claude’ Kirchner ©
a
OF ‘sales: planning: at ABC: EY,He's.Been:ananager of nighttime’, ‘sales ‘interpretations . and--- rulings on
and
‘is being vidtaped ‘before live.
oy ‘gery ice. {liquor advertising, Code Authority |
kid audiences). . '“Television. needs
- Mike Dana, CBS: TV: ¥eof spits
aywants:IN “to“‘noithern’ Maine: ‘this. -Diréctor Robert .D. Swezey said,-:
7 drew wholesome ‘programming and
Week 6n” his’ -annual ° fishing “trek*7 . Hubbell: -Robinson,- CBS-TV's |. Previous to the new ‘edict, only |:
a - Hollywood. ‘Aug. 14.: -|we...are- confident | ‘Marx Magic
woe senior Vp. “of progranys, “back. ‘from Coast.-aiad -‘Oscar. Katz, CBS-TV's ‘genéral ‘$tatements. ‘prohibiting. dis-|
Bruce: Minnix:-to direct: CBS-TV|tilled liquor advertising: and: -allow- | Two ‘Hollywood | studios are ‘for. Midway” will help fill this need."
: "daytime: ‘program. chief, ditto”,
Jaale.
the.
once-prosperous Hal Roach. Producér ‘is. Miller-Shaw .Produc="... séries of: pubaffairs specials. ‘Monex: ‘Talks’ Kiow -Your.. Candidate; 7 ‘ing. limited. beer and wine eoniner“studio: “and; Ziv’ Ss.“Santa
Monica ‘lions © ‘Captain. “Kangaroo” wot
eo “Tew. series :of pubaffairs . ‘programs. laenched: “by: WLIB “Sunday:(19). cials: were :An. ‘force...
:
.
-Ljon.
ane
Marx toys will be promoted on a.
soy" Adigust Heckscher, director. of Th entieth Cent ury Fund-and. Special | . These-.are “the. “guidelines: a | Biv: lot, ‘once’ the Eagle. 40
ao "White: House. Consultant, on- the “Arts, “Weil be. njoder: -ator-host’ of “Books: a Ban against hard ‘liquor’ ‘adv. értis: | ‘Actually. it. “Weas "thought - the |.12-month ‘basis: via *Midway” and
an
j
-0>For’
Our. Time “Weekly Series: ‘deésizned: to examine ‘the’ Writings --and|_ing
includes whiskey, brandy, rin," Roach studio. had “been: sold. :-but|‘participations .on- ABC's _."Magie
Land of ‘Allakazain, * CBS’ “Cap* ..Jdeas of authors: on WNDT. “ett ‘outles .
. Alvin ’G, Flanagan,-v.p.| gin: and. vodka. Cordials, liquers'“such .& “deal: has. ‘Collapsed, : “and ‘i,
&
rtain ‘Kangaroo’. anid NBC s “Rulf.
., Cand: general: mandgerof Mullins, Broadcastin. - and’ Bob ‘Brown, general ‘and .-wines ‘containing. ‘more’ .than consequently, a. ‘public: court sale+
and
Reddy.”
Oe sales, manager, - will spend’ this: Week: in: Nev York: ‘from.-Denver.on biz. 24%. ‘alcohol. are.-outlawed:: Also ‘of: ‘the studio -is’ expected: ‘to. be}
oy.
Maurie. Gresham: named to. head” the--new ly-instituted western: -¢overed: are’ ‘mixed’, drinks :‘With, ‘held on_or about Sept..15. Trustees i. ‘Besides: ‘the. effort ‘beyond. car: James. Ss. these. products: os division. of King ‘Features: S¥ndicate’s ‘tv ‘department
‘handling ‘receivership .of the once- ; toon repeats, there. are definite
Oph: ‘Fortunes of |. Distillery. corporate. nanie ‘eanbe thriving vidpix. plant will. petition :‘indications that -toy : commercials,
an _, Gessner: has joined. WCBS-TY.as. account: exee“2
War: Four. Great- -Battles .“of. World. War: TW." ‘a“book. based ‘on’ four used .in ‘advertising. of.a non:“aleo- ‘Federal -Court °in-: ‘Scranton, ’ Pa., i which’ ‘reached. a peak of ‘selling
“. programs - of: “The Twentieth Century.” will -be published Sept... “6; by. holié: product. «
ast
‘Aug. .1* for’ ‘such. a--sale... ‘It's. ex- |‘hysteria and exaggeration
“+ Little; Brown. Written: ‘by. Andréw °A. ‘Raoney, ‘book’ “was négotiated: by}...
‘se. f° ‘GoFporate nam€. “of:dis- pected the sale wii] be held 30 days|‘year, will be greatly sophisticated.
a - Murray.. Eenson,. director: ‘of ‘licensing ‘for:CBS Films: , iy Martin: Mag- tillery: in- advertising |‘an: ‘acceptable ‘later, and-the. court will also.set ‘this| vear: Via Ted Bates ‘agency,
2% “ner, WCBS Radio. -producer-director.: is. resigning. his ‘post: effective alcoholic. beverage is’ allowed: only :a- minimum. price. ‘for the --stidio, /Matx. has. produced’ a. dozen. film.
“; Sept. 1-to: become-managing. director of The’ Playhouse, ‘Youngstown, | when’ reuired: by law.. Then‘it ‘must. 1and :bids entertained. atthe sale. _blurbs-to pitch. ils five tv tors and,
Jee O00. Edgar: ‘Lansbury .has ‘been.’ “named: ‘art ditector: and David ‘M:- ‘be. limited to ‘simple. ‘identification. |..."°A rep. of -the receivers: -revealed while they are noisy which kids
enthusiastic, . several
oy Epeteln. music’ Supervisor of: WNDT . ~ Franz Allefs, ‘musical -ditector |-. Advertising. for Stores: which’ sell! that: “a -great.- ‘number of - people -dig) and
: we : *- of Broadway's-“Camelot.” ‘guests. -with’ ‘singers. Susan: :-Johiison-andi, liquor ‘in “addition. to. other bev-| are interested ‘fn:s acquiring the have ‘humorous themes and vir.
Lerages
is:
okay
as
long
-as*
there:
is:
‘| tually all show the items. in: actual:
studio.”
(la Earl Wrightson on: “The: “Arierican Musical: Theatre”: ‘Sunday -(19)'.:
>... <CBS ‘News: Moscow. correspondent: Marvin :Kalb. and” Av Westin,. CBS: ‘no- mention of: disfilléd- spirits, Tse’ : Two. ‘motion’ . picture.’ “studio USE’. (mostly ‘with kid ‘actors).
|” -AS with: several other toy. mak=
: “* News ‘producer: ‘and ‘director in Europe. ‘have. returned ‘to. their. respece’ of word, . “liquor” as: part: of:spon- groups’ anda third indie group—
j also consisting-of film-exees—are -ers on tv, the prices will ‘be re- ‘tive. home“ “bases. ‘after, completing - -assigmineiits for’ -““The Twentieth’ -SOF'S . ‘name. is ‘out.“Advertising:
of
‘..
.
‘store
which
interested
in
buying
the
studio
in
ote ‘ Century” ‘in -Helsinki.: Westin: ta.’ London;- Kalb ..to: Soviet: ‘capital: ; i,’
“moved. in‘.an attempt. to minimize
..
+ dlughes. ‘Rudd,{CBS |“News: _Atianta-based:corr espondent,. touring .the mainly: sells-liquor ‘ Thust .. include Culver - City. ‘Others’ have. -ap-- ‘the price-wars that raged last year
:
'assighment leaving Dan Rather, southwest reference. .té: acceptable -‘wroducts. ‘proached |the receivers .with the’ ‘as. stores. used'-the hot items -as
3 Aboreau chief. in ‘Albany. -Ga., covering ..the: segregation: story. there. It. not; it: will’ be~ considered. an | idea .of buying | the. Studio. for Feal’ - ]oss-leaders and: traffic builders,‘estate development, - .
‘3! -Peter:-Kalischer, :CBS News. Far: East: ‘correspondent, isin.the U:S.-on- ‘implied. reference. to. liquor.’ me
Marx says, however, that the price
.. Jéave. Stuart Novins is in Hong: Kong substituting:- ..Mike:Kraft has| ‘Use:-of: word. “liquor” has - Code |’.: “A great number of. telépix -pro- | could go back on, depending on the
‘duced:
bv Hol Roach‘Jr. during the: ‘reaction’ in an ‘industry that 1s
Sb
SJoined: MGM Telestudios’ as ‘an. _a¢count: exec: eens ‘Art’
Carney.toSuest. -blessing when: used: to pusli. ‘prod:
-years he. operated the. studio will ‘often’ fast-changing: and . unpre-~
.Uct “suéh -as .‘tmalt:
liquor.”mos
we
tae, on: preem.“CBS-TV. “Jackie Gledson Show.”af,
.
:
1
Il- be sold separately. This. ‘Situation. dictable.. An ‘example is in. the.
mae 7 wttght,without d
mention
Mixer. product:
displays
are: a {is so’ involved, it. will take years -lremendous growth. of tov adverof. liquor.
«.
Advertising the.’ availability. of: ‘to “solve; the -spokesman - -said. tising on ty that “has seen Marx,
: Travel. producer: Bill: Burrud had:“Rep: Janes ‘Roosevelt's’ ‘Help:“in hard liquor. ‘in. restaurants, ‘airlines} ‘Meanwhile, : coin. :from reruns. of after four decades ‘without adyerPiety anipping ”the: Pentagon's... red: “tape:: so ‘his’ caniera ‘créws ‘Could“.shoot: and: ‘hotels: is out, as are -advertise-. those’ vidpix goes into. escrow. *
tising, become. an important tv
Yl) om’ Iwo: Jima, Tinian and: Saipan. *).. “Now:. what. else-could -‘Paul ments. of “Lounge,”” “Barroom, Pf. - A ‘syndicate. ‘put: together : by. barikroller.. And, says the ad exec,-.
Louis: D. Snader has withdrawn its
toll-tv, “Taproom”’: and “Tavern: 7
:., McoNamara,: ‘ex-Télemeter exec; ‘and: ‘Dick. Moore; lauriched::;
it was strictly the competition that
> be talking about. in ‘their. round | of: lunches ° at. ‘the -Brown Derby? are
“Cocktail: Lounge”. is blacklisted “$2,001,000 offer’ for. the Roach lot forced
the; ‘company Anto the.
"| following .objections ‘by; the State
» Mary ‘Markham. back.“from. Europe’ “where: she" ‘picked - up. some” “in- under’ all: circumstances:
medium.
.
: : no: teresting” piojects:- She. incepted-. several- -deals abroad ..for -her -own | ; Subject -to: individual-‘Code: re- “of. California, - which. contends. the
For. adults. who. would like a
State”
igs-owed
money.
by.
thestudio,
Ses noe packaged ‘ty. shows: . . Gerald. Sheff, “editor.ot: ‘London's. ‘TV: Times, view. is: ‘advertising. of, no-beyerage
preview
of:
what
they are going to
receivership.
:
_v +. making, the rounds’ of ‘the ‘studios and ‘stocking. up. on enough, material. :products. associated: Mth: distilled |:now
* As.‘intoi:
‘Ziv, it is being
offere d he digging for this year, here are.
oa Sto. fill the pages. of his “book: for months; : , -_NBC’s. press ‘chief. Casey “spirits. .
‘the
five
Marx
video
toys: Shop=
‘Swezey admitted that’new ‘guide. ‘for. ‘sale’ :‘to...networks .‘and indie
~.. Shawhan ‘toured-his divi‘ision far: thrée:-weeks: to, ‘brief..the ‘tv.-eds ‘on
King: a battery powered ‘toy work_ “9, giext/season’s ‘shows. NBC will have 27-man: news staff-in. Hollywood: :‘linés‘ couldn't. cover. every. -cireum- |vidpix production : companies,
. shop that includes circular saw,
vey anal addéd ‘personnel in. Frisco: now that’ California ‘will ‘be the .most|stance. and. ‘fold Codé subscribers |:
eo
1 jig saw, rotary’ ‘sabre saw, drill,
>.Washington. when in
.-popalons . state: inthe. union. ; . Brokers ;Sounding ‘out radio: stations “to defer: to
‘| router, athe
and turning : tool.

Roach&liv
Lots.

~Put UpforSale!

N° HOLLYWOOD.

KEI
’

KFAG and. -KPOL for: prospective. buyers: but came-away empty:

inREINSCHTOURING
~~AFRICA FOR USIA’

Moupt,”

handed. The Erle:C.. Anthony. estate.” -ICEE. Won't:.séll; “EB. L,. Cord}...
had. KFAC-on the’ niatket but took: it-of when a ‘deal’ with’ 2: Cleveland |
“syndicate-. fell. through: -KPOL. ‘scared ‘off “buyers.” with” ‘price: tag’ ‘of.

Tard Prepping |

(don't worry. the blades. won't. cut.
fingers):
Mystery
which - operates’: on

Space ‘Ship
the. gyroscope

Atlanta; Aug. 14.
principle. Super” Dooper | Gooter
-r:. $5,000,000-.7."* Don
De Estey: left Getieral’ Artists, Corp. to, head’ up. a live.
3. Leonard Reinsch, -executive di- Gun which blasts 15 ‘plastic balls;
NBC's. two- Bobs=—Kiutner” and © Satnoff_—passed'|
: unit. at. Desilu. we.
rector of. WSB-TY,. FM&AM,; and : Dino. a_ battery-operated .purple
cet most ofa day here: conferritig with Ton. MeCray, KRCA manager,.
i dinosaur, -20 inches tall, with Fred
1.5 UAH of ABC: ‘Radio ‘big- ‘wheels roll: Tite fon, this weekend: for.a press |a - Beauty: : Break, wat ‘Tiew five-. chair man ‘of:the. United States Ad-: Flintstone’ in. the saddle: and Big
Tau:
:
Pt
eT ‘minute’. tv: series: starting Marilyn Visory. -Commission on Information, ‘|Bruiser, a battery-powered wreck-2° pash ‘and other: ‘busiiress,:
so
[Van Derbur with “how-to”. tips in left Thursday (9) on a-30- day. tour *.‘ing car that comes ‘with flashing
met ‘feminine™ ‘fashion: and good “groom: |:‘of!{ major. ‘areas. in’ ‘Africa, where : warning light, electric siren, 2 set
ing, is -being’ prepared: by Taylor‘Jay Schatz™ has: checked .incas avisead iiain igor “ot.WGES: (soi.to Nodland, -Ltd:,. in. association. with: He Ww ‘ilk observe. USIA and other. in- \6@f : tools- including. a -jack that
Lay orks! spare wheel and fender sor”
wh : undergo a change of, call: letters?" nos. that the -AM--er is officially’ in- -Madamioiselle ‘mag: “Pilot saon’ w.i formational and propaganda activi-i repair jobs and a. pickup truck.
oo
. the -Gordon: McLendon: fold. ‘Enderstood: tie station, “which--now serves. | be- ready: for. screening.‘:
:
| ties in. Africa. we
‘Adsville:
Mary-Linn
Mason,

~ ‘Beauty Break’ Briefies:

“ic INCHICAGO

Teg. this ‘Negro market, will. address: itself: ‘strictly fo” the- feinme ‘audience:

‘Tayl6r-Nodland. last. ‘year. “pio- |:

‘+ He. wilt visit Monrovia: Leopold: blurb hostess for Sunoco, Pillsbury,
‘Bob. ‘Newhart ‘is getting. the- iHome" Avain™ “biography. treatment. neered ihe, five
emdnute: ty. series ‘wile, ‘ Johannesburg, Cairo, Beirut, | Yuban, Ballantine and Sealtest, is
“with:
Burr’
Tillstrom’s “Kukla and:
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| night tO},“pie ‘Gambling |“Ameri‘|-eans” could” literally be.-called. an.|:
++ inside: story, -Since. one of the early: ye

#1 in TIME PERIOD!

“SEATTLE 28 io _| arias a.sh
-“ANG-TV

49% ‘Shere
2 NSB.IV.

- Starring
GEORGE
NADER

4% sh

| sequences. ‘displayed a. Slot’. ma- |-i “chine. ‘stripped to ‘its ‘works along.

“

-With. -an.. _explanation:, — Otherwise; | ¥
2) this tour ‘of Harold's Club. in Reno | *§

"| had: ‘nothing Cook: wouldn't .sched-'
ule‘ or:the Reno Chamber of Com-. =

‘Merce: wouldn't. heartily. -endorse. :

“of. In-his- rounds -of. the ‘club, host- o
John Clardt: chatted: with.a femme

For full details, contact
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7 v:’dealer’ on “how. -she- got that’:way”
7 |. (by going to school for six weeks),
a |boniface Harold. Smith. (who: wants
to leave the: world something. ‘so

Arch s 7 ultra | -modern

"waterfront

-homes.: 8 ‘bedrms,:3 baths; aise 3. ‘bed:
rms, 2 baths. Private beach. ©

jf

“he’s going to” ‘write. a -book .about’

m Attica, ‘hissecond‘Mteraty effort) " 2
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"RADIO TELEVISION

| originate. the."Packer Tet. ‘broadcasts: with. Ted: Moore. ‘wrMy ‘éports1 caster’ doing - play-by-play. -Othér: ‘stations ‘in’ the: “Packer net include.

FromTheProduction Centres

Stanton‘Carries Torch:

Via Closed-Circuit TV.-

| WKOwW,.. Madison; WJPG; .Green:- Bay; .:WSAQ; Wausau; ‘WEAZ, :Eau
4 Claire: WETY,. La Crosse: and. WMAM, Marinette. ..:.'. Cyrus. F. Rice;|"
| veteran :‘Milwaukee newspaperman, has: been “appointed ‘a: ‘yeporter|-

| “Continued from pase 31

_

For: Economics:

on the ‘WISN-TV' news: staff, by: William: C. -Goodnow, -veepee’-and
|
ee anni . =- “Staff announcer John Holtman: “and aight |manager. “general manager: (WISN-TV). Rice: was a: Milwaukee Sentinel: staff man.|. "OBS" ‘prexy: Dr.’ Frank Stanton: *.- a
: Rolland. Reichert. have notched 25 years with the: loeal NBC .stations. -from_ 1941 -until, ‘the ‘Journal .Co. ‘recently purchased that paper’ from}:
.: The Boston- Store: Will sponsor the Monday, Wednes- was joined “by: other CBS brass in: 2°...
WMAQ and- WNBQ ‘now have 169. employes «‘With 10 or. more years. ‘Hearst: ‘Corp.
under their belts, representing, more, than 50%. ‘ofthe total.now: on the - day .and.. Friday: ‘Late “News,” ‘on’ WITI-TV,--with. ‘contract*recently - urging affil ‘stations to. support ‘and ore
.{ Signed. ‘Carl ‘Zimmerman; who-does. “The. Late ‘Néws,”” is ‘the. director. promote the. forthcoming. series of ° 0°) +
stations: pay rolts.
:
:
hye
oS. tha
Of: WITI-TY's-. news, and. public affairs. departments:’.:.. A‘. television:
‘écohom ics,’. titled 7
documentary.’ covering the. -homecoming activities of ‘the. 32d ‘National’: ‘specials - on ©
The ‘Guard. ‘unit from: ‘Platteville,’ Wis... ‘was broadcast. Aug.10.: CBS” “Eye-. “Money: Talks.’" “The occasion -was
oe!
IN das suON .
John F xier. exec contiotler of.TY Wales z“West, independent tw rithess,” program: coyered ‘the’ eslebrations. ‘Saturday (4, “Wisconsin i-a’.closed-citcuit., haif-hour ° ‘broad. rea
Stations:.that
carried.
the
CBS.
‘program.
Ancladed:
WBAY;TY,
least:
onwhich.
Stanton.
‘said.
“that
2.
we
2vat
ta
board ii mber. and . managin
‘director .of: the} at
outiet,
» Madison:,
station. Acad Francis, pest managing director. becomes vice-chairman.
may
OED
o
“| “thechard :truth -is:that.-we ‘border re
of the commozny. . . BRC's tv and radio limbs will. ‘combine operations |":
| on:being’ a:mation”“Of:economic Mew. ae

@ ryated. ta a

we

é

in ofce- iv B.tt out more than-150 programs.: from .this yéar’s -Radio.
Show (X. . 22-Rept.. 1. ‘Chairman: of BBC,.Sir Arthur. ?fforde, ‘opens:

| Green Bay and WISC-1V,
IN:MINNEAPOLIS.

are

- Hiniquents.”

“KSTP-TV. Sending Dr: W,. E. “Peterson; its’agcicultupal. research’ aie Also! underscored’ in. the.‘broads, Lovlr
th’s mor ter. ote, which. -showeases British receiving and other. equip- rector‘, to. ‘the. world’s: dairy contest-at’ Copenhagen, Denmark,” ‘Sept. feast! was: the. daytime series. to be. we
he
nvew
3 ward-TV .sponsoring local water-skiing’. ‘championships
for ‘ie Sau, xWw estern counties of England..“.:. BBC to. step up news: ‘3:8. “When he returns one. of ‘the papers’ which, he’ Uy deliver. ‘anent the:‘staried this ‘fall on “The ‘American: ©...” .
“under
the”
auspices..of
-"-"-trip
‘on
Stan,
Hubbard's
NBC
affiliate
will
‘have’.to
‘do
-with:
cow
psyEcoriomy,"
. Joining. West-.
eover: ze in its six: regional. areas-as from Septeniber'.
Boas gs
- WCCO-TY: will. driginateé:‘all of: its. kiddie shows -from the.|*“College: of the’ Air” for. ‘Learnitig: : wicd:TV in the newly- created: post. of assistant general manager: is. ehology
-Ulster-TV’ s. Minnesota: State: ‘Fair. Aug. 25-Sept .3 2 :. - WCCO. Radio ‘plugging. its R es.ou re es ‘Institute.’ ; “Money:
Guy 8 so.acr.. formerly with Associated-Rediffusion _
‘by.Perry. .
-. $300.000 studio extension is expected to..be: completed " Sometime. this seven-nights-a-week - half-hour. 10 o'clock. hews. prograni as. “something” 'Palks,” ‘ta. be: produced‘:
*

month.

cameras

. different. in’ ‘its. line" because. the new: ‘format -calls for more’ detailed: ‘Wolf.-nder the. auspices of CBS _
Sscond BBC. chieftian-to get in on the other ‘Side: of the}
‘accounts: ‘of: important happenitigs.- ecompleter’ coverage and heavy “use _News, starts Aug. 20: “and” will. be:
is Lionel: Salter, -head of music productions .for ‘the. tv arm.” :of
-CBS network |tapes, -CBS affiliated::< ‘ation ‘is. calling it “Big ‘10. telecast: ‘in. prinie time’ ‘in.five:“ues, are

He is to “sive a rendering of Francois Couperin’s

Ordre No..'26 in’ F-

sharp: minor. Earlier, William ‘Glock, Corp's controler: of music,. went: ‘News;”’ ‘the. “Big. 10" ‘being |the. -name “of:the conference: of :--leading. cessive --weekday. nights: .
Western -‘universities’ ‘sports’ ‘group... The ‘same: station, ‘which. .exclu- |. “Said Stanton, in his’ ‘opening: res a are
on the. a‘r with a. Haydn recital. Both: harpsichord. experts.
: Sively. ‘airs. play-by-play. accounts. of-‘all’ Minnesota Twins. “Ameriéan marks on the. two: ‘Series, “we-must. ©. “2

IN BUNTON .

a

ce

ae

.

[League

team's-baseball. games. ‘will’ have ‘a ‘‘“Portable-Radjo - Night’ |report now not only in-depth, “utes
-at the _Twins-New York Yankee's -.contest ‘here:. tomorrow. ‘night A15), |‘We must "provide :the. backgrouind:-

ae
WBZ-TV: pubaffairs director named: to newly ‘eréated .position -ot| Transistor clock. ‘radips . will: be: awarded: by it. to: the. local. ‘club's offi- for. preater understanding—a. ‘gube.:
1 stantial :and: extensive ‘fouridation’ " * ; ed
executive producer: in’ charge of all: studio: activities, Videotape |and éials and: toradio listenets: in: the:‘Stands and.at,home. - mil
ptoducers-d' rectors. .Al- Waller; for merly. of’ ‘CBS-TV,, News. -named.
“ot. Fact -and- detail. ‘This is: particu- hte
pubaffairs. director by general nianager James-E, Allen.. : WBZ-TV
New -" gersey “pacetracks, ~ Gene’‘larly true .in regard: to° the: witaly:).F50personnel threw 65th birthday party: ‘for. “Big’ Brother” Bob :-Emery |Leone's famed: eatery, and kindred | complex: subject of. economics: aaa we
Al Mock:a
host of. station’s “Big.. Brother’ Show. ‘Sunday’ ag,
cae
ot fillingstations and Sports’ ‘arenas. Generation: ‘continue -to. graduate
WNAC-TV advertising promosh. director, : planning big. ‘hash for “new
Shor. Charlie. Berns, “Mae ‘Kriend- from: igh’ school ‘lacking.even.a:
fall programs. with. many" tv’ stars coming ‘in at “Hotel. Somerset at =
Continited trom‘page 2 —= ‘ler.. J. Walter. Kennedy,:: Sandy-| nodding’ ‘acquaintance. with - “econ-.
WEEI receiving: editorials from- New.
date to Be announced . .
| Simon ‘and: J: Blan van: Urk were} omies... :- Moreover, there: -are:* not |= ene
England newspapers for its. new -feature, “What Others Are: Saying” | dience, ‘figured: at’ “an- ‘Average. of. Sparkplugs .in The Skeeters’ con: tnearly’°“enough. feacherg “qualified ae,
broadcast Monday through, Friday between’ 12:15. and 12:30:Dum. yee five’ to a “family, ‘is 12, 500.000. out: cern. with ‘Husing’s: welfare:
{in’ economics.
tof..:a° 35,000: 000: ‘population:: For}.
yy
a special. sevents:: :suéh as recent ‘visit| . Husing® ‘made. an: “abortive: CBS; ‘te“AS: ‘broadcasters, we: “cannot. Te: -" “oe
to: President. John’ F.. : Kennedy. es- comeback, vat $150-a-week, follow-- place ..teachers. ‘Yet “we ‘can - help... - aye
Rex Morgan, WFIL: tv and: ‘tadio personality, will
v ‘act: as “master. ‘of, ‘timate’ is’ that radio audience -num- ing. the: tumor. operation but after | prepare” the ‘ground, for a ‘growth: | ee
Ls |in,‘the léarning: ‘and:the Searching *, Sel
ceremonies for Sons of Italy:: Columbus. ‘Day Beauty: Queen pageant bered_17.500.000. :or: half. the popu-. ‘a. sixmonth ‘trial.’ in CBS’:

- MexRadio-TV

‘IN PHILADELPHIA.

‘Angeles. affiliate, .the contract: was: of. -economics. te
. . “Ask Nick Skorich,” ‘prograny, featuring the Philadelphia. Eagles: lation.. ‘Other ‘half: is: ‘concentrated:
football coach on WCAU radio. is 3. sellout for. second’ consecutive ‘in. ‘outlying: districts. “Still ‘not serve: “terminated.” His- Subsequent -“au | “Others: ‘participating: ‘i ‘Thurs: ee
‘|
| tobiography, “My Eyes. ‘Are in|.My{day’ §.'9) closed-circuit telecast-in-*°
072.
season, with Ortlieb’s’ Beer ana Lit. ‘Bros.’ :Depar tment: store. picking: iced with: power. ‘inky.
up tab. Program: is a question-and- answer segment. ‘with’ listeners |- Television. ‘On: threshold Of:a ‘mar | Heart” -11959).-was ‘an extension’ of |cluded’ Frank” Blair, : CBS..:News... +..."
his 1985, memoir.: 10. ‘Years Be-- vp.) Carl Ward, ‘stations: relations: * =
<
through open lines’. . . WFLN-AM ‘will carry’ ‘the. Navy: foatball sched= jor expansion. ‘had: 19° comfnercial
ule for a second year beginning. Sept. ‘22 : 2. The. Frank. Halls, “the *s Stations in- 1961, “with five: of ‘these|fore. the Mike."': The later’ ‘book's. exec, and John R, Coleman, -prof::
special events director: of. WRCV-TV), Glockéd ‘up.a 30th wedding. anni: in the ‘Federal: ‘District -Comimer-. title’obviously. referred: to’his:‘fail-. : at: Carnegie Institute of -Technol-— Loe face
+ing.‘sight. ° bu
ek
oC “1 ogy, Who's, the teacher. on. “Amer-: *: ee,
(12) . ... Leonard. Stevens,: tv ‘director of ‘the Weightman. ad agency, teial . television: .
“Mexico ' ‘dates|:
won a trip to Dutch West. Indies without. seeing the ‘ty: show on Chicago back: “to..1952 bat: ‘investment’ is;
station that Sponsored the free-trip.*
Jim Leaming,. WRCV-TV and phiigh ‘and equipment also ‘niodern.|:
WIP sportscaster, to narrate “weekly Sports’ ‘show, ‘on WPIX-TV,, New! ‘and :‘efficient, with statioa manage- |._—
York City, with: Chris Schenkel.
ments’ “always: ‘ready’: “to: impr ive

IN CLEVELAND.

soy

at—

‘their. facilities. tha Bank: ‘said.

“Continued ‘from Page:255%—

‘waddled out in halls Scaring office sirls untit rounded. ‘Up.

a
GET. CANADA on

- PEREBERTON10.

Last-year’ ‘only: eight: féderal enti-. ‘ing: to: Tose.” - Between takes in’“yi vo”

stations. « The
Tite “Press ‘dropped its.“gmail tvguide - type: magazine, :adopted. 4 Ties had television
larger. format. Scripps paper: reportedly dropped $500,000 on the ‘small ‘Banks’ -_ @Stiinate - of-. receivers: in.
slick in 10: months ..... . Jackie Gleason svon't stop. shis Away -we -g0™ | homes-- is .a -conseryative “700,600:
train hére. So ‘George Condon, ‘Plain ‘Dealer tv editor. :-trekked. to. ‘Private Sources, insist ‘the-true’ fig.
jure: is hearer ..a: million, and grow:
Chicago. will hop aboard the ‘special. there, ‘détrain - in. Pittsburgh...
Maurie. Condon ankled WDOK $:Radio: had. been. ‘there since January: ing: The- lower™: figure represents
as general manager... : . Joe Drilling off :for Coast.to head up-Crowell- but: 10%" -of ” -Natianal -population.
Collier Br oadcasting Co. with three radio stations, plans for. adding ‘Of: the Bank's ‘total, 412.000 retv outlets . . 40 baby alligators got away from Jungle’ Larry at.WEWS, , ceivérs are: located’ in: ‘this. city.

midtown .. rehearsal *Studio’: “where
|.

Miller. and’ his gang: were’ working:|

“ “Toronto;: “Aug. 14...

on ‘their-‘sixth show: for :fall, -he|- “Bierie. ‘Berton, daily. columnist’. -~ Vey

expl ained® that “International }
‘of ‘The -Toronto Star, will ‘have a <°.:.Showtime,’ rn. ‘at 7-30- Fridays
“On. 60-minute ‘cross-the-board ty show../9°9°

NBC-TV;. was

the. perfect: ‘leadin-| . Commencing .‘Sept: 17. Announce-: wore

for * ‘the family: audience™: ‘he’ seeks. ; ‘iment..was madé- by: Ray ;‘Junkiny,,
“We are. strongést: ‘(in the -‘Fatinigs).. g.mi. of Screen .Géms.(Canada) Lid." | in?‘the midwest. The ‘only thing I with-hq”’ Aére.. ““Pierre:. Berton net aet

- The ‘Bank Stated that both radio. ‘can ‘attribute ‘this:to-is:‘that. the|“Show” .will :be. “Initially jliye.:to.. 73. ©.
oe” dTand: television ‘are ‘governed ‘by the. ‘show.is ,Seen. ‘in. the: Midwest be-: “Tororito-Montreal-Ottawa’ chain .of:: ore
£-|Federal: Radio: and’ Television ‘Taw. ‘ginning -at 9 “o'elock. instead of .10.: “privately-owned “second: network.” 20. 5
Shapiro, -genérat. qmanager ‘of. WRAMTV. ended. his, weakly which’ -Stipulates ‘that. the. media ,‘Besides; stayiing: UP, ‘until 11, when, ‘rivals: to. ‘the Canadian Broadcast. ee

IN DALLAS coe
Mike

Mitch Miller

}ican. Economy’ and. the’ essayist: on: tea
* “Money Talks.” a

:
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ae
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ee
weet
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ee
ae

“Let Me Speak to the Manager": taped: show Sunday. 3) after. 52: half have’ ‘a social ‘function in -econtribut-_: the show ends. now. in much. of. the"! ing Corp::
_ Sponsors.” “are: ‘Genieval: “Foods: ae a
hour. sezments. He'll resume the “show in September, ‘as’ a’ monthly. ing. to national. integratijn:.and im-); country, is’ tough ‘on: older: Peopre’
WFAA-TV. 60- minute q&a ‘sessionW. A: (Billy Roberts. KRLD provement of. the: forms of:‘human: |—although- many: ofthem: Ao. stay”iSchick,’ Dow. Breweries,. Canadian’: / Up, ‘we. -hear.”’See
Industries. -and* Dominion’ ‘Rubber,
Vv. p-general manager, named to the: CBS Affiliate ’‘Board, -gouthwestern |coexistence.. ~ ?*’
Mee
ne
Miller: Pointed out: alsethat.‘he’s | ‘with’ Berton... having’ ‘guests°‘frome 8. N.LOR
‘board. which reps 16 stations in four states .-.. Film’ producer Irwin’ : Radio. and. television. ‘in Mexico
“show. biz ‘the |‘newspaper
world:
must
toe
thé-liné
in
conforming
‘to’
going
‘to.
go
up
.against’
“Route
.66"
daily
live.
KRLD:
show.
for
mucho
plugAllen guested on “Comment,”
politics.
ete:
The:
series
‘will
ted
-off
ae
.
ane
» Charlie {50¢ial --moral and? ‘human . dignity: ‘again. That show, on CBS-TV, was |
ging of his 20th-Fox release; ‘Five. Wéeks’ in. a “Balloon”:
’Jonés will do the play-by-play ‘of the. pro bootballers, Dallas. Texans, principles. and avoid bad influence: his” initial competition in’ ‘tv-—and, ‘j“for |26 -Weeks,” say's.:Screen: ~Gems. eS!
on WRRE: this fall. with Carling Brewing|sponsoring « ...And the: other ‘|.on~youth: and: children, ‘alveays ‘at- as he. recalls: “we -clobbered .’em,-]- with’ negotiations. under’ wat, ed
local pro pigskin. team, Pallas Cowboys, ‘will get the. “plays: ealled_ via. ‘tempt ‘to:‘elevate ‘eultural: level.of; ‘because - we shoot for. an’ gatirely|. additional- ‘markets. :
_ ‘Ross’ ‘McLean ‘will-prodace.: “Age a oy .
different - -atidience:*ee,
KLIE by: vét, sportscaster Charlie Boland... . Murphy: Martin, WFFA- ‘the citizenry: .
‘These high’ aims, _.were not. . Miller, who still Niakes -‘a‘fortane | sociated -with’-McLean ‘arid Berton? 3..."
TV new scaster. bedded at St: ‘Paul1 Hospital:
.
‘is
- Herbert: ;Sussan, :currently ex- 0°
|
_ ‘achieved. “in the. past, put “with}out ‘of disks’ for ‘Columbia: Records. .
Teensors now. weilding <a. pig. stick. ‘considers’ - himself*lucky: ‘to: have:|’ -ecutiye: producer .of Seréen.:Gems: "22
eScara
i
(Cartada?
Ltd.,
and’
formerly:
with
woe
“beth media ‘are toning down: So- the: sanie crew’ of. singers: ‘that ‘be-|:
‘This season's: ‘Green — ‘Bay Packer’. exhibition and Teague’ - football called’ -“objectionable and. offen |gan.with him: on ‘the:“Sing: ‘Along CBS and:‘NBC in New. York:
games’ ‘will ‘be broadcast by WTMJ, Milwaukee |‘Journal: ‘station, and: sive”. Material - for. entertainment I platters:.
a six. station Wisconsin. network, George. Comte, | -veepee- & general. ‘more. in ‘Keeping .for. family gudi- o “There was :a great’ deal ‘of:pres- “Mitwaukée’. — Rill:Reynolds:eae 7
manager, radio & ‘television. of.The Journal Co.’ indicates. .Co-spon- ences. oe | sure, ‘when. ‘he. startéd™ on. tv," to ‘'sistant-program: ‘Manager. of. WIMJ, . wt,

IN MILWAUKEE.

7°.

Oo ,

sors will be La Palina . Cigars and - Thorp Finance.2 Cor: WTMS. ‘will.|-

Ted Wesing

=: change: "em -:in’. for a -bunch’ of VNilwaukee Journat. station, ‘ankles °°.
young -dolls.: But we resisted::
‘for’a ‘post of. producer-announcer- 2 0."

| And: it's’ just good luck -that. they: ‘with “Voice of America.” He'll be’.
-|-Chis

. | Semacontinues from. Base. 26:—

-. - :~

‘chorus of. ‘meni). irned ‘out. so| stationed ‘in Washington; .De. in oofis
ugly ‘and. talented.”moe
headquarters’ ‘Of. USTA.

ate
eer
TE
reeso

“STARTLING NEW7 CONTEMPORARY”
"SURE TO ELICIT “OOHS” AND “AHS” FROM. YOUR_
. | deemed: exaggerated intratrade;. his i
2 income was undoubtedly over twice | «FRIENDS, AND. EVEN. YOUR: WIFE'S RELATIVES

ase, Zeeing ‘nothing -“Wrong: “with :
4 ‘gelling’ on-the ‘air asa deejay’and |
a earning -‘a: “quarter-of-a-million: al:

a

year.”

-

:

|

“While. this figure ‘ ‘was-|

| hits:-peak $50, 000-a-year. from: CBS. |
From: the: -brain ‘turior -opéta-.

in: retail gales’ a.‘ stroke, and “ultimately ~ was to |;
«.and- invalid: ‘him,: ‘Husing’s: |
"per: household* |‘blind
peafesstonal and ‘personal fortunes
‘|-tion “in:1954, which “left him with.

-designed

by

a.

}

‘noted «architect --expresaly.site,
its.‘wogded hillside acre .&

‘Imaginative. ‘ase.“ae:marble: TKR
wMativée

stone, -“Thermopane. © %

‘and ~ redwood, inside ‘and
out, - subtly. conveys.-theloyal group of.show_ biz-sports-in- ‘a, feeling... of * quality, ©
"and. :
dustridlist-civie... ‘eaders-hoteliers-.| luxury; - we

>) were.

That's Mirineapolis-St. Paul, aa

downbeat.

An extraordinarily’

.:|
“with retail'sales of $4, 649.per:
-..brestauratéurs, known
- household, In ‘this -key. mar- “‘Lers, have seen.to-it.

as The:'Skeet-:
that.Husing’s

: and other. -requirements:
ket, KSTP-TV ‘is the. first oe-- |-medical
were. met. Husing:. was -permanent .

| 7 television station: serving |
. 7."
a810,800 homes.fom

président: of The ‘Skeeters,, ‘which |
alternated its’ six-or seven-times-.

‘:, a-year functions among. “21,” Toots

"400,000. WATIS.”2 pe.

“Aw. unusual. and. breathtak:-.

ng.-home

Planned for -earetres. enter-.
' taining: and. quiet comfort; ‘
‘this interesting home- is a’ -

model- of convenience: and.
ease of mainfenance;’.

“| Shrar’s,’ ‘Seymour: Weiss’ ‘Roosevelt.Y
“| Hotel, (New’ Orleans), Gene ©Mori,-|

“WORTH SEEING-965,000:
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* ateany Post: Ro: CROTON-ON-HUDSON,. N. a

Located - in: lovely: Harmon: :
Park, just 5- migutes from.
| RR. .station. - (50.
‘to |
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uae “Terminal”New
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nay |onae
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Psat ta

~ Proomptions

oun sters,’ betyeen 10 and. 12, from: New
“ifytivo (Tues.).:at.
x 8
ev ‘York
event’ a
‘Continued: from: : Page 23:
‘yesterday.
Radio Station” “WWCO,: ‘Waterbury,
‘Conn,,City,
as:? guests
"of Herbert ‘Bloomberg, 1the ‘president, and ‘Mrs: ‘Ruth R: Goodard,’ ‘station ‘killings. But: ‘tlie.“extra. half. our}
The-youngsters,. many of whom. have never: heen outside. ‘the city
go°to The; Play School Association -at the -full ‘rate -thrqugh. the’ year}.
aniahave’ visited ‘a: radio. station,
“cA- powerful teleplay on nuclear |
“gind Service Regulations), . he ‘says
: gii-day summer: ‘achool: at- Public School 125, of which Mrs: Goodard is will hot" hurt Station. Tévenues..
.. warfare roduced .by. 4 tv unit. of the show has been ‘stripped of
~ Storer. station din Detroit, -WIJBK:- |:‘the U: S.,
P Army: tn ve
credits and there has. even been.
one’
-of.
the.
Board.
members...”
Arriving.
mid-morning.
the.
children.
‘were
1959::and
.Sup‘i
given ‘a briefing in station. operation; Were interviewed-oser: the. air
‘TV,..‘reportedly. has _ bumped the} _préssed after brief exposure now an: attempt :to remove. the original
pnd given a. complete tour. of: the:station:. At Lake Quasapaing they! had. network. fare for. an. hour. and. ‘a. ‘stands: a ‘strong. ‘chance of revival musical score whichis. on the
a pienic ‘luncheon’ as guests: of’Sperry &:° Barnes; Worder Bread .and. half. feature : on. _ Thursday: ‘night,’ ‘in ”‘a. civilian, Production. for: mo- sound track with yoice-over .script-

‘Status RecallsFate ofArmy Unit:

-~ Coca-Cola, |followed by swimming: and boating. as ‘guests: at.‘the:Lake

ing. The same’ stripping,

tion picture Telease.:

he says,

Which: ‘is:can ‘Indication: that; the |":
has been applied to hundreds. of
’ a Arend ‘is ‘not’ limited. neécessariy -to|: ‘The 90-minute diania, strike, ” the unit's best shows.
“by”‘John O'Toole and:'with a. pro'|
Film: éditor:Stewart Wileiisky: of:“ABC-TV: ‘s.‘Speviat’projects: unit.for.‘Tthe -“smaller . ‘one ‘and. two ‘Station |.“edst headed by “Phil-‘Foster.. was.
With, the solid backing of mapy
-Bell & Howell's ““Close-up,” has: independently, produced ‘aii’ ‘eight: and ‘markets. It; may, ° however, be more|:produced by the tv unit: at. Walter of the ‘nation’s leading scientists’
.-g half minute, 16m‘ film of “New-: York :-made. by ‘shoot ing sonie 120) prevalent aniong ‘the latter: Word:
in
various fields. ail of: whom were:
Army Medical Center; Wash“drawings and: paintings: done_ by’ the: city"s.schodl kids” - *jeas. also. that the’ Storer. station|Reed’
‘Ington,- and -aired” over :the: unit’s- involved ‘in preductions ‘at :-Walter
-Wilensky,. who produced, directed and Wrote. the :tilm, ‘sas he's ha dy iste hese sreemption oPsatureaf-Leiosed=¢ireuit.:
|
Reed,
Dr. Schafer ‘says: he was:
‘facilities,-in the
a pree
ion féature.:
7 ‘distribution *-offers,:but.made -no. “deal: Yet. He ‘:“produced. an: earlier: |
area:* Otherwise, ..a " kirinieé of: the able ..to’ ‘raise ‘thorough financial
” short, “Village: Sunday;”* AGreeniuich, Village), which fiesbeen: released - Another: -group: definitely,’ slating. -broadcast .had: limited” ‘Screenings, support .for ‘Logos. Company has
3in.16 and 35m Versions.
we
re
3 . sizeable. preemptions ‘is. Corinthian:
studios: ‘with. more than $600-000.

* Quasapaus ‘management. . They. made. the; trip by:‘bus. : 2
:

“ [ana the. chain's .Coast: -station. ‘js:

Encouraged: by the.Postmaster. General’ s Speech} in the.British: ioice|‘said. to be already. doing ‘it. “And

mt
825
Ta
le.

‘paper tv“eritie: (who. urged “network. airing) asa

w orth of. equipment in Washington and will rol] next. month with
“gripping, ‘in- 5.
tenn

aof Commons in which. he’ said. He would -not ‘risk, We destruction ~.of ;Other signs of takée-backs fron); ma- | tense ‘and- hard-hitting account’ of _the.
pilot for a science’ series.
{.
~ commercial: tv, the indie ‘contr actors*. shares showed: ‘billish: tendencies. ‘jor.. markets are two. set. ‘for -fall. ‘the. ordeal. ‘of:-survival - for. .a}: Daye
Garroway. will handle
For instance.: Granada’.“A” rosé “21c: to '$2:95. and’ ‘Associated Tele-. ‘WISN: TY, . Milwaukee,’ is’ grabbing:
” Vision “Al:‘biked. 10e:ita
9 $2:atwhile,av ‘Wales, &.Wwest’were!-te€ bigber: 7:30" ‘to:- 9:30.° ‘p.m. --Fridays from|’“pocket’ ofAmericans: w ho: are not ‘commentary on the proposed packinstantly - wiped: - ‘ out” “when age of 39 half hours which will.

Paseaiil

:

pL,

‘ABC-TV. ’-In-what could be the. top:
>. Lirony, WSB-TV: “Atlanta. WW ill take|:-106: :enemy.:‘nuclear - missiles’ -are

feature. leading scientists in expo. .

“dropped |‘on: ‘the © country. : cee at sitions . on their: field. Geodson: NBC ‘Radio's. “alfiliatesexec ‘commiti tee will“meet:“Aug:219.21at.the| back. an ‘hour ‘from NBC, ‘possibly|
‘same ‘time the ‘play stands as|Todman Productions is ‘in charge
Broadmoor: in -Colorado ‘Springs.’ ‘From, N.Y: headquarters of the'-net-. ‘Monday night, ‘to. ‘slot a, network ‘the
a; memorable ‘theatrical ‘chaliénge|“of. distribution’. and talks.. have
*. work will. ‘come thé -web's.-exec. ‘veep ‘Bill McDaniel: his” No: 2 man. rerun package. There is reportedly |.‘to: the folly: of- mankind ‘in. toying | ‘been underw ay with the networks.
- George: Graham, and ‘station relations:‘Doss.Tom, Knhode.-.
, a. jot. of. talk :among- station, men.|:
ee

Video consultants .to Logos are’
= _ about -préemptions ‘using. the: web- ' with’ ‘nuclear: suicide. mm °
“vAfter™ the- critical - “attention, |Everard Meade. formerly tv chief-.
.,creatéd: ‘stockpile.Which reportedly ‘drew some 10;-} tain at -Young-& Rubicam ad egen-.
. Stil. ‘another: *preemrtion..: Was;
[-noted. in. the’ Jog--of WMUR-TN,° -000. _Tequests from. aH” over . the cy,”“and David Levy, former pro-

rs “|SantaFe's
$Blessing o
0n
S's ‘Empire’ hello -\‘Manchester;: ‘N:..H.; -a ‘secondary |.country for. -screenings, “Strike” |‘gramming. veepee: at NBC-TYV. Sci‘one, “Famous Flims,” is scheduled 'Office. .of -the:.. Surgeon. Genéral :ries is Dr. Phillip Abelson, direc9:30:t6 11 p.m; Tuesdays.
:.:"..i(Lieut. Gen, Leonard ‘D, ‘Heaton).: | tor. of the Geophysical. Labora“DisputeResolved :‘WhoDrill;Strike Water ‘from
‘| affiliate of all three: networks. This} wag withdrawn for. ‘review by..the’ entific. advisor

on the science

se-.

There. are -undoubtedly.: several j . “Dr: Paul: W. Schafer, who head- | tories at Carnegie Institution.
‘Albuquerque; Aug... 14. :
“avs$hot ‘often that’a film location... more. Web blackouts’ spotted. around | ¢g. the: Walter’ Reed ‘video “anit “The series, says Dr. Schafer,
hich was folded more-than a year |Ww ill deal-with the currently’ popu-Bets. “piuch. ‘credit -whilé ‘the’ country. While: it's loot:for the
- Scenie: ‘Artists,”Local 829...
shooting ‘in -the hinterlands, - ‘but: “stations ‘and’: ‘a: big. break for.‘Spots ago. says-the one: existing. ‘print. ‘Jar space sciences, but also many
ClO): :voted: to ‘accept* new .‘Con ‘the |‘Screen: Gems crew: on NBC's advertisers:.it’s: a’ poser for. the't oF:“Strike”. when ‘he -last- saw it |others, inchiding the life sciences,
"tract -‘proposals - submitted. by: the new’ “Empire” series doing: scenes|:networks ‘who: will. be. doing. some’ was. stored in a canvas bag in a |which he considers —-despite all
Film Producers. Assn., NY. ‘Union [: In.-and. ‘around; -Santa. Fe-have ‘got fancy: juggling and‘pleading“in‘try- | Walter - Reed -supply... vault ‘with the’ attention to’ space—the “most
action .thus ‘ended .‘a tow between. ‘the everlasting ‘gratitude: of ‘People ihe
A petthelrshows Feslated tp
in | the «instructions: “Not. to.’ be vibrant and. ‘vital” right now.
the.’ two’ -groups, cover.” alleged: here.°:
| opened’ without «express. permis-|
“featherbedding,”. ; “that .-/started
‘In faking some. ‘oil:drilling’ for: af:
M$
Beef Upi:
ae( ‘of ‘the Deputy ‘Surgeon. Gen Sen.Hart:
- when the. old. contract. expired: Jast. “couple” - episodes, “Empire” - crew 2
pepo Fernie Like

pS "Special

meeting. ” Monday:

: night. in: ‘New.. York. by: United} company’

Mareli 28; The. new pact; like :the. accidentally struck: ‘vater, and: ‘Bol
‘old “dne,:.is- for. three. ‘years. - Ats plenty:.of thanks°in- returns 27)
_ Veronica’ Lake, in retireinent for; Since the. ‘hospital experimental on
‘sever, “years, returns ‘to. show-:biz, tv -unit -was’ dissolved, however.
only retroactive sections. ‘are those’! .--One water ‘tap was: in: aesuaue |:
- dealing: with. $3. a-:day ‘per: man Indian: -Pueblo;- in...a- ‘particularly |“this- fall--as:. hostess | ‘of WJZ- Ties for his ow has.-gamered backing. o
Washington. Aug. 14.
‘contributions :‘by. employers: to. the’ “aria Spot. Andian: Gov ernor: Martin. “Festival of Stars,” the feature’ film. ¢: or.
his.,own “civilian production: --Sen: Philip. Hart (D-Mich) has
. Snion’'s Pension ‘and welfare: funds.” -Vigik. was * most appreciative. aor -show- that’s ‘peing: slotted :at 10 p.m. firm,. Logos--Lid., ‘and: he says. a -urged Congress to push for beefier
-Saturday ‘nights oh: thevextig. illisn. -and: ‘updated’. ‘theatrical -@lear channel :power to serve the
- The: -artists: wil” work: ‘at-/ the {~ Another was.-on ‘the: Lone Pine|.
house.‘station"here: |.” .
version of “Strike has: “high. pri ‘nation’s remote nooks.and. crannies
“former.” ‘wage ~ Jevels..: This” ‘ap-. -Ranéh “about: six... tiles. south. of:
‘Show:
preempts.
the
“Saturday
| ‘ority” With,tbe. éompatiy,: «
|} with listenable AM radio.
__parently -was. not. a. ‘key. ‘point .of. ‘Santa-Fe; owned by.‘Miss.-Ann: Pick- |
: dispute. in. the: -dickers, :although ard « of ~ “Albuquerque. Stie. com-"| Night | Fights”. on’ -ABC-TV.: ‘Miss’ * Dr. .Schafer. ‘says. ‘that. the: sup-. - ‘In_a-Senate speech, Hart hailed
- §t's uriderstood: the union originally: .mented:.. “J- wvish.. to° thank “Frank:| Lake last appeared: in the 1950 ‘film, pression: of: the’. ‘drama.-on nuclear House passage ofa resolution call-*
Cows
“71 survival ‘was “fhe. initial ~“flap”.| ing: for’ ‘lifting of thé 50,000 watt
.
-} Pierson: tthe:‘producer and. all the'} Slattery's: Hurricane,”
. vhad ‘sought: ‘pay. boosts: :
:
1 (Army. jargon for vioient -admin- |cejlingon clear channel stations if
ie According. to Harold Klein, exec’ ‘others. ‘Fesponsible’ for.-drilling: that}.
|istrative. disturbance) in’ a .series:| feasible. and delaying additional
‘water:
well,
|
Also:
they
°
built
:
‘the
|"
2 @irector: -of ‘the’ “producers”: “ASSN.
“VW Fe tu
-of upsets. that led.to. the demise:!-clear channel grants :for a year. He
“the union ‘had. insisted on ‘a “stand: three. Iniles: “Of.: ‘good. road. on ‘the
éa ures’.
‘jof the.tv unit. and the ““cannibali- esaid the Senate should pass a simi“by” “artist during. all: ‘filming: “ftv: “property: -- and:. reconditioned. and.’
ation”. of .hundreds of the multi- ;lar. one. .
. bhirbs, industrial..pix; et¢., whether, plastered: an. old ranch. house which’).— . Continued from. page 29 — “1-Thillion:
“dollar experiment’ 5 “pro: | .
a
ee
.. the .man was needed or not. “Klein:|: was ‘in: not:-very: good: shape.” :
—termed *: this, : . “featherbedding. ” Not only. ‘the: water swells, ut |‘merit. if:the netw orks: Pay: “$140. 000°: ductions “tunit.produced: “more: ren
ee
\ for an’ hour: ¥idfirm: show such as than 2,400. hours of. live, closed: |
Under. the: new-’“pact. inthe |‘ease,| €
Of @ one-day’ “shooting. -sked, | lieutenant gov erhor. “game about: ‘al “Hitchcock,” $166,000 -for ‘a “Holly-; Circuit tv.
- .
nl xesult of. the slooting. *)-.
=.wood pic-Which. spans: two-hours. of}: It was during: the” Strike”, flap:|
: producer -.can- advise: the. union’

: Clear Channel Power

a:

2
E
q

s

Jim Hagerly

“whether

Lt; Gov.. Tom Bolack. Ahimselt: an}‘fétworktime.is much too smail.i | Says Dr. Schafer. that he. received

«or not: “he. ‘requires - an.

—

Continued from page: 25.

oil man.. ‘invited: ‘the. company . tot: Qne ‘is frésh; product,” one’. is: old|orders to’.fite ‘immediately. some’ an |era when. global. tv becomes
use his. San. Just, ‘Basin’ ranch: and and already .exhibited. ‘theatrically, |30 ‘of. the’ civilian production per-'i more and more of a Yeality, ‘the
rigs. -for. filining: Sequences: for. the']: ‘There are-many-argiments pro and. “sonnel connected’. With “the. -hospi-{ acceptance. of the Negro on-

“_ artist. ‘If the union is-not ‘notified,
“but ‘can -prove’ it -was«‘bypassed:
“anda hon-union. artist’ employed,
. the .. pact :provides -for.°Penalties

“series: --Thén. che pitched. in and con. and. they. will. all be uséd when “tal tv: project:. “He | says-“he ‘has *camera, notably in countries. « here
- Rgainst «‘the: Producer: “Also:- “for helped. film Workers in..an. advisory. .the “next® ‘round of ‘network negoti-.: since: -been able. to. bring several °-Négroes are. in the majority, ‘takes.
:.* pix” ‘shooting © two “or more. ‘days, opacity. ‘all: for-iree. .
“ations -for: “pix. come ‘around.
:\cback® into. theCivilian-‘production. ‘on meaningful ‘image-plus
good.
jbusiness. overtones.
‘4 union artist is: mandatory. on the |
‘There'’s.:-a- “whole ° ‘argumént; ‘company,
“set ‘for: the first day: ©
ne
-- AS “an exainple. of. the: “teannic
The: fact ' remains ‘that’ a newleant selling: pix to networks. as
| opposed. to. stations .“(see -Separate ‘\ palization® ‘of {Walter Reed.’ “pré- |comer. to tv, less than two years
Union. had: commenced: ‘picketing |.
“ Spokatie, -story).” ‘There’s .Ro. arguing this ; ductions,.the Doctor, cited. a show! in. the field, has taken ‘the first
of: ‘some. ‘producers: last ‘Week, but:}.. “Safeway. ‘Stores |
then. ‘bowed- toa NCY. “Supreme Wash. Swill bankroll ”“True. Ad- | though: ‘The -$100,000 gross~for a‘. ‘made at: the «Duncan. Phillips ‘art |tangible step:to apply the principle
: Court. order ‘that-Picketing :‘Cease: ¥enture;,” Bill Butrud’s’ color: “top.AM pic: went out. asa, ceiling. “gallery. ‘in. Washington, “wherein |;of Lincoln. to a medium. in which
¢ ong. talks Tesume..: a
‘ “7 syndie:Series, ‘on.-KRES-TV" there.. with: the pre-'48's. Now. éveryane'’s. the: gallety. “Was. -closed- for .three! Jim’ Crowism (with. some notable
-The.. union, - ‘including. ‘assotiated ¢Deal Was for. the. first. “39° “adven:. shooting higher’ and: the: likélihood |.days‘to : allow production. of. a tv |exception; as with an Ed. Sullivan,
~ guilds,: ‘has, a: mémbership’ of about |-ture’®:. .stanzas, |“arid.: also making |Of : succeeding, in,some™e degree, is| show on. the masterpieces, .Under |for example), had until now taken
‘a flock. of.-AR’s ‘arid SR’s:’ (Army. safe’ refuge.
“The” assn.,:“represents .some} dea]s for’ ‘the first! 39: were’ KFVU, -Bood..
Frisco: and KLAS-TY, -Las. Vegas. :
; 60 producers.
KGW-TV.) Portland... Ore,
‘|-boughit. “True, ‘Adveritute™ for’the| ‘
| second -year,. for which, filming ‘is | now” ~-uriderway. “according” to...aj.
Burrud: spokesman: Previqus' ‘deals|

“True hive ‘Sales

ecCom'l
1 Regional

a Diversification Yen

‘for the second 39 were with KCOP, |. |
and: =KIRO, Q
. Le ndon, - “Aug. 14.- SLBA WPIX:: Ye
no
aBy:.Wales 7 West, one .of. the |.*Seatile.

“midst fiscally -diversified.::of

‘all

Britain. Tegional commercial tv con- |tractors, has: acquired: yet another |:

. Interest outside ‘television. “This”
‘ie the. controlling: interest {n Dol:

“Debbie Drake Sales”

“Banner. -Filnis. ‘reports ‘sales of
the séconid: series. of 130: Debbie. Drake exercise. stanzas. in’ 10 -mar-

Jon & Aitchisan;: a. firm -of:: con |:
sulting. ‘opthalmic’ -Opticiana Which? kets. - : First; -package- of -130 -15- ;
has"70. Shops and aa. booming:Photo’ y:minute. shows ‘totaléd,-102 markets: |
Taking::‘the new" -package -..“are-|
_ Eaphic: biz. oo
ae EWTIC, “Hartford: wsoc., Charlotte; |
TL WEMS;- “‘Milivaukee: . WHDH, ‘Bos-"
:-ton; WALB: “Albany: (Gas; WwWJHG,,.

‘Panama ‘City: KMSP,, ‘Minneapolis;

~~

ome

|

HA-WHBF, Rock ‘Island: KLBK; Lub- : { bock; WSIS, “Ww inston-Saleim:. Llely

eps. ‘FILMS ‘TAPS: GILSON:
Bred! ‘Gilson was ‘named assistant.
international :gales * ‘manager: for: |

‘CBS Films; effectivé today (Wed.). |
id ‘International gales director Ralph].

I
<.

in’ making :the-: appoints |’
nent, spoke -of the. expansion -:of |.

FCBS’ Films’ global offices from: five: -

ae | to.17 in three years.

Gilson moves up to: his’néw post: *

il frons-bis position ‘as. offce manager
yell an
| a ¢ CBS: Films: in st Tous.” ee
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OF

THE

WONDERFUL

BROTHERS

1 |(the‘BestBetsofThis:Week's100.Plus Releasesiy24

BOBBY VINTON. 9:.sss¢4s1+s7dRAIN. RAIN GO. sears |

‘WORLD: sound that. will keep: the buffs: con-.

GRIMM”. tented. . He’ puts: his strings |lead|.

. (Epic): wletie ee tae ee daweeeevee iy on Over ‘and Over.
“Bobby -Vinton’s “Rain Rain Go Away? (Regentt):-follows :the’.

{MGMi.-This is not a usual ‘sound- through some imaginative’ paces as
track LP in-that it is specially heruns.. through. a-repertoire ©that.
produced set. which features spé-. gives: him lots of- ‘opportunity :to.
cia! narration. and traces the -gtory ‘create . exciting . ‘musical . -images,
and .tales presented. in MGM-Cin- “Hi- Fi: ‘Hero,”” “Twist “ the. Can-.
erama’s “Wonderful ‘World of the-|:Can,”” .“Run~ Strings. Run”: -arid |
‘Brothers. Grimm.” Charles Ruggles. “Carmen's - “Hoedown” - have-.: the
delivers. the- narration - and, there.: ;. btroyancy that will. keep the:tered
are also the ‘voices of various cast | sets? humming. ,
:
.

members. ‘inctuding Laurence Har-

“THE

HIGHWAYMEN:

- “simple” melodic pattérn ‘and ‘innocent: lyric: line that: -made his. -" “Roses Are. Red” stich a: clicko side and_it’s’a. natural. jor a big::

- + payoff, all over. -“Over And” Over”..¢ Pageant?) -gets‘a- thumping
= beat: to: Support a big:ballad effort ae the end:result is.weak .

a

a

|
LEROY VAN. DYKE. .“ASAT BACK AND LET- IT HAPPEN.
- (Mereary)

‘ign: | 7

Jim: ‘Backus,:! “vey, “Karl -Boehm,
CORE” (United Artists):. The ‘High-|
Terry-Th omas,
Buddy. . Hackett, |
Yvette Mimicux. and ‘Russ. Tamblyn waymen's .splurge :into.. the ‘folk

*2,.How. Long ‘Must You Keep’ A ‘Secret -”

|

‘Leroy. Van: Dyke's “7 -Sat. Back And. Let’ It Happen’ "| Shupiro. oe
°°.. nog
impact that’s
L _ Bernstein*) is a high-flying. rocker. witha: spinning.
. Sure to. take over ‘the jock and juke: ‘spinning circuits....“How- Long’ |.oT rend
Must You-Keep A “Secret”, (Aldont).’is. reminiscent of.his.“Walle “
Ea 4
ae aOu:By" click’and weit ‘get,played. because of.it, |

‘in their picture: roles. Also’ fron; field: continues: in :this; their third |.
ft
the track. various sound effects, i package. Thé boys have an appealBob. Merrill's words and: music and |ing ‘flair .for ‘the: folk “mood. .and:|
x oe ilies
know’
‘how:.to:
pop.
“it.
up.
‘so
:
they.
|...
other plus: elements are combined;
:[JOHNNY ‘BURNETTE:bcos eee twee“opAMN. THE ‘DEFIANT:
: Presents a. ‘New:Dot Albuin
‘here. for’ a_ first-rate. kidisk. The: can win.-mass. appreciation -‘without |
:. + “YOUNG WORLD”
stories are vividly presented. ‘along! losing. the’ folkniks: Latest ‘package|.
‘CMiberty) ie) 2 aries
ale Lonésome. Waters|:
is a. potpourri. of ‘folk’ offering | A
; New ‘Sound—-Reeorded -by. the New
with the main plot ‘of the’ Brothers
a _ Johnny: Burnstte’s “Pamn The’ Defant™ €Seven:Elevent). isa ow
hich
they
take
in
theii
stride.
The
35°
mim
«Film, ‘Recording Process}
‘themselves.
The . hardcover |pro-:
, ‘stirring, song. saga. of ‘the. sea anc its‘ ‘title. tie with: ‘the ‘upcoming. ats
.
gram. baok with color pictures: and |folk range. is wide’ covering Span-|.
- pie release’: wilt. help. launch it-strongly. ‘im the. programming. “spin,
‘ish, Hebrew. German,: Mexican and. |text about.the ‘stories is included. American
: “Lonesome. Waters”. . Chadick*). spills: outa blues,Shout ‘that:'$.
ref:
entries.
..
tte
mixes.up‘thie. atyles in:
‘such: a
%
sway
-David P. Harmon, who: seripted. the
as.
to avoid. -terping~‘boredom. |, / fective spinning: material,
;
;
_
wo
Uda
Darts
cet
screen story. .-also. wrote and. -di-| CLEBANOFF:
ee og = ie ae
eT WELVE Therefore, ‘in this: _package . there |"..
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Anni. Maria :Alberghetti, Jimmy ‘lop, drums. Erni "Day, * Kim... Daryos, ©Peter : Backing” are “Lenny- ‘Livera’ ?on: ~Jack-Younig -& ‘George.. “Arnold.”
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den Dancers (12), Carlton Hayes. ter is ‘being increased. ‘by ‘an ‘extra. Lopez, .Carole . Collins, “Alberto: ‘of the- vocals). ‘Don -Rea.,on piano Ice". with’ George’ -DéWitt, :
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“Parker,
Nicky. .: Powers; “Phil.
Orch: (14); ‘presented © by Wilbur. group. with’ Horace. Silver,: “Art ‘Triana ‘Danters, Jack ‘Nathan. and. and - ‘Harvey .Lang. ‘on drums:

‘Clark: produced by. Frank ‘Senvies; Blakey -.‘and: John: Coltrane ‘slated. -Toriy Scott Orehs.; $6.50 |minim: I ‘The Lobato Dancers; four:femmes ‘Richards: Johnny. Flannagan, . Ane": -gelito, Joan: Daye.” Wilton: Clury,
choreography, ‘Donn Ardeit, ‘Man
mine during: thé Monk engagement...
-and..‘four::males, accent..the Latin.
Orch; .°Spelling the: jazz, ‘men’ is ‘Hugh ca. Pursuing’ its‘aditional policy’-ot‘lin
imun. ;
| both seng and choreog: Routines, .‘Line:.. (12), “Mal. Malkin’s:,
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‘direction
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‘Eber.
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Al Burnett's popular -nitery are. fast-paced. and fiery. .Featured. Richards, $3: 50:$5-mindnum,,
The crystal. ‘soprano. ‘voice |“of has played several of.the ‘hip clubs show, -

Auna Maria Alberghetti is being ‘and: coffee houses around the coun:. now -houses an uneasy -meédley: of: -are .Lobatoon. vocals” ‘and’ Nelida,|
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SeTies,anwith
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thrush ‘Let: 10); Michaellt & his Orchestra. te “add | Mames. to: “Head -up: -their~
win in: ‘the end.
"
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Daytv.doing
inferior
:Provine.
“In The Still Of The Night!” (with
Anders Bindrowt: revue, ‘in this case George. DeWitt,
ce eek
Bill.
Miss- Day,. a blonde “‘rooker:fre- | ‘Lights. effects’ buf
a dramatic: echo chamber- effect), Ee
Y
re
“-|quentiy: ‘espied. on. “London’s’ late- ‘$i;00 ‘miitimum.:
Fa “loeal’: boy- (with’ atv: ‘rep )-who”

. “Do It Again," “Loye’ Makes: The].

‘ight circuit, ‘here gets the buildup
|:
isa ‘familiar: at. niteriés- on- the:
World .Go ‘Round” (from*“Carni-. . Jerry Lewis, Los
AL: | of star billing: ‘an top of.a 50-strofig| . The “August. “program: “of: “the. cireuit-here’ .Where: in: other. date”.
val,”: in: which: she’ starred for - 18.
“. )
+s.
Los Angeles,: Aug. -9;: | east.::She’ has. ‘a well-tuned. set“ of Berns. Salonger. restaurant, with its.|- ings. he’s: ‘been ‘a’ someétimies.. -indif--*.
-months). and the strong _ capper.)
Gale, Robbins, Irwin. Webb, ‘Ira. Pipes,’ aided. ‘and.- ‘abetted. ‘by. an fioorshow twiee-a-night,. ‘brings ‘pack. ferent ‘performer, ‘DeWitt: this:time.
“Un Bel Di.”
| Westley: Mo: cover: no mimimun.--") appropriate.” ‘shape: .But. the gal ‘Swiss ‘chanteuse’ Lys . Assia, giving}. comes up With a “solid act, awarked :
‘lacks-.a couple” of ‘indispensable a top. performance... as usual. : This| 6utin smooth: and “easy. nianner: _ Miss: ‘Alberghetti fas. iwo dane- |“
Phiere’ S°fa“tendency. among: ‘aus. ‘ingredienis. Her ‘personality seems: time -.she: -is ‘singing. «in: English, His ‘routines contain-a° load ‘Of ‘ew ~
ing ‘boys. with her- (Jerry: Antes.
-and Pepi ‘DéChazza) who . spoof | tomers -of this: ‘smart’ Supper ‘club, ‘a. pickup, job-front. looking .at a-‘Jot French. German. and“ Hebrew, of: ‘material.to buttress. his -‘penchant:
other daricing boys backing femme | to seemingly ‘give only token: atten-. -of -other ‘artists, and she. has no W hich :' ‘Moon River”: from ““Break- .{for. vocal. and mugging. impreshes ,
stars-- with “their. ° :opener,. You. ‘tion to the entertainment prov ided: warmth.” Also.her’ act depends ‘on fast. at: Tiffany’ s and °“Faalling in: of;‘the ‘wellkriowns. “De
Love... ‘With: You” are’. the ‘most
~ Can't Do “An. Act Without. Boys.” .| While ‘nat intentionally rade, jt- is: the tired old tricks of. mike- trailing.
De ‘Witt: has:call the’ ‘chart:‘aid:
something that hasn’t beefi ‘too, well ‘and. , audienéé-clapping. to get. by. -attistically well. done. -Her standard}:
‘earmith needed: ‘to. make |‘him a.
‘Miss. Alberghetti shows ‘her. Ver: contralied. by the: management, and, and she’ flashes: ‘an: artificial ‘grin’ “Oh My Papa’ is- not -omitted..‘in
‘Staple.on
the class ‘cafe Circuit and’:
“satility. by. tossing in—with- the ‘must. be extremely ‘disturbing: to like “she’s -worked |by :a.. ventrilo-: her: repertoire. Toot
with “this outing;:idisplays: the .act.
quickest. ‘costuime *‘ehanges. ever the already twittery canaries try ing. “quist -arid..sthe dummy’ s ‘got:
“stuck. |: Of | gréat -“interest: and.“for: the to.go with it. The. impreshes come
seen in a show -here—a Servs of}, to make a big first impression: She trots ‘out a. saucy- caly pso, at. ‘first. time in Sweden.is: the Argen-.
of} Gale ‘Robbins, whose nitety ‘ex:'| Stupid .ditty “about some of ’.Lon- ‘tine. Marina, & .Alberto. Ballet, -all off. ‘smoothly~: With. ‘incisive: -stabs’.:
numbers.
labeled *“Memories
Broadway.” - Jeff Lewis. does. his:]|
posure. has been ‘primarily. among. don's. ‘hit.‘shows, “I: Want. {o:.Be: educated at. Buenos Aires’ famous: in: a “quickie ‘procéssion: that: keeps. :
. usual fine, job: of. batoning for’ the. ‘the. bigger . “nightelub” "-circuits,- Happy" “Build a Mountain:” and |Featro Colon. - , Latin: American. ‘the ‘auditors . intrigued...
. star, ‘fronting the Carlton. “Hayes: | found, it. ‘tough., ‘going for awhile | -"Wonderful World of Beyond, ” ‘It'ss ‘show. ‘with’ sacvent on ‘some Atgen. |: : When he fits the vocal: takeoffs
he. maintains: the hold. ‘On his own,
orch (84).
‘/at.-her opening © Wednesday.“(87
‘he displays.a‘ fine Singing ‘style. and
* Jimmy “prof. Backwards” Ede with. ‘discernible adjustments; . as |-boop-be-hooping in- the: ‘Charleston :-revue. are A
. Maesiro ‘micnae”"Tends,‘good wraps it all.up .in full-laughs: fash-"
“": mondson is comedy. star of the the -‘ program”. -went -along, ‘to. the’ .s€gment. is a-pale copy.
.
Wing:
jon:: with: a’-twist on the .eastside.
party, eliminating ‘his blackboard. confining. ‘size. of the: room, :the
‘There’ ‘s not: mueh pjan in.the’ rest |‘reliestrat-‘support...
J comics... ‘De: Witt's:“ae hit in this :
reversed | words |rautine :anid “con- .€hafter of the customers, some un- ‘of the -items,--some. of which are
| familiarity .“with. the accompant- lifted ‘wholesale: ‘from the superior.
_Tidelands, “Housion a showing.
‘centrati
...Naney Lee. Parker is‘a5 standout,
“Extravaganza” -‘show: which pre: Houston: Aug, 8.
‘monolog. Most of his gags:-aré-top-|ment anda faulty. mike.
ical; touching on such: subjects’.as.|__ She still: made. a solid’ impression. ‘ceeded it “at this haunt. The gals. "rows Nye. Tacey. Robbins, Don’ as: ‘the. feature. .on: blades. °x jithe:
JFK. the Cleopatra film and’ ‘tv as. was indicated ‘by heavy’ mitting: whose. ‘bodies. “have’.to niake ©up “Canton. Orch: 164; ae corer, ‘no:‘|lovely. With: iskilted _approaeh, ,
ballet. leaps” ‘and: -$pins “on skates.
wl
a
commercials.
First-nighters ‘Fee -at-the end of her first:set; although : for, their. faces, have ‘one’ or:..two ymeinineiem.
+ shew hams, in.“solo: and. lead nrodiic-warded .the-- - southern - accented {o:a performer: aceustomed to spots ferching :routines,’ whieh.’ ‘nclude-’
storyteller. with: _ generous * yocks: -holding ..several hundreds, it’ may: a. “curious : appearance’ -as ..-waler- ‘| The. “Tidelands ‘Motoe™Trin:nitery ‘tion’ ‘spots, :Teamed - with: -another *
-} have seemed. light applause: 'For cany:mphs;: -for which -they: .are: “not: Has . departed-its” one-show-a-night| blades-ate; Nicky. -Pove?s,: she’ dis-*.
and applatise. «A new Donn Arden production ca: tine: it ‘wouldn’t have. been sur: Aspe-cast.: - The. ‘Spanisiv.: clicking- and: no cever policy: for’ -the- next :plays.- - Adagio ideas’ that. ‘even’ for... .
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‘number . called” “The Legend ‘of|}prising -“if. she. ‘had: switched’ her: and-staniping.: from. :the- Alberto.: pair of frames, ‘going to 4:$2 cover: non -skating dance. duos would bring: a.
closer. to° Molly - Brown's” heltiger.. Triana
Dancers°808s .‘down, - vas and two. ‘performances, for: -indica- ‘mitting.’ "On ive “it becomes. a‘gaspthe. Nile’ presents the: dozen_love-

ent’ ““[ Ain't Down’ ¥et.”" -™.
[always.: like <a «bomb.~ atid: there's! tidns.. are. ‘that: Unis Show will pack: ‘raising set “that: ‘keeps. the:‘tablers.,
‘ly line girls in ‘Cleopatra. costunies'|
, The visual ¢ffect of her Stunning:
pounding: for’ more...
undulating -‘behind hip. lyrics sung. gown Set. up’ plenty’ of buzz-buzz:on. ‘much. enthusiastic singing Wwhich. is} “em.:
‘Louis’ Nye: “Farhitiar’. 10: ‘patrons, » Johnny Flanagan. As.a.jowestul.
by Bill Carey.. The session: shows its own and’ could: have ‘covered-|:not communicated..:
May be ‘the. show. will get by‘with: froin *: ‘appearances. on. the Steve: Sock-makér-with his buffoonery as
otiginality | and .ae certain: bawdy:
“| a SO-So- vocal ‘talent: But -Miss: R6b+ tourists : who afe not-.too: demand: }--Allen-‘tv. show, has an opening gam-- a Wae-gone.wacky¥ on ice-his: sight :
charm.
bins backs up the. visual. With . acing but” ‘it’s: ‘much below’ the. stand? hit ‘that «is an ‘iridication ‘of :his- off. stuff’ keeps. she. howls- coming: :Ane 2-9
‘This show is. in: " untit. “Sept: -4 ‘vocal - appeal that,’ in: her..adult | ard.Set aby. ‘this * -hostelty.
‘beat hhumor:. he: comes: on ‘to. direct -gelito.is an‘adept-jug gler; complete
-when the MeGuire. Sisters . return. attitude. towards: amour, . gives’ her):
Onde. “, orch: “through. afew. bars: of” “Ebb:] from Tubber. balis atop. Fubbér’ balls, °‘Duke. . |best. moments. ‘with: “What Is This |= 00°,
. .|-Tide.” . turns to mike.: ‘and ‘gives | to; flaniing. sticks to tee.off the solo:
. |hing. Called
Love?” ‘and: ‘I Love: . *7
io cry. ‘of. a. Wwounded :‘seagull.”
| set ‘in; “fanev’ fashion:.
et
_|To. ‘Love. Pee
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"He. is ‘a’'sergéant| giving-arms |:. Produttion-«wise; -Phil.Richards.

Backed. by’ Irwin: Webb's piano | Chicago. ‘Aud. ‘9. ‘| reeruits. an- ‘indoctrination: speech:
“ho. “doubles °‘in the. show: as léad:*.
Atlantic -City,.Aug; 11.
| and Ira. Westley’ s bass, Miss Rob- “BittiDawiels, :-Morty Storm, Tony ‘he takes a shower. with.a-girl-which|.in ‘the: ‘group’ Aumbers: and*‘-in |a":
Al. Martino, Jimmy Joyce, Joey, ‘bins” experiencéd ‘Some: short: cal
Martell :Orch; ‘$2,50.‘cover,
As. funny. ‘without: béing’ really. of-.
.
fine concept. with Miss. ‘Parker. and
Sterens,. $3-S4 minimum.
re
os
‘|-riods when the’ three. were .not.:a
Le
a ‘fensive: ‘and: he’s:a Japanése. maid-trio.-but this is one of the. more-| = Pro:‘snostications :‘that | “tha” ney: :en wha ‘is ‘rescued from.-:a bandit Pawers.) has combined. ideas: with: -Roén:
-Moren” -for-.'some .-eve-filling|
‘Al. Martino, who. broke.. ‘in
Bt easily adjustments-:‘that-”
a
will - be bateh: ‘of motels and ‘cafes Springing ‘by -her bumbling” Samurai .warrlor.
act here a deeade ago, is back for made. . Thé -preshow. music’ by: thé. up on Mannhéim:: Road’ near. the|-husband: ‘Nye: has a: great sense: ‘choreo™ invents, notably: a brilliant. .
a. week to sing many of.the. songs dito; also- debuting. “here,: is iplea- 0: ‘Hare “Airport will ‘becdnre Chi's: ‘of ‘timing.. and- while’ all. Ofhis off- rly: display ed Tnein’ ‘number. and. the :
he has’ waxed through. the: years.. sanily | unobtrusive. and well, -per- “Strip” are one. step. ‘closer to: reali: 1. beat. material. doesi't. have. the “big. finale: a “Music: Man” angled ‘Spec |74
Its. an annual visit for Maitino:. ‘al formed:
Po,
: Rabe. ; zation with: the -preent of Pepe's; ‘impact, it. is “generally” very funny: that’ climaxes’ the: 90-minute “pack= . §
| abe.to: continued plaudits:”:
Philadelphian .with many friends: ws
Owner Frank. ‘Pantaleo: was-the con-. and. ‘fresh.~
in the summer colony, evidenced. “Reom_ cat.the
“Bottom. tractor. on. the plush:‘Sahara: Inn} . Brunet: thrush” Tacey’: Robbitis is . Singing leads ‘are Joari Dayé and.
‘by the near capacity” audicnce|.
that Started. the show ‘trend ini:‘that’; a ute: package. with poise, " présen-. Wiiton- Clary; the. ‘handsome. duo. |
‘present night show was caught.
;
tation: cand: pipes.. White at times. handle. theit .‘assignments * in: ‘fine-.
(Wilbur
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Tiny.Times profile” laat week:.on “American Nazi”. George’‘Linata’ me

7 ad

stresses his claim of having: been “squeezed ‘out”- from..at. ©

least: four :priyate business ventures. Citing his. birth-in’ Bloomington,

DE

Til, March ‘9, '1918, the: Times ‘says, -“Both -hisparents..were ‘actors. .- oh

‘0.': potency... AI. of | which,. also, : His father, George Lovejoy-Rockwell, was ‘a-vaudeville comedian who *
. High. -Lama,.’ Joewanarial Gandy be
‘| Maybe" it’s. ‘about. time for our -have:been.consistently reported by. starred as Doc Rockwell-in the’ Twenties ‘and Thirities.” > “Hé lives ‘in: a
‘(Joseph E. Gandy, ‘expo’s: prez) to- ‘Variety's Don Reed; from Seattle, retirement -in Southport, ‘Me., but: he- won't have. atiything-to-do ‘with...
Seattle “remote”? .
s has BS according £9. "s
“pay ‘another. friendly ‘cat: on ‘Li'l, ‘long | before - the. opening, the for- -me. ‘because ‘of.my Present: activities,” Mie son
Why don’t you take a plane, ‘ar- ole New York—Oreto the VARIETY. -mal - ‘preem, : ‘and, during. its con-| the Times.
rive here for lunch at our famous: office.’he
‘|Hinuing:Fun. Te
es
Space Needle restaurant at the}
. Patrons of theFriars Club. restaurant ‘tn.‘New’ York hive‘been setting a
Innpiessive indeed: on:the: “sarite |:
‘Fair, go to a ‘matinee of, say, “Tea-|—
‘ban ‘extra: ‘dividend. after “the: normal ‘dinner hour, _Exec. Secretary: ‘Carl © -:
page (Aug. 5),-are. the. ads “ofy:
house of the August Moon” or any:
“\
Timin.
has ‘started ad-lib ‘nights, which begin’ at any. time one or more’: -. ;
“World's Fair Headliners,”* ‘which:
.-one of the dozens of live shows in
-Jentertainers: are: ‘on. “hand. .Following -the. dinnér. hour, ‘they're ‘en-: ”
. town, take the plane back home herald. ‘Mautice : Chevalier due ‘at:
couraged
to take a turn at’‘the mike: and. frequently: a fullfledgéed variety’
the .“World’s— Fair . Opera -House|
‘and ‘be in bed at: your usual time?
show. results, -It'also works in. reverse, Patrons coming ‘with'the :expecSept. - 4-9: : : Comedie.. Francaise
Remote? The maon “isn’t ‘even C‘Tirst: ‘time. ‘in:‘Pacific’ N. W.”), con=:|.
‘tation. of being. informally entertained ‘are «sometimes.disappointed .
remate -any more. And we're a. lot ‘current- at. ‘the WF. .O.H.:- _E}ia|:
‘because. the’“entertainers have to eat. and Bet,out to:do. ai date. ”
closer. to New. York than the moon ; Fitzgerald's matinees, - ‘same ‘place:
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The. ‘Tllinois’ State’ Fair,.whieh |
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By the way, the Space Needle ‘Doll. ‘Theatre. tof Japan); ditto;: Er-;
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Festaurant rev olr eg every. hour so. roll Garner at the. Playhouse; Sok}
areas
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Spend:
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000
for
talent
|].
:that one. can see the. beautiful .Hurok's - presentation. of :the -Balthis” year.COM pared. to. $78,587: last’| {.
stenery for hundreds of -miles- ‘Jet. Folklorico. ‘of « -Mexico. (75), |
year.: : Fees:. paid ‘to. ‘entertainers —
around,
The food is5 food. And WEOH,. : Aug. .27-Sept: 13° D’Oyly |
will actually. ‘only total $57,500, but}a _
“Marguerita, Sierra .‘skeaded” for: ss
reasonable: ©
| Carte Opera: Co., also ‘via. Hurok, New. York
‘the fair has-a percentage: deal with|.
tthe. Camellia :House. Sept:.28 for. - 2
‘Of ‘éourse if you want to “stay r same opera house, - Sept.:./17-225 7%Inost_of ‘the*talent: in .which, the|. “Perna, Bros. ‘have’. ‘signed “for!
tliree ‘weeks« . Ed Béylair takes: - ~abs
ca
Ou
‘Hurok
.again
with,.
Richard:
_Dyer}
over a day and” see the Fair: that|
-WH buy ‘as ‘much: :‘as | Latin Quarter. Jan. 29. through the |ever the Piano atthe ‘Walton Walk 2.”
‘Bennett. ditto, “Aug. » 9-11; othe }.managemeiit
50%
‘would be fun. too.
‘of the. tickets,for”various: -dis- ae Berger atonal - "pakkie. Thursy: (168
..Ronalds:
Bros:
are’
”.
ree
Fabulous.
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(Spanish
guli
inke
or--t
é- Palmer
The ene losed. pictures will show
at” !th ibutions. :
: Mason.
House,.. Chigaga.
for” April”
15 of (currently at: the.Bhie. Dahlia, Chi, °
you onr ‘harbor downtown ‘where tarists),- -one-nighter. Aug. . 19°: i Acts.“inelads- Red’ ‘Skelton, ‘Dick.
|for an indefinite. ‘stay 2
Hank: Wd
we can “put” the’ Atlantic. and “WF Playhouse; the Juilliard String! Clark,,, the- June’ Taylor daucers, next year :. ::. Will. Jordan: - $6t. for’
|-Quartet’s. onenighter, ditto” play-;
‘Thompson ‘plays the: "Chestaut Inn,
3
the Central :‘Canadian Exposition,
Pacific fleets; the Fair,.and: a. few.
-‘Skitch-.
Henderson,
the.
:
Lone
;
‘Kansas.
City,.
Aug.
/21-25,
and:
tha. ilu
house, Aug:- 12: touring -company
of its buildings: and two pages of of
* “Mary, Mary”. due- Aug, ‘21-26: at | Ranger, ‘the Harmonicats, ‘Charlie |-Ottawa,. “Aug. 20- ; Joya Sherrill; ‘Golden .Nugget, ‘Las. Vegas... -Sept.. ees
theatre ads ‘of ‘live’ shows playing}
jeaver, . Jimmy~ Deain, and. Quick |who tarushed ‘with’. Benny |Good-|:20-Oct. 3°.
.Robby..& The TrowWFOH:. “Teahouse - of the’ August:
‘man on-his recent Russian- four,|
‘the. next. few ‘days.
‘badors | signed: with. “the. Williany i) 4
Moon.” Aug. 13-17; at. WE -Play-|)'D
Draw’ McGraw:
| inkedith General. Artists. Corp
' “Tessie. Nores-Haas.
Moiris Agency-/and. will. cut'a sin-nt ane
‘|tiouse. (Gene Keene's. Cirque: “Play: |. . Two -‘other.’ shows22"Grand: Olé
ie. . «
Martha Raye -pacted:for. theygle.ecord. with.VA,
r next.month. :
(character actress. at Cirque’a
house production, ‘with: which’ Jes- Opry” "and the’ “Water Follies” — ‘Hacienda, ‘Fresna: Cal, Oct..19.
.
Egitor, VARIETY:

Seattle,

|

iTStateFirHikesAct

“Budget:to$100,000, Paid
~ Talent $78,
§ 587: Last Yr.

house for: I2. years).

“sie Nores-Haas- has. been’ 12 years |.-won't. cost the -fair a. cent under: Ginia: Davis,” “daughter. of maestro |:
as character. actress; pervabove); Fan’ agreement, betwi een ‘the- fair. and. “Meyer: Davis, to. give a ‘recital. at. a
and . national : company’ of “My:Je R. Skinner, a ‘Smalltown: ‘under- | Carnegie Halil Oct: 2
"Hollywood.
Seattle’ Expo’sBoffo: ‘B.0.
+Fair Lady” opening. four-week run”"taker and farmer, ‘who Jiooks talent : “Lee Evans into- gare
é tee ‘Denise’ -Daréel. ‘Ink*Spotsvia
The ‘boffo b.o. of the Century. "21. at the. Orpheum...
.
.| for the fair under the: name of Mid}
} Netk, LL, ‘Tuesday. (14) s,“Great: Patti’ Moore &-.Ben Lessy-opéned . 2
Exposition in, Seattle: was Tepurted
|-Murray takes. off at” the®.Holiday | oné-week stand ‘Mor 13 at Cres: “Lu.
"in. VARIETY last. week as. “hearten--. - There |are ‘such ‘other: diverge :Ww est Artists. ‘Pfomotions.
Ben. E,.Scendo.
‘Ralph *Flanagan: -‘at eae
_ding” to the.N. Y. World's Fair 1964 b-o.. lures: as June “Wilkinson ®& I * «Skinner: gets. ‘the first- $5.600. ‘on: | House.. Pitt.,: ‘Nov. 16:..

‘(and 1965) authorities, :- especially
in. light of the “remote northwest”:
display doing: so well.: The N.Y.
Fair authorities’ broad attitude.was
that Gotham. should be even more
of..a
lure (presumably as. befits
the No. 1 city) but. of course. theJet. Age makes nothing “remote.”.
‘Seattle Times’ amusement edi-.
tor ‘Louis R: .Guzzo_ also. chides:
Variety: “From Another World: A.
headline, in :the- ‘latest Vanrtety::
Show-business . weekly,
‘reads:

John “Agat in “Pajama, Tops” at the .“Grand Olé Opry“ show, plus |King. and. Little’ Eva dawn for ‘the | Thunderbird. Inn. on. Sunset. Strip”: 24

‘the ‘Moore; the. Children's Theatre '|'79¢% ,6f- everything: over that; and; Murray

Kaufman:* shown’ at ©the!:ivith new™fotr-mari ‘contbo, caltere.

! Brooklyn’ Paramount. Aug. 31: -King|nating-with Eddie. Robertson trio: .'§
of America. at the Playhouse: “Aug. .he is “gifiranteed. $1,000-or 10% :of|
'27-Sepf.. 2: the Ringling-B&B Cir+} "gross: Tecepts; which: ‘ever is. larger, is’ also ‘slated:
‘fora tour. of. ‘the ‘for. two, weeks .°: - Kitty’ Kover’::: -4
cus—"first - time in. 7 “Years'”’—at: on ‘the “Water Follies.” ‘Admission. ‘Caribbean’ ‘and -- South America’ héld: over: four. additicnaf: weeks iat | |
Bull Pen:
. Margarita; Sierra: -..::
the ‘Seattle “Fair. ‘Arena, “Admis-: .to:both’ ofthese shows is $1.55 and ‘starting. Sept. 14 for six: weeks.‘sion to: Fair- not. required. * says $1. and: the “Opry” also: has: 75c. LaVern Baker.'to the Harlem Club, ‘added. Japan: to. her Far: East tour |
|
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| Museum:
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.
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arte
“at
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Zodiac.
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|
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r
pp 11-24. e
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i Houston,
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|
Heartens .64: New. York’. Remote? ~ All Of: which, attest to. ‘Seatite’s [:
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Washing-":
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i
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a
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MINN.STATE FAIRUPS:
~“ADMISH, BOOKS NAMES.

by gues. Lake
ce Ponderbind Las Vegas~.-:.

: The ‘Minnesota State: Fair; one

a | “of: the: ‘nation’s largest; is. raising |
‘its.gate admission from.50¢ to 5c.
“Tt's the first. such boost. in-20 years.
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vstal.Bay,Lake;Tahoe, og

and: the second in® the exposition’s
‘for..Andre’s-‘Restaurant, jAug
|| admish “tap:was. 25c.. The. 10-day ‘| Sydney, | Australia, Starting: today. |.
. event: starts. Aug: .£23: and: contin-. ‘(Wed.) . 3° . Carmel, Quinn. pacted
Atlanta.
for’ a tour. ‘of. fairs: Winding ‘up at.
ues’ ‘through’ ‘Sept.: 3.
“ina ‘Sisters - oréned : Friday Qe
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This’ is: one ‘state fair: to ‘Which: ‘the. Schaghticoke. (N.. Y.0 Fair Sept..
vat’ ‘Copa Atlanta: -following’ Tony .. _ 3
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Choo’
‘Choo
‘Collins:
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at.
{all pay. admission: every: time ‘thiey|
‘Pastor
andhis“sextétte,
who
played.
wg
. Miguelito.
enter it, exeept ‘that’ on two days: the Sniftin’ ‘Court Inn:
‘Stepia.
“3
7 vi children: “under 16. are. admitted: Valdez ‘playing. a: week. at'the Libo- spot for “four nights:
Fetchit:: held cover .for. sixth” week. .° 4
‘free. With.. ‘no’ passes. list, the“ ‘ad- |. rio.-."; .. Comedian Jack Durant,
‘in. Bayou. “Colonial. ‘Terrace “Hotel. 1g
-during:.
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current.
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-at.
mission’ “price: ‘always: :must “be
‘Lounge,: backed by Little. David -&-'.. 4
-shélled: (up even by’ newspapermen | ‘the Latin Quarter, ‘Tarks ls Aath; ‘His. ‘Twisters: 13), who are: ‘mM:‘their...
overing -:‘it,. .performers, eorices- |in.‘show: ‘biz...
Loe,
|, 30th. week“‘in. this.Spot... ©The. - 3
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-(Continied’ oni page. 50) ee!
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ture. name ' performers: ' One" will ,
‘22 for twa weeks, followed - by the
have Billy Vinton; Emmett: Kelly | Treniers” Sept. 5 -for™ a| fortnight.
“fl-Jr,,- Leroy. VanDyke. ‘Mark :Wilson, |,
- J} and, Jo8-“Wooden -Heart.”..For. the |":
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ast “week. . “Wednesday. (8). attend:

; 1 ‘ance: ‘was’ :78,100,: 4° new.. record,
. broken’. the next-day: with’ "29,697
_payees. ‘through’ ‘the gates, “‘Thurs::
‘day :was.Miami. Day and- former.
| Viee: President. Richard _M. .Nixon
was: ‘at the: Fair.::On ‘Wednesday,.
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ssthat reproduce’ MUSIC from. ‘your Coming Attraction...o
“plug” for the:attraction by one or more of the film's STARS -

an oe
- é¢t Strong: commercial.’ pitch’ a by on ANNOUNCER...and ‘
@ tasteful reminder. tovisit your “REFRESHMENT STAND!

BETTE>>these ‘SENSATIONAL INNOVATIONS:
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eee
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News. PERSONAL STAR GREETING...
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Schulberg’s Enemy’ StatusUpiinAir|

“The magazines have picked:“up. the’Shivley’ ‘MaéLaine. scent: The ‘tar. oO
-“Twentieth-Fox: has. ‘set. a $2, 0f0,- ‘is proving: the new. ‘quotable of. Hollywood, much like the. copy Marilyn- pot
000. budget” for. the ad campaign ‘Monroe. furnished. ‘the. slicks and fan- books, 'Not Yong |‘AEO,* Miss Mace sora,
backing --new: . prexy. \Dafryl-.:-F.. Laine. got'as nude as the. ‘eensors—and Esquire—would permit. -for a
Zanuck’s‘‘upeoming. “The* Longest series of photos in: that monthly.‘ As for candid: wordage,. she appears:. .~
Hollytvood, Aug:, 21.3.,
Reports Cinerama-Panavision at
< | Day,’se ‘according: to ad-pub: veep: to. be: Staking a‘claim via Peter. Meyerson’s interview in. the. September’ -*
=
‘Charles: Einfeld..:
| Modern « Screen. ‘Discussing: her: -long absencés * from: ‘husband | Steve.
tical process. would’ be’ employed}
. Finfeld,. X who’ :Was’, given. the : Parker,’ “Japan-based film’. producer, «she” femarks:.“: And; you. “Know, * at.
in the final printing of 20th-Fox's
“Houston. ‘Aug. 21:.
“close-up” ‘ treatment ° in . Peter everyone ‘expects me ta-‘sleep: “around. town: when: he's” gone: for two"
“Cleopatra,”: now being edited by
Interstate: ‘Theatre | Circuit,. with: ‘Bart’s. New York Times ad. column
Joseph L.: Mankiewi icz, are scotched_] ;
understand ff .T- don't: ‘When: hey" re:in any:, Coe
headquarters in Dallas,.is planning | last: Friday: (17), says ‘the. $2,000: -months. -Why should. they.
by Westwood: ‘studio - topper: Peter
to: put up a’ new hardtop: -in. 000 will: back’ an ‘international --ad- |place for two days they all act. differently.”.
“Withprankster.
overtones,
‘she later. announces: “But at: Yell ‘You:
G. Levathes. ..
Spring Branch’ as : soon “as: - the vertising. campaign: aimed at bring-'
‘Something. One. of: ‘these: day s—just ‘to see. if. I ean: ‘do’ it—I- ny. going ‘to’,
Film has: been shot ‘in:‘Toad-AG | U.S. Justice ‘Dept: approves.
in color and there are-no plans for]: . There are plans: to-. build another: ing: in. the:$30.000, 000 ‘gross needed '‘ask for: a million. bucks :to.do a-picture.. Just. to. see. if I havé the guts.’ - wets
changing
the system, asserted pair of back-to-back theatres .in: the’ for. the. $10,000, 000 Production, to to: break a producer's. pack: Bsw ant: to sée what's. going: to.Aappen.. Vm ge
a -profit...
/-*):
| curious-. 'td see.” *.;
Levathes.
‘Northline: Shopping ‘Centér..on: the ‘make.
.. “Day? has: its:world. preem’ “in!
When, reporter'
“atevedson’ asked Ar.‘te.“could “dott: his: “jackets“the ene
Levathes stated he has ‘beer. in, north side of the city. This: awould
1 take off.your: Pants,ee aa
‘actress ‘is, quoted: ib- reply, : “Mister, you an.
be
to
the
pair.
of
theatres
to’
be.
con‘Paris
at
a
-special
showing’
at.
the
constant contact with prexy-prof you'd feelmore, ‘comfortable.”
duetion ‘chief Darryl F.. Zanuck. structed in Gulfgate,
of.
POT,
an
ot
from’|’ Construction. is nearing. comple-.
who returned. to Gotham
at the:‘Warner Theatre Get;a ane
Paris over the weekend, and as tion here of ‘a’: Cinetama. theatre:
" Cessation ‘of:the‘Brooklyn. Parainotinttacts Rontcnt iw ey warked. ae
‘yet there has been no ‘word on to be operated by. the Jefferson
=|by: an“ “informal”. backstage ‘party.: for ‘the. house ‘staff: and ‘officials its
what pix will be started: between -Amusement. Co. with headquarters.)
|-of. Long. Island :Univ., ‘the landlord, ‘which is: taking .over’ ‘the: building? |<)
in Beaumont. |
now and the year end.
—
‘|for -additional . classroom" and adniinistrative. utilization. - Shawease.-:°.
“We-are
taking a breatlier;: in
|rearlier this week. took filmpage™ ‘space . in ‘the. Gotham dailies’ ‘for...an eee
i
Continued from. page. 3 —
gracious... au. revoir “to-the public,’ ‘Eugerie’ Pleshette, _exec ‘director ™.
said Levathes, “until Zanuck ‘stud-.
0 J
rot :the: '4.144-seat® ‘-house,.a Whilom -bigleague - Naudfilnt .berth,- ‘Notes :.jes the entire situation. Projects
(that, the. studia -Situation “wil: that «an. estimated $3.000,000- ‘collection.of..‘art ‘treasures’” “sculptirig;. in the preparation stage are being
| “hardly. be’ dwelton”. other’ than:
ve
.
indication
No
unscathed,Telatively:
years
ae
through.
came’
continued, both in tv and feature
-oils,; ete.)
‘what will be -Zanuck’s:- next and .what happens. to’ these’ treasures, ‘injmediately. .whether .té” be sold;
production.”
immediate-.. -Concern—decisions: on. Warehoused,. or re-situated for. est etic’ pleasure of the: unwersity.... a a
Asked if ‘Budd Schulberg, now |:
current. committments.. There. are. populace,” -Pleshétte will tbe re ssign¢‘d‘to:Jane executive: ‘betth.ean
aor
working on final script ‘of “Enemy.
‘many costly’ ‘committments” and"
eo
Se
Tg
Us
Within.” based on: Attorney Gen.
care
after he! has studied” all the: : Prop: | the:AB-PT organization. A
Robert F. ‘Kennedy's- book, .would |
erties -and. okayed activation « {i.e.|
in ‘ain NBC- <V we
be consultant on the-pie,. when it is'|
production) -‘of “same, . Zanuck: will. "Allen, Rivkin, ‘president ‘atthie Screen ‘Writets Guita:
‘ready to go before cameras, Le-|
‘|then.. make first: studio:: visit. !‘At interview: ‘last. week: said he: did. not -see: or -perceiye “any. evidence?
vathes insisted this was up- to}
,
Hollyw aod. Aug."21. . }the nioment, “as he. has “expressed. ‘of -‘Communist: influence -‘thete today: Pointing -out that Ne. had:taken...
Zanuck, Reports. Jerry Wald’s wi-.
The. ate ‘Jerry Wald’s--produc-. himself . before,.. he doesn’t. want: ‘the:lead td “rid the. Guild of: ‘Communist members,”
Rivkin
to. support:
his. belief.
‘they,
tie.non:
-ésistént,
dow would be an associaté “pro-. tion unit is gradually- ‘being dis- to: 6 face.any: ‘of that Hollywood: a One.’
‘The’cited.
FBItwo,
.and.‘facts
the House
Committee:
on. Un.
‘Amefican
‘“Actis
ities =
ducer. on the film likewise were ‘solved. at 20th-Fox. One assistant applepolishing .. of’ the’ “new. boss”.
denied by 20th studio head.
-+-and- two. secretaries have already, “and that: ‘when .I:go out. to the: haven't been given, trouble recently, and “have: not ‘been -here ‘for the...
‘Industry’. Council: *s. +.
Author-scripter:. Has been Ww‘ork- checkéd off-the lot. Two" more- as- Coast I'll be-w. ‘orking at the studio;” | past ‘four. or ‘five years.” Two. “The: Motion. Picture:
21?
ing closely. with the U. S. Attorney. sistants- and another’ secretary. are -but-it -will..not be as production ‘was created for this purpose Jjto weed’ out.Communist: influence? .“The, -Os

HoustonTheaireUpsurge’

» Tanuck Strategy

Wald’sProd.thit |
Being D) solved |

At20thStudios

Gen. on what final ‘script will con- ' remaining. ‘until ” assignments: are boss, in the sense -that ‘he ‘formerly.

Council. lasted: for 10 years, _but. ‘has:-not. been functioning |‘for. the.

‘| was: the -veepee in: charge. of. all “past. several. years,:‘That, is’ another ‘reason: I feel. it (Communist: ane
§
Period) a
fluence :.in Hollywood): doesn't exist any--more. That, former
‘other commitments to follow, he
. Already -gone- is. Peter.Nelson. studio operations.
would like to see “Enemy” through . W ald’s' assistant: on’ “Adventures. . Zanuck,.. who: ‘will ‘headquarter’"|-was: 2. had:fumes. ne declated: pare
to final shooting.on the Westw ood Of A Young Man.” Curtis. Harring-" ‘in. New. York (‘probably :in. a hotel
-‘more ‘taking: ‘on:‘the yale:‘ofmiddleman ing ays
:
lot. He feels. he owes this to. late. ton, now editing “Woman-in July,” where.
“Rlirischt Co, “ismore and
need. the-phone. service’:
producer who .worked with: him bows ‘out soon as. final, work: print -ete.), must make. one -niore ‘quickie: the: fashion of: a. Tinkers to Evers. to. Chance combo.: JHustrating. thes oe re
for more than year and a half ob ris turned over to ‘distribution.
point:.are
two:
pictures.
being
made outside. the: compaiy. as-; Mitiseh : oer
‘ ftrip back: to :Paris. “This. will. be.
varicus outlines and details..
Marvin “Gluck ‘48 working’swith midweek :next ; “week, because ;he. | coproductions.. ‘Robert’ Wise’ is: ‘shooting. “Two for: the: Seesaw;”:“Dark: wt
Schulberg also admits his. stay-.
‘Leon,
Roth
and
Irvin’
Kershner.
will-‘soon ‘roll their -first. project,-.
| whiter Budd Schulberg; scripter. ‘on. “must: ‘seé- ‘the™* final *completed.
ing on. is up to ‘Zanuck. He -hast
i“The Enemy
Within,” ‘who is .stereo print’: from ‘the--original-!
changed his routine. tl
a.
a-Mirisch.
¥v.p.
until:
he
resigned
last April: ”
pounding his typewriter. off the let negative: ofthe U.S. version from.
neck, working: In ‘an especialiy:
this: wéek: As: soon ‘as: Schulberg -which. the international” versions: of- - Both pix.will be Feleased by: United Artists:
rented office away from the new
winds the. final script; he w ilk sub- “The Lengest Day’ will be. made.
writers’ ‘building on ‘the 20th lot:
‘mit it ‘to Attorney General. Robert. This will require about three: mare FRotary. International's first: ‘Asian: ‘president, “Nitish C.
“Lahabry. Gg
oe
in a determined endeavor to stop.
F. Kenn
f
:days «abroad. '-"“The Longest 'Day.”
ae
a prominent figure in the -film_itidustry of India- ‘who ‘yecently retired ,
interruptions and put the fini to
edy for.will
approval.
‘on -production
be ‘up. ‘Decision
‘to prexy ‘directed by. ‘four. different: directors ‘after. serving 25 years’: as. managing.director. in “India: for Columbia.” _
the script.
and “giving. the D-Day viewpoint.
} Darryl F. Zanuck,
“In, addition he served. on four: different occasions’ as. president: of: the
0s)
*
-Meanwhile,
producer
Frank |
from four “different: perspectives
i Pakistan and: aS” - at :
continues”-in’-a .the --Yanks,- ‘British,’ German: and- ‘Kinematograph- Society of India, Burma; Ceylon’ and.
McCarthy and dir ector Henry Kos< |. If: Schulberg
chairman
of.
the.
Bast:
India:
Filth,
Advisory
‘Board.
ter are ready.to start “Take Her. consultant. capacity "Gluck‘ “most French—retains not a-little French
—
i.
‘She’s Mine” soon as Zanuck blows. ‘likely will stay’ on as. -assistant.|- and German ‘dialog; ‘for. ‘example,
the whistle. James Stewart has a. ; ‘Otherwise, he will check. out: with which “will. ‘probably: be. given Y “Reader.‘Stanley ‘Richatds writes to. point. out:
that 3
a ‘sory in
tthe.Aug: Cn a
mnid-September starting “date -on. | writer. This’ will leave --Florence greater ‘footage for those inarkets Yr.-issue |‘of:MARIETY: ‘erred -in referring. to the”. Brazilian ‘pie,. “Os “Cafa. rare
‘| Mack, long time sec of Wald’s, to than for the’ American and British
his pact and, according to studio}
as::-being
the
Grand
-Prix
winner
“at
‘this:
year's’
Cannes:
Fest: os
nf
Jéstes,”
_ &xecs, hasn't been advised other- handle the remnants.
audiences:
vt
‘The winner ‘was: ‘another: Brazilian’ film, -“O. Pagador™. de’. Promessas.” * wise.
Meanwhile, Franklin ‘Schaffner |.
1006: Board. ‘Atiendance’
| ‘Latter’ ‘Was based ‘on a prizew inning. play. of which. Richards: has’Fecently:.
op
.
aa
‘ Lévathes and Bill Self,: tv pro. who -directed .“Woman,”--returned|‘boar
Zanuck.
expects.
‘almost:
400%
a: ‘atten
dance an
today.
inclu
ding
% | : conse
an.English adaptation titledd *‘Jourrne
ey.‘to Baa hi
ia.”
duction. head, ave putting together jfrom ‘Washington yesterday where.
a pilot for ABC forthe 1963-64: he directed President. Kennedy's Robert“ Lehman; -who has been |:
season. Details are lacking but be: tv address to the nation’ on taxes. ‘away ‘but is. back; Robert: L: ‘Clark-: a “In ‘a recent:Issue,"" whites”‘Seythour ‘Sitnon for:‘the.County: ‘Bldgs.
4 ‘Expres exec; ‘Chicago, “you announced that_I used. to. be a film. attorriey. in. Chicago. .
an
ing worked out’ on a new series! “He. had -pyreviously directed “the son,¥the American:
‘Which should ‘be finalized. in. next'| First Lady's Tour of -the’. White ‘also. ‘William ‘Wyler. ‘who: ‘is’coming I'still‘am.a film attorney;:I am just. taking a‘six months’ leave.to break.
few weeks.
into. my new,job:‘asPresident of:the: Board. of ‘Commissioners, of -Cook
-House on tv.
°°
on: from’ the Coast.:.
Studio topper also satd he has } ‘He is. now assisting ¢on: the final - Zanuoek has béen ‘checking and. ; County."
ade
Imade no.-plans for planning .'to editing and cutting of ‘Wald’s. last. crosschecking: 11° different surveys |.
‘Gotham. for’a sesh: with :Zanuck. film.
W. hiether. “Within”-: and: ‘made from within and without: the |
To jure.proud-Sichian aristocrats”
a
‘as:
extras. for phe: ‘Leopard'saeae
a
‘Latter may ask .Leyathes -to ‘trek “Ulysses” ‘will’ be: placed .-before ‘company. :- The *.outside’ surveys; posh. ball. sequence, oducers. ‘have|(so- it's. claimed): added following: ae
€ast after he confers with board. the.cameras this year, or next, As a. were authorized by him: but: these. ‘coriciliatory clause. to ‘all contracts: “Tl Signor: Luchino, Vistont) promises. oe
nee
this week.
. decision ‘Zanuck will make. °
outsiders": identities” are’ not -: dis-' not.do. be rudeor.Jose his temper. ‘Thank you.”
Pee Spears
But for the moment, all at the |. Zanuck
also-- ds. - expected. to cl
studio remains status: -quo—tv and ‘suspend ‘activity “on DFZ... Prods.’
‘He. has.been: “proofreading. and
feature pix wise — until Zanuck ‘with the’ windup: of. “The- ‘Longest |.adjusting °‘them’. and he.. has: ex-.|. "Allied ‘Theatres: ‘of ‘Michigan 43d: ‘annual ‘sonvention:willBeheld Us ° 7 ee
CER
ET
“hoe
flashes the “Go” Signal,
Day,” slated.to open. Oct. 4,’road- :pressed. himself.‘to intimates “that: Sept. 1819 at. theShearton-Cadillae Hotel. .
show, at the. Warner, ‘New York. it's. .worse’ than. writing . a ‘script, met.
and Oct..11 at the Carthay: Circle ‘but ‘the. board’ will -know ‘of :his. touch ‘with for ‘months. and.‘Some: “ceeding: Judie “Samuel L-“Rosen. a
T. L. Harville,’cowner of the: Ria! -here. ~
‘} plan* of °operation. “by...‘tomotrow, times. years; and. -withal ‘gives. the |:man ‘wha: resigned. ‘along. with the os
‘Theatre at Alice. Tex., was re-.|°
-impression.. that. after he. béecomes|former John --L..‘ Loelb-Milton -.S,In. the interim. Richard: Zanuck evening..
cently elected to the- post of county: is continuing -prepping |‘‘Fate:. Is |: He. indicatés that initis‘only fait: ‘a -working |stiff, :supervising :the “Gould. dissident -'group.. At fhat |
judge there and w ill take office on. ‘the Hunter”
which... Ernest -- D. ‘that the. trade. press ‘and; thé ‘others “day-to-day operations of his: duties; time. Zanuck was. ‘elected. the: new.
an, 1.
‘Gann, author, is ‘scripting: abroad: now. of some of. our: thinking and ‘as chief: executive’ Officer, he: will “president ; to succéed: Skouras,; for.
: and» “Shock”: Treatment,” which’ coriclusion -‘about .our: ‘policy” ‘and get” into ‘those -Matters.: “Without -20‘ years the-cliief- executive officer,
-wrifer’ Bernard -Wolfe is. putting our general: aim.’a"This.wil be:dis-. dwelling ‘on any names.“he \ob-| of the: company. .
‘+ into sereen ‘shape on the 20th lot. closed. tonight.
‘serves; “I Fead. things: which” Jnake 1
eis
Zanuck's ° primary: -“eancern-. fs me: Feel: -that:.some_ of.them. have Way
|.
Studio head Peter G. Levathes|:
ap
yesterday. asserted ‘there has been with: the exchequer, ‘It is.no. secret’ -one-man, publicity campaigns. going.
4] no céssation of prepping .activities ‘that the first. half. year’s. red ink. for. them.” :
| ‘on feature or ty division: Decision is “pretty rugged”. and .that, even |- Zanuck _ “brought: this "French.
| on’ ‘what. will’.go before cameras for the firial sixmonths,.he refuses. secretary over with’ him thts.‘time. |=
‘| and when awaits Zanuck's formal ‘to..take” résponsibility- -for™ ‘some- - His « business files,-“accumulated ae
announcement, expected after ‘thing |he. will have inheritéd from. -during: his‘ .five-year’ French :resi- |:¢=
Two. Feature Films.
eller Center. 0 :Ci
the: Previous management.; ..:: _ |-dence as head. of: the DFZ Produc-| |"
‘Aug. 22 board sesh in Gotham. “
For Showing in‘.Name-Droppers: .
Despite reports to the contrary,|.
‘| tions ‘Inc. (which becomes ‘extinct|’: Fey vaeseoiren wiisons. oe
Theatres and Television. | 1 Levathes said there: are no. plans|: “On. the. names, ‘that. “have |“been. “now: that his 20th-Fox. président). 1”
for: reactivating “Something’s Got dropped. :in- the Proposed. . manh- must “be” integrated: intohis new. Et
For Information
to Give.” Hal Kanter has. finished power . “checkerplaying, : ‘Zanuck | duties. ° pone PRESTON: »
- SMRLEY OWES
additional dialogue where .Walter states “policy” . is ‘still his.”‘prime.
Write Box V-3357, VARIETY |
" Spy!ros Pp. ‘Skouras- w il:Bréside:| “A Warner. Bros. Ploture in Technicolér’
ON STAGE: RAVEL'S BOLERO"
Bernstein left. off; and the script|‘concern; ‘that «some of: the- names atthis: ‘afternoon’s. Meeting as. the154 W. 46th St., New York 36
the.has- heard he: has not: ‘been in: new" chairman . of the -board,. ae _
has been wrapped in mothballs..
a
:
tain and although -he has several

completed.’

Sea Running,” as Roth-Kershner Productions. Roth, by the-wray,was.” iE

TWO FEATURE FILMS FOR SALE

| EXCLUSIVE WORLD-WIDE
|
OWNERSHIP:
RIGHTS FOR SALE
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“10:
> bedivided opinion: on the various media. There are ‘exploi- ;
“ation: men who"‘swear.‘by.or‘at.‘newspapers, radio,.television,
> Rational magazines, billboards, car cards, sky-writing, gis on- —
.floats orTanketo.the
Colorado Rockies. od

“Nobody.may:questionthatthere i
is
s something, to
s besaid
“for‘allthe:various: media .
ofsommunications and means “of:

* basic
ft shing it
ea ‘Adato
tthat—thecostis
is
signif
~ cantlymodest...
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3 {What ‘About ‘That Luscious ‘Voice‘|Inftorn
:

That Doesn't. Answer?

-

ww * London;’. ug. a

fe
.
s

Mi

-Gucunatad ‘dreamed’ up between -

- London *

—— Columbia’ s ‘publicity ‘department|.
directec Lie hel enn mo!
. -pand |:Ansafone :(Sduthern: , Instru- > Dankel. Mi Angel has hired’
Hall..."
illis
Britis
Room”. for: Associated:
boost. the: ‘Dino: ‘De jyarn called :“The Furnished,
Madras. Studio ‘Struck
~ he
Lid) topoor tm““T-. Love, |and. Keith ‘Waterhouse. have. Screenplayéd. the: ‘project,:from Laura Del.
with a set.of statistics on the past:
«So. Owner Shutters. Itments
~~...
pint-sized
Drake,
Charlie
~
,-.
casting,
theré's*no:
far:
so
You ‘Love;””. at the. Columbia’ Thea- |Rivo’s novel, but,
film’ season which show that while}.
oe “Bombay, Aug: 14; ‘| tre, ‘was ‘Tegarded by Cok: vas “sate -furmy man’ who recently. proclaimed that he: was going: to quit. showbiz, 2. +
_French production declined, there}
B. N:agi. Reddi decided. on: closing Asfactory.”
‘}now admits: that: he's ready for-another film: ‘with Associated: ‘British. a
was More. investment in. minority. ,
down
|
Vijaya-Vauhini
- Studios. in} ” Jdea was to:‘snivite:‘people ‘to ting li. . Kirk Douglas’ ‘and :Tony: Curtis: expected ;-S00n: ‘fo ‘start. ‘shooting wai
French :coproduced pix.
“
mR
““The- Secret *List- ‘of Adrian Messenger,” for U-I.;
_ Filmgoing. kept falling .and. pro- Madras as. of Aug. 1, as. sequel: to a London... ‘phone’ number.: adver-|- John Huston’s
Assault ‘on. the Queen.”"*t It's riot.‘ anti-Royalist.. gee ll
duction costs rising: Film’ Aid: was the strike by. workérs over the. dis-.| tised- in ‘newspapers.. ‘According™ to ‘Mel Ferrer is.to diréct:
high in spite of the gradual cutting charge of 165° employees. .:‘Reddi publicity hounds callers “are.greet- | The “Queen”. ‘ig the. ship; “The Queen Mary”... .Alan Hackney;: Who...
Paris, Aug: 21.
The. Centre.Du Cinema, the governmental film office, has come up

--is -now.- working: on. the’ ‘screenplay- for. uot
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ar précinets: ‘of -derry: Leider,’ who “Was.--diteetor of ‘Specials, a Post...
het“, not yet,
; refille
filled..
Q

sot

“T6 the titanics among’ the’estab- | ~ Sandy Cummings. iS. due-to
be “Bates, where ‘his. work brought.
° ABC-TV:
lished: -tyv. producers, “against: ‘whom | _made~
said theythis
have‘week.
been: talking.
to
| him to. the atfention of the ABC’

“As for: ABC-TV, “Danity:Melnick, ‘veep “of program: ‘develépment: -*| ABC's thew. production

. ">> “was lately-retitled: aS veep of. nighttime.programming. This-evidently

‘cémpany'| “4. ‘number. of. eandidates ‘for

brass: Chester joined. ABC shortly

<] now .competes... for’: creative °fe-|: thie’ Coast fob.

after

Tom’ Moore replaced’ Jim

OLE Unseen
t. 1 did? not -fill’ the: entire: hole. made at ABC. a”few months: ‘earlier “}-saurces.-and network slotting, the}... The’ ‘movenp of: Grant. will? Aubrey in the overall ABC procr
i
re when Toni: Moore. was raised: from the ‘web's. program vicépresident- 2 -Lansburgh announcement ‘has the|
‘not affect the web's new exec
gram slot.©
3 Jeeberg—-elilling. with wo alignment iin the prog ramming 1" At about the - same. time, ‘Y&R
wake | effect.of an:
.
i to! the’ leadership ‘of.the. network |‘itself. Nevertheless, ‘in:the
tia
ee

"boss, “left:for, NBC-TV.. and now Cuminings: has’ just. plain: left. | : a suttace..

2)"

Ag for NBC-TV; Mort” Werner came in “as: Levy's: ‘replacement “|

. and-he then brought over. Grant. ‘Tinker: from: Benton: &. Bowles.:

.

;

|:

daytime, nighttime

and. sports

: daytime. deal, which ‘Was. unprece--

Thus; ‘the:‘specific aniowneement ' “operate as. separate entities,

of a particular series,. “Land of the

| dented in that it involyed millions

‘Yeporting: to -Jules’ Batnathan,

of

‘ “Apart.from‘that, all the significant. changes in program. personnel, *.’ ‘Wiid,”’ described-as- an: “animal)., ABC-TV "administrative _v.p.

“>

.

ve

topped -‘by. Chester's. arrival.at NBC-TV, were madee Just this”
}
Wweek. _|
; action-adventure”. : ‘ show, an “which a

:(See -separate. ‘story.)..

ore

Popa

Tak

Dan

ee ‘Lansburgh’s ::Walt. Disney . “film: . time’: programming..and Chet
heads. the sports
=! ‘credits. stamp :Ahim-* ‘well’ ‘qualified, .. Simmons

_o ManyHurdles,Lo;ksNoDice ©
OnGOP 5 Min,’ Palas

-Fto::-prodice; révéals °‘merely” the [.. Sebartment..
‘above-the-water-line - silhouette of
“|one: of-a colony: of" ‘icebergs. ‘that
are « “appearing” “With: “increasing
frequency in: “the? program. cargo.
lanes now: plied’ :by ‘the industry's,
| independent: production. vessels. |

,

- Reports Gireilated by the Repub: (==
:
‘National. Committee: that’‘the {H.
:
: _ “tieant

“2television:

webs have agreed. 4o-cut |

The

Telstarlag

money

was

‘to be . ‘spread.

-|
weekdays—Monday. thru. Friday—
© from 11:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., an. area

-~

that’ ABC had not programmed.
‘| Chester joined ABC in the summer
}-of 1958 and: puta whole new sechedule on the air in’ October of that
year.
After a certain amount: of ‘re-

Chester toNBC,
‘Tinker toCoast,
--Friendly’s Shift

Beneath”. the ‘surface’ lies “what |

“. * gomte”prinvetime,” shows” by”: five|

dollars for programming to ‘ba

selected.

Melnick is v.p. over night-

appears: to be a. “coming ‘freeze-out
| of the: independent” ‘producers: as|
_the -networks:‘shape up plans. for
- producing more and more. oF their |

prograniming ‘and re-scheduling—
from the Peter Lind Hayes and
Liberaces of 1958 to the Ernie
Fords and, “Father. Knows Bests”:
.of 1962—Chester gave ABC, in
four years, a competitive daytime:
schedule that, in marked
con=

-. + @WN.. programs:: -Agency-advertiser|
__:inintutes “to: ‘make- room. for. paid. .
"Thursday, Aug. 93.”
:circles, deploring-the move toward. “Mort Werner, vicepresident in trast to the ABC 1962-63 evening
“political. :-broadcasts: ‘are ‘puzzling-}:. ‘Europe-U.S. radio *indtable inside. production, see. it.as ‘Phase charge of NBC-TV programming, schedule, is now sold out—to the
os network :‘execs. _ Although talks io. with -Swedish. economist - ‘and: ‘s0- ‘Two.. in. the networks” -ambitions has evidently wanted Jerry Ches- ‘tune of about: ‘$40, 00u,000 per year.

r Myrdal and. toward - ‘complete: ‘control of. -pro- ‘ter: ‘in -his department. for some And this feat is régarded as. all
" guch: an end. have --been. -héld,: no ciologist: Dr. -Gunit ‘from
- Boston,
‘American -.EXDErts
i: . ‘deal: has been. finalized. and there's: Minnéapolis, - -Philadelphia.“ ‘and. ‘gramming... {The: Phase :One. fait time, and now he's-:got him: ‘Ches-. ‘the more amazing in view of the
accompli. saw the’ networks directly ter. is quiting as: ‘boss. of daytime. fact that in the first-quarter (the
_. ? @ strong. possibility. that: Hone. will’
Washington,

:

DC,’: ‘on -U.S.: econ-. licensing programs-from indie pro- programs “at.ABC-TV,

to- return. ‘October

thru’ December semester)

LOL “ever. |materialize. «
J'omy,. 6, to-7 p.m: “over. Educational ducers for: sub-licensing.:'to. ad-|: after several years, to NBC-TV, ‘of. the new season, ABC. has two .
While ‘thew ‘ebs". are“ generally: ‘Radio: Network (WRVR
in. New |-vertisers in combined-‘program-|tthis time as: No. 2. ‘man in pro- hours of. unsold evening. time per °
os * _ sympathetic to the Republican pro- York).. Produced. by National’ Edu- ‘time selling, as distinguished from ‘gramming...
average week.
‘posal, immense-hurdles_ to. making cational: Television’ -&:Radio.Center: ‘the. -earlier network. -practice. of}:
Chester’s ‘appointment as. the ; With the new: season’s curtaia |
“ wee ft operational have already. loomed. °

! S “ Above ‘all,’ these. difficulties -are:
oa ‘present in''a. year. when ‘state ‘an
-. Jocal © contests
oe ‘elections.

‘will: dominate: the

iNBCs
“tibaen
$ Stake

“One: web: ‘exeé -pointed. out:‘fhiat
a

: if‘five: minutes-“were ‘sliced: off ‘a}::

show

for, a. political: -broadtast. ‘by:.

a -candidate..in

New

-York,. what |

ee th
happens in: Chicago if‘nd ‘candidate | ’
: 7; J.there: buys-the -segment; “In short, |-

ss: T there would’ be’ some..awkward: re=" “

ves

-|Selling time only,-.which: had. pre- ‘man in’ charge of .NBC-TV's pro-|wailed ‘for a: Seneration)::
gram. “administration. cued’ further
‘Phase Two, if.the. Tietw“onlis ean’ departmental * reshuffling, “with
[bring _it: -off, ‘could. -eventually. ‘present. veep in charge-of program:
> | eliminate. tv’s. presenit. major. ‘pro: administration, ‘Ed Friendly, shift-.
-."b ducers, = such - as. Revue, - Screen ‘ing’ ta. veepee over: special. _pro-|
| Gems; .Warner Bros., ‘Four Star, -grams.. Grant ‘Tinker, whom Wer| MGM-TY,. ‘Ziv-UA, ete: And out-of. ner | brought in. several months-ago
it is seen. ‘evolving three networks from. Benton.& Bowles, leaves New
with: a newly-won status. as “sole York, where he has been veep and.
‘purchasers - of: “programming by general .. ‘program... -éxecutive, ‘to
|} move.: cout ‘to-‘Hollywood. as west
ve their. own: producers.
mo

““l-"guilts unless... the’ Republican: Na-{

3° { ‘tional -Commiittee” could ‘guarantee ‘J. “NBC'sowns 9506,‘otthefortticom: |: ‘The. effect in: the. ‘entertainment

‘about to go up, and: with ABC's

unsold evening. time totaling. ‘some
170 minutes. or well over $5,000,-.
000 in the ‘fourth quarter, it was
Chester's solid and thorough daytime programming’ efforts. that
helped put ABC-TV _ network. ‘into
the: black for: ‘the season ahead.

And this explains the personal -ef-

forts of both Si Siegel and Leonard
Goldenson. of AB-PT’s top hierarchy
to persuade Chester to stay, even
coast. program operations ‘striper though: network
chieftain Tom
under: Felix Jackson.
Moore had passed him up in favor
“With. Friendly: giving: up admin- of Dan Melnick for the top ABC
istration to get. back..into specials, program slot. Nonetheless, Chester
it means that Lester Gottlieb, who. resigned from. ABC on- Wed. (15)
has: béen special’ programs ‘boss, is: and made ‘his new. deal with NBC
leaving’ NBC-TV.. Friefidly. (who. ‘the following day.

“Rodgers-Alan ; Tay: industry. will. then’: be’ as: startling.
Lerner: ‘Broadway: “musical, via a -and- fundamental ‘as. ‘would |be the
‘repercussions .in..the|metals,’ ‘Tub-:
, otk . affiliates.
| deal...’ ‘negotiated :: through NBC ber ‘and. glass ‘industries if: Genérai:
"Secondly. ‘the. plan’is‘being stus Enterprises.
OO
Motors, ‘Ford and. Chrysler. created
rn @led: ‘by network execs ‘ta see if it
f.* Itccwas|‘thus: through: this:‘same. -their own Steel,. -aluminuim,. rubber ‘was a program ‘specials exec before
30° s'. Seomplies: with. the equal opportuni: ‘|
315 ‘on-~ Enterprises’ ‘division of the network ‘and’ glass. fa¢tories: to ‘supply- their.

“*. ¢hat “‘every. five-minute .segment. ing. « Richiard
would: be. ‘bought. On ail.‘Retwork

Thus, Chester, who put ABC on

“2. |,ties. provision. of Section’

Own . body, ‘frames, °tires: and -win- -becoming administration .aide to. .the daytime map and, cunsequent= vf
” Jocal levels.- ‘Difficulty. ‘im-.this re-. | that. NBC-T'V- got what is: feported: dows,. in which event, of “eourse;: ‘the. department. head)-will un- ly, made it a--complete and full
‘would’
“networks.
the:
that
‘to. be an exclusive .hold:on Iyricist|the: dislocation - would -create ‘dis- doubtedly. get into.the sales of spe- service network, returns to his
“ot gpeet is.

"

. be

carrying: ‘on

negotiations - ‘for: ‘Lerriér's:. tv. ‘activities:.- ‘Of. .COUrSE,.
‘may in. the ranks.:of: U.S: Steel,

on Tocal, telecasts’ ona national level,-what..with

cials ‘and ‘he'll also’ be picking up

original

network

but. with

new

“his ‘other activities, ‘it’s Alcoa, - Goodyear;. ‘Pittsburgh: Plate. some’: of -Tinker’s ‘work, “which ‘and enlarged responsibilities, both.
Phe. “ABC-TV ‘web, which’ “was :quite. possible’ that Lerner‘ “won't ‘Glass, -et al. as ‘well as the usually’, might. well ‘include .haridling: the
~ | day and night.
“named ‘as. the -.first - network --to- get around to’ doing any tv ‘stanzas alert. Justice. . Dept.. Yet: that. is| DuPont Sunday. night’ lineup..
-..: agree to, the- Republican's propo-' for ‘sometime. .The -video: ’ stuff is: what's: below’ the. surface of" the | “Until last week; when a-deal was:
into:
‘closed
with
him
by
NBC-TV’S
.Wer|
supposed. to take. thie form of. three: |gall dénied-that.it“had entered
-.

“0

7

Wolper.P wood Specials

n ‘ieeberg.
‘Lner, Chester always seemed ‘un: **" any such‘deal,. although: still study- ‘or. four specials, as- reported ‘some. reni
World’s .A Network ‘Oyster —: -| willing to leave’ his post as.daytime |.
ing: it: ‘CBS-TV. éxecs stated: flatiy.. weeks .;Ag0..
.
Phase’
One, which’ set’ the ‘net- boss at: ABC-TV,. Various reports |.
order
time.
a
such
refused
“it
.
Lerner
‘made
his.
deat
with.
NBC]
t
"tha
‘works. up..as .the. sole eustomers |
Jot from.the:‘Republicans...
mi prexy: “Bob: .Kintner® and* Alsred’ for: programming;: gave each of.tte citculated; ‘almost from. the ‘day.|~

eee 4BBCRELAKESBAN

j Hhat. ‘the wanted his: old ‘cohort Gin on Hollywood; sponsored by Proc-.
, | -high-level- affair. that involves NBC,
.
(Continued: on Page 42)
"| financing. in“ more. ‘than’ ‘just one... ~ _- (Continued, on: page. 40).
ter & Gambie, ‘have been scheduled.
“|legit’. showcase, _ although *further | <eeemninensannsiauninsainiminmmmamain
| for telecasting on ABC-TV.
—
7 ‘details are: ‘under wrats. -:-:
mh
“Hollywood:
The Talkies” will’.
Stern, -incidentally,, is .-soon, ‘by.|.
: ‘London, Aug: ‘21..
| be aired Jan. 23, 1963, from 4:30
° rhe’‘BRC. ayhich: jhas,,never. be. late: September: ‘to. leave’ the NBC| fore. permitted ‘political ‘satire. on” orbit: to:enter business for hmiself.|
| to $8:30 p.m. “preempting. Wednes-.
: * The:‘comirig ‘plight of: the: independent’ producers ¢was wellarticu- 7
Jeither: tv or: ‘sound, -has ‘apparently. He. Jately. ‘bought: into:a ‘system of ns
| aay night's “Wagon Train.” “HollyPelaxed its views. Last night (Mon.). community - antennas. across. “the lated: by ‘Selig. Seligman; the -president of AB-PT's wholly-owned
Te?"
Selmur -‘Productions, :Ine.: {coyly. named ‘for his wife, Muriel, . and _f wood: ‘The. Great Stars” will be”
when the magazine. program,’ MEO. United: ‘States.

“ON POLITICAL i

os
-.

To ABC-TV for P&G

_ Hollywood, - Aug.” 21.
|-Stern; who: is héad~of NBC Enter-- webs, in- -exchange- for partial pilot, last’ year. ‘when Werner arrived. at
NBC-TV. :from Young. & -Rubicam, | '. Two new. David Wolper. specials
| prises::It is’ said to be: an intri¢ate,‘financing, . one.” half, :of: the: ‘Pro-

~TheSelmanization ofTV.

=.
"2."
“-." night “retirned .to. the.. schedule -}

‘shown March 13, 1963 from 10 to
|, “himself,)' in: recent interview-p.m., preempting Wednesday's
Seligman,: a Harvard: Law- “School. ‘graduate, points. ‘out that a... 11
“Naked City.”
|»; Sellaman company, «“owned: ‘by: a” network. which controls .the
' Jack. Haley. Jr.,:and Wolper areslotting
‘of’
programs
‘in
its
schedule,
enjoys
a.
competitive
|
edge
oa
a
Prunell
actress
|
ced
(2“introdu
ns
‘| currently producing the tv specials,
|: NBC. ‘President Robert E,:Kint-. ... $n.the ‘all-important area of “‘experimentation.”: - ”
+ Seales as “an: -Awiul Child: asking ner’
is’‘going around the: world:- ‘Hey.
“Says, Seligman. “It's: my ‘job ‘ag: president of a wholly-owned. ad swhose: musical score.is being com-“l_awkward-.questions: *.on --serious ’expects.to. ‘leave: some: time: next
‘|.posed
and arranged. by Elmer.
“.”
Subsidiary;
‘of
ABC-Paramount
to.
experiment.
‘Studios
«such
as.
‘i ‘topics: -The idea, has: been worked:
tie,
Rowe Star, ‘Screen Gems. ‘Désilu; étc., :are. placed ‘in the position: of - Bernstejn: A rerun of “The Golden —
' 2°). out’ iia ‘strip’ cartoon, form ‘and. the: “month. :
Years”
on
NBC-TV, another Wolper:compromise.
°
‘Their
business:
is:
programming,
per:
se..
‘where
we,
on
“Trip: is. twotold—vacation, plus |
.« geripts. are being.written. by -Ber“-mard-: ‘Levin, : legit. “critic” of.‘the: briefing. himself” ‘on: the:. network's: :the: other “hand,. ds. a. tv arin of ‘a.“network and a’ movie “company,:- special on Hollywood, is slated for
en
NBC-TV
on
Sept. 18.
to
“have
the
umbrella’o
of,
tor
orporate
relationships
as
Protection.”
”
lobia: news. setups. foots ran
: he Bally Mail,

_ 2. there’ was. included _a :topical. com:
- ~“meritary ‘on:.palitiéal affairs..

~ Kintner’S.Globala

J
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John.’“Nelson: has ‘resigned|as |
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macWeekEndingAuge12).

head .of daytime programming. in|! an:

Hollywood for (NBC-TV.
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-CBS-TV,
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daytime
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-Viening
“He held: post. since. 1955, ‘previ- |... ot o:
7
(000's)
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7
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Street
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weer
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6426.
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Brodkin’s (BS.Drama”

side,

‘finds. itself-in the eviable- position
wit? | An
of leading
the Nielsens,

NBCs $4,500,000

record business ‘booked for the ment has’ been given to Herb.
upcoming
season, .and: with
4 Brodkin, ‘producer ‘©f'-“The. Derecord number: of shows walting | fenders” and. “The Nurses” hour-:
in the. wings as: possible. replace-: long. series on CBS-TV.
Hubbell Robinson, senior vp. of
ments.
‘Oscar Katz, v.p: in charge - of programming, has--given: Brodkinan’
okay. to prepare” ‘a story fora
|}
daytime programming, has been
‘shuttling between the Coast. and possible one-shot ‘drama, the length |:.
of
which
will
be.
determined
by’.
in
‘
N.Y. developing new -Projects, although there is’ only . one ‘or. pos- Fequirements’ of the story."

|‘Teftover’

timer due for axing is. “Verdict Is.

structure. “Verdict.” which had -a}
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Parade—ABC’ .

Lovete!
“(Adding *“ap. ‘assorted. _bits-and- : Wells Fargo—BBC:.
- Circus. from Paris—BBC -.waeek
pieces-.of: business, * ‘it: looks: as:
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vet
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It’sSRO forCanadianTVWebAs mee

"}has mopped: -up. some $4,500,000: in

lent:} past ‘month -for: the upcoming fall:
, Semester...” Coming |this. late..in- the:

RexIngram Pacted

Last outings-for “Verdict”? will ive
in September..
At this Boint of ‘time.. fate’ f
the
morning
soaper .. “Bright
Since the.
“Day” is questionable. .“There. are | memo ofa few

some

*.

.

a

me

‘Yours,”” whicit..has been shifted
from afternoons to mornings, but
failed to-sustain the web’s. rating |.

through-Friday from 11. to 11

a

Fro
romithe
t Midwest!:
UpdatedBoxscore

sibly two program replacements
due for next season. One web day-

.

Johris" (Masterson: and.Reddy). tt

“open “end”: drama -assign-

‘selling season. after. all- the big!

budgets | have: :been-‘committed,
that’Sa pretty. remarkable alepal
Among. the. .notable. :.sales—al--

Hubbell Robinson. “though, ‘it;-only amounts: :to” about|:
weeks ago, a Negro’, ¢459 900—is one ‘to “Skilsaw:‘tvia‘}.

signs:of rating strength in} , actor has ‘been inked ‘for a run: _Fuller,. Smith &.Ross) for a minute |

7oe
Major SponsorsHopAboard ao

Toronto,. Aug: ‘21:
which | ning: role: in a: -daytime. CBS-TV
per wéek in “National Pro Football|With: ant‘contracts. closed for the: re
‘Strong: soaper.' He's: Rex Ingram -who,: in: Highlights?" .Not only. will |the |:
| season: ‘running fromi.-Oct:;
ema in
“Concentration”
entry,:: but ‘it; September, will: play the: continu-! - Skill . “brand be. - making. its:
es...
hasn't moved. far ahead’ enough |ing role .of .a“ministér- who ‘does-:
‘debut ‘on: network. tv; “but: tet Vicks ‘Chemical | Co.. ‘has: bought | Oct."63« by “the ‘cross-country Web
‘of. ‘the’ Canadian. : Broadcasting. 37°." 5"
to assure its stayiing. “I. Love: extra work-in a. hardware: ‘store:
.
Hin as.a. daily sponsor. ofthe: “Ten-: Corp:, renewal sponsors. of 52-week =.)
- the: = first: time that;:
i
‘Luey,.” which is still in. daytime in the: “Brighter Day”, soaper. ©. - 7, any.
believed
‘mariufacturer-. of eléctric:‘shop nessee' Ernie Ford Show” on. ABC- agreements .sees .the- CBC network. BeOS ss
rerun, looks. assured .of another | “Memo of ‘Robiison; CBS-TV: sér-. tools. Will: -haye-used: th
ne.medium. TV's .. daytime. schedule: _Order, completely. ‘gold ‘out.:
season,
perhaps ‘in a. . different - ior programming ‘v.p.:: called upon? Al
otable
‘isthe
plucki
of | placed through Morse InternationQuaker ‘Oats: ‘of.Canada: Lita:“goes: hog
morning time slot.
inside “and “outside producers of|‘Adie ante Cleaners iea iiew.!‘al,. will run: ‘for six months starting’
the--11: :30

js up

That's

to ‘11:55

against

the

soaper

"62 to.

"VicksBuys:Emie Ford

NBC-TY’s.

extent’ of. possible} CBS-TV.

| into-sponsorship.for the first ‘time.

shows ‘to. try’ to.“ depict! : sponsor for."*Tonight.” - Eureka:has -Oc

|”.

“|-while.’ previously. :relyitig -oen” spot. - 0.

‘daytime replacements next :season.. . Negroes. -as’ they. live. in our so| jotted for, some. $200,000. worth of |.Vicks has - ‘tong :‘been, ‘a “heavy. ‘announcemerits. The CBC has con- - --:.
Web says that: according’ to the’ ciety today.
‘spots, which is:a major. advertising. ‘ABC-TV: ‘advertiser on Dick Clark's ;tracts from.. new Sponsors’ ‘this’ Fallwo
American:
Bandstand, ": -another.
July 11 Nielsen report: it .is 26°¢:
It Ss. long: “been - a practice . of! Venture ‘for. the ‘company;
—Procter .' “& .:Gamble, : _ Golgate-. van
ahead
of ‘NBC-TY:
it's: ‘nearest }variety: shows, ‘Ed: Sullivan; Garry: ‘Biggest of the.recent sales: ayas a ‘show. depending .‘on» “personality Palmolive; “Campbell. Soups. ‘and ° | 2
rival. in the.-10 ‘am. to 5‘-p:m.' Moore,. et. al., .to”.employ ‘Negro: . $1:750,000-..order: from -Kraft® in. selling.
JETS
Te_- Sterling .Drugs—with the.’ loss ‘of "|
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.
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(Continued on page 42)
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=
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a
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‘in
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its. resoiirces toward. Maximunt éf-,| WNEW Radio, ‘N.Y, has lined‘up:- |
—
fectiveness. ‘in- instructing, -inform=-| four. advertisers : -to bankroll ‘the:
already earmarked $50,000 annualyor
: {ing ‘and, to.:some: extent, entertain.- '19-game schedule of the New
‘Jy for the web. Educational tv staYork
Jing “adults; Latter. exerts itself ‘in Football: Giants: which -w il. run.
_ tions. already in operation in.‘this|
J,
‘|field: of improving quality of: pub-:. ‘through Dec. :16. Sponsors. of
- state are WKNO...Mémphis and}
§
the”:
WDEN-TV, Nashville. Other ‘mem- |.
| lig.. school. education: -by ‘directing | games ‘are P.: Ballantine, -through”
. «.
bers of Dr. Wright: committee inhigh ‘class. ETV Anstructions. fo‘the: William Esty Co.; ‘L&M Cigarettes’.
0.
clude Robert Glazier, Dr: Stanley
‘classrooms...
| through--a ie Walter . Thompsons ,* 3-3“. =
‘Huffman, ‘East Tennessee College:.|
Gerald. Appy;. formerly” program-{: Howard. ‘Clothes, through..Mogal, “--)
Dr. August Eberle, U...of Chatta-'
‘Williamis ‘& .Saylor; and. the. Great ¢-- 2 *. ..7°.*:
Chicago, Aug. 21. . | Automated: Station”: ‘and: Marshall. director’ of WLW-A‘(TV).: -Atlanta,Atlantic:
nooga
and Robert. Pharr, w:k,. ° .
‘& -Pacific: Co.. through ©
is
managing.
director.
of
WOT.
Although.
it's.
basically
‘to
be
a
M: Carpenter Jr.,: prexy. of WDTM, |:
Memphis barrister. and. erstwhile
: |.Gardiier-“Advertising. © Ballantine... 1...
.*
Secy. of State. Other -educational. music: trade. show for°‘corisumers,’ ‘Detroit; on-. “How To Handle. the |.|
L&Mand
Howard Clothes spon-- rarer
the
World's
Fair
of
Music:
&
Sound.
|Special: Problems. Related to: “FM:
channels. allocated’ by. the FCC in
|| sored the: Giant ‘games: on WNEW. CoB
opening.
at:
McCormick
Place
next.
Stereo.
Programnfing:’
-_
.,
Bill
‘Gavin,
this. state are Chattanooga; Cookedast Year..
- ville, Knoxville, .“Crossville; Lex:. Friday (21) ‘will-hold- several closed who has his own production ‘com“A: fifth. Sponsor: ‘Einerson Radio:Pi fe
clinics for’ radio program. managers Pany. in San Francisco, will speak
ington and Sneedville.
aoe
‘through: Robert. Whitehill Inc.,. “has Mh
‘on: Sept.’ 5 and: 6.
..on. ‘How. To- Choose a “Music. Pat- |":
ne
Memphis, -Tenn., Aug, -21,- -| Picked -up.: the’. tab:-for. the: We
“|: Larry. ‘Haeg, general. manager. Of. tern, ::For “Your. Station.” °
WB
and . “WHBQ. TV. owtied. ‘minute. :“Pre.Game | - Prognostica=: ae
s ‘WCCQ, Minneapolis, Will chair :a:}: Other addresses: on the agenda |...
+. |
“4 Session - on. Successful Selection; aré “How To “Know. When Your | by RKO. General: Teléradio, . Will- tiois,” featuring Kyle. Rote.-sports
Development and. Use of. Personali- Programming Needs Overhauling,”oy. blossom ©out|‘sometime ‘next year | ‘director of WNEW “and affénsive ~ Poe
Metro. ‘TV, which finds. some
ties”; ‘and ‘Thad: .M. : Sandstrom, by... George’ Skinner, ‘director. of. ‘with spanking brandnew studios”| coach: of.‘thé Giants, “and” AF-De-! -.0.2.°°"
greater activity ‘on its sale. of hour-:
a
gm. ‘of “WIBW-TV-AM-FM, -Tapeka, Radio ‘Programming: : Service :for|.D. ‘A: ‘Noel, ‘skipper. of both: the AM}.' Rogatis:. - a-: 10-minute. half-time, . “long series, reports the following
°°
|Kans.,
is ‘slated’ to chair -one ’on. the Katz Agency .(N: Y.);-and “Case and: -tv. operations, Said. .the’ new. Sports, and. thews show,-and.a post-:»
boxscore: ~
“| “Making ; ‘News. a “Vital Part’. of. Studies’ ‘of -:
Why’: Two- . Stations: studios, ‘which will house both the “‘gamé_ -report:- from. the. iGiants, :
“ Asphalt. Jungle” has. ‘been sold- Your -Programming.” "Lee, ‘Hanna, ‘Changed .Format” *“by: William. Mc-: ‘tv. and ‘AM: Stations, willbe: erected. dressing room,
fare: they ‘feel is -best for ticir. own,
viewers. and the programs of their|

own

concepts -best ‘suited ‘for. their|.

"New ‘Bomba’ Sales

|

a
p
o
P
n
i
a
Ral S

» Client Spread:on ‘Giants.

iMeet!

ayCh
(etal latform at2-D

RKOGEN.COINFOR.
_NEW WHBQ STUDIOS

Metro TVHourSales

in 2I markets: “€ain’s Hundred” néys ‘director .‘of ‘WNEW.:
Y.,° | Cormick, “prez: :and -generat. manin 19 markets; and :“Islanders” in will participate ‘in .the latter.
ager. of the Yankee. Network:
‘|
‘18. markets. Some of the new deals
Among the speakers ‘scheduled. - “Sharpening: the Appeal of. ‘Your
.inchide: the cities of. Cincinnati, are Gordon B.: -McLendon,, who. op- Station:for. the Advertiser” will be.
Denver and Wichita. All told: Metro erates, a. station’ groap |.from‘-his. ‘the topic of (a two-man -panel with
, EV has 87 hour -episodes. in its}Dallas base, on the topie of “The ‘Thomas ' A. Wright, “media .veepee.
* egatalog..
.
‘+Station. Image:-Its: Competitive’ Im- of: Leo ‘Burnett agency; represent.
Metro TV, in- its report of im- portance and :How It. is Devel-. ing: thé..national. advertiser; -’and
proving .salés, noted that: “stations. oped”; Jack S. ‘Sampéon,. Vip; and James Schwarik, . senior viceprez. of

are now lining up their. fall sched-'| -g.m. of “Storz’s “-KOMA;: Oklahoma. Roche, Rickert & ‘Cleary,: Chicago,
Ci: Ollas on. “Programming |
the“repping: the: local:advertiser.’ et
ule locally.
o,

inthe east sector of the city ‘here,

which .houses: literally“ a)1. of:the|. “-POGAN'S CAPITAL: STRIPE.
plush ‘and. ‘palatial :homes.,’
: Charles Pogan, whose been’ with "

Noel-. Said*that RKO. Gener group's. Albany: |station :for‘forked :over-.$122,500. for.:the Taha “the:
‘eight. -years, ‘has been named ‘vee-.

‘where’ ‘the -‘studios.- Will be - built. ‘pee of Capital Cities Broadcasting.
WHBQ

°°:

fadio. which operates, on‘an‘}indie~ basis. is now. located: in:the. . Pogan’ ‘has been ‘direttor.of,op- ~~
erations . for’. ‘WTEN-TV .. Albany) Pe
‘ Chisca- Hotel; while -the’ ty. ‘Station
of
on. Channel::'13,- ABC: outlet, is and: : since July.”“61; in. charge |

located ¢at.anidtown ‘Here,

‘Hions: oe:

«
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aRountree’s DalyDouble
M
L
~SYNIIESRE

“rae

vas
aad
ae
CL
7

coatI
aaa
It

oF

.

:

*

ae ~ Pittsburgh; ‘Aug. ‘ai:7

+ auditions: have:“been. held in ‘the strangest: ‘places ‘but: a. ‘fairly:
P

ne juccesstia ome--was ‘held Jast week in Pittsburgh on 4. busy traffic ~.
-: corner fora very’ colorful traffic patrolnian ‘named Vie. ‘Cianca.--:-

oe

For WBC;» MaggiBack to‘Girls’
-Washington, Aug. 21.

-~ «Cianca Has been giving tired harassed. motdrists‘a lift .and‘a. smile...

y

‘for years while he ‘handled traffic. with:all the’ grace” and. color of - oTKé off-network hour. series, now.
“Drop ZivTag
; : @:top~ballerina.- = *
‘being ‘$upplied: .:by « MCA pve E:
ay. in a. company name;
2 oa: .-sdHfis daneing. and. gestures intrigued KDKATV staff: photagra: -1 Watner Bros., Metro TV, 20th-Fox, :
will he.No more...

e

~-|. time Situation

and: in: a geiierally ~ as

‘United’ Artists

Rountree

has

moved

partner: and launches a double pro-_.

, £"°" Sher: Ed Romano who: shot five minutes of his work and’ handed it: ”’ ‘Desilu and others; aré increasingly. |...
«pis. dn’ Those: viewing .the ‘film “were ‘delighted «and: called:officer." finding. berths ‘on. “stations across |’ ‘ Effective’. Sept: . L 7 “Ziv.
wi¢ 4Clanea for. permission: to use the. strip.:He: ‘agreed, and. the fills was.’ thé country, in. the- ‘midst of a tight United’ Artists .will ‘be known

ES spotted: on three of the:station’s new shows..

Martha

‘hack to New York. to return to
television production with a new

-|\gram:"for 55 minutes
daily on
+ WNBC-TV Sept. °10.
|
‘Miss .Rountree. who also keeps:
{several Washington projects cooking |‘(where ‘she’s been headquar-

Television

" Inc..Change in corporate namie
‘Strip is/now in the Hands, of.CBS,. whieh is
“sing it.
as.a nae 7 depressed’ syndication ‘climate. :
a
Ons
.
ye,
|: Mueh: has happened, since MCA Was said. to.have been Aictated
TVS, in. 1961,-“came: out: ‘with. its | ° ‘dep endent™ ‘production’ ‘under. | now. teamed as a wv. producer with
108. fiours, epresented: ‘by four off=
the :company - banner.
Ziv,
| Ted Bergman (most recently, V-D,

‘i
|
tional news. feature.

~WNBC RatloYensaFomat

‘| network. series. The::60-minute: off- |: after: ‘being.
acquired
| fetwork field’ jias become crowded. nt.” United. Artists, adopted:

Dby°. | of adve,tising” for Revlon; previ-

the

| ously, exec of ad agencies, manag-

_With other suppliers, a:mixed bléss-- production »olicy of its parent. ‘ing ‘director of.. the -old ‘Dumont
Ling. It: has gone: through “some:
network, etc.). Her tv days as part-_
growing:. pains: ahd. shakedowns. ‘+ Motion ; picture company. It- J ner with Lawrence: Spivak’ are. well ‘was then . called Ziv-UA- Now

>
‘Drastic:‘Overhaul:of ‘Programming ©
oneTap Wit
i a though, ‘it's’a healthy seg- :

| ment: of ‘the -syndie. ‘biz, by: -and|dt

“Sim,Lucas as:Ist.to:Go:
so
;

_known.
ants 30 sinuses of. the

simply |be.‘United’ Artists

_» Television.-

‘|large; with. other: ‘suppliers. such as

_

t

Mon.-Fri...

Ll:
535—

slot on WNBC-TV

|:Four- Star and. Screen Genis -wait|"
”
a
making the ‘gmiounce- - yill be a return of her “Leave It
‘Ving’ in. ‘the. wings. with: upcoraing.. _ ‘chairman, cand John ‘L, ‘Sinn, to the Girls.” That show, a Sunday
“Took: “jake: AWNBC “Radio.
:
pro-/.
entries. | Se
“!.prexy, said-there ‘will Berio - ‘night NBC feature for a long time,
=
gramming: ‘is going: to ‘undergo. ar-|
‘ Hour geries:are:
ai ‘being bought’ “by.: 7
wil. other” “major: personality. - . shuffle¢-ps“Jonny Graff; ‘veteran’ ‘syndic
7 ent theyears
hashowcase ior
tal| exec. -has joined independent: Telex ,. some ‘stations as counterprogram- | : . change ‘inthe ‘officers. or per- af
rs have prove
mon

odetoIC.

“2°”

within: the-next few. weeks, Said ‘to:

i

|"*>
rge ‘of ming: to’ ‘féatures: They ‘are’ being
sonnel of the company.-

/. ‘pe ‘the’ first. of ‘the’ changes. will be |Vision. Corp.: _as- V-p..An ‘chia
- slotted? in. afternoon slots: and: Tate:
<< the dropping -of: Jim Lucas.’as: the syndication.”
Graff’ comés*to’ his pregent: ‘pést’ night “slots. °Many “stations, now
'.2..\ early morning: -‘gabber. on, thé NBC-}|after. a “long” stint.. with; ‘National: pledged: with, ‘a. .stifficient ..pool ‘of

owned. ‘station’ ‘in NY: and..-after-

MCA TV
2

A |
¥.

; praduet, ‘Raye. instituted .hour
likely Telefilm’ .Associates“as ‘a -y.p-. :-He.:‘strips,
~ + that, ine “easy: tthe “it's.
running ° “from: . Monday." :
scheanle Kel|directed NTA's-. midwest:SAS
a? 7

ao | ‘major: part: ‘0

ahd”. through Friday. Weekend. ‘slotting-|
~: be overhauled.: .ineluding: ‘the.:‘art |fice. ‘before. coming t0..N ¥S a also ‘prevail in some situations.:
Hol
eo! MBPord:. ‘and: Wayne: “Howell audio, ‘headed’ up ..its syndication ge,
_{operation: ;. He formériy::shad been. ~ Warner “Bros.’. syndication - ‘tv {>
7
re
strips. .:
“
|:
vrogram . "thanager. ‘and: Prodiicton. wing, undér. Joe Kotler, ‘has .aetive,

“Outlet: has.‘been:“struggling. tor ‘head,of WBKB-TV, Chicago, wn
/ “it. went: posh -with..“twall_ to “walt”; :

vy. been. courting. ad: ‘agency. time |:Po

; Pg format for some years. Years ago |

‘| buyers: ‘and: station -- Fepperies -on.].

,

_|the’-Rountree “girls”. who. made.
| network television ‘debuts on: the

show. were,:to name a few, Lucille
tivation Bail; “Dorothy. Kilgallen, Audrey
‘Hepburn and Betty Furness.
.

Miss
Rountree
and Bergman
have’ held out the right to syndiUb
Those cate-nationally the “Girls”. half
hour.

The: additional 25 minutes on the

48 UFilm

OsI-

N.Y. station

will -be

used

as

a.

Sjs
springboard for new tv innovations
d ideas. Several types of. pro-

‘(the merits ‘of the: vidfilm off-net: |:
on “““yiusie. Last spring; another format:
o
.
“work hours.as station: ‘spot carriers. |", “MCA. TV's "anti-trust. litigation ‘grains will be ‘tested. One called
rar change. occurred’ when -NBC. ©
KMOXTalksIself
‘WB has’ béen joined’: ‘by other hour: of Universal. ‘post- 48° pix. “That's “Sound Off" itvolves having the
++ George Diétrich® dropped. one pro-'|
vidi. distributors...
.
audience. sounding “off. Another ©
B's.. contention,, “ whieh: helps seems. to: have tied up: the: release! concerns ‘both ‘mate and. female.
1 gram: director. ‘picked up
ae‘its. ‘hour’ series: -is that. the’ the: feeling of:many :statiohs’ execs. fashions.
“0. -and. went“into a new: aD ationnee
-60-minuters - represent. ‘fhe... ‘smart : who ‘said: ‘there.’ “were indications
iialthe "pop ‘musié’ forniula.: In. addi-|’
Miss ° Rountree, who will spend ©
{local participation -vehicle,. as: “op: | that MCA:-TV. would move. on. the: her weekends at her farm just outvn.
ton, news’ on :the.' half-hour Awas||
| posed ‘toa’tired fifth. or ‘sixth’ ruli fost-'48 Univergals soon after the |
o "shortened tand’- the -.Fegular’ fiveside ‘Washington. to keep check on
‘of "a. ‘30-minute. ‘series, or an_ old. Decca: ‘merger,. There’s' been...no! her D.C. projects and her influen"tT minute: local: newscast was ‘noted:
“:
feature: which has béen’ played: by. ‘fresh .:word. ‘of|80% though, from} tial. capital connections,...emphafe «din on. the.hour. »just ‘behind: NBC
“stations. Fact. that WB.. “MCA: TV; +} MCA: TV - since’ the. Justice: De-| sizes that although her “Leave It.
Sh Radio's” hourly: feed:“The Gotham. key’ nas” not. been} 0 7.
‘St, Louis, ‘Aug. 21:° or others might be selling ‘comipet- partment’ anti-trust suit, according | to. the Girls” is a tried and proved
ae ‘able. ‘to get: up onte the top-rungs |}. . KMOX;. ‘the ‘CBS “radio, 6&0" ‘in ing product sé€ems incidental. ‘Divi-, to statton, execs...: .:
;
format. she: is bringing it back
"of. metropolitan: ratings. hence. the} St. ‘ Louis,’ ‘has. ‘expanded |its ‘all-. sidns..-in. syndication, |time’. and - Only -other”™ major - ‘post-48 “pik! newly fashioned for. 1962.

Tnto a Hefty StL.
Pulse‘AudPayoff

cs

i ghanges,- Lucas. who. ‘does'-a" good: talk format to: cover. the: to

wy

“déal. of tv. ‘for’ NBC; has. held’ ‘down:

ea

a.

m.

‘prime: “drive™.

9}: again, - have, : Sold ‘against .them- |library ‘still untapped. is -that ‘of i. She has- ‘persuaded Maggi: Me-"..
ae
‘Paramount: ’ Pictures, Here; too, iNellis, the original moderator, to:

Selves:
tithe:: cross. {

. Exemplifving

the: “critical 6-19 sirice- ‘Bill. Cullen, ‘the: board: based: on the.-audience

‘thé’‘WB: ‘approach.

MCA. TV. is:-a’- factor. Paramount] return. as

the

daily- hostess. Her

the recent.. preview
his: own. volition, . gave the job|ari¢’ sales: success ‘ef the: afternoon’ was:
She: Mase |Bold ‘its©,pre-"48's..to “MCA - TV,,former. regular “girls” have widely
.of -WB's latest. pic...
which. ‘did. handsomely: ‘with - then:.dispersed and have all married _
:.°) up several. ‘Months .;.ago; Ford; who; 12 \to- 7- pm... At.: Your. Service”
N.Y: to- ‘more. than 150 ad
in - ‘distribution, -.* going.” inta the. wealthy men. Robin Chandler. is”
.) has-long been’ one’.of ‘N-Y.’s biggér; stanza: New.: morning’ strip offers: 15“Man” in:-media|
mén-.and
other.

"ef

“time .deejavs. does: a. ‘double-daily: more * news:: ‘inéluding. -light ..and
:. ‘stint: for’. the outlet, ore - from “10:Serious - News, commentary: - and.
*'to-noen ‘and the other from 3.“to: 6." ‘analysis.. _ and: “more. " sports’. ‘and.
[What ‘the-‘station “has ‘planned for; weather,’ ;‘Local: ‘staffers. on ‘the
* him is.-anybody's . Buess.. -just ‘‘as:.if} early. talkie ség, combining. with:

agency. °:
market: as- they” did: after. all ‘other- the. wife: of Angier Biddle Duke,
guests,’ Using’. the- ‘soft: sell; it. was major Hollywood’ pre-'48’s had .al-i
the USS. chief of: protocol in Washnoted: that other thana brief men-_ ready. been. dumped. on the: Market
(Continued on
|
page 42) ,

Htion: of the. fact that the:
same
“Music
284, prior ‘to ‘the, release’ of .the’
company
that” “produced:
post-"48's:. ‘Paramount ~ “probably {°°

KTNT-TV:asIndie
| DropsCBSShows

ralso: produced: ‘such:tv. pro-: would: like:‘to entertain bids’ from
‘is.for.‘Wayne Howell, ‘who does a. the. CBS: network. news feeds. with: ‘Ahin“
‘sranis. as. “Maverick,”’: Surfside 6;"": MCA: TY. but. with MCA*TV: in the
“p.m. Strip. on” WNBC. |‘But, } -international . “Coverage.” “include. 5
and:*Roaring.’20°s,”.
therert-Was.
110° tu
thr oes of. fighting off the Govern-sales.
presentation. ‘Impo
of. the
di
ack.
Steve.
Row
an,
likely,”
that
alterations
Rex
Davis;.
vod Ait’s: ere

a

Ht.

-:A$3,r500a,00V0iSaln e
=

_

wil, occtir: in:‘thelr: programmatic

"areas,

«

“iment’s:. ‘anti-trust “suit, action.- on}

‘Buck,: “Grant Williams. :

a

‘.

pproacch of Paramount's. - post-’48's by MCA TV ey
age e and’ the approa
WB. messag
:
nce _WB. others.
ih’ the. field “is “to. pave’ the. at this. juncture: seems remote,
“As for. the audience accepta

| of KMOX's- talk, recent Pulse- “SUE> way for ‘station acceptance, through |"
{heey ‘show’ the: station. is No.1, in’ advertising: ‘acceptance:. Its, worked |

‘Seattle, ‘Aug. 21. oe
‘T-weekly. perietration of ‘radio hommes. hefore and it’s: catching: ‘on now.:
} in: ‘the -country's’.top.- 10° markets.
:KTNT- Tv- Seattie- Tatoma,. is
The foreign: field,.‘so iniportant
“ Robert.. Hyland: veepee :of -CBS. ‘these. days ‘to. syndication, ::also is
| dropping all CBS-TV network pro-.
‘Radio: and. general manager. ‘of: the ‘being. cultivated ‘by -hour. series.,}°
| grams Sept. 1 and will become al
Sf.’ Louis’ and .the. man. who: insti-- ‘Ziv-UA,.for example, is understood |:
independent
television
station.
tuted: the:-talk .format,-:says the. .to be. hurt: somewhat. by. the dearth |
‘KIRO-TV. will continue as priaary |
| rating and sales .success ‘convinces. | of..prodtict in ‘the. ‘hour series cate-.|.
CBS-TV affiliate’ for the.. Seattle.
“Albuquerque, Aug. ‘ane. ‘him ‘that “the: American public ‘is’ ‘gory. In the'field of entertainment, =
- Philadelphia, Aug. 21.
"Alvarado Television. Inc.; which ready~ -and °eager. to” ‘accept |fadio ‘It's. ‘synonymous. ‘in. many. areas of:|" “-WCAU: CBS -o&0 in. Philadel-. area.
“programming ‘of Purpose’ and sub-" the globe ‘that the hot. programs phia, tossed. a’ free. vall-day’ picine | -KTNT-TV, Channel 11, “will. cur
ves“ @perates.. =KOAT-TY: - here _and|:
KVOA-TV. in : Tucson. : -has: ‘been’ stance,.and.advertisers receive ad- overseas. are-the .ones that” are|.and: open: house. for listeners. last‘
ae
tail. its. broadcast hours for. a few
“2 "gold ..'to. the. ‘Steinman’: Co., of | ditional benefit. and «impact. front: kieking.. up’ ‘rating .dust’ in’: the: ‘week ‘with: an- estimated ‘crowd ‘of; weeks following |the changeover —
.’ ,Lancaster, ‘Pa., for $3,500, 000.:
“Fthis . new: direction - An, program~ USA: To niiss ‘the. boat: ‘in’ the|:-20,000. thronging station's:rounds a
and will take the air at 1:15 p.m.
Clint. ‘McKinnor.. of: San: Diego | ting" Z
and ‘parking area. . os
_ |Mondav through Friday and-at 1:45
“(Continued on. page 40),
@ymer ‘of -Alvarado, ‘announced ‘the|: “Launched. -in,February’ of 1960, '
2"
“WCAU. air |personalities ‘broad-' p.m. Saturdays and Sundays.. Stapli cs] -gplle” last week. McKjnnon- -also. KMOX's -talk-and-information: “Has:{:~
: °: ‘vast outdoors in front. of the crowds °- :
me, Starting. broadcast
“(Continyed on ‘Page.30)... *
i) Owns a.chain of. weekly and semi-|
from 6 a.m. till 4 p.m. Talent line- .. day at.7:30 a.m.
me manson
ASPREXY:
2.2. weekly newspapers <in -southern|
}-up: included. station’s newscasters;
' Seattle Studios will be retained ~*. -Califernia..: A” former. California

ot Diego's

lego's
|

rst
“he ‘established . San’

People
FlockLikeAnts”
“Te
foWCAD Philly Picnic:
« AlLDay Originations|

deejays :Bob. Meniefee, Ed. Harvey, |
_ but for first few weeks. all live pro~-OF
WTAE Aig:
INPITT’
2.
John‘ Trent,” Bill. Campbell; ‘Tom: grains will originate from: Tacoma
pittsburgh,

: ForDick:
ck
Gilbertlife
Of
at 40.¥

,
dio
i Besi
, Fas
first :5,000...watt.”

: ae ‘station...

McKinnon, ”who :“bought

-out

WL. + ROATSTV in 1957 and: KVOA-TV.

+ 4ia°-1955,. currently has .an -applica-

gins. a

ears

-Brookshier. and Mike Grant; and: i studios.

ee oO ‘Markuson, -exee V.p.. of guest’ shots. by Alan Scott, Doug: j. Rerun rights have been acquired
‘the:Hearst Corp., was named.-presi-: Arthur, Geo
eorge Thomas and: Hugh to. a ‘number of former network:

B’casting,Gets50.KW Okay?
;

dent: of. Television City,” Inc., » lis

The. all-day ‘event topped wc AU'S

shows,. including.

‘Adventures

in

_) ty
new...
Paradise,”. “Checkmate,”
“River-.
a -Phoeiiix, ‘Aug. 21.. censees: of ‘WTAE: in’ ‘Pittsburgh, |
“2.57. lon ‘pending’ with the FCC for
the ‘board.of the campaign. in ‘the Interests ‘of ‘the “boat,” “ ‘Overland Trail,” “Cimar*
vty “ty. station.in. Corpus Clirist!, Texas. |. Dick “Gilbert, radio “pioneer: ‘and ae. rneeting: of-¢
dairy: ‘industry promoting increased
‘Clair: McCollough, “-chaitman of, ‘former New York City: disk jockey, |‘
ron’ City”. ‘and “Suspicion.”
‘use.
of
:
mlikand
.
milk.
products.
‘the.“board .:of.. NAB: and general: ‘celebrating 40 years of broadcast- |: Léonard: .. Kapn Kapner,.‘president’ ‘of“|:‘Pub-service campaign. was:the idea "News, sports and. weather will be
|
> 7: pvanager

of’ the.:‘Steinman. ‘stations, ‘ing.’ this “month,

has. Deen. given WCAE;"Ine;, which’ "is the ‘licensee|

of wea farm: director. Ferguson. packaged in
geportedly. will. take: over 'general | authorization® “by. the .“FCG: ‘to.{in-:. | for:WYRT radio: in Pittsburgh, was.
p.m..-and
“1, ,° |Manager: dutles: of both. stations... “crease. his’ ‘KYND. clear.” ‘chanel elected.-exec.v.p:"
aod mystery
Other officers “of: the new. cér-| Drake’ to:‘Syndication - ‘| week
ms .daily.
‘nights
Pay oie Rhone oi tna.radio Do
ee
eas tbe most ‘poration :now include. Franklin -C. ; . “Sir. Francis. . Drake, °
im-.
. Brakeman.
manager:| mediately. .after. its.‘summer ‘airing
|
foe —: outlets there. arid six other: atin powerful station: in-his.aréa. «| Snyder, v.p. and ‘general
‘cartoon and

“7-3.

a half-hour show. at.°

one hour adventure
shows will be telecast
at qT ‘pm...

:

Bil McLain: and: his
comedy features wiiln:NBC-TV, will be put into ston|°
| “ Before moving .‘to: ‘Arizona. in. Alan ‘Trench, ‘v.p. atid. sales. mancontinue from'5 to 6 p.m. Poblie —
ager;
James
Gormly,
treasurer;
.M.
ication
‘by.
Independent
Television
~
|
1946;
-Gilbert:
contributed-’a::num-“RUsH'S D.C. SWITCH:
service and sports programs such
Washington, Aug. 2 ~ her of.“firsts” to theplatter.spinner, H:. ‘Ewing, secretary; -Frank. Mass! Corp.. Addition. of. “Drake” will as “Exposure,” “For the Record”
| assistant ‘treasurer: and ‘Warren. P.| give ITC its. third new property, :
“David L.. -Rush’-has joined:the profession. *
the others: being “Broadway Goes. and the Maury Rider Show wilt be:
oR, a"
WRC-WRC-TV: news staff here, in Gitpert does.a.daily.tvohour McGoldrick, assistant secretary..
continued. ©
p.m, -On
where ‘|: Elected. members. of the board. of. Latin”: and: the hourlong “Ghost |
Te &moveover to the NBC capital. key show at
' Program features now being telehe --acts.as- president; :treasurer, ‘directors were. G: -O.--Marktson, Squad.” ...
WTOP-TV. :.
cast fron: the Dominion Monarch,
‘Leonard
:Kapner,
Franklin
C.
Sny-|
‘Three
‘new
ayadl-|
wife
r
f
His*
‘fot
manager.’
-Rush.has: been: a:Congressional and: . general
marka i an} ‘Seattle floating hotelship, will be
‘the| Alma_ is vice-president, secretary, der, Alan: Trench, James:Gormly ainy, ack

Pop

"2 gorgespondent.-for WIOP-TV,
ae EBS |
affiliate. oo

pe

= and programm, director, "tt

aoe

dand:
|
M,i,wing.

rt,
_ney
ee,
ee
ar Sag

(continued until Sept. 1
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10 shows, both network and syndicated, are lsted on the basis of their showing

VariETY’s weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished .by American Research
Bureau, highlights the top 10 netwerk shows on a local level and offers a rating.
study of the top 10 syndicated shows in the same particu lar inarkets, This week

in the total area homes barometer.

five different markets are covered.

Various branches of the industry, ranging from media buyers to local stations
1o syndicators will find the, charts valuable.

Both the network and syndication study features the total area homes reached
and the metro area ratings on each show. The total area homes reached reflects
the audienges on the basis of the total. market area examined. The metro area

performance

based on the metropolitan markets within the total area examined.
¢
| Fatings are

will tabulate a minimum

STATIONS: WJBK, WWJ, WXYZ, CKLW.
Fotal Area Metro
Homes
Area

PROGRAM

i

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ben Casey ........... WXYZ
Perry. Mason we ace ecene WJIBK
Hazel ...:..... coc cenee. wwii
My 3 Sons ..... ecccese WXYZ

5.
6
3.
8.

Real. McCoys ..... oes WXYZ
Naked. City ...........WXYZ.
Untouchables
......... WXYZ
Sing Along ......... oo WWI

537,000
421,500
397,100
356,100
351.700

Tot. Area Met.
Homes
Area

The

charts

(Fri. 7:00).......... WJBK.....Ziv-UA

29 || 6. Everglades; BB

347.500

27 |; %, Highway. Patrol':(Sat.' 6:30)........

316.700
312.200

25 9: Quick Draw McGraw’ (Tues: 6:30).. CK

Total

Homes

Sta,

Compet.

105,600
237,700
147,900

137,500.
133;900

12)Weekend ..........00. - WW .
12 |Bachelor -Father ..... ». WAYZ

123,100.

10.) At The Zoo

115,200'

10 News; Spta; Sat.; Report. Www

103,300
99,400

8 News: ‘Spts;. ‘Hunt-Brink: LWXYZ = 538.200
61;100,
8 ‘Popeyems Baw beweeees cae .CK‘LW.

WJBK.....Ziv-UA.

23 i8. Gunn;.Carnegie;:BB ‘Mon.10;30)... WJBK.....Official

26:0. ‘Wyatt Earp; M. ‘Squad (Mon Sat. 6)..WWg..

18 - JUNE 14.

15 |Matty’s. Funnies ........ WXYZ
15/VYours For Song.........WXYZ
14|Bugs Bunny ........... WXYZ

189,600
186,400
172,800

951 4. Phil Silvers; BB. (Tues. 7:00)...... WJBK.....CBS Films
27 ||5. King of Diamonds; BB. (Tues, 8:00). .WIBK......Ziv-UA.

349,100

SURVEY PERIOD: MAY

Rtg.;

Reached

Dist.

_ Sta.

PROGRAM, Day & Time

46 || 1. Death Valley Days (Sat. 7:00).......WJBK.....U.S.. Borax
33 || 2. Third Man; Hunt; Ichabod (Tu. 9:30) WJBK.....NTA
31 3. Sea Hunt; BB: (Tues. 7:30).......... WJIBK.....Ziv-UA

-

335,700

$. Andy Griffith; BB......WJBK
10. Danny ‘Thomas; BB. . , -WJBK

,

Rtg.||Rk.

Reached

Sta.

of 247 markets.

of the top 10 network shows, on the local level, the VarieETY-ARB

are cesigned to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every market in the U.S.

Top

DETROIT
Rk.

Over the course of a year, ARB

results of that tabulation will be found weekly in VarieETY Coupled with the rating

9 | Ben. Casey

114,200

.- Screen Gems
each MCA

102,200
228.909

.......... .. WWI

eee

99.400 ©

80,200

538.200

wader ee“W+-Y2

4
. WHO,‘WO. _suRVEY PERIOD:MAY 18JUNE

a

"WOR. .
78,600.
‘Borax 48.100 a Whiter Africa; ; Shore... "WHO — . 39: 200 .
lL. Death ‘Walley’ Days Fri ‘9:00).
weesKENT
© 3zl
2. Whiplash (Fri. 9:30)... ):...05... “esSWOT
IT
. 39,900: . “12 Beacheginber LEU olmak at “WHO vs
30,260: Ben Casey... aren -«. -WOI- -: 76400
39.900) 27yeDe
WHO. ..1TC
- $0,200°*-.-2
j
nyctpert
ye esi. ,WORS
Sing Along’...:..... (22. WHO | 25,800 .: 29 )-3.:Beachcomber (Fri. 9330)
73,500."
2 ‘4. Tombstone Territory. (Tues.. 7:00): -:WOT. was. Ziv-eUA
8. ".24,700°
ba leew nuns «KENT ae 41,700 |
What’s"My Line .:..... -KRNT
"92,600". | 14 5. Brave Stallion; Margie. (Mon: 6:00)... WOT... ATE. .:.
"4: 24,200°--- A
. Hunt-Brink: -WHO © 38.100
Eawrence Welk
»..:..:..WOL

7 Garry “Moore .
2.
-3.
‘4.
5.

6. Naked

“ 68,000..-: - 28 |}!6.. Quick. Draw McGraw iTueés, 6:00)...:WOL.: ovo 5 “Screen. Gems _” +93,300-.-.+.

City | ace anh oe .WOT.

65.100" - 3Alq. Third: Man’ (Wed. -9:00)...... 22.00. .WHO......NTA.

3. Candid. Camera” eecesce KRNT.

‘63.500 . -...
-61,800~.- --

&. My -3 Sons ..2.0,.6....4. WOE.

’ 9. Andy

Griffith seeceses

KRNT

10, Gansmoke™............-KRNT-.

|

1. Ben’ Casey:cee

BEV?

2. Hazel...

KOA

3. Hennessey:

4.

My 3.Sons

0... eles.

Carnegie 0

KEZ

61,800.°

92200,

"11

4. Yost Bear ‘Thurs. 6:00)-.
“WOOL: see: : Sereen’ ‘Gems Te ,.22,200--:.
8.. Huckleberry Hound (Fri:. € 60). “AWOL...oa os Sereen: ‘Gems .
we
oe Lb
9. Deputy Dawe: wed. 6:00)...

a

“WOT. ,++CRS Films, "19,700.

137000 © 2.
} 68.300.

: Hunt-Brink.. :WHO |:

|Naked’ City: <0 ..0.2 0.08“WOE 2.

2a; Hunt-Brink. "WHO. ntl.99.600.° ee
> 7.-Hunt:Brink.:WHO:.°31.300 .

;;:Hunt-Brink :.mice Lo balks ou

34} Thiiller-:
Thriller: ...... te
nT ‘oe
“S557 whos
7109:900. r. 34
1 Valtey: Days> (Mon, 830).2. Nora ote U
A
5.“Borax
140,600
-- rem L, Death,
.1149,600..: © 35. 2. Tightrope. Sun. 9:30): Joint bhpeeeee: -KLZ,o. . Screen - Gems *67,200: -* 21) Lawman... 0.4456. rose? KBTIV:.°.60, ‘100 ere

“113.300:
:3.-Ripeord: «Sat. (9:00)... 2 202... o
clewe i
Aassa
_ ZIV-UA..
-/ 65,700 - 20°] Wells. Fargo.
~-KOA os 64.6005
07.
BTV
112,700..- >: 34!4: Sea ‘Hunt (Mon.-Fri. 5:30): 22: vee
,..
KOA S50. -- ZiV-UA ~*~
"49.300... -12:| To Tell The Tratit. ;
«-KLZ =
.65:500
KOA . 111,800. 5)
,.5. One Step. Beyond. (Tues.. 9:00) «:
ere REZ. 2144, ABE Films”:
AT, 800°.
13 |Laramie: Emmy -ae teas KOA® .-..° 98:100 - -. .
KLZ
101,600. - 30836.. Man -&- Challenge. iSat.°9:30).. 3. 5.05.KUZ. ooc83 Ziv-UA..
+.42:300"... 13 Wells..Pargo <3... 20. 0c. KGA:..:
67.800 .* *Line '..,.......KLZ a 99,000: .° 29: Hy . Whirlybirds -\ Mon: -Fri.’ 5:00) :.:
“KOA... 6.
_.CBS. Films... ' 35.800 °° +3 News:Akers: CRS ews: -KLZ... *. 43.800. (1-7.
scarce dees
KLZ
“97,400 : ~ 31: 8 ‘Deputy Dawg (Sat- 10:30):
REZ:
‘. CBS. Films - 34,200 ~ -.9-| Big” Pic; ‘Debates...
». KOA! 2 - 2.000". 2-0:
re:
.

cane dee ends

‘5. Bonanza: en weees seelae
6. Andy Griffith i ceeves

7. What's My

.8. Gunsmoke.

_ 9. Garry, Moore ...... weaee KLZ

96.900: .-: “28'"' 9; King-Diantonds; Ind: 500. (Fri. $30)KOA.
iv
- 94,300... 26: 0. ‘Everglades: ‘Eri.eer wie KLZ eesyss_Ziv-UA

10. Dr. Kildare. we bees eeeee+ -KOA .

1. Ed “Sullivan... wees “WKZO

1533,3007

. Dr.. Kildare -Seee vee++. WOOD 33 a0

z Hazel. 02.0
f02:20. «.-WOOD
4. Andy: Gtittith: BB. .«2-WKZO
5. Red Skelton ....... wee -WKZO

"4. Danny

| “WKZOo

— wo eaeie= . “WEMY.
1, Route 66 ..
2. Perry Mason ....3..;- .WFMY
“ee ntdesoedens

.

WSIS”

"305,900. ° 38 ‘Shore; White; : ‘AfricanWoon”

Ziv-vA

"129,860;

a9 {i3 Whirlybirds (Sat. °7:30). 3352...wetees WOOD. 2:; CBS-Films:..

119,700

ae : 4-Manhunt. (Sat-: 7:00).

US

Sullivan...:.....++ WEMY

14 | Manhunt’ -sapacesensaner WKZO ~~: 51,600- °.":

ost 9." Sea Hunt; Expedition’ (Mon. 4:00).. -WOOD... BONN ‘ABC...

107,200. : 33 do.‘Bugs, Bunpy:(Thurs:, 5:30)... 23. +3»-WKZO.,

pegeeieeced=: WOOD: ” "§4.000.:

Gems . :50:600
10] Dyke; ‘BB- ners 2.0 sWKZO . 196,100,
Gems --.45,500. . .. 9) My -3 ‘Sons.’. ‘poe
de eevee WKZO-.- .. 2,000 Gems ‘.32. $00
_ 10. Life of Riley. Poe fe evae’ “WKZO- 2°, 15:900 .
Gems - ~ 26,100. °° .:7 "Bugs. Bunny... Pee eeese -WKZO~ ~-:23,400

-UAA -

25.900: .-: a ‘Password’. .00.ogies eae.»-WKZO:

ne

- 54,600

BY Quick Draw: McGaw:: Wood:

—

1. Thirda Fri. 9:530) ea eegeny WEMY
AoE
“NTA”:
Ss 61TTR oF Shore: White; ‘Afriea. vee."WwsJS- "16.
i a :
© 38{|:2- Shannon .(Thurs., 2
EM
-Sereen. ‘Gems. 57,000", 21: Manhunt: esebacesas ee WSIS...
33,700.
‘
ar |. 3.. Californians;..Casey (Sat. G30)
~ WSIS. -..+CBS Films - 53,700 18 |Sons; ‘Chil War’re iWFMY 2 35.990 =

“408, B00. 38) ,

98,900
95.200

.WEMY
. Official .. WFMY..... Ziv-UAAndy Griffith. ......:.. WFMY
91,200...” 40 |6. ‘Beachcombers; Pete; Amdrs- (Wed. 8)WEMY 2 ITC -.
90,700 © 32}; ‘7. King of:Diamonds (Wed. 9:30): ..°:.. WFMY. «-....Ziv-UA.
Dobie; Medicine 607. .- WEMY..
40+} 8. ‘Sea. Hunt: ‘Mon. -Fri-6:00;‘Sat.cr00).WFMY:. IO
Dr. Kildare’ ce wctee e WSUS = | 89,100.
ot
Red Skelton ......
WEMY:
; 88,600... id

9, Ed

54,000

weLeas ‘:!WKZO.....Screen. Gems :$1.600.:. 8 ‘Whirlybirds

-5,.Shannon: (Tues. ‘8: 00%.
LewesreoD: -. Sereen
8) 6. Huckleberry Hound (Wed:%:
oa. :-WOOD.. .:Sereen
115.500.
37 |!7. “Yogi. Bear: (Tues.- 5:30).’:
_
-WOOD.......Screén:
115, 400 _ 33 ‘.8:..Quick ‘Draw|McGraw. (Thurs. 630):“WOOD.. .: Screen’

94.400
32) ‘4..Grand. Ole. Opry (Mon. 4:00).
4. Donna Reed ....:... + WEMY 7 the
5. Ripeord (Wed: :7:00)...

‘5.
6.
4.
8.

mnie
”
oa
’

we
“aE
2; Death Valley Days «Thurs.8:00)...SWKZO-s. <US: Borax= ° §4,400-”*14] Donna ‘Reed i.:..,.45. WOOD" 794,800.05.

WKZO | 119.000° * ~
Thomas; BB. 1... WKZO- -118.800 0

* 8. Sing Along
WwOOD
‘9. Father Knows Best; BB. WKZO
10.
ee Carnegie;
-WKZO__
.
B.
:

3. Bonanza

. “ar L ‘Ripeora IEF. 0).Shine.
Te

33. 200-7 me Target; BB:
“AK BTV: - 8360002 2
we 32,100 tolNews9
Wea: ‘Hunt- Brink?paca ! 748.400..-.! a

‘as" 87;500*-

10. Father Knows Best . . -WEMY a 86, 800 a|

Eg: “Everglades. (Tues. "72009 wig
©: eae ‘eek.WSIS. vases Ziv-UA ;

33;110.Phil: ‘Silvers (Tues. a 00)...
Mb eve hehad
ele
a"; WEMY?.

49100 14) ‘Leave: ‘It. To- Beaver.“ie “Woe
‘53,100 °
» 7 48,100°.": +18 [M™ Squad”.
weee is
..WSIS - "29,100. >.

‘45,800 °°~:17.| Wagon. Trait ‘yeewa aseus WSIS: > * 60.000.)

544,400---18+] Perry. -Como=.

2.0.430 WSIS.

42 800... Y 16|}-Péter Gunn. :.. aeee
as

ee

- 39 000: * 16} Phil Silvers:

- CBS: Films .. . 83,600... 17

5 “B7.500:
|
ae
5!

+: WSIS. 72 -19,800." -

oe
‘61,100.
- 38:600° =”
339,000"

Casey;.-: Air’ Command. .. WSIS aaa

; Everglades

. WEMY

. TIWSIs ©

‘by asegment: ‘dealing :‘with.‘pros

KWOK TalksWpaPulse.

Land. .cons.‘of. divorce;. with’.'a,‘mar-:|
plage counselor.as the interviewee;:
“band then' a: visiting” Washington}.

J official. anda

Continued from. page 27.

theatrical producer:

"NBC.TV's‘Leftover’Con

Continued from page, 2
debated
‘will
;‘government: have to. ee,
aye. .Yew.
‘Hyland points. out:‘that the rat- ,
o
been expanded to cover two-thirds
to. ‘around’: “$10:250:‘000::.“men: ‘on. the street that’there's’ be: Leomes
= ae
of the 24-hour. broadcast day. Hy- ing increasés took: place- when the... Listeners are:-allowéd :‘to call ‘in most’ of: it -represejiting-- billings |
Mey:een: $5,000, 000 . to. $10,600,000 :
Ai.
:
land says that, besides the spread'| St. Louis radio ‘atidience .was split. questions to all. guests, and on the that defected from ABC-TV, which, t
of talk: programming in. the U.S., between.: 14, “AM and © four. EM above. . described’: afternoon, -says ‘had-“had .Ahe. ‘Hon's: ‘share: lasts odds-and-ends busitiess yet to,“be. wot
; Hyland, ‘they ‘also had a chance :to
‘if also has spread overseas, follow- ‘stations.. oar
ing visits and “consultation with | Local ‘sales, :he Says.have steadi. | give: opinions on. a ‘four-day ‘week. |"
“weeks of‘the.“upeoming’
eee

‘Other.CentalDivigion’ pid Ss;
:.weather,.: sports ’and“
nd other.
other |,
KMOX -by station. men from: West ly: ineréased: with: talk -until: they: ‘News, Weather,”
in. récent:, weeks. were.-Muttiak of}
Germany, Japan, Australia, -Mex- are now: virtually ‘equal ‘with’. na- features. “and. ‘Services are _Ante|-Omaha
for-13 ‘Sunday. seginents. of.
brated
throughout.
ico, Canada and the Netherlands ‘tional . billings: ‘New: categories: on
_.[ “Wild: |*Kingdom”;.. . Grove - ‘Labs {
Antilles. And five of the other ‘six. the lacal front: include. department. Pe
|<Bromo
Quinine):for
$350,000
‘CBS o&o's have patterned part of
|. “HUB'S, ‘EDUC'L vuBib” . worth of daytime; andabout
. Milw dukee, Alig. 91,
e. ‘stores; ‘realtors, “hanks ‘and ‘other
Wonder ‘Co..|their . programming, after
financial ‘firms, - food. changes- ‘and a
. Washington, “Aug: 21
(Ovaltine).
‘for.
approximately
. the}. “George. Comte, veepee |&. sa De.
KMOX. plan...
4 others. -bi
kK
}. ‘Boston's. '-WGBH.: "Educational
‘amount In- day time.. . General Mills. ‘eral “manager OF radio. and’ tele=
“According: to Pulse: ” Hyland |. ‘Descri ing: t e.: program,, Hyland. 7
went..for.$150,000° worth. of NBC's vision’ of'Milwaukee. Journal. ‘stas © M
Foundation
has asked,
FCCBos-.
for
seven-hour “At cites such national.‘interview ees: ‘a-rules.
’ Says, : “the KMOX
amendment
to the:
change
Layem._ Sked,. in ‘addition’ :.to. .the tions, reports that’ beth. WITMS- 8 eG
Your. Service” has: ‘shown: an aver-. as: British Nobel. Prizé ‘winner. Sir. ton channel ‘44 to- educational use.
news: - strips. ‘purchased |-earlier.: -WTMJ-LV will ‘stast editorials on... age increase of -286¢ in -metro George Thomson, and Pastor MarUHF channel,. for which:there is |Aside from:‘the new biz,. there: was controversial’ ‘subjects’ “beginning, ae
ratings over. the previous music tin Niemoeller . of. Germany,’ and no. “pending -application, presently
‘also’
a. “$500, 000« Tenewal _from. Friday, Se pt. 3.
programming. And Saturday morn- outlines a typical. ‘afternoon:
ts assigned. to:commercial use..
‘Brown :& Williamson-for its -day- |
ing’s shift to talk is. even more| started. with. a..diseussion, of a ‘hot
: Comte ‘indicated ‘that ‘these: ‘edie
“|time
buys
of’ “Say When,’ “Here's:“torials “will: be broadcast. three.” :
noteworthy. with a 52% rating | in- -local°“issue, Whether : “St. Leuis |'
Hollywood’'and Mery Griffin;
l-times, daily. on television, with four
crease.” The Pulse. figures. in. both. should. have. a’-borough plan, ‘Fhen |- /MiamiCy. vingte is “the view
Apparently the! ‘selling “Seasbn ;daily radio broadcasts, with -‘Reb-:. -- .
‘average ‘increase and. penetration a ‘medical: - “specialist| answ ered: general. sales maiiager’ for -‘WCKR;
ef holmes are supported by siniilar “queries: about: new ‘téchniques - in: the NBG. radio: ‘affiliate. here, He here ‘is :still'far: from ‘over... It's|‘ert Heiss,. stations: manager doing: oe
: heart ‘sur‘gery: ‘This.Was. followed: was the station: sdocal Sales. boss:_ estimated Py,various net ‘orksaless!such:‘editorials,
increases. in the Nielsen's.
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Lever Presents...
Fifteen

Canada,

Ff

nine major Fa OOS
will
carry) ads
for
MO,
Lever
Bros.’ new detervent already
sold in 20 countries including
the Congo but just entering
North
America
via Ontarts,
Canada.

4'

White

Everett B.
“America’s

will chair the national chapters

committee

Morris «-'! narrate!
Cup. . Henry Soi

of the Academe

or.

in an advance
Sammy

Kaye

from a straight sales post with the sfon

and

his orch

will be featured

on

a CBS-TV

chain.)

spec

to be

in U.S —and

Lever, waich

TV Arts & Sciences; other members are the prexies of * + rine AT AS
chapters ... Martin Colby is Triangle TV's first eastern sles aaniacer, |

Writers,

helicopters

Toronid

hharber

ferry

band,

world

hop in order

to film

his NBC- TN

seckl.

stanza, '
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"AMERICARS:, °c‘PORTRAIT’wiBOSTON ‘SYMPHONY Concertss | MONEY TALKS.

_Focigni
|Roan:

Yi "VERSES «

With. David. Schoenbrun, |
“Prof.
With William W. Pierce, ‘host| pes James ©‘Whitmore, “narrator; Producer: Jordan: M. Whitelaw... | John'R. Coleman;
; "Producer: Perry Wolff:
.Péggy Wood, Alexander 'Scourby,: Directort David :M. Davis"

~ Kim -“Hunter, : ‘Neva. -Patterson,. -60.: Mins; Sun.:: ‘8-p.m.
_'| Director:. Bruce. Minnix
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TW & The Lansburgh Iceberg:

- |sponsored jointly” by ‘Imperial .Olly.

Ltd. and Molson’ 8. Brewery. (Mac- : wget t
| Laren. ‘ ditto):. -and. “Juliette”. by fo“the. spectacle of.correspondents from the:West competing ‘With. Gach. Ta ite
| Procter: &- Gamble. and. ‘Imperial: other for news beats-was apparently ‘so unusual to some Russians that’...
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{ tice-Hall,. ‘is. having: his’‘‘Handbook:’ of the 25¢ investment in the stw

'& “couple of. formative. ‘sessions dustry. Assn‘: of. -Ameri ica. audit.:

" Legit's’ shutie. ‘from: the. Sard |08: American Operatic Premieres.‘ by NBC, sister company ‘of -:
-Epie latched’ on to the success. of:“Bldg. ‘to ‘thie Brill. Bldg. .is. based‘ 1736-1962"-published by Informa-!diskery parented. by RCA. It's 7
* open “meet. has* been’ called” for|}the: ‘single’ with. the release” of «a.:°
primarily: on the proniotion . ride’ ; tion. Service,.a‘Detroit publisher of. estimated that the show will came

- _jnave., ‘already . been Held -.and -.an-

_ Aug. 28° at. -Arnold:- Shaw's: E., B.. Vinten.

-LP.~ ‘tagged: . Vafter® the -.
: that-a

titlé-song-offers. It's'a tech--| Teference- material : for

i;

"Marks. ‘office’ in ‘New. York: 'Berii-j disélick,. Last'-week, thé diskery |
; Mique that’ Hollywood ‘has- been and se holars..
. stein will ‘present. wan .agenda for. as hit: the" market avith “his: follow up} i using: suecessfully -for .many: years

_. September gathering ‘at which: ‘time . single’ aed

‘libraries :‘in’ at $400.000,

“This”. is: a ‘greatly:" gkeletonized

which puts NBC

“in for $100. 000. There's .also another. tie in the setup in that

“Rain, Rain, «“Go- and: now legit.‘isapparently. getting: abridgement. of. a. projected “dic-° ‘Lerner. has’a

deal: With NBC for

opWisé to. the disk dividends. attached. jtionary ° of ‘Opera. ‘in. the. United... Special tv productions:
[10 a tune... Savs Broadway: producer- | States.’*” It's an: enlargement of. his | "The .Rodgers-Lerner. ’ sliew - has
“100° Years. of-Grand- been considered. oie of the het
The. founding - fathers - of.“Lo baa ee
Shun
iHillard Elkins, “If, the: picture ‘peo- now ‘obsolete.
‘published by ;acquisitions of .the season . and:
rai
we ‘mov eineént; - in .additlion’, to . Bernhascan do it ‘So. .can- Broadway.” |‘Opera in’ New. York.”
YY. Public .Library. in. 1925: Astirred Lb plenty of diskery. inter_ stein -and* Shaw, are. ‘Maxell ‘Coom an
aU
ins
ithe
N
- What-Elkins.- “Who ‘is. co-produc-:
. hen, . ‘attorney: ww ho's ‘represented |--Aces y Ties
‘For
" i. ‘thie “Garson: >Kanin. comedy. ;New work: extends over: the. whol e est before the plot: was spelled cut:
; include ; or -atiy: of the songs written. Capi-.
> many" jazz.‘musiciané:, ‘Joe: Delaney, :
“Come: , On.” ‘Strong.” “with. “Al -country®: and’ will. also
«tol. was in. there -pitching ia 38.
* Moanager® of.the: Dukes * of “Dixic-|
“Goldin: ds. dding ala. Heil w ood ‘is ~| musical ‘comedy. : Dri oMattfold ii
isti tie w ‘ith. the current Redgers tuner;
“Jand;: John. ‘Hammond. artists’ &+1
‘Simultaneously,
= tWor king a ‘title song ‘into, the stape™)
“No
Strings.”
and industryites
“-Yepertoire : producer: at-Columbia }
“action as \Avell-as. using it’ as. an- “engaged on. ‘another work. “Toward :figured that Coluribia . had‘ a
‘Records, and Stam: Rublowsky.: PoP |:
, exploitation. {G61 in. its disk covn a‘ History. of. Opera in the US, a:“chance, too, because. if. had tte
1. Bibliographic Approach.’”
as
Ber coordinator ‘at: Columbia.
er adge..,
Lerner (& Frederick Loewe) czst..
‘Among’ topics ‘which, have been:
he
Tin
ne:
Beng’:. The:title:song! which 1
his been’ |
1 Sets of “My. Fair Lady”
and
discussed; at. the early meéts- iv ere
“ Guy’‘Lombardo: -one of ste: Tirst!‘ cleffed ‘by. Sammy-- Cahn’. and
“Camelot. ane
formation: of" Working: -Conimittecs : ‘bandleaders.. to. be ‘sidried -“by. the} “James Va ‘Heusen. :‘has: “been writ-7
:
' Slate March Preem
“to ‘tackle: problems - Anvalying: ‘civil Low. defunct Music ‘Corp, of: Amer- |ten’. ‘into: Sthe:: : $cript So: that ‘it’s
The - ‘Rodgers-Lérner: show
is
yights.
segregation, : narcoti¢,. +ica, “is “cooling” “the” agency. scene's “playe d. an} the” phonograph. : during |
| scheduled ‘for a March preem ‘tn
0 Tien
-Of.: the: ‘jazz. field... ‘and ; for: the: time. being. weer
‘the’ cond: “att: Es-H. Morris: is
-Broadway.. Gower: Champion’ will
fe other. angles. leading: Up to} The’: : “veteran. maestro.” hese’ ‘publishing the tune ‘and Sid. Korn-.|.“|
pdivect |and. _ 80 far. ohly Barbara
‘band. is Wwindmg up: its: séagon. per-"heiser.’: “genér al: manager* of. the.
uniform jazz’ credac : 0°:
One of, fhe: ideas: discussed. was _forming.. i “Paradise.” dsland’: at! ‘firm, -is- ‘currently having it show n
* Br Oadway production: of” ‘Oh Dad,
” the. possibility: of: ‘opening: 4. Toom !.the *‘Jones’Reach Marine‘ Theatre. -“around |the! Tecord: “company:cre
: Poor. Dad. Mama's Hung You In
in’ a major ‘New York -“hotel for ‘ Long Island ‘runing .through. Tabor: ; cuit,
the Closet and. I'm Feelin’ So. Sad,"”
-- §azz.- ‘Both: Hamniond ‘and’ Delanéy | Dax). ‘is. already |‘booked :‘for -dance’|
> Gréaved :it. ‘2nd. Act
i has been set for the cast.
‘. mentioned the two new: hotels. that:! and Jocation-. Gates ~ into” Tate: No- | ' According. to - Kornheiser: .‘the . |
On the ‘‘Oliver™ end. Victor will
“were. ‘opening. ‘in: N. ¥., this ‘fall: as’ “vember,” ‘and-Ras- decided- “upon: a!récord. ‘version - ‘that. .she: -and: ihe ; Pino -Barzie has. returned. fo: the,ab reak precedent. “by having the
Ideal “spots fora: ‘rooin. which ale." “wait ”“and |:See’ attitude: -to:. ABs 7 ‘play's. producers. "geel best: suited to. ‘Tommy ‘Dorsey’ _orch’s . ‘fold ina /criginal
Broadway
.cast
album’
lowed. “the: combination, ofJazz. and.” proaches’ made: -by talent :oftices:: * the theatre will, be used during the::i deat with the late maestros Ww‘idow- available: three months. hefore the.
-“daneing.,
. Lombardo" ‘states “that he's? Ca-: ‘second. fact tur ntable sequence.. The i“Jane, ‘whereby. he'll take; over. full:f‘Livnel Bart imrort from London
‘.coritrol.
of)
the.
band:
Barzie
had:
_ Consensus’ Was. ‘that if a: room’: .pable. “Of: “studying. contracts:--and°‘other disks. says’ Kornheiser, ‘will:
Opens on ‘Broadway. The album is
“were :“secured .in..a ‘thajor.|hain !'proposals: made--to. him—ineTuding, ‘get “the” usual ‘promotional push...”abéen TD's ‘manager from 1949 until: ‘scheduled for national release. Oct. .
., Rotel. and. it: sueceeded;, “thee ‘idea;“not only. dance, “location. ‘and: ‘cons! "Four: standby musiciars ‘Will: have? “56°. when he: ‘left to join forces: .1 and: the’ show's, Broadway open- .ert’ dates. ‘but tv ‘and. oiitdéor. ex-| to be‘hired bécause of. the. ‘mechan; *‘with , personal ..manager Ballets”“ing has been set -for ‘Dee. 27.
Durgom.
oe other’ cities. ‘New: ‘talént: would. be ‘tra¥aganzas : as well. He. points. out
“Oliver,” which is’ now playing.
“Teal- usagehethe ‘theatre.’

‘it -will adapt : data . for ay confers |Away.
/

sence: on jazz
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;

a

BarzieBackTo
D OrchFold:-

~Estate's $100000

- spotlighted and. prices *held:-down.! that” tie’s’ not. antizagency. and that] or 30.

Barzie has. guaranteed ‘the: estate. in’ L [A,, Was put. into the. grocve:

r advanced ‘as. “Come. ioe‘which :Jane Dorsey.-is .adminis- “Sunday. (19), The disk session was
__so ‘that: the: idea: could vatiract.; ‘he has, .in - fact: informed -‘Severaby
‘On, ‘Strong
‘but? with |the ‘saine;
, tratrix, $100,000. over .a .four-year. ‘hieaded’ by George’ Marek, Victor
_ young ‘as well -as-‘old: audiences, ° - talent ‘offices which ‘have ‘querie
; View’ in. mind; ‘is--the -Jav Julien? “period: from. ‘the “band's: -earninss _.Veepee-~general manager: Joe LinDelaney... pointed: - -to “the -jazz:him® -on ‘the: ‘subject: that he is:-per- }
! produetion’ ‘of.|“The Fun Couple,”: on live .dates, recordings, ‘tv: atid +jart: ‘of the diskery’s: ‘artists. &
ngland . ‘as conditioning | fectly: willing to" pay. commissions-“
"clubs in
The’ ‘incidental’: Miisie zssignmient :‘notion :pictures;: If the band’s take. 1epertoire: department... and- sound
“yboth:: Pee cand.~.fans’: to: jazz; -on individual ‘dates: ‘offered. fo. him’?‘}.; Mas
given to: Albert Hague sevéral:jisover-'$1,000: 000 during the. four- +engineer Jack Sommer,
|

and. asked: why:‘¢

if

©he. accepts. the. terms.‘ - Hows

f

months: ago but now. that: title song:

Other Road Dates ;
- Fooms -in.the U; Ss. ‘couldn't: Follow.’ever.’ for. the’ present: ‘at. jeast, he values:-are: clearer’ fo ‘producers: a. year period, “the. ‘estate is in- fori’:
“BoC:
c7.0f the -total:.”
.
“iY After L.A., the’ musiéal has dates
. “oprefers- to remain: ungonin}: itted in=
“a ‘similar ‘pattern.
°°
tune. for. the ‘pop. market is in: the... The first: niove: ‘on, the’ recordin -in San Francisco Sept.
24) Detreit- .. “NO one. lias. really. attenipted- to sofar “-as.°a permanent’ “agency, af , making.° Hague... ‘is callaborating.'
endwas thesigning. of dea], with :
‘Noy.. 191 and: Toronto. :Dew 19)
2
~ring jazz out of its: ndyrow’shell;” filiation ‘is -concerned..
“with: “Arnold |B. . Horwitt- on: the:
ictor:’ The
‘band,
now ‘un- |:
;
,
-During- the: past” several’ weeks: piece.
. Shaw -said. .-.“"A Tot. of: people: want
.
- der.direction of :Sam -‘Donahoe; |
Continued onake 461
&
~ jazz to have wide. ‘support; ‘but they: aLombardo. revealed, lie©hag -reHague. acho “did. the.: ‘incidental:
~ don’t want: it to be" contaminated :
: ceived and: studied ‘several: proposi- | music :.for. ° “The. ‘Madwoman - of’hoes into the Vietor rec ording stu- }..
os
Sept: “17-19.
to: cut! an: album
i tions. régarding televising portions ;:
by wide, market’ exposure;?ve
|
‘Chiaillot” and “All. ‘Summer-Lorig,”’
of‘his: “Paradise Island” show: He's.: “-gaid. that ‘in those: instances a: title, Patches for. release after -the. 3 Victor C&W Diskers
rst"
of
:
the
year:
“Fhe -ban
wil]
: reached no. decision. on this: ‘Mat-. song? ivasn't: “ealled’ for -but a>“Fun *
‘also doa ty stint ‘in-:January: or. de Veldt Out the Corn
_teri yet.:
~ Couple” title can fi -into’ the, play:.;
“Following. tiie: ‘Jones: ‘Beath sea: jas: Well, ‘as:-into’ Gurrent..pop mar-.( Fepray ‘as.’ a replacement | ‘for
Gledson‘s: CBS-TV. ‘show. ‘son; Lombardo will vacation “brief: ket. tastés,” ‘Hague: -and: Horwitt .col=¢. ackie
In South African Tour
iy" then-hit ‘the: road starting: with! labbed .:on.. the. “Plain. and -F ancy’. .Barzie . in-. addition. has -signed:
deals” with various territor ial band. I‘Nashville-to-JoMiannesburg. That's
‘a -country. club.’ date in-. Baltimore :
‘score.’ of. ‘several. \ears :‘agencies’ for ‘dates. around the ;:the route being pioneered by three
‘Sept:. 12. He ‘will. then “move on fo. :legittiner.
ago.’ ‘Chappely will’,“Publish "The. country. ‘He's brought - in. Vinee. :of RCA ‘Victor’s top country ‘diskay ‘arner. ‘Bras. :‘Records. has .set-- Washington. Ds. Tv and™ continie. ; Pur Couple.”ers:
: Carbone: to: assist ‘him, on the book-- ers,.:Chet Atkins, Floyd’ Cramer
‘fits third annual. meeting of foreign: with Ja’ ‘swing through Ohio; “1Hi-%
-and Jim- Reeves, who began: a threea
‘Jicenseés in Anisiérdam. on-. Sept,” nois;.: ‘Nébraska, Idalio and Nev ada. | ' On another. title’‘Song’ front,“Jazzeng ‘inatters. oe
‘a-éek tour of South Africa yester‘man. Don. Enliot:. -has: written. “The |
_invaSseriés
‘of.
‘one-nighters:
‘before
;
1314. John K. (Mike): ‘Maitland, .
‘dav tTues.).. The trio ‘tactompanied
-{'Happiest-.
‘Man.
Alive,”
<
for:
‘the:t
. opening a.Wwo- weeker at, Harr ah’ Ss;
. Giskery, president will aitenc..
by’ five .musicians). will give con; Jerome Chodoyov -- play: ~The ‘show;
' The meefirig will be devoted
‘certs in various cities,. visit. local
‘starring . Eva- ‘Gabor: “and: .‘Darrin|.
‘to:-preview ing. new materials: néww *: -- After”:“Lake Tahoe. t ‘onibardo “McGavin.*. began ‘a:' five-week ‘test:
record. dealers. and RCA represent-.
moves,
toNew
fMexico,
Texas,
Colo-.
“artists; “motion. ‘picture . tieins::for-.
tun vat, the: Falmotith “Playhousd;|
-atives. _
’. “The Music . Man.” “Lovers. Must ‘rado;- Nebraska, < Iowa.’ Hlinois; | Mass;, «last week: Elliot -algo' ‘has'} “At: age.- 87. conductor ~‘Pierre. The col. certs ‘are» being ‘booked: :
Learn”. 4Roman |Adventure): Spe": . Missouri; : " Wiscorisin: :- Ohio * ane “written: a tifle tune for. *'The Beast: Monteux ‘is. ‘stil - at’ work.
Last. by.‘the Bothner: Group.on a guaran. cial screening -of WB: tv: film ‘pro-:, “Penrisylvania: in” ‘another series .af ‘In:.-Me,”. shih ~‘Bonard Produc:|week he wound '‘up:.a: seriés.of re-|l tee. and. percentage deal io ihe.
perties:. ‘including = “The: Roaring: ; one--nighters ‘before... settling .‘down tions‘ expects:to. bring. .to- Broad- \cordings. ‘for the Westminster label ‘ touring : troupe. Although. the -ac-.
20's” and “Haw. ‘aiiah Eye’? (to:spote, i for’a.- 10-day ..date-:atethe» “Twin way after -the first, -of | the Near. in:. London’s ‘Walthamstow. Asseni- !tual’. figure could not. be. ascers.
Aight®, -diskers © Dorothy * Provine, Coaches, “Pittsburgh. |
Elliot's - ‘tunés -go into: his: Dougal:bly: ‘Hall. of ‘Berlioz's .“Romeo &’. tained, Atkins said, “It's like in
‘Lombardo ‘stated: ‘that he’s. “Tig!
- Connie Stévens and: Bob. Conrad).
Pr oductions. publishing: firm.
Juliet."
*..
_
| five figures” and. Reeves. comment“The :two-day.‘conclave-: ‘Was, sét., téning- ‘to, but not: signing:* con:
- 862 Studies--Situation. : a" Monteux. léd the. London: ‘Sym-' ed: “It's better than. pickin’. cotton.”
“i tract. “offers -for: “dates :later “than:}”.
Ts by ‘Bobby Weiss. the: disk” com-::
Wy
ith’
‘the.
incréase:
‘of
"title.
tune
|
phony’:
‘Orchestra.
with
which
hei.
The: tour’ is: an outgreuth ‘of. a
Ji
iene, international ‘director. ‘and }‘November |preferring to.keep: him- usage
in plays:the. musicians’ ‘union’ |holds. ‘the title “@onductor For: : meeting last March ‘between Robert
;Self flexible.”
a
ey
.WB's Dutch licensee, GFMM ‘Qord’s
his: taking.a closer look at. the: deé-: Life” which he ‘acquired. two'xears L.:Yorke, Victor veep -of commer-:
- Bovema: vee
/“elopments. ‘Right now Local -802's!ago: - In.- addition’ ‘to: the Loridon” cial records creation ..department,
Weiss .Who’, ‘recently. was? on. ‘a
|_position. hinges. on whether. or not’; Stymph:; Westminster assembled ‘an ‘and-A..D. J. McGrath. director of
“Junkel™ to Hotig Kong. .con¢luded:,
music in..a.strajght: play is: essen-. [i rnational cast for the ‘date. In-- Teal’ Reéord Co...:RCA .Victor’s.
a deal there’ ‘with Jardine. ‘Mathe-7}:
tial. to the. play: ‘and/or ‘the produc.c ded wére Regina Resnik.‘Amer- South African licensee. whoa were.
E done: leading -‘British’: ‘trading’ Gome:).
tion: The .ynion ‘feels. that if’,the !ican), ‘Dav id Ward 'Scottish) and j both - attending the* opening of
“pany. ‘to. ‘distribute. ‘WB: disks Jin. \ “Mike. Collier’ ¥. quitting: London} inusic jis’esseritial. ‘then the musiz:) ! Andre Turp- (Canadian
“RCA’s Rome studios: All three perWestminster,
.a- subsidiary
Hong: ‘Kong and “Macao...‘The: Hong “Records: to: return‘ to _London:: “For: -Gians .are”‘being: ‘displaced. of formers have. had bestselling disks
Kong. ‘firm, :-has ‘recently expanded: the past ‘six months :he. has headed| There -are. ho! sét -rules. ‘govetn- ABC-Paramount: Records, plans. a iin South Africa.
“Atkins, whoa is. -manager of. ‘pop
‘nto the: record business and. ‘has: London..Records’ pop ‘division.. ‘In ling this matter: however, .and the ‘fall ‘Telease: | |
* distribution. Tights for. ‘other labels. | England, ‘he. plans. to: set up‘an_ ‘in- l union. Wilf. ‘handle .each’ case-as_ it |:
3
artists & yYepertoire in Nashville’
‘for: Victor, has put. together. a <pe- The’ WE Seal. now ~ gives: the ‘die “master ‘production company..' comes: along... Whenever music ‘is“Readers Format Label ‘cial. LP, in’ which he. Cramer end
" spread ‘ - In ‘addition.to. ‘producing: ‘masters -used- in: -a. non-niusical show,
: diskery
‘Bandieader Charles Reader has; Reeves do four’ songs each ‘or
“Throughout .‘thet leading -“cities” in: for ‘the:European, market. and “for union -‘theatre ‘comniittee attends: a
‘the. Orient.’ Singles. “aad ‘LPs -will- possible U.-S.. distribution, .
"Collier. dress, rehearsal. and: makes 4 re: ‘organized | Format Record .Corp., ;marketing. in South Africa. It has
decided whether ‘the
* now: be. flown ‘from Calcutta.. India, | has: made. ‘atrangements ‘to open. a. -port. back to.‘ the -union..on- the ‘which is ‘starting with an album by |not been
: where. WB.: has: .a- manufacturing. publishing house. in. London. to: rep |:musie and its use and. importance: singer Pat Windsor (Mrs.: Reader). LP ‘will be released. in the U:S...
Reevees is. scheduled to return to
.
| Niek -Perrito will do the musi¢,
. plant...and. ‘Burbank... Cal., -to .meet- V.. -S; publishers who |do. not havePy to:‘the ‘production:: :
“The. use. of a commercial: disk in with Bobby -Kroll scripting. ‘the the US.. on Sept. 6, while Atkins
. Hong. ‘Kong .and .Macao_ ‘demands. : ofitees.‘there...:weds
;and Cramer will stop off in Lordon
-: Phe soundtrack. set ‘of “The: >Miusie |-- " Collier, ‘in: the: U.. s. sineé 19552 ry: production. is not covered :by any. arrangements.
The. ‘union
“Reader is. former. entertainment Ffor huddles with Victor reps: thei€
* Man” will :
shit. these markets. be: ‘also’ had a-stint. with:-Hugo- ‘Peretti“specie. law, ~ either.
Continued: on. page 48) + « kector of.the Pierre Hotel, N.Y. before returning home.
.&. Auigt¢Crentore). at RCA’ Victor,”
‘fore: the:Pie ds
4 shown there.
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Sinatra'sBrass,
Bros. 4s ‘InPerson’ TopNew IPs
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“FRANK. SINATRA: “SINATRA catalogs ‘of: Hank - Williams: Vout |.
And SWINGIN’ BRASS” (Reprise). -Cheatin’ Heart”), Curley Williams |-|*
Frank Sinatra:is at the top.of -his. (“Half As. Much”). on: the’ alfalfa |.+:
form in this latest. LP. under his ‘end, ‘and’ James . V- .Monaco-Joe
“own company's imprint. ‘But this. McCarthy. (You. ‘Made- Me... Love|.
time the package is doubly excitng You”) for the ‘Tin, Pan. Alley. rep-|.
because .Sinatra.-has .enlisted the. resentation.. It’s.a good: spréad: that)
aid of Neal Hefti to supply the ar- [will appeal to many.
_Fangement
and lead
the -orch:}. -“GEORGE. CHAKIRIS - ‘(capitol ) mE:
- Heiti’s work ‘is rioticeable from, the Academy ‘Award ‘winner "for: his.
.
start and quite commendable. He's -role. in ‘the.:pic version of “West
given Sinatra a highly ‘flavored ‘Side Story.’’ George ‘Chakitis. NOW |. E
rhythmic drive to: ‘keep up: with ‘takes a stab.at the vocal field. . ‘In
and the singer meets the test his package. he. comes: through. ‘as
‘handily. The Sinatra-Hefti tandem a: serious. singer: ‘who can follow: ‘al.
is an exciting match which gives beat and who has a pleasing, if. not} |
the package a natural: sales and . dynamic: vocal : ‘handling: - He’s{
spinning punch. “Goody. Goody” bound to get :by,: though, because
(already out: asa single). “I’m Be- of the untutored approach that ‘so. a
-Presents-a: New Dot. Album:
ginning To See The Light, ” “Tang-. many ‘young’ disk buyers find at- |-.
" “YOUNG WORLD”
‘
erine.” and “Love Is Just Around ‘tractive. There's ‘also.a fine’ rendi- AN ew Sound—Recordeda by: te Now|
The Corner” are some.of the sides ‘tion of “Maria”, Which can, ;be 35, many Film Recording: ‘Process!
that the programmers
ill prob- ‘pulled. out to givé ‘him the neces- |
ably pick up for spinning exposure. sary: promotion” push. on. the .aisk
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féctive ‘style agdinst.a .firstrate background. Sust ‘Once: More .

Y,Projected.
{David Jones"? & an okay batten. deck also micely

ANDY’ WILLIAMS.woe ere ee toe.DONT” YOU: BELIEVE:ir:
wi Sunimertime.
ek
~- (Columbia). Belle
ie

= Mey. sees

oe “Andy: Williams": epont. You. Believe 5 hae (Dol fit registers | as .a..
nifty ballad: with a: simple. romantic ‘lyric aimed: right ‘at fhe. teen: |
i Set by this polished. ‘perfornier.. ‘'Sumunertinie” (Gershwt SS) ts. an:
excellent. rendition. Of .this: evergreen: .
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Sort

be a8,
2 ILL, THERE: Was:NONE.

with the. Kind: of: lyric. thes:
- singer.‘with a ‘standout rocking. baltad.:
" teenagers. will, go: fors “I.Won't

Cry ‘Anymore".. ae

PAT BOONE: “GOLDEN. HITS” jockey. levels. The. arrangements’ ever inked to an-exclusive. pact: and.
{Dot). The packaging of a singer's’ ‘by Van Alexander, Billy. Byers, Bill, in ‘this: ‘debut EP she comes ‘across!
clicko singles is one of the disk Loose. and Billy May’. give him: a in ‘solid. style. ‘with an.-earthy- at-}, THE CADIELAES.

industry’s newest’ ‘angles, ahd, “for
the most part, it’s been paying off.

“Phis roundup of Pat Boone’s winners is a natural to fall ‘into :that
payoff
-cover
* single,
should

Thi

“Big Cold’ Wind” and. .“Johnny,.
Will” to whet the appetites. i
apy
THE ‘BROTHERS FOUR:.
PERSON” (Columbia). ‘The. “live
performance” tag. on .a disk has
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- Found “boarding |‘schgol,, :spécializing. in-‘the. arts: and: offering pre-pro+
tons -and- Hérmione -Gingold. °Pro-- ‘ here. with Deutsche Grammophon
"fessional. arts: training. ‘and.-a college’ ‘preparatory :academic::education::!
duced. by-UPA, the picture. will be ;‘garnering: excellent .biz with its
"It: will, handle 350 highschool’ age: $tudénts. and ’.will ‘be -baseéd- ory. the“
‘distributed. by: the. label's | parent |; “Archive Series.” Electrela scoring
‘company:
. The. score.‘forthe. filta:was” writ, “itn ts ste. in Old Cities and
wel
* ATino Musie’ ‘Corp. :‘has:‘filed: an.
“Léonard: ‘eSkebts™ |‘Langley ‘Jr.will “ pepresent - the “American: Kee intringemient: ‘suit, -in “N.- -¥.-, Fed: ten by. ‘Harold Arlen and .E.
-; Electrola still has a large annial
i¥ip)
‘Harburg. ‘The |“Gay: Purreé| ‘sale. of the platters conducted: by
* eordionists’ ‘Assi, in: :this -year’s.-Coupe ‘Mondiale: “world: ‘championship |eral court against: David’ ‘Lawrence’
Fuertwangler, even
which’ takes. place. the Jast. week-in. August in Prague. Czechoslovakia:; Relnick:. ‘doing: ‘Business: asBonded tracker’ follows.on the :heels ‘of. its’ Wilhelm
“The Music Man” set, currently. ‘al!{hough he died. several years ago.
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vs
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- Modern.

opera

composers,..

“FEorms Danbar Records’‘though. ‘are still considered a risk: —
“standards includéd | in: two’ gold: ‘record ‘atvard: ‘winning§ albums. ;He's Rolnick. Has’: ‘been ‘infringir ¢ ésinee |.
got” the title song of: Billy Vaughan’ s°!Sail- Along Silvry,-Moon” :or? Dot: “Jan:¥.1962: by:‘manufacturing. and: gar. Saivador, - orch: leader. and. here. A’.couple have’ succeeded,
one awe
and “It's ‘a Lonesome: Old Town™ in: Frank.Sinatra’s. “Only ‘the Lonely": ‘selling.-disks.” containing
the tune. former. ‘guitarist: -With - “the. Stan | those, of the compositions of Carl
2 On: Capitol. Both albums have: been’ certified”ty ‘the, ‘Record Anduistry. | . Treble damages are. sought, as} Kenton: orch, is taking. a. crack at |
- (Continued: en Pare: 48)
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a
since: the:BaeSiodde: is.writing”"a:tome an jazz and the. men W ho have!’
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‘Under State Dept. Aegis.
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“| musical’ .-direction“ and :arrange-|
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Cols Adds2Prods.
” ~Calpti Records has: bolstered ts | pS

Case SeVike ErFre

‘house ‘staff - with: ‘the--addition: of |4] -

‘| Jack “Lewis and: Bernie Freedman: |{\ .: ”:
‘Lewis. has been tagged : as a" disk.
| producer to: work: in- both: the al- |i: 5

oe
lat

“| launclied:” anew: ‘aifiliated. labet

oo Ne
éw York.’
Classical’ music will. probably al- ha:: still: figures: that more. ould ‘be bum -and singles: fields;. ‘He. did}.
‘called: Motion: -Records, the “first:
‘similar ‘work. for RCA: Victor, and | acs ‘Morgan: In St. "John's, Hos ‘release on which. is the. Cardigans’
‘ways be ‘thé. underdog when: it ‘done, ‘especially: on: :stage:
‘Artists. Records. °
pital, ‘Santa Monica (Cal:},- suffer: spveryhody: Loves «
. “An artist is: a ‘person who: ‘gam: | United
|
— a Gy Nathed.:

Freedman will .bé in. charge. of!‘ing. from. -complications ‘following Sahnny.” oo
‘eomes to mass pop ulazity but cere, bles: and takes -chances,””: the. viotain upbeat trends have:receritly ‘linist‘comments, so he: doesn't have. ‘production. for. singles: and: ‘albunis. : injuries.’ ‘received, in, a recent’ ae

‘developed for the. longhairs.
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Con-.| 4 particular. overabundance of: free He comes: to’ Colpix:-after: a “stint

erash, .-..!
cert halls are at.a-new peak: and. time,” “T. spent about. six ‘months: with. the: Caedmon:label;- where he |: ‘Jerry: “Rader; out’ of: tie Us 3
Philadelphia
. More serious music is being pro- ‘preparing™ to’ play’ one -hour.on headed. . its’. Shakespeare: ° “Record “Navy after -nine. months’ service, e
oy
grammed.on-radio and ‘tv. But last stage,” he adds.” Nonetheless, -there: ‘Club. . He. ‘also has ‘had ‘posts: with |’resumes, his: :duties ‘as export man: “Lou" -Moate set as the:epenina
«
a
*,
= The Pact. ‘at ‘Frank Palumbo's Sept. -'8:.
_year the classical.end of the go eo {still *‘has to be. more résponsibility Angel and Kapp. ‘Records. ae - ‘| aget.:for. ABC- Paramount .
>The Julius: LaRosa. ‘booking: has «
ord business was ‘still only. 15% of |on ihe ‘part. of the -attist; to..have l,
ens Big'3- tRobbins, Feist:& Millers, has!
os)
the total disk sales and, in general. Tmore: “‘personality:.on stage.”” “Arte[>
launched - an - “extensive . exploita-; ' been ‘Moy: ed:back ‘until the first: ot.
He
. 38
| tion’.“campaign : tied. in. with the’. the’.year. : . Ahmad Jainal: opens: :
sh
‘the old public apathy continues ;
fists, he: feels, should not only. deithe.
Season”
at
‘the
Red
Hilt.
Inn
Sept.
it
with. but a hard core minority} ‘velop. their. performances for mu- |:
‘title: song”of .the ‘Irwin: Alien film,;
“ti
holding up. ‘serious music's banner. |: Sical..exéetlence :but..also-for some}—= 5 Continued trom page,Be
“Five Weeks. ‘ina ‘Balloon.’veIn adi?vin ; Frankie -Avalon doing.a guest :'
shot.
‘for
the
“Rifleman”..-series
Ia:
‘ dition - ‘to ‘the’ four diskings, °the.
Whereas. many . classical artists:, , theatrical: values as, well.
:enn
os4oo]oyre
shift the. responsibility: for .this ; “Phere *‘are ‘more’ places: 6. play’ Beriny:- ‘Goodman: “Harey James;. firm. w ill work. on:the music.dealer; Oct: :: : The: DeJohn ‘Sisters, Ches-. ne
condition to’ various quarters With-, than -ever,” he notes.on touching: |Ray MeKinley. and others; Brecker|.level: with’ window: Streamers - and. ‘ter. ‘singing. duo, had “to.end’ their on _ arta8
“summer. riin “at. -Wildyood's’ Lucky."
oit ever.admitting. that they them: ; or the longhair circuit. “This.year: doesn’t -feel. that: they. ‘fit,into. his.| ‘other’ printed: ‘promotions .ul New “Club: after. six “weeks,” to fill a. date :*
distributors. in. the Coipix ‘net ork:

aeterend

2 Terp Kick’

weenrtegene

selves might. have a‘share in it.;he played! some40 concerts,. both:|-operation...

there. are those .like violinist Erie “here and..abroad:

He just-returned f Although. he: béliéves. there | is at -aré:., Paragon: Record :Sales,- Buf:: at “the Canadian- National. Eiposi |
:
z
.

Friedman -who” share’ a different ..from-a Furcpean tour:and last- week great opportunity: in ‘the. ballroom’ ‘falo:' Music: ‘Merchants, ,-Detroit;: tion,. Toronto. . Dick Lee. “and: *AL view.
Friedman, who, at 23, -has: he. concertized , at.‘Lewisohn /Sta-|-bi “Brecker. also’ ‘eautions. ‘tlrat.|Associated: .Record--Distributors::; . Alberts: will “sub: at’. the. shore: spot, :
been
acclaimed: ‘both’ here. and; dium, N.Y:
a
* Hthere:is “an enormous -ihyestment” ;Aridianapolis: ‘Topps. Record Dis-| _-Diabilito, ” a’ ‘Iorigtime™ feature.
abroad for his string” prowess: and!
te
:
Linvolved“in a big. dance operation. tributing, Miami; Mainline, “Cleve-j With .Xavier .Cugat, back froma
has ‘also been a rare solo pupil, of
tsa 0SeasDacs.dit an He. -estimates. that ‘a’ potential ball- Yand: Haniburs’ Bros., Pittsburgh; |Las’ Vegas. yun, now. at‘the’ Saxony” con!
and. Allan Distributing, Richmond. :
Bast: Binet tratnia ete the. a
Jascha Heifetz. ‘feels. that.-serious| “Throws fh
September. “Friedinan|poom i operator..couldn't--set:
up a‘
:
:
music artists themselves could ‘do. Will. tour Japan; giving a minimum.
: The. New: York Woodwind Qua i
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ore-.
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much more than. they: ‘presently. do
to help the longhair ‘cause along.

of eight concerts, as well_as'tadio |Qonong. Hereventiy: metalicd: ew i

‘nine-weeak. Wagon: Wheel, in Lake Tahoe, and:

tet ‘left. last. week :for a
and tv appéarances. * ‘He -then
airconditioning - equipment, .-Breck- ‘four:of south east Asia under. the’:signed,the jocal“group for.eas Sépt:: wo
eee to Norivay:: ‘where - he* WHY op:points out, ‘which. cost’"$500.000 |.
“He: also says, -however,
that. perforn).:. Oet. .: 455. Gig enn areal
-auispices. of the. Presidetit's Speciat..starid ‘at: his “Cal:Neva:-Lodge,Lo- |....
a.
‘International:: Program for, Cil-;' ealites Freddie: Bell & the- Bellboys ao
there’s. tao much. imbalance. -in the rand Oct. .11-12 ‘in. Oslo with:
the:
‘
.
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he
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proportion. : of ‘promotional coin 1Oslo -Philharmonic -.Orch.” He'll]-- “Cites | ‘prohibitive Cost’
“Eddie ave working in the-Jounge:: .«Billy.
‘ft“fiiral |.“Presentations.
_ Spent by diskeries for. pop as ‘op- iplay‘ with. the Colone :Orch. in}
“pg: this: ’ prohibitive cost” that: Hazell ‘currently at- the Tenement; :“Duke left for England, Sitday’ (18),°
dole
ed
ata
posed to ‘¢lassical- plugging: ‘andj
néw
eastside...
“supper
“elub.
< °:- fora 12-day” Personal. appearance.”
‘ig.
‘squelching
a
ballroom
boom
in
{Paris ‘Oct. 14. . give - recitals - “in
.A.group of ‘Jersey invest=.
there -are- ‘other. problems. which -}Paris and: Berlin ‘and appear with:|. the U.S. More’ people .-than: ever’ ‘Heth |-Zane’s™ ‘band* celebrating .tout...
face the classical tooter. in this; ‘the Monte. Carlo” JOrch . in: “Paris are ; dancing - ‘today,- Brecker” ob- ‘sixth ‘Year, vat the. Steak: Pit; Para~.0"S ‘headed -by’ insurance “broker’. 7
area. But this is only part of the
| serves,. but there aren't many. new ‘mus? Nu. Colpix singer Millie: : Bilk Schreiber, bringing: Stan. Ken- |_
| Qct.
probleni as he sees it. —
3 ‘he’ll: play: with the ‘Gperators: coming -onto the “Scene ‘Vertion - tito. Aulantic. ‘City’s 500"“ton into. the: ‘Academny. |‘of.“Music; :
“onNow:
: Columbus Day:.
qin. this. cauntry..:.
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Résponsibility Is" Performer’s_
{ Club Friday. (247°; ; Tony. Bennett.
. Fom:& Jerry. Friday, ’dtummer-:
Royal. Liverpodl --Philharmonie, “in |, -InEurope,: however: it'sa differ: |
. Although “much more: could. be ‘Liverpool .and“ the ‘following: day “ent. story. : Brecker recently . ‘com- to. tour. 31° colleses. ‘this “fall..
Ron. Douglas’ “Twist? : quartet -“at“and. bass, respectively, ‘now. at the
done ta’ “exploit classical music,” |‘with ‘the Guild. Municipal Orch ‘in.
Club-- Avalon, Argleséa, NS, “will.
‘pleted:
a.
niné-week
European
Trudé:
‘Heller's::
for.”
three:
"weeks"
Friedman. feels that “the perform-: Guildford, England. His-tour “con‘nine: ...Dick Ruedebasch™ and Gene... join pianist Scott: Smith for. aCoast,
er has ‘the ‘responsibility '‘(for the cludes with -2 month-long
sked’. of’ ‘junket: scouting. -talent:: ‘and. :tke: [
.
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return |“to “the*-Metropole.-month stand: at’ PJ's. on. the.
‘development
-of. .serious music) | performances in South Africa, Nov.- general . ‘ballroom: - -picture. . - The Krupa’

dance’ biz,: he. notes, is*on’: ‘the. up-'| Aug... 31.
‘Lionel
squarely on his shoulders. A mu- 7-Dec. 5.
sician has to be a performer now, | °- His RCA ‘Vietar waxing, pragram beat. .all” over’ Europe.” “Although. winding aip-“at:“the. Flamingo,- Las {7
not. just an artist,” and. the per- ‘includes: the rélease of: two. new. the Tw ist” is.‘slow?<y fading here, it -Vegas.: ‘set for ‘Tokyo. engagements|-~Giite Richard. and. Acker. "Bik ee
. Dick Kallman; ‘costarring' with
former has to grow: with his. ‘public. sets in September’ and: he already. is growing: in -Europe. -bééause: it’s

* London: ete,ae

Will join Helen. ‘Shapiro on: Ed: Suland represent this public and the |has: behirid him. the. “Bach “Concer- new..: It's doing alot: for the. dance: Genie Rayburn‘.in the ‘touring: com-* - livan's.. video - show ::‘Oct, 28.
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“he. feels,
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Wednesday, August 22, 1962.

Battle oftheHotels’ (Loew’s, Hilton)

Names, Fair Skies May Push Central — Golden Gate’$ Orient-ing
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JULIET PROWSE'S N. J. DATE

next spring, it will be “the” hotel

Juliet

in 1963.
The N.Y, Hilton, as: part of the
expanding "Rockefeller Center environs, is now modestly heralding
itself as “‘de luxe” but, comes the
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Operation will
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Associates, a sub-
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less

for a stand at the Latin Casino,
Cherry Hill, N.J,, starting Oct. 25.
She has sev eral male dancers hacking her.
spring of '63, it will also claim be- ' Fee for this engagement is $10,ing the “biggest” in N.Y. The dis- 000 weekly.
tinction lies in the Americana’s 50
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| Every night except Sunday. a horse
‘| show is staged in CCE’s Coliseum,

|

Monthly’

pRoressio! AL GAG SERVICE
THE
LATEST — THE GREATEST
THE MOSTUP-TODATEST

boundaries.

U.S. Air Force: Band

Tower Addition
San Francisco, Aug. 21.

downe Park, site of CCE, is burst-

The N.Y. Americana
will be
press-reviewed
Thurs.
(29) pre=
ceding, the. formal Sept. 24 open-

| tainly be “this” year’s plushery,.
and when the New York Hilton, on

Versatile Star

rooms).

Regardless

of the caution

“charity deductible’
account

banquets

and

and

DAVE

over.

expense

fetes,

the

momentum that Claudius C. Phil-}]

ippe, executive v.p. and g.m. of the
‘Americana, is steaming up, is being
reflected in the other posh hotels

“Baby”

:
CCE is reaping ‘more publicity Mark Hopkins
this year than in the past, with all|(sidiary .of .Trans/Hill Properties
jlocal AM and video stations ‘in 'Ine.. a Kratter. affiliate.
catering to plush benevolent and
New management has no’ plans kindred quasi-social, quasi-“charity,
studios on the fairgrounds plus

|lroving

news cameras and micro-‘for. change in entertainment pol- dinners.
Newspaper ; icy, which saw recent return: of
iy hones
everywhere.
.Waldorf's Costly Facelift
*eoverage is also’ good. With. the! i Anson Weeks orchestra for danc- | The Waldorf-Astoria
has. just
weather holding up, the 1962 CCE ing in the big Peacock Court.
‘eompleted a costly facelift for its
However,
Lurie
plans
a
15-story
j should make records.
.
grand ballroom,
including .many
'tower addition which will include
theatrical trappings.
‘The Plaza's
banquet and -convention facilities.
facelift is claimed to be $4,000,000;
Spokesmen indicate entertainment

CORTEZ |

ED
ROR
ane
a
. -.

plans may ‘change when that goes
up in three or four years. °
‘Lurie refuses to’ comment
on
{persistent rumors he will build a

new

legitimate

already ' owns
: Curran.

house

the

here,

He

Geary

and

of “Happy Organ” Fame

this, too, is a longtime citadel ‘ot |

1

New Record Smash

|

“RINKY DINK’

social activity.

The Sheraton Eastj
(nee Ambassador), Gotham -flag-1
ship of the Sheraton chain, ditto;
likewise the Drake, ‘Astor, etc..
Harry Belafonte
with Lester:

!

Lanin’s

orchestra

‘AQUA FOLLIES’ SLOW |
$184,360 IN SEATTLE
Seattle; Aug. 21. ‘|
Al Sheehan's “Aqua Follies,”
perennial water show «attraction
for Seattle’s Seafair, got clobbered
by rain in. three-week stand here
ending Wednesday (15'. Show took

in slow $184.360 from a -paid. attendance of 64,585, said Walter

is dickering
for Marlene

to follaw.

(Chess Label

kicks~ off the ‘|

‘“Americana’s nitery policy. Philippe

;]-

Exclusive - Bdoking

Dietrich.

Peter Duchin’s orches-

Write —

tra, who switched from the’ Ameri- moe
ws
cana to preem the St. ‘Regis’ new Straight

dansapation. policy in

-Solly Joyce Agency

the

Maisonette, will see a counterpart of. the same format at the
Savoy Hilton. Ted Straeter, long-

time

Plaza

fixture,

opens

58 ‘West 48th St,
2 New York PL 7-1786

there|

Sept. 12. and will be pitching for
the socialite hoofing trade—the cli--'

entele that used

to converge

Wire. _ Phone

—_ 1530

-. Philadelphia
1001 Chestnut St.

on:

WA

El] Morocco and the Stork and most ;:
Yan Camp, managing director of recentlyat Le Club, a membership
Greater Seattle, Inc., which. an- ‘ diseotheque ‘(dancing to record-:
ings).
Now
both, Straeter
and
nually brings in the show.
_ Stand: was the 13th here and: one Duchin. ‘Will dispense live dansapation.
of the poorest. Last year “Aqua
_
Names vs. Names
Follies” hit a record $209,708. from
a
RNS
AY
A
A
SENN,
Sl
The Waldorf-Astoria’s Empire geeenegAe
76,998 payees in two-week-run.
OO
egnen

2-4677

{ SSeS
a)

Van Camp said Greater Seattle

would lose money on this year’s
production, but exact figure will
not be available for several weeks.
.

AND HIS MAGIC BIRDS

Understood promoter Sheehan will
also take a loss.
Weather was the worst ever eXx-.|
perienced
here for..show.
Rain
canie .six nights and attendance.
was held down other nights because of chill temperatures. Ordinarily, first part of August .is

town's surest warm, dry period.

Where Do They Go?

dan
tq!

MARAMOR
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Thanks to two of the most important people in my life... ~
my MOTHER and MR. TED LEW!S for these magic moments.
To you the lovely cast
Manor and Mignon,
Berger, Billy Moore,
manager Dick Henry,

and staff, Adah Lewis, B. Goodman,
Josie O’Donneli, Eddie Chester, Leo
Harry Gordon and of course my:

isn’t bad

Francisco

NICK LUCAS

VER

THE GLAMOROUS NEW §
. HOTEL
;

| Philippe has “raided” his former
alma mammy, the Waldorf-Astoria,

the

bay area,

BOSTONNt
SMASH HIT:

erated by the new- hostelries is |
seen benefiting the Gotham scene
on the theatre, restaurant and general nitery entertainment level.

number of fransient units. competing against the big’ show. National Attractions promoted here |].
and. signed .a contract with the |
‘Coliseum for the next three years.
Circus. now moves down the Coast
to the. San

Persian

The
Pierre's
Cotillion
Room is still undecided.
The general -excitement. Ben-

21..

considering

-Plaza’s

‘policy.

Ringling Bros, Barnum & Bailey
‘Circus racked up a modest $88,000
‘in. six evening performances and
six matinees
at the .Memorial
Coliseum last week (i4-19).. The
10,000-seatter was scaledat $3.50.

Take

-the

will be back with names, in

opposition to the Americana’s ditto

he was
| Ringling Circus Modest .| Club,
|
886 at Port. Coliseunt| Puerto
.Y,
Portland, Ore.,:Aug.

TED LEWIS REVUE

and

Room

jfor ‘some
Haentzler
‘executive

ee

Where Do the Doves Come From?

Room’

Show folks are raving about the
all new Hotel Avery. All new,
large, beautifully. furnished deJuxe rooms with private bath, television & radio, Air: conditioning.

key personnel:
Marcel.
has just been signed as
chef of the Americana;

last at the

Union League.

N-Y,,
the . Caribe-Hilton,
Rico, and the Plaza Hotel,

Neal. Lang, ex-Plaza major domo,

sete

The Trovbadors

of my life. . . God bless you all, each and every one.

Opening Aug. 26
Booking Direction:

HARRAH’S

DICK HENRY

Reno, Nev.

1733 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
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SAVERY& WASHINGTON S15.:
28 See ®

PPY

NOT SICK! NOT —— JUST — L

SLA
WHITE
Currently

for making this, the happiest weeks

ne,

_ PLAYBOY CLUB, NEW ORLEANS
HOLIDAY HOUSE,

thu Aug: 29

PITTSBURGH, Sept. 2 thru 13

Booked Exclusively by

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE

GLASER, President.

Wednesday, August 22, 1962

|

adding new dimensions ©
‘0 the creative and personal service. concept

of artist agency representation <|

UNITED TALENT MANAGEMENT, LTD.
Hollywood— tempor arily at 8440 Wilshire Blyd.,, DU 8-1428
‘ New York—Time and Life Building, LT 1- 8900
Chicago—520 North Michigan Avenue, 46744186
Las Vegas—8051 Paradise Road,
RE 5-0528

52, .. VAUDEVILLE

=Weduesday, Arigust22,‘1962POMS
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McClellan Subcommittee toReopen
*
a
ae

z | AlValente, Orietime Ga

Al’ Valente: “has ‘resigned from
the. Chicago -: office of General
‘Milwaukee, Aug, -P21.
Artists Corp, He: -went to Chitago’
‘from: New York. about ‘d.year.agot “Pau! ‘Winchell and Anita ‘Bryaiit,
” Chicago,. Aig. re
appearing.
in- “Star. Time,” ‘at. Wise...
and camé into the. GAC ‘fold..when’
it ‘took: over the. Gale: Agency; ‘consin State Fair (Aug. 10-19%, wave | “Shelly:‘Kastert; whio- ‘was ‘once cos 2
‘been:
Ait’
with
“breach
:
“of
contract
|*
‘owner
of
the.
old Cloister here,:‘has. ve
‘Although .Gale -prexy, . “Tim ‘Gale,
filed’ in Circuit ; Court here,
‘Jater’ “returned':to: indié. Status, ‘suits:
“b ‘Browns’ Lake (Wis.) ‘resort. 'The:;“been: elevated -to:talent ‘buyer: for . wae
|.’Vatente. remained, ‘with. GAC...
‘circuit,.”~

AGVA Hearings For atLeast 1Day'|
Washington, Aug: 21.
salary of: exotic’ dancers, many of
John -L.. ‘McClellan (D- ‘whom were. charged with hustling.

Sen..
Ark.)
disclosed:

that his. Senate

e” 7
peeatdtoBuyo
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ste
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[Ka
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w
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Tal
Mi ea
i,206
s
C'
for.Acts’:‘No-Show’). -
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Staffer, Exits GAC in.Chit

drinks .‘and. ‘practicing harlotry.
. McClellan. ‘Subcommittee.

Investigating. © Subcommittee « will}The

hearings. on its: found ‘the Immigration Service lax

--MietorLownes. 3d Exits.

. $10;000. the ‘entire: Playboy. Club;
;
definitely reopen
tion: WL
f
‘GAC’s: Chi office ;“recently: “ab: ‘separate
« ‘actions
“}currently., représented
by. “three,
American Guild of Variety. Artists|:in letting-foreign. exotics. into the . sorbed- Marv- ‘Josephson .from -the. apiéce ftom the. defendants.
probe “for at- least:.one’ day” as’ States. _—
‘| AICA‘branch in that city, Lee: Wolf- | - Both: Winchell and: Miss ‘Bryant;clubs.” ‘Two ‘others’. aré slated’ to. +. ee
soon as. the -group- ‘completes | its|. “The Labor Dept. was: ‘told to get bers‘is:in, sharge-OF the. branch.’ “were charged with violating agrec- ‘open. ‘in’ the’ “ext. three. months.
er
ments. calling: for. one-night stands.
Billie Sol
Estes. hearings. ..The |tougher in. enforcing laws requir-|-.
‘Winchell failed to show fora Sat-1Kasten ‘has ‘been a-meitiber of tiie. eee
Estes
sessions --will ‘extend’ for. ing unions and management to]:
‘report _to “Washington” ithe | éx: pbout three. more weeks. ,
Jurday (11). performance ‘at the :re- ‘‘elubs’ management, staff ‘for (the:
“sort, While Miss’ Bryant. booked: for’spast ‘year,
_ «EF want.” MeClellan Said. of the. change: of things .of*value be.
“a Saturday.» (181° “appearance, . Has > *He-succeeds former. ‘playboy. Ine
AGVA investigation, “to hear. tes-. tweén. union .officials. ‘and _nitery.
‘the.
In ‘addition,
indicated ‘she did nat-iniend to sil;:-ternational: veepee ‘ahd stockholder. ‘-hovel!
timon,:
on-.what
“has happened. ‘operators..
about ‘the lie detector tests, as}-Justice Dept. “was ‘asked |‘to.‘review
Well as question Officials of. the: the’ hearings for: possible |‘prosecu- |
‘Internal ‘Revenue*+Serviee, Labor tion ‘of ‘various -foul play :‘uricoy-f
Dept... Justice: Dept. and Inimigra- | ered: in.the . sessions.
tion and Naturalization Seryice on
what steps ‘have -beea taken toy

MEL(At506)May
Goto LYRiviera

the: date, -aceording. to.the. com-- Victor: Lownés, .3d; Who ‘left.-the 2).

‘Plaint. .

: organization. aftér a rift-with prexy ~~.”

“Winchell:
said.
he: “followed”
* dats’
frotn the
American
Guild “of-| Hugh Hefner.” Lownes’. ‘was:gen- ‘OF erally ‘considered No,2 ian:‘inAe

a *My . “Fair ~ ‘Yady,” “asa. “nitery”

o a
‘package, ‘wiil fetch. $50, 000;*not® y arety. Artists. not .to- work at: the. | Playboy ‘scheine. |
+ |$60,
000, and -it.will go into the’, resort.: He-.asserted: that if had’ re-. i As ‘talent biiver,.‘Kasten’ wile be. ad
~ fused: té ‘comply: to’ AGVA-: rales:
|Riviera, Las® Vegas, . and hot’ the‘stop the kind of-abuses disclosed.
* booking. an ‘average’ eight ‘acts: per. 92 2;
duving the AGVA hearings.””
AN
$Intervenes:. .| Thunderbird; . also «in. LY, “accord: ‘in. ‘not:‘posting . a 50°: deposit: ‘¢élub,:.in addition. to pianists - “and...
:
“against: the- $500 single:
ren:
ing’
to.
-Irving
‘P,“Lazar,.
agenting’;
McClellan's reference to. the le |.
cocktail, units. By winter,’ when ale vs

the deal for: ‘Herman: Levin: Lazar; ance. Fee oe
detéctor tésts was to an-. obvious.
“ive Playboy Clubs. are’ in‘opera-:
has. been -negotiating. with Harvey
perjury situation involving either |
‘ion, he ‘should’:be responsible for: -. 5.”
‘Silbert,..a dominant’ owner of -the).
Jackie Bright, deposed AGVA fNa-}
+more than 40. act :bookings: every. °°. *,
‘Riviera, and, his’attorney, "Stanes |
tional administrative. secretary, or
‘1 three. weeks, making. him-prebably. ¢.-.. .
“The Associated ‘Actors Bc Artistes Korshak~.
Clavton - (Smiley) Hart .and = his|:
‘| the ‘nation's -top- customer. in-‘the pe
of
America
1s
‘now.
looking
into’
the
“One condition: in: the: deal is that , 4
wife. The Harts and Bright “gave|
Agencies
Adding personal. appearance field..
direetly
eontradictory” testimony’ ‘affairs of the American *Guild of ‘it is subject ta ‘declaratory ruling:
under oath... AH three agreed -'to Variety Artists. for. the. ‘first ‘time. both by Equity: andthe, Dramatists |
‘Guild: that’ this ‘wilf- be * ‘a. first|:
submit to. lie ‘detector. tests, and
McClellan requested the Justice. ‘since: the: p erformers’. ihe
wie elass: production” ‘and not'a “stock!
“The Intetnational
Dept. to conduct. them. «
. probed ‘last .June ‘by” ‘the Senate ‘production: ” A’“first-class prodicé-" Ab ough: few. agencies” ‘are. Tes.
. léasing -‘lists: -of: :newly. acquired:
_ Star,Aitraction..”
Duiing the hearings; McClellan. Subcommittee: -on. ‘Permanent In: tion” is:“the: regular touring com: |
——
clients - obtained : -when.. ‘MCA: left
upbraided the Irternal. Revenue |vestigations.headed - by. Sen: ‘Johii’ pany, ‘the: ‘one-. intended: for «‘the |the
talent.
rep
.
field,’
“some”
fresh
|
Service for not requiring honky-j McClellan “(D.-Ark.).' ‘The. .4A’s, Vegas: casino. isthe. éasterh ‘com-. affiliations” ‘are: coming |‘to light:"
tonks to withliold income tax andj in & letter, to AGVA last week, | pany. Tf Equity: and the: Dramatists. General. ‘Artists Corp.’ has-: inked |.
sacial security payments from the|asked it to show what.-steps -have ‘Guild.; declare “otherwise; ©then: William. Bendix, :. Spring ‘Byington,
ES
been taken to clean up conditions “Levin: hasn't ‘the authority- to book:
SS ee
revealed by: the ‘McClellan . Gom-. it, and the ‘deal: must’ be : made:; Eartha. Kitt. and Don ‘Cornell..
mittee at “the. next. AA. meeting "with CBS, owner: of - all. “other! -Ray Milland, although -.not}
et
.
-..
otlkttes FUN-MASTER
"Highs. A: decision - ig expected:. signed. With'GAC: is permitting. iti
‘slated for Sept. :13._to *-represent.. -him.:for..an:. un-jf
-:
PROFESSIONAL
a
Previously; the :‘4N8 stuck t6 its Within the next<30 days.”.
disclosed
'
period.
:Diahann:.
Carroll,
|
COMEDY MATERIAL
4 position ‘that. AGVA’ is an: autono-|._ : A legit: show whieh is: cut. down : Who. ‘previously. was. repped only in! y- . .
‘For every branch of theatricalé
in.
book
to
-play
two-a-night.
creates.:
“mous -union.. and: kept. away | from:
‘legit’ by GAC;: has- extended .
her
a
“WE SERVICE THE STARS!”
: the controversy that’ surrounded its: ’ a... technical.-problem, ‘hence: the:
“contract ‘to cover all. fields.; 1
ot
a
35- Gag fies. $15, plus $1 postage
i affiliate. However, the -Jetter: indi-| hurdle: in the Riviera negotiations.*.‘4 The, Agency. for ‘the. rete
2
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_
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©
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‘more;
a
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i
Arts”
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‘Harry.
Belafonte,
:
"o3 Pi aeBooks.
5 earoar| Socks tes Soca Be be ‘active interest- in AGVA. affajrs.-. |over the.. same. ‘issue—whether. it’s Roger: ‘Williams: and’ the. Benny.|.
his:Star liters
a.stock company. version ‘ora. “first:
;
No. 4 for $35—-No. § for $30
:Some items on. which ‘the 4A's;
;. Goodman. : Orch, ‘among: others..
e Minstrel. (white face} Budget $250 :
| class’ legit . production.”’
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In AGVA Affairs
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“With” “Mr. ‘Président’™ the. ‘first: ‘by .Benny’ -Goodman, ».Elta’: Fitz-"
. -‘¢ompany, are to: have leading: roles develop. a: California. “Arts ‘Commis- |-preseusation on TG-ATS. _subsérip- || gerald. and. the. Limeliters). drawing*among out-of-town theatreowners..:
They've.
expressed
their. concern to ©
.° «nthe Aussie. production of “Catni- | ‘sion. ‘similar. to: ‘New: ‘York's Coun-j
tion. .Sales’.are -already- over..the-''42.597; -six- -performances. of: the’ Warren., . Caro,
co-administrative
“2 cyal? dne:ta.open. -here® Oct. "19. [cilon. the _Afts if.a bill ‘ciirrently. 410.000.
snark, -Ayith: piles: of checks. TNY.: -City Ballet; which drew: 40~Lou “The Gilbert: and’ Sullivan.: com: pending
a “:Continued .
‘On,Page 58).
before : the... ¢aliforitiia! still“to be processéd. ‘The Previous - 053;."and .six- special’ or . ‘indoor. fo
"pany. currently “presenting .. “Thet Legislature. is. passed. °+ Project...4i high- has: been: "surpassed, '
_- events, - including :the. Jack *‘Benny.
ydney; with’ Rich-|.
_:. + Mikado,”LAS:if more. of-a Spur were. riecded ,benefit concert: and.a Gold & Fiz-...
tard. ‘Wordsworth and’ Jotin -Larsen.|‘speaker. “of. the Asentie: “ notes: 7to: puff ‘local: intérest’ in a -musiral ;.d23s° duo-piano recital, -6.670.- -:
"'-" {fis leads,. moves ‘hére. Aug. ’:30 “and ‘that “Many of. our: citizens Yack: the ii.“about |the: ‘White. ‘House, ‘with ‘the
-The.- top>: attraction was - Igor - vill
add- “The. Gondoliers;” . “Pi+. | opportunity -‘to ‘view.:enjov a eebig names iny ‘olyed: In ‘its: creation’ “Stravinsky, ‘who: arew:' 10.251 peo- |’

8 “Fair ‘Lady” closes: its current’ run

Hypoof
theArts

‘StateLegislature

L.

DalesBusiness Group

<) yates ‘of Penzance” ‘and: “Trial ‘by ticipate.

To Get Musical: Season
From Texas State Fair

in .‘living: ‘theatrical

-{per- and staging. ‘official ‘announcenient ;ple. ‘to.. hear: him: conduct .an. all- |.
nt pany will. next, open. Williamson‘s operas; -darice ‘and ‘ballet: -récitals. Avas’.. iiade a few., days -ago.. that | Stravinsky: program: July-21. That |:
. |new theatre. in‘Adelaide with: “The: art®!: exhibits, --. examples... :of.. fine »-Presidént| and -AIrs. ‘Kennedy: Will“ represénts ‘the. attendance: rec ‘ord |"
: Dallas. ‘Aug. 21.
‘attend: the opening: night. That had-! at Ravinia: for a.single concert of|
Mikado.” se
‘architecture. and: the: performing already: ‘been: ‘assumed,’
to: separate ‘the State Fair.
since. the ! serious’ music... Other’. top °draws |"Plans A Stage version’ ‘of.fhe ‘Ted wil-| and, visual arts, generally.”
$100" per ‘ticket! Tocal "preem: is.ayLore, Ellg ‘Fitzgerald,’ avhose- two"! Musicals. from ‘the .State Fair. of
Jury”. to. ‘the. repertory. The -com-:: formances,: “musical,” conqderts

‘ lis Dlay,: “Woman in. a ‘Dressing | - . Outstanding: personalities: from Texas has been initiated with a
Gown;”.. which’: wen. -plaudits “for|- every: ‘field of the: perfor ming ‘anid’,gharities. a
:
Good: nan
zr. ‘meeting. of. 30- Dallas. eivic and
: -.. Joan, Miller on: telev ision- and after: | visual arfs will: he ‘invited: to.‘ erve”$ Rirkpatrick is
a‘paim n,“who.drew: 1.466.for iis business. leaders. The. first*"step
5 handicapped “iy 3
"Wards Yvorine. Mitchell as -a’ film;: on- this. commission ‘fora: period of: :tiny:supply of. tickets-for_ general’) |The’ previdus, ‘Rayinia. high’ for a “toward. creating a new organization
“++. Will ‘serve’ as.a vehicle: ‘for: ‘Googie j.‘three - ‘N@ars” : to Mmake.-: “a. cam: .§ le The Kennedy charities” havé.tpop: performance-was ¥4.14z.set by.. ‘to: assume the. responsibility, of
"
Withers,.- opening here: in:Novem: : prehensive . ‘study:.; of .public. ‘and: taken ‘the’ entire. house: ‘for.. the.
S producing ‘the. annual 12-week
. ber,“and:Tater. in London-_
a
2
summer season was made by elec-.
private institutions ‘engaged™ within. first, night, ‘and. ‘the ;Tocal. Variety ‘teamimeston ario and Gerry Mule
T
wes
tion .of. a steering commitiée: come~
“fthe;. state ‘in. artistic. and” “cultural - Club .‘as “a'- Children’s Hospital
‘era‘prising Charlies §S. Sharp, Julius
‘activities;.setBar the-needs andj Wenefit): has taken all-seats: for thé | for ne.‘Brevlous attendance
:
‘aspirations of
dour citizens. -ascer=* final» ‘Friday. . JThe’, FPennsylv
avia’l139 959° in 1956, .for 23 syniphony “Schepps: and: John:J. Kettle. °-.--

CHAS EDGEWATER
“TRIMS STOCK SEASON!

The latter’ group: is to plan ‘the
tain” -how .dur’ resources-’‘can be, ‘Railroad: is rin ging. :pecial. tYain concerts: and. six ‘Wallets: six ‘chatiformation - ‘of the civic ‘organiza‘molded : to’“serve. these" neéds,. and*:
from, -P.niladelphiia.. ‘for’. another: : her. music .and’ four: modern “music:
4
» tion and transfer of the operation.
ta “assist: various’ communities’ in. Night..2
Chicago, Aug. 21:
“The “‘namber “of. Tireaise Guile: Performances. ‘ piety
The civic. body ‘is “experted to be
“uThe.Edgewater: Beach Playhouse California. to originate: nd. create’* <eats is ‘still. ‘in ‘same- doubt. °
‘in force by the'end of, the current
their own Programs.”" inaa

oy
has. thrown “in: the .towel “on - the.

under the’ fitle .
(roelTeightn,Bits.‘len
Dallas: ‘Summer’ Musicals.-

“4.
certainly, w ill eat up: a ‘good +Ws:
week
§
The
ae
; Supply.

of the.
;
‘fhe State Fair of Texas, which.
"has
sponsored
the
Musicals
since
..
‘
-Cavetaken:? The” nor thside ‘tent Price, ~ Johnny: .. Greer. W ‘iliaim |’ee
iythe:first.
.
‘lg
a.
’ for: TehinTehin’
in
. Selésed -its‘ season “short, at”‘only:20: Pereira, Serge ¢Krizman:: Harald’.
Margaret.” ‘Leighton. has. with-: . the. first séason in -1941, wants to.
'
$tepout
as
the
oper
ating.
‘organiza.
\ Grieve, » Tay. ‘-Garnett.- ‘Ria: Iphd{-*
as ‘costar. of “The ‘Night of *
Weeks,. last: Sunday, £19): Quick. Recovery: | ‘||drawn.
te Tguana,”: The. actress. who was: tien, .In.1960 the Musicals’ drapped
: Philip: Kahvani::. Fred ["
Executive: ; ‘producer...
:.$116.000
and.
the
196]
neét
Joss
.was.
One
of.
those
‘inevitable
mif ccoladed .for. her portrayalt of ‘the.i
- Morse |refused. 10-book- a package. Hayi fan,’ _“Millard : Sheets: ‘Henry
“nor Stage. “mishaps. : _Occurring - |-spinster --artist ‘in the’ ‘Tennessee|1 $75.493.. The current season ‘is |
.. Show, “balking. at anything. but:: “at Drevfuss, -Edwin Lester,’ “Director!
|healthy ‘at the midway point. with:
‘:
Broadway -production: Of the: four |of Light: Opera:-Co.:: Dr.) Richard: -: last’ week. -during:. a:.perform-::» ‘Williams ‘play,- left ‘the Broadwzy- : an’, eight-week take .of .$440.287
: ‘drama last: Saturday 1184: Siie will?
7 :uplays ‘Edgewater. offered: this. sum-. Brown. ‘LA. County. Museum of.Art. ance ‘of “A T ousand Clowns,”
i from ““Wildeat” ($75.383). “Car“wat
the
Eugene,
Neill:
‘Theatre;
|
start
rehearsals
Sept:
1
in
’Tchin:.
"mer, only: “Pirie ;“Victorious.” ; Florence - ‘Atherton | -Irish.-° ‘Dean

+
aa

:

‘*" Gurrent -summer season

after ‘the.

collapse “of-négotiations. for ‘Trecerit’ already suggested: for.membership! only: -thiree, Weeks, witli. ‘only seyen:
';* Broadway, -Shows,... notably- The on. :‘this. committée are: Niricenti}: .

6

guani

‘

5

ousei” -:$88.363), ihe. Caro]. Bur-.
‘used *by. Jason Ro-'-” |Tchin,” jn: which: she ‘ll- costar avith”+“nett
2) )savhich ‘ran |four! weeks with --the | “Wiliam Melnitz of "CCEA. Deait|:. ~NY."avas
Show ($184, 959), and: “Gypsy”
bards Jr., ‘star ‘of. the ‘show’-to’” Anthoriy Quinn:
«i,

“Broadway. east, was -profitable:*, .Raymond:. ‘Kendall. of... USC. and}: cover. the. awkward situation’. ©
7
‘The ‘other shows ‘‘Were: Rita’ Mo-4 “Syd ° ‘Cassyd: : founder .Of. “State - .

eos ‘reno in “F Am

aren Kupcineét ‘in “Sunday In New: Yor Kk *. + Ja mes” Doolittle, Director: of the
; 2
and Jackie-Mason in ‘Fair Game.’ “I: Gr eK-Theatre.. Zubin: Mehta, music|
wut Gach. .staying -two :weeks:"'‘Morse |‘director’. of *Los °Angeles . “Pb
’: nad “had .@:.similar- experience.. last. ‘harnianic. “Orchestra,.. and: -other

“other
members ofthe cast:and”.
.

$91. 582),

‘Miss Leighton’s rol e in! “Teaana”,

- Mand: incidentally break up the. : ‘has ‘been. taken:‘over “by :Patricia.

a. Camera,” Karyn. ‘Council. on. the Arts:

.

“CUSTER CAST PICKETS
“NO. DAKOTA CAPITAL

Roe; and -Patrick O’Néal nas: been:;

ar “large -portion :
of the audi~. ‘|apped ‘to ‘costar billing with Shel- |.”
ft vsence. = Jey ‘Wiriter . Miss -Winters, -inci- |:
The: iticident: ‘Géeuired when.” dentaliy, can
|“
was: given: sole. ‘star’ bill- {.

Summer, when’ only: “Rhinoceros.” : leaders jn‘ ‘the’ :various- cultural|. - Robards. ‘tossed -.an. apple’ .to‘.:. ‘Ing on. discount. tickets ‘circulated |

Mandan, N:. D.. Aug. 21.
‘Cast ‘members. ‘recently picketed
“aes hiatising from Broadway. did good ' fields, will: aid. int: the ‘formation: of |:
-show’ for. an- "unspecified f.
the
Tfor,
:
porresing
Ais:
_agent
‘brother,
on
ben
abe
Period through: last Saturday: 18%, ihe. state’ capital .at nearby Bis* Tebusiness. while. the.“packages, struck | this. commission and’ its: work, ‘ata:fig.
=: bldékout- line, “Heré, Arnold,‘ 1
+harck.to stimulate interest in the
‘cording: to.. Eddy: -Feldman.
et out,
“eateh.”." ‘Haines’ ‘failed to. Gateh
"| hoxoffice-starved- Gutdoor. “Custer.
"Michael. ‘McAlaney; Risevater| president:of the Board. “of Muni: tf
Drama” and pessibly.obtain a state’
7 Managing -“producer, h a
expectéd | cipal .Art -Commissioners. in’ Los| :: the- ‘apple; and “it “rolled. onto.

3oldVie ‘Troupe. Slates”aml

*; to... gét~ "Caretaker". :for--the.final: ‘Angeles; who.is responsible. fot.Aber. “the: stage. edge:‘in:Sight of the, -'f-

4 subsid ‘for it. The action apparert‘audience...ag
ee -Wk. ‘Provincial ‘Tour: ly" "drew attention and boosted at- .
“As the ‘lights:went up on the: |
:Lendon. Aug,.21." | tendance, so the threatened closing’
next.’ ‘scene, with: ‘the’. “apple. -: “The: ‘ola Vie ‘Co.. has. set: ‘Sept.“OF the pageant was at.least: tempor-.
"to, arrange ‘for.another Broadway
production. George Tabori
1
in“Yondor’: i fully. ‘visible downstage,’ ‘lead- -: : qv for the ‘start of. its: third cannual arily: averted.
i
‘jing. lady | Sandy: -Dennis ‘read | ‘|provincial ‘tour. ‘Tt: :ill .open inl, ‘However; John. Mushik, chairman
“Although |‘the: Edgew ater.” ‘is
from - the’ _ -Coventry: and. play. -11 ‘other. towns |“of ‘the sponsoring ‘group's board of .
a losed,: -the ‘management, continués | ‘To Do ‘Brecht on.‘Brecht’ -.,the “regul
ar’: dine
tel : ‘me,..what© during -the: 14-week tour, :
.:directors, -say— that: the ‘show's fi- London, Aug. 21. ; me script.” “Well,
in: business through: next week at. ~
©| The. ‘plays. “selected. ‘are’ “Julius | nancial . problems” haveryt: been
7. Jeast. -with “purlie,” “which * has |’ George. “Tabori | ‘nas’ “planed |: ni: happened?” Robards, entering
been transferred: tothe.
e-Civie:‘The-: ‘from Manhattan.. to start: work: on : from, what was.supposed to be - " Caesar”. and ‘The Tempest,” -bothj
|‘solved, although continued /opera-.
“Brecht on --Brecht,". which he has: .-. the.- doorway, ° walked: to _the | - being. played. in the current Old: lion is. ‘possible. Cast members. are
ne .‘atre downtown: °
"‘|arranged, for:_presentation Sept..: ‘lL: Q: edge: of ‘the: stage, picked up “| Vie: season. The. principals in the |working. at ‘half-salary,
~~": +. the: apple and: replied:. “I'll . ‘cast “wilk -include '-Alastair |:Sim. |.“ “Another - outdoor: pageant : “Old
Gwen’ Van. ‘Dam: ig ‘appearing 1 as rat‘the Roval Court: Theatre, .:
‘O'Conner, . Mary Kerridge. Four’ Eyes,” near. tle town. of MeExpécted
this :week ::*Is. Lotte :: tell” -you'.as soon. as I.figure.
att Annie .in. “Oklahoma.” at the:
“Atkina,. ‘David: ‘Bird “and _ dora, also aims to lure tourists: to
_ . Totem _Pole Playhouse, Caledonia‘: Lenya, whe. will.“appear. in-"they ..out show|‘that apple: got.. from .a
iNorth Dakota.
;
apartment.” ve JEmrys: Jamehe
atshows.
ae
1 State ‘Park, Fayettevilles,Pa”
Mp
EMIS
Se | i. office to. this

-, two. weeks --of: the season, ‘but the | birth ‘ofthis, prograns<'
oat deal’ collapsed: and.:he ‘was ‘uriableT ; ;
+

at,
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+o-9% for.appointment.’

CASTING.

iv.

a

: prvttenreneens eee

“wee

: YZ ftions Sept. 4 at Variety. Arts™ ‘Stu-].
$i dios (225 -W. 46th -St., -N:Y.), same

aol

a
Libs”

¢ schedule and. conditions ass Detroit. |

of. lowa, me

Following are “available. parts: in. upconiing’ Broadway;. off:Broad-

.

way, and touring shows, as well as ballet, ‘films, industrial ‘and. tele:.
. _yéturned fo. Towa: ae last ‘week after: ‘catching nine
2 Broadway and: fe
vision. shows. All: information has. been -obtained .. directly ‘by -the. ,
. : off-Broadway ‘shows’. during a. six-day visit. to New *York.:.°.7./"+.
VarieTy Casting Department by telephone calls, and | has: been :Tes, a “Jackie. "Gleason's - “American of Nathan Cohen, drama: critic and entertainment. editor. of ‘the ‘To- |. °
checked. as of noon yesterday (Tues.).° no
|’Séene -Magazine’: -CBS-TV. - .Pro-. Ea ronto: Star, will be the ‘keynote ‘speaker’ at four-day: National :Con- |... The available roles will be: ‘repeated: weekly until: filled,and addi.” “ducer, .. Jack Philbin; -choreog: |.; ‘ference of. the. Arts. in Education; opening Sept. 10 at Painesville, 0. -.:."
‘when information is secured from: -rapher. Jurie”. Taylor... ‘Open. ‘calif Dan’ Levin, faking time out. from his diréctign: of ‘the: “Search for.a
tions to:the list will be made onty |
responsible parties..-The intention is to service performers with. leads" Sept..6 for. dancers, rnust . be ‘able |...
Loves ae
provided by the managements-of thé shows .involved”:rather -than ..to. to: dance” jazz,’ tap.-and’ ballet,” for
touring “package.of the. ‘Sohn. Patrick ‘comedy, “Everybody .1
Opal”:.. ‘Bruce: and Honey ‘Becker, who.operate the Tappan Zee.
~
tun a wild goose marathon.
This information’ is. published without |-the Jurie’ Taylor. Dancers. “Audi-.
eharge.
-tions, 1<6.p.mt. ‘at the “Ferrace: Room |, . Playhouse, Nyack, : N.Y., live in’ an’. apartment --over: thé theatre .’Parenthetical designations are as follows:: (C) Coinedy (D) Drania: of the ‘Henty :- Hudson Hotel; 333} ‘during the. summer stock Season. Their permanent residence As in: an
oF. the Greenwich: Village section of:‘New York...
enn
(MC) Musicat. Comedy, (MD) Musical. Drama,. (BR). Remus, (Rep). WwW 57th: St,’ N.. WY.)de
_| .The-management: 6f the. Williamstown’ (Mass:)-Summei:. Theatre feat
Repertory, (DR) Dramatic Reading, (DB). Double. ‘Bill, are.

7a “Lamp: Unto. ‘My: Feet”: ‘Geliat- oo“Was. $0 delighted by:.the’ attendance for last week's’ ‘productioniof-.:°

+

mF ous-dramatic. “' series)..qpraducer, . '- Chekov's “The ‘Seagull’. that it wired the- announcement: that the :--.....

|

|.

otos. and resuines,
i
“to stage ‘man | CBS «(524 -W.- 57th. SE, 'N..
drama would .double: the. ‘anticipated: business ..-;" ‘The: Genius: of
Phe
aa 6-6000): . casting.’ director, ©‘paula .; the Early ‘English’ Theatre," covering ‘the ‘Medieval: and: Renaissance: er
lager. Leon Ross” ec!i gy theatre. -

Accepting photos aid Te- |: . period, arid “The Genius of the Later English Theatre,” “eavering aes
“Lady’ Killer” iMG). Producer: }Hindlin.
sumes of general male and female |. - the period: from: the Restoration :to. the: present; ‘both “edited’‘by
‘Lance Barklie (154 Bleecker St.,
‘Available | dramatic’
°
talent,, .c/0° ‘above. address. . Sylvan Barnet, Morton Berman and William Burto, haye just been’: .."
N.Y.. °12; SP -°7-T759"..

: BROADWAY:

a published ‘in.“paperback editions at 95e.each by the:‘New’ American ae
“Brave Gibvanni” (MC). ' Bro- parts: corpulent, . ‘lusty, actor--|" NBC-TV.. igo Rockefeller. Plaza, |,
Library.. _
wT,
‘
ducer, ‘Phillip. Rose. (2°W. 57th St.,. singer, move well; femme,,. a.‘serv- ‘No Ys CE 7-8300): ‘Casting director
-Rick,
Kelley.
‘is
‘accepting
‘photos
|.
_| “The Anery. Theatre."wg gtiiay by:‘Joh, ‘Russell Faylor. of English: aac
ving
wench,
cockney:..
actress
.to
"N.Y.; ‘CE -5-2255). Auditions tomor-:
‘and:
resumes-‘of
‘male
‘and
femme
|:
:
plays
since
-1956,.will
be:
published.
Sept.
26°
by
Hill-&
“Wang:
at
-$5:°7°.
row "(Thurs.) for mate dancers at ‘play © six .different.- femmes, must
dramatic ’ performers - ‘for - several. | “The Devils,” John Whiting’s: .adaptation..of..Aldous Huxley's ‘The’: -.
2 p.m. at the Broadhurst. Theatre|.be proficient’ in’ dialects;... court shows,
‘Mail:
information.
to”
him,
|
Devits:of
Loudon,”
will.
be.
isqued.
b
Sept.
28
by.
Hill
&:
Wane,
at
8.
eee
fool, dancer-actor, tenor: .actor-to.
{235 W. 44th: St, ‘N.Y;
play: ‘several different men, profi- ¢/o.-above ‘address, ”,.No- ‘duplicates. Jin Cloth. ‘ahd.,§ 45, ‘Paperback.
“Cock. Of -The. _ Walk” - (MD).. cient in dialects. Mail. photos ‘and |Producer,
Kermit — Bloomgardén- -resumes to producer. at- above ad- “PV ‘Commercial. ‘Producers, Kastor, ‘Hilton, Chesley, .. Clifford |ey"
(1545 Broadway. N. Y.: Ju 2-1690). dress, Do ‘not phone...
tee
- -Atherton: (575: Lexington.” “Ave.
Auditions: -fomorrow — (Thurs.) for
“NCY.: PL: 1-1400). ' Available | part’
Singers: meén..10 .a.m.; ‘femme, 2 |. “Mister Roberts”. (MC . * Produey:
col.
ers, Equity Library Theatre (226. for. actor-announcer,. 5: 8”or: under.:|:
from page’ST:—

Guild in
j Viddle on
¢TV.Legit

p.m.; ‘femme dancers. Friday. (24); |

All ‘Phone: Nancy: Yost-.at. above’ num:
Equity: 10 .a.im.;- open. eall.2. p.m- |W. 47th St,.N. Y= PL:7-1710).
ber:for: appointment. :
all at. the Plymouth Theatre © ers|parts ©‘available . except: male lead.

= director of. TG-AT:

Auditions next: “Monday: (27),.
‘a:m.-6 p:m.; next Tuesday’ (28), “o9°
-p:m.7 next Wednesday |(29), 11: acme}

W. 45th. St., N.: Y.): Male. daricers
will be tied »at a ‘later date.:

Continued.

directér. of ‘the:Guid and.executive | it's negotiating: for’: shows. how: ee

- ~: 5

." ”

. oad-

= .

t

: oa

.

on
,

”“

.

‘ever. The’. productions. would “be. f “Reports that the ‘Guild js‘negoti- ‘taped ‘by: Westinghouse ‘in a‘tele-..-::
| ating. for two of ‘its projected pro-'| vision. studio ‘a -few- ‘days before :'*.

wes
=
Macellaneow. “|| ductiohs for this.season to. be doné-| their. Broadway. preenis
“Fanny. Brice Story”. (Me). “Pro-' 6. -p;im. ‘at: ELT Rehearsal: sere HE:
, This would.
ee
by Westinghouse. have-been- denied | méan, that for the
ducer, David Merrick. (246 “We (Master. Institute,. 103d ° St. and.
-taped.presenta-.-”
44th St., N. Y.; LO 3-752). Avail- Riverside: Drive; N. Y.)...Some non: |":ot
“by Caro. He claims that. the. Guild’s.| tions -the- performers. -“would. be - ag
“RTEMS._
Equity, actors may be used as extra‘|:.
able parts: man, about 30, must j.
“” discussions’ with Westinghouse: re- ‘under © the-- jurisdiction© -of.:“the 2
. sing, handsome, affable: man, John

seamen. AEA mentbers:bring mem-

lated only to. a’“possible |‘telecast American ‘Federation: of Television z

fe
oo “DeusIa The.FamilyyD), ‘Pro-(?
‘Garfield type, mist. sing: Femme, |‘bership. ‘eards.. Script may. be pur- ducers,”
F
~
=
dance, attractive and sad;. femme, ‘chased at ‘Di amatists Play Service
Thelma Ritter’ type, wise, sympathetic but not sentimental; man,
authoritative showman.
:Mail
photos and. resumes.to Casting Department c/o. of _ producer.
|

Talent
Aséociates Para- tion. of’:“Seldmain. ‘and: ‘Soni:ad That: Equity.
‘mount 1444
‘Madison.
Ave.;..N.. Y-2
(14 E. 38th St:, N.Y.: 16,'N. Y.)..
.The. “taping would:algo. “neceasideal failed to get off the ground,.
PL "3610300. AIL |parts: available: ‘T however,
| “Sitting: Ducks”. «MG3:: Producer, |.
when.the. idea: was. nixed’; tate restaging, for television -which,
Mail photos-and. resumes to.: Mike.
‘would
probably. require ‘the duties...
‘by.
John
Shubert,.
whose
firm:
oper-:
Lance’ Barklie (154°‘Bleecker St.,> [Shurtleff and- Alan. Shayne: c/o.
N.Y. 12;:-SP 7-7759)..- - Available : ‘producers « Do not’ phone: or ‘visit. . ates. the” Belasco -Theatre, N:Y., ‘of ‘a. ditector: other than the stager:-.:

where. the~ Play. Is ‘scheduled .‘to |“of <thé actual ‘legit, presentation.

parts for’ three a¢tors™ “and. three: 4

oh, Consequently,. . the: performance —“Emperor of the Dark Chamber” open.Oct. WY ....
‘actresses, age..25-35,. must ‘sing-actdance, have. good -timing, good. -(D), Producer, Amin Qamar Chaud-|. - - The. Belasco is. ‘one, of.17 ‘Bréad-. ‘Viewed .on: television would not ‘be ©
-hri
(123°
E.:
38th
‘St...
N-Y..
16,
N.Y.:
“way: houses. ‘operated ‘by the. Sha--| ‘the same: as the oné ‘in the theatre... “
‘sense of comedy and-broad: farce.’
Mail».photos:: and *‘resume ‘to.-pro- “MU 9-2938) . “Available. parts: Jead- berts,. whose: contracts’. limit ‘the Another. obvious: factor. for consid<
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“the. -National :Broadcasting ¢ Com:‘and reached. fame in’ that city.; an Eng. Starting’ in -1942. at the Rialto, . tions we. fend.them, ‘So:what ‘else. Miss Davis biog is titled ‘The
: bonely. Life.”ane
“ pany’J *Mr, Keen, Tracer’ of.Tost} - Schaeffers: ‘who:began: this. careerr | Maidenhead, .
as assistant “manager, isanemia:

“: Mepehildren Sutvive..
“.
: BENNETT: KILPACK...
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- ‘SpEARLIE MAE: ‘oh.my,’ Pearlie Mae.- ‘she's’‘enough
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‘known as - an: ‘understatement. . The’ large’ Supper: :“club: to
‘room -at ‘thé Holiday. ‘House has been filled. to

my
.

-Few. Can‘Come Close. |
To Her Wit And’ Talent.
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oe pleasure. . eo te be AE
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= “By HENRY. WARD -

“Talented may’,be:a pretty‘thiuly ¥wordtrfexpression
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_ : “Somewhere ‘along. ‘inher: ‘act?Migs:‘Bailey. aa
:-, Says, Tm having. so:‘much. fun’ L hate: to’ take the. -

for showfatk but on: ‘Pearl Bailey” itfits,just.fire:2|we,
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. money, ‘The-line gets ‘a laugh, but-in- its :exag-..*

“Few, if any, performers’ making. the rounds: today:

" 'geration tliere. lies: the Sheen, of. truth: as ‘to:what. os

can outdo this. energetic .‘and versitile | songstress+.-actress- comédienne ‘who jis.”“packing, the.. Holiday:
i
:
House this week. -
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4: -songs, jokes ‘and ‘ad-libs with’ such. “equal: and...
3 astonishing: ease of talent: and: timing that:‘somes
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the: show's: topper, though ‘New Shoes.’: long in’
_- Miss Bailéy's /répertoire, is a: close’ Second:: ‘Hef a

“For her. curt
trent stint) Miss
5 Bailey.‘pulls out“a

: take-dff. on. ‘the. ‘discomforts of: avomen’s. ‘stylish -

che stops—jesting, dprcins. even axing: sentimental,
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a “Miss-Bailey has a stalw artholaOf the.doudteoz oh entendre, too, ‘thoazh ‘she never. Jingers.overany-: |

© dat:exprejations of ‘Poor, Bu lenay; ‘and “Indian.
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Love Call ar >:priceless.” Although: her ‘performance -

~one- woniatt shovr«she gets sorne, solid

- more, enjoyable. " ‘Minnie: Lost ‘It .at the ‘Astor’ -
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fr om. flutist Angie Basacas; trainpeter Emmet |
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Po hew, and i Had My selfa.True’ ‘Love’.—_ we
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‘True ks" ’ Parhari,. drum mer. * *

; bassmai. Charies
FP
Tony Bellsoit: and pianist: Lloyd Phillips who aug:

ment. theRalph DeStef AD, house orchestra,

sAnd. rating: aspecial niche: is Nick. Di-‘Maio, her

”
Le “DiMA 0 ‘AND: rELUTE- PLAYER Basazas are:4

if

“s
on‘two of the’six: ‘itien Miss” Bailey. brought: ‘on: tour
ta augment the. orchestra.. . She.“has. a“funny. bit the
With triimpetér, Emmet. Berry. in: “Poor.“Buiter
Aly! and. again: w ith ‘Charles’ ‘Trucks" ‘Parbam- “on 7

aa
oh

antsical director and a.petfert: straight man for some

“the ‘bass fidd!e-in ‘Please. Don't Talk “About ie?!” ”

of Miss Bailey’ S stemingly-impromptu- and.sizaling. 7

commentaries. . And: when: Pearl Bailey’ ad libs.she
not only breaks up. the. andiencé but her’fellow pers

- :brother-in- law, ‘Tony Bellson, ontne.drums. :ome,

a

““Spontangity °3
and vad. libs“are®.part’“ot,
“the
- sparkle.in.the w ell:
‘planned: Bailey: Show.
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when’ the ‘ogeasion calls -fur it. ‘The: old - standbys.

assists

HER ‘MosT’ HILARIOUS: number. Is:‘maian

as-oné of-her. own’ men, Angelo. Busagas; follows. -’.
her around: “playing ‘a flute. For Jaughs, this is -:
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“Tove: Call’ which .she .sings, ‘during ‘he#: encore:

“And her namie on a:marquee means “good busi-a
: ness inside.
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omin ‘an. act’ ‘by Miss Bailey. --Shé niakes.60 minutes:
Boe up like’ smoke. .“She ‘braids together stories, aoe

everything ‘she or an yone else does in an hour, ‘long:

av.

“She's enjoying. ‘Herself:“onstdge ‘so’
puch her. 7

3 enjoyment Spreads. out’. ‘irrepressibly all over:
_ the. auidlepee: To: realize ‘how. effortless enter=

she keeps. a:running commentary going” on just about”:

a
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7 “Miss Bailey has. the néat trick of:singing a ‘song =
snd. comnyenting on ‘game at. the same. time.” In fact, :
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“tong time: She's: well worth. Seeing, toput ir. mildly. 4 :

AS. tine.English adverts say,book abiead. ”

entertainer. | It's-a‘wise
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Currently(Thru Sept.3rd)SHOREHAM HOTEL, Washington, Dc
‘COAST To COAST CONCERT.TOUR’ SE SER ey one aan Oc RETURN. ENGAGEMENTS
t. a. ‘Ambassad
Kansas City

Sept.’ a

Sept. 8 ‘St. fowis..

‘Sept. 11 Sait Lake City
San Diego .

7 Sept. 34.

ee

b Sept. 15. Manhattan Beach, “Califoo

(Sept. 27 Chica,: Calif.”

or: Hotel, .Cocoanut’
‘Grove

Sept. ‘28. San dose, Calif:
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“Oct. --.6.-« Baltimore .
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+ Oct.” i» “Statler. Hilton’HotelReveityint
“Oct.. 11° Des Moines, lowa.:
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F ‘Weeks:
oe a7: Dee 20 : Flamingo, Ler Negas, Four:
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4963,
7 San,: 24's
to:
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. Octa Santa ‘Barbara; Calif:
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MCA: THE GAY (TV) DIVORCEE
NEW YORK, WEDNESDAY,

Vol, 228 No. 1

Robin Hood Updated

York business in 1962 and 1963.
They are asking whether the large
convention groups, a major element of the entertainment
and
mercantile business, are holding
off their big confabs for the year
of the Fair instead of coming to
New York now.
They claim that the Worcd’s Fair |

publicity staff is doing too good a
job. They have started businessmen and groups of all kinds thinking in terms of 1964 when the

need for this kind of business is

summer
Hotel

40%, the lowest

since
this

before the war.
Some of
business
has
admittedly

been

captured

by new

hotels..

Some idea of the change in the
(Continued on page 44)

Linkletter’s$ 135:Dance
Schools: forKids. Also

Minow: Time Running Out|Monday
Washington, Aug. 28.
Time may be running out
for the broadcasting industry
to impose self-regulation on
commercial time, FCC. chair-

‘pen to you.

Take a good hard look at the
vital statistics for ’62-’63 on MCA’s
| Revue properties for tv (and no
matter how you slice the MCA pie
that’s the money that counts), and
it isn't likely that anyone will have
to shed tears for Lew Wasserman

spective
tenant
he
wants
nothing under the table but
a $1,000-per-room
“contribution” to a certain hospital,
obviously the owner’s favorite
eharity. In this case it meant
a
$5,000
‘donation”
(five

and his gilt-edged

but there was indica-

Tax RalingK0s
CapitalGains On
Pix Salesto TV|

associates.

man
Newton
Minow
has
warned.
Minow said, “The time is
past due ‘to put up or shut
up’ on self-regulation” and
that
regulations
may
be
needed for ‘clear and certain
limits” on commercial
time. He told the National Audience Board Ine. that FCC
might have to adopt a rule
on
commercials
whieh
does
apply to everyone, if broadcasters are unable to achieve
self-regulation.

|

What exactly MCA
has going
for it are 11 hours of tv shows on
the three networks—and, to give
it its full dramatic portent, that’s
more than one half of any network’s weekly prime time (7:30 to
10:30) schedule. Put another way,
it’s one-sixth of all prime time on
the three television networks.
And translated money-wise, at

r

hour -negative cost, that’s enough‘
to pour in excess of $1,400,000 per.
week into the MCA coffers. On |

the

39-week

basis

to which

the

{shows are committed, MCA comes
out in front with some $55,000,000

\ in billings.

Washington, Aug. 28.
The

Internal Revenue.

56 PAGES

Washington, Aug. 28.
Sen. Eugene McCarthy (D-Minn.)

ROSEN

{the prevailing net of $130,000 per-

motels.

ome shudder to think of what.
will happen to existing inns when
York Hilton and the}:
the New
Amercana, latter built by the Loew
Hotel chain, will add 4,500 rooms.|”
to the roster of Gotham

GEORGE

Whatever it was that the Justice
Dept. did to MCA—it should hap-

tion also $2.500 bucks could
swing the cdeal.
Its legality
or
otherwise
is obvious since who could
gainsay sweet charity's sake?

could have been brighter.
occupancy
this summer

has been around

By

A book publisher making
the posh midtown apartment
rounds, looking for new digs,
ran into a new bit of charity
tie-in
promotion.
Being a
rent-controlled
building, .the
landlord blandly told the pro-

rooms),

now.
Had the same energy and
initiative, they claim, been poured
into the current year, business this

29, 1962

$55,000,000 I [Runaway Prod., Stars O’Seas Income
NETWORK SHOWS Target of D.C.Tax Sharpshooters

World's Fair 1964 Diverting Business
From ’62-63, N.Y. Showmen Complain
New York showmen are wondering whether the N. Y. World’s Fair,
slated for 1964, is hurting New

AUGUST

|

Service,

{in a new ruling: which will cost.

of course,

is ‘only ‘the

Jean Kerr'ssMerry

‘| gest week of ‘the season, Hundreds

‘of: would-be --patrons ‘waved .reser“1 -¥ation. ‘slips, many of.which- could

1$13597‘Mary’Loot

_..“Good hard work .and hard. ‘sell-. resold: for: tv. Even ‘earlier ‘motion
Pictures .could: be affected.
-dng: will ‘keep. us -wheré we are, ae to

an amend-

amendment.

If the productions were sold,
McCarthy explained, and the sale
proceeds invested in stocks or securities, his amendment would tax
the investment
income
of U-/S.

Shareholders as “beyond the reasonable needs of the business.”
In the case of films held for the
receipt of rental income, the Senator continued, such income would
be similarly taxed unless it was
plowed back into other productions or used to buy other films.
In the latter event, the corporation
}in question could say its business
was leasing films, McCarthy added.
The amendment uses the same
guidelines on income beyond reasonable needs that are currently

domestic picture ‘and as it applies.
to network programming. By the}
Atlanti¢’ City, Aug. 28:
time MCA. totes up syndication: and |}
foreign. distribution,
there
are |. Dean Martin -and. surprise guest
enough. extra millions to put MCA. Frank. Sinatra, plus ‘Sammy Davis
4 dr: who. flew in. early Saturday|
(Continued: on page 36)
|: morning -(26) ‘for the final. two!
shows, gave. the 500 Club its big-

motion picture. and television. -pro-}
‘| ducers plenty,. has abelished ‘the.
light capital gains. tax privilege on
all tv films: sold. for. Teshowing. on:
Charlotte, N.C: Aug. 28. ° |: tv: The- ruling may: ‘also knoek out”
Art. Linkletter: isn’t one-to “poor |-eapital gains for ‘any motion: pic-}*
Mouth” the. ‘American economy.’ ture made- after. ‘Aug: ‘1, 1948, and:

BuildsLow-Cost Houses

That;

rtin, Sinatra,
DavisGive A.C.
Club 1756 Week

(27) unveiled

{ment he said is aimed at clamping
the tax bill tighter on runaway
film productions.
McCarthy said the tax bill, on
which the Senate began debate
Monday (27), was questionable in
its effect on overseas productions,
so he laid out the provisions of his

used in taxing excessive profits of

domestic industry, McCarthy said.
Sen. Robert S. Kerr (D-Okla)

(Continued

on page

16)

Cleve. Plain Dealer
Attacks N.Y. Critics
ForJaded Pic Reviews

‘not’-be honored. cat the ‘three. ‘final.

A major daily outside New’: York
thas: daunched.
a fierce _attack
‘More ‘than 13,700:‘eustomers. Paid against film. reviewers in
‘the New
$7.50. admission. ‘and ‘$7.50: ‘mini- York: ‘papers, particularly
the -N-Y,
i}mum; or. $5 admission ‘and $5 min-|: Times: No: Names. ‘were dropped,
shows."

“o

he ‘said. here. after: ‘stepping: off. al: :: The ‘capital gains-rate “of 25%. -is |
‘way. below -the:.52%-“corporation |. _ Jean: : Kerr;- 7 whose ‘comedy,
‘plane from: Knoxville.
-Linkletter:said he ‘has. franchised. bite and the 91%. Personal income “Mary, “Mary,” ‘Is. now. .in- its -78th imum. when -Martin played it solo,. “but : the ‘Times’’ Bosley -Crowther
‘| week-on. Br oadway,; earned $13,597 +: to roll ‘up a ‘take estimated at.$175,- clearly was thé
135 dance schools. for. children over tax ‘chew-up: -:
main target of the.
The: lengthy “ruling ‘mm. ‘the latest’ | ilast week. as’ her. 10%.royalty cut 000 to ‘$200. 000. _The club! Seats; Cleveland Plain: Dealer. |
the: United States “and: all of them
. ‘internal revenue ‘weekly. bulletin’: “of ‘the -gross:.on three productions. some- 700. °
:,aré- making money.”
Plain -Deéaler ran an. editorial
“of: the play.-Of that amount, $6,559 |- “Martin. started. Saturday 19), as!
‘(Continued on page: 54) °
“In the past. four montis, he add-.
j quoting: a financial writer on the
represénts: her’ share: of .a°.$65, 594)"
(Continued on page 41).
-ed,..he. has’ opened: two low-cost |.
i”
Times w ho in: turn-was quotisg the
‘| také- ‘registered. by. one ‘of:.two_tour-J-.
7 housing. developments *in. the’ San

‘Times’:.
review
of “Wonderful
“ Diego, Calif., ‘area..“‘They- called it Cockney ‘Busker Group. - ping. ‘eompanies -in’ eight. perform- |:
| World. ‘of Brothers ‘Grimm.” This
| ances at the Opera House, Seattle:.
depressed,” “he: ‘grinned, We've]
review was ‘for the. most part A
Again Arrested, Fined ‘The: Seattle.stand,. which ended
-“-gold..-.150-- houses ©‘as’ fast as. wert,
a
London, -Aug.. 28... “+ last Sunday’ (26); |Was’ -played-by.
‘could. build. them,: and: “we're. start-|:
The. Cleveland
publication’s
.. Chitago, Aug. 28.
ocphe:. “Road. Stars, ‘the. cockney. -the troupe headed. by Julia Meade, |.
ing to. ‘put up 300: more.”Gara
busking act, have ..“again: been. Scott. McKay. and ‘Toni. Helijore. : The: ‘New: ‘World, weekly news- piece; headed: “*Unwonderful. World
- Linkletter today is . a’business:
of Jaded | Reviewers, ” called ‘the.
The other: road: company,” ‘a:bus- Paper.. publighed:.. by. the. Roman
| threatened |‘with. imprisonment for:
man. with: more’ than’a dozen. varied
A.» month _and-truck., operation. Starring Lee CatRolic Archdiocese’ of. Chicago... film. *marvetgusly. colorful” cand
“obstructing | “traffic.”
a ‘interests. —
ago-.this West End, “institution”: “Bowman, ‘grossed’: $33,703. in” its has. rejected an advertisement appealing- to ‘both children and
He came to’ town fora: quarterly |was fined: and. its members threat-: “third.- week: ‘atthe -Opera House, placed: by: the World's. Fair . of | adults.’
‘meeting-.of. : the-‘directors of. the ened: with ‘jail:
} Central City.-Colo. ‘That: gave Mrs. | Music“ &. Sound:-. ‘because Eddie} Plain. ‘Dealer-'then. complained:
Royal: Crown Cola Co. of. ‘Colum: ° The three street perforiers an | Kerr, the wife: of N.Y..Herald’ Trib- Fisher: ‘is.:to- be. one. of its head-. “But. ‘it “was not appealing ‘to a
bus, ’‘Gaz.
| jaded New York. reviewer who, ap--:.
nounced." their ~ -rétirement, - but: une. drama. critie, Walter . F;. Kerr; liners.*
“I'm °-an....optimist,’a - Linkletter couldn't; resist: having’ another. go another $3, 370. The New. .York pro- |’ Objection -to. Fisher is linder-: parently prefers a movie with ‘ac-"
said‘ of the economy.: ey don't: ‘see. ‘and :weré: again. pulled in.. Two: of. duction: iat the Helen Hayes. Theatre
to’ have- been stated”: thus: | tual ‘fertility. rites never before
any . depression. - T don’t. . see any thé: three were .fined: $5. 60° each. ‘took ‘in’ .$36,677: on. -the: frame; of. ‘stood.
that: owing to all the ‘unwholesome. photog raphed’. and ‘secret orgies’
deep - recession. |
The. -Road -Stars®: Say: they’ shave’ which the ‘author's. .cut -was $3,668. : publicity: attending. his .marital.) to ‘The Wonderful World of the
“What: happened -: ‘to ‘the stock |;paid: out around $2,250.-in fines. in| Starring in-the show ‘on. the ‘Main. breakup: with Elizabeth Taylor: and ‘Brothers Grimm’ with its solid enmarket was.a ‘shakeout’. that: was 426 court appearances: since 1935. ‘Stem: are .Barbara. ‘Bel ~ Geddes, - ‘previously with Debbie ‘Reynolds ‘tertainment: valnes for the: whole
necessary.’anes
"| The: act, ‘which: ‘consists. of. Henry Barry.. ‘Nelson.’ and. Edward . Mul-.-1 he “has: become :a’- “morally °‘offen- family, _
“Linkletter: Said’ President’ Ken- Hollis, Albért :Hollis and . Charlie. ‘hare.
: sive’ : personality...
i “The.-eritics.in New York, with
nedy’s: “whole attitude” about the. Hilleard, . ‘dates ..back~to ‘the’.days}. ‘Roger L.. Stevens’ is producer’ ‘of ‘ The ‘publication ‘frequently asks their supér-sophisticated sneering
,_ Meed. for foreign: trade is: “one. of. -of the: ‘Hollis’ - grandfather,
Vall three: productions: of the com-. fore’an extensive. personal. history approach to:almost ever ything that.
.-. the féw: ‘things on which we. agree.
Will * ‘they --Tisk - arrest. ‘again? ‘edy, .which. ‘was .sold. to’ Warner. of star performers before accept-. Is’ normal and imperverted, ‘haye_
*-J'm what’. you.” might call:-a cons “what else: ‘can: we: do? they .ask. ‘Bros, ona staggered payment deal | ing. advertising. -copy. from produc|i 4‘Tot. to answer for in encouraging
* nervative “Republican,” ~
Meth ‘Amournfully.
os
m4
(Continued on: page: 50):
ers, of plays‘or. promoters ‘Ofshows.
Ts
(Continued |on page 53) .
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Helly wood,“aug: 28. +

dual occasion

of Kis 80th birthday

.

‘Venice; Aug: 98:

ae
7

Former Vice-President Richard |
Fel
e.
-M. Nixon, one of many world DublinTheatre
renowned Government, entertain-|.
ment and civic figures.on hand to}
applaud Samuel Goldwyn on the}

After. the ‘kleig-lit gala’ opening

§=6pictures

‘Saturday: (25), the Venice. Film.
;SnaeSex%,Tackie’ , onFestival.
is settling down to.a busier.

+.
Seeks Circus Exhibit
Dublin, Aug, 28.-.'| |
.

11°

Be

summ

e

fam

hi- . Ae

sal Th

-daily. routine: This‘meang
Or‘See Jackie’.Film than-everfilms in thé morning’ (“retrospece

Washington, Aug. 28°
‘tive series” dedicated: to early’ US
ay. “By ‘unanimous. vote, the ‘Senate. -talkies), “films: in “the :afternooy:
-adopted
-_pressing ‘the
the Gore.
resolution.
ex-.
(“information section’. devoted” i
‘‘sense of .Congress
’’ ‘| pix -.of interest: running’. out
|

A circus exhibit: Will be. among ai

and his golden. anniv ersary an ‘the|the features of the Sept. 24-Oct. 7}

“Vien

Wednesday, August 29,'1962

attitude of the. filmmaker” s. friends -‘Dublin Theatre. F stiva

bition, which: will.be callede ex
“The

[that :U. S,-‘Information Agency: competition), films in’ ‘the. evenin
: | ‘should. distribute .._through. -U..S: | (one per soiree, all-in’ competitioi
|-educational and ‘commercial :chan- -or 75 features, roughly ‘estimated,

whén he repeated the now famous |"Clown,2 Will ‘include, posters, pro-.
DeGaulle '‘quotation from Socrates grams “and other: material.dealing

and paralleled it with -Goldwyn:
who. is “now in the evening of a) With the. circus.

{nels the USIA film of First Lady. in‘a-period of two weeks time, -- .

Iteins’ ‘from: the U.Si: ‘are being, :

Jacqiieline Kerinedy’s trip to- In-+ = First night. -affair; which ree:
life which he can. look back ta! Sought on. a loan basis, tobe ‘re-|
- Se mo dia. and Pakistan..
great achievement- that will ‘also |
-Geived:: -live: television ‘and: ‘Fadio:.
turned. ‘at sonelasion® of. the: fes-/ |
‘Since: political: ‘objections -‘from |Scoverage all. over Italy (via: Rai<
bring ‘him ‘a tomorrow just asi
os
j val
never
materialized,
“Republicans
:
splendid.
| GEORGE A. HAMID, JR: the. Hoiise is. also.‘expected toPass: TV), “saw: a. largerx- than’. veual”.
“gathering. ‘of.. Stars: and: showbiz Nixon Voiced in ‘seriotis- terms |
- Managing Director otthe’ Atlantic }the resolution. soon.
the general tributes paid
to NBC- 7y
Di
cher
VIPs asseinbling, together with: the
| City ‘Stee: ‘Pier, 5SAS:
Goldwyn Sunday night '26!: at’ theIC ers
| usual ‘strata’ of: society people. and.
“Naturally: we. re:~“bouked. ‘PAUL!
-.| other: festival harigers-on: --Among
Beverly Hilton Hotel dinner, ‘an|
after’ ‘his ° tecord ‘breaking |
hANKA

affair that easily surpassed: other.|

film industry
“years.

‘Sinatra Contract
" a date

Jast year.:

7 “a pain
the . ‘exciting . talent: ot:
i"PAUL ANKA reached peak: business.
fat
the. . Bteel ©Pier, the’ “week: ‘of
started. Aug. B., 7S

highlights" of recent |

Goldwyn - himself had consider= | NB
BC-TV has™ réportedly.
Iess comment to make than! -négotiations. with Frank Sinatra | ———
=. contract “for- the 63-64 |
srient
|
execuand
did the 28 performers.
ably

lives ‘who

were ‘seated. on

the |season. with the talking :price in
impressive dais.. He was obviously|‘six ‘figures. Whether the talks iné:

Burns&Chaining

names in early this year are Gina‘-

| Lollobrigida, - Maximilian Schell,
-| Stanley. Baker, ; ‘director ‘ : Franco

Price Tag

(Rossi ‘and stars ‘Renato’ 'Salvator!.
‘and.-Annie. Girardot ‘of the opening::
night: pic’ iwhich was. entirely. shot

Angeles..area),- Joseph.”
| George Burns: ‘and: Carol: “Chan. |i" the.-Los:
‘Don. Murray, a Russian <

Ont-ofCompetish|

ning, ‘eft agentless. by.the MCA-|

ue

‘delegation . headed’ by ©G..-Balotova, ..
dissolution; have ’ ‘inked with; Wil-(Continued ’on.Page: nD
| Ham Moiris, which'll represent ‘the
‘combo. in ‘all fields. The: ‘pair, work-"| ’
ing as a. team since last April; are|
ganizations and the many charita- other networks, his niost - recent:
after’a. tv-ore-shot and their agents
ble groups which Ps has supported. appearance being .a guest ‘shot.-on cs
Ve nize, Aug: 28. “|report, the asking: price for: the, ty
throughout his pr ofessional: life. the .CBS- TV. Judy: Garland: “special
Two. pix; ‘not ‘eritered- in main [SPE package - is $400.000.
Lee. Rich,: Benton: & . Bowles. a
Last. minute
accolade. ‘to. join . of :last. season..
‘competition, have proved to be. the
“audience, “hits” at
the boss, ‘has reportedly flown to. Vegas |
those of Pres. Jchn F. Kennedy, 1 “In “57-58, ‘Sinatra had a “half ‘first
Britain’s Field Marshal’ “Montgom-} hour ‘variety show: on: ABC-TV and: current Venice. fast, w hich. kicked ‘to see’ the pair’s act,. and. two .web |.
;
Atlantic City; Atig: 28. .
Hoover _and other, four: hour? specials. . The -next sea-: off Satur day might: (25). The: two execs were._gkedded:. ‘to. pick .up
ery, Herbert
significant. personages “was from'son, ; he did: six shows: ‘on..the ‘same| pie were. the: «Italo. “Gommare.. their’ routine at the. ‘Tilinois State | ~Rudy: Vallee, who as: the. eroons.
‘CAmong, others;- ing. ‘maestro’ of: the’ -“ConnecticutGoldwyn’s good friénd Dwight. Dd.ie. for. Timex.
“4Secea,” ‘directed. by .-2t-year-old: Fair “this week:
B&B handles .a-iarge| part. of.the Yankees”.
played: “ ‘Steel . - Pier’s
Eisenhower, who cab!cd.’ his. co
-|Bernar do Bertilucéi;-a prizewinning.
Marine: ballroom for. 10: _eonsecu- © | Procter & Gamble account. )gratulations from Scotland, calling!
| poét,.and..the’ American -*Lisa- ane |
tive: years .in. the 30s, came“ back
dhe fitmmraker ‘a truly fine repre‘AGYA,Legal Angles Bar’ David;me ‘directed’. by “Frank. Perry, |:
j last week. The star. of Broadway’ 8
Ew hose previous: experience has. been
. | “How to. Succeed: in: Business ‘With-.
Pas as producer. with :‘the’ Theatre
In the preferred - first spot
| out: Trying” returned: ‘for: a: week:
Guild: Both ‘pix were entered :in
-|in -one of thé .‘country’s. few Te-.
the: category’ for “fi
first “works” - by: |
‘maining
| vaudeville -houses, © ‘the
’
|
name fell first in the. alphabetical |. The: “nearest, 80 far: that the.’ a director.
pleased. and moved by: the tributes 'volye one or.a group’ of: shows “has:
paid him ‘by the | Andustry’s, “top. , not been. determined. °
stars, as well as‘hv representatives | ‘Singer-actor’s. web deals in the |.
‘of National. Government, Civie¢ or-: ‘recent. past. have been with thél..

Duo’sVenice Clix

RudyValleeCallsToday’$
“Pop Disks “Frightening’;.

~ “KidsAre Stuck With: Em

so Moscow Circus’ U.S, Tour,

Ta the. preferre

Soe tanec

MexicoCityNightclub
“Turn ‘Day’Club toFoil

ue} But Hurok’s StillHopeful

pier’s -big: Music

listing. It was typical of the ‘man-°
+Moscow Circus

Hall. And ‘this:

¢with Popov. the} The: Sov iet: enity, “Nan: and | _
Govt’s
Ss
‘One.A:
M.Curfew!| time he .was: a single, without the.”
clown, et’al.): will. ‘get to. the. U.S: Beast. "feature. attraction- "Sunday |.
o Mexico City, ‘Aug.: 28..: _.| famed: “Yankeés.”’
.
.
‘is. Toronto, where ‘it, will: open: a-| night: {26),--was a™ ‘disappointment.
“After - ‘secondary cfightelubs --were |.
12-day ‘run at’ the Maple. Leaf to both the: critics-‘arid the audi- |barred. by authorities from remain:|° ‘Commenting: on’:sthe musie. Of to
‘ence, being overshadowed .’by--the.| ing’ open after one: a.m., one enter-. day; Vallee said:
- “Most records ha ear are.
a
really.
‘Laeclaim ‘to the works by: ‘the: anew |prising -‘operator’ has” arrived. ata
frightening: I ‘don’t: understand. :*
known to: tmillions-. of US: Italo. and: Ameri¢am .directors. 7 “|‘solution—a’ “day” “club.
a
Bothersome Chi Decision _lwell
“he: what ‘they accomplish or why. they
television fans via. the Ed Sullivan
Last * minute. withdrawal of the
Called ‘the: La -Cancion ~
‘were. written: F can’t: enjoy. them,
-eXppsure.. But Sel Hurok, who Italo- French _copr ‘oduction, - “Eva,” I:
‘Song). -Club, -and © ‘located ‘-in. ‘the’
they ‘have’ an artificial -‘popularity.
Oo! iginally wanted to bring it. to the
ee
by Joseph. ‘Losey;. proved. a I:
Santa‘ - Maria: ja’ Redonda’ ‘district’ I think: the. kids: are ‘stuck with .a
St} tes, said he was stymied ‘by the ‘major
‘disappointment . to. fest! whieh’ teems. with low: ‘grade clubs.
The United. States Court of Ap-:
bad: ‘thing. They feel -‘they must’...
peals. in .Chicago last -Thirsday ~: American Guild of. Variety’ Artists | guests: .Pi¢ had-to be pulled when. | and cabarets, .it: opens for business |
uphold ©“what - thelr’Parents: “eriti-'(23). reversed itself in a preceden= , and. on other:legal. and union, it was learned a: print could not ‘be. after’ 6. a:m:-‘Club: AS- open all day: cize.”
tial magazine invasion of .privacy:.tin” S. | Hur k- h
a: ready in time.: “Jeanne Moreau. and |“and. closes‘ at the.legal” i. ams 4 Valice,. whose: ‘act: ran: ‘28. nine.
suit that’.has ‘had. mag’-anid- biopic. he n iParis, Huro i as expressed Stanley. - Baker’ Star. in’ ‘the film; _ curfew..
utes, went .on four times daily. He.
‘Jegalites
looking ‘fearfully. over. L imself
as: ““suspee ne
a
1€ which :: would have” “been” an Italo . on ‘Apparently management ‘is
‘ said -.he | -found.- that: the’ “younger :
their shoulders since June of this: Ringines weren't. wild” about the: entry, °
| within law for the: Federal District: people; those’ who -never danced
year. The decision cancels an earl-, idea of a. foreign. . circus,
ussian-.
-Government,. while. issuing a. Tul to his music, coniprised. ‘most of his.
or otherwise. “invading” the US. |
jer opinion whieh. awarded $150,000|
[ing-?that- ‘secondary clubs. ‘must. audience, He sang a few of the old
Showman
abroad, -knowing the
to a suburban Chi housewife. ‘for;
| close ‘at- I -a.m.,”. did. not: ‘Specify: faves, but mostly told’ stories and.
stories in True Detective and Star‘- |Ringlings’ impact Awith its- gargan-|
-t any -restriction’ on opening ° hours, {reminisced of.:.the _ days, -when:
ling
Detective:.. concerning- the; tuan_ three-ring: spectacle couldn't|
Suecess of the La Cancion is: self- |-he played: the pier...
¥:
rape-murder of |‘her daughter.
accept that.-because the: Moscow:
| evident. for. scores .of. nightclub | ‘Vallee.said he. will. coiitinue on. ...
Circus, _despité- the “rave” TeacThe reversal ‘is interpreted. by;tions. in’ London.-and ‘on: the. ‘Con f ‘Seven’ ‘Arts “Productions has. -habitueés wind. up, their ‘carousing ‘Broadway. another year and is mul-.
Jawyers as. giving wide latitude: to. tinent,. is. still a one-ring affair.)- bought. the.-screen ‘rights to. Rich- with an. ‘aléoholiec. breakfast. ling: a. ‘Victor’ Borge ‘typé of pro- .
publications, and. film and tv’ pro- |. . Hurok, who: has ‘been: the: spark: ‘ard: Rodgers’: current ‘Broadway
:No entertaifiment offered: in ‘the. gram, :with less .-music, when. his:-durers
in their’ handling ‘of crime in considerable ‘Russo .:American music¢al, ‘No Strings:** Exact’ ‘terms - dawn hours: but. -customers don’t. show closes. He termed_ his. stint
'
s ories. The ‘decision. appears ‘te ‘cultural exchange,. still -yens. to. of: the -deal. were being™: “withheld, -mind: ‘Trade’ is brisk’. ‘throughout here a. “vacation - with .pay,” and:
‘Continued -cn page 16)
ee

Legal Reversal of That [the Moscow Citeus, of cout:
Anent Privacy Invasion

7 Aris:NoStrings?Film
Rights May-Hit $2,000,000

ey"|

have avoided -an-- 4ssue -that :many | Sponsor ‘1
‘the Moscow. ‘Circus’‘in:‘the |but: it. was said-the’ eventual’ pur- |the day,“and: after dark the. aay" ‘proved. it. by ‘taking’-in various
~’-chaSe..prive, set “by variety of fac- club,” becomes” aa night. spot.
i Continued ¢6n- page 55)
‘US.
nlghtelubs ‘with his.
Wife; Eleonor.

|ters,. woul exceed -$2,000,000.

Rodgers; who. is- currently ‘at
y*:
“work on a few show with Alan. Jay. ||| :
Lerner, isiexpected to work on the ||."
‘|film: Version‘. on: .the ‘completion. of th.
his . Lerner: collaboration. - ~ “No. {I

: Strings”. was: the. first: -musical on
‘rade 1
Mark Registered
‘| which. . Rodgers. -has.. -done..: the HE
“ROUNDED 195by SIME: SILVERMAN; Published Weekly |by.VARIETY,-“we. = 7
lyrics--as ‘well. as. thescore.” Sam.

Subscription arter v
erm

as
‘Taylor. did ‘the. book.
. “Strings”. will be filmed. in|
Wt]. Paris ‘where it is. located. Pic: can- {mot be released: prior.” to: '1964: [|]:
7 | Miscegenation theme: plot.will not. | ee
pe ‘changed.
.
ore BI
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:.i: Chatter.
se ecaceegese:
“ye “Pictures”
A Justice. spokesman, “talk
_ ing -officially for the ‘Depatt-: {ft Film Retiens 7
‘6-1 |-Radio:.
ve
1° ment, - said: ’ there “are no in- |}. House.Reviews *ace eceses 45 :} ‘Record Reviews |
“Inside Music: ;wb aeee gees
He - stated. -Jus-.
; dictinents.”’
” Television :x
i Inside: Radio- TV:
_. tices: ‘erimé.‘ and’ tax. ‘units
TV" ‘Film,*
oreo
‘| oiave: “made checks
at Las .. : International.
oe eeeege: eves
Television: ‘Reviews.

Vegas .“as they « have: many: a
js._. other ‘places:” -But no. action’
. \Has. béen ‘taken :on ‘Las. Vegas. :
{| operations. and: operators, hes
., ‘emphasized:.
aan
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eee
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o_AEISMIGHIOES |[ZanuckWildsBroomat2h; Names
Global Sales Chief; Silverstone,
oe Globa
MOUSTACHE,Poe
‘Moskowitz Out;Levathes Back toTV

“The following igthe text ofa statement isstied by D0tKFox p
prexy, :
“Darryl F.‘Zanuck. to theemployees: atthe company’s ‘Beverly. Hills a
studio:
7
“T: am ‘now: ‘éagaged ‘in:‘making a:‘tudy ot all‘scenarios ‘and sim

|

‘projects. on the current: production sehedule.: Some projects’ out. of..
“necessity ‘will -be* poStpofied ‘and: this: also applies ‘to. certain .in- ~
> By: GENE: ARNEEL
“AP
dividual. commitments affecting’ studio persot nel, I.am not:-a hatchet. - A highly ‘regarded : newcomer to].
.. Man either by instirict- or. nature.. My -desire in the:Jong:trun: is to _
x ‘the ‘uppér-echelon scheme-of. things
|°

A: new broom:is at work at 20thFox.’
On the éve ‘of his departure ta-.
| day (Wed.) for: Paris, prexy: ‘Darryl |
F. Zanuck initiated a series of'
sweeping: executive changes, the
i
Hollywood, Aug. 28.
most. important. being the appoint‘adap able. to the “current-needs of’ our’. ever-changing. industry.: “land -controlling- stockholder of. Cin-1:
With: “The Diners’ Club” wind:|ment—confirmed yesterday (Tues.)
*" “While. we: have. many assets, :we ‘are ‘basically “manufacturers: of. | érama,. declared ‘that the bosses of
ing-a 30-day shooting sked at Coi “motion ‘picture. and television :
‘films.and:this ‘is our ‘primary: ‘Burs
the -film. colony; ‘enjoying the’ lush. lumbia: ‘tomorrow, -producer Wil-. —of Seymour Poe as veep in charge
of. world distribution.
; pose for: existence.
: prosperity: that.-was-. ‘concommitant,
liam Bloom. is: negotiating. a new |.
This. move. followed by. one day.
“Ag 1! see’ “it, my. responsibility fs.‘not’ only:to. the stockholders. . | with * the:- ‘public's -acceptance of. ‘three-pix pact. First under the new’.
}nearly -every picture turned out, deal. probably” ‘will: be “The Baby. the: announcements of the retire‘and- employees of Twentieth. Century-Fox: ‘but; to the’ entire:.film
+2: industry, With. your. indulgence’ rT‘realistleally: ledicate. myself to ‘ | failed.-to gear for the rainy Ways ‘Sitter’: from: an. original. script by: ment: of Murray Silverstone as.
prexy . of: 20th-Fox International’,
‘2. fhe task: that.lies ahead,”Mee
a eS ee
DD
.
Pale : |
the: future’ might bring...
“| Arhe Sultan and- Marvin. Worth. .
named :-“not”. “Diners”: is- being © ‘brought in aand the resignations of Joseph H.
“Financier: ‘Reisini
| ‘names ‘but clearly was referring: to: for'..$1,200,000: -on :time;- ‘starring. “Moskowitz, veep and eastern. studio
{the leaders of the. not-so-long-ago Danny: .Kaye, ‘Cara ©‘Williams: and head; Peter G. Levathes, exec v. Pp.
‘in-charge of production; -and C.
~ |film. trade past.: Exhibitors also: ‘got . Martha Hyer. “Bloom:* noting. that the : Diners’ Glenn Norris, general sales’ man| the back: of: the hand .from ‘Reisini
who- accused - ‘them. of introducing -Club: -has’a .world membership ‘of. lager. During the period of renofhing new except airconditioning | 1,500,000 stated . tieups with the 1 organization, Stan Hough, who ‘has
and. Popcorn -An a Period: of 50 organization -will’ keep the ‘title been acting ‘as production manager
before.each member for.at least a. at. the studio,. will serve as the
[ years.
“Columbia. is.in process. of ‘makings
year: .Bloom's. ‘company.is Amper- {!prexy’s personal ' rep there. |
» The. exec: who: ::expressed - his
tts” product, available: to: the: RKO}
‘sand:
Co.,: producing. together: with. |
At the sa
time Zanuck anar ‘views: to VaRIETY at. his’ Park -AveGeneral-Zenith . pay: television “SYSDena. Prods., Kaye’s° company.
7 nounced. .the ~“postponement—but
—*
dnue
office,
is
much
the
philosopher}
*:
tem.in Hartford,.Conn., ‘in a move}’ .
—_
:
| not cancellation” —of three pic|but:‘this doesn’t “obscure his, busi-}. <

-_ -provide. more-jobs ‘on a. permanent: basis, °

cs

in

aa “.|-in- the. American film industry this
-€Meanwhile during this period. of reorganization. ¥ seek your sym- _ ‘week . Tet .go with a .surprisingly
aa “pathetic understanding and patience so: that eventually our. Studio. . | severe: blast at Hollywood's: allezed | -:
‘will. emerge once: again second to none. -In' planning a long. range . -] ineptness :in. keeping up. with: the].
-policy: I :am: thinking’ .of. ‘a permanent and “modern: organization.~ times. Nicolas’: Reisini, -president] 1 -:

:BloomWindsKayePic,
Dickers 3-Film Deal

‘olumbiaMovestoSupplyProduct -

TalHartford Toll-TV asGovt.Probes|

DorisVidor:Acquires: oS
‘open .to..the. interpretation that: the|--Kanins’ “Royal:Flesh’:|hess:
film ‘companies :are~ fearful of Det‘‘

-{tures which had been set to start’

acumen ‘this: acquisition. of | Ki
C’rama control ‘was an. outstanding Wal
‘Hollywood, Aug. 28..
en
Doris’. Vidor: -has.:.bought ~ an | pic ‘biz modern--era coup)...

_.-ypartment--of “Justicé ‘Teprisals :una less they ‘do business. with: all cus-.
.tomers;-and not-just theatreowners.
Until now ‘only Paramount, “Warners ‘and Buena. Vista: have been
licensing’: their- “pictures*: . to” ‘the
home. toll ‘setup -in. Hartford. All

na

i
P
,Legit

- original’ sereenplay:““Royal. Flesh” | “He says -he-is “amazed that. Hol- T

-by :Fay and Michael -‘Kanin>as her ‘lywood:. feels and: ‘talks. ‘about its}.
-first’™: ‘indie -production for... ‘the: -OWN :«death, for- in my: opinion. not}
‘
Mirisch’ Bros. ‘fot.United ‘Artists re-. only is. this-not.an ‘approach ‘to.an} =.
end,. but it is ‘hardly a beginning.‘ E
: lease.

| produetion. this. fall: “Promise at
Dawn,” “starring Ingrid Bergman
| and :Richard .Beymer, “Take Her,

She's: Mine” (James Stewart), and |

“Ulysses,” with Peter Sellers. The’
_[latter is a project initiated by the
‘| late Jerry Wald.
: Silverstone, whose active duty
others” ‘have“remained, -aloof: :
. * Writers aré now: working :‘on;de-. ‘am: not, dmpressed: by financial: failemployment contract was up ‘this
-velopitig. the. original .into . screen-. ues -. of ..certain.:. . people: ‘in. Holly- |
_, Ie. was: made ‘cléar “last: week that, lay.
because, ii my opinion, they: |" Promotion. this Week of global. coming December, thus immediate“the --D. of:. 3. was taking an in- PBAY sch Bros. “pieantime,. ‘have.wood
‘are
just:
accidents of work: What is: sales vicepresident Leonard. Light-|ly goes on ‘to. an’ advisory status .ag
terest: spe
specifically:
undertaking.
to |.
. terest.
the leg alistic.
grounds,
| eam és‘Romain. Candle”
more importatit is not. to. have. any. “Stone. to niche of Exec’ v.p. .sug- spelled out’ by: the contract. Leva-"
thes, while losing. his exec. veep
or lack--of same, for ‘a. distributor Sidney Sheldon with. ‘View toward’ ‘concentrated thinking, any goal be- “gests. the.tempo. of|diversification ‘Stripes, is: remaining as prexy .of
hind the .activities which are: ‘still

seasc
next. Season.
for,next”
itfor.
“to deny its: wares’ to..an’ enterprise ‘Producing. it
‘guck. as -home.: toll. while’ -at. the |.

oF

“game - time: Selling: ‘to theatrical M IE
exhibitors.

-

|
amp ie
aims ’ NewCh
A
n
:
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27 Col. seemingly’ “is taking. no}: |
- Chances: and: other of. the holdouts

‘expectedly Will follow. suit...

iAtRC MusicHall
~ $1,886,427in 10

_ |Interestingly .all. companies’ have.

*.peén. making. their films: ‘available

to: ‘the.-Paramount-owned °Interna= |
_ tional: ‘Teléemeter home toll-.in ;the

* Etobicoke,

‘Toronto, long-running ;

Payves. experiment:

ee

at. Embassy. Pictures is gathering:

20th-Fox’. Television, which post he
‘| going ‘on .in Hollywood. -Technique characteristic : - ‘Joe . E.
Levine.
‘without: ‘philosophy. behind: it is an “momentum. From. his new’ perch, ‘held. prior to. his- election to the.
empty. thing;- and. is’ bound to fail: Lightstone’ is- expected to function administration ‘of the parent com“Strangely ‘enough the ‘Seeds :-of | ‘in a more wide-ranging. capacity. as | pany last ‘year.. His. “employment.
danger ‘were “implanted --in -Holly- ‘No. .2. ‘man. (as: “he’s been:. ‘right. contract’ runs* until 1966. Norris
is” “expected ‘to remain in a post
-wood’s life. well before- the advent along) in the organization. :: “
‘with the sales. department.
|
-| of ‘television: They were. implanted
.The. higher. rating for the: exec
“The Silverstone and Norris res9:| whilé ‘Hollywood. was livitig in. opus “means he will be. correspondingly
lence, everyone was. making tre-{| less: active in. sales, though. by ‘no + ignations- pave the. way’ for Poe
as new. global sales head. ‘to remendous:money and the: public ‘was: ‘means. aloof. front “it.
' ‘Embassy, ‘in’
organize and ‘Streamline ‘the 20th.
buying :everything. or practically
“fact,. is ‘ereating. .a new post. of Sales..organization

everything” which. Hollywood . Was: domestic: sales’ manager. ‘and -.has
"Indications - tliat”: “Phat “Touch | producing.”
:been auditioning prospective talent
|.of Mink” would. rewrite:-a: ‘numiber |‘. Reisini. stated: the. - datiger- “was; for. the-job. It presumably. has the
‘| of -Radio™ City Musical: Hall, -N-Y.; that “the -eaptains..of the industry’ ‘man. picked. by now. (understood
records.is how:a fait accompli. “Most ‘(though .TI never like the word: in- ‘to be a prominent’ distribution vet)

4.

as .he sees’ fit.

The former

producer’s

-on Zanuck’s

“The

rep,

wlio

was functioning in that capacity

Longest Day”

the. time of his appointment, is
Unauthorized’ThionRay’| notably, the Universal comedy with. dustry, so ‘rather the eaptains. ‘of|.ahd ‘should “break the’ announce- rat-expected.
to initiate: a number of
(Continued
on page 10}. °
the.
cinematographic
art).
were
not
-|
Doris.
Day’
and
Cary.
Grant
igs
the:
ment
any.
‘pour:
"
Production
At Runaway:
new money champ at. the. flagship, ‘thinking about tomorrow. ‘being ‘sé
The: ‘indie previously. created a
a-10-week gross. of. '$1,886,- -busy :maxing .money.” He: charged | foreign .sales. berth: for- Maury
DLC.Counterblast1 “with
‘Earns
427, or about $313,000 ahead of: the. that.’ ‘Holiywood for:‘50: years. ne-| Marcus,:, ‘who's been. getting. the Levy-Gardner-Laven
Par
Washington; “Aug. 28..
‘glected development. ‘in ‘opties,. Ain- “homeoffice orientation the past few|.
“Rep. ‘John ‘Dent: (D. “Pa.).has. old’ mark héld by. “Fanny” (WB) for. ‘stead “used the same cameras, -‘the weeks.
‘Open End’ UA Deal
cand: will: base. in
ne
blasted ;as’ “absurd? ‘a. _ pamphlet’ >
put out. -by :three: ‘Hollywood. local }

cunions ‘implying: U.S. :metion.. pic-'|.

nine stanzas.
:
~Phis:: ‘accomplishment -seemed, same -‘téchniques,.:the same. ‘lenses, following:
‘and while millions of dollars-were |.
foregone. several weeks. before. the

his : visitation.

(wit

;

Goes Slowly Indeed

“Mink”? ‘moreover,
finale: ‘last. Wed.
‘U's spent freely. for.-sometimes ‘unfin-|:
--ture - producers . are. conspiring,”to. ‘entry,
‘passed(22),
- “the
Hollywood. Aug. 28.
ished pictures, ‘nobody: ‘wanted’ to domestic ‘counterpart will
2 have VD. 1; ” Unique in: today’s industry oper5.
>
{abroad.
filins.make..
spend
a:
little
monev
forthe.
re.
Stripes
immediately,
however...
_
‘Fariny”’ total ‘on. the. first day: of -seatch of the cinematographic tech- -Lightstone joined Embassy -early ation: “where “deals have taken the.
The shéet-called “Awake Ameti- | its.
ninth. frame; -at which point. it.
‘place of: film. making” is the ar-ea’. was” signed. -by.-John: Reimer, |- 1s
“|last year after long tenure as-chief ; rangement. ‘between Levy-Gardnernique.” °°...=
: business ‘rep. of:Local: 80,. Motion . ‘also exeeeded the:Frees ok
' film. ‘buyer for Manhattan’ s Rugott | Laven and. United Artists.:Trio of
“Secornd-Class Citizens.
Picture... Studio: | Grip “(IATSE); “Greatest Show on Earth’’ (also 11 | ‘‘Techniciatis have. been .. second: “Theatres...
filmakers have had what they term
‘Herbert: Aller, “business - rep’ of Jo- .Weeks) .and’ “The: Great™ ‘Caiuso,” “class citizens: similarly: as were the
“Besides the. wheeling: ‘and: deal- -an. “open end” deal. with the’ dis_-¢al--659, -“International” ‘Photogra- 10° weeks, ~ |.
‘writers... ““Do- you “remember,” _asks ing on film’ coproduttions: here-and | tribution. company
under —which
‘ phers (IATSE); “and. AT. Denni- | Family _ pivalry- angie~ ‘is that ‘Reisint; '“how. .lightly the writers’ ae
(Continued: on age: 16)"
they. have done only oné film for
-.gon,. business.rep: of: Local ’.728,-|° “Mink” hit the .$1,000:000 mark: in ‘Were. treated in.‘the days.of. Holly-|
“| UA in the past three years. because
“Motion: Picture: Studio: Electricians. 3446) days, _bettering. - f‘Operation: wood moguls and: the reign of: stars.
| of their own: “extremely sensitive ’
.AIATS
Petticoat’s”’ ‘pace’ ‘which. :-accom- The writers were there to write a/
-demands”.in the choice of a story.
Dent said ihe.booklet’‘called’ pro-. -plishéd the: trick. in’ 3712 days, .and.|: story” around .the stars and‘ for’ the}
The team of Jules Levy, Arthur
diicers. monopolists- ironically Wille. during. the: ‘bonanza: Christmas, holi-- Stars: ‘Now everybody ..is-nly way|
Gardner and Arnold Laven, who
“ing.:to. give their monopoly: to for- day.: (1959) period,’ ‘at. that:
for: a. ood. ‘story and the: anly. -way
Washington, Aug. 28. .| currently’ have’ “Geronimo”. in re-telgners. -He added ‘that: it~-called |: Additionally, “Mink’ , was-.the. to get a.good'star,-or:a good direcMCA. Ine.: has. raised its holdings: lease, -have been asked for more
for government.action against: this | first -film to top- the’ $200; 000 gross: { tor. isto get: ‘him: a: good ‘story. ”
_.. and. advoéated boy. cott’ of,foreign: -on each. of :four successive. weeks| . The time of the.importance of. the of . ‘Decca. Records: ‘stock to 1,268,- -action films -by UA in future. They|
‘through -acquisition of 13,500: have hired two readers. to ‘scour
“produced” films. ‘at..the Hall,-thus setting: a. new technicians. hadéto: come. The.cap- 415
fnore shares following: the June 181 ‘material and. at, the. moment, are.
“>. The unions are” not- mémbers- if. four-week. record of $824, 907.
| tains -of Hollywoodian industry will
deadline for. Decea stockholders. to considering. purchase of a book.
the. Hollywood: Filmy Council, Dént+/.
understand” ‘and ‘realize’. that.:‘no
swap: their holdings for. MCA cer- ‘Such a situation, they point: out,
‘story, no- star, 116:director can. “work
tifieates.. This was: revealed in the. often loses-“properties. for them,
ald ‘Pennsylvania: protectionist BURTUS BISHOP. RET IRES
| and: progress. ' without” having: at: latest ‘summary... -of * security : tran-: however. In -the course of their
“who |‘has |.
waxed hard:-and heavy|.
|their. disposal . technical .. . Weapons sactions:: published: by.. the Securi- “thorough - research on story ap‘against - Tunaway.- production: -and |":
with: which they: would like to. ex-. ties. & “Exchange Commission.
It peal, cast possibilities, breakdown.
-- lowered tariffs in: general. said. he]
‘press. themselves. on’ the: sereen, covers: the: period. July: At:to: Aug. ‘of budget .costs' and other angi¥es
_-Burtus.
Bishop.
Jr:
‘lon
gtimefa|
os refused “to. “become unduly. ‘conStrange
|.
isirt
it.
that’-these
are
| . we have lost: a:great many proper‘wiliar ‘figure’ ‘in: the Metro -sales
10:=
”. “- Cerned”: over the.publication. .° =
scheme of: thin
1
{simple “things: . ‘and ‘yet: somebody
‘The:“SEC document -does riot | ties,” Levy said, He asserts: that
0.2) He: added that participating: un- j
gs,
retired
from
the
yas
-to.
fight
to.
pufthem.
definitely
offen the fact. ‘that vehicles were
Aon’ officials. and: responsible studio company. ‘the: past week.: He joined. in. the :heads. Of. the. chiefs of .the specify the. ‘exact .:“date: ‘in July
when. .MCA:. obtained the ‘extra. snatched out: from: under: them has
“- executives. - are°“doing: -‘something. ‘the company .36 -years. ‘ago as Salés-. industry. mo
proved beneficial, noting “most
about it (eunaivays) together.””.
-.. .man in Charlotte-and. went. up: ‘the |. “Reisini. épined that. the same. ‘ex-: shares, . ‘Neither -‘does it say from . major studios have a fortune tied
‘whom ‘thes: were’ obtained.
_.- Dent ‘said:-he was. “dismayed” at ladder to. assistant -general | sales |:
hibs who. did. nothing. new-but make.
The- report, in addition, aateties up in stories they ¢an_never. turn
othe ©“pamphlet..and. immediately: ‘manager; which --post. lie's: now. re-- ‘with: the-popcorn -and: aircondition-.
linquishing.. He. has been a district
up - with ‘stock: ‘swapping by” two. into pictures.” Trio all agree more
“fired: off telegrams -to- the: head -if ‘manager
‘in:‘Kansas. City: and a divi-. ing ‘over: the ‘past 50‘-years are: cry- directors. -of:‘Decca prior to “the. and better ‘films. could be made if
all. Hollywood. film |unions’. and sion-matiager
in Chicago: —~ :
.| ing over: the fact ‘that: the. public. June” 18: deadline. This: data: had every angle were examined .before
‘spokesmen for producers, :- _
= Bishop just. wants ‘a” change: “of. -doesn’t. want. to’: visit’ their - “old: -been - ‘dropped out of: an. “earlier money:: was: spent. In this way. imait
In-his* wire to. George Flaherty, “pace. He. wants’ to shift :to. Florida, | fashioned. palaces:”. Their theatres.
| mediate ‘competition would not ‘up
‘SEC. ‘report. through ‘error.:
oeprexy. -of: American Federation ‘of.
.givé his: cabin cruiser a. ‘workout, varen‘t: attractive .anvmore.. “Why, - . Ahead of the. deadline, Albert: A ‘the price of books not yet printed-

MCA ACQUIRES 13,500
MORE SHARES OF DECCA

FROM MGM SALES STAFF|

" aa
———————
: .apy
anpaans

Labor Film Council, ‘and. Charles: ‘out of the Fort Lauderdale: marina: -we consider: it -absalutely natural, Garthwaite turned in™3,000 Decca! and plays. not. yet. produced which
Boren, executive .Vp. of ‘Assn. -of -arid ‘then.chart -his.:next. ‘business ‘that fashions. chan. “1 habits “shares and ‘Harold: I...Thorpe, 1900, “now are ‘poing. at astronomical figContinued on.‘page22) a ws course.
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Successive Year To $1,369,000,000,
But Film Employment InDedin

- Wednesday, ‘August 29, 1962 a

oo

‘[JohnCassidy Retiring,
Ringe Succeeds atRKO|t

Washington, Aug. 28. ba
While U. S. film production em-:|
ployment, continued its’ decline -lastj

year

(for the

Weinstein Gearing:

sixth consecutive |.

annum),. Government

‘figures

climbed

fourth. straight
to
amounted

from

‘e%. ‘and:has béen. thé-publicity and: ad-| end of September: for his annual vacation:.’.

1

Indie Pic, Vidpic.Series vertising staff ‘since.

also disclosed that 1961 boxoffice.

revenues

"John A. Cassidy,. press représen-. ;
teative’ for: RKO; Theatres: ‘since |.
1921, retires -Friday™- (31). Paul.
‘|-Ringe, “formerly - senior... associate:
“Mutiny, on.the Bounty” photographically’ ésinpleted, “Marton: Brando
‘editor’ of. the. .‘Independent -Film..
was “most. cooperative” “in -.doing ‘the. final footage™ and, according to
: Journal. will’ join. the RKO ™pub |
[al Metiro officer, . “We're “all: happy: With. the: results.” Epic ‘begins a).
_ staff as ‘Successor. to ‘Cassidy:
.
10-a-week ‘roadshow’ run Nov, .8 at oew 's.State. Running time expectedly
: ‘| Cassidy. started with the old: B. F: ‘will be slightly over three hours. . 2
| Keith: Cireuit which. was absorbed
Ss: Frederick: Gronich, ‘MPEA’s' ‘Pariis- rép,:“returned: to ‘France: ‘Satur} by. RKO’ Theatres, ~ -He- came’ with:
the company: -in October. of ..1921, day (25) after confabs here and in Washington. ‘He'll. be back: at-the’

ssociates

"Hollywood. “Aug: 28.

again for .the

are tendering a. lunch- | Venice-Fest Where: the: pie is: ‘being screéned out-of-competition°.

aon. to: Cassidy Friday . at “Al

year, Pic receipts i; Henry .T. Weinstein, sidelined. by: Dick’ ‘Si.N. Y.
up; | 20th-Fox “when “Something’s: ‘Got :
$1,369. 000,000

the previous

year's $1,298,- “To Give’ was ‘called: off, has’ re:

; Actor Kier’ Dullea, who-

Friends and |Stars’ in the -indie- made “Lisa’. and’. David, » and- his Wife’ are: at the

Delmer Daves‘Doodiing’

a. half: w eeks |
(00,000. Seemingly healthy: b.o- ‘is| turned. from :two’and
thought to largely refleet ‘mount-. in Spain, Switzerland and England.

& | Stanley ‘Kramer's - “Judgment: at Nuremberg. ” which .went ‘onto: United:
‘Artists’ -local Premiere “Showease - Jast: Wednesday: 122). ‘tolled °up”-a
more-than-tidy $1,358: 000: at. the. boxoffice -during’ its’ elsght-month i
_[nardticket run: at: the. -Palace on ‘Broadway. -

“Americ¢o:. Aboaf,:.veep'.and foreign’ general: "manager. of.Unive sal

On. Script Saving Coin.

"| International: back at his- local ‘desk after ‘a’‘Diz -triv, through: ‘Seahdiing admission prices.
on
‘Navia, w ith. Stops. also in ‘Paris-and London‘:
~ Hubert: Cornfield: di
to
rector. of: Stanley. Kramer's ‘‘Pressure Point.”a in..town briefly’; °°: °.
Production _ employment,
per |“The: Day The Clown: Cried,”
‘Darryl: F... Zanuck’s. “suecessful determination” to. -make- a’ film about
Dept.: ef Commerce -tally,|‘develop “The Commuters” tv. series a
U.S.
|
_ D-Day. (“The Longest . Day”) “was cited. by’ means. Of. plaque by -thedropped to. -172.0Q0 ‘in 61. from for |20th.
=
Hollywood,
Aug:
28,
°
‘| Amvets at their national. convention. -Here last. week.-.
.. Masahide Kana-—
174,000 the previous. Year. The dip]. Alfred ‘Hayes ‘ana Dale Wasser‘cut across. ail types of jobs in thé man are now working on the second. |: Having. recently ‘tacked. on pro- yama, Consul: General’ of Japan, - will shost::a reception . ‘here tonight ;
industry. ‘Inéluded were indices of script in vidfilm seriés.. No. star, Or ‘ducer’ s stripes. to his. directing: -and. -(Wed.). for Sanezumii. Fujimota, :exet: ‘director: of”.‘Toho; following. a.
have ‘been linéd up.
writing --chores.. at’: ‘Warner : ‘Bros:, Screening: of.“Yojimbo.”: .
¢
fulltime -e mployees | and average| director
Meanwhile, Jon
O'Brien -and foDelmer Daves. has “developed: al. Writer J.P. Miller is‘negotiating: with ‘Argentine. producér. Hectoreaombineda
full ‘and parttime
| Charles: Denton .are half. way | fourth dimension which will, figure “No. Exit”) .Olivera’s’. “Arias .'Films for’ the coproduction ‘of Miller’ s...
workers.
Employment figures. for. motion | through first: draft. of “Clown” -as-an. important facet in develop-. upcoming.:.film .adaptation of “Which Ones: Are..the “Enemy?” If deal.
picture production: have shown a ‘Weinstein plans. to’ ‘start ‘early. next |;ment of script. from Herman. Wouk: s> | oes" through; ‘the story’s .Trieste. ‘sétting aveuld ° be : transferred ©.to
year. Prior to: “Something” - ‘aS-. “Youngblood Hawke.”
South. America. Miller Will.be: ‘making. his .debut .as; director. in: any
steady and gradual decrease: since
-signment, producer: came up- with
Jim :.Carbery;, who joined. the. Grand. ‘Bahama: Development
Not an. artist. “by any “stréteh.‘of . case:
1956 when 206,000: were ‘on the:
“Tender. Is the Night” ‘for 20th... '|interpretation of.‘the word, Daves,. Corp. ‘Seven. Arts subsid, ‘last: year. as:: projects ; manager,, has. been
‘payrolls.
‘|in: creating. dialogue. ‘and: action for: named exec assistant to prexy. Lotis Chesler.
-The figure dropped ‘to. 196, 6001 .
Youngblood,””” will -follow. the:-pat-{*. “Gene Kelly -is. ‘being ‘honored’ by a: retrospective of his. ‘films. at the:
in 1957, to 182,000 in 1958; and: ta
. On. Seeond: Thought Dept.:. UA’s.
‘tern of. “Spencer's Mountain,” just Muséum. of Modern ‘Art: ‘Sept: 2-6".
179,000 in 1959.
+ Italo" Spec,. “The Virgins. of. Rome; % _has been: retitled. “The: ‘Women. :
|-completed. .
.
Number of full time employees
i
161,000|"
.. Historic Moment::A photo of. Albert Finney. and. Susannah.
t
fell from 163,000 in 1960'to
.Dayes, ° “in. developing: “written Warriors”.
in 1961. This slide has also ‘been:
seript, “uses right hand: ‘page for’ York, co-“stars of. UA’s “Tom: Jones;” :now- ‘shooting “in: Britain; was_
marked since 1956 when. 197.000]
this purpose. On left page, he pen’: transmitted by.-Telstar.to the U.S. (and°Glamor Mag) last Thursday’ (23).
-were listed..as full time. employees
‘backgrounds, {, : Actor. Brock’ ‘Peters. has gorie to London for. a-role‘in Peter. Sellers’.
sketches © -seenes,
Kansas. City. Aug:: 28.
in the motion picture industry.
_ characters: ‘and «action: in-. squares: ‘upcoming - pie, “Heaveris -Above”: 3° - Stanley. Kramer's. “Mad: Mad, -’
The index for fulltime and part-|. °‘The state censor::board, “appar: There .are “usually eight bexes: to Mad,: Mad World. *-which will score’ something of: a.first by being re- __
time - employees
cembined
was “ently -on.:threat of a lawsuit; re- -the page; four. on. each: of.the two leased. in. Cinérama. although ‘being shot ‘in: ‘SuperPanavision, will: also”
183. 000 in 1961: compared.-to. 185,-. verséd itself last- week anid leared:| ‘columns.
.| be -the first: Hollywood: production ™ to employ: Instaht* Syne, .the’ new.
‘000 in 1960. This also follows a / Embassy Pictures’ ‘'Sky, Above and
Producer _Rex.. “Carlton. is ‘seeking:
- The: visti. dimension proves a post-sy ne recor ‘ding - system °
downhill trend: from 1956 when “Mud. Below,” . without cuts, -after+;time saving device, according to financing far a new indie. pic, “Love Happy; starring Wally ‘Cox ios
s..
224.000 .were listed ‘under this: originally refusing -to license. the Daves. ‘From: his sketches he.knows: “The American: Way,” ‘a’ comedy’ short which premiered at.. the: Little’.
| film. A’French documentary about each. iridoor and exterior: scené long “Carnegie,” N.Y., - in. April,- has- been -acceptéd. ‘by “the. ‘Edinburgh .‘Fes: .
category.
The. downbeat figurés for em- an “expedition “across ‘New. Guinea, in? “advance of: the. action. -being -tival:- ‘Produced by Marvin. ‘Starkman -and. Osgood ‘Schwartzberg, ~
ployees in. production is directly ‘the picture won the 1962 Oscar: ‘as lensed: .
‘Samuel 'Bronston office in- Madrid elated. over. the. issuance: by.. ‘the os
related
to runaway. and fewer. -best" documentary.
:In “Spéncer's Niountain”: for. ‘ine’ ‘Spanish Post Office Dep’ t of four: new commémoratives: to: themoNalize.
originally: -stance: “he: ‘allowed ‘himself -a few El ‘Cid.’ Lots of: new Espanol: interest -since: Bronston’s biopic on the ©
When | the :: board
‘films, while. other ‘employment |
_ statistics. are: a result ‘of darkened -turned.-the picture ‘down,;. New extra. days; ‘on: His’ production. sked {11th ‘eentury ‘hero.
“| York attorney:- Ephraim . ‘London because most of the outdoor. stuff |“ - Among the’ victims, of: that United ‘Aiab- Airlines’ “plane. crash: fear
theatres.
Against this Increasingly black- and .Harold ‘Harding of. -Kansas; was’ -cameraed in. “Jaekson’ ‘Hole, ; Bangkok. recently was the ‘daughter ‘of ‘Chow: ‘Li-Chang, ‘the UA ‘Mane ~
ened backdrop in. motion picture’ City began ‘drawing: plans: for a ‘Wyo: He. didn’t néed the’ extra’ time |: ager for Thailand: Latter country .is ‘a cohesive.market: and: the fra-.
employment, “other econoinic fig- ‘suit. Board, soon after,.“reviewed as “the ‘elements’ ‘plaved into: -his ternal’ rapport. among, the ‘branch .-managers for the Ameérican ‘majors.
‘| the situation” and issued: a ‘license.
(Continued on page 16).
. hand. Additionally,, ‘he’ sliced’ a. if quite. intiniate; despite their. business: rivalry, ‘$0: the. tragedy greatly
°
7
‘wéek off actual- shooting time,, SaV>, affected and. depressed. them all.”
‘The.-working. relationship: betweeri Alfred: Hitchcock;: Francois: Truf:.
ing’ in. the nabe of- $100,000.
Economy. in.filming: ‘avers: aves; faut and: Helen Scott, Wwhich went.so well: on the: Coast. 10: days ago when was. directly attributable to ‘his the. Frencii: director. was there’ interviewing |“the: inaster”. on a projected fe
. Sketehing ‘proclivity ‘flanking --€ach: ‘book, is. being. continued. this. week in Paris “just. for: the: fun’ of ‘it.” -~
Mrs. ‘Scott, on vacation: from..her’ French ‘Film Office duties “here, took”
“Page: of typed Script. .
Producer
director: -. scripter: off for “Paris ‘Saturday -.125) to attend a soiree. Truffe. _is throwing, ‘to .
a
‘doesn’t - - all. fourth” dimension. ‘introduce Hitch to“his: New’ (and. Old): Wave ffiends:. “~ -: ;
_ doodling: ‘He feels it’s all as: much |: - Publicist. Jim ‘Scovotti. ‘accompanies .his. sister:. Jeanette, | ‘Metopera
i part. of the
script as Wy ritten,direc-. ‘soprano, ‘to London’ next: week where she’s due. for.some.-RCA. recerd= ::
Stan ‘Davis, who has’ been. northeast: division ‘manager._—
.ing dates.
_ tional: material.
a i.
Until “Spencer. 15 finally: fa.the: | for. ‘Continental Distributing; hds « joined. Audobon Films. aS assistant.
_
| can, Daves will toil three. days each. sales manager. ‘Ava ‘Leighton. is general sales. manager.::
' week at. the. ‘WB's Burbank: studios'|: . Bill Davidson’s ‘current Satevepost profile on: ‘Robert Mitchum, ‘con= ve
| to--wind it: up. Balance of the week- ‘forms at: one “point: to. the general. press’: tendency* to gloss: over: hard
| (three: Working: day's) ‘he. will: Spend: ‘trade reality ‘when: Dayidson: labels. “Cape ‘Fear’ a_ hit: -, Outlook:-as
| at his La “Jolla. retreat breaking concedéd ‘by. distrib:'Universal) sources,.is moot for it..to do much bet-. |
J'ter .than break even, Which. by any trade. yardstick exchides. pic from oer
- |down: “Woik’s~ ‘lengthy. novel’
the “hit”? ‘category. 7
‘| fourth. dimensional script..
| Cast, ete. will be set hefore end. Ed: ‘Morey,’ on the. ‘Coast for yesterday’'S (Tues) Allied: Artists. board win
‘| of the year. Pie Isn't, expected to sesh, due back end of week:. .:.Joe E. Levine retirris today Wed.) from: :
Paris ‘and: production, ‘talks ‘With | Carlo: Ponti |... Former's ‘global ‘Sales.
get rolling until searly. 1963...
a ‘topper ‘and: soon-to-be exec -V.p.), Leonard Lightstone; ona Paree stop-.
-} over: en. route to‘the Venicé fest . . Ben. Pivar,: prexy’ ‘of the new. Television ‘City Arizona. filmery, ° says ‘theatrical ‘production |‘kicks: off Jater
his first. indie. Pegassus “Prod:,
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Peppercorn. Exits Cont’

| this year Witt two features, “Shanghai Lady’”'and “Deyil’s. Melody ” |

|

Carl Peppercorn: veep and gen-'|
7 eral :' ‘sales
manager. “Walter. | Embassy's.. British” import, “*What. a Carve: Up!” how: titled “No Place..: Susau: Kohner was. :
z Reade's . Continental - Distributing |?Like Homicide: w ith key openings: next. month

| Corp.,-. has, ‘Tesignéd: _€ffective: in for. promotional activities: attendant Universal's“Freud” Shespine
Tene

‘Sept. 8.

ote

-|. Exec, -Who" 1 ‘announce his: fu-'}.Detroit,.Sept. 20.-
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‘“Sam’ Marx quickied to‘London for:powwow “eit:“Peter” ‘Sellerssand

.| ture plans. shortly, has been with:
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“|. -Eddie Greene.
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James B: Harris
“yo Paul. N. Lazarus Jr.
[| David Lipton
-. John K. Maitland
_, Jimmy. McHygh |
-[--Fess Parker
_ Martin: Poll:

“Who. doesn’t? Flying direct saves time, and TWAX fies
direct (no change of plane) from New York to twelve of
2 Otto- Premingér
the most popular cities abroad. TWA also has direct jets. -..- Paul’ Raibourn .
im en Stanley Rothenberg. .”
from San Francisco, Les Angeles and: Chicago to London,”
David “Susskind © ~*Paris and Rome. Even if TWA: didn't fly:direct, _pedple:
-.-Telly Savalas
Max E. -Youngstein
would still prefer TWA for Royal’ Ambassador First Class...
service thata treats yyou ; like a royal
y ambassador: ‘Your.travel
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Europe to.UT

agent or nearest TWA office can: give you other good:

Gimi’ Beni.
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‘John: ‘Mortimer: 6n ““I;.Claudius;” slated: for summer shooting. next.sum-

. huddle with. John’ “Huston: in ‘Ireland: on: his’ possibility. directing ‘the °::..
| film from an.Ev elyn Waugh: story: No. distrib. set; Marx and Sam Jaffe’ s
“Damon' and Pythias.” -made-in-Rome; ‘is “being: handled by: MGM. Jaffe,
-| too, is: going’ it: alone, :
YIrwin Shaw. atid Robert Parrish: to. produce “Tn.the Frenéh Style” a

|:for .Colunibia: in. ‘deal ‘set::.by. Mike: Frankoyich.. .-. Simone- Signoret..*
_. _ [winding up her. first American. ‘film’ assignment, “this: ‘being: in. Metro’s_
mene “Today. We. Live”.‘in.Paris, then’ to Parisian’ Jegit:‘in. “Little: Foxes."”
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With $5,000,UN)Domestic:Gr

“kinérican: “film: industry’ has. a+new: hotshot. entry: at the boxoffice.

_

at

‘duction. ‘for “Columbia, was. made

” DesetbeFallProduct asa ‘Good

_ By VINCENT CANBY

“The. Ifterns,”. Robert: Cohn- pro: Pari
in.
Strong Product.

a

| The possibility. that. ‘Manhattan, {

Position With 8tobs‘which

a ‘cost! of: $1,400,000, likely: will|:

gross’ $5, 000;000° in. ‘the -domestic-}.,

—t+

remains the ‘key. premiere|
‘date for all foreign. films. hoping to.

:

By GUY LIVINGSTON
Boston,’ Aug. 28.

:! market :-and’ perhaps. an. “equal |: * Pardmount’ ‘is in ‘a ‘strong p
prod-'|hit the.U.S;, jackpot, may: soon: be Walter
ss FeadeSinton

“Stop knocking pictures,” Sam
|. Seletsky, ‘booker and buyer. for
‘Success of. ‘the.‘picture ‘is ‘stit'ik- ‘recent. years, Charles. ‘Boasberg, |tres ‘is: presently. a matter of ‘some 7 Merge: Via Stock: Swap General Drive-in Corp., told a
Wai
-breakfast-luncheon meeting. of Inba ‘ing. Many. people in the trade will | V-P. and general sales manager; concern to. the. exhibs, if not to the).
be dubious ‘about ‘its budget being ¢laimed this” ‘week. following.’ his: -distribs- (especially the. indies) whof*eeFormation of. the: new. Walter dependent. Exhibitors of: New Eng-.
go much as. $1,400,000 .but persons first: meeting. ‘with: divisional man- ‘for. Several :years tiave been living Reade-Sterling Ine., via the merger. ‘land; TAO unit, to discuss. outlook.
-. ‘on the inside say. it’s-so. Produc-|'agers since :taking: ‘the’ Par ‘post.:{ina buyers” market—theatre-wise. of Walter. ‘Reade ‘Inc. and Sterling of new product and. promotion of
‘Exec cited.” eight-features . for. “The. fact.-is. ‘that there’ are. nine ‘Television, - became . ‘official -‘last. theatres last week. .
- “tion appurtenances. and ‘cast names
_ would: ‘indicate a lower: figure: - -] release | ‘in ‘the “balance: of - 1962 ! arties, either. just- opened; now|Thursday.. (23). ‘Walter ‘Reade Jr.} . Seletsky, prefacing his survey. of The “reviews: for the’ mést. part’ plus ‘nine others. ‘either completed: -under. constriction. or. in-advanced: becomes chairman of.the new com- new. product, urged showmen ‘to:
were not.favorable.:The-public; the’|.or: “scheduled -to: be ‘completed: for’ planning stages. fora .comparative- pany, with Saul J: Turell, former ‘boost their product “instead: of de-|ly: restricted. aréa: in. midtown New| Sierling TV. chief, becoming prexy. grading it.” He said: “There are
paying public, has.so far destined the end of this year.
“good |pictures ° and there. are ‘fair
for.fall and” early: winter.

“Interns” for’ ¢licksville.” Actually;

Sst in |.“overseated’’’ with: posh: art thea- .

“1 et position; one. of. the

;

“amount: ‘abroad.
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hans: at ‘of {he newies: with por -. More than 94%. of the: outstand-

strove for~ per- are Mel Shavelson’ s “Pigeon. ‘That:
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]

pictures,

but every. picture ‘has
‘in it that’.can -be’ exploited. to: advantage if. .exhibitors

ision,

‘Took, Rome,”- ‘Hal :Wallis’. “Girls! be available-for firstrun: dates,. and tng sh“over thetenting Television. something

“fection - with’ his’ .non-spectacular

jump—by . an ‘estimated: 50%—|
-°:: medicality.and apparently achieved} Girls! ©Girls!”" -and-:“‘Wonderful. to. ‘will
_., what- Mom: .&'-Dad..and’ the kids. Be Young”.and: Jerry"Lewis’ “It's the: number ‘of: first-run seats pres-

want. The.20-20. hindsight..is that],

nly

changed for stock in. the new: firm.

a |:
with the result that Walter’ Reade
available.. ‘There. are Gutrent: Inc.,.
.-ently
|
privately ‘held for more than

Money.’ara

*| will only look
closely.”
“There’s something in every pic-

he. gave:the. public:a’ bunch of new}, ‘Reissues’ <will include. “Alfred: y se arties in- Manhattan which 50° years, now.’ becomes: publicly {ure for’somebody,, or someone “in
and fresh faces in a topical subject . |Hitchcock’s -“‘Rear:’ Window”. and| |Play:
firstrun. product be
ona26.regular |owned: Control.-of. the new, com-]' the. film’ who lives or lived in the :
-and-. Col|followed :‘through’ with” f | Wiliam. Wyler’s
Wyler's*“Roman
“Roman: Holiday.
H
eybasis.”
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|:pany is. in: Reade hands, |f
| area” he declared.
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notsuch
downat| {bul ng or tb Walte ne: d e guide..film °entertainment—from| grade it. Any instances
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posed.to have Set aeres 1 € |gotiations are on for increasing the:|
to.delay national. release of their|:
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“Suzie Robertson,
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‘Now: opérating. 30 units in Cali: |Walter-. Reade’s new :34th. Street}.
| fornia, Statewide Theatres plans to'| house, °siill in: the. very advanced |
|
| 4qq. approximately: 10‘more to the’| planning. stage.
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Hollywood, Aug: 28.

available -: ‘for --a * Producer David Susskind, -who'! for. September

October

in-

lias ‘been:|Preem-. date,” are,” of -.course,--de= begins filming: “All: the Way Hom2”.|. cludes: “Savage Guns,” .made

-and

in

"Rube: Jackter Col, sales’ chief, | allocated for improving:11 theatres.| lighted with the prospect ‘of. ad-' for Paramount next: month: 1s dick-| Spain: “Two Weeks in Another
“ays. “Interns” ” Gg “Cal's ‘biggest |
ia” program: designed. to facelift | ditional: ‘outlets An already tight! ering ‘for: Jean Simmons. and Rob-}| Town,” and around the first of.

click.’ since “Bridge on the River: every house: in. ‘the’ string; it:was situation for ‘them -has been-fur-|ert Preston’ to- star. Film: will. be ‘October, “I. Thank a Fool?’ made
Kwai,”’ but ‘offers’ no. figures. The :2¢ded. ©
., ther. aggravated ‘in, recent. years|shot. under-the aegis: of his -Pama|
in England. In October; for big
educated ‘:guéss:‘ of _ $5,000;000. in |). --Within next two. ‘or. thiee. ‘weeks’ as - more and. more of the. °U.S. |Productions, with Alex Segal di-| cities and chart towns, “A Period
domestic rentals: is not inconsistent -$100,000.” remodeling’ job :will. ‘get majors ave..taken: to day-dating recting. Rehearsals begin Sept..17:| of Adjustmént,” Tennessee Wilwith his claim:.
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he is plan- liams’ first comedy, ‘for -Thanksgiv-

dining: two~ more ‘pix, that: he’ has |ing.” release;.°“‘Main - Attraction,’

ments: are being. completed: at: the} According: to: one. of :
the. ‘inter ‘acquired
| Beverly,:. BévHills,-. at’ a‘ cost.of. ested exhibs,. ‘the: greatest: danger | Greatest
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“‘Thurber's.

“The. with’ Pat. Boone, for late October.

‘Man in-the World” from}.

Also, “A Very. Private Affair,”

of “overseating’” is. in.the:-upper |the: Thurber estate, also a/musical.| Brigitte Bardot, slated for. late
"| eastside. area,: where -five of. the| property. deal is. now. being final-|-October.. The °Christmas release

” Refinishing’: all Se Los: ‘Angeles

new: arties are going up. There. is. ized., No release. deals have been
|-from MGM

is Billy Rose’s “Jum-

‘houses will. gét ‘under way. as. ‘soon: no such. wealth:of arties: available |‘set™ yet. . but ‘he -hopes they will |bo,” with Jimmy ‘Durante, -Martha
- Hill, 57th. ‘Street. be:via ‘Par;; he said.:
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son-Liston .heavyweight. champion: |:here over” the -weekend. “MGM's.
ship :fight’s closed, circuit telecast. “Jumbo”: is: definitely ‘set to open ‘going “up, he might ‘have :récon-| discussed’ with. networks in. con-| first part ‘of November will find

Happened ‘to. Baby
Believed ‘to -be. becausé*.of -his | at.?the. ‘Paramount here’ as: the | tronths his project, now about five |fabs with, Leeds ‘and himself. Most|.“Whatever
| Jane” out in release. The. Thanks-

2 | Months. from completion : and fofthem: are hours,. and they cover
as.a fight Pipromoter Xmas. attraction.’
great success.
d.
‘ opening...
‘a range from situation comedy to:
_ there:b.-:an has:his.~:connections,
ointed ‘out: that as | drama, and: action, ‘he said.
b
d ‘Ben|“. Statewide: ‘topper. is expected: tol The ‘exhib. poin
‘Sternberg. has: been awarded the |resume talks -soon. ‘with ‘the four | more..and more. Broadway show-|:
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‘Malcolm Green on. COMPO

Malcolm Green,

first veep,

‘treasurer. - of *Interstate

-_ fight’s ‘closed. circuit telecast
P
operating. heads. - hi ih.A
‘creasing. number’ ‘of
conventional | 5
|
J
going into any theatre: Instead;:isn’t
it'll
| United.“‘ArtistsS; whic
inances: 1. major” company: Téleasés
‘must ‘in- |},
.
-Mirisch Co:. pix, while’ interested, | evitably* be. routed’ to. the ‘smaller,
_~ be on tap:at both: cities’ municipal
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and.

: Theatres,

tre porting
ti © on: COMP
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and. ‘new
product, said‘some
exhibitors.
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“and!‘TA has finished: still not aware of COMPO’s effect.

‘ségs: df. its? hour-long. Harry | He described ‘the ‘plan: as, “a new.
: 7 -auditoriums, Another. fight promo: [11a Nosition it aastated by UA| building or
“Soin found.
now=P|two
Pr‘uman. series. titled “Time. of De-|“Way of getting advertising: money

Slat ter, localite. ‘Tommy Anderson; has ‘and. Mirisch
execs,’
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. 1963-64: season,” The company has |a new A picture, one. that you can
{ also’ made: a- deal ‘with ‘Nationa! |Show. to the audience with no fear,”
Educational TV. ‘to: cover. the visit | and.
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-Graetz i
nn America of ‘President. and :Mrs.. ‘Kennedy to The first’ COMPO films exploited
: the last heavyweight. championship State. New: ‘York, Drive-ins:
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be.“Buda “Rogers, ‘nominally a icon- |one-hour. progrant to show.'the US. ‘Earth Caught. Fire,” “Cape Fear,”
oe , -bout’s* closed - circuit teleeast here.|-“. However:

the same «went. for the.|,
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sultant:to: Astor. Pictures ‘following effort: to aid. Brazil via-the Alliance:

‘|latter's: takeover’ -a-: while. :back ‘of|for Progress: The ‘film- will be.

and “Road to ‘Hong Kong.”. .He revealed. that the group now has its

“theatres .which -also’ offered:- t, |. ATIG Ain:t £ N Y. Hou és. ‘Pathe-America, -whieh Rogers. -had-| shown. on. ‘EIV stations around the “own | advertising . committee,
re” élimiriating theic. regular. ‘film: ont:
s5 fa
‘is to be:‘stateside repre-. country.
cently appointed, whieh will see
_. that:night: .° 0"
. United. Artists’ “Judgment. . cat: ‘sentative . ‘for. Tratiscontinental.|:
: ‘each upcoming picture designated
“No:

bones” are: beinig’made ‘of. the Nuremberg.” playing 14 theatres in| Films:. Paris.

Outfit: is. topped ‘by

4 In. addition... 8Be oprotucing for COMPO plan, and set up.a cam‘paign for-it “‘for everybody.” “This
many theatres.” have. -sought “the:} in its’ ‘Premiere. Showcase. day-date| the:. French Film. ‘Organization:
+ has *finished - spbc,. “Hedda. -Gah=: ‘conunittee, he ‘said: will put. the
“Patterson-Liston ‘fight -telecast,:‘but, release... ‘racked. up::a total. theatre:
“Initially,. Rogers: willbe involved |ler.” starring Ingeid. Bergman; .agd- “whole thing - together themselves

‘fact. ‘that

throughout

“Minnesota | the New. York

:metropolitan ‘area |-Paul -Graetz; -who’s*-also “prez ‘of |"Festival of . terforming Arts; and

: they’ ‘can’t be’ accommodated’ be-.| gross of $177,662 fc: the ‘first five | ‘With :four. features,’ including: tws. ito.be seen on CBS-TV next season. |aiming. at. small houses, large
. cause’: thére’s “an. insufficiency’ ‘of,|.days ending: Sunday, (26): -2--2 ‘with: Sophia- Loten—“Two’ Nights jIt will*be-aired in 3London: on BBC-| houses, subruns.
wth necessary. Sauipment for it. |) This. tefal on. "“Nureniberg, erwith: ‘Cleopatra’ and “A. Day: in| TV the. same: rightit's: seen-in the | ~ “Too many pictures come out
3 which had just: Ms‘ound an éxtremely’.© | Court’ ‘—made . ‘priog -to ‘the -‘star's |U.S:

| profitable -eisht-month™ hardtick a ‘upbeat. status; Former ‘pic: launches

*Drans:Lux’s: Be. Divvy ‘|date: at. the: Palate on/ Broadway. |in Gotham’ beforé yearend:'

/ | “Trans-Lux: Corp: has declared -a compates with: the. comparable first:

4

. ang they're. good pictures,

but no-

‘Stisskirid’s.“Monte” for:‘Par W ith:| thing happens,” .Green -said, add-

‘exteriors’ will be derised in. Knox- |ing. “but with-the. COMPO. plan

Other. pix are:“La :Risaia,” ‘with: ‘ville;.-Tenn., ‘its’. ifiteriors “in N.Y. : for: a pieture, something will hap<

“” “regular. quarterly _ dividend. of. be five day-..totals -of .:$125: 001. on |Elsa:‘Martinell{, --and: a: new: version |His*“Requiem for ia Heavyweight.” ‘| pen.” Green said tie- product out<@ushare..
.| ‘Road-to Hong. Kong”. (at 13 thea- of” ‘the: opéra. “Cavalleria- Rusti-.|: made“ for- ‘Columbia and ‘based on’ look for fall.and Xmas lanks “like
. -Divy-is payable apts. “98: to tres) -and?:$193:577 on- “Bird -Man™ cana’” .with. Anthony. Quinn: vand:! the. Rod *Serling- Playhouse. 90,” big boxoffice.” following the
~ Hockhalders: of: record -Sept. 14,
‘of.‘Alcatraz vat 11. thieatres,
A Mai. Britt, a
cede ade
| wi: he released. in October. Oe
(Continued on page 20)
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. (SCOPE)...

.f_ Venice Film Fest Reviews 4

Interesting: ‘marquee. ‘lineup: inc_ Ss, Somewhat. flawed |screen traits. ne
_an- equally: interesting, though.:"® * Jation of* Melville’s: powerful. © |4
downbeat. straggly: pie; poten--.. : - allegory. 7 Slipups: will | hurt. ei

Filmization
of: controversial ~
‘bestseller. Curiosity of younger
|
audiences. should be helpful
oe
Be,
tial.
b.o.-with
discerning
..
audi_S b.0.pel: with: choosy |set.
‘Wicket ‘factor.
.[Homenaje A La ‘Hera Be episodes, each “gettinga - tithe on.
” ences, with Laurence. ‘Olivier,
| the ‘sereen? -First ‘she “breaks ‘with‘La Siesta ©...
Simone.
Signoret:
as
star.
names...
7
:
Hollywood, Aug so]
» “¥eltywaod, “Alig. 20. .
| a rather weak, self-indulgent boy-:*
Warner

‘release

of Richard D.

Zanuck

Efrem
Zim“London, Aug: 21. |
balist ‘Jr.. She‘ley Winters,°:ime Fonda, |.
‘ “cWarner-Pathe -- yelease: “of a. . Romulus.
Claire Bloom, Givn:s Johns, Ray Danton:
ames. Woolf) production:
Stars’ Lau“Jy Hardin. Andrew Dugégan.- John. Dehher;
Q@FZ)

‘production.

Stars

|

with Harold J: Stoné,: Corey Allen, Jenni-. rence. Olivier. Simone, Signoret; features’
Terence ‘Stamp, Roland. ‘Culver,’ Frank.
fer ‘Howard,
Cloris .Leachman,..
Chad
‘Pettingell,.: Thora: ‘Hird,:. Newton
Blick,
Everett. Henry Daniell, Hope Cameron.
Hugh. ‘Griffith, Sarah. Miles.- Directed. and
Roy Roberts... Even Thompson.
Directed
Screenplay, » Wyatt “written by.’ Peter. (Glenville. Based © ‘on
“by
George: Cukor.
Coopér, .Den. -M. ‘Mankiewicz. as adapted: James. .Barlow’s: .novel;. camera, / Oswald
from
Irving Wallace’s novel
by Grant. ‘Morris; editor. James Clark; ‘music, Jean-:
“Stuart, Gene Allen: camera’. (Technicolor); “Michl Demase: Reviewed at. Corner Thea-

Harold.
music,

Lipstein;:editor: ‘Robert Simpson;
._Leonard

Rosenmany

assistc nt... di-

tre, London.

Theatre, Aug. 8, "62. Running
MINS.

Paul

ln a

Satah Garnell

Running ‘time, ‘130 -MINS.

-Graham. ‘Weir a hieetere's
wets a
_
en IEEE

rectors, ‘Sergei Petschnikeff. Jemes: T.Vaughn... Reviewed. at .Academy .Awards Pe

. Laurence . ‘Olivier

- Simone ‘Signoret
| ‘Roland .Culver. “Running.

Mrs. Taylor:.

eeec.ei,

| Mr-: Taylor :.:..... ieeeee,- Norman

Bird.

Alexandra Stewart | ‘etched: picture. of a decent: if-imMaurice - .Sarfati
_ Luigi. Pieci moral: girl whosé.immorality points «.
| to the general ‘outlook ‘of. the timés..
“Avgentine: “director |: Leopoldo -The only weapon. and_ possession:
2.000000

“| Mariana:

"Robert Ryan: am

Thora Hird’ |-

Efrem ‘Zimbalist Jr. |.Det.. Sgt. ‘Keipnane..,ones:"-Dudley Foster.
Shelley Winters

time. .123' MIN

_ tensecens Frank, _Pettingel’ 'Master-at-Arma John, Claggart

time, 323 | Ferguson

Kathléen Barclay ae
Jane Fonda
wececese-. CF-ire Bloom
Naomi
' GlWnis ‘Johns
Sem aeeceten
Teresa
Fred . ‘Linden besceseweeetees Ray Danton
......2.-.0227 Ty. Hardin
Ed Kraski
Dr. Chapman ....,..-..-. Andrew .-Duggan

(Honiag ec At Siesta Time)
” “Allied Artista release of Peter Ustinov. |
friend. The ‘girl: gets. locked..out.
bert -Ryan, ‘Ustinov,(ARGENTINE-F' RENCH) ©
| of: her. apartment, “leaves -her. job™
Melvyn" ‘Douglas, Terence . Stamp;. ‘with [ae
Venice,
Aug:
25;
.Ronald..
David -.- McCallum,
‘John }
‘and finally. goes. into prostitution, ™
‘Procides | ‘release
of Imp
Ii erial-Nestor
‘Neville, -Paul.: -Rogers, Lee - Montague,
she ends up ‘with 4 procurer. When
Thomas Heathcote, Ray: McAnally; Rob 'Gaffet production. Stars: ‘Alida Valli, Paul. |
Vert Brown, John. Meillon,: Cyril Luckham, :-Guers, Alexandra Stewart: features Mavt-. she tries to. break with him for ‘a .
Niall -MacGinnis .. Directed. by ©.Ustin ov. |rice | Serfati, .Luigi. Picci: Directed by|
Torre ..Nilsson.. _ Screenplay, ‘young:'man she is‘ sold to’ another:-:Rossen. . -Leopoldo
Screenplay,. - Ustinov, | Robert
Beatrice . ‘Gulda, ‘Torre “Nilsson; - camera, -gfoup only to be ‘shot:
‘down. when.»
sed. on. play -by Louis.
Coxe. and
‘Robert 'H: Chapman. from - Snover “Billy ‘ ‘Albert Eichebere:: editor, Jacinto Cascales.. they. fight over: money. -. |
‘Scheduled for Venice’ Film ‘Fest:- “caught .
| Budd: Foretopman,”” ‘by ‘Herman Melvibe;
nes. $5.|. “Goderd mixes titles; ~inusual use:
- camera,. ‘Robert :Krasker;, editor, Jack
at -studio -" preview.. -Running:
‘Harris;. music,- Antony. Hopkins; assistant. MINS...
‘of sound, ‘and long scénes of, dialog
director... Michael.. Birkett. Reviewed . at. Balmont
“Paul. (Guers:
eeeluede
..
Academy Awards arr eaAug. 20, .762. ; Gonrance eecee
okt eoties ‘2. Alida Valli to finally come up with..a: ‘deéeply-.
‘production. Stars..

Capt. Edward Fairfax ‘Vere:

Peter. Ustinov |.

_ Melvyn. ‘Douglas tf
The Dansker| Prosecutor -....: ee tesa eee " Newton Blick
.
-- Terence Stamp
Budd. :tee ae basen
Torre. Nilsson has made.a:name for.
-Sylvan-Jones” wererees Allan’ Cuthbertson ‘Billy Bt
Ronald._ Lewis: |
: Nicholas. Hannen
see
| Magistrate-ceases
vatt cae SENT
pavia McCallum himself | at..film. festivals :via “films
. Ray .Holder. Lieut. wyatt
| Thompson... eevee pees ee
........ fives Faasot Barbara. Ferris Lieut, “Ratcliffe. ..4+3. ‘John ©Neville ‘on. upper class. problems in: Argen-.
| Joan
Lieut: Seymour
..orerr ee ee - Paul -Rogers ‘tina... Heré,- he Jeavés © his.. usual}
: Rosamund Greenwood.
~
Constance...

She. hes ‘are her looks, “the.:story..
reads. ‘She finally: ‘uses them to get.
along: ..
|
. The. ‘first: encounter, -then her’

John Dehner |Inspector:-Ubyat” Wepees+) Lioxd .Lamble Squeak _....%.. cc sate eess ce ‘Lee. Montague.’ themes: for a ‘look: at:. martyrdom succe jing-ones,. ‘and: her talks ‘with ©
wseeeceses
er ' Vanda‘ ‘Godsell | Payne - see le cet ge Thomas Heathcote:
_ Herold. J. Stone |Mrs Fhompson "iat
Frank ‘Gatnell..
O'Daniel ..:.06c..5..<.... Ray: McAnally and ‘faith: .THough ‘on -less : sure’ people -.aré :also. neatly. employed Earl ‘Cameron
rs
‘Corey Aller. ‘Chard : :
_ 2.2.2.2 5s,
Wash Dillon
3.00.-.é00-ee- weeee’ Robert -Brown: grounds; he: still ‘manages ‘to. make to. show..a picture of:.a girl who.
T
"‘Glive Colm Bowler:| Talbot
a
Collins
|
Howard
"Jennifer
....:..°
Waterton
Grace

Geoffrev

Shirley

Miss Selby. ..:...2.-.4.66: Cloris ‘Leachman.

Sarah. Miles: : Kiricaid a
- Sook fr are

Faylor™ “ee wTween

‘John

Meillon °

‘a. taut, ‘sturdy ‘ study. of”‘the clash: ‘gives. +her body but’: never. herself,.
cynicism.
A few nude shots -are ‘all. that
‘Rath meses peewee Hope’ Cameron }..
“
a
:
’:. This :seems. primarily’ a. ‘gpecial: |“are shown of her professional days..
Peter: Ustinov’ Ss~ production °“of 1‘ized. entry abroad; needing: hard- It. has a. ‘sombre. vrogression :leavOlivier playing “‘little,” “deteated: “Billy: Budd”: isa. near’ miss, ‘and}Sell and proper placement’ for: best ened: with her. sudden: shafts of...
“The ‘Chapman: Report”? ; “ds: a |men.and regard: him as: boxoffice ‘Ustinov, :alas,. As.“the. culprit. . ‘The. ‘results. “Its characters”are mainly- ‘insight.. Godard is'britliantly served:
disaster unless he is doing. a Henry
|-eenteréd in. .four widows: of ‘Imis- “by his wife, Anna _Karina, in ‘this *.talky melocramatization of several.
-V-.or Hamlet havé ‘ariother chance. function as.“producer, ‘director, CO-. | siérfaries “killed -by primitive na-. film.
abnormal pattertis. in. the’ ‘sexual | to: appraise. this-fine. actor’s work scenarist. and. star ‘of .the:. -Allied’|:tives ‘along. the: Amazon. They -ge to.
gives
Miss.
Karina.
the
a-ringgin.
behavior. of the upper: middleclass. lin -“Term:of. Trial. »” -For here. he’s. Artists release. :As. producer, he is: ‘the ‘site to: "pay their last ‘respects|
of truth and. depth... She may. not.’
American female. The fact’ that it in ‘idealistic, “but seedily. unsuc=: to he commended for spearheading f.and also for-a’ special, meeting ‘to. feel too -deeply but ‘has-a.“ pure
-eessful. schoolmaster: in <a. small}the noble .-effort to translate “Her- be held by: church‘ Sroups.,. Along’
stems from a prov ocative bestseller ‘mixed-school in: the: North of: Engif ‘confused |psychology. that: ‘keeps
man .. ‘Melville’ s. highly-regarded, [is a. quizzical :journalist."
*.
-her -above what: she’ falls “into...
gives it: a comfortable ‘commercial land. ‘With Olivier, ‘are, Simone :thought-provoking- last story to the
All are. trapped alone ‘fora. few: There may. be: ‘some’ - censorship
head. start, but ‘ultimately
‘its Signoret and ‘two newcomers, Ter- ‘sereen—a difficult ‘task—and_ for. days because" ‘of the rain. and.-the
-problem on its. refusal. to:condemn
thematic: pointlessnéss, story. shal- -ence..Stamp. and Sarah. Miles, both populating its. ‘east with respected, - wait.: for the others. The Sseribe her mode of life.
‘Tightly.
-hailed.
aS:
click
new
dis‘Seasoned
actors’
plus
a
fine:
young
‘probes
each:
one
to:
‘find’
out
what
lowness . and: dramatic disjointedarty: “entry
‘coveries.
newcomer..in. the title role. -As’ ‘their.men w here like: Each reveals |. ‘Film. looms:a_“solid. :
ness. ig. apt to limit its money. mak-.
Such‘a lineup: sbouid ‘pring in. -writer, he -has° ‘collaborated - with ‘herself.: ‘and,.inadvertently, her and its theme and: brisk: treatment...
ing range. The. ‘Darryl F. Zanuck | patrons. who -will find.‘a, holding, Robert Rossen ‘in ‘the construction: husband. “Into: this comes :@ man ‘could also: make’ this.a. playoff item:
production. for Warner Fros., pro-" .though, somewhat untidy film. This. |-Of a workable: ‘and literate :screen-. who -'was pr éSent: -at ‘the: -burning: if.well handled: This:appears to be.
a film that willbe heard from in,
‘duced by Richard. D. ‘Zanuck, _fig-, is. due, largely, | to an --:uneven. ‘play. But as- director he'is guilty. of ‘of. the ‘missionaries.. But. it. seems
at. east: ‘one: major flaw of .execu- “only- one ‘man’. was: a- true -martyr|.foreign. marts?
‘screenplay
by.Peter
Glenville
which.
ures. to enjoy its. ‘greatest. popular{ makes. his. task as. “director rather: ‘tion in which -Ustinov, ‘the .actor,. “while -he ‘killed. the: fearful others: : Godard: emergés as. ‘one. of the.
ity with “younger
|
audiences, prin-- | tougher’. than’ it. should’ have -been.. is. most. prominently. implicated. ..
‘most talented. of. the: early ‘New.
at. their request. ::
cipally among: teenage girls for-| } -Olivier’s performance is gloomy, : _Since -“Billy. Budd” is:- primarily. 7 One: woman |ives. herself. to.the . Wavers. He ‘is now. a'definite part
“whom the topic: will ‘arouse natural ‘often deliberately. dull, but: it. is. a film .for pick-and-choosers,, its ‘man to. hush’ this up. and: finally of the industry. here with .a. batch -.
minutely: observed in- detail and is. ultimate artistic. shortcomings: may kills” him in ‘her: fanatic. ‘desire ‘to. ‘of unusual. pix:to his credit. ‘Technicur iosity..
we
never less’. than. absorbing: Let: it. have | a. - proportionately... greater. have: her! ‘husband’ $.niame_unsul-. ‘eal credits : ard: ‘thesping, of both.
The. Wyatt Cooper-Don M. Man‘| lied. “She -is slain while ‘destroying ‘pro and: non-pFo-actors, aré all. first
(Continued on “page, 20):
(Continued - on:BABE 20)
’ kiewiez scenario, from. an ‘adapta- 7
‘}the- evidence, ‘The newsman is left -rate. Pic competes. at the. festival.
Mosk.
>} in the midst. of the homage to: the|here, Ee
tion by -Grant Stuart and ‘Gene{? 4
dead’ men. wondering if it is. bet- qoeckee
Allen. of Irving Wallace's: novel;:
’ Water Boy. wee Paeeeenden
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.Chad Everett |O'Hara

Jonas: .....002 6-00e. - Henry

Daniell

.-. vee yp restate.

‘Hugh: ‘Griffith. ‘Haliam
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Cyril. Luckham ;

eee Terence ‘Stamp :Capt,‘Graveling Brees wes. Niall. ‘MacGinnis- of: belief: and

Mitchell | --eres

Blas Egy patentee | Those who deplore Sit Eaurence |

attenip{s the feat of. dramaticaily |« 2

‘threading together the stories of |
four sexually unstable women who]:

‘ViontealFiimF
eatReviews |
|. ‘Pic-énds‘on this ambiguous note. Pe
| Though the various reasons for al: |.
| ter.to tell. the tr uth:

4
‘become voluntary subjects for <a ]-s«ientific ‘sex survey conducted by |.
than”“a ‘Bex: and violence
more:
ing)
‘Historia
Zolte}.
‘Cizemki
e noted psy chologist and ‘his staff.
. | story” :more-. ‘suitable:. for ‘double-.
‘One ‘Claire: Bloom)’ is a: hopeless.|”: :: CThe: Yellow Slippers”):
| feature ‘grind. houses: than ‘a fes-!
(POLISH).
|
nympha and. alcoholic... Another |
“iim. Polski: ‘production... ‘Directed: by: tival.’ It. pretends to be concerned
(Jane Fonda) suffers-froni fears of: Sylwester: -Checinski; “sereenplay, .Zizislaw. about. ‘delinquent ” ‘youth - in the;

-Mamina Roma
ITALIAN).

truism. and-religious dedication are}... :

treated,.. and. false and

pridefu

reason " Gastigated, _this ‘tends

too

much -to ‘Feveal :‘character, motiva-

-
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“" Gineriz. release “of an Arco. Film
"AL —_
fredo ‘Bini) production: Stars Anna. ‘Mag«.
‘nani; features. Ettore Garofalo;

‘Franco

‘ Gitti, Silvana: Corsini... Luisa Loiano. “Writ

tion. and action. in: highly bravura. ‘tén: and directed. by.. Pier _Paolo ‘Pasolini.
‘moments -and treatment., Result ‘is | nated.
camera,by.Tonino
Colli; music.
Carlo delli
Rustichelli;.
editor,coordi-.
Nino

:

that. ‘the .personages Sometimes. -Baragli.. At .Verice: Film Fest, but. caught, *
at preview. Running ‘ime, ‘116° MINS.
matt
‘slums of Tokyo :and wants to: show remain ‘surface. - Anna Magnani _
Roma. .
‘Zbigniew
.{ ‘society: that: “unless: drastic changes
'|-.. Mixed: hag ‘of. French, ‘Italo, Ar- : Mammy
. Ettore. Garofalo:
Ettore ‘
Niedzwiecka;—
take place in the world, surrounding | gentine ‘and Latino: hesps | do- .ac- ‘Carmine... Scevevoccce eotes Franco Citti’.
be more
to “sex. ‘than |‘she has. | Turski. At. Montreal. ‘Film Festival Aug:;
1962. Running time, . 83 Mi
-them,: there ‘is: nothing ‘for. these ‘ceptably despite. the|‘prevalenc e of: Bruna. ....% eeeees ve aoe Silvana. Corsini ars
realized.-in her smugly satisfied. Wit. Stdosz .2....-..., Gustaw. Hioloubek”
Biancoficre ee denebene ees one_Taisa: Loiano: _
characters- ‘but. ‘ultimate. destruc- talk.. ‘This looms. an unusual, if
2.2... coc ces Andrzej ‘Szczepkowskimarital _Yelationship.
The:. last Rafal
Wawriek |. .....-. «y+: Narek.--Kondrat tion:”.. .
‘uneven.
film
with
enough.
‘Interest
|
“Strong arty: critry with. “Ama
(Shelley Winters) enters ‘into a -Gregorius we sese eee ees Br onislaw Pawlik {Having. said’ his’‘piece, director. in its theme to: make ‘it a definite’ Magnani ‘name:.and hefty. ‘word-of- be
extra-marital.
‘clandestine
affair © The.. King... 2:5. “Kaviniere Biaioszcynski
lingo:
entry
‘and
‘an:
arty.
possibility.
-Ohshima
proceeds
to
‘carry
out
the
Bogumi - Kobiela, Bohdan. Niewimouth to’ help -it. achieve general-with an irresponsible little theatre |And:
nowski, Mieczyslaw _Czechowicz, Bohdan
destruction. of: his. “gutter rats”. by ‘It:is’ technically ;‘good, Pic is.com-,|" -distribution .both.“in Italy: ‘and
director.
Baer,.: Eugeniusz ane Beata Barsz ‘murd
peting.
at.
‘the.
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Fest...
er,
‘rape, suicide, ‘gun “fire,
abroad.. Sure. to ‘be. one of ‘best. and
The audience is requir ed: to. con-. vewska ‘Bad ‘others.
M ose. 7| Mmost-diseussed Italo-pix: of the new
|-aFson and -accident. ‘If. this: had
tinually © shift. -gears-‘and build“‘to.
‘been ‘done with any-skill, it.might]. .
"| season, '
New varying emotional peaks, ‘but. This. is one ‘of. Poland’ Ss specially
‘Hardhitting: item: the. ‘second: di.
none of the four episodes is: plaus-. ‘made features’ -for ©children cand ‘have passed, but - the. ‘proceedings. Tree,
vi
ivre
Sa
Vie.
. rected by: novelist ‘Pier: Paolo. Pasoible or substantial enough .on. .its was shown.-ona program .of chil- are. fedious and confused: -and ‘the]
--(Live
‘Her
‘Life
| lini after~ ““Accattone,” is: - get. ‘in:
“own merits.
After’ elaborately dren’s films. at -Montreal’s’ ‘festival. characters -‘dismal.- “They- ‘are lead 7
(FRENCH)
—
‘| Rome's seamy: suburbs ‘as. was the.
developing © and. illustrating’ the} It tells of the adventures uf a coun- ‘by «a _provotative: ‘girl... who. ‘takes |-*,
Venice,
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28:
four cases, the film concludes with. try wonder: child—the liitle ‘sculp- blood from -impoverished -Iaborers.} Films: De.a Pleiade- ‘release. of: Pierre. _other:pic: _Basically,. though.-in-~"..
tars... Anna. ‘finite realistic -details. ‘heighten. “its.
the declaration that these are tor, ‘Wawtzek—who -.goes to work to sell to. cosmetics manufacturers. “‘Braunberger-. production.
Sady. - ‘Reblot,- Monique overall impact, the pic is: about a
‘merely. exceptions to the rule of | for. the ‘great: :master, Wit ‘Stwosz.: There are. gang ‘wars and‘ love -af- . Karina:e,. features
Mario ‘Botti; Gisele Hauchecorne.
Written.and directed by Jean-Luc Godard. . _prostitute’s efforts to begin. a newhappily married Jife.in. suburbia. The story culminates in- the wun- fairs, alcoholics .dnd. dope’ fiends,.|>|.Messin
‘veiling of Stwosz’s: gréatest master- ‘cowards and . sadists. The best that. Camera;: Raoul .Coutard; editor; | Agnes : life. with. her ‘grown .son. ‘Though
Miss Johns does the best acting
‘Guillemot.
At. Venice Film Fest. Run- -she’ ‘settles. ina new part ‘of :town,
‘piece, the Altar. of ‘the. St.: ‘Mary's ‘can be ‘said of the: cast is that they.
“ning time, 80 ‘MIN S..
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f
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in’
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%
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Brice ‘Parain: ‘coin, hoping that. ‘the son doesn’t
- Barth”)
and is affected and. unappealing in of the actor; ang. the deliberately f
‘hear about. it. The: latter, despite:
:
“ (USSR).
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“AS
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looked:
at-a
Young,
cynical | her ‘efforts, ‘is’ slowly. corrupted: Dy: :.
Produced: ‘at. the’ Nufku ‘Studio; Kiev: |-etorm. Miss: Winters plays with. ‘ing.alt of fantasy. to the whole:
‘hoodlum
in
“Breathless,”
director
“1030. Script: sand :direction by Alexander.
the city : environment;. ‘eventually
'; Prat...
conviction. The-men are all two-'|_
: Dovzshenko; eamera.: D. Demutzky; music,” ‘Jean-Luc: ‘Godard brings his. dispas-. dying. after being caught thieving. .:.
ae
i Oi ‘Revut
_ Features. 'S.- Shkurat, ::S. ~
dimensional pawns, seemingly left |
‘sionate.
outlook
to
‘a.
pretty.
“girl
|.
Despite Miss Magnani’s presence,
‘.| Svashenko.
-Y - Solntzeva,- ‘E.. Maksimova.
to their own resources by director] ‘- ‘Taiyo No ‘Hakaba
.|-At Montreal. ‘Film nm
AUE-, 1962. . -who slips into: ‘prostitution. Nothing: it’s. ‘writer-director. Pasolini’s- film
George Cukor; who ‘has kept) Har- |
Running. time, ad MIN
|
‘sentimental
here:
but
.a.
knowing
-all the way... He again manages a.
The. Sun’s Burial’).
old Lipstein’s camera. trained’ al-}
‘Seriés .of ‘episodes: .that skillfully ‘realistic-poetic tour -de: force..in(JAPANESE. COLOR):
--most exelusively on the four ladies. '|- “Shochiku Film release. of Tomio Ikeda ~ | This- famous: film * was.‘gown’ as probe the girl’s character. and life.|telling his. tragic:tale. in. ‘grimly
Efrem Zimbalist: Jr. plays the in- production. Directed by. Nagaisa’ Ohshima. a retrospective ‘at’-Montreal’s fes-|' .Godard eschews his jump cutting human. ‘terms. . Misé- Magnani. is...
Screenplay. Ohshima
& Toshiro Ishido;.
4erviewer who ‘thaws Miss Fonda: camera (Grandscope &. Eastmancolor), Ko tival together: with: Dovzshenko’ s:|-‘and: ‘brittle. pacing™ of. the . past-:to. ‘splendid’ ‘and: in rare form @s the.”
by: showering ‘her with Jove and.af- Kawamata;. ‘music, Riichire- Manahe: At. Jast.film “Poem ‘of the Sea” {Poima ‘make ‘a.:well sustained,. non-sensa-’ mother, 4 return: to..the instine
©Film. ‘Festival,. August, ’:“1962: ‘O. More): (The latter pic ‘was. refection.. Zimbalist |Has-a_ welcome. Montreal
| tional look at: a girl adrift in Paris; tively earthy roles. which first gave.
“Running: time, 07 MINS.
.
aitribute—mature. masculinity—in ‘Hanako ..... Paw yen
< Kayoko -Horioo viewed from ‘Paris by-Mosk. in Oct. One of the early New. Wavers, he. her fame, Ettore Garofalo, in. his‘.
akeshi
.....
wastes
weal
eae
'
+
Osao
Sasaki
these days of the somewhat callow |7Shin, °..1...0%. peaseece " Masahiko Tsugawa 1960.) “Earth”. was the. sixth: of ‘shows _his: deep. ‘historical Ikmow- first pic ‘role, is-.a:.definite .find as.
and: effeminate leading man—but |:Tatsuo ....<.: we bee see ees . Koji ‘Nakahara | Dovzshenko’ 'S- eleven -- productions, ledge. of -films. by .deft: “illusions her pug-ugly son, 2 youthfolly.
“Yusuke. Kawazu . and <it embodies the’. quintessence: to. other. directors, ‘other: pix, and: tragic: figure ‘while
his. performance is’ wooden.’ Satis- |"¥asa™
Franco Citt!
of: his philosophv. ‘of. life: that. the even. has ‘some ‘scenes :from ‘Carl ‘is perfectly. suited ‘to ‘his role-_as.
factory featured contributions are ‘Nosemaia; “Fianako's‘father
Junzzabiuio ‘Ban:
oath
‘Fumio. “Watanabe | tenets. of the Marxist are related: Dreyer's. “Passion. of Joan. of.. Are”: “Miss. ‘Magnani's. ex-husband: ‘Sil‘Made by Ray Danton, Ty. Hardin, Yosehei
““Kamatari Fujiwara: ‘to the: ‘attachment. of ‘simple ‘men
“Andrew Duggan, John Dehner: and |B taguke
“when the provagonist ‘goes to ‘a, Vane: Corsini: -is* fine. as, the ungla- Chika. “hig “wite™ nhoe 'Tanie ‘Kitabayashi
Harold J. Stone, with adequate sup- |The Agitat or
Kitaro: ‘Ozawa ae to:‘the land of ‘their’ forefathers. | film.. It :
‘probes her ‘feelings ‘via -morous neighborhood - temptress.
‘port by Corey Allen, Jennifer How- |
Showing ‘how. the. machines: eome ‘her. reactions to some: of ‘the ‘scenes. Other roles are colofullyv: cast.
a
ard, Cloris Leachman; Chad Ever| | This. film’ was. Japan’ s. afticiall. en- to help. the collectivization of farms. : Godard. breaks ith the oJd-ideas:
Pie could. stand a ‘bit .of. trimming.”
ett, Henry Daniell. Hope Cameron, . try at. ‘Montreal, -but after: seeing in: the Ukraine;. “Barth” .is: well- |’:of ‘story and continuity ‘to build a for pace and: Jength: ‘Tonino. ‘delli:
Roy Roberts and Evan Thompson... ‘it-the: program ‘committee. Tightly known. ‘for its - ‘simplicity.. lyricism picture that. £6988 below the surface’ Colli’s: Jensing- on -locations in ‘and ~~
|j
in. looking: at’-a girl's. personality. ‘around. the: Eternal- City is-a_fur-. Robert Simpson has done an ‘able “gave it. Ja. morning showing ° and ‘and deep-feeling. for humanity. and
job of splicing ‘together’ the four with the: ‘cooperation of Seneca’ In-. nature.. This, new. orint. isnecially : There. are. no. ‘meral judgments ‘ther ~ asset.. Carlo... Rustichelli’s..
stories, Leonard Rosenman's music: ternational ‘Ltd: ‘of New. York, sub-: ‘rade. for. jast. veai’s. Moscew -festi- “but ‘neither is “there leering: or. ex- ‘adaptation. of’ classic. music ‘to back-.
val) is. proof’ that “it remains ‘one ploiting. af the- ‘material. As the ‘drop ‘the. action’ makes: for. -very
helps. create the désired moods. stituted “Yojimbo” instead.
‘Orry-Kelly’s costumés. have’ flair-| ™ “Phe. Sun’s: Burial”: 'aceu rately of the finest examples. of the poetic ee -keeps” sat edie“That is how | effective. ‘dramatic: device. Other...
credits Jare- tops. “This is being. a
and ‘accurately represent social|sub-titled.. by. Shochiku’ as “the cinema of. the” silent. period.”
atatus.
Tube,: | sewer of ‘modern. Japan") is. noth=1
She: as, depiced via. 12.Tittle’“shown in:
n. competition. Hawk.

frigidity. The third (Glynis Johns),.

: Skowronski,

Wanda ©Zolkiewska -from: a.
- Camera.

a kind of comedy.relief. figure, is ‘story:
(color)
an intelectual who feels there may }Janina.|.
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“Venice; Aug. 28.

“Talk here |is.- that Orson: Welles’ new. pic erne apriat” ‘may not-‘make-. =

that: Sept. 7 screening date .at fest, due to -delay in printing and prep_ ping: of.. soundtracks; also not™“yet: known what version—if- original.
nglish-language_ or another—would be screened:..:, UA has readied.

Early
US.SoundFilms:

‘gome. gift. memo: books for: attendttig sciibes with their. names on each |
—together with: that of “Birdman of Alcatraz”... Titanus scrapped its |
‘giant festival-front ‘sign. day before ‘event opened, Painted .
At over” in|
black, Tedesigned: ‘COpy. for ‘easier reading.-.

zB ROBERT. HAWKINS - ohreleasing company), Galates code
j-anese Story”), ete.

-

-

_ Venice, Aug. 28...
Pb ‘ad: veritures at film. fests, _ Dino ‘DeLaurentiis again ‘is cop= .
q‘playing ‘as ‘théy do to.a “captive”. ping much. attention. via his: officeaudience .of. some 600. ‘film critics: -skowroom, “half-way ‘between. the
1 and- writers; plus an equally healthy ‘-Palace.and the. Excelsior. It’s styl-:
.|assemblage ‘of- “‘industry-ites. of .’all'| ishly-- outfitted ‘modern. (aircondi--

- Varedat Venice Fete’s..
Retrospective Section

_ News. from. the U.S. ig ‘that Hall Bartlett's: ‘upcoming “production. ot}:

Venice, Aug. 28:

“Honey”. won't be. the -only one set against’ a backdrop” of the -Venice|:Ae exhatistive- and carefully as- sectors, -have' lorig. been elaborate,. tioned) setup: decorated with Murano chandeliers, in. svhich to’ sit;
‘Film: Festival; . the -recently. ‘completed Seven Arts”‘item, “Panic But--} ‘sembled tribute ‘to’ the “American. bizarre; “usually _expensive *‘items,: chat;
consult DeLaurentiis” 1962-63
: Early: comments film ‘is .a major: feature : of ‘this “and -this’ ‘year’s: -Venice’ Festival
Sten,” is? also: backdropped ‘against® Jagoon: event..
- publicity race is likely:. to bee‘no -prpduction plans, choose photos, or
- on fest” lineup. -aré promising, ‘so- much. so.-‘that ‘one. Yank’ pic ‘exéc ‘year’s
Venice: Festival... ‘Event’s.
|simply: °sip an Espresso on the
. lamented: -“T “may have to ‘go to as many: as five. or: six evening s¢reen- “Retrospective. Section” this year’ is |.exception.
“Posters. are ‘a * staple, and “the | house.
ings in a.“row!” while .another,. tongue in--check, ‘added:: “film festivals {entirely dedicated. to. ¢arly ‘Yank
z
stands ‘inside the
aren't: as ‘much fun ‘anymore when ‘50 many promising films are ‘shown, ‘sound-pix,. -under the’ title: .“The . Lido area fron the. Excelsior Hotel |. The booths: and.
‘| Birth. of" the. ‘Sound “Film ‘in .the, tothe Festival.-Palace, some 300: fest’. palazzo “are also more and
during our: gin rummy: hours.”
ae
“yards in ‘all; are this year lined .as’ ‘mote ‘elaborate ‘this year. There's
“Pre-festival . -period.. at “Venice :‘characterized -‘by: “another croupier. United ‘States: (1926-32).” ‘no’ MPEA-USA stand, but instead;
: Eleven -day symposium: which ‘never -‘before’ with -.multicolored
‘strike: at the Casino’ (it’s. become. ‘an ‘arinual: event) while- a: “gang. of
‘the ..Yank pix ‘are -handsomely:
» cabin. theives -cleaned out entire’raws of. beach ‘cabanas: in’ one:inight. starts’. today. (28) will, in. morning placards of. all kinds, ‘shapes, colors, “housed”: in company booths: UA’s.
screenings in. the— ‘Lido. -Festival _and .prices ~- Last -=named, | for a
.-However,-there’s no evidence so far of the ‘Mayor... cracking ‘down:
|
for “Birdman,” ‘Dear's for “Lolita. 7.
oni ‘use. of -bikinis, as. he.did- last: ‘summer . . Postal service -is. also:“as ‘Palace, feature..the .work--of. such: fiwo-week -“shot, - Tange aniywhere These. are side -by side, but area,:a
‘erratic as .ever,. especially with more and’ more’ people. housed .on Lido. ‘directors. as Alan --Crosland, Ernst from _- $500. ‘to. .$6,500 -and- “even functional balcony ‘above the main
-and: nearby Jesolo.. . Did anyone know that. the Lido. Casino annually Lubitseh, Mervyn LeRoy, William: chigher. Key: space is $0. hard -“to. -entrance; also has posters. and disMamoluian,. ‘get that. some. companies reserve.
auctions off items left. ina “museum”. there:as. guarantees by customers. ‘Wellman, Rouben.
plays for. “How: the West Was Won”
Lewis : “Milestone, ‘‘Howard™ Hawks; space for a ‘year or‘two.in advanice.:
“departing ‘without. paying: ‘up:‘their. debts.’
‘Most - effective | single Sign: ‘this _and “West Side Story,” and sundry.
; | Clarence’ ‘Brown, Joseph: von: Stern“Birdman;” repping. ‘the -U. S..at Venice. hig year; “was. actually -in-,
i
*
‘next, to ‘the Palace. ‘other. stands for Britain,| USSR, .
berg; Norman _ Z- McLeod, King ‘year is ‘right.
vited :‘by: the fest for last: year’s. event, together: with “West Side Story”.
and
“Blectra’.-+:
{| and spells. out. “Lolita” in. lights. “Electra” (UA).
Vidor, ©“and - Many’ “others.,
ae
2 neither: made ‘it last: year, ostensibly because not’ ready ‘in- ‘time,. and:|.
{“Lolita” ‘sandwii ph ‘posters are also |. (Greek National Theatre version), —
:
Seriés,;
which.
has
already:
roused.
ue -were: ‘finally: repla¢ed by: “Summer. and Smoke": and. “Bridge to: the'|‘disseminatéd ‘alf. over the :island.)|:FTrance, Italy, etc..
Incidentally; too, Peter :Glenville, ‘director ‘of * “Smoke”. is. ‘focal attention’. via_ its:.:treasure- The largest sign;. [sky-high -and: lity | .. DeLaurentiis. At At Again.
Sun”:
‘trove
list:
of
features,
.
will
lead”
off
“back”. this year, but with a British entry,: “Term of -Trial,’” ‘which stars
at night, ‘is: Columbia’ s, for: “Re-|*"Also ‘in the. press. sector, UA
Sir: Laurence. Olivier. ‘and ‘Simone Signoret.. : . *Term’”:0opens,all.aver’ with a- series ‘ of* extracts © ‘from: quiem.. for « a Heavyweight’ > and plans to’ hand out brief. material on
Vitaphone”
“programs.
,
early
(1926).
Italy, courtesy. of Warner Bros., on: Sept.. 28:
“Harold.. ‘Hoyd's.. “World, of Com: the. ‘Stroud ‘ease and ‘reactions:
i. Venice's. allotment |-of: the'$230, 000: total 8 atin 1961 by ‘the:‘italian |and, of course, “The: Jazz: Singer.’”| edy.ye =at
4sto' it in’ the case following the film- oe
“The.
~Next':
are”
'
such.
items
as
Government on: Film: ‘Festivals: ‘in:this: country: was.3 $170;g00-—presum-,
Lights - of - New: York, * On With|: Posters. “in _past- “mostly. ‘cone ing of “Birdman,” to give the
‘ably: gets the samé. this’ year.
-the °“Show,” “In Old
Arizona,” . cerned pix’. in competition; now: plained Burt. ‘-Laneaster press. con-_
Frank Perry, director. of: US. indie “David anid,”Lisa, ” “distressed to.“Lucky--Boy,;”9 “The. Love Parade,”’. pix. showing. ‘out’ of. the running as fab (if “he’s: able’ to come) :‘a new
_; Jearn. that- local: press notices have. to date’ ‘invariably changed his: first “Little .Caesar,”-: “Public -Enemy,”. well. as ‘general..seasonal~ product’ -dimension! ‘via discussion of: merits
and -:demerits ‘of the. -personality
jhame. to -Fred;::““‘that name's been: haunting me.all. my ‘life,’ ‘he says.’’: “City: Streets,” “Love Me Tonight,” | is publicized: as’ well, Thus: Cineriz
|4
-Perry’. ‘here. with<his: writer ‘wife. Eleanor and “‘David”’. ‘producer. ‘Paul. “The Big House,” “I am a: Fugitive -with: “Fellini 812 i Woman: iin the which inspired the pic. Figured
ae ‘Heller. to attend world: premiere of.pic: It: runs here: non-competitive, a from. a Chaifi. Gang,””» “Front Page,” ! World,’” “Imperial ‘Venus,” “Mam- ‘that: is the locally ‘assembled press.
put is, eligible “for the. best: ‘first: ‘picture award, which: this year -has:. “Five’ Star’ Final, " “Dawn. Patrol,’” ‘ma. Roma,” “Eva,” ““Commare Sec- are. properly apprised of the’ basic™
‘been opengl: to. pix.-in Information. Section. Star’‘Keir Dullea’ (Hood- “HelPs. Angels,” - “Anna: Christie,” ca” and-others do
tes: the: front. details of. Strouid’s case, .and. in-*and’o
mina Ss
aL
Jum. Priest” ) may also: fly in for’ screening. '
festival:s area..-Titanus.
also! ‘teresting : debate’ above and. be.|“Dishonored,”: . “Horse: Feathers,” facing.
‘Festival: organizers - ‘hoping that: ‘néwspaper. strikes -‘which.. fiave “Billy :the- ‘Kid,’” to name just.a few. -séores with. “Sodom and -Gomor- yond ‘the ‘usual visiting-star interplagued. fest all. summer during” “minor” events, few. of which.-were -Of ‘the titles included ‘in- the ‘elabo- rah;” ‘Altona,’’.’- “leopard,” .-“Ti- view might. develop. ‘Lancaster ig
fully reportéd,. will not crep: up again:now: ‘that- feature. event: is under rate: and. “detailed |-program book ‘koyo and. the. Shark,” “4 Days ‘of |. said to feel :very strongly about
:“ASsociation’ ‘of. Young ‘International:‘Critics. plans. a series: of . ‘which | accompanies -the. screenings: Naples,” “Smog”
way.
and “Family ‘the: case himself.
open forum -discussions: ‘in fest.framework .on ‘any. ‘subject: of. interest and’ which’. was.. compiled by -retro- Chronicle.” Globe.-Films:'as usual!
UA: ‘which. again has a. massive:
they’ll- ‘probably:.be “held in “fest: palace with .no ..sét: topics : or ‘Spective
organizer ‘Giulio’ Cesare. “monopolizes: attention of*“fest: pal-' participation ‘of pix and people
on,
dengthr : '. Eastern :Fests- have them, but they usually-: have apolitical} ‘Castello together with Davide ‘Tur- '‘acé. doorways: for its large ‘Tange. “here (what-.with “Birdman” in com-..
-tint:. “‘Yooal ‘effort .is- designed - AS - a switch from |these, away, from. all coni;. Umberto. Tani, and Flavia, of: product,. with: Rank. also. faking. . petition, . and : “Electra” ‘and “A
Adeological involvement.’
a Paulon. .
a.-booth. -for’‘“Tiara © Tahiti” and. ‘Third. of .a Man’ out of the rune
oo
RAT-TV,. the. Italian .tenént, giving ‘Nenice | the” ‘full-‘treatmént this |. “Program:. ‘also: ‘thanks Sorganiza- |
ning) ‘also’ ‘plans to give away “Birdaltz’ of.the Toreadors. me
: “year: ‘opening-and closing. night.direet casts. (also. Tadio- links); filmed ‘tions. and: ~éople: who. made it: pos-|. :“Warners is in: the: ‘pilb-ad ©race | man” LP’s pressed in Italy “by:
“itéms:- every day as part of the: evening. newsreel ‘Wrapup. on. ‘all Ttalo: sible to collect such. a vast amount. : with ax large. one for'a British: en-. CGD, and-is setting up. two giant
fnets; ‘plus ‘two special ;‘editions: of a popular - winter: TV ‘show- called | of | material. ‘Cited’. are: “MCA;: try. here: “Term of: Trial,” UA has ‘bird .cages.in the Festival palace,
““Cinema-“Today,’’.on.Sept. 1 and. 6th, both entirely dedicated to Venice. Metro; . “UA- TV," Universal; tthe ‘two large areas, one for “Birdman, on ‘containing about 100 assorted birds,
‘RAI-TV has. ‘also in: past several months. shown.-as. part. of «its normal. ‘George |Eastmen: Hotise in Roches-. the other: for “Electra,” right op-|. ‘for.aé twittering reminder of the
_. evening ‘fare. a. large: ‘number ‘of.‘prizewinning. pix’.‘out. of. 30°year. old -ter,. film archives’ in “Bruxelles, ‘posite the fest exit; and - both: ef-| ‘pie in. question,
: festival’s:-past.|
1 Rome, ‘Moscow, ‘Belgrade; ‘and Lon- ‘fective: , Other early. advertisers ||: The Dear. Film. (Rome) ‘press
UA taking’ pains to see: ‘that:no. one. confuses. its “‘lectra, ae ‘directed don, as well ‘as:Messrs, Brian Head,|:
-are.Atco Film,..Filmsonor, _Milli- contingent, incidentally, is wearing
‘by Michael. Cacoyannis ‘with ‘Irene. Papas. and a prizewinner at Cannes. Jiohn:v Huntley, and:George Stevens. “max, *
“Film “(for “Taste of two hats at the. ‘fest, and ‘result
this year, with the. -Greek-sponsored - “Flectra:”"- a. filmed version |of Sr.
alitoney"},
, “Ceaid (Columbia’s- Malo has been a careful preparatory. divi<

the Greek: National. presentation (at: Epidaurus) -of. the Sophocles vers.|.
. , sion: (the’ UA‘oné ‘is by Euripides). Both items have large. posters: up, =—
both. have a’stand at. which. material is haiided out.:
| oe

~. “Romano Mussolini: and. his’ Jazz: combo 4 “current. “attraction: at’ the: ee
: Excelsior: ‘Hotel ‘Chez: Vous: ‘nitery, .along: ‘with the- ‘Brutos comedy: act|° 2:
gs Jerry Juroe to Milan.to meet with:-Jules Dassin. and Melina’ Mer-|.-° |

_| sion of interests and allegiancesy

=!for

»Venice’6StarInflux
Continued: ‘from, Fase. 2 See

Dear, while: ‘being

UA's exe

| clusive: Italo outlet,-and thus. in|-volved in ‘above-mentioned pix, is

also directly -involved - (via copro-.
‘| duetions and release-deals) in “Lo-

~ Arnold =
*-eouri ‘and prep Italian. opening. there of “Phaedra” (UA) >.
ita”. and “Taste of Honey,” latter
Picker “expected. Sept: Ist! -for his: first ‘time: at Venice Festival ; ay Tamara. Makaitova,. directors Sergei
here out of competition...
‘pers
-and
businessmen;
as.
well
-as
‘Lee Kamern, back from ‘six weeks. U. S.home leave;: ‘also expected: “up| Gherasimov, Andrey . ‘Tarkovski, ‘writers, artists; directors, © and |. “Lolita” campaign | will. also ine
‘to join UA‘ contingent .currently. headed ‘by IlyaLopert.,oes Dear topper. and’ many. others.
;
| stars} a® useful meeting place con- clude handing out ‘of .w.k. -heartRobert Magelag. due from: Rome aswell.
230.
on
oe
_ USIS film. toprer- Georgé ‘Stevens ductive..to. future contacts: in the: ‘shaped glasses, plus Metro LP’ 8 of
an ‘Jr: > Official. : Yank... “rep” ‘Arnold interrelated. fields. of film art-in-: ‘soundtrack music.
‘ ~ 3: Grant,
US. jury:: member. John dustry... ‘ARCO Film. topper. will |
area.topper: -also intra his ':1962-43 roster. of
ae ‘Houseman, - “MPEA.
“:4Leo Hochstetter- -headed the:US. productions, to be -helmed by such people: as Roberto Rossellini, “Jean-|
— delegation. to the- inaugural,
Winding: up- the. initial evening Luc ‘Goddard; ete.:
was a Iinidnight reception ‘for some|: A:VIP: UA: ‘affair. ‘to ‘honor Burt}

viking BudgetCrampsVenice
Plans to Refurb shFete’sLayout:
Venice, - Aug: 238.

Rising ‘prices ‘and shrinking’ (or

AssuredD.CNot|

750° guests hosted” by. the. ‘city of Lanéaster ‘on. “Birdman” day (Sept..| .
5th) will only’ be. held: if ‘the star.
‘Venice. tourist’ office where ‘scribes |Venice, . ‘in the : Dogés.. ‘Palace. off jisablé
to make. ‘the Venice. trek. |
can. gather. info and: access to elty’ s.| ‘Saint "Marks~ ‘Square...

Forcing’ Feevee

Pt! would «be. held after the eve-'|. Marshall: cil
and - John Stem-.
Star. attendance -this” “year .ap- ning screening at the..-Excelsior.
. unchanged). budgets : haven't . al-; Jandmarks, tours, -ete:.
ler, -Tespective. presidents of: Ale...
A Rome: lab strike. detented .al;pears: More-promising than.in’ ‘the’
lowed the Venice Film. Festival: 0°
Hotel. .200-odd- guests will be ins
lied States Assn: and, ‘Theatre.
follow : through - with many of -the. Venice innovation suggested: by:di-. past.- Burt. Lancaster ‘is expected
. a ‘hoped-for physical _changes this’ réctor: Dotnenica: Meccoli: to :have here on Sept.: 5th’ for. the. “Bird- vited:
if| Owners of America, ‘had their
More:
“definite.
is'-8
igmallish"
". ““year, but. ‘there. have’ been .some- Italian films shown’ here subtitled: man ‘of .Alcatraz” .opening. -if “his luncheon. (“only: ‘about 78 people’):
fears - _allayed yesterday. (Tues.)
useful variations: .here -neverthe-| in: either French-or English. for:the duties on.‘The: Leopard” will per-: for Sue ‘Lyon’ on. the : day: -followless, ‘both at. the Festival .and ‘in ‘its: benefit: of..those. who ‘don't.‘speak: mit :him. it “fly: in ‘from. Palermo -ing. the local -“Lolita” -bow, to. be] ‘that -the’ . Administration. ‘was atwital:” “accessories,” .“such Jas. the Italiano.. Matter. was: taken: up. in: location - of: thé: 20th-Titanus * ‘pic. held . on the °Island. of Torcello tempting: ‘to. compel the sale of
-| Rome. by ANICA:” ‘topper Eiteél Others “on the: ‘incoming Itsts. are:
-:Excelsior Hotel: mat
current ‘features to tollvision.. Exon the Venice lagoon.
*
Regrettably, the main screening | Monato,
2
-but striké made. it.-impos- Gloria «. -Christian,- ‘Karl -Malden,||.- Several: other: ‘affairs. (French, | hib’ leaders... met.-‘in Washington
theatre has. not been: enlarged, and '|sible-. to. follow through: as. even: Edmund. ‘Purdom; _Anna~ Magnani, | Russian; Italian ‘ete.) are. being} With .Atty..Gen. Robert F. Ken. -tlie:-usual ‘ticket. shortages. are ‘jn-- normal. ‘prints: had trouble being Simone. Signoret. - Sarah ‘Miles, : ‘scheduled. as this ‘is- being written,. nedy..and sther ‘Dept. of. Justice
Guy: - Madison. ’ Peter * Glenville, re with’. outlook: a fairly. lively :one officials ‘to explain their resist- .
_ ‘evitable, :. -Plans to .build.“a ‘pal-- ‘completed...
. gony. ‘were.: frustrated. by. ‘costs, | A: “novelty... this. :year: are ©“press: Rene: Clair,. “Irene ‘Papas, :Michael }for . the next* two. ‘Venetian. weeks. . ‘ance to™ ‘paysee- and asserted. that”
while.-a . project: to- “deepen”. the. conferences: to. be: held ‘right’ on: Caco. ¥annis. Pier . Paolo. -Pasolini, And ‘moe names aré--being added -it would be'‘ ‘economic: suicide” for
theatre itself were:defeated by. the -the: spot. in. “main: fest- theatre -im- “Alida..Valli; -Rossano, :Brazzi; John’ to the possible arrival :list:. Anita 1 the film companies ‘to sell to the.
‘requirements of new.” ‘widescreen “mediately: after each screening (exe. ‘Cassavetes,. Sue’ ‘Lyon, John Harris; Ekberg? Sophia Loren,: Jeanne Mo- : -coinbox. medium, .
we equipment... A compromise. ‘is ‘the. cept for:-evening- ones)4 This- elimi-. “perhaps James Mason. ‘Many others: reas. Shelly’ Winters, Emmanuelle |: Anxiety’ of Fine and Stembler
new. -paint job: ‘all round; \;and’.in “nates. time-~consuming treks to this. are: still -iffy, “depending. on. work: ‘Riya, .Orson “Welles,. Claudia” Car-.. centered on-a recent: D. of J. letter
‘various improvements” here, _and |‘or -that.: ‘area or-. reom,: by. whieh. commitments: :
+dinale, Aldin. Delon, Romy Schnei-'|. to. the.-major companies in the
:
...{ time -many- ‘interested ‘bystanders | -Party:- ‘reeeption arrangéments: |der,. -Joan=Coallins, *‘Christine Katf- -Wake of. complaints: from RKO.
so there.
: For. ‘instance, there® ‘is’“a: “new. have. lost -interést’ or--are. already | many--of them -depending on ‘star man:. Jen? fer Jones, ‘Mylene: De- General. that: it ‘could not obtain’
press. working” ‘room; now larger, |: wondering what other: event they ayailability,: -are . still: being «“set.‘mongeot*“Alfred Hitchcock’:
;‘new product. from most majors for.
“more quiet, -and:. equipped. ‘with, are missing: :
here, but. a. number .are ‘already.|. |“Meanwhile :the.- social. -set. here. its Hartford ‘toll test. The letter,
a ‘over 20 typewriters’ in various key- |. “The. other’. - festival ~-stainping ‘cerfain. ° ‘One: of the. toughest:. to is. talready~-aflutter with. -prepara-| the exhib leaders were informed,
.2s) boards, Former. working areas has ‘ground; ‘the’. Excelsior: Hotel, fas -erash’ is. going to: be Alfredo: Bini’s-‘tions. -for ‘the |-annual-. ‘dinne:- ball was merely to inquire. as to- policy
‘ bheeri- transformed:. into’ ‘a-stylish. been. néatly.: ‘refurbished, : with * a Sept. 3d restricted - ‘supper: affair, given: -in. her ‘Venice: ‘Palace. by ‘and future plans of the companies,
‘and. : “useful - - sitting: room-waiting: newly decorated beachfront ‘Bamm- ‘to: ‘be. hé - held. Afor: 200. people). | Countess: -Volpi,.‘towards .the end and ‘was not intended to. influence
. ¥0om : for those using -‘the. press boo: Bar for. all-hour :-gnacks,- com- ini Ja. ‘Grand. Canal: ‘Palazzo,’ Bini, Jof the*¥Festival: -‘Traditionally, ‘the policy: vis-a-vis feevee.
=” Jongdistance phones, the presswire. plete with. trees; f#rass and“a: pond: who: feels. that. the usual ‘giab-all. Countess. invites “very. -few.. . film. "At. present, “only: ‘Paramount,
“oat and telephoto. ‘services,’ New. press which gives: ‘the. formerly: ‘arid Jo- “Feed”. ‘is -a ‘useless’ waste of. coin, people” and _.only:-the. very: ‘upper | Buena _ Vista and. Warner ‘Broa.
“.-.@rea-also. has a-bar. dispensing free. cation an. Oasis-like: ‘look. Also :use-'| hopes to. make ‘his ‘affair. (to: which. strata _of.- society; : “yet.. people’ in are cooperating with the Hartford
“(Soff :drinks: .courtesty of, -ironi- ful’ are’ new entrances and” stairs. he'll:invite .very: few. ‘press reps, | both sectors are. ar riving here with test; with Columbia .also. set..:to
/ eally;; an‘ ‘Ttalo- steel: conihine ‘called whieh - allow. luneh- customers : ‘to.
( ‘but. a large’ nuniber. ‘of ‘stars, for-. the confident. hope. that they'll be open: its catalog
(see separate
a ‘Ttalsider, ‘Next: ‘door: ‘isa. City:cofI
“(Continued on.Page: 20)
belga: ‘and Italian: Pic.industry’ top- Hincluded in ‘this: elite list, story)..
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_ PICTURE GROSSES.

LA Soaring:Geisha’Big$2300,

§T0,TC.TBaalsbo A
| Hub;‘Galahad’ Fat: 196;[|Honey’Sock m
‘Sky’Boff $17,000, ‘Tarzan’ Ditto, ‘Grimm’ 246; ‘Music’ MG Good 10146;ThternsBoffo116,a
venies’ Hotsy $11,000,

‘Balloon, Hot$16,a ‘Grimm’JM,3}

‘Boston,. Aug: 28:

“Warm weather. will bop the Bos- a
‘ton boxoffice: ‘this. ..week.-” Musi¢ |

Los Angeles Aug. 28. +
L.A. firstruns are’ setting a 33-|
week record with a batch of heavy|
-prossers,- still. led . by - third: round |
‘of “Brothers Grimm,” which looks}:
great $39,000 .at Warner —Holy-.
wood. Openers are headed. by: “My |

Geisha,” which is after’a big $23,-|
000.or over in. three theatres. “Sky]"
Above”

looms boffo $17,009 on ex- |

clusive date ‘at Vogue.

Estimated Total.Gross‘

- |}, ‘Holdovers -are. falling, except. for}*“Last ‘Year. ‘eed ene eases. .$635,500::olOntario.looks: sock as:.does “Viri-

“Bird Mai ‘of Aleatraz,”. still: hot|‘
{Based’ on 33.ities and:259° =7} in third. round, at Music ‘Hall. “Mu- |:
si¢ Man” is fine in. fourth’ at Astor: .
- theatres).

“Tarzan Goes. To India” looks |:
theatres, ouetty
good $17,000 ‘or near in ‘two spots: |:.ding N.Y.) .

“Five Weeks in Balloon’ is likely
1o get 2 stout $16.500 ‘in three locations. “Best of Enemies” shapes’!
light $8,500-in ‘two hauses. “Guns
of. Darkness” is. mild at: Egyptian.

$641, 100° gauge. |Mf
: hotsy: at Beacon. Hill. “Kid Gala-.|" 2 his:Week: .
~ (Based on“29:
‘theatres.
had’ is rated: nice” at Orpheum,
| -“A: Taste©of Honey”. opening. at:

(......: $2, 710,700 .

Last’ Year.Lee ge,

~ Broadvay’Grosses.

Hall is rehearsing -;for. stage shows |:
| to. run: with pictures, opening next
__.| throughout. this unpredictable ‘sum- :
~| month. ‘Three «arrivals this’ week:|.
| ‘Estimated TotalGross. an “-:/ mer makes. ts. total effect. hard.‘to. .
{with ‘Best: of Enemies”: ‘opening.|:.

KeyCityGrosses
This. Week

- ‘Washington, Aug. 28.:
Four initialers- are. bolstering
; ‘generally atrong “holdover. :trade.
“| this. -stanza:.‘ Turnabout | weather .

| “Iwo; weeks in Another: Town” :is:}

-|.diana,” also. in first, at: the Dupont.
_ (Based. on.20°“thedtres)
on;
| “The Interns” .-shapes ‘smash in:

—

internsBig286,

second..frame: at .‘Trans-Lux; “Kid -.

_ Galahad” Jooks.. trim: in: second: ata
;
° Keith's.
—
. perking at Saxon. in third. “Broth-.|
' Jers .Grimm’. is -“holding: biggest
|.
“Five: Weeks |in.aBailgoa” looks
firstTruns, in- with a- fat fourth “week. “Lolita”|
{good _in: ; Palace’ opener, : “Music:
Sones
“Lgtill 4s torrid’ in’ :seventh. .at: ‘the|
Man” -is. still Solid’‘in fourth: for two .
=
| Capri. “‘World’ of Comedy”. is: hold-|
houses.
>in: nicely: “at. Exeter’ dn: Sixth |
_. Estimates forThis ‘Week
a
| Stanza:
“
Philadelphia,” “Aug.
| " Ambassador-Metropolitanmn . (SW).*
‘Estimates: for This Week
’ Usual - ‘end... of © ‘summer
edie (1,480;. 1,000: $1-$1.49)-.— “Musi¢
[oo ‘Astor. (B&Q): (4,170; -:90-$2) —
the past ‘weekend is not help-| “Man”. (WB) (4th owk). Socko’ $12,..
“Wusic Man” -(WB) -(4th- wk), endl‘over
ing. firstrun ‘biz :currently--but sev- 000... Last ‘week, $15, 000.:
=. Cleve.-| $14, 000.. Last week; $16, 000...
USe
; . -Beacon Hill (Sack):(900; $1-$1. 80) eral .-‘spots ‘are.holding: Up... well, | "Apex: UKB):. 1940: .$1-$1:Power

SPAT,200

|Philly;‘Guns’YG!

‘Boccaccio’"New

“Pigeon That Took Rome’ is rated.
good $7.000 at Four Star.
Record 1
Of regular hioldovers, “Music |
J
Man” looms .boff. $33.000 in. fifth |
‘week
at Hollywood
Paramount.
‘Cleveland, .Aug. "28.

(20th). (3d. wh).: Tall —‘‘Best’ of: Enemies” "(Col). .Hotsy:Addition. of. daily. matinees is help-. ; Like: Money”..
ing “Brothers :Grimm,” . with a; $5, 000.. ‘Last. w eek, $5,800. .

‘$11,000.. Last’ .week,: “Advise: and.
"Advise
and
Consent”
is: rated|:
Big. news here this round. is. the: Consent” (Col) (6th. wk), $5, 000: “| smash... total: in fourth-‘round - and |. ‘Capitol. tLoew)- (3;240; $1.81. 65):
handy $13.600 in second session, » showing of: “Bocceaccio.’70": which
| -~ Boston - (Beacon - “Ent.): “1,354. ahead ‘of last .week atBoyd. Outs] — “Notorious. Landlady” (Col), (3d
three houses.. “Bird Man of Al;! Is heading for a-new house’ record |.
standing newcomer - is - ’Phe In- |wk). Hefty. . $13,500. :“Last, iweek,me
catraz” looks bust: in third -in two" ‘at’ the Colony Art; It -is_ the: top: $1.20-$2. 95) —= “Brothers: Grimm”. ‘terns,’” sockeroo at. Randolph; | | $16,400.
(MGM) (4th wk): ‘Third. week ended
Tocations. ““West Side Story” econ-.: surprise
of. the week with @ "Monday. (27) was another mig $24
Another -new. “entrant, “Guns ‘of Dupont. (Mani-KB) 4400; “$12.
tinues smash. in 37th. frame at Chi-' booming
take. “Music
Man” is 000. Last week, :same..
-Darkness” is. rated. dim at. the Fox $1.65)——"Viridiana”’ .«Union): Hotsy.”*
nese.
;
rated
Stout
in
fourth.
session.
at .
Capri. (Sack): (850; ci$1.
80)"—| for -nine. days.. “Two. Weeks-in. An-. ‘$7,000. Last: week; “Jules and; Jim”
Estimates. for’ This Week: . “4 Allen. “Interns” still. is. strong in | «
"
| other. Town’: looms Tobust in sec-| (Janus) (2d wk), $3,800.:Hillstreet,.
Pantages, | Wiltern |
1
‘$7,000. East week. $8,000.” ,
; 1 ond - round - at: Arcadia: : “Music | ..Keith’s (RKO). (1.839; $1-$1.49)
(Metropolitan-RKO- SW) (2,752: 1,~
‘Man” ‘looms. rousing’ in ’.fifth: ses- |--—'Kid Galahad” “(UA)” “(2d . oWwk). :
512: * 2,344; 90-%2)—“My Geisha”

Seat still smart in. thir
ird.|”" Exeter (Indie) (1,376;. 90-$1,49)2

“World -‘of “Comedy” (Cont) ©.(6th-| ‘sion at. Stanley while: ‘Lolita’ still:Stout: $8,000 ‘after: $il,500. dpener.
:, | | wk). Fifth-.week, fine ‘$6,000.:Last |
is fancy: ‘in-eighth ‘at Trans-Lux.’“MacArthur. (KB) (900:
$1.25Estimates. for .This- ‘Week , “| $1,40)——“Only. Two. Can: ‘Play’ (Col)...
(2,866; week, $7, 000;
week, Ilillstreet with -Iris, Loyola, _ Allen-‘(Stanley-Warner)
“Music: Man”: (WB): ‘Fenway (Indie)°a;300: $1. 50) —
~~ Areadia- ¢S&5). (622: “95- $1.80)— (7th, .wk). ‘Trim $4,900:after -‘same: fs
Baldwin. “Bon Voyage” «BV)- (2d?» $1-$1.80) —
“pWo. Weeks. in. ‘Atiother: Town” last -frame.wk), $20,900. Pantages with Los °‘14th wk). Stout, $16,000.. Last: week, “La. Notte" (Indie) -(3d. wk): ‘Okay |
car
':1-$3,800. Last. week, $5,000...
a (MGM)... (2d wk). “Rugged $12; 000 | Ontario: (KB). (d 240; '$1-$1: 49)
Angeles. Four Star, “Phantom. of « ‘$16;200.
“Taste - -of Honey”; (Cont), : “Sock 7 - 1
Opera” «U), “Hand of Death”: (U); | ‘Colony Art:“ Staiiley-Warnery a;-| “Gary. (Sack) “(1, 277; $1, 50-$3). =: or.‘near. Last week;. $14,000..
$15,700. - Wiltern with Hawaii, Vil- 354; $1.50)—“Boccraccio °70”.- (Em-| “West. Side Story”. (WA). (43d wk).- - Boyd. (SW) (1.536: -$2-$2. 75)! $10,000: Last week, “Lolity": (MGB ~
lage, Warren's, “Advise and ‘Con-, bassy). ‘Booming .$18;000--or over; |: Potent $11, 000. East: week,. $12, 500. “Brothers. Grimm”: - (MGM). (4th 7th wk) $4,000:
“New ‘house record. Last week; “Bell|... Memorial (RKO). (3,000;.":. 90-' wk). Upped to. great: $25.000.. Last! ‘:Palace (Loew). (2360: $1-$1 49)
sent” (Col), $26,400.
“Five” ‘Weeks - in: “Balloon”. (20th), -:20°
Los’ Angeles, Hollywood. Loyola’ Antonio” (Embassy), $2;800.°
$1. 50) —" “Spiral *.Road” « “(Uy and -week, $23,000..
(Metropolitan-FWC).
(2,047; ° -856;
. Fox (Milgram) (9.200: 95:81.80)-— ‘Good °$10,600. or-:near. Last. week,
Continental... Ari (Art -Théatre](Continued: en’ page. 18)...
1,298; 90-$1.50!1—“Five- Weeks’ in Guild)’ (900; . $1-$1.50) :-—-.'“From.|. __
“Guns -of. Darkness” : (WB): ‘Dim “My: Geisha” (Par). (ist wk). $9,300.
lloon’ Loftyota
Balloon” (20th). and: “Two. Little. Roman Holiday’ ™ (ndie}.: Mild -$1.ae
{$8,500 for .nine: davs.. Last’ week,.|-- Playhouse (TL). (459: $1: .49-$2)—
Bears” (20th).
Good $17,000. or ‘800. ‘Last..week, : “Kanal”. Cindie), .
“Five ‘Weeks: ‘in, Balloon" (20th), “Best: ‘of -Enemies’. (Cot) | 42d --Wk)oStrong. “$8,000:or.over after $9,ae
-elose.
Last. week. Hollywood, “EI|.‘$2,400.
$7,500. .
=
{-°
Cid” (AA) (5th wki,. $5,000.
‘Goldman |* (Golamany “A,000° . 95-7 ‘in:.opener..
Heightg.
Art
(Art
‘Theatre
Guila).
Vogue
(FEC) {810:-. 90-$1:50)— *
$1.80)—“‘Bird. Man of” “Alcatraz” } Plaza: (TL). (278. “$1349-$1.80): —
“Sky Above” (Embassy): Boff. $17,-. |(925; '$1-$1.50\—"World: of .Come(WA) (5th wk). Firm $8.000 ‘or near. ! “Spit on: Your. Grave”: (Indie); Boff.:
dy”
(Cont)
(3d.
wk):
Good:
‘$2,
500..
“$7,000 or near. Last. week;” “Two
000. Last week, “World of Come-.
| ‘Last week, $9,000."
Last week, .- $3, 400.3.
;and - Two Make" Six” -(Union): (2d
dy” (Con) .(4th wk), $4,000.
Midtown.
(Goldman’
|
MY
200:
$2:
.-Katisas City, Aug. 28:
Hippodrome ° ‘(Eastern Hipp). Cee a
- wk); $2000. State, Pix. (UATC- Prin) (2 404;
|
$2.75)—""West.
Side
Story’®
(UA)
“Town. (King) -‘{800; :90-$1: 28y::—
956: 90-$1. 50)—" Tarzan ‘Goes ‘to | 700;.. $1-$1.50)—“Interns”. (Col) (3d: . ‘Two: néwcomers |~here..currently’ (42d wk). Fine “$6.500. ‘Last. Week, |“Touch
‘of. “Mink” ; (UW).
(9th :WK).
India” (MGM) and “The Tartars” wk). Strong $12, 000.-Last. week, ; and both: are doing. well despite.|“$9, 200.”:
100-degree:. ‘temperatures.. “Miracle.
“Trim $5, 000. Last week; _$5,600.:
{MM}.
Good $16.500 or‘near. Last “$13, 200:
Randoiph’
(Goldmai:
(2.
200:
95-":"
‘Trans-Lux (TL): (599; $1 '49-$2)—
week,
State,
“Important “Man”
‘Ohio- (Loew) (2,700:‘SL.25-$1:50) | Worker”. at Brookside: shapes: sock $1.80)—“Interns” ~ “Col. | “Smash,
. “Interns”. “(Col - (2d wk).. : Nifty:
(Lope), $5,200. Pix with: Orpheum,
— “Adventurers : of “Young. Man”. on initial week while “Five Weeks $28,000. . Last..:: “week. Touch
"of
, $11,000: or close. after” $13,000.
“Birdman. of: Alcatraz”: (UA)~ “Val-7 (20th). ?Goud : $10,000. Last: week in’ Balloon” : looks" ‘solid : playing’
in ‘six: spots, some. of them: ozoners. “Mink” (U) (9th Wk) $8. 500.
‘Initialer.’
fant” (UA) (2d:wk), $13.900:
—
.[ “Lolita” (MGMr. {m.6.),, :$6,500:°
“Stanley.
:(
Sw):
+2.500;.
95-82)
|
‘
“Brothers. Grimm” - ‘is. giant: in:
Egyptian
(UATE)
(1,392: - $2Palace (FEF &, A ‘Theatre (2,739; “third - ‘round ::at..Empire' while|.“Music. Man” (WB'.(5th wky. Rous-. ca- Uptown (SW). (i300: ‘$1: 49-$2- 75):
“ ‘West: Side’ ‘Story’. (UA) (41st
$2. 50)—“Guns. ‘of Darkness” (WB). . $1. 25-$2.75). ——. “Brothers Grimm”
Wowk). Fancy -$10,000... Last. ‘week; :
Mild $8,000:". Last week, “Hatari’” | iMGM). (3d wk), ‘Smart $17,500. “Spiral “Road”. looms pleasing inj.‘Ing. $20,000. Last ‘week:. $19:000::
Stanton.
(SW)
(1/483:
95-$1:
80)—
Second. at’
Paramount:
“Music
$11,000.:
(Par) 8th” wk), $8,900.
“Man”. at: Roxy in fifth. ‘arid: “Touch. £Tales ;“or ‘Terror’. (AD). (2d w k), | _ - “Warner. (SW) ‘a350: “$1.35-1. 60) . :
Four Star (UATC». (868: 90-$1.50) || ‘Last week,. $17;660..
Oke
"$7.
000.
Last:
week,
$8.
000.
State (Loew) (3,700: $1-$1. 50)— of “Mink,” ‘in. fourth at Saxon, still|
—‘E] Cid” . (AA).- 1th" wk). ‘Big:. a
—‘Pigeon That.Took Rome” (Par).
‘Studio. :-(Goldber 2)... (3835. - 95-| $9,000."Last week, $10 500...
| “Tarzan: ‘in India” 4MGM)..- Nice” are ‘great; ..“‘Hatari’”: ds: rated. ‘okay
Good $7.000.
~
|s1
80)—"“Wild
Sex"
(Indie)
and
pale
‘$15,000.
Last
week,
“Two:
:
Weeks
‘in fourth at Uptown: ©. -.
Music’ Hall; Vagabond (Ros) (720; J
| ace of Shame’ (Indie). Hot ‘$6.000.
‘Estimates. for This’ Week 390:.. $1.80-$2.40)—“Best, of. ‘Ene- | ‘Another. Town” &{MGMy), $11, 000.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; $1-$1. 50) r Brookside (Fox: “Midwest-Nat: Last. week.
mies” (Col: Light $8,500." Last
se “Paradise.
ae in’ Sun” (nz: ‘Man’ Slow:$4000In’
a

-(Par) and “Count of Monte Cristo”
(WB).

Big $23,090

or over.

Last |

Estimates. for This Week

$5000inKC!

(Continued on page. 18)

—"‘Sky. Above” (Embassy) (2d wk). | Theatres) (800; $1-$1 25)—“Miracle'|

Trans-Lux- TL).
re pats 5000
-Port.; ‘Music’ 86; 6th
hoo.
Worker’ - MDA), ‘Excellent ~$7;500: - eel
“Last: week;* “Hobbs’'Takes Vaca: |“Totita” :“(MGM).- (8th ‘wk),: Fine:
“portland, Ore., “Ang. 93.
$7, 500. Last: week. $9.200.
. ~ Terrific heat here: is wilting: most.gicetrood
Art $1.50)
(Art ‘theatre.
120th) (5 days), $3,000.
uild)’ (955: . $1.25World |:ion
“Capri. (Burwood) (1.260;
“Viking .(Sley) (1:000:.:95-$1. 80)— ' firstrun biz” currently, -There’s. ‘a:
Bee
} of Comedy” (Cont) (3d ‘wk)., Rouapri
UEWO
Buff.; ‘Interns’ 10G!; tine $2,200. Last ‘week, 82,800... $1.50)-—“Lolita” MGM)" (7th. wk)... “Spiral Road” (Uy. (Sth Wk), Okay: “surplus” of: extended-runs and ‘that
Okay -.$5, 000, ”wand holding. Last’ $5. 000. Last.:week. ‘$6,800.
is. hurting although: the -ore newF
‘Buffalo, Aug. 28.
{
World: (R&B- Pathe} * (500: “95. -comer. is -Sluggish.* “Adventures of |
‘week; : $5, 200:
Too ‘many haldovers -and: too.
Crest,” Riverside... ( Common- $1::80)—"Stowaway iin Sky” (Lope): : Young - “Man”. -looks very” slow: on. many weak newcomers will slough .
Okay $7,000.. “Last. ‘week, -$12,000:

“Musie’ Lusty $7,500,

seeqdves

firstrun

(900.ears. each), Boulevard “Pleasing $2.600.-Last w eek, “Last: opener at. ‘Orpheum. |
‘Stooges’Good106, | wealth):
oo
(Rosedale) (750 cars), Highway 40 ‘Year .at. Marienbad”’. (Astor). and|-" ‘Hatari” .is good” in. Second’ at.
(General): (1;000 cars, Granada, ‘Isis. “La. Notte” ALope. (3d.‘wk),“$2,400. . ‘Paramount while “Notorious -Land| Prov; ‘ElGd’ Hep16 (FMW-NT)
.(1, 217-1, 360:. “$1-$1. 75)1°
| lady” is okay in second ‘at’ Broéad-

trade. -here this stanza.
Samson” :is light : at .
Paramount’ ‘while “Spiral |Road”
looks sad at Lafay ette. . “Musie
Providence; ‘Aug. 28.
Man" shapes. fancy in fifth at the { Last full ‘week ‘of. .summer- has.
Center while “The = Interns” is: main ‘stemmers : ‘looking: forward

““Son

of

“West Side: Story”. ‘is top. long-. iad’Fast$13,000,..{| “way.
run with-a hefty. take: in.24th week ;
at. Music. Box. :
Riverside, .Boulevard; ‘Highway. 401. Diver ‘Man’ Neat 116)
and Isis “Tales “of: Terror” ¢AI) and |:
(1,890; $1- = —

—Fiye Weeks in ‘Balloon’: (20th) 1:94%

‘and. “Swingin”: ‘Alcng” (20th), ‘Solid:|
$25,000 ‘or ovér: Last: w eek, Crest).

rated torrid in fourth at. Century. 'and, past the: ‘Labor-Day -w eekend.
Estimates . for : This. “Week
Of course, standout of the newies! ‘for ‘a ‘return ‘to. -higher. grosses.
Broadway | (Parkér)-.
is. “Brothers
Grimni” > Which: is:-State’s “Three” Stooges: in Orbit’’‘Denver; “Aug: 28.
“Experiment in. Terror” (Col), $19;-:
*Tg, 50)—“Notorious * Landl.ad yr
rated big on opener at Teck.
‘lis the only.-live wire, _and it’s not
000, and Granada: “adventures. of a "Some. few screen- fare: is’ perk- (Col) and: “Wild.. Westernérs” (Col)
Estimates for This Week”
,
:great... _Marking
time ‘are: Strand’s
ing
things:-a
hit.
here:
currently.
~ = “Boccaccio 70"
1 (2d wks Okay™ $5, 500. Last. week, .
Buffalo ‘Loew
3, 500: 90-$1.25) ©“second of-“*The interns,’ ” Majestie’s ‘Young Man". (20th), $2800.
shapes ° :socko.: in.
—“Tartars” (MGM: and “Tarzan: third of“‘Music Man,” “Albee's’: ‘sec- - Empire. Durwood): 41,294; $1. 25-. ‘first atithe Aladdin while :Adven-' $7,700
-- Fox "(Evergreeni (1:600: ‘$1:$1, 49),wos
Goes To India” «MGM
(2d wk). {ond of “Five. Weeks: in: a Balloon.” ‘$2.75\—Brothers. Grimm’”. (MGM) |tures. of. Young? Man looms ‘neat'}’— “Music . Man” |(WB) 6th Wk),
Light $4.590.. Last’ week,. $11,000:!
on: initialer. at the. Denver. “Kid|
Nifty: $8,000. Last week: ‘$7, 600. Center. (AB-PT 12.500: 90-$1 49). solid...
Kimo:. ‘Dickinson. (604: .25¢- ‘Galahad” ‘is ‘rated trim ‘in. initial |: Hollywood. - (Evergreen)... AL 180;
—"“Music Man’ (WB?)
(5th. wk).
Estitnates ‘for.This Week’
“week.
.at:
.
Paramiount:.
:“Brothers
$150) —"Vietim” Undie). Okay’ $t,‘$1: 49-$2)—"Seai: ch For. Paradise”
Fancy. $7.5U0-. Last week; $8.800.
. Albee‘ (RKO) - (2,200:- 65:$1)-— 900. - Last week, “Black Tights? -Grimm” looks... capacity ‘in. third|:(Cinerama)
(6th w Kk).‘Steady. $4,500.2
Century (UATC?.12.700: 90-$1.50), ‘Five Weeks in Balloon” (20th) - (Magna) (6th
oF
round.
.at
Cooper.
“Touch. of Mink”. ‘Last’ week, .:$4. 000...
week); fair. $i. 000:.-:
7
—" Intenrs * 1Cal. ith wki. Hotsy' and ;‘“Broken Land” (20th): (2d wk). | Paramount
still
is
-tetrid
-in‘fifth
-at™
Centre:
.
|(Blank-U). (1,900; $1
- Irvington. 4¢Smith) (650: $1502
$10. Ov
or close:
Last. : week. ‘Mild $4.000. First was: $5,500.
Estimat
es:
for
This‘Week.
$1 .25)-—“Spiral -Road” U- (2d wk): ye
| “Judgment? At: Nuremberg” (WA)
$11,000:
*
Elmwood: ‘'724;. 90-$1. 35) ‘EL|Pleasing $7,000. Last’ week, $7,500. :|:- Aladdin (Fox). (900: $1.25)—“Boe-- ‘(9th’-wk), Tall. $4,000. ‘Last: “week,
Lafay etie Basil) 3 000: 90- $1.25) Cid”: tAAY Started off with nice’
: ” Plaza | (FMW-NT). (1,630;.$1-$1.25)|-eaccio -’70” | Embasgy,. Fast :$7, 500: “$4,700:
—“Spiral, Road”
Sad $4,000. '$7,000;- and should. ‘build: Last:
“Adv entures: of - Young: ‘Man’ | “Last: week, “Lolita”: MGM 6th 7 ‘Music Box. (Haintiek). 1640: $1.50Last week, “Rept ieee UAL A) and. week, .:“Lolita” ‘MGM 44th’ Wk),:
"¢20th) (2d‘ wk). Thin. $4,500 or. less: | wk), $3,400. .
. | $3)—"West Side Story” (UA): (24th
“Big: Wave” :A Ai. $3.800.
$3.000:
.
Centre (Fox): 1.2705 SE 25.81.45)- wk). . Hefty.” $5; 300... Last: “week, a
after $5, $00 -‘opener. |
Paramount ‘AB-PT> +3.000: 90"Touch ©of -“Mink” UY th wh “$5,100.
. Majestic iSWi 2200: 90-$1. 50) |
:
$1:25)--“‘Son of: Samson” Undie), “Music. Man” «WB
(3d wk): Slow- |—'‘Musie Man” “~WB). .(5th-: : WE).” -Hot $9,000: Last week, ‘$11,000:
Orpheum - (Ever green) rt536;$1-. 7
Thin $7,000 ‘or .close. Last‘ week, :"ing to $4,000. Second w as -$6.500. ° Lusty. $1,000
- Cooper. (Cooper).- A814: $1.65:
|:
after.
_
$6,
700.
“for
$1.49)
—
“Adventures:
of.
°
“Young.
“Adventures of Young Man’ ” (20th), 5: . State’ (Loew) © (3,200: °°75-$1)—.
‘$2. 50)—“Brothers. Grimm” (MGM) /Man”:(20th)-and -“Swiringing Along”
$7. 500.
i“Three Stooges in Orbit?” (Col) and |. Saxon (Durwoad)- “a “600: 75.“| (3d: wk). Sellout $21 500. Last, week; :420th).- Slow: $4,000: or close. -‘Last.
Teck (Loew) | (1,200: $1.75-$2. 75): “Pirates - ‘of: Blood: River’’: (Gol), |-$1 .50)—“Toueh.
of Mink” ’ Oy (4th : ‘$21, 000: ..
Ww eek; “Five
Weeks: ‘In “Balloon”.
—“Brothers. Grinim’* ‘NGM. Big- Promising: good $10.000: Last week. wk).
Solid. $8,000° or’ over after | |: ‘Crest. “Woltbergy” -€750: $1.25: j,<@€20th).. and. “Fire Brand” 420th), :
$8. 060..0r near: Last week, - house , “Bird Man of Aleatraz’ * UA) (2a $9,006 ‘in third:
week...”
| $1.45) — “Music Man” (WB) (8th|$4,200...
was dark.
wk), $6,500.
Uptown. iEMW-NT).. @: 043::$1. wk).. Stout’ $3.600..Last: Week, $3, 7 Paramount. |“YPor i:Par) ” (3,006;Cinema iMartinay.£450;. 90-$I. 49)| Strand (National Realty) : 12,200:'
$1.25). —: “Hatari’’. (Pari: (4th -wk)- 700:“ /$1-$1.50) “=: ‘‘Hatari” «Par)- ‘and.
—‘“Fouch of. 'Mink’ ‘3d. wk). Big:; $1-$1. 25)-— The. Interns”. 1CeD (24
Okay $6,500 after:‘$7,000:for.
third |:: Denhani Indies;800; $i.25-$2: 50) “Safe “At. Home”: (Par): i2d°wh).

i Elmwoodsfirst of “EY Cid” ‘shapes
oes|i mio. ‘Giant’
¢
$18,000. LastE weeks
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+“faterns’ Fancy $12,000;

Baltimore: Aug.. ‘38.
Business this ‘week is: largely: on,IP

‘the: fair side with. holdovers. sim-

.

‘meéring ‘down and new films: very}
—| spotty... ‘Best: is: “Interns,” doing |"

“Chicago: Aug. 38.

“Dehixer’ ‘big is. brisk. this. pre}. an

_... suabor.; Day: round, with” six

newt}.

- Estimates AreNet «

“bills: helping -to. stir downtown ‘ac|.. Fam: - TOSS. estimates - as: Te.

‘With four new. bills” preeming +1
$3,50)—"Brothers Grimm’! (MGM)

nicely’ ‘In ‘first’ wéek-at ‘the Hipp.. in: the’ current session and. ‘cool. (4th wk). Third. week ended. yester“| “Notorious Landlady”:is.strong
on
while “Guns weather. _prevailing. most: ‘of the day (Tues.) was mighty $53,000 or
“Fopener: at the ‘Town
-week,. Broadway

f ratrun. trade’ is: near after $58,000 for second: Ad-~

“tivity, _Biggest: of the openers are. ported herewith from the vari- ee
_—
arkness’’ is.‘only.okay at’ ‘May: climbing . higher. in. the, ‘current vance seat sale now has gone up
“Rive Weeks -In Balloon,” -lofty|. ous key: ‘cities, are net,-i:e.,| fair.
round. The. big: news, } . course, 1 to -$42;000.
“Kid Galahad” is rated fair’‘in: ‘isthe. mighty: take -of$205,000 |
‘$30,000. at’. the. Oriental, and “pi. |. witheut “usual. tax. “DistribCriterion (Moss? - (1.520; $1.25.
geon: .That :Took: “Rome,” .-smash. --utors ‘share. on net. take,. when ‘| first. at® the New: “Bird Man.’ of: which.. is. being. registered by- | $2.50)—“Notorious Landlady”
‘$15,000: at-“Esquire. Pairing - of |: playing. ‘percentage, hence: the -. | Alcatraz” ” is'-hep- in- second. week _“Musi¢e”’ Man” and stageshow .on: (Col) (5th. wk). This stanza finishing
“ ve~. “Hippodrome*”:. and” “Behind | the -|" estimated ‘figures’. are: net. ine -at the. Five- West. and “Music. Man". | initial ‘week: at the Music Hall. ‘today. (Wed:) is heading for smash.
| still-is. nice in. fourth at. the Stan-:, ‘This. compares -with $201,771. first
‘Great. Wall” . ‘looks neat at: the:
come: : oo
$28,000 after $29,300 for fourth.
‘frame done: by “Touch. of Mink” Stays.‘on. Da¥dating with. Beekman...
Monroe. .
<The. parenthetic. "admission -.ton.
” cat the .Hall: last. June..
Estimiates’ for‘This Week.
Of -the- ‘pecond-weekers, “Miracle ‘ : prices, however, as indicated,-

“DeMille (Reade) (1;463; 90-$2.75)
- Avalon. (Freedman): (850; $i.50)4. “Pigeon ‘That Took Rome” is |:—‘Pigeon ‘That: ‘Took Rome’ (Par)
heading.
for
a
big
$43,000
in
first
=| -“Pouchables”™ (Indie). Slow $2,000,
(2d wk\. Initial round finished yes‘shapes strong at “Woods, and
|Past. week, -“Not: ‘Tonight “Henry” . staniza, '"daydating. the DeMille and terday (Tues.) ‘was big.-$30,000 or
Trans-Lux
52d
Street...
“Phantom
_ “Spiral Road”. is: fair’ at. ‘State7g (Indie): (2d wk), $1,700.
close. Daydating. with Trans-Lux
"Lake... “Best of. Enemies” As. torrid | j
. Aurora’ (T-L).:.(367;. "90-$1 25)— of. Opera,” also .: new, looks. like 52d. Street:
lusty
$23,
000.
on
‘initial
week
vat
|
oe hi Second at: Surf.”
;
| “Career. Girl” (Iridie) (2d wk): ‘Slow.
' Embassy .(Guild.
Enter prises)
*
°*.\Phird week of “Brothers Grimm” |.|
the Palace:
$1,500. Last week; $1,600.
‘<9 ‘sock -at “McVickers while: same.
‘Charies” (Fruchtman) (500; :90- |: “J udginent at Nuremberg.” play- (500; $1.50-$2.50)—" Paradiso” {In- frame. “The, Interns”. ‘is.smash ‘at ne
1:50)—“Miracle ‘Worker’. (UA). ing its first Broadway engagement die). and “Concrete Jungle”: (Indie)
* Roosevelt.
‘| 6th: wh, ‘Okay: $3,000. Last. ‘week;: -at. popscale, : looks to’. land sock. (4th wk). Third week completed
: $39, 000.-on opener, :‘daydating. the Friday (24) was boff $16.000 after
-..“Music :‘Man’: is.holding -atéutly’
‘St. ‘Louis, Aug. 28.
‘at: ‘the Chicago. in’ sixth.- “Lolita”
“Oily ‘one new.entry:in ¢ity. cur-- .
(Schwaber). (460: 90-| _Astor .and .Trans-Lux 85th ‘Street. $18,000 for ‘second frame.
“remains ‘hot-.in ninth::-Loop: stanza rently ™‘but it:is “very -good:-“Mira- $1.50)—-“Tomorrow. Is. “My Turn". " “Waltz of. the: Toreadors,” which | : Palace. (RKOY (1.642: $].25-$2)—
while . “Taste..“of - Honey”. “ig still cle “Worker,” the- newie, looms fine: ‘Undie).- (2d wk). Mild $1, 200.‘Last hit: ‘an. amazing. $2&,000 ‘opening. “Phantom. of Opera” (U) (2d wk).
yesterday ”
_|-session.
at:‘the arty ‘Sutton, ‘is hold- Initial ‘session ended
sweet ‘at:Cinemain same. frame." “lat Esquire: " “Hatari” shapes ‘torrid: week; $1,600::
.
Tues.) was big $23: 000, or there“Estimates for This Week-.
‘|in second. at ‘the:‘huge. Fox ‘while | | ‘Hippodrome -AT-Ly (2, 200; -90. ti
. Carnegie. (Telem’t) (495; :$1.25: “Adventures -of.. Young _‘Man” is $1.50).—. “Interns” “(Col).. ‘Good ;
“Guns -Of’ Darkness” “ts: abouts.
In
ahead, “Judgment
$1,80). “La Dolce .Vita”- (Astor)’ only average in first holdover week. | $12,000. or over:. Last week, “My tated gloomy. $11, 800-.on first ‘hold-' -Nuremberg”. (UA) (35th wk), $14| over week ‘daydating. the. Victoria 000 to.round out great hardticket
_and.:. “Les “Liaisons”. (Astor): (re-. cat the. St... Louis.’
Geisha” (Par). (3d wk), $5,000.°
issues), ‘Nice $3, 400.:-" Last* week,. : “Music “Man” .still is:‘in.‘chips ran Five West: (Schwaber} (435;. 90. and. 68th’ St. Playhouse..
‘engagement. here.continues |. Forum -(Moss) (813: $1 25°$1. 80)“Kind .-Hearts, -Coronets”:.. (Cont) | although, in: fifth ‘session at “Am- $1.50) —“Bird. Man |of” Alcatraz” ': -‘Brothers | Grimm”
and: “Mouse. That -Roated”: (Col) -bassador: “Sky. Above’ As: ‘Fated (WA) « (2d: wk). Nice. $3,800. ‘Last | smash: with .$53, 000;. not far-froin.}: —“Sky -Above” (Embassy)
(11th:
“7 absolute- -eapacity, for the. -third wk). The 10th week finished Mon(feissues), $2,100; .:
. week, - $4,200
mild’ in second at. State. : oe
Chicago” (B&K) *(3, 900;. $1.25- Little (T-L) - {300;: -90-$1. 50)— stanza at the Cinérama,-old Capitol. day (27) ‘was lofty $8,800 after
Estimates ‘for. This ‘Week.
= Lenever. -On ‘Sunday” -(Lope). ‘and: Theatre.- It. ‘stays on indefinitely, $9,800 for ninth round. Stays on,
$1.80)
— “Music: .Man"” : (WB). (6th)"= Ambassador: (Arthur):.(2,970; 60:
“wk).: . Loud + $25, 500. Last ‘week,
“Horse's. “Mouth”: (Cont) -(reissues)']:““Two. “Weeks - in: : Another: Town” with “Trojan. Horse” (Indie), origi- .
| $1.25)—"‘Musi¢ |.“Man”. (WB) (5th.
$27,000.... Fair’ 1, 900."“Last week, looks. -like. good. 29,000: in: second nally. booked, not coming in as
wk):
Fine:
$10;
000."
Last”
week,
‘Cinema. (Stern). -(500;- "$1, 50)—.
‘| round at. the Paramount, first week. planned.
Instead.
“Flame
in
Fast,
“$15,
000:
ap aste:‘of Honey” (9th: wh).
"Maytalt’. “(Fruchtman): (700; 90- being the. best at. house ©in.‘Many. Streets” (Indie) comes in Sept. 12.
Apollo Art:(Grae) (700;90-$1. 25): $1.50)—"Gunis’ of--Darkness”’ - (WB). fk months.
'$4,000.: Last ‘week, $3,700.
‘Paramount {(AB-PT) (3,665; $l“Lolita”, Tooks torrid. $28:000. in. $2.—“Two
|.
-.. Esquire .(H&E- Balaban): “4,350; =“Victim” -(Indie) (3d: wk). _Aver- ‘Oke: $5,000. -Last. week; “Spiral
‘Weeks
in
Another.
A ith .week,.: daydating the State ‘Town” (MGM) (2d wk): First hold$1:25-$1:80)— “Pigeon . ‘That. :‘Took age $1, 500. Last. weék, $2,000. .: “| Road’ (U}-3d wk), $5,000.
-Rome”-(Par), : Sock: $15,000 or: ‘over: |. Esquire’ (Schuchart-Levin). (1;800:“ - New! .(Eruchtman) a '600;. .90- | -and: ‘Murray. Hill..“Boccaccio ..’70”.|,over. stanza winding. toniorrow
Bast week, “A: Matter ‘of. Who" | 90-$1: 25)—~“Miracle-Worker" (WA). $1.50)—"Kid. Galahad” (U'A).-- Fair was smash $20,000 in ninth session. (Thurs:) looks. like good $29,000
AAT). (3d--wk), $6,000.
oo
“Good $12,000.-Last week,..’Road-to. $5,000. Last: 'week, * “Adventures. at Cinema One. ‘and Cinema Two. after $39,000: for opener. Stays on.
a ‘Loop. (Telem't).” (606: “$1'95-$2)— Hong: Kong”: (UA) -3d. wh),. $8,000. “Young. Man” (20th) (24 wk), $5,000. 4_" “Notorious: Landlady” continues : First week. was. best here in. many
-*Lolita”: (MGM) (9th: ‘wk).. Sizzling: “Fox. (Arthur) .(5,000;. “90-$1: 25)-— - Playhouse (Schwaber) (355;:. 90- sockaroo :$37,500. for’. fifth. round, months.
- - $15,000. : Last’ week, $14,500. «
“Hatari”
(Par): (2d. wk): Torrid $1. 50)—"Matter. of - Who” (Indie). 7 daydating: ‘the Criterion and: Beek- |. Radio City. ‘Music Hall (Rocke“.. i MeVickers -(Cinerama). (1, 100; ‘$18,000. Last week,. $22, 000: .,
| fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.75)—: “Musie
: |Nice: $3,200. Last week, “Only ‘Two | man:
“West :Side Story”: Jooks to. hold ‘Man” (WB) and Stageshow. Initial
"".$1:75-$3. 50) — “Brothers
- Grimm”
‘Can Play” (Col) (9th wk), ‘$1,400.
Loew's
Mid-City-.
(Loew).
(L;
160:
“(MGM) - (a. wk): ‘Solid ‘$31,000.|
Rex: (Freedman).(500; -$1.50)— “with wow $43,000 in ‘current (44th) session ending today (Wed.) is
:60-90)—“Tarzan. “Goes -to’ ‘India’:
Last. ‘week, "$30,600::“Touchables”. (Indie): .Oke’: '$3,000.. stanza. at the: Rivoil, same. ag. last heading for mighty. $205,000, which
(MGM):
(2d.
wk),
Lean
“$6,
000
or
. Monroe ‘(Jovan) (1,
000: 63-90)—
Last: .-week,. “Back. -‘to. Nature” week.
is ‘about: “Mink” first-week pace.
Near... Last week, $8,000..
Estimates. for This Week.
-| Holds, of.course. In ahead, “Touch
‘|(Indie) (2d: wk), $3,000::.
j
/ {Continued on’ page 18).
at State (eew) (3, 600:"60-90)—" ‘Sky : Stanton (Fruchtman) .(2,800; 00: |...Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; $1. 25-$2) of Mink”. (U) (0th wk), ‘wound up
Above” (Embassy) (Astor) ‘and “No $1.‘50)=—"“"Musie’. Man” (WB): (4th|“Judgment ‘at Nuremberg” (UA). with $154,417, making $1,886,427
_t Place. ‘Like: Homicide”. (Indie) (2d. wk). ee yi 000. Last: ‘week,, (2d wk). Initial session ended’ yes-. for new money ‘record at Hall.
4d -wk). Mild. $7,000. Last weex, ‘$9,000. + $11,000
terday A(Tués.): was socko $26,000: Opening week non-holiday peak
Pageant fArthur) (1,000; 90-$1.25) | Town . (T-L). (1;125: -90-$1, 50)— ‘or ‘near. for: initial firstrun on for this time of year is held by
—‘Judgment -at: Nuremberg” .(UA). “Notorious Landlady **. (Col). Sultry “Broadway: at. _popscale.. Daydating |“North By Northwest” (MGM),
(9th: wk). Neat: $6, 800. Last.Week - $10,000. Last week, “rolita’™AMGM) |:‘with: Trans-Lux 85th Street...
‘with $208,000
Loew's” Cinerama ; 552; #1.50) ‘Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1. 50-$3. 50)
_
ap000::.
| (4th: wk),$f.000: ne
—“West..Side Story” (UA) (44th.
‘Toronto, Aug: 28.
"St: Louis (Arthur). B;800; 75:90) |-| wk). Current week finishing today
“With annual. Canadian:National |.—‘‘Advéntures.-’ of.” ‘Young Man’.
>, Exhibition |not..denting to, any ex- (20th -twk). Average: $7;000, Last [| (Wed. ) looks like wow $43.000 same
|as.in 43d week.
—
“tent. cinema biz is brisk currently. “week, ‘$9,000
- State tLoew) (1,900; $1- 50-$2. 50)
" “Pair. of. Briefs” ~is. big.:. “Five - Shady. Oak: (Arthur) ° (760;- 90-|.
—“‘Lolita”
(MGM).
(1th wk). This
Weeks -in ‘a. “Balloon” looks: good. $i:25)—“Lolita". (MGM). (7th wk):
1 First,
|
rade7“Okay: Pre-Labor Day}:“Music” ‘Back. in
‘round. winding. today. (Wed.)} looks
.“fouch’ of “Mink” ‘ig. boffo in Good '%,000. Last. week, #2,500. =
like torrid $19,000 or over after
4firee-house combo. in fourth frame,|-

Worker” ‘is great. at United Artists, | -- dnclude Ww Se athusement -tax...

“Two. :Weeks In. Another’ ‘Town,’ |

Miracle’$12,m0,
BestSt.LooBet

mga Big$10,000 a

Toronto; ‘Balloon’. Te

“Mink?Mighty 306,4h]8

National Boxoffice Survey

./“Eolita”. ‘still’ is: smash in -third.|

2: “Brothers Grimm": looks. sturdy. in

“Grimm.2d,‘Interns’ 3d,‘Story’ ath.

esha’Brisk$8,000,

-[ $20,500 for 10th week. Daydating

with Murray. Hill. Stays on.
Victoria (City Inv.) :(1,003; $1.25-4
Although: ‘this.is.the. saasion just |: uNtototious Landlady” (Col) Sgain 7s0)-—
“Gunes of. Darkness” (UA) { 2d.
"Estimates -for This. Week. .
befere the‘ ustial-strong Labor. Day} is.‘finishing 10th, same as a week
Carlton; _ : Danforth; - | Humber |:
‘holiday- week, firstrun biz is hold-|-ago..“Miracle “Worker” ({UA)” is wk). This -frame ending tomorrow °
“2 (Rarik). (2,318; 1,328; 1,203; $1-$1.50)]-.
ing up. surprisingly ‘well. in key edging up to:11th spot while “Judg- “(Thurs.) ig heading for mild $8,000.-.
‘Loulsvitie, ‘Aug. 28."
.. iTouch. of: Mink”. (U)” (4th wk) “My.Geisha’ at the ‘Kentucky is ‘Cities ‘covered: by: Variety. in cur-| ‘ment ‘at Nuremberg”. (UA): rounds or near after $14,500 for opener. |) Daydating with 68th. Street ._Play*- “Still wham: at."$30,000. Last’ week, : ‘the: only ‘new film. on: main: line. rent week. A ‘few strong, new. en- out” the. Top .12-pix..
$40,000...
this ‘week, and- ‘doing. nicely: O's ‘tries: are. encouraging even: though|. “Pouch of Mink” (U), on top for ; house.
“Eglinton: (FP):(918; .$1.50-$2.75) mostly ‘are. doing well: Some -are. the bulk.‘of- strength curfently is many’ ‘weeks, heads the ‘runner-up | Warner (sw) (1,813; 90-$2)—~
ae —Brothers :Grimm”: (MGM) (24@ ‘even: better. than last: ‘week, “West: ‘being. siipplied by recently opened “pix:this session. Others in “this “Spiral Road” (U) (4th wk). This
:wk
Sturdy.” $10.000. ‘Last. ‘week, |. Side ‘Story. in ninth: at. the- Brown blockbusters: Most of. .these sre, category: are “‘Hatari” (Par),- ‘Taste round finishing tomorrow (Thurs.)
is heading. for modest $11,000 or
“ $8:500...
| is still sturdy. ““Musie ‘Man” looms. ‘showing-real.-stamina: on holdovers| of. Honey” -(Cont): and. “El: Cid”
4
near. after $14,000 for. third.
Hollywood (FP) a.080: $i-$1 50): hot at. Mary. Anderson. ‘in. sixth ‘and: extended-runs. ©
(AA).
‘First-Run .Arties
—‘Lolita’. (MGM) (3d:wk.” ‘Still week, “Hatari” in” fourth: at :the| . “Musie .Man" (WB), which haat ‘Several °new: films, just Taunched.- ;
| wow. at $12:000. Last week, $15,000.. Ohio is fairish: “Notorious ‘Land-- -been hovering around: the top posi- this:- stanza, show promise. “Kid | Fine Arts (Davis) (468: $1. 80-$2)
—“‘Best of Enemies” (Col) (4th wk).

“Second: . ~~~

|

-L’ville;Landlady’ me

7

‘ Hyland. (Rank). (1:373; $1-$1: 50)

lady”. at -Urilted. Artists is.lively: tion or hitting No. 1- spot,.is. cap-| Galahad”. (UA) -hints real. possibili-

pair’. of: Briefs”. (20th), ‘Big $10;-| for second. ‘‘Windjammer”™ at Ri- turing’ first’ place ‘this: week, being| ties; being. trim. to big :in_ most} ‘Third round finished Monday. (27)
was. fancy $9,000 after $12, 000 for
000: Last week; “Advise .and:: ‘Con-' alto, :is nice. in 14th round.”
| helped, ‘ofcourse, by ‘a mammoth |4ocations. : “Tarzan ..To India”;
sent” (CoD. (5th wk), $5,500.
“fair
in
St
Louis;
”
looks
|
8&0"?
|
week.
atthe.
‘N.Y;
Music:
“Hall.
{MGM).:
.
Beekman .(Rugoff Th.) (590;
“Ymiperial (FP): (3.206: $1-$1.75)-—-4 ‘Estimates: for This Week : | “Brothers: Grimm”. (MGM), which |.slow - in: Indianapolis and Buffalo $1.50-$2)
— “nyotorious
Landlady *

ca “Five ‘Weeks .'in: Balloon” (20th).| Brown’ (Fourth Avenue) (900; "75: ‘was first. Tast,.week, As. winding up but _nice.-in ‘Cleveland.°
*.... Okay $11.000 or near. “Last ‘week, $i.25)—"West Side «“Story” -(UA)

(Cob

(5th wk): This session ending

“Phantom ‘of “Opera”-(UD. Jooms today (Wed.) looks like fancy $9.at. Imperial and. Nortown (959), (9th: wk)..‘Oke. $5,500 - after:-elght Second.
‘big’-on first week. at Palace,- N:Y.. 500.after $11,000 for fourth week.
“The
‘Interns’
(Col)
is
‘pushing
|
.game- prices... “Music °“Man” cB) weeks.$6,000.°
‘and is..smash|cat.‘another spot’ in:
+(5th -wk),-$15,000:‘Kentucky. “(Switow) (000; 45. ; up:from. sixth: to third. place: in a Brooklyn. ‘where. -Gaydating. -“Best Daydating swith. Criterion.Cinema ‘One, Cinema Tws: fRusurprising
burst
of
strength.
West
:
International. (Taylor’. (557: $1- $1.25) —"“My Geisha” * (Pax}. Only.
‘of Enemies”: (Col). looms: torrid in | goff Th.) (700: 300;:.$1.50-$2) —
$F. 25)—“Taste of: Honey”: -(IFD). fresh. pic. and heading. for bright ‘Side. Story" (UA). As’taking: fourth:i Chi- and ‘Boston, : ‘and ‘sturdy in!
"70°" (Embassy)
doth
“ “Boccaccio
* (0th wk): Fine $3.500. Last: week, | $8,000. Last week;. .. ‘Touch ,.OF | position...
-]Washington:
Wk), ‘Ninth session-ended. yesterday
““Eolita” °“MGM -“fifth re’ week,
Bae, ¢ .
“|, Mink” (UH) (10th: wk), ‘$4, 500..
“Waltz of:"Toreador" ,(Cont) con. ‘Tues:) was smash. $20,000 after
- Loew's: (Loewy. a,eat:“$1-$1. 50)—
"Mary.. Anderson... (People’s). “@r ‘ago. again :will . jand: again. ‘in. fifth:-tinues smash in second’ week: in! $29, 600 for eighth .week..
“Musi¢ Man’ (WB): (6th | SP: as this continues:: to ;-disolay |NY: “Pigeon. “That.. ‘Took. Rome’
“Bird -‘Man. of. Alcatraz" (WA) (3d. $1.25).
wk). Healthy. °$9. 500...Last." ‘week, Rea
- $12,000. .

Hot $8,000.. Last: week's, $11,-|

amazing stamina. Boccaccio. "10°":
thar
-(Embassy); :
‘eighth last round,: ‘will ‘Chi

Fifth Ave. Cinema (Rugoft Th)
“Shoot Piane

|big «in. N Ys looks .socko in ,(250; $1.25-$2).
Player”

(Astor) (6th wk):

Fifth

“Tivolt | (FP): (9355. ‘$1:50-$3. 50) | Ohio. (Settos)- (900; 75°$1:95)":_ capture. sixth~ position::
|. “Adventures” ‘of “Young. Man” |stanza’ completed Sunday ‘26) held
“West: Side Story” (UA):(15th wk). | “Hatari (Par)
“Five. Weeks. in ‘Balloon’: (20th);
th: wk). Fair $4 ‘pated as ‘having. -possibilities:. last¥{ (20th).-shapes. .disappointing this; :at solid’. $5,000: after same. for.
-Excellent: $8,000. Last ‘week, ditto:.
round although nice:in.- Denver. It’ssf fourth’ week.

“|week,-‘is: taking. seventh “money. dull. ta’ mild. in: ‘Portland, K.C... and |. ‘Normandie (T-L) (598: -§1..25-$2)
‘Towne ..(Taylor): (693: 00:$1: 25)—|: 500. Last: week, ‘$5,000.:“ 100;.+“Two -Weeks: in. Another : “Town’"} Toronto.“World of Comedy”. (IFD); (5th. wk). Rialto. ;(Fourth: Aveiue)::
“Bon Voyage’. (BV). is; —“War
Hunt” (UA) -(4th wk).
.
*:
mer"
djam
"Win
$1. 25-$2 50)—
(NT) (MGM), ::also . new,” is’ finishing livel¥ inCiney.:
‘Hefty: $4;000. Last week, $4, 500. :
Third round. concluded
Monday
‘University’ (FP): (1,393;- $1-$1 50) (14th :wk)..” Nice. $4,500: in 4 days.| eighth. “Spiral Road" (WU) will wip
“Ried © Man’ of Alcatraz” (UA): (27) °‘was stim $3,500 after $4,000
—“Adventures-”of... : Young - Man” ‘Last’ ‘week,’ $6, 000...
| ninth, Place. : ' ee :
AL -g00d in: ‘Balto, looks-hep in: ‘Tor: for second week; Won't be around.
(20th) (2d -.wk):: ‘Disappointing ‘$6. . United . Artists’ ‘(Bourtiy- : Avenue’::
-:‘onto “and: brisk in.. Boston... “Ay. much lonver..
-000.- ‘Teast week, :$8,500.
(3,000; $1-$1:25)—“Netorious Land- tf
: Getsha’”™ (Par): ‘okay: in. Boston. Is. Little | ‘Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
Uptown GLoew) (2:250}. $1-$1.50) lady” (Cob .2d wk). Brisk’ -$10,000;;
‘Additional: Picture: Grosses - isand “in Lonisville..
: 1520: $4.25-$2)—“Tales of Paris”
we
On
—~‘‘Spiral Road” (UW) (2d wki. mle
heipéd by sneak. preview: OpeningAa
Page. 16°
| (Complete -Baroffire Reports:ont‘Times’. Opened: great on Sunday
8, 500: ‘Last. week, $13,000.
week was $9, 000. (Continued on page 18)
a
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Bow. [Pe
$
Zanuck Tackles Fi
inancingProblem"Yin~ jaAsNor.
KeysEvolia
British:FP. ‘aia
For20th; Specifies Co.'sHefty.Assets |
Of theNewFilmMerchandis
" a0th’s‘New CPAs.
To Allay Stockholder FearofLosses
London, .Aug.. 28:-

Metre’s. “Miitiny ‘on..the Bounty”.}.

will Have: its first. overseas’ open- |
ing .Nov. 19 at the ‘Royalty Thea-|—

cs

<=—F

Until his appointment. yesterday.

‘tre, London,’ as a benefit for ‘the |

loti
a

- One of the most ‘pressing. prob-+
lems facing prexy- Darryl F. Zanuck’s. new

20th-Fox

administra-

}.

Silverstone’ ‘Ss:
6 Years

(Tues) ‘as -20th-Fox’ Ss ‘global ‘sales
| Edwina. ‘Mountbatten | ‘Trust Fund, {° .
. | veep,. “Seymour :Poe. has. ‘been, ‘one.
: Land. as sponsored by the: ‘Variety | The accounting firm of. eata
.7 . Marwick, Mitchell. & Co. has. ‘of the. most. active éxamples “of _
ve~- -Club of England.
.
been : ‘appointed -.independent. ‘that small but. important. ‘breed: of ©...

“Quéen. Elizabeth, ‘Duke*of Edin- 1 aoe auditors: for 20th-Fox..

industry. specialists. kiown as “pro-."

|borough, Lord “Mountbatten ‘and. |
Murray . Silverstone’s- retireducers :: representatives.” 9: "Phere *
-Prexy -“Darryl. ¥F, ‘Zanuck
°
“ject ‘reportedly got a thorough ‘éx- |. ment as prexy of 20th-Fox .In-. | others .of. high: ‘British’ places: ex: gays.
‘that in. addition to per-._ have always been producers® repre-..
|
Pected.
to
‘attend,
ploration .at executive’ committee | ternational this week was said
oe forming the audit of the. com-... _} sentatives“ in .the’ business, but ‘in
meetings in New York at the end: Fi to: be prompted. by -his decision .
" pany: and its. domestic and. - ‘the :Jast' decade, concurrent” with:
of last week...
that. since he:was due _to‘retire wb
"- |-» foreign “subsids’ for 1962, ‘the .- thé: rise. tin ‘number. “and. impor‘In his statement to the. ‘board | in “ Deceniber; his .successor:. “=: firm will - probably: also be. ~.L-tanee). ‘of indie producers,: they. ase. .-* °°.
Jast Wednesday (22). Zanuck obvisumed |an’. importance’: unknown... oe
should take: ever ‘now, along»*|.
asked to.make- ‘special. studies:
ously sought toe allay’ stockholder’
with «new: '-20th-Fox
‘prexy ao se
- of operations and controls and- - previously.’
Continued from. page ‘3:= =
fears in this. direction by ‘enumer- |
Darryl F.. Zanuck;: “at the start =.
»: to make recommendations to = |. --A-couple_of months: ALO, :‘Poe: in’.
ating. the following assets. which
7 far-reaching changés as he: mer ges. % the. board of directors...
of the. new. selling season, ;
°° | the Madison ~Avenue: “offices of -have a’value* much greater. than|
-Sales ce. ° Former accounting firm Was: | his ‘Producers Representatives:Inc., | .-s
‘Silverstone
“will at remain” ‘both domestic. and: overseas
that being carried on the. books:
|: with the company in. advis6ry- | | organizations. ‘inte: one, o's)
° ‘Touche; Ross; Bailey & Smart.
discussed the: ‘profession. and: noted Pha he
Theatre circuits in. Australia;
| that-in” recent years 4. :producers ren
capacity, for ‘the. next.six years, - “The “official: announcenient :says |
4 New ‘Zealand,
Rhodesia, .Kenva. |
: that: he. will be appointing. new ex‘| rep’s duties: had grewn to_include,.
"as: provided in“ his. employment
~Fast Africa, and: South. Africa:
ecutive assistants. for doméstic and
all aspects in. the selling and. mer-- ~
‘contract.
_.In“agreeing
to
re-.
2. The main studio lease of $9.
“| overseas matkets: in thevery. near.
‘chandising -of. filrns, ‘even: down to.
=.
- 9-9 :..".
years at a rental of -about ‘50¢ a/: “lieve: Silverstone ‘of ‘his active af future.
;
|.Spetific_ ad’ campaigns, “By..deéfini
foot. on. 3,000. 000 square feet ‘of} “duties, Zanuck said that he ap‘tion of’ ‘the job, producers. ‘reps. ....
preciated:. ‘the. constructive
“In: taking. ‘over his new-y post; Poe
rental area.’
seldom win. “popularity polls with,
3. Realty on ‘Santa Monica Bou- ’ reasons therefore: : During: his : will have: to. collapse his.own: comcompany- sales, managers,
since... __
levard, Western Avenue. and’ Mali- a 20 years as head of the inter-_ } pany; ‘Producers Representatives;
| -they must. be. professionally skepti- ©:
national
operations,
the.
com-:
.
which.
‘has:
‘repped
‘such
independ||.
Frankfurt;
Aug.
28:
bu Lake, in Los. Angeles.
|::Tk.‘the: wake’ ofa ‘seties of SOx: cal and ‘their -funetion is. always. ~
h
a pany rapidly: rose to the -point. | ents as Frank-Stnatra, Anatole Litget. the: best: -possiblé deals. ‘for
4. OfficeBuffalo,
buildings
in Manhattan
Attanta,
_Dallas,,
Houston, |:“swhere, for years, it was in. the. .| vak, ‘Burt.- Lancaster .& Harold: crimes: here, _ attacking and .killing*| ‘to
7 Hecht, John Wayne and. Panama: & little: girls; a. ‘West -German pro- their ‘clients. “One” major. ‘company
indianapolis, Los Angeles, New} " leadership’ position, ”
.
Frank...
7
“| ducer: has “just” disclosed. that: an exec, whe has -had to work: closely
. Zanuck added he: was. pleased.
York, Pittsburgh and: ‘Washington.:
with | producers reps, ¢alls.. them: ~
ihat the. company would. have °
5. Realty in 13 cities abroad:
.|
20th, by:‘going to a global. sales: unusually. frank: ‘film. will be ‘made.
“Huetet - eure “Toechter” |“contract approval |‘Buys; : and: he.
6. Television station KMSP~ in |. the ‘benefit . of. his. advice:for
‘setup, is’following. through: on -the titled
a ‘wondered what-: Poe, who: hereto-.~
:
Minneapolis.
“
| the next six. years..
‘kind. of.organization “now in. effect (Protect Your: Daughters)...
The‘. ‘pie -will ..consist -of- “Seven ‘fore. ‘has: ‘had. to” worry. ‘about- only”
7. De Luxe Laboratory. _
=| at...Warners, United,”Artists, and
‘episodes. ‘taken | from - ‘police: fikes- ‘one pic at..a time, “will.“do with -a
8. Oil rentals and potentials at
. ‘Paramount.
-2;..7-| and: ‘edurt| réports,~ ‘dealing with|° ‘complete. program,”: “selling bad
Los Angeles.
_ Dwindling Grossés . : | attempted.- rapes, difficulties of ‘with-the. good. “It ‘might: ‘bea’ new
9. Library ‘of feature films. for
In. ‘announcing the. ‘Poe appoint: -girls “who mature. +00 early, ‘poor|:“experience,” he. Suggested:
tv leensing.
7tment, Zanuck- took“pains: to .em- -contact between. parents’ and ‘their.
|-, Having. worked ‘with—but. “out-* 7
“Though
capital assets worth 7
‘phasize the: need. for drastic -re- children. “So. that. >the”‘daughters ‘side. the: :franie’ of -—major come: an
millions of. dollars have gone to
orgdnization, - both at- home “and. ‘cannot: Speak: freely. about their| pany operations ‘for: the last: six” ~.:
‘pay huge operational: Josses,” Za-}
‘| abroad. “In ‘the.:10-year. period. problems ,, and
difficulties swith -years, Poe.:has. mary _jdeas'-on. how: ::
‘huck noted, “this is still a. very
It’s expectéd that® ‘no production {:from 1952 to: 1961, inclusively,”. he |.‘boys...
‘the old: “distribution-‘methods “can.
wealthy company.”
Each one of.the ‘episodes. is ‘being be. .streamlined:- and. ‘medernized:...
However, the prexy’s. disclosure ‘projects: will be ‘initiated ate the said, “revenues from domestic’ dis=
ihat the Josses from operations for, 20th-Fox Studio: ‘until the. beginning: -tribution:: ‘have: “declined - ‘from’! a: made. by -a different. director;: and ° He is impatient with “status. quo”
high: of $67,000,000 to. a. low. of Eanother. :unusual- note. is: that each thinking ‘and: the -kind.‘of-:feather-.. ...
the first six months of .this year:
hit $12,456,457, followed by his of the year, the earliest.-Ore. of the. $38,000,000 in "1961. During that. of ‘these young ‘directors has worked :bedding. which: has’ -grown, up. in
=*2.
prediction that total net loss for principal headaches-. which. new ‘period. of. time, operating expenses ‘mainly * in’ the -‘documentary. cand the. big. company: operations - over.
-- ‘| the.‘years... There will.be<no senti-.
al) of this year will be about $25,- prexy Darryl F. Zanuck wants. to haye: nof: been'substantially. Te- short. film field. previously...
At the recent. Manheim: Interna- } mentality .ins ‘his: reorganization at:
000,000,. emphasizes
20th’s tight ‘avoid is the ‘start. of productions | 'duced.. a
fiscal position.
Total. operations before the:‘scripts. are .réady,.for|
——
“The. foreign. distribution: depait- ‘tional: “Film “Week, ‘discussions { 20th.”
‘about. the failing - West’ German
losses for the years: i958 through
actual .filming. Scripts, not avail- ment-.in“ the’ same: period ‘increased. film, industry ‘and how to revive .it- - Though: tiemay,“never. win popu.
1962 will thus amount to something |
ability. of stars, will: dictate. -pro-. revenues. from: $35, 000,000 -in .1952 centered =mainly. around. ‘giving. ‘a arity: contests - ‘with. other.’ sales
ike, $91,200,000. . (Last week the
to $53. 000,000: in 1955,. From. this -Chanceé ‘to. these .newcomers' who. ‘| managers, “Poe. ‘has’: - obviously a
duction. ‘time. tables.
board also passed over the. -2°¢ .
point: they. ‘have: declined: to...$41, =
-earned ‘the: ‘respect. of :‘some ‘of: the*.:.-Dee - ‘Merman - who
Was. studio
have: préviously. been concerned. top indie. producers in thé business.
semi-annual stock dividend, wiich:
‘006, 000. -in. 1961. During, these years,
has been in effect fur the last year. production manager until“he went’ ‘expenses. have: ‘steadily. ‘risen. “In with experimental films, shorts and: Frank ° ‘Sinatra, _ Hecht-Lancaster ee
1c documentaries, _
‘to.Rome last year to oversée “Cleoand a half.)
1952, -expenses represented 34%. ‘of. mis has-been .fek here. that these’ : (separately ‘and.. ‘together), John
Whether the company. will. -ob- patra,” ‘has’ taken up these. duties film ‘rentals, in 1961 expenses have
young. ‘hen might: become: .a .Ger— ‘Wayne,. Panama.& Frank, to ‘name ~°*.’
tain new financing through ‘¢on- again, while Stan. Hough, .who: was}:
tisen, to. 43% ‘OF. film. rentals.” :
| man-“new wave” ‘and:revitalize the a-few—and his-close relations with. ‘-.
ventional banking |institutions or subbing for’ Merman. has béen
a _Production : .
| film: ‘production . industry ifgiven: these” ‘people’ has’ stirred. ‘specula- - noe
whether it will dispose. of some. named. Zanuck’s Personal ‘Tep .at}.
-.| tion “on’-whether -or not: some .of ~
-.”
©
8
| Starting. “with- -the sales" ‘pdten- a chance.
of its assets, cited by’ Zanuck, re- the: studio,
them. may. eventually follow” him
ap- | ‘Fhe seven: ¢directors. signed: for.
‘tial, : Zanuck wants a. new
‘mains to be:seen.. One -of the major|
‘to:20th.
:
“proach” | to. merchandising. : Also,. this’ venture: are. Kare. ‘ Seherderit,:
criticisms levelled at the former |
| having “product.for ‘the.next ‘six | Eberhard. :Hauff;: “Rob “Hauwer, |.- ‘Other: ‘dlients | of:Poe “nave: ine
‘Skouras administration—by former
dissident. directors Milton S. Gould
: 4 months, «‘He --will. méantimé ..bear- Frahz Josef -" Spikeker,: J. Black- luded.-Edward: -Small Productions,
and John L. Loeb ‘whom -critics}
| down.. on accelerating’ the. produc-'}. ‘wood, Walter’ Kruettner’ ‘and Wolf Kirk ‘Douglas’. Bryna. Productions,
ae ‘Gregory .‘Peck’s -Melville: Produce.
often -called. liquidators”) — was
| tion.Jine.. ° ~
.
|
tions: :and-Frank. Capra’ Ss *Sineap a
that the company already © Was inf
How that: wil] ‘be promiulgated is.
. “Productions. ;
process of liquidation through-seli-|
conjectural but his: statement last
off of the. studio property, unload| Pee:has: spent -almost: 30:‘years. ;
One of the. principal questions week* saluting: -{alent: ‘and “agents.|:
ing..of. its pre-1948 film Tibrary4 in film industry sale5 posts, ‘start-" raised by 20th-Fox’ ‘prexy Darryl. |would appear to. augur more: packe.
and many post-1948s.
AS: Zanuck
| ing |:in? 1934 -with -United.. Artists,"
F. Zanuck's statement ‘to the board {age deals..-In. all‘ events ‘itis’ fig...
noted. above, the dissidents \ere
whom ‘Jie served in .a- variety--of: a
that the. production: ‘phase will tf
most upset by .faet that” revenues last. .week -.concérning «television. tured
-sales capacities, - Producers: ‘Reépre-—
“was subsequently answered: by: the. really. pick --up~-by -winter ‘and |-.
thus realized were going. down the:
-spring .to -beef- up.: ‘the. 1963 .
_dis-[ Several key: ‘executive and: board. sentatives Inc. was formed in: 1947:
drain via -unprofitable production: announcement Monday. -(27) :that
Sooper,
| changes followed: last week's 20th-. ‘with Irving ‘Lesser. In:1955 he was |
tribution operations.
PeterG.
Levathes..
would:
remain:
In. citing the earlier mentioned
ramed_evec veep. of I.F-.E..'Releas-.
‘|
Fox
‘board:
meeting,.
the:
first
:.one.
as’
prexy
of
20th-Fox
Television,
|’
Jn,
‘the.
‘meantime;
:
along.
with
‘assets, Zanuck pointed out that
‘attended by new..préxy ‘Darryl :F.. ing, the -illfated: Italo.effort to set.
most of them: “are extraneous--to }though resigning as. exec: veep. ‘In “Longest Day” -and.-of- course the
up.a Stateside. distributing. ‘organi|
charge
of
-prodiuetion
for:
the’
‘Parprospective: blockbuster - “Cleopat- Zanuck” since: his. election last J zation, at the. same time maintain-. |
OUF main business" and constitute
month.
—
.ent
‘company.
:
‘lra;” -he will. eriergize. fullest -mer={.
the wealth which assures our crédit.
Regarded -:ag: - particularly.“Gme. ; ing his interest -in| Producers: Rep-**"
In-- his statement. to: the. board: ; chandising. Also, - Zanuck .:at. the | and the needed time te overtake
portant
was. the naming of: at- ‘resentatives. - The. following: ‘year, ..
and overcome past. mistakes: and. | last” week,. Zanuck made. no men-’ same. time. Will 0.0... ‘product com-:
torney
‘Arnold.
Grant, who.’ ‘was’ . he ‘dissolved -his-partiiership “with —
resultant pressures.”
; tion ‘of. ‘Levathes, . and.. apparently. pleted |or completing. -For exaniple,.
-elected
te
the:
‘board
at the time: Lesser. and. took over. ag, rez Of" a
Clear. intent of Zanuck’s. state- -ignored. the fact. ‘that: 20th -already™ in between: viewing the final: stereo’
-Zanuck
won
the.
presidency,
to-the ‘PR.
ment is to disassociate - “himself “has. a* tv ‘subsid,’ when he“ ‘asked: print. of: “Longest ‘Day”-:(on ‘his.
post
‘of
‘chairman
of.
the
.
board’s:
frem .company’s fiscal record .as it. ‘for-—and ‘received: from -the ‘beard : jon ‘Labor: Day: weekend in Paris;.
will read up through Dec.-31 this —full “authority. “to -organize:‘a whith © will _kéep- him away. from seven-man | executive - committee.
Grant: is ‘ recognized as having
year, since results: from his new complete ‘television - _ department ‘New: York. “three: ‘business-days”
‘been: a prime..mover -in|“Zanuck’s |.
policies cannot be made. evident for producing shows for television; | iW ednésday-Thursday-Friday),
he’
until 1963, at earliest. In mean-. ‘to seek. out the young and’ able. -Will 0:0:-”‘Mark Robson’s - “Nine. suecessful fight for. 20th’ -centrol,.
time,,. Zanuck
necds -substantial: talent. looking for .opportunity, ‘and. Hours. to. Rama” which. at the:-mo- and. has. been: ‘working | hand-in- } “Theatre: ‘Network ‘Television. sees’
cash with whieh to implement his to dedicate ‘this: company toa firm : ‘ment. runs: some: two- Hours and: glove with the: : prexy.since:. that/ ‘the’ élosed circuit: field (industrial .
‘time.-* Retired exec. veep- William ‘pows, etc.) in’ far resier: hues now.
new production plans. |
‘policy’ of. making: &,place. for itself 20 minutes. Zanuck. thinks “this
One way the prexy is: clearing in this rich: and growing: field. ” .| may: be’ a little: too™ ‘long’ for: the. Cc: ‘Michel, - ‘who remains. @ mem- -that it’s on ‘the: amarket with the
ber of the. board: had been Chair- ‘first largescreen Noreleo (Philips)
his decks is by ineluding. in the
The announcement that: ‘Levathes “subject. matter” and’ will“sit in- ‘On. man of the former. exee commit=: color: equipment. ‘An. appéal_ is ‘ex...
company’s $25,000.000 net loss for.
‘the:
cutting.:
-Ltee. |
‘pected: to. food, fashion : and| hard.
this year, write offs of $14,000,000| would: continue: as “tv: head. fékZanuck's new: digs.‘in “the: 20thLast. week's meeting ‘also elect: goods. clientele. on speciai items. Latter, “‘he-‘ex- ‘lowed. a ‘meeting ‘between. him and |;Fox
home$office
is
the.
‘former
plained, will consist of ‘writéoffs ‘Zgpuck in New. York: ‘on. Monday ‘hoard room. Office of! William: €. ed New. York businessman’ :Adam.|-° TNT's. ‘tint|
“network: covers”
¢
‘§1 ”
-Gimbel,.. “president. of ‘Saks Fifth|;
and reserves “which clean an |
-Michel,. retired. €xeC vee
now’ ‘on ‘Avenue,’ to. the board. “Of directors, US. cities. at ‘present. New equip-"
Jn last Week's: pronuncianienito. |
company's books of unrealistic in-.
:ment was. given a. demo ‘the other’.
a
a: consultative basis, is -being
‘conventory values of films anid. .stories.j | Zanuck’ said. it. was quite Jikely verted. into.a new. board’ room. Mi- ‘thus: filling. one. of “the: vacancies. ‘day for press, ad. managers ‘and’ ad: =...
and will fully reserve against bad|that \television-operations could chel ‘now -makes. his office. in. the|“ereated by: the resignation. -last.| agency execs: at TNT's new: “Wood=
se
month: of -Milton:. Se Gould. cand
debts and aged accounts. receivable. :“not be ‘translated into-'a- profit beside, L.L,; technical ‘centre.
Jee. Moskowitz suite. -‘Spyros: ‘Skou- John* L. Loeb.”
“Thus once. and. for ali, ‘the: fore 1964, then’ he. added:
‘|ras stays "in.his’. office:: However, |. ‘These’ anniounceinents: Were -fol: ; “TNT: has’ also. been éxperimentpath will be cleared. for -each
_ “But no’ field represenis.a great-. -Zanuck has-been operating: chiefly lowed
two days Jater ‘by the elec-. ing,:: at. military installations, “with
future year,. beginning with. ‘1963,|
er “ opportunity, not: only for. prof-'
te sfand-on its own feet unplagued | its, but for ‘absorption. of-part of. ‘out: of: his’ St. ‘Regis ‘Hotel apart- tion of Donald ‘Henderson, 'treas- “prototype Eidophor’ (Ciba) color.
ment.
<
“/urer and. secretary of the. company; projectors, but as: yet: considered .ar
by ‘the ‘Past.“ue
,
‘the. overhead. of - ‘manufacturing
“New: ‘chai¢man’ of. the. ‘executive to the néwly ‘cr cated post. of finan-|:‘prohibitively - expensive’ for ‘¢om=' = |
films for theatres. There is poetic: committee,. Arnold ‘M, Grant;. who: cial vicepresident: ‘Subsequently, . mercial‘use: For: a: time; at least;
Ginsler’ss7 ‘Arts Past:
justice in. transforming ° television’ eft Jast Friday’ (24) for the Venice: Francis “T. Kelly,” who. has’ been: Eidophor. tint. appears to. be limited.
Selwyn. Ginsler has: been) n:amed into a~financial aid; ‘and “we. must|Film’ Festival .as*the°‘official "U.S. assistant =: tréasurer:: ‘was named. ‘tospecialized. military applications.- .
Ganadian. sales. director. ‘for ‘Sev en. ‘adhere to such poetry. and to ‘such: ‘delegate,. .is-;on a. bélated ‘honey-. treasurer. Both MOVES ... were*.ap- | :. Previous’ closed: circuit: color -had. .
A&ts Productions:..He’ll headquar- justice. Any. eompany. which .bears‘t. moon with -his...wife. the former ‘proved by. the.-exec. committee]. ‘uch? narrower ‘projection. screeén,.
ler in Toronto with Canadian sales: ‘the brunt. of the. free- competition: ‘Bess. “Meyerson - (“Miss “America”) which was- in’ al most |‘continuous “whereas ©the. -new- ‘Norelcos. ean’ manager Charles ‘8. ‘Chaplin. . .
‘of the small screen. ‘while: ‘failing -and™ her 14-year-old . daughter .‘by.} Session ‘Thursday ~ ‘and Friday; throw |
a. :sharp:. 200: ‘square: foot.
:Ginsler most. reeently: was with. to exploit’ the: benefits to. be: ‘dé- ‘previous marriage. Grant: “Says. Hie’s: prior «:to-.Grant's. departure: - for. “image,: :“thus ‘enabling.’ “enlarged.
United Artists as Canadian. ‘tele- rived from: this. medium,.is -not-|. “bound..to. be. a hero .‘with her: in- ‘Venice. film” fest, where. he’s: offic’)‘(theatre,: arena): audience capacity. E
vision manager.
balaneing the.
backs $0.
»-tospeak.”‘1 troducing her. to.ihe: movie.stars.” |cial Us.S. rep.
VAC
for the-‘first:‘time.
me.
ib
ane?
tion is that of financing; which sub- |
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“The first.twenty-four hours of the:invasion.
a willbe:decisive. For. the Allies as well as Germany,
‘itwill. be the longest day.” Field Mavshal Rommel.’ “We are on the threshold of the most. momentous
iy of:our times.” Lt: Colonel Vandervoort,’ “I don’t like.ft, but. there-it is.Gentlemen, I don’t see
ee

ee

: : how we can possibly..do anything else ~but-go—? General Bisenhower. “ We are going to lose

., the: war: because our ‘glorious Fuehrer has taken. a sleeping pill. and left- orders not
to. be: awakened. We are witnessing: something: that will always. look ‘incredible to
historians and: yet it is completely true. ” Major: General. Blumentrite,

|
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“He.that outlivesthisday,andcomes. safehome/ Will standatl
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Screenpla by CORNELIUS RYAN |
Based on the Book hyCORNELIUS RYAN.
Released by 20% Century-Fox in CinemaScope

NORDPREMIERE OCTOBER 4
4.1962
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THiEATR E
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“as St. James's Street, Piccadilly”

TronCurtain’YearatEdinburgh ~ =. eeTipe Theatre.Preems|US.ArtistsTopsat5thSpoleto ™
Int'lFest,WithTopRusso Concert_
F est;&uu)Attend 179Shows.
Stars, Belgrade OperaAppearing
O Casey’
sBan.‘on:Plays.
. Reiribeck; Germany, ‘Aug. 21...
; “What the:owner. describes as. “the:
first, total” theatre: in. the’ “world”

Titled - ‘Carpe |.
| Diem. “CEnjoy-the “‘Day);. ‘the new. |.

Tchas-. ‘opened here,
house .has

26. ‘Joudspeakers - and:|

‘Spoleto;: Aug;: 21..."
Closing’ note of. the’ fifth Festival
of Two: Worlds was the production:
-of. Verdi’s ““Réquiem,” ‘played~ by -

gives “a. three-dimensional. theatre
‘experience, according’: ‘to':-owner.

Heinz’ Wemper. of this West:Ger:

By GORDON IRVING

“Lifted For:Ireland]

man: house.’

‘the. resident orch (from ‘Triest) and.
CinemaSéope: §films: play ‘on: the:
i sung by the S.: Cecilia chorus ‘from .
‘giant arched sereen. . A glass. wall |.
‘Dublin, Aug: 21:
‘|Rome: The :Met’s ‘Thomas: Schip- —
‘separates the: audience from. an
“Sean. O’Casey’ s longtime. ban:‘on:
attractive bar.-The 400- seater, ‘is ‘professional staging: of. his plays in pers. conducted, wth: the: participas:
to-be -fir st ‘OF- a ser ies of. such cine-- Ireland. will: be. breached, ‘but not. ‘tion. of-Israeli ‘soprano. Nama Nard},
‘Fel. Aviv, Aug. 21,
mas, thee owner
owner says.
-broken, by: permission he’s” given: Armenian contralto’ ‘Lilian: Chookae.
out with new ideas. under : -artistie ‘
A:.“month. ‘before the Second|.. *
‘| to Bernard. Miles to present. three.. ‘sian, ‘American: Negro tenor George...
direction of Lord Harew ood, cousin ‘Shirley’ and ‘another: Met member,
JIsraeli- Music ‘and :Drania. Fest} ‘| Miles:|’
- currently — produging:
More than
of Britain’s Queen Elizabeth. Lat=' opened, all tickets for: Stravinsky.
_ [“Purpie. “Dust;”. “Red. Roses. for -bass6 Jerome Hines:
ter has pulled off.a scoop: with. ap~
and. “The ‘Plough. and’ thé : 5,060. listened. in’. the: ‘Sétare in.
and Van- Cliburn concerts were
pearance .of the biggest, group of:
[Stars”: at his Mermaid— Theatre: in: “front of..the ‘cathedral and ‘nearly.
‘sold out. Former is. conducting his
known Russian artists ever to. ap-.
| London. .He- just received the. okay. ‘as many’ crowded the nearby streets. :.
“OWR “works: while Van.-Ciiburn is
pear. together: outside of the ‘Soviet,
‘to do them..in a Dublin: theatre, “A. and. -rooftops. where. loudspeakers |
' soloist, beth with Israeli Phila:
Union. Among the ‘leading. names.
spokesmen -.-for. ‘the ‘aging: ‘play- <earried :this. ‘performance. -Misi-" |
monie::: The ‘Israeli audierice .gave |
here or due from ‘behind the Iron:
|-wEight says :this.‘does”. not’ mean‘:-eally, the’ performance: was .admir-~
Sir- ‘John Gielgud, who’ .presented.
Curtain are David Oistrakh, violin-.,
- Dublin; Aug. 28. “1 that -O’Casey. is- softening -in.his >ably: ‘conducted. by. Schippers. ae
“Ages of. Man” a great. reception:;
ist: Mstislav Rostropovich. :-cellist..:
: This -year’s. Fest’ in .ntimber: of:
‘Frank ° "MacMahon;
‘American- ‘attitude’
‘at-.the packed - +3,200-seat.. -Mann
who made a sucéess at. the. 1960..
“;-horn, head .of ‘oromotion. for. Telé-.} ~ ‘Both “Plough” and: “Red Roses”: performances and visitors is stag-~.°.
‘Auditorium:
festival, and his- wife. ‘soprano Ga-|:
fis Eireann. (rish. TV), has’ bowed. “were preemed in the. Abbey Thea-: gering. It--has ‘drawn about 82;000,
Jina Vishnevskaya; Sviatoslav Rich-! .. ‘Opening nighis of ‘the.Fest, ‘one. out. after.. policy’. dispute. with. Bos-|.tre..-Playwriglht’s. tiff. ‘is. primarily. ‘offered 179 shows of which:19 were.
in
Jérusalem.
and’
the:
other
here,
ter, pianist;.. conductor: -Gennadi;;
‘were called. ‘Folklore of-a Nation, -ton-horn’ Directér-Genéral. Edward: ‘with: the. Abbey .over ‘a ‘latter-day:opera, 13: ‘dance; 43 chamber music.
Rozhdestvensky, “who also - ‘was at”
29°. ‘drama,:
‘vividly
displayed. the’ differnces: of: J. Roth: ‘MacMalion was in Ireland. play and grew:-from smouldering -Fecitals,
the 1960 junket here. and the Boron’ ‘a: shortterm: ‘contract ‘to. assist | to full flame over Irish. reaction :to- ‘shows, 16° film. .30 actor ‘Seminars,
‘the
various
Jewish
‘tribes,
includ-,
_cdin String Quartet..
‘fing: tunes -‘frem the’ Atlas, mem. in-developing Irish -TV’ which: was | his ‘piece, ‘‘The Bishop’s Bonfire,” “one.- Requiem: ‘Mass ;“and four: art
j exhibitions.
With concert and ‘recital. ‘appear- tains and -the: Libian. desert .Avith<-started. earlier this: year. [Staged at the. Gaiety..
Visitors’ have.“Included Liz
£ Tay- ;
ances these- Russian stars ‘wilt -ap-~ Hassidic dances: from. ‘Eastern:
f-"Irish TVis heavily under fire for’!
‘Vor, ‘Richard Burton, Claudia’‘Care.”..
pear in..18. festival events.. Other.. Europe: ‘and. wild Jamenite Sancing.
. dinale; -Irigrid: Bergman’s ‘daughter, :
new ground at this year's: Fest ‘is’ The “Rhinat -choir, soon. due:.to. failing, to give enough time to pro' De: “Chirico;. “Anna -Magnani. ‘and -."
the visit of the Belgrade Opéra and} Jéave ‘Israel for’ a. tour ot ‘the | grams. in- the: Irish” language
(Gaelic): and .pressure™ groups. are.|
-Tenneéssée_ ‘Williams: ‘Private AmerBallet; and also of. the. ’English.'
UW Ss. also Participated one. eye-".‘urging the: ‘government. ‘to revise

‘Si
Stravinsky, VanCliburn.

* Edinburgh, Aug. 21,
This: is.the “Iron Curtain” year
at the Edinburgh International Festival, annual culture: junket now:
Anto its 16th season, and branching|

1

‘Sellout at-Israel Fest

IrishTVFinds.

.Me”

GoingAin'tEasy

RankExpectsDip

Royal

Shakespeare

Theatre Com-.

“ternis -undér which: Broadcasting |
pany. -An International. Writers’,
“Piraiken, the Gr eek’ Theatre. will ° Authority, the: statutory: ‘body ‘for |
Confab is also. being held. while the|
present “Electra” ‘Tater. « ‘Two radio ‘and: tv, operates. --Groups|
spectacular ‘Belgian show, “The |
nin

hh61-62 Gross|

ican ‘sources éach ‘year since’ 1957

‘foot 32% -of. the festival’ bilil.:
<The highlight: of this ‘year’s. crop

| was. the: Negro Miracle play, “Black

London,. ‘Aug. 98:chamber: ‘orchestras. :b ~iusic I ae claim that toppers. havn’t sufficient |
Nativity,” a. simple ‘tale in-‘song ©
_Four ‘Sons of Aymon,” ‘staged: by |
Roma and Amadeus of London are feeling for. Irish. ‘characteristics. | “"Phe. Rank Organization... antici- ‘and’ dance. of the: Christmas story.
Maurice Bejart in. the: ‘Murrayfield!
also. among: the’‘Participants of Bie. Apart -from. Roth, the. ‘service. is. ‘ pates a drop in-its take for the year
written: by’ ‘Langston Hughes: and
ice-rink on Monday »(277 shapes up’
Fest.
topped... ‘py ‘Michael” ‘Batry,' the | ended. last June 30 of.some: $1,'262,- “done by: an outstanding. gospel singas the offbeat, show of the festival. |
000 from the previous year’s profit
_)BBC’s
head
‘of
<drama,:on
Joan
for‘
‘ing group,. ‘The Stars of Faith. GiBased on old folk: tales from horth‘I'three’ yéars as Program. Controller: |. of $18,062,000.. ‘This is-revealed. in. ‘ancarlé :Menotti- discovered :the
ern. France, this. play: opens ‘with
‘a circular: fo. the -holders: of-. the
+
Most
of
the
directors
are:
‘English,
©
group in:.an ‘off-Broadway. théatre..
four giants striding on to the stage.:
| with. some Ameticans, but. they: are. 991,858 Ordinary. Shares of Bush It ‘has proved :the. hit. of:.Spoleto,
Tt is presented by the Ballet. du.
currently. ** operating” a: ‘training | and ‘Rank Cintel. not owned by: the. playing to-.many more: standees
“"Vingtieme :Siecle of ‘the Theatre |
Rank - Organization: ‘and -its- subsidschool. for Irish diectors, .
‘than. any: other play.
Royal de. la Monnaie, Brussels.,
Latest attacks -include a “demand |-jaries. It ‘arises from the’ proposed
- Drama Perks. .
°
_ Also from Eastern: Europe. ‘is th fe
l
merger.
_
-of
Bush
.:
with
Murphy.
for an..apology. from ‘Trim. (pop|,
The: drama sector, |up tilt’ now’
Polish Radio. Symphony, -which |
‘Radio
;
“and
‘an
‘offer
by:
the
Rank
‘Dublin,’ “Aug. 28. 11.369) becatise’.a quiz. compere ‘said|“Org: 'to™‘acquire all. the Bush. Or- the. weakest: point in- Menotti’s seté. giving four concerts, three under}.
|Navan (pop..4,271) was county: town.
eonductor. Jan Krenz: In three of| - Never’ a city: fess ‘nightlife, Dublin : ‘of -Meath: Jaw. says that Trim ‘js- ‘dinary: Shares ‘not: yet owned by. At. up, this year-had the Italian world.
the programs are. works by the “goon‘may b. -able:to offer tourists right: And: newspapers are” beef-.| ‘Rank reveals that: -it. expects ‘a: -premiere of .“I.-Carabinieri,” by
a
nightclub. or two, following
-Joppolo, staged by: Rossellini. ‘And
(Continued on page 14). a ‘passage of a new liquor law ‘which ing |because ‘they: claim.“that: TE slight ‘drop‘in- cinéma takings both if the play was more discussed than.
n..U.K..
and
overseas:
and.
also
‘a
| permits the later ‘operation of bars, : broke an.embargo by. using.’pic- [in
lowering’ ‘of. ‘profits ‘from : produe- favorably -accepted, it ‘was nevere-Flater service of: drink with: ‘‘a sub- tures - of ‘Princess-‘Margaret Vaca: :
‘tion
and.‘ distrib., Difficult “trading theless .a-step in -the right- direc- a
“| stantial’ meal,” and spécial. exemp-: tioriing °here’ before ‘time. fet, for |
|
-conditions,.
‘shared by others. in: the. ‘tion: -American ‘artists’ this: year
-tions*to be granted by- courts: for |. release..
_/same:
fields,
.are. blamed. ‘This .de-| really showed: up. tops be it the:.
| spetial .-events.- The” legal: defini*:Veline
particularly.
applies: to.-Rank|Alwin: Nikolais ‘dancers: -or the ‘Nes.
| tion. of “‘a substantial-:meal”: “has |‘
~| Precision. Industries: and” to ‘the ‘gro jazz. dancers. who were. ‘called

| DublinNitery
Nitery
BizGets Hypo!

Arg. Screen Institute’Ss
New Chief Lauded For
‘been. set, ‘but it’s’ understood
Revamp But JobShaky - not
ta” be something: costing ‘not, less. FORM.NEWFILM00:

-electronics:. branch of Bush. But, ‘into enliven a. ‘program: of.dull
optimistically, the. Rank. outfit” an-|.”classical’ dancing.
_than about 80e..
;
Buenos Aires, Aug:: 21,
The. noticeable.-.An
Negro elementd-‘apart
has: become.
ticlpate’a hike in profits from.mis-[',more:
from.
‘The Argentine Screen. Institute |' Two experimental. nightélub’ ‘op- *
has undergone a: facé-lifting: under. erations are being: run -this fall. 7
-Singapore,. Aug. 21, Z cellgneous: activities.
“The Rank Org. stresses the- large. ‘the acelaimed-‘gospel: singers, .SpoDr. Goti Aguilar’s supervision, but “The Royal. Hibernian. Hotel .is’. to}.
. “Market for Chinese pix here and:
leto” ‘presented :‘two..top artists in.
it's not yet known. if he'll accept have a nightelub permit -while the “in. Malaya. is. great; hente,- thére. ‘amounts it. has been. spending, and. ‘the. opera production: of “Carmen,”
*-:
the resignations of. former: board | Assn: of. British: Travel Agents is. varen’t enough ‘Hong. Kong. or. Com-_ will -continue.to spend, in develop-. ‘besides an: éxcellent performance
members Enrique T. Susini Eduar- meeting. -here, : :. Jury’s Hotel. has. munist ..China: ‘productions .to go: ing: ion-cinema.- activities, such as of Rossin’s:“Conte Ory.”
_/.°:
‘do Carbonell and Ricardo’ Connord. been granted: a ‘permit™ for night- round... Which is the: reason -New- ‘new 10-pin bowling |centres ‘vs. 3 “Carmen,” :“ produced:- ‘in: best. :
|..
In the. present uncertainty in this’ ‘club’ operation. during: the period: Era. Movie Co.- Ltd. was formed: ‘rental, .‘and. other diversifications
‘Spoleto. ‘fashion. and’ ‘tradition. bt
_country, Goti Aguilar may be. out ‘of. the Dublin Theatre Festival: | here recently. “Hong Kong éxports. ‘which: it -expects. will._eventually the. representative ‘team of: Schipe:....:
a only about:300 Chinese’ (Mandarin, chip: in. handsomely. in future prof-.
of his post’ following - changes late -in September. Other. than. a}
‘pers in the pit and Menotti. ‘as dis.
higher up. This is viewed as a pity, band ‘for dancing. there’s no- curs. ‘Cantonese and :Tedchew) 'pictures |its.
| fector, was another gem .in-thé cole. :
‘by the film industry’ since he has rent- ‘plans | for. cabaret: ‘entertain- éach ‘year,:‘aécording to Tang Pek}
[lection of. Spoleta's :opera-history. sparked speedier procedures
all: ment...
‘| Chee, New. Era’s:: manager. ‘.He.|
| This-“‘Carmen” had the true pypsy
On the Basis ofthese projects; it’s: claims... the Malayan” market -.can.
round in granting of production
flavor: Bizet ‘must have: intended. it
loans, approval of scripts. and. pro- expected that: further appeals. will absorb more, For. this reason, Era
- Was sung. in French ‘with - Shirley...
motion .of Argentine films abroad. ‘be made to the Minister for Justice: ‘fs out’ to. make- more: -pix.. ‘Black |"
a
‘Verrett-Carter in’ the: léad™ cand’. -..
“This all has been done.in consulta- ‘as the: ‘present law only permits late Geld”. is’ now -being. lénsed: here, :}Paris; “Aug. 21. ..| George Shirley.‘as. ‘Don’ Jose. ° It.
tion with industry leaders to make drinking. on: special. exemption or-:
Film: stars ‘comely. Orchid: Wong,|:- Yank screen “star:Anthony ‘Perk-. would not: ‘be.‘surprising: if ‘the -ders: and. ‘on -:speciak occasions. 22,.and: Lian: ‘Tong Seng, both. local. ins’. ‘now on his “fifth” film “stint
sure no interests are harmed.
whole production. was not snapped: :.
‘abroad, ‘has: explained why he stays up: by'some of. the big-opera houses. .
“The most important achievement: -Whether the ‘five’ months of the}: players. {tourist
season
can.
“be
ruled
as
a-|:
‘-New
Era
will
also’
shoot
telepix
over. here:. These. films. ‘three. U.S.-:|- Well:- deserved.and_ in ‘keeping. .
under. the new regime
appears.
to be an upcoming pact between special: occasion’ is. doubtful, but. ‘for the ‘state's ‘first tv project;.ex-|ba¢ked: productioris: and technically | with the original: if somewhat. over-"
‘the
Jack,
of:
late
‘spots
eee
-has
pected
to:
‘operate
©
later:
this.
year.
| American : pix,. just. offered more
exhibition “and. preduction ‘inbeen
{For this job,- it. is - now raining of .a challenge than. ‘anything in’ ‘theatrical’ style of" ‘all. ‘events, -a.:
terests, which
have been. feudpleasant: interiude : was’ the Aradivisitors.
“Chinese
daricers.
.
“| Hollywood “has come...up: within: ‘tional~celebration’ ‘of -Menotti'sing’ now for nearly. 18 - years.)
~| the last 18°. montiis;. says Perkins. birthday by: festival’. -alidience and ~
The serious decline in cinema ‘at-|
It has. nothing: to.-do-“wWith: taxes local: population. At night, the’‘Cela.
tendance has served to.bring the
| 'sinee: he is going-back next: fall to. “bration © reached ‘ ‘the - ‘climax. With..~
feuders together. ‘The - pact likely
will stand by the present Film Law,
|-star in .a-Broadwav- play,. “Harold.” -torches ‘and--a- : parade ‘through the...
He also- feels ciiat-.at*30..he. is.| Marrow; -hill
but allow. exhibitors to make. their.
hestreets Of:‘the small
at. that. ifi-between. ‘thespian’ ‘age.| town, i
own deals. with native producers. |
* Goth,
which makes. him too old. for ‘many. |.
provided a specified’ amount of |
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|French

playing. time is assured native pro-|
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Year,
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-enticing’ roles and too young: for:
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SeatacPROF?
STILL MEX TOPPERS.

“Two. vears’. ago’. Anatole|
would ‘Feteive }::
Paris, Aug. 21.
“Topper was: the. adventure opus, ‘others.
‘Litvak offered him’ that in-between higher :“industrial. recovery” -pre--} Besides, the business - “side of.
*Guns, of ‘Navarone’’ (Col) followed.
role ‘in. “Goodbye ..“Again” “(UA).
miums, according to the playing-. films, the summeér-hiatus and slack
Ay Robert: Dhéry’s . comedy, Sha
time granted the local. product,
biz are. giving ‘filmites ‘a ehance to ‘Belle:. -Americaine.”. “Nothing: ‘new | Winning the thesp award “at. ‘the |.
AD ‘sugeested solution to’ declining |
Cannes Fest. for his: work: in’ it he:} ~
Mexico City. ‘Aug. 2%:
examine | Public film. ‘preferences
cinema biz is ‘to’ cut admissions’ on Of. |‘Jate. ’ - Jean-Charles . Edeline,:} about these nor most. ofthe others. was. offered.- many. top. .roles,. in-.| “HAbeent Minded. Professor” {BY): =
But. suddenly. in 16th’ place shows ciding -Sules. Dassin’s “Phaedra”
weekdays by 50¢c..but, boosting ‘head: of. ‘the. federation of French
going - into |the llth: week and. om
“up: Francois ‘Truffaut's . “Jules and 1 ¢
them over week ends: when’ the ‘Film “Exhibitors,.. claims «‘the--old
Jim~’
:
When. Litvak: ‘offered. him. a:yole 13th stanza, “Still are the: top Holly.
demand improves. ‘Also-to. cut the “saying” that: the énly: way: to. solve’
“The few new. Ww ‘avers who. showed’ opposite *Sophia.” Loren... in. “Five. wood * ‘picture. : grossérs
number of weekday performances, the problem of: ‘continually slumphere. Na;
new
five daily for ordinary ma- ing: attendance is: to give the pub- talent ‘are now pait of-the industry. ‘Miles to" Midnight”-, (UA, --a.. ‘psy-. tional: ‘product... :can-..get,- ‘nowhere
‘while.
the..
remainder,
who:
got:
al
chological :thriller, “he: ‘again® ‘ac- | near these’ two. hoxoffice hits.
terial Exhibs. say that of.the 40, 000 | ‘lic! what -it wants.- But what they
firstrun seats available .in the main ‘want is the question: not” So: readily’ ‘chance to make films: on their coat--| cepted. because: Of: his: respect, for, "Fhe. two ‘pictures. Tunning” neck”
‘tails
for
a
time,”
“are-now
out.”
Litvak. .
firstruns, only. a. tenth... are. sald . answered.
and? neck’ with. “Professor” ‘doing
throughout the week.
A look at top.’ fivstiuin Paris ‘ So; -along with’ the conventional | |
$11,744. and. ’Spartacus.*. $11/4562 -One of the causes may. be the: grossers, which usually.:tip ‘the “bread and -butter ‘filnis, ‘it appears |
“Tender -Is*The Night”: (indie). ”
duct.

Exhibitors.

absence. of leisure classes.

home besides a-tele set.

‘NHK
(Symphony's
$:Tour: |:chalked.

‘As liv- general. ..outlook,-‘show:.that big ‘that. the. French also. will” go along {
Tokyo, -Aiige 21° _
‘scale. Specs |‘and comedies “are. still: with the’ effbeat:-tactics of .new-.} .
“favorites.- In: cantrast, “a. modest | comers ~in ‘spite of-the-fact that.too:|” “the NHK. Sy:niphiony Orch, with

ing costs soar, more. and. more
women work to. supplement family.
incomes,
Many in ©vounger - age
groups work ta help finances buy
future hoties while the high cost
of setting up a home’ precludes|
courting couples from
attending
pix shows it’s cheaper to stay

up a: jveak “$8:600 or: near SE

f-at Internacional Theatre. .
ace
|’. --“One,:. Two, ‘Three”’.. (WA). “at. ihe

turned out ‘to:‘be: 100 members; Will, make’ a ‘goodwill, “Latino, hit‘ a- ‘Pefty. $7. 000 or-over
moppet pic, “The War. ‘of the But-. many - beginners |
|
-|— inthe. first four days. ‘Set: for: good .-comes along to: become the.: disappointing:
| tour: of Southeast. ‘Asia this fall:

‘tons,”

third. biggest -grosser. of ‘the. year: |
And everybody -had ‘felt, that’ pix
} about kids were: out. ‘Fhey are naw|favored, . according - to “the Fesults’|

dof this film.
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(NH
casting Cor
will: be under of. Mrs: “Stone” (WBY.-at-the Mex-.
(NHK)tor
g ofCorp. conduc
the: ‘baton.
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Records Boost.
B
Nationalization ofMex Film Biz7~ {viViewa
| Unternational Sound Track :
Tn Picture imports

”

Asked by.Head ofStudio:Union|;

Coos

‘Vienna; Aug. 21.- statistics.

Recently. “published.

‘There show another ‘increase of. mo-| ..-

Mexico City, Aug: 28. +:
The nationalization of the Mexican picture industry, a phrase
that has come more and more to
the foreground in the past two}

“London.

Htion’- picture ‘imports.. From July|:
“Tin 1961-until the end: of this month| For’ ‘the. ‘first time. Pathe News |‘has. filined . highlights: of ‘the:‘Bain -

RenoirQuis.Siales’
447 feature’ films “were. ‘shown. |-‘bureh’ Festival, in’‘Technicolor. The. newsreel. edition is”‘out tomorrow.
them were. 183 from the (Thurs.) -wos, Walter-Shenson Films, ‘due to make: “The: Mouse or: “the:
U.S. ‘Germany was Second. ‘with. 92. Moon,” has.joined the’ Federation of British Film Makers .... Douglas_
After Hepburn Hassle Among.

years, obtained a™ new champion:
last week: Jorge Duran Chavez, |
head. of the Union of Motion .Pie-

~ |King, :‘salés: chief of Metro in. U.K:;. leaves ‘for <a. vacation’ in Italy. on:
__ Paris, Aug. 28." 7 and: France,: third: ‘with. 58...
‘A new:arrangement was. reached
Frederic Gotfur, head. of the scenario department -cat
Claude. Renoir; the French ‘cine=. with Germany.- For. the first time; ‘Sunday:(1}-:
Associated - British’ Elstree’ Studios, has: ‘notched Ais . 20th: “year | with:
ture
Production” Workers. -asked |
‘matographer ‘and: ‘nephew | of. “pic: i there: is -‘‘no: limit” set, provided. ABPC.. He ‘started wiih:.them :as..a- scriptwriter*-“: ;- Current: ‘issue of
federal contro] of |.
for “outright
ali ‘branches of the industry, in-| director . Jean Renoir, has. revealed | ‘both - ‘parties ‘abstain =‘from. unfair Photoplay,..U-K:'s: monthly: fan mag, -ubluckily carries a feature. called
distribution that he is ‘quitting as ‘head. Jenser . -competition.” Idea’: will- ‘be tested: “Has: Marilyn Gone: Too, Far’ This. Time?”. -. . Looks: like a’ clash. on
-Cuding
- production.
and exhibition.” Chavez also re-|on the presently: shooting | Yank unfil the end of this year. ‘Another ‘Sept:..20 for two. big gala’ -preems, “Dock ‘Brief,’with. Peter Sellers,
with:.-Peter Ustinov, Terence ‘Stamp and Melvyn.
quested that in the. federal’ take- ‘pic, “Paris ‘When ‘it Sizzles” (Par), .new rule provides that 10%: finan-}and “Billy. Budd,”
. Mctro’s “Jumbo”. now” definitely: named: as the film. ‘for’
over. a “protectionist” law ‘for It appears” that ‘star Audrey. Hep-. cial- participation. suffices to ‘classi- -Douglas~.";
“industry
labor
also-. should ‘be! burn, -claiming the color lensing. fy a motion picture ‘as: co-produced. |-the réopening ‘of -the-‘Empire, ‘Léicester-square, von, Dec. 15-. - John...

|
Austria. itself. produced ©16 films,
| Charles Lang: cone. over “ froniIr a- niemorandunt to Secretary } Hollywood: to:‘supervise. Renoir in intended. ~for . German-language .
non
{|
; ‘countries’ only,
‘ef State Gustavo Diaz Ordaz, union! ;
her scenes. ©

passed guaranteeing workers their; somewhat. lacking in| ‘polish, -had ‘This gives tax: advantages:
3obs.

leader Chavez attacked the “lack
Since. ‘she is practically ‘in.“all
af continuity, consistency, solvency | of them. with.:.'co-star. -William
zac functioning” of-‘production ele-! Holden, Renoir: decided. to. -ankle:: I
m

nts.

He laid ‘present crisis di-j He. stated: the conditions. were not}

of
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_Edinburgh Fest

".

€lein, ‘of. United Coproductions,. dickering for. pic rights. of”Anthony: ne

Armstrong’s ‘légit..meller, “Pen: Minute Alibi”: “. Leslie Norman’ ‘has.
‘scripted - Phyllis. Hastings’ novel, “Long. Barnaby,
and ‘aims to..preduce and direct: it, » AN. excerpt from Samuel. Goldwyn’s ‘Porgy: and:
‘| Bess,”has .been picked for. a BBC. color: transmission’ ‘demonstration: at.
| the current. Radio Show..
Hal. ‘Chester’s : “Hide and Seek,” willbe
| the first film to be distributed by a new company, Albion: Film’ ‘Distribu- :
jtors.. Chesver: also helms- ‘the. new. distribbery.- Robert. -Foshko: is named--,

as. Chester's’ personal assistant. and’ on. Saturday (1) L. ‘C. Rudlin,. for-"-:
1éctly at doors of pr oducing coém-j ‘the same here’ as in the: U.S. ‘and-|
‘Continued from. page12 —
mer...Ealing: production ‘manager, _joins the, “Albion: ‘setup, as overall: 7
panies who ‘have not increased. he found his: work satisfactory:. He
“
7
their capitaligation
during.
the} asked the remainder. cf the "crew, Russian, Shostakovich: “Orch: ‘is Produetion: Supervisor. :
years, relying.on federal financing|-who wanted to: leave the pic in from’. Katowice...
cf up to 70% of production costs. solidarity . with him,. to: ‘stay: on. | “The English ‘Royal’ ‘Shakespeare _
ie.
With the lack of any legal agree- Lang Teplaced. Renoir’ on the.‘pic. ‘Theatre: ‘Group- is: presenting’ -one |: phe Longest. Day”. preem. at the. Palais De. Chaillot. Sevt:“25 “will:
| play. a-week at ‘tthe Lyceum Thea- followed by a benefit dinner ‘for 400. people: plus ‘fireworks from the:
. ment. between producers and -stutre. .: ‘Opening
choice. .(20).. :“was nearby: Eiffel’: Towér. and. Edith ‘Piaf . singing. “Hymn to- Love’ on: the -‘:~*
- dids. to. maintain. continuous pro-|:
|‘Shakespeare’s.. “Troilus and Cres-| first floor.of:. the edfice before. a ‘battery of -mikes. '. . Monica’ Vitta, ~ _
duction, the dangers of serious un‘sida,” staged by Peter. Hall, while Italo pic. star of. three.-Michaelangelo Antonioni ;-pix, in: the’ -French. «.:-.::
employment, .as- currently. experiMonday’: s choice on ‘Aug. 27. ‘wilt be: ‘sketch ‘pic, “The Four Truths.”* Miss. Vitti plays a comié role: ‘with: Ale
‘eneed, is always there when. proWhiting’ s.. “The. “Devils.” lesandro Blassetti. directing. Gilbert De Golschmidt’ produces .. .P,.A.* ee
alueers temporarily or definitively
| John.
‘Third and last week of. the Fest, :Decharme, who produced:some. -important- French ‘pix from- 1940- 50,and;
cutback on. pix production, he said.}
‘sees the U.K. preem of. Christopher ‘then: disappeared : to make. ‘pix in -Tahiti;..back .and: throwing ‘in. his Tot .
The Chavez note ‘also took’ the.
‘with: new blood picmakers. ‘He does Jacques Demy’s .“‘Bay..of Angels,”
_| Fry'ss “Curtmantle:? —
government to task: ¢laiming the
“Buenos Aires,; Aug. 210°
three official distributorships, al-|
Belgrade: Opera in ‘Preenis | ‘| about a‘femme. caught up by gambling, and thén ‘has commitments with .-:-legedly supported by a good..part}-“Baker-Flood _Enterprises : has} In. the. operatie ‘sphere, the’ ‘Bel- Agnes Varda, Alain Cavalier, Alain Resnais and Michel Drach-;.. + Fran-*
of resources which should ‘be ‘des- signed’ a. -eontract. with: D’An Fran. ‘grade Opera. is’ présenting ‘several ‘coise Patrice,. out! of pix, for several’: years and lately running. the pop twist
lined to ‘production, exercise :-a|
premieres, -including ‘the.Western |. discotheque, Le Saint Hilaire, -back to pix for the.title role in: “Ropésspecies of monopoly in exploitation: Film Company | for. a joint. U.S.- preem of. Shostakovich’s: edition. of. ‘pierre’ which Claude Vermorel: writes and directs: It begins next month.
‘Tale of the maligned revolutionary, ‘who sent-friends to the guillotine, will :
coproduction.. on.- the |
of Mexican material. Peliculas Mex- Argentine
““Khovanschchina,” ‘by .Moussorgicanas has been .exploiting pix. in-| theme of the ‘Berlin :‘Wall: They. Sky}. and two. performances of Mas- |-haye -him.an incort uptible man of polities. . So plenty of printer’ sink
efficiency and Cimex “lacks abso-| chose Buenos Aires in the belief. senet’s' “Don ‘Quixote.” There-are| was ‘spilled, and” is: ‘still --being ‘spilled, over. the. unfortunate: demise
lutely necessary “knowledge to. in- that costs will: be lower. while. the. ‘also two operas by Prokofiev, “Love of. Marilyn. Monroe..: Hollywood ‘and :the™star’ systeni, ‘and -journalists
‘crease _the exploitation of Mexican: city. is’ right for: outdoor: scenes. 1 of Three: Oranges” and “The-Gam- and photogs, were- blamed: and: Brigitte Bardot. was brought’ up.time and”
The script is.a. Bob: Flood. original; bler,” ~ poth. having their British again: as another near’ victim ‘and_.possible.-future. one if-she-is not
films in Europe.”
let alone. ‘She tried -to. commit Suicide two |years ago.- “The. Misfits” .
Hits Low Quality ef Mex Pix © and‘ cost. is - budgeted |at $750,000.. preenis - here.
:
While .the’ government . controls: D’An Fran will cover ‘studio costs | -In_ the drama. field, “two: other. (UA) was revived alsa“
‘exhibition,
and. expectation: ‘was: ‘and Baker-Flood will put up the ‘events -:are. :the: presentation,. on the :French, that: jong. ‘tabu: subject of ‘the ‘Algeriaii. ‘War. now looms.-”
that national. production would’ re-. ‘remainder. Stars™ of the “film are. ‘apron ‘stage of the’ ancient. Assem-|‘fodder for: three’ ‘prepping pix. -. Also, Jean-Luc Goadrard’s “The Little ©
ceive highest preference, positive George: C: Scott, Dina. Merrill, ‘Lee bly Hall, of Dylan Thomas’s s¢reen-: Soldier,” banned:‘since 59, though’ ‘showing. Algerian. and -French. underHugh
O'Brian, Joseph ‘play (adapted for the theatre) “The |cover. activity and tortures in: Switzerland). may. ‘soon be yeleased. Projresults have. not: been. achieved. be-. “Marvin,
cause of the low quality’ of national. Campanella ‘and. Peter. . Fonda.. Doctor: and the. ‘Devils;’”: -and® ‘the ects are a dacunientary by Louis Malle, a tale of a Danish: ‘family that
production. The exhibition -chain ‘Shooting is scheduled to: start:Oct. : preem ofa Robert MéLellan. -play,. takes in~a‘' wounded Algerian. rebel ‘during the:--war .with: script ‘by
‘Georges Arnaud and. no. ‘director: yet, and: one. for a French ‘producer: contracts for foreign films, -espe-| 15...
“Young: ‘Auchinleck,” about: James by: Italo director... Gillo Pontecarvo ‘on a French. paratrooper during ae
elally from
Hollywood,
beeause |© In October, Jose. ‘Marrone gos -Boswell,- biographer . of ‘Samuel |
the war with’ Paul Newman being: “paged: for: the. role: ‘Qne. pie. on “..’
‘Mexican product could not. guaran- to Spain for a Spanish-Argentine Johnson. “Auchinleck”: has .a' cast
‘Algeria; showing the lifé. of ‘the colonists: and thé. beginiiings ‘of: the.
tee the existence of the circuits. coproduction:
Marrone _ formerly -whick, features John. Cairney, Scot- war, “The Olive Trees. of Justice,” made by. Yank: director. James Blue, oe
Proqucers,. showing no great in-} worked for. D'An Fran, “but. the: ‘born .film’ ‘actor, ‘in the -title. ‘part;
‘got. an: award.at the Cannes Fest and did: only fair’ ‘biz’;
;
~
clinatiom for production -under. cur: | company is unwilling now to meet ‘and. includes. Magda. Miller, Brown
rent federal cash restrictions, seem the “comedian’s salary demands. ‘Derby, ‘James. Gibson, ‘Victor Carin | ‘Claude Chabrel- ‘using: Téal dialog from ‘the trial ‘of the French -Bluge
words -"":
to feel that a government total D’An -Fran has Marrone’s: latest, and Lennox: Milne.’ It is:staged ‘by ‘beard of the 1920's, -Landruw, in his. pic “‘Landru”. rather. than the at
- © Sree
penned. for this scene by:scripter. Francoise Sagan. . An intern ional
takeover is only. a matter of. time. “The. Financial. ‘Wizard,’” ready for Kenneth.. Parrott.
Rodolfo ‘Landa, head of the Na-| release. .
Late night: shows. ‘andrevues. are ‘television: ‘salon; that is sets,.innovations, programs. ete., from around
‘tional Assn. of Actors begged: off|- Marcelo. ‘Simonetti.. ‘has’. ‘signed’ prominent. as usual.” They: include |:the world, being. prepped’ for °63, -In® new: outlooks. here, film ..ecom-:
from making any statément.on the French -actor® Gerard Blain: for a ‘a novel mime entertainment. “What|panies. would:also take, part: via vidfilms now. ‘being made for. the. com=.
issue. But this: silence is inter-7 leading. role. in “Unos| Cuantos Next?,” from Prague, and: “Plain|‘ing. second charinel.
preted by thé industry as a tacit. ‘Dias’ (Some:-Few *Days), :-from. .a ‘Song and “All That: Jazz,”. first ‘offi-|- Billy Wilder. in: shooting -background foutage: on. the ‘Paris. ‘marketapproval by the Association for na- Luis . Pico: Estrada -novel,. due to: cial. jazz contribution, featuring the place, Les Halles, for his forthcoming ‘Irma: La Douce’’(UA). He feels
tionalization. lidividual actors, sec- ‘roll in December: under Leopoldo ‘folk-singing: --brothers Rory | and |-its: irreal,.-romantic:-aspects:-do. not. call for: on the spot :shooting and.-:
onded the Chavez éall for nation- Torre Nilsson’ S_ direction. ‘Simo: Alex McE} en’.-and_ the-:‘Sandy art director. Alex Trauner. will recreate. the. crowded, bouncy ‘French: |
airweather’ -All-Stars: spot: in Hollywood. .. There. will be.‘some shots with: Jack. Lemmon ‘but
alization.
| Brown-Al‘Producer Chief Blasts Chavez
‘with ‘Francois “Truffaut: “and: Jean ‘The: Portuguese. offering at the Ly- Shirley. MacLaine was.in-only: to. looksée: the spot: ‘anid. study. the. joy girl
Aifonso Rosas. Priego, president Luc. Godard. titled, ‘sThe World's ceun “Theatre, -also: in ‘late-night situation. at. firsthand. ‘Of course it: is -not:a realistic pic. and. the. prose
of the. Mexican Assn. of Motion Best Frauds:””
-.| Slotting,--is. by’. Amalia: Rodriguez; titute in the picture’ is ‘ene- with .the: proverbial. heart of. gold. and
‘Spiritual faithfulness.:to one man. .’.Her documentary look: at this:Seamy...
Picture Producers took Chavez to:
‘The.’ new. “ Sereen’ “Institute. au-| ‘presenting a program. of Fado:and
“. side: of French’ life: may serve for. a ‘serious Pieon ‘the subject in ‘some:
task for his nationalization drive. thorities have reorganized to speed songs from: ‘Portugal...
m future’ time:
—:
Priego’s
statement: claimed the ‘up procedures in aid of producers, |
“On the Fest ‘Fringe
Chavéz memorandum. by. no’ means cutting ‘much. former. red tape..
On the Festival “Fringe” or un-|. * Miss. ‘MacLaine then ‘took off:for:a cruise with. South: Ktriean theatre
‘reflects the true sentiments
of |.
official ‘sidewalk’ events, there are ‘magnate ‘John Schlésinger. to. Capri -accompanied ..by. husband. Steve Tinayre ‘Plans «Comedy’
|.
workers.
‘T student. and. proféssional revues -by: Parker and. her daughter. She reports for; work.on ‘the -pie in early.
Daniel. -Tinayre. ‘is planning. ©a ‘the dozen: One of the most ‘inter- September 4nd Parker heads: back: to. Japan: for: film production work. ~~." -".
In general, 'feeling- is that na-|'
tionalization is inevitable. if the} comedy, .“The Cricket. is ‘not an: esting is by ‘Larry: ‘Marshall, ‘local. and packaging: of Nipponese cabaret shows: for Worldwide ‘bookings...
film industry is not to go. bankrupt. Insect,” adapted from:a humorous ‘tv comedian, who: is ‘presenting his| Incidentally, Wilder threw. an. engagement party for Jack Lemmon: ‘and.7
Production. lag: is -causing- short-| novel. ‘by. Dante. Sierra. Next Feb-. own ‘one-man show, “As Others. See Fetlicia .Farr. at: the Moustache. Restaurant this ‘week,
‘ages of. material as backlogs. dis- ruary, ‘Tinayre. is due to. direct . a. Us,” nightly at the.Palladium... "1
appear. There is. an unconfirmed coproduction in Brazil, in associaBiggest - eoin-spinner, |always. a we
report :that. the President, in his tion. with Raymond. ‘Borderie, for. ‘sellout; is the nightly Military Tat-|.
-of this - ‘year :Hollywood. released. ‘80.‘tins,‘ta
Reportto-the-Nation
Address -in ‘¢ombined. Sorio-Film.and.’ French |;too ‘by ‘searehlight:‘on the. Esplan-|" “In first six “morithé
September, will announce’ the. fed-| ‘interests. The .-director. has. sold ade of. the picturesque Edinburgh} ‘Mexico followed -by. 41 ‘Mexican, -20 ‘Italian; -16 German,. 13° Freneh;
eral master. plan for the yesuScita- -his “The Sisters,” Argentine entry. ‘Castle.- A.- highlight’ this: year is a 12. Spanish; -with. balance. of: total. of 196 representing one. ‘each from.
tion of the film industry. Whether. at the last: Berlin Film Festival, -musical ride. -by ‘an. ‘Indian cavalry areas .as: Russia, Czechoslovakia, Poland;: ‘Swedeén,. ete... ... Actor. Jobn-:
Gavin ‘building -an: $80,000.home near the La Hacienda ‘Golf Club ;....°
Canada, France, | Germany, . ‘regiment. .
or not Mexico's chief éxeeutive can for
:/ Invitations. to international. festival. top’ ‘award. winners. have: already’
five a new lease on-life to Mexico’s Austria, ‘Switzerland. and_ Spain.
.
Film: Festival ‘Also film. effort. remains . to be seen.
YTtalian- actress Brunnella : -Bovo |.” The. concurrent ™ ‘International been sent out by: the Film Bureau; with .every. indication pointing. up.:
; ‘(Miracle | in « Milan): is. sought -as Film. Féstival.--has. ‘the. theme | of. to fact. that this ‘year there will. not. be any last: minute-scramble and_
- “+: Azteca Films, -héartened by-+ femme lead for’ a: feature pic -with “The Film and the Novel, ” this disorganization. as .in’-past: stanzas ch
Assoc. British Booker
Alfredo Alcon.: Property would be dovetailing | with Ja. ‘Writers’: “‘Con-. ‘accéptance «of English’ dubbed Mexican. “films, has: completed: dubbing -~“Persecution,” from a: ‘script . py ference |‘being: held’ in.the:: city, of: “Ea Cucaracha,”: “800 -Leagues jAcross” ‘the..Amazon” ‘‘and. “Juana
Adolfo, Bioy Casares;:
London, Aug. “28.
(Films: are’ here’ from -many: coun-| Gallo”. with total:nuniber of Mexican’ product: ‘dubbed totaling 11. Dub- “’Vie Comer, booking manager for|
Antonio Motti ‘of: Araucania’ ‘is. tries, -but ‘not entered hecatise of bing was initiated with.“‘Adam and. Eve” bythe. Levy- & Horne. firm,
with: this’ later :leading to a legal dispute’ over-division: of: profits, .“s
Associated British Cinemas far 15] ‘planning a fi° m. on... General any important. awards. oa
|.
years, retires .tomorrow .(Wed.). -Guemes,
Independence . ‘hero ‘ofj-- Meanwhile, the Festival: Society: Gustavo Alatriste claims. te. has Anthony. Quinn pacted for.a series. of
Jack Goodlatte, ABC topper, will Salta Province,
with: Leopoldo ‘battles. on ‘Against. financial losses. coproductions on a. 50-50 ‘basis, with star. probably appearing ‘in'‘some.
<.
chair: a.farewell dinner that night. Torre: Nilsson
directing. ‘and It now plans to launch: a.Mational of-these..No-set ‘date ‘Set:for. initiating. of shooting, with this dependent?
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:
fidence and: fills the bill: hardly.
‘Crossroads: Theatres
‘has ‘re- stone and - ‘Abe. -Lastfogel ‘were. CO-- coin ‘after falling’ tn $1,120,000 000-1. 000 in. "1958:
: Federal aiidstate tae‘ability. on:
need be added. By and ‘large, ‘his ‘opened the Skyway. Drive-In Thea-. -chairmen:. -of:; the - 117-member in 1957.
counsel on acquisitions and coproe- ‘tre here. .Ozoner =. Will . show honorary . . committee.. Executive |: - Figures «also. ‘show’ “increased profits ‘increased from $40,000,000,
duction ‘values, plus -his handling Mexican-made product, ona double program |‘coordinator: was: ‘Barry’ WwW. purchases: ‘of*telévision’ receivers, ‘in 1958.to $50, 000; 600. in 1959.
of several. sock-grossing pi¢tur es, bill policy.
:Mirkin, with |Joe- Rivkin and. Wil- radios, -and:® -musical’ -iristruments.: * Corporate.- depreciation charges.
have made the elevation t) exec}.
Admission - pegged at: $1 per “liam Arnold. as: associates: :Nelson Legit and. opera lake: likewise 1
rose. were’. $134.000,000 ini: 1959 “and:
veepee status a matter of: logic.
| carlodd.
ig 1961,
1156.00, 000.in. 1958. Be
|Riddle Provided. the’‘music,
,

ny
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international
~ film, TVfilm
and.
documentary

:

~

“market (MIFED)
a. world--fesounding
success

Lf
an

-.

“ MIFEO:we the International. Film,Tit: and DocuMentary Market. — was. launched: in: 4960. to. coin:

mcs cide with. thethirty-eighth Milan Trade. Fair. Its .ini--

&

7 * ‘tial success: was. an”
Y “encouragement to further

“meetings.

|

Me

‘MIFED- is: held. twite. a-year; in “APRIL ‘during: the
‘Milan Trade. Fair, the world’ s largest display of sam--.,‘ple.goods and:products, and: again, in’ OCTOBER. ..

Y MIFED: is a rallying centre’ forfilm men: from. allover
the world, ‘including Asia and Africa.

MIRED: ‘cordially. invites.producéis,. filo:executives
and. cinema circuit:‘managers: ‘to: attend’ its.Sixth

: Cine-Meeting whith. As attracting. widespread interest” and will.‘be. held. from: 10 to”20. October. 1962. os
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PICTURE GROSSES

“TownOK $800,Cincy;HlGiSame,|

7 G1lG;oGr’GimesmSMt60,0thD,e‘MsusBica’19l6,e6°”
Wednesday, Avigust:29,, 1962.

LOS ANGELES

- (Continued. from page. 8)"
week, ‘Music ‘Hall. “Stowaway. inlate
Sky” (Lop 2d (wk); $2,600...

‘Music"Hot 136,Grimm’Hepfe

..Cfest: (State). (750; -90-$1. 50)

‘Cincinnati, Aug. 28. -+Potent holdovers are’ biz. front-}.
ers here... in this .-better-than-par |

“Girls: at: Sea”. (Many and. “Follow|thet Horsé”- (Man).:: Okay: $2;000. '
|Last ‘week, “Never: Let, Go". (Cont) —
| (4th wk), $2:500.
Orpheum,
Iris... ‘ ‘Metropolitan.
lewoy (2,213; °825;° ‘90-$1: :50)—"Bird-1-

‘Detroit, Aug. 28;.
‘New. product: and: strong. oldies”
‘| add- ‘up to. good. biz. for: firstruns
late summer film session, “Musi¢.
(Continued. from: page ’)-.
(Continued from. page:9)
| here. for. current. week. “Kid. Galas:
Man”
shapes
hotsy
in.
sixth
round:
|.
*
—" West. Side. .Story”™ ‘WAN, ‘7th ‘man’ of Aléatraz”: (UA) -arid.-“Val-|“Hippodrome” “¢Gont). and: “Behind chad”:--looks. . sock: : ‘at. the “Palms: «
‘Brothers Grimm,” is rated. _niee |wk). Sturdy *$7.200. Last week, ‘iant”. (WA).13d wk, “Orpheum; 1st: Great. Wall” (Cont). ‘Good. $5,000 “Five Weeks: :in :Balloons . ‘Jooms.
in third “week at: Capitol. . “Bon! “$7,500. --.
|wk; Tris). ‘Busy.-$11;000.e
‘or. near: Last week;. “Playgirls and, ‘good. ‘at Fox: Voyage” looks lusty in. ‘third. aveek | _
+ Kg: | Warner ‘Beverly |ro (1, 316;; 90+| Bellboys”.
(Indie) and “Geisha | “Brothers Giimm”: stays’ ‘sock> “
‘Denver (Fox). ‘2, 432; $125)
at Keith's.
‘oun
*(20thi: $1. 50)—"Pal: Joey”. Col). and “Eddy: -Playmates’”. (Indie) (2d wh); $4; 800, | eroo in’, fourth.<at | Music Hall.”
“Scarface Mob” plus: “Murder. ventures:. of You g. Man’ |(20t ! Duchin Story”: (Col).- . (reisstés).. (2d.].
and. “Firebrand”. (20th). ‘Neat. $11,-'
Oriental. (Indie) (3,400: 90-$1.80) Music “Man”. ‘léoks . amazing .:in...
Inc.” looms good (at. ‘Grand: “Two!
Lak), prince: $5, 000." “ Last. week, =—“Five: Weeks. In- Balloon”: (20th). sixth. session’ at the: Michigan. “Ins i
Weeks In Another Town,’’ is shap-]- ‘000 or: close: ‘Last. ‘vw‘eek... “Five’ {$8.0
“Sock | $30, 000;,
“Bird .Man- of terns” continues: smash in: third
—
ing just. okay.-at . Palace. CRY Cid’ ‘Weeks in. ‘Balloon’ , (20th) (2d Wwk-4 "Warner. 'Hollysiood |
iSW). “1991: ‘Alcatraz’ (UA) 45th w ‘k),“$15,000.~
.
}¥ound: ‘at .the-.Grand: Circus, “Mire
shapes solid at: Twin. Drive-In, also}: days. only): $7, 400.
$1. 65-$2.80): — “Brothers - Grimin”.
on -Ist. Newcomer: “Sky -Aboye” oy ature (Fox) +600- ‘$1. 26\—"Car- (MGM) (3d. wk: Gr eat...- $39,000. |. Roosevelt: (B&K). (1,400; -90-$1 80) cle Worker’ heads for.a lusty sec-:

‘DEN VER.

CHICAGO ~

I

—“The Interns” (Col): (3d ; wk): ond session..at: the: Mercury. ‘Boece :
on Teacher” AIndie) : (Sth:. wk) Last week, $37, 100:
Nifty’ $26.000... Last week, $29, 000: |eaceto."70" Jooks: “great Ain:tra
Ge $3.000.. Last: week; ‘$1, 900.
Longrun. “West ‘Side Story” yes Gand:
Fox Wilshire
-iPWO):. “€1,990:.|:
Mains okay in ‘23d. week.
Orpheum (RKO): (2,690;... $1. 25-:| $1.49: =.$2.40) —+ “Adv entures ©.of | State -> Lake {B&K) (2,400; 99-7
“Fstimates. for This "Week.
Estimates for This Week
+}St:45) — “The Interns”: Col). ‘and |Young .Man”™!20th) (3d°.wk).° Fair |
Fair.$16, 000.
“A Publi¢ Affair" iIndie) 2d: wk). +$5,000:- Last. week, $9,000. (+:
Fox: (Fox. ‘Theatre. | “of “Detroit ;
Albee (RKO) 13, 100: $1-$1. 5)—
“Music Man” ‘WB! (6th. wk), Hot, Big $11,000: or near... ‘Last. week,ae Hawaii;,: Village, | Warreni’s : (G&S- | -- Surf: (H&E - Balaban): 1685:$1.50- r Corp.) .t5, 041: - $1: 25:$1.49)—""Five
1.513;. $1. 80)
— Best’ of: ‘Enemies’. - (Col). ‘Weeks
-FWC-Metropolitan). 11.106;:..
in :<Balloon’ * 20th) © ‘and
$13.000- after $14,000 for fifth |$19,000. ©
phad 90-$1.50)—“‘Advise and: Con-. (2d. wh). ‘Hotsy $7,000.: Last week,:| “Broken. Lard” (20th), Good ,.$16:- .
)
iW.
unt
“Paramo
frame.
_Two“Can
|
>
iCol.
-and~
“Only.
$8,500
|-000.--Last. week, !‘Bus Stop” (20th).
41.540::$1 25—"Kid. Galahad” UA) and |Play”: Indie) 2d - aw kK). ‘Handy |
Capitol ‘SW-Cinérama)
Toda {Toda) (1‘089: $2: 20.83.50) and “7. Year Itch” (20th) treissues), .
-$1.25-$2.75) — “Brothers Grimm” i “The: -Choppers"?: indie). Trim $13,- $13,500.:
—"West
Side:
Story”
(UA)
127th
$8,000. in. ‘second: “week:
(MGM) (3d wk): Upbeat looks like; 000:"-or close; “Last. -week:: . “Two | Baldwin. (State): “i:00: 90-$1. 50):
wk): -Totrid: $26,500... Last week,
Michigan: (United. Detroit) i4,
026;
17.000. Last week; $16. 500, | Weeks: in’ Another “Town” |(MGM) .—“Touch ‘of: Mink”? «0. 6m.0o:). and.
$25,
000.:
ae caire
Art ‘cin-Tco) 1500: 1and.,
|
“Airborne’?: tIndie) $9.000.
“Bon:Voyage” (BV) (3d. wk). Lively |
$1. 25-$2)—“Music “Man”: «WB) ‘6th:
Town’ (Teitét) -“1640;.$1.25-$1.B0) , Wk). Sensational. $19,000. Last
$1.251—"I Like Money” UA) val . “Paris. cart. “Theatre: Guild) 350; ' $6.60
—"“Odd. “Obession”’ -tIndie),: : Fidy® week, same.| $125)=—"Faste * of. Honey”
(Cont)
‘El “Rey: (EWE) “1861: 90-$1:50).$5,000.:
wk). Oke $1. 500. Last w eek, $2.200. }
“arry - On. .
‘Last: w ‘eek, “Ca
i]no.) Okay’. $1.000." “Last.‘wreek, “Miracle. “Worker” 4A) (5th i wk).
Paims (UD) (2.995; $1.'95-$146"
Grand ‘RKO? .:1.300; $1-S1. 25)!
Ss
“Teacher” (hidies (2d. Wk, $2, 800...
‘| “Kid Galahad” (UA) and “Nun. and
|
Perky
$2,900...
Last
week,
.$3.000..
100,
‘$1,
(Indie),
Kitchen
“The
i.
“Mur+
and
'Indie)
“Scarface Mob”
*
Joeks

smash

at the

Guild’

artie.

at
ote
ia oo
a
LAPS
A
TTR
ae,
oe

wT
3,

7

Last
Hollywood © "Paramount - (State). ~ United. Artists (B&K) re.700;- 90-: Sergeant” (UA). Sock: $15.000.
1.468: $1.75- $2: 80)—“Music . “Man” $1. 80).—— “Miracle : Worker”. tUAY week, “Three: ‘Stooges. .in Orbit”
(2d - wk). Excellent $23;000. _ Last. COL and “Zotz LCols $7::000..
India” (MGM). and. “East of: Kile! OK $2, 509. Last. week,” $4,500- 7 (WB) i5th. wk). Socko: $83,000. ‘Last’ week, $28, 500.
i
eek,
.$33.000.
“Madison (UD) (1.408:. $1. 50- $3)
manjaro” *MGM). $8.500.
Fine. Arts: iFWO) | ‘gl. $1.49: ‘Woods © (Essaness). “e], 300: 90: “West. Side ‘Story’”-(UA)- (28th. wk). -.
~4$2.40)—-“"Bocvaccio™ “707 i‘Embaséy) |.$1.80): “Two* Weeks In Another’
Snapp y. Great, $12: 000. Last. week, ‘$12. 900. Ss
| (5th > wk): e: Hefty: ST, 300. . . Last Town” .(MGM) 42d... Wk).
Grand: Circus: tuUD). ae400: $t-25
cushion ed ‘by fine réviews, ‘Last
$18, 000... . East Week, $24, 000.
isveek,-$7;500.$1 .49)—“Interns”’. - (Col: 63d. “wk), °
week. “Whistle Down Wind” ‘In-|
:_Beverly’. State). (1150:- -90-$2)—:
“World: (Teitel)” 1608;, -90-$1 25. ‘Smash: $17.000.. ‘Last week, $18. 000. .
die) (4th wk, nine’ days. $1.800.
“Lolita (MGM) 10th wk): ‘Dandy: }“Phe Night” (Mndie)..” Fine $5.500.
‘Last’ week,. ‘$7,100.|‘Last week;: “Viridiana® Indie) ‘6th: : Adanis -“(Balaban).. “(17002 $1 25 :
Hyde Park Art tCin-T-Co). #500:.
roi50)—Lolita”: (MGM) (6th. wk).
: Lido, iFWE) (8765. $2)—“Taste of. wh), $3,800:
$1.25)—"‘Advise. and Corsent”. Coli}
pet,
oh
.28:'
Aug.
“Minneapolis,
{ Hotsy $7, 000... Last: Ay eck.. “$7.500.
Dey,
Honey” Cont): 32th: wk); _Hotsy |
(nv.0.) 42d wk). ‘Pleasing. $1:400. ‘Last |
As. holdovers: mainly continue: to. .$4,000; “Last .week; ‘$4:500:. a0
‘week... $1 600.
. Wnited. Artists (EA). zo|667: $1 25
25-_
EWC). ©- 41.4083. °$1:
Keith's” 'Cin-T-Co)- #1 500. 90-- _rule. the. roost: here; ‘there. are. only’ ‘Chinese
$1.30\—"Spiral -:Road?*-AUD, -.i4th |
-. Side.” “Story” (UA) |
-Lwk).. Slow $3.500: Last “week, $3, 800. ©
$1.25)-_*Bon .Voyage” «BV). 3d;two: major newcomers this round! + $3. 50)-—‘ WestTorrid
$25 500. : Last |:
Hi37th wk
oon. Lusty’ $9.000: Last week; $12- |:
: Two.
Weeks * in
Another
Town? .
‘Music. Rall. (Beacon: Enterprises) "eek, $26. 000:
(1.213: $1. 25-82. 30) -— “Brothers
0.
‘and “Guns” ‘of: ‘Darkness. ” “Guns”:
_ Seattle, |‘Aug. 38, | Grimm” {MGM}
(4th :. w kK), Wow
Palace ‘RKO) ‘2 600: $1-$1. on! is
| slow but “Town” is. okay. Suit |
der.

ine.”

$8 000.

+90thyY

‘ry eissile):

I. ast week... “Tarzan

Goad

|

-‘fowne_ iIndie}

(600;

(0es. To: —_ ‘Miracle. “W orker”

SS
ara

$1.25-$1. 40%.

UA) A380‘ wk)...

Silla, ances
300:22°99 Crim”Smash$19;500,

-Mpls“Music’: Wow.126,«

“Town” Okay at$5,000$7,000" ornear.

Town’ Tight$10,000In

Dt

_ Seattle;‘Cid’:Big946, 5!

“2

Weeks

In

Antiother

‘terns’Tord”
mt 009,Pittbe

Town” |very much. alive. aré’sucly powerful|:

(MGM, Okay $8 000 or close. Last: jong stayers as “West. Side Story,”
of. Darkness”

“Guns

tWB). “Brothers -Grimm,” “Music ‘Man™ |

SUA) (2d

Valley ©(Cin-T-Go).
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” Some new: pix ake. helping biz in | $26.900. Last .week: $26.500. |

‘@arrent round- but: it's a generally | . Meréury: (OND - iy465: _ $1-$1.
—-.
wk)..
10d. 30)
‘slack ‘session:' “‘Five® W eeks- ‘in..An-: “Miracle: Worker” . wUTAY:
and “Parrish”. (WB? $6590. °
hand -“Hatari.’ ye
other. Town”: ‘Jooks solid in. operier: ‘Swell: $15. 000. Last. weeks ‘$17. 000.
at.-Coliseum.. “EI, Cid”. still -is: big}: : -Trans-Lux “Krim -: 'Trans-Lux),
Fwin Drive-In ‘Cin-T-Co) 1800|
-After a long: home. stand w itich |
‘for: -fifth.. week: at Fifth: Avenue 4980; $I. .80-$2 "Boccaccio... 270".
cars each ‘side; 20!—“West:” “ET \VspeHed ‘the ‘toughest kind ‘of. com-|:
continues. (Embassy)... 3a- Wk): Boff $10:000.,i
while ; “Music | Man”
Cia” (AA) ‘subrun).: Solid $8,000. !petish. for the showhousges,:: the.
’ Pittsburgh. Aug: 28...
great: in-. fourth’ stanza at Blue : ‘Last’week, S14.000. ar
Le st
week,, “Thiee .Stooges. In ‘Focal big league ball ‘team.iss:on.
Neweémer.: “Interns.” is|‘supply- |
Orbit’ «Col! and “Pirates of Blood ;ithe road: again and: that's. making |ing’ the. extra spark” for. ‘downtown ‘Mouse,’ :
iF
‘Estimates for This W eek
River” “€ol}, $7, 000. East: “Vit! exhibs happy.
‘deluxeis and. “shapes great .in-‘first |
kings” (UA) and Trapeze’. (U:.
Blue
Mouse: “tHamrick)” “7395: 1
Estimates for. This Week.
a
“Spiral .‘Road,” |
week at Fulton.
Academy. (Mann):
(reissues. Phir $4. 500. Last. wee
Man?” (WB: }
“iContiniied. fiom ‘page. 8).
il .000:- ‘$1.25-.} ‘other new. entry. -Tooms ‘only. okay. $1.50-$1. 75)=="Musie
-’Panie In -Year ‘Zero” ‘Indie’. and?
at Gateway: - The big. grosser |IS (4th wk). Great. $9,000.. Last week,.4 96). In’ ahead, :“Néney,. Money, -:
Sr 50)—"‘Mitacle Wot ker”?
"$11,300. eae
a,
Money”. (Times). (6th wk-5- days),
,wky. Light $4,000. “hast: week, “Wonderful Wor Id: of: Brothers
tn Athens
soo
Coliseum - iFox:Ev ergreen) -ayi;= ‘fair. $3,500: -after..$5,000°.din fifth,
Grimm,”a : hoffe” in _third: at the’
1 275: a 50-:£5.000.
week.

‘oe.

[

.

‘870; $1. 25-$1. 50} ‘Five: Weeks in. week. _
oe eis
Balloon” . (20th) and: “Firebrand”|"
} Guild: 1Guild)- (4503. ‘Ssh. 78): me
,
(Col). : Solid. -- $19:000:. Last -week,
“Matter. ‘of. Who". Indie) i6th -wk).:’
“Notorious.
Landlady”
(Col.
and
| Last week, -‘Adam . and.. Six . ‘Eves’ ” |“ Musi. “Man,” ending . its:
Fifth. -session: .ended “Monday -A(27)-. Sixweek |
‘Indie) and: Of: Woman Like Satan”. run at: Stanley, is: exciting, “Lolita: “Cash. on. Demand’” “t€ol) (3d: WE-5 Jwas --smooth :$8.500: after $10,000,
‘|
days),
.$7,800.
.
‘UA? treissue) (4th-wk): $1.000. .
Lor ‘fourth week:
:
Doe
coritinves -lofty ‘in third. at Penn.
“Fifth. -Avenue* Fox-Ev erg een) | “Murray . Hill ‘Rugoff: ith) (568; —
Century: (Par) b.300: $1 25-$1 50).
Estimates for: ‘This: Week.
“El. Cid?” $150-$2)—‘Lolita’’ - MGM)
‘Guns: |
of Darkness” tWB): “Slow: Fulton. (Assoe.)-: (4530; $1-$1.50)|(2,500; "$1.25- $1. 50i—
INDP IS; ‘GRIMM 136;-c
‘Last. week, “Acivéntures.
(AA). ‘(5th wk). Big: ‘89,500. Last. wk). .-Current- week ending: today *
“Interns”
'Co). ‘Great. -19,000.- “week; $10,600. * ...
‘Indianapolis, Aug.’ 28.- Iw
x
an
y
ast, Weék.:“Adventiires. of Young [ . Musie Box (Hamii ieky- 738: $1,30-hWed.). looks - ‘like: great “$9:000. -’
“Brothers Grimm” at the In-j ‘og Man 20h a we. 800
‘same .a$ for’ 10th: week: .Daydating: a
: Man” (20th). «2d Wk), :$4,600..
° +:
a,
| '$3)— ‘West. Side °-Story”. (UA). ‘the State. Holds...
diana and
Music’ Man™ at. Cire c {Brothers Grinim”. (MGM) (2d. wki
both in second: weeks, continue to |
‘Gateway (Assoc. (4:900:. $1-$1. 50) (26th wk). Tall $7.000; Last: week,
$1,BOL
(568;
a)
Cinem
e
(Path
$20,000.
Paris
week,
Last
$19,500.
-Boff.
show-.
by
‘here
~—Spiral
Road’.
(UW
“Okay.
$8.000.
firstruns
dominate:
-$6,900. . *.
Lg2y
—
“Girl
“With.
Golden.
Eyes” =
gn!
‘(800;(Carisch)
Lago
El
.
first}
over:
Last
:
-week,...“Five.
‘Weeks.
in
‘Baling marked improvement
-Musie:: “Han ©Hamrick) © 12: 200:
|.(Union) 12d wk). Initial - “session. .-.stanza biz. Bot h are boffo. “West Kipling’s_. Women” indie): and‘ - loon’: 420th). t2d- Awk),. $6. 100:::
“F-$1,255$1.50) — “Spiral Road” .«U).. |-erided Sunday 126). was’ good $8,-°:Side Story.” in ninth week at| “Isle of. Levant’ “(Indie)” rreissue? j Nixon fRubin). ‘1.160: $t,50-$2.75) |Lean. .$6,000.. Last’ week,:“Lolita”
000... In’ aheéad,.- “Taste. of Honey” -..-.....:
Lyric, also ‘Has picked up -after. (2d: wk): Satisfactory. $I, 200. “Last |-—"West. -Side Story” “UA) 29th |(MGM), $4,000. in. five ‘days...
= | (Cont) . “(16th - whi $7,000;. for. .a°..
rotice that run will cantinue-only |week, $1, 500. ~
J wk):
Wow. $6.500. « Ditto last | “Paramount (Fox: Evergreen) . (3;- total of $183. 500.- for run ‘here..
two more weeks. “Tarzan Goes: ‘To. = Gopher (Berger) (1:000; $1-$1. 25): iweek.
: “000%. .$1.25-$1.50), —: “Notorious.
Plaza “(Lopert) 4525:- $1. 50-$2)—=:
1{—“Tom..and. Jerry.’ | (MGM). fe- 1
ndia” shapes sad.
Penn UAT). 43: 300: $181.Bo ; Landlady”. * tC6L) -77m.0:i.. : Looks tA _Coming-Out - Party” «Union)....
\
Estimates fer This: Week ..
issue), Poor | $2:500.- Last .week;.
“mild.
$4,500:
fur.
third:
week:
down:
‘TL otita”. -t{MGM>) (34. wk),
45th -wk): - Fourth: round finished: ...
Circle (Cockri!l-Dotle} +2.800; ‘$1.3 “Premature Burial”. ‘ALY (2d Wk),
7$to, 000..: “Last week. ‘$1 000." Loud ||town:. «Last .week,. “Hatari’ (Par).

UAT: “Avalon: (Frank) ‘800; sp The'}| warner.
Side ‘Story’:
5.000. Last. week. |‘Toueh:ables”. Indie: ‘and “Little |. .“eRoecaccié- 70" ‘is. tit, mighty:‘in
(23d wk). Okay
$
-Hut™ (MGM): treissue). ‘Qkay $2,000. fourth. week at. arty: Squirrel -Hill. .$5.200.
$2.50\—"“West
—_——-

A

MUSIC WOW $12, 600,
sey

]

-

——

$125)- "Music Man” (WB) (2d wk: !$4,500.
130 wk), :$6,708.
Sock. $12.000. Last week. 511.000. 7 Lyric (Pat) 41,000; $1.25-$1.56)-— | Shadyside: (MOTC)..:750: $1. 25)-— |"
“Deyil’s.
Eye”
Janus):
«2d:
wk).]
Indiana (C-D) (f. 106; $1.25-$2.50) ;“Spiral Road”. +UJ 3d: Wk). Okay }

|

.,

7 Sunday (26) was good $4,500: after: on

| $6,000.. for :third °week:

68th: St, Playhouse eo Brecher)
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STAINI BY NICOLAS REISINI
” CHAIRMAN. OFTHE BOARD. ‘AND PRESIDENT or CINERAMA, INC.

ta‘view.
of thefact.that: there have been confusing reports
on
:recentlyabout Cinerama and itsactivities, Lwould. like to.state

a cour.‘present:position |
so‘thatno ‘misunderstandi

ng will, arise.

We are notengaged inany negotations callingfor the-pro-

duction and.release ofany,pictures. in‘Cinerama prior to those
already announced.
-Ginerame is
extremelyhappytohavebeen.abletoaanriounce

ea
MAD,‘MAD,‘MAD,MAD WORLD.””
ota

te,

-Cinerama fs.‘also. extremelypleased with thetwo pictures,

“THE ‘WONDERF UL: WORLD. OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM”:
:and. “HOW: THE WEST ‘WAS. WON,””" ‘whieh. have: ‘been

: completed: u
underour. production arrangements, with MGM.
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riage --without’. : actually. cheating. more. ‘amazing.." he pointed *out,
Ferm of Trial
product are the-facters upon which|
“be put. on record that-he has one this ‘otherwise somew hat ‘dubious. . First:-course™ is “the. capture of :‘the. “wher it. is taken . into- considerascche in the dock of a.blazing the- offering “will: have -tu: “rely. for re-: ‘mate:° Second . illustrates. the. pro-|' tion that the Coolidge: is:not.AN:chil-|
cedure -of: training one’s spouse as: dren’s’ house.” .
atrical intensity which, though it
| spectable boxoffice returns. ‘Filmed | if. ‘he. were a household “pet: fa |: Alex... Castoldi. manager: of. the |:—e ‘Continued. from: page. 7 —, :
may be contrived, is boff: thesping.
in. and around Vienna,. ‘the. Buena:|’‘method ~ that - might be. labelled Paramount. Theatre; Newton, -Mass.;. Teach: the Hotel. proper
even “when.
His acting ° is ‘always rewarding.
Vista release is.an attemnt te. build |.
“animal” -husbandry”’),
Third. de- : detailed another, ‘promotion - for it. rains ‘Git has. not -yet ‘this: year).
There is. anather seene, a quarrel
‘a story around the:sw ondrous- ‘War-‘scribes: the. ritual of keeping.-one’s youngsters in which’ tickets’: are Decor,. “apart. from: functional - aS-..
in bed with his wife, played by
‘bling of the ‘Vienna ‘Boys’ Choir: husband jealous. and:on. edge, .ac- sold through tlie. schenls With -450: ‘pects, is also: more. gener ally
Simone Signoret, w hich: is ‘masterly
invite.
Painless eulture.. one might term |
{.complished simply by. having one’s ‘tickets. ‘every. other Saturday." for ing, and: spot has: done top: biz so
work -by both players. ‘It’s ‘also
mother ,constantly- phone and -hang 16. weeks: On: . “Ch ild ‘en’s ‘Advens. far in- its: ‘first’ Season. ‘Prices: are’.
“written ona level which: unfortu-- Rice
But “Almost Angels” -is“almost: up: “if a..man-.answers” — “mani; ture: Series.” This’ is. sponsored. ‘Dy. +.: par “for”the : ‘Lido; -W hich’ “means: ue
nately, Glenville doesn't. ‘always
-story”
|
unbearably
:
saccharine
high. :
‘natur ally, ‘being -.the ‘theroughly. a Creative Arts .Committee, .-and
sustain. ~
|:
_ Olivier has had to: settle for this. style, and the singing: jnterludes, | irritated .-husband.. . Each.” of*..the’ ‘run “in -the. ‘elementary, schools..|' “More: ‘generally: in. Venice: and. on:a
at
first’
atonic’
“for.
tired-:.ears,
§nferior teaching job because as a.
three prémises. is milked. to rather ; Product ‘shown: is & feature- anda |. the Lido, -biz, seéms: up, although: °
;
pacifist during the war hé went to eventually: Overstay their: welcome.- exhaustive lengths:
+ serial, -a >two hour: show -‘from 4. hoteliers: are traditional downteat
The.
film.
is
basically:
ashort
sub|
jail. He's .afflicted with a sense of
Faconiteurs, - - From. ‘a: first: glance;.
. Miss .-Dée . generally. . overacts: Arthur, Rank.
ject’
bloated
-into.
‘feature’
‘Jength..
“Tone might say ‘that: the’ crowd. has
inferiority, a nagging scold of a.
: when. she should be: natural ‘and
Print Own- Tickets:
Coupling:
with.
re-release.
of.:
the
-wife and a taste for hard liquor.
‘wnassuming,- and. comes ‘up ‘blank|- ‘Langdon Wilby; ‘manager, “Ship- | changed .(there are: -now -more
He also. suffers. from a suspicious 1955 Disney “full-length cartoon, when she ought better: to be. act-. yard. Drive-In;.. Providence, ‘R: ¥.; | Britishers: than ever, fewer. Italians‘
“Lady
and.
the
Tramp;”
may
rule“
headmaster and a class which, ining: “Husband- Bobby. Darin, -al-: ‘reported. that his: theatre.instead ‘and Americans—at least. on -‘the:
evitably, contains: the school bully, out many. would- -be: customers. un-: thougli affected. in spots,
does|-of::. ‘giving. donations: offers to. let Lido) but ‘that: the place is‘packed,
willing
to
.go‘Seconds,
but’
the
all-played with remarkable assurance.
somewhat better in-.the ‘comedy: organizations™ print: their own ‘tick- ‘and has been ‘all summer. Cabins’...
Disney:
show:
should
register
‘with
by ‘Terence. ‘Stamp. Olivier is de- |
‘line. Micheline Presie- lends her
‘are at- a- premium. all. along: the.
strength. in the *| moppet: Gallic’ charm. to- the. role :of. ‘Miss ets. and ‘have: a‘night.at-:the diive- {tas front, ‘and at. a. $11 per day
lighted ‘when he. sees a desire to some
in,” keeping ‘all-:the proceeds. ‘The
realm.”
learn,:in a young 15-year-old-girl.
1 Dee’s mothér, and. John Lund; one
Sentiment _ seeps -out of: every: of the- screen’s: most. accomplished first promotion was with: thé Little]. Further: corifidénce’ in':a- Venice
(Sarah . Miles} but, rather naivel
‘ League,: .he .and. “the:
fails to see that she is precociously : . dramatic | pore ‘in: ‘Vernon Harris’ | and: récently least: - exploited, League’ startedrecounted;:
off with: 2000 tick- future; ‘despite the cries of anguish,
scenario, ~ ‘based ---On .-an, “original: farceurs, is:-on -hand: in.the. bland
sexually ‘aroused-‘by him.
_.
:is:.evidenced by the ‘fact. that ‘the.
The. “crush” comes to a. head |idea”’ by” R -A. Stemmle. Maybe | and. thankless” ‘part: of ‘Miss Dee’s ets, and: collected’ $700. ‘for them- Eurotel. ‘chain ‘is:‘building: a Hotel
‘when he takes some: ‘of the pupils |Stemmle’s: idea was. ‘original;” but | perturbed © father. - “Cesar ‘Romero. selves. This, has been going on. how. close to the -Excelsior; -Teady.. ‘for’.
en a school trip to. Pari is. The girl what’s .been. done ‘swith. ‘it’ would: ‘is. durably: handsome | ‘as .Darin’s for.’several years. ‘The procedure ‘June: of. 63. :The Eurotel.system
comes to his hotel room -tate. -at ‘have been. -discarded --as:. antique’ -sex-propelled.: ‘father. Stef anie in which the: theatre allows worthy was. .started: ‘midst pessiniistic pres.
hight. and is affronted. when’ he. when. Freddie Bar tholomew: was: in Powers Rlays: the vixen: who ‘vies orgs’.a ‘night: -on- the “house,~ was: dictions. some :years” back .in: the
gently dismisses her advances with: knee “pants."-‘Story .pivots ‘around. “with” “Migs * ‘Dee “for -Darin's :post= ‘commented :on. by ‘Rifkin, -prexy: of Italian ‘Alps’ area, where some key”
‘a@ playful wallop on. her posterior.- ‘the adventures: ofa not: -‘especiatly. |-marital attention. Supporting-roles: the. drive-in corp.,.and. -the -IENE,: ‘setups were: built.. Now it-is: ‘flour-.
! who :said: “This” ‘gives’. us: what. -I
“She then feeds her mother with: ‘bright Jad: (Vincent Winter}. whose -are dispatched. adequately.’
Ashing, with: new. ‘branches going up
the tale that she has been inde-|beautiful . voice ‘enables’ him to‘ get|. Director. Henry’ Levin, has’ kept. Tike * to: call a ‘cushion “of. friend- ‘in most key” .spa- “areas ‘in Mand
cently. assaulted and. he. lands in. into the. -VBG.. and stick, despite | :matters. light. and. frothy, getting ; ship. ”
Germany, Spain,’ Austria, and” ..
Ernest. Fitzgerald: city: manager,
‘the courtroom. There,: though. dis- poor grades, Schoolmate Sabotage. about as. much. Mileage :‘as possible
France.
Rochester,
N
N.
H:
Theatres
.and:N.
H.-|
©:
Tnissed on probation, his name. is. and .a ‘dubious father!
| out of a- script that is‘:as “weighty |
a Eurotel. gimmick is.that custom-' :
not cleared, -even. though the girl-| Steven - “Previn's ‘direction . em-- as .a- toasted Tnarshmallow.. “As is. state. chairman. of the Jimmy :Fund;‘| ers -buys "a unit," consisting’ of
eventually admits her lie. ‘There[phasizes: sentiment at. évery turn. typical.’ of: Hunter. preductions, the ‘explained: -a “pr omotion:: in: which various-sized- rooms, -all -with ‘bath.
is a final; ironic twist im which his There. -is- more sWeetnéss. in- this sets - by. Alexander © :Golitzen, ‘I the: theatre rents the house to ‘the ‘and kitchen. On. this he: pays a.
Marriage is precariously saved. His. picture than ‘in a sack of Spreckels.’ ; decorations’ by. ‘Howard Bristol ‘and: ‘Chamber’ “of, Commerce. for &. one
: fairly: low yearly. upkeep fee,. can
wife seemingly. but ‘not very* con-.| Master Winter, ‘of “Little ‘Kidnap- ‘|gowns ‘by Jean Louis are elaborate |}
‘fuse it. whenever.he likes or else . .....
vincingly has a new -feeling :for| pers” fame, is still a capable young -and’. elegant.
Russell.’: Metty’s been: weléomed. Daria hia ‘penned: ‘rent it out; on an exchange basis,” .
him when she believes that he has Actor, . and: the ‘best moppet thes-' “photography, Hans Salter’s.’ score.
a title tune, which. he- sings over ‘to other. Eurotel: ‘participants.. ‘He, ©.”
actually proved himself a man. and | ‘pian in. thé ‘film.-Sean’ ‘Scully, -as. “and ‘Milton: Carruth’s editing are
‘the: clever: animated .credits. It’s a in” ‘turn, . ‘May -reserve. ‘identical: |
not a mouse.
| his ‘sidekick, is ‘a handsome. lad but. ‘competently- performed, - although | frisky. ditty ‘with. a twist: tempo, space in ‘any of the other. Eurotels
‘There are several loose: ends, .| a. rather self-conscious: actor: Peter’ at. least. slight. accelération of: the.
and «will be-a helpful a
oe land .deduct: charges .‘from space .
.
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JO:SEPH_ FRYD
presents

N A NEW PICTURE|
“BASED ON THE NOVEL
:YFFLORENCE A. SEWARD

NMy
LeNEC
DEMONGEOT |
- EASTMANCOLOR- TOTALSCOPE

Screenplay: ARNOLD: PERL

4

Director: “ANDRE DE TOTH
“nd Unit

/ Director.RICCARDO FREDA
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Continued: from: page. 3 |

change, but. we. do: not want: ‘to ‘ad="
mit: that. ‘temples. of cinematogra- |:

on
e
t
i
s
a
:
.
¥
h
c
ExFren
~ Sel

in. ‘phic art should also change, change:
‘Hollywood, Aug: 28.. , centrate on- his production
The Motion _ Picture’ "Export
1 Aue Which at: the beginning: of |
‘Samuel Bronston' s next five. pix |Spain, it is not.-unlikelysome .fu- in: - their... architectural expression,
| thisyear. launched its own. distrib ©
'
-pix: will be made. in another change ‘in:coloring, 'ete.”
‘will be produced at a cost of ap- |ture
territory. . “because. of . available
;| subsidiary -(American. Motion™ Pice..
:-This brings ‘Reisine to: what. his |
proximately. $40, 006,000 in. “and |backgrounds. or. for. financial. ‘rea- ‘own’. company has’ done and: hopes
ture’ Export. Co.,: Africa, Inc,)..to. |
-service: the.former: ‘British: West .- ..
. ‘to’.do. more “so, “specifically. spur: j.
around Spain, - according to exec sons.”
AS $1, 800, 000 - antitrust . -action: Africa. coloriles now |“independent, oo
Lazarus, while ‘here: the: past. ring: ‘the | ‘construction’: ‘of. new. theveepee Paul N. Lazarus Jr.
‘against ' American... Broadcasting- is: about: to undertake studies. des. Lazarus stated. success: of ©“El |“week; has: been. discussing: cast pos- ‘atres _and: the ‘conversion of: old:
Paramount Theatres ‘and related. ‘signed to point the way. to-a joint™Cid,” being released_in ‘the’ U. S. sibilitiés . ‘with: agents on “Roman ‘ones in the Cinerama concept -.in. ‘defendants 'was settled. out: ‘of court:
new. .approach- to. selling in the.in:
by Allied Artists, Ras. spurred the Empire” and other pix. . After a modern. ‘decor, - the | optimum
‘Jast week. for an- undisclosed. con- “former. French. ‘West. Africa col-: 7
’ program... Anticipated distrib gross ‘week. In New York, he expects to comfort, and. the” up-to-the-minute
‘sideration. °
;: onies. a
for the pic, also made in. Spain, ‘return to: Spain,. then: visit Gotham “widescreen projection and .sound..
|again'
for
additional” “castings. : C’rama itself. is not-in:. ‘exhibition; | The suit,: filed in: NY. ’ Redérai.|- Initial ‘approval ‘of: the. studies oh
will -figure around $30, 000,000.
Ralph. Wheelwright, pub-ad direc- but instead is undertaking to -en- Court,. was: brought ‘by Arthur ‘J... was. given in. New York last. ‘week —
On July 2, 55 Days at Peking”
tor for -Bronston, is..in’ Spain -and ‘courage - theatremen to engage in and. Ruth: :-M: ‘Steele, ‘fortner. oper- | at.a meeting of the MPEA. come.
started with Charles Heston, Ava
_|-the C’rama ‘type of exhibition. be- ‘ators of the--St;. John‘. theatre. in} pany. ‘presidents. Among. others. who.
due hack after: Labor Day.
—

IFLA.EXHIB SETTLES.
‘TRUST: SUIT. VS. AB-PT

.Gardner .atid

David

Niven.

with

| Jacksonville,-Fila... They claimed’
Five. pix on Bronston’s. ‘slate: ‘eause’ this: -corporation, ‘as a _pro-: AB-PT violatéd .the. antitrust: laws:
ducer,
is
..dependent
upon
a
suffiTensing until November, ‘at. an es- will. ‘Keep his. productios - company.
‘cient: number ‘of- outlets ‘for ‘its -when ‘the: -circuit ‘failed to turn,
timated’ cost of -$8,000 000, _accord- ‘on continuity basis until January,
‘| over a: local. firstrun. house to them
1964, as. ‘Lazarus figured. it. yeste.> | ‘uniquely - ‘designed * “productions, : ‘| in return for the purchase ‘of the
ing to Lazarus.
.
He underlines. that “we ha.v e.
‘day.
On Jan. 2, next year, Tony’ Mann|
‘just ‘started in’ ‘Cinerama, “and “we St: John: Circuit wanted the St.
-Exee
.
-veepee
also
noted.
that
‘John.
land.
for:
conversion
to.
a
will begin directing- “Fall ‘of the|
strongly: believe that ‘the. day when.

Nicholas. Ray: divecting,. It. will be.

addressed *th2:: prexies,

was .

‘Frederick Gronich, the« MPEA’s
Paris -rep,. “who: will’ make (the.

initial studies: According.“ to’ one.
‘source, -MPEA.. plans “are still very.
much. -in:the émbyro. stage,” and. it.
‘may be ..as..long as. -two. ‘years. bes.
nothing
has”
yet
materialized
-”
“on.
“parking
lot.
Roman Empire’: af.a cost upwards.
-| fore the. organization js .ready. to
plans. to bring indie. producers into. we. have achieved sométhing: perAlso named -in the. suit Ny ere launch “an effort: ‘comparable ‘20
of $10,090,000. So. far cast are Stevethe company.
“This will’ come int - ‘fect: will .be-the- day when. people-| Florida Coastal: Theatres (AB-PF
Beyd and Alec ‘Guinness... Mann is.
that -now in work. in.British | West
‘| showld run, away from -us:. ‘Every
time,” he said..
in Rome on: active pr eparations|
‘|stage of achievement, ‘every..time affil: circuit chairman Leonard M: ‘Africa. |
‘M.
:Markley,
|:
Goldenson:Sidney.
and supervising ~-set. construction. |
lia ‘certain achievement. ‘is: ‘present/ It. ‘was: Pointed “out. “that the :
formerly. the chain's v:p.. for south-:
Starting. gate is firm.
| ed; is for. us ‘only .a- stage. “towards.
Frerich -territories are ‘much more _.
ja better: one. ‘We: will never stop. ‘land operations; and ‘Louis. Finske; .|:highly- developed—as ‘far. as film.
Third pic, untitled, has. July 3, }
Florida. Coastal: prexy.;
—1963 start date. Title; cast and do-.
searching ; ‘and: trying to. better
“Attorney, .for ‘the: _Steeles.. ‘was! distribution.: is eoncerned——than
mestie
distributor. ‘will: be. an-|=*
-| What we have. expressed. ‘And we
‘were .the ‘British’ areas, and’ the
“Harry. M.. ‘Pimstein, oe
nounced
from New: “York. next:
“aré not—by all méans not—afraid |
os
MPEA, would. hope. to’ work out
. Neew.
v York.
week, said Lazarus. He - leaves. to- Editor, Variety:
-|'to'say we have done ‘something, but |
i, ..f some © joint * arrangements with.
merrow for Gotham. ‘This will: ost} ‘On. the ‘first. page of: “VARIETY. |.we must strive.to. do even better: a-|
»' French. distribs: already in -opera- time. ‘A> ‘tremendoiis. nuim-.
upwards of $6,000,000.
-tion- ‘there. Presently,” US. major “Aug.
8 is written: “$44,300,000 Second.
ber of. problems” ‘are in-our way,|}
company. ‘product™is ‘serviced -to.
Philip Yordan
is writing the
ug. dy:
‘these
areas.‘ via. ‘African-based
script of “The French Revolution,’ ‘CLOSER TO. GROSS TAKE: OE but. Hecause we believe in’ what. ‘we |
“Continued from. page 3 — >| French ‘distribs .who. ‘usiially buy...
‘te go before cameras late.- 1963. It ‘MMs * FEATURES, “NOT: THAT. are deing,. ‘because: we: love: .the =
t cinematographic ’ art,. ‘we> "believe:
‘| Product outright in Paris. ~ .
_
will cost upwards of $8, 000, 600.
; ‘$200 MIL. ”
Motion . ‘Pleture.. Producers; : Dentor The ‘purpose: of .
“Story of Paris. World’s Fair’ |.’ I ‘have read about those $200:- that we. will exist and have our part
the
“new:
MPEA::..
fasked::
. Wilk.be fifth project. with Yordan. 000,000 in. Life. (Aug. 3); and in’ {in the. entertainment world.” ..°
;| drive,. obviously,:. will be: to” open |
- also balting. out script dealing with ‘New. York Times” ‘UAug. 8). They.|. -Reisini_. speaks. of ‘the. need: ‘for: Are” ‘you: aware “that -"paniphlet up the’. terrifories _ more .directly
“more
and
.
more”’.
C’rama
outlets
‘entitled
‘Awake
America’
purport‘to U.S. distribs ‘so that ‘they: ‘can
Paris Fair of. 1906. It will be in the have calculated: the’ gross taking in
the. ‘upcoming ..in- ing to come. ‘from three Hollywood realize. a’. ‘greater ‘portion - ‘of: the.
$8.000,000 to. $10.000,000 category. ‘consideration:, all. world, but: you, vis-a-vis With
‘erease
in
‘C’rania.:
production,
:
in‘unions
is
being
widely
distributed.
monies. their: films’ earn—via -miniLast two pix are interchangeable|by taking. in Consideration only:
‘cluding “the. ‘already-completed: here. The. pamphlet: is: ‘completely. mum...guarantées :against°percent. ..
as to starting dates, Lazarus said. | the: dumestié -- gross.
-Then -.they “Wonderful .World . : of. Brothers ‘contrary. to reports I. have: had that.
age. of gross. deals. It’s -estimated:
“Revolution” may
go:. ahead. of count 23, but you: only nine: ~:_
“Paris Fair,” depending on cir-| You must’ know: ‘that ‘the: Film Grimm” and™ “How -the “West Was -a-series ‘of. Joint labor management. ‘that: the total population -of both
|
Won”
and.
the.
formally
announced,
conferences ‘have. been: held with. ‘the British and. French territories
--€umstances at the time.’
Industry considers the ‘foreign.mar-. “upcoming : “Greatest. .Story |Ever: the” object’ ‘of. finding. ways and:
‘comes to. about 200,000,000 people, :
Lazarus commented “Bronston’s
ket ‘to domestic: ‘market; but’ you. Told” ard “It's -a. Mad; :Mad,. Mad means to. sharply: reduce. so-called } with the French lands. accounting aim is for family trade -in an: in-say
no.
word
about.
foreign
market.
Mad
World.
a
‘His
“heart
‘is
“filled:
Yunaway. production:
ternational market, Without | psy- |
‘Has. there. ‘for more. than 100 000,000.
chological problems, whieh is. the as equal. So, ‘using Your c¢alcula-" ‘with pride” anent the: reports about: ‘been a.change in. the situation? In |}
tion,
:$44.
300.
000°
plus.
$44,300,000
other
producers
discussing
possiaccepted fodder in. ‘wor Idwide: ‘mar- |
the light of our committee’ hearings:
‘AUEN: ASSETS MAY. RETURN
are $88,600,000. Why. did you.-use ble ‘use of the- process .but-firm and. subsequent repori and. recom=
kets.”
“Gs the. | y YOUF'-wro ng. calculation?van
‘Washington, “AUE.: 28.
plans..
must.
be
dependent
on
‘the
‘mendations I “would appreciate ‘a ]}.
Although
the pattern
‘of ©. theatres’ available:: progress . report’ and.,“your: frank | The House ‘has: approved legisla-°
Alezan der *Upentek ; number
same, distribs in Various countries|
j-tion.divesting. -the.-U.S: ‘of’ -its
Among. the nhew: ones. incidentally, ‘comments. —
may change on ferthcoming pix.
-interests: in‘ motion. pictures,- copy-.
are
a
couple
in
New
York.
There’s-|
Lazarus said.
[Variety stated. Mar
an
ilyn
A reply to.Dent:“by. Flaherty and 1rights. and -trademarks «seized ‘as.
Deals are now being set on- *‘Ro- was. featured or. Starred: in : only. to be one at ‘the. Lincoln-‘Center. Boren. raised four’ points: hea
° alien. assets’ during: World: War: IL.
man Empire.” Arthur -Rank -al- nine’ productiens;: she had no sig- and “the.firstrun: Ww‘armer. As to: be:
1. Thepamphlet; signed ‘by busi: |. “Bill;.. ‘which ° now ‘goes: “to the:
_
ready has closed. for.-‘rights to nificant billing in others of the-23. converted:
has” gome- ness agents of: three local unions: Senate : for ‘consideration,©“would. .
United Kingdom, Germany, Italy. Economists ‘in the ‘picture: business’ “Reisini ::. apparently
‘not. affiliated. with Hollywood ‘AFL | return. interests to. former: owners.
Seandinavia and Belgium,
Also ‘traditionally count the. -domestic| ‘thougiits about how to-step, up. the Film | Council. was not .authorized
or their successors:
|
’C'rama_ exhibition. .:market..-. areas.
firmed.up are seyeral independent
rentals: of ‘pictures: as. deciding the|
but ‘couldn’t’ be .pinned:. down. as: ‘and. doesn't’ ‘Tepresent: -attitude- of.
European aistribs for their. terrientries -in -the win-or-lose columns.
labor-management’ ‘committee,
teries.
Stillnegotiation : are. Foreign. rentals come ater. and for to the: ‘specifics... He commented.
only that “in the same Wway.as wel’ "2: Since 'Feb.. 1,. 1962 joint ‘com:
NEED.Ww WEST:‘COAST
U. S., Latin America and Far: East.
the most part just about match the “never stop in. our. technical: Tre-:
| While Bronston’s plan 3 is to. con| mittee. is: trying. to implement | 7
REPRESENTATIVE? —
doniestic ——Ed.]
;
oo 4 search |‘for the” ‘production: ‘end, -“$0.
_April 4,1962: six-point program to'|
|-we are: working: incessantly on new. attack. causes. ‘of: runaway= produc- |
[ideas for. the. exhibition: end,ae
| tion” and.to. encourage Yank PFo-. : ‘Contacts“—Promotion — Publicity — |]
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OPPORTUNITY

|
or television: jagUA Branches Top

to acquire fully-equipped motion. pieture
studic-and office space at an extremely, attractive rental
.

-in the heart of the Lincoln Sqiiare:area...

INCLUDES: ‘sstuc
s
3 AGE-“A".
x75"; “17 high:
; STAGE

‘Contracts. — Special’ Services: — ‘Bookae duction, ol
1
—
oO
L
itimate
co 3. An: “effective” plan=1was de: | “Productions.
10
aetinne
e‘Concert
Oonni Attractions
+-.
Atte
:

-veloped: to’-remove

Quotas -in. Int'l. Drive ‘barriers

unfair. ‘trade

Telephone 789-5972 0 Area Code" a3 :

and competitive “disad-|

4136. MAMMOTH

‘AVENUE.

_ Nineteen ‘Unitea:: Artists. branch-' ‘vantages. which handicap domestic:|'||: SHERMAN - OAKS, “CALIFORNIA
} es, headed by the’ Sapporo. ‘branch: production. .Eric. Johnston; MPAA: }|| Po. ‘Bex, #127, Beverly Hills,” Calif, [f°
| in: Japan,"

topped - their’ ‘billing ‘prexy, ‘and Ralph. Htezel, ‘Motion |

=

quotas in’:the first ‘six-month. com« ‘Picture ‘Export. Assn. -v.p., were: intr

petition © -of- the: --company’s Year}) Jong: international: rive,
‘In: addition.
to: . the. Billings
feature of the’ contest, ‘in: which:
Lt| the individual. foreign’ “branches.
mI compete against. one another. there’:
f| are. two other’ phases—administia-

“B"

oO":x 50. 14° high

Hollywood working with committee.
_ THEATRE AVAILABLE
-on. ‘this plan:.. | ~
Soule Leng Term Lease.
4, - Joint committée welcomes ;
a “WEL CAPITAN THEATRE*
help. itCongress and F ederal agen-'| “ 1738. North Vine: ‘Street
cies. to help six-point. program..
Hollywood:: Caliternia * Aside’ from his: pamphlet pique ma)| es
a
KLEINSERG. &. ‘FRIEDMAN.
Dent. waxed enthusiastic over .ef: |{. ‘977° ‘Broadway, ‘New - York: 7
“wo. 42-6622 a

_

‘|| tive and exploitation—in. which forts to stop runaway production.. |F.”
-He’said he: was pleased that.“The | =
4 |-territory is pitted against -territory.
‘The’ three «winners’ in. the...ad- Greatest Story. ‘Ever Tola”© MIE:be}. ==
: - ministrative: category. for: the first filmed inthe US...
All fully air-conditioned, Specially sound. proofed, with sound
. ‘J| six months’ are. Taiwan, Peru. and:
and electrical: installa tions available,
on
‘Sweden. The top’ three. in exploita- ||

20° z 30° |

CARPOU. OFF-TO NEW HAVEN

F

PLUS:

tion*’ are

2nd, 3rd. and-dth ‘flcors for. conference Fooms, ‘offices, 7

scenery storage, equipment.- Served by ‘passenger elevator, can:
‘street-load full-size freight: elevator, Dressing. and. make-‘up
rooms, earpentry. and paint shep. areas. .

‘Dallas, “Aug: 28;
_ Connie Carpou.left: ‘for... New|:

“Erance,” "Thailand ~-and:}.

‘Trinidad, .

‘Haven -where’he

~ Levy.Gardner

will: assume, his |"er
[= ry

new ‘duties as branch: manager of: ‘|
*| Metro.:.Jim ‘Ronsiek,; salesman. for.|
4 Many. years, will. replace: Carpou. as} F

—:
C
cyr MUSILt

- Rockefeller: Genter e
‘: MEREDITH: wnusone

“THE MUSIC MAN” |

assistant. ‘branch manager |‘in the i
local: office. ©.
2 “BODERT PRESTON °SSMIRLEY JONES “TOTAL. AREA: 27,500 square feet.
ures. even though: they. are notyet| . Don Morris, :formérly with RKO, ioe . A Warner Bros. Ploture in Technicolor “Fe
7. ON: STAGE: RAVEL'S “BOLERO”.
‘United Artists and Warner Bros. 1s:
a proven factor.’ " .
SUITABLE: FOR: motion: .pictures or “television”
Similarly; they refuse_ta. “put joining” the Metro sales: force:
. . Or an
enterprising group may-be able to convert, this ‘puilantg into
_ stairs’ under ironclad contracts be- |
the most exciting off-Broadway theatres ‘in New -York—right . cause they will not: use an-individ=|f ~~:
‘ual unless he-is right for. the: prop-| ft”
~ CASH. OFFER. ‘TO.
at Lincoln Center. Or. fora school—theatre, film, televisi on" .
erty. They -have a. rémaining two-1} |
ct we ‘desive to* buy.all.rightst6. ;
——

Continued Atom ‘page.3—

PRODUCERS

it would be ideal for w ‘orkshops, lecture halls, classr oomis, .

There. are a great many

| picture. deal -with: Chuck’ Connors; |

ether possibilities’ inherent in ‘this

studio building. See it-and decide foryourself...

7 AVAILABLE: Approxiniately januaiy, ¥ 1963 ‘through “Febriiary, 1967. 2. additional 5-year options. available. ,

properties” jme--in they” ‘feel’. are |
perfect for:: ‘Connor: S.

ql “We

~

like: the:open: end - deal,“2 | _

| they -admit,. “because with it. we're |
\ as. ‘eautiougs ‘with US's money "as
Pit: it- were. our’ own,”-":~.

To ar‘range an appointment call”
"Miss Feuer, TR 3-7000, ext. 731°

_NEW. FLMS oxi OR RE-ISSUES

but ‘these will be. _picked up only. if

=:

Trio:had been: planning “Custer’ si

«for distribution ins

MEXICO -—_ ‘CENTRAL AMERICA. —, ANDsouTH,America
“Mast Be

;

“ralLength. Coler-@ Black: ‘and, ‘Whites ¢. Chess|Ate €.

:EDDIE LeBARON FIESTA PRODUCTIONS :

‘| Last :Stand’”::as next: ‘picture ona.
ft budget of $3:000.000; 4 far cry. from |i
{the $675,000. cost’ of “Geronimo.” |
| They “have. tabled -project due. to

sifticulty in,
3n casting.

o

inmediote

Action!: 7 i

| 209.5. OXFORD AVE, LOS ANGELES 4,:CALIFORNIA. = >
Telephane: DUnhirk. 9-1238 teres’ code:213)
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. > shipitself:has.
yet.to:‘go.out:
ofstyle.True;efforts.have: been
“made to.‘pretend, the? lawyers, bankers, certified pubile. ‘account-

ws ants,andproxy-holders are.therulers of the. industry. 1€ so, and.’
~ to ‘the:extent. the. rumor:has: any ‘authenticity, ‘it's. because
the |
men. “involved have’‘become.showmen, or: ‘cultivate the .
ory showmanship awalify

“Diversification” is.
$ great.stuff,foo.“Nobody‘should. knock: it.
- _Tax experts. advise it.Imagination conjures sidelines. But,‘curiously enough; ‘no.motion’ picture
.company | ever.became,

remained or returned ‘asa. giant: in‘its:‘fieldsave. through. the.
production offeature.films, and their.‘success..

Atfollows: assimplelogic that:a firsttaskof showmanship
Assellingtheshow. Always begin atthe. beginning—with trade
means: :
paper: impact.‘And. that-r

Seed-Bed forProducer-Distributor Prestige.

RADIO- TELEVISION.
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_Wedoesdy, Agua 29,
1962

Meyers’ Controversial “Memo To ]}

On U.S. TV. expansion Around Vorld |:

The following: represent.‘the inner-cireté “golden |dozen” ‘(as: ‘of
"Yast. “week’s scorécard) who" are: ‘responsible for running‘ ‘ program~_ .-

‘ming -on. ‘the: three. television -rietworks.: The: right. hand column: -

date marks. the-’“year. ‘they ®entered.network. -programming;. anid: in ~
Washington,

Aug.

28.

Central theme of the “confiden-!
4ial’

Tedson

gesting

Meyers. report. sug-}

WNDT’SOPENING ACT:“TATouchofthe Poet
MINOW &MURROW

the Government’ s:' role. in:

global television is: that Washing- |
ton should .encourage Ameriean in=}.

vestment

in

the

development.

1.

of}
| WNDT,

the. ‘same: handful. of ‘execs, ‘though. not. necessarily. foiling: ‘in-the.
same vineyards v
where they started..
os
f .Mort: Werner:
NBC V:P. ‘Charge’ “OF:‘Programining . 7 “3988:
Grant Tinker.
NBC: VP.. Charge of Programming, _
a
_ “WestCoast.
a "1959

ProjectsSiemanowski-

‘Team of:‘Minow and Murrow will|:
be on hand for the opening of |

the ease of. One -of them, :-CBS-TV’s; Hibbelf Robinson; it:“goes “way
back to: ’46; as the: “daddy”: of ‘them. all. In--recent. years it’s ‘been

AsaTV Cultural Hero|

Jerry Chester

“NBC V.P: Charge. ofProgramming.-

“CBS-TV.] _ Administration “~ =.
L
. “955°
both. educational and commercial ty channel,’
headqnartered.. in Newt praducer. who “boasts. the largest |. -Ed Friendly - te tee NBC. V.P, Charge ‘of.‘Specials
.
, 1956. .
i. systems in other county ies.
York.
_-. Hubbell’ Robinsoti.,
CBS. V.P. Charge of Programming° | 1946 :
‘mail
pull
in,
the.
-history”
of:
‘the-netJf would
expand
markets for:
Edward. R. “Murrow, director. of
Alan: Courtney.
CBS: V-P:: ‘Charge of‘Programming
or
American Dreadcasting. | And
it '‘the “United: . States. Inform ation’. work, ‘hopes: to. have. Be ‘cultural | a
Administration: .-. -..
fee 4958. 1
on’
Reports”.
“CBS:
to
wonld
briing into play existing | Agericy, will serve. as. master. - 6f counterpart:
7 ‘Michael. Dana
‘CBS: ‘V.P. ‘Charge’ of Programming,. cae!
U.S. superiority in the medium, 10}.Beremonies. ‘for’: the station’s -pre-: the networ kK.
=
New-York:
A962.
:
serve the. American. interest aboard,” i Miere evening, Sépt. 16, Sunday...
Robert Lewine
“CBS. V.P. -Charge of. Prograniming,.
the: tri-state. educational |” ‘Richard. Siemanowski,

¢ while: also serving the: fnaicial. m=) FEC ‘¢hairman’ Newton. N.- Minow-| ;- Siemanowski,. who? E produced. a _
“Americans: A Portrait: in. Verse,” |-

terest of the industry. eecording towill speak” briefly” in. ‘dedicating:}
‘the: ‘hourlong. special’ ‘which gar-~: *-Osear- Katz.
“MMe vers: thinking.
. the ‘station: to educational - Pure |:
nered over: 54,000: “letters: from.[=Dan ‘Melnick:
The report by “AICVers. adminis: : Poses, ,
oe. ‘viewers, said that he. didn't. expect: f Armand Grant°
dative assistant to Chairnian New-

ton Minow. and former .yoember
cf.the ABC legal. aif in N¥.; was
giaun up for .the White House
and “was presented
£0. Ralyh A.|
Lungan, special ASSES teat to Presi-|
cent Kennedy. MH cqueeans, ty. ex: |.
Parisien, around ‘the word 3vith: or.
“YW ithout space -satt Hite transmis :.

1

AndyWilliams
Wi VShow.
To ‘Break- ly’ Talent:

te cultural shows

Fetter
which he ‘en- sted
|.

3

West ‘Coast...

=

1952

CBS VP.. Charge of Daytime.

. ABC: V.P: Charge of Nighttime.
" ABC. V.P: Charge -of Daytime: -:-.
2 ABC. General. sProgram |Executive”

19562

1958

1958.
“1954 oe

.| visions ‘as, a weekly” bill .of “fate.

| He. did -say, though, ‘there -is. no
doubt in. -his mind: -that:-there: is}

Our KidShows a
areBetter:USSR

fa: ‘significant audience -for cultural |’
‘attractions and that-tv could be the:

Via.NiteryEngagements

‘medium , which. offers them." “Phe|.
decision jo80 ahead, though; isn’t]
his, |

E Soviets‘Say- WhileWe.
We Seren Popeye’
‘P
& 3 Stoosed

Hollyw ood,. Aug. 28.
_
He has: been’ taken. off:‘the. Sun’ Unique. arrangement.’ involving
A copy fell ‘into the hands of f
day. ayémer. ’“Look: Up. and” Live,”*|...
Uxited Press Iniernational which|-talent: for: television, _ films” ‘and for:.which he functioned. as’: pro-|
Eiay td up a small section empha- night clubs is being set ‘up: through 1 ducer: for:.two: years.. ‘He |Will. de=
sicng State - Dept. considerations Bartan Productions,. ‘company com- vote -his energies. to. fill ‘Some: al_Washington. Aig.28:2
aod
Saying
overseas
telecasts pining. Andy” Wiliams’ Barnaby: Jotted:-hours of the web's pubaf-|:
~ For: better’ or for worse, “Kiddies Se
should be guided along “lines. most |
‘fairs department. which will: have’
‘Eenefical. to the torefen policy of ¢‘and Bud Yorkin: and Norman’ Lear’ s a number of -specials :next: season: |: On a?Partnership Deal get a ‘much’ meatier television. “diet. oa
; Tandem’ Productions: “Three ..“acts “Prior to thé poetry special, he pro-|* ~
- in: the: Soviet Union ‘than. in.the
the U.S."
Hollywood, Aug. 28.
While the report itself can't ‘be! set for Sept.. 27 ‘opening segment duced -‘the: “John Brown's: Body" |"
Jack Barry. (& ' Enright), who |:
turned. over to nevus media because|
‘of ‘ ‘The: Andy: ‘Willianis Show,”» for special: fUSSR,
packaged and emicéed: ‘many quiz! "At leastthat’sthe claim ut
its not “official,” .as such, Mévyers |
the
‘Russian’,
Inagazine
..
‘printed.
in.
issued a statement alter. the “UPIT which ‘Yorkin ‘and. Lear. are: ex- |
: shows. before: the. ‘boom. was lowecutive producers. under: the ‘Bar?
story went out. on the teletypes.
‘eted on: the. “big :fix”. back: east, “English. , and distributed ::“in this
“E am concerned ‘about the UPr} tan banner, chave- been. ‘signed. ‘to.
t country: under ‘an “exchange: agree. .will. staff’ up at. -KTLA. ina. part- {'
story) lest it give the “jinpr ession |*
‘contr acts. ‘under. which" they ‘are
ment — which: calls for. .“American.
nership: deal negotiated: by:Stretch | }
that I have recommended | a form
turnabout:
in. the’‘Soviet...
of program
contrel for. ‘interna: |. initially | being booked |‘into. “local
‘Adler,. manager of: the: ‘Paramount ,
ticnal tv,”” said Meyers. ‘I would: ‘clubs w here ‘Williams show. staff is
‘Tin ‘the: current ‘issue, Nikolai,
|
station.
like to make. it emphatically clear|aiding: in developing their’ acts and.
" whastasyev glowingly
describes.
~ He. will create; produce: and em--;
that I have récommended: nothing: | where they ‘can. watch. performers.|.
‘-¢hildren’s -tv..in* ‘an: article that:
of the kind. It is my. oun belief} ‘jn action prior to. using tifem.: on.
cee game: -and quiz * shows. on. a |concludes with-.a. quote’ from’ chat:
that whatever. policies are adopted |the - teleshow::.
‘participation. basis: both: locally and: old standby, Stanislavsky:.
must encourage the greatest’ ‘possi-.}
Latest ‘Of trio. iinder such. a deal
* Russian: children’s. tv, ‘according
ble freedom
of communication; are R. G. Brown’ ‘and. Marion _ ‘The. ‘ABC-TV: ‘network: has’ filled:| for network: ‘sale.|
an ‘Anastasyev, :is: “based : on: the ...
among. nations.”
~
Mer cer, known. in New: York for|
a‘| original: method -actor’s dictum: :*
Meyers
reportedly . tl:isKs, — in} their off-Br oddway “Prickly Pears” | some ‘of the remaining’ ‘Holes in its'|.
| “For children: you: have to do what: :
facet, that a “voluntary evade” can. show, ‘vho open ‘three-week en-|.national. ‘eoverage -“with: ‘the .addi-Lyou.. do for grownups, ‘only better.”
be devised, patterned
somewhat gagement.. tomorrow. ‘night. .at’ Ye. tion’ of three more. stations which
:-The ‘kids’ ‘daily. fare includes: ‘prolike the Television Code, - which| Little Club. Earlier, ‘Randy Sparks’ |: will be: “operating: ‘within the}.
would remove ‘the “what's best’. Christy Minstrels: were.set urider |
4'grams on how the earth originated, .
New.
outlets
|
‘next:
few
months.
for the U.S. is best for worldvision” ‘same: auspices for. -now-playing Tun.
: dramatizations. of -Dickens... -orgi=
evaluation from purely. govern-. .at the sTroubadour ‘Cafe-Theatre,-|. bring. the: web: ‘lineup |up to‘a: ‘total .
‘inal -plays,. Jack:: London stories,..
ment hands..Hée beHeves. a board to be followed Sept. .3.for three| of. 130 primary: ‘affiliates. :
so
Washington, “Aug. 28. archaeology, -arts. and . crafts ‘for”
or. committee could be established, |- weeks ‘by Macintyre. Dixon: and |.
WTEV, covering Progidenée-New : “AFL-CIO. national ‘headquarters. ‘pre-schoolers, modet. hgilding: his-.
w.th both industry ‘and government, Dick Libertini, ‘creators. of. New
Bedford-Fall River, go¢s on the air is keeping: ‘its feud with Taft Broad- tory; ‘science,.-true. adventure. yarns representation, to draw up the “York's “Stewed - Prunes” revue,
‘and various other shows, most: ofa kh,
| Jan...1, . 1963. ‘WIIM-TV, another
guidelines.
_
also: set ‘under. this pattern.”
| new station in. Grand Rapids, Mich. casting. ‘alive: ‘and. kicking: with. a them. ‘educational. '
Meyers. has. recommended ©crea-.
yew. “Dear. ‘Mr. “Minow’?- move:
: ‘The. shows are aimed: at:‘an“audic
tion of an “Office. of International|: ” “Pear”? and “Pruries” duos - are |also signed -with:,the- ‘web.: It- is
under pacts that:run two: years. for slated to début. Nov. -1- with Mark |: ‘AFL-CIO’s gripe is the cancella- ence. ranging. in age. froin. toddlers.
Television,” ferhaps. to be :
quartered at. the White House. tor television ‘and also include ‘film Woodliner as yv:p. and general nian- tion of: ‘Edward. P. -Morgan’ s ABC ‘to: high ‘schoolers: : They are .pre-.
maybe the FCC, State Dept. .or. work: Both -will’ go into--feature. ‘ager: | “Company. operating. WIIM-=|}:tadio ‘show by- “the - Taft-owned | pared. in the children’s division of
the” ‘Moscow - ‘Central ‘tv. ‘station. 7
‘Come. Blow Your. Horn,” which. ‘TV. is an interim group comprising WBRE, Birmingham...
U.S. Information Agency) to -coYorkin and. Lear: in “association. all’ the applicants for. the Grand ; |" ‘The labor. federation’s: national’ ‘which ‘has its own: writers, edi*
ordinate federal activity. |
‘The Meyers. document, on which with Frank--Sinatra’s Essex..Pro- Rapids: allocation. | . Both’. WTEV- | publie relations director ..Albert J: tors: and ‘producers.;
ductions, -start “filming -‘Sept: Az at: and. ‘WIIM-TV. become
the: third -Zack ‘has dispatched -‘a new: letter‘|: To. say. some of the: ‘shows are
‘he. has been working since March
.
‘;stations in what héretofore- have to. Chairman -Newton. Minow. ‘of the- i heavily loaded. with: “propaganda is
is a 20-page
intra-government Paramount.
| FCC, charging: that a. FCC. staff ‘of-.{toe ‘belabor the. ‘obvious; “even
Entire’ Williams ‘show préduction been two-channel- markets...
-memo designed to stimulate thinking on tv expansion--around the ‘staff is- functioning. in staging acts | A‘ new ‘station: in. Biloxi; -Miss., ‘ficial has brushed: off the AFL-CTO |though
Anastasyev. alludes...only
world. It.sets no policy ‘and actu-: ‘for three groups, among them “pro- WLOX-TV, ‘also ‘joins. the: ABC-TV. complaint ‘by:. “accépting.: a: “self- !:“slightly to it.
ally, for the moment, represents |. ducer Bob Finkel;”. director Bob web: when its’ starts: telécasting. ‘serving. and. devious" -Tesponse. by: |. A. random cheek: oftv programas’
no one’s views. except’ Meyers’. It Sheérer;. -George Wile; handling ‘Sept. 10. WLOX-TV.. is the. tv. ‘out=. ‘Taft..
—
in: say: Washington for the: same
will be, however, the springboard vocal arrangements: “Mort Green, let. in Biloxi ‘which also. covers|. ‘AFL-CIO. sponsors, ‘the’ Moigan ©
itime period. mentioned by the’ Rus-: ..
from which the White House il]| show's head writer, and. Colin: Rom- ‘Gulfport. . : James, Love. is prexy of. show ‘on ABC: The. ‘Taft: Birmingsians shows: the following children’s.
debate moves to make. Presumably. | Off, musical director.
. “ll
ithe station.
yham. -property is:a secondary” ABC: _ shows:. “Bozo the Clown,” “Broken.
President Kennedy. could create
—. affiliate., ! Arrow,”” “Robin Hood,” “Popeye,”
the proposed Office of International |
of-, “The. 3. Stooges,”” _ “Hickleberry =
‘Noting
Minow’: s: _advocacy
Television and execute
virtually:
‘elevating “the -standar ds ‘and: ‘bal- | ‘Hound. ee :
af.
all ‘of Meyers’ proposals: under
ance of radio and tv programming,”’.|
existing ‘powers without: the new |
Zack wrote: .“Here ;is. ‘a clear case
s30n,

They Get Arts,Crafts,Archaeology

EE

JackBarry,toKTLA.-

ABC.
——,
|
|
130Primary Affils:
‘AT
ee Stations

AFL-CIOWon’tla.

Taft. or FCC.F angel
“That Ed Morgan Axmng

<aree
a

Owen Wister Never Dreamed |

of Congressional action.

Meyers

got into his: act because

It Would Turn Out This Way|

beth the White House and FC
felt someone needed. to set nto | -NBC-TV will “go: beyond 13 of:
‘Motion ‘the creation of federal, “The Virginian”. 90-minute.. pro-:
policy for worldvision.
ter ‘amis, reliable. network sources.
‘say. That: doés not mean, -‘however,
‘hat’ the network. Will go. as high
as 26 shows or ‘even as. high as 20.
Producer ‘Revue had, a stipula‘tion in its NBC-.deal: whereby the.

DuP ont’s Portrait Of

‘A Comedian (Berman): 'wteb “had

aoe

Sullivan GeisHimself
liis ‘previous *re--| AK Writer. ‘After14:Yrs;

‘in which those standards—_and. certainly. the balance: of: Programming
—are. being debased.”

than. it has io,‘since it‘means about - Zack. ‘repeated.

$200,000 more everytime: the. ‘web: quest. for ‘a FCC investigation,
After: 14 years, ‘Ed Sullivan: ‘got.
yesses’ Revue about. an. additional |-; WBRC: cancelled the’ show after
‘Virginian?’ telefilm’ stanza: “ ce a controversial. June, ‘19° Morgan. himself a staff. writer for his -CBS: Parenthetically, NBC: in ‘the last -broad¢ast’ concernitig. desegrega- TV ‘Sunday night show. ‘The. writer,
year has'made it a fairly, consistent tion. of Birmingham. municipal: air- Buddy Arnold,.. “was: hired. by: pro“practice: of ‘not. axing: poor. running. port. facilities.‘ Morgan: flubbed: one | ducer. ‘Bob. Precht for the. new sea-

shows ‘in mid-season. For. instance, fact: on. the program but. Jater- corson, ‘which. ‘begins Sept: 30..
7
‘to décidé’ on“ additional |‘the: network .continued. with addi- rected it.
SheHey Berman will be once-; ; stanzas before the new Wednesday tional. hours: on .““The. Detectives”. : ‘Said. Zack: “Morgan’ s inadvertent . .- Arnold’s. job: will. be: to.provide =
overed in a full hour camera study: |night. series -goes. on thé: “dir ‘on’ ard: -“Cain’s 100,” “despite. these’ error. was. Seized. upon as: ‘a -pre-" ‘material for name ‘guests who are.

of a comedian and ‘the stanza. by} Sept:”.19.."First -of<all; it’s: tough: + hours not getting the Yatings ‘or.} text .
to ‘shut~ ‘off one .of. the neither: comedians or singers, nor...
Fred Fieed of. Irving Gitlints NBC :enough - doing. ‘a--60-minute Series the: critical. “acclaim... ‘Philosophy ; few. remaining. ‘SOUFCeS of: free and possessing ‘an act of. their-own. He.’:
News unit, goes-in next season as‘ on three months. notice’ but. it’s ap-- has. apparently :‘evolved. that ‘it’s. critical |‘comment ‘available. to. ‘also‘ will assist’ in “the preparation. ”
| of. sketches. and. Production’ pum
one of the “DuPont Show. of the: parently: impossible to. get:a, ‘decent: even--harder’ ‘holding one’ 's ‘own by. Birmingham: citizens, 2
* ‘bers. ..
Week” programs... Proaucer “Freed : 90-minute program going. with the| subsitution | ‘than “by ‘continuing |.
- ‘Arnold, the fist staff. writer: for
is also working on-“Fire Rescac 8” -Same three months, .and.: -knowing. with. a slow-starting series. If-*:Vir-|
for the Sunday
night - SETIES | on this NBC. -is okaying* -additional. ginian”. goes sour, the. “philosophy:} *
[the program, -has ‘written. material...
‘shows.
NBC-TV.
might‘ well. continue, -particularly. | ©
Ottawa, sAug.” 28:: ‘for Milton Berle, Red Buttons, Ray’
NBC:
cameramen
sill follow
’ Seems as: if:‘NBC plans: ‘to pick ‘since -Jittle, -if anything, -- promises | Albeita-reared: Robert. Goulet of Bolger, Jimmy. Durante. and others.
Birman for three ‘months. tarough up: only one. or two.or maybe three to ‘beat. “Wagon Train” (ABC’s.|. “Camelot”
Ss” still - “turning 5 -out |.
@ batch of nitery, ‘concert .and shows in the first extension. beyond. Wednesday -conipétition): in: .Mid=-_. commercials: “for” “Du: Mauri 1er
record appearances. Hc li also get 13. That-way the: netivork. can. see - season if: “Virginian” doesn’ t do: it -Cigarets. in- Canada: He--and: an- f:.
the
offstage -treatment,
[rom “whether, ‘The Viirginian” “iS going at the season's beginning-.
1} nouncer: -.Don- Caméron just®: re-.|°- : Malvin R.. Goode; veteran Pitts: .
YuurPont.: Freed is writing as well! to ‘make it on: the: 62- 63: Niclsens ; ae Meantime, - “Virginian” has been |corded. 163. radio spots:: to.. tee. in burgh Courier -Yeporter; -‘pecomes ~
as praducing this‘one. Jack Fuller: ‘OF not:.
*
:
‘having: ‘the kind of problems: ‘that, October, . ‘and- his Du. ‘Mautier com-. ‘the first Negro network |‘eorrespon- Will write and direct “Fire Rescue;
Bankrollers: of “Witginian” “are: for ance, .a producer. or. a network mercials’ -are- ‘still on :Canadian. tv: +4 dent on Sept. 10 when. he. joins. the...
S* it is just what its title cannotes “not committed beyond: ‘that: first: can’t: Say doesn’t exist or. say is’ |. It's understood: Goulet: figures to ‘news staff .of ABC.”
and sitailar in format to a. Gitlin |‘13. which end in .mid- December. ‘net-a-real. problem.” ‘There: is’ quite: earn: $200,000 in year :ending next.|~ The web’s:news chief Jim. ‘Hager- 7
stanza last season baséd on N.Y~ Ss‘So NBC would apparently. rather. clearly dissatisfaction- ‘on the Part sprizg—eight. times his: ‘hest. annual fy ‘has: assigned. ‘Goode. to the:
police emergency sauad.
: Bross. on.Canadian’ Stage and wee
“Trot: gamble. any more—or_ sooner ee
(Continued. on page 3D
United: Nations’ beat...
or

Goulet’s‘Canada ComIs.

ABC’:§Negro]Newscaster'

ae

sery's
ae,coAsLEC[Hager

(BS GrabsOffCarolBurnett

After’ weeks.’ ‘of cliffhanniger‘anxiety. as: to.‘which. network would“
longterm Carol. Burnett. contract, CBS”. .
wind up with that covet

GuideRules onSoviet

~PROFITSHARING Documentation; Refutes Censorship

has turned the ‘trick. ‘As the hottest piece: of uncommitted: tv prop<. a

eity floating around, all three webs -weré.in® there: ‘pitching like.

+ Clear and ‘sensible arrangements
‘can be. made with the: Soviet au. Procter ‘& Gamble,. which. Spends |-. “What's ‘That Again?
|thorities for improved news cover-.
_. “week.”
;
The. fietwork. “had Miss" ‘Burnett. committed for: 2.sing le: show,...- ‘enough: “money -in.‘television an-1° . Hiring - of Rex” Ingram on .. age of the USSR by the television
“Brighter — |networks, -according to. ABC news
- the 90-minute “Calamity Jane,” but’ now: she’ belongs: to. BS (her,: ~-\nually to. virtually-underwrite al: CBS:TV:: “soaper
-old_ stamping. ‘ground asthe. top: asset ofthe Garry. Moore show-| network® all: its own; ‘is’ beginning: “Day” caused a stir a couple of- | chtef Jim Hagerty whose staff has’
.| to: think. like a network..In. fact’. *:‘weeks back since it: marked:
|just completed a one-hour docuand last season’s.. .Carnegie ‘Hall. special with’ Julie Andrews... mentary on Russian education for
~ Miss Burnett ‘most: likely. will: be:.used. for Specials, since-up “:~ P&G, in’ collaboration: ‘with three |. -one of the.few instances a‘Neof. its: six agencies; has just evolved |.» 8h0, ‘performer had been inked {telecasting Sept. 28. Moreover, the
“to tow. she’s-rejected the’ idea of doing‘ a regular ‘series..However, . * planfor sponsorship of .program- | °
new possibilities. have opened up
for..a continuing: role.’ Ingram.
-gl¥ this could: change.. Producer Bob Banner. is already Prepping a
ming which -is so’ revolutionary. in | “was to’ have’ started: sometime
for newsmen without any censor.. ‘tv one-shot ‘version.of.her SRO road show... _
a
ef ‘J
its concept -‘that.:two of ‘the ‘three | in September..
_ ship ‘strings attached.
“: [tv networks. have already: waiked Now ‘comes the’ news. that
|
A ‘report. in. last week’s Variety
.. away: ‘from ‘it.
“Brighter ‘Day’: is. -being :can|that ABC-TV
was. permitted. to
“). P&G is no stranger: to: the idea | “=-eelled, Plan -is to introduce ‘-}make its documentary on Soviet.
“tf
Lot. identifying ‘itself. with its “own | Ingram ‘in. his. Tole of: minister.
education
on ¢ondition
that it
‘programming. | A: “department.” of: .-o0 ‘the: soaper ‘and ‘continue
would. be pre-screened by the
| tv creativity” lias been, flourishing
{:. him until the program. goes: off © Soviet. authorities was denied in
fat . ‘Cincy - headquarters for -some. “. the: air,. “sometime.Prior to
‘toto: by Hagerty. “We never were.
| time. As--licensee of..such shows”. ‘s- October: IF ee
asked for such an arrangement.
jae:
“Car-34”"
on
NBC
_ahd'
“Riffe=
London, Aug. ‘38.
Jand.we never entered into such an
“-man” on: ABC,’ it is- free: to: move
jarrangement,” Hagerty asserted.
“Althiougt ©
till: increasing -, tl
the shows. wherever it pleases. ‘But | ;
| He pointed to the-.:fact that. over
Ow ‘clear -that. the growth: of “ty |:
.
+
P&G.
now
ens:
a
more.
important
||
-London, “Aug.:28.
|half of the 60,000 feet shot in Rus‘advertising. ‘expenditure, in “Bri-|:
stake’
in
network
programming,
in}.
The BBC is ‘comiiig round to
-|sia was developed in the U:S. and
“Z
“ie.
|
which.
it
would“have
a:
piece
of:
‘the
|:
‘concl
usion. that ‘“‘there’s: °
Ala ‘is: slowing. up. Fact is.obtained |
|
that the Russians have
had
rom Media Records,. Ltd. an. in=}. - nothing like“a dame.” They’re: -. action (in. fact ‘half :of -it)-.s0- that:|.:.
for’
.* |absolutely no voice in the editing
jdt
could
share
in
-any.and
all.
pardependent, measuring organization; “:$ntroducing attractive: gals as
9 |or in the scripting by Robert Lewis
'.,.. which has. just released figures. of }- - guest.- announcers .during —the-- ticipation profits. -In. return P&G.
‘Shayon.
‘would
finance
50%
of.
the-cost'of
|.
;
“cad spending on: commercial- ‘tv}. “next: few weeks and ‘the. first
| “Hagerty” said that: the ‘tv doctlthe
‘show
With.
the
network.
As].
ff:
JRere for the 12.‘months. ended June -: trio pacted: are actresses
74 | Mentary will clearly state at the
- - ‘qn -example,. if jinder the-plan}: \
.$0, 1962.. + “da: Dean, “Naomi ‘Chance’Bren
and
™ -outset that the Soviet authorities
| P&G ‘were ‘to. bring ‘a ‘show to]: . ...
3
Media records -states’ “that ‘the. Anthea Wyndham.
selected ‘the three schools to be
_ Chicago, Aug. 28:
: aforementioned. year, saw a. total] ~- ‘Ironically, Miss “ohianes’ ‘and. | ABC. or NBC or CBS: and: -eventu- | as
shown
on the ABC-TV
docuof: $275, 889,600 spent. by advertis- | Miss. Woodward are’ both well-: “Lally: half. of-it' was sold. off: fo an-'| “After: a series of: Adeologieal. dif- |‘mentary, but did not. exercise any
ore on -video ®‘plugs .repping: anew.) known faces on.commercial ty, .: other: client; P&G along’ with the fererices ;-with the Management of censorship over the material filmed
| network :-would share in the spon-:
ak, some .2%. -more~ than the
ng The] ‘over advertisements. :° | gorship: spoils. on :an equal basis.. ‘WBBM-TV, columnist: rv. ‘Kupcinet. at’ the ‘schools.
|= ‘The’
eoord '$271,356,400 ‘spent for the “putti
BBC: -has;: in“ the past,
‘will ‘switch his’ video.“services: to} The: ABC news chief said that
a: os 43 months’ ended. March 31%: -Former. been a frifle wary. about hiring”: ; heparticipation ‘would: also. apply
network Syndication -.or. for- WBKB. -on Sept. 15.:
|during the
early’ shooting is
>" §tym. was ‘nearly. 6% ‘above: the .to- |. ‘glamor for this ry.
g
job on: account:
‘letti
Moscow, ‘some film was
developed:
ta for the calendar ‘year of:1961.: | of some women viewers: be-.. - olen sales, in’ ‘effect:“putting |P&G :
WBBM,
ting. Kup out: of his there ‘so. that producer-director
“ ~ However, the rate of increase is | :', Coming - Jealous , of
jin
business”
with
‘the
network
a5
contract,
six:
s
months
early,
will
use
‘the “an-" @.: pregram -distributor:
.
Nick Webster could be sure that
definitely easing down. On- a: run-.}: -- nouncers’: effect: on’
their’ .|Carter Davidson as: moderator of: he was getting the material he was
Bing. 12. months basis; the: gain of-}.et SpOUSses.. “But,” .says.a-- BBO -: ‘While ABC and. CBS have nixed |.the ‘click. “At*. Random” talkfest |aiming for. “That’s routine protece
‘8%: compares to 4% in the. first |:° ‘spokesman, . “So” long .as they” such -participation, it’s” understood:
_{ that: NBC. has. held‘ off“ on’ a final which Kup initiated :and. helmed |tion,” Hagerty said, “and we do it
- Quarter ‘and, ‘if. increases for- the |.jBeople:listen. wea answer ‘to. give. the. matter further
in every imperfect
country to filni
see ‘or
that.bad.
we
for three. and a half-years. Kup. will |.haven't
_fomalnter of the. year continue on |: *“ean - make.

_- mad and~ it. ‘remained. ‘for.CBS-TV: prexy ‘Jim.. Aubrey, as’ & parting “|
gesture: before shoving. off:on. ‘vacation, ‘to:Wrap. UP the:. deal’ this::

[ BacHarikersforDolla

vow

5,.
ttnaee
bd

CabfetBattle

“2@

running :2%: basis, original -estf-|*.‘

ates

for :profits:

=

consideration. : The P&G: “plan |‘was. put’ into ,|,do- a new show

Ne

are.” Looa

topping’ ‘the’.

Downwards :to
¢ ‘between: $280-$300,-

| ABC-VMeTo"

+ ts. also: worth. noting: that ‘the:

year-to-year ‘increase for: the sée- |.
‘Ond quarter: of. 1962° was only-'7.%..Sompare. with: a first. quarter gain

on WBKB. with sound.” The Russians helping the

exactly the. same. format (probably: ‘production crew saw the developed
-Rich. of Benton. & Bowles, te. be: titled “Kup’s Show”) -which |film; but :the authorities never said

‘-hands-of a committee” “of. three

10,000,000 mark will: be" revised |-

| Bill Mclivain of Leo ‘Burnett and. ‘the ABC -o&o- will ‘slot directly op- a word. about it one way or an| Lew©Titterton: 6f “Compton) .and ‘posite ‘his old stanza.on WBBM. Soother, Hagerty said. In any case,

| they ‘have: already hada: couple of: itll be-a“‘battle ‘of the. open -end |only 30,000. feet were developed in.

On Turning Down

Of 1
7
Past. “quarter's - “expenditure, .at f-

5.Min. Politicasts|

the
811,200; -Compared ‘to’ that’ for}.
he same: period an. 761, was'7%. UD

-.,.- put held-up‘ against the first three

mE, months ‘of 1962 it: was.4.2% .down. | The: “Republicari. National. ‘Com-|}
@ in view ofthe fact ‘that: the: tv ‘mittee’s’ scheme. to. uy five-minute
-@d duty. took '$6,868:400 ‘out of the: : primetime: ‘segments on ‘the -three

meetings with the webs. Where. this talkfests. on Saturdays at midnight Russia so that it was impossible for
leayes P&G's other. major agencies in Chi,
them to pre-screen. in any case,

«=e¥oung.& Rubicam, Dancer-Fitz-

(Ina

yesteryear .battle - with: he stated.

.werald-s sample. and” ‘Gréy is-.any- David Susskind’s “Open End,” then + Hagerty said that, as a common
ody’s - guess.: For that --matter: on’: WBKB; ‘Kup’ s “At Random”. courtesy, he sent a finished print
whether: the plan géts. anywhere: is was the ‘winner hands down. But.|of the ABC-TV documentary to the

also., anybody’ sguess.

it’s ‘always been ‘believed ‘that Kup |Russian. officials

with

whom. he

“lbenefitted from: the strong: lead-in dealt. Hagerty has known some of
= | from” “Best, of. CBS” feature. films, |these officials, notably Mikhaif
jJand- it remains ‘to.:be seen now |Kharianov, chairman of the Sovie
‘whether hé- can: pull. as well ‘with. Radio-TV. Committee, and Alexei
‘| Adzhubei, editor. of Izvestia, for
‘out that momentum.):

NBC.TalentDevelopment -

jum. actual .revenues- of ‘the--video: television networks has’ now ‘been.|'

“Pact For Negro Model

gtations’. ‘only “gained. “$1, 837,200, buried.» ABC-TV, which had‘: been |.
many years while working as press
~ fepohing |“a .total .of $62;442.800, ‘studying the proposal: ‘sympathet- |- ‘NBC-TV. has put a-young Negro |. WBKB:
,
intends’ ‘to experiment
KB’
latter being. only: 2.5%
“J above last. ieally, finally ‘decide :to ‘reject. the |.
with occasional slotting-of the new |Secretary. for former President’
‘Proposal. .“CBS-TY-: had: previously model -under a’: ‘talent. _develop- Kup, show at 10:15. p.m! Saturdays; Eisenhower.. Hagerty said his ofyear's total.
{ment . contract.”’. “This. _probably. once: every. couple’ months, ‘to ‘see.
.plan...)
at’ $69, 311,200 '.:showed.:-a--contra-|. The web: said’ that “during. ‘the: means. that before: ong. NBC ‘will
seasonal “drop: of. 4.2%. ‘from. the coming political campaign {t.would ‘be spotting: her. im various ‘of. its| the WBBM. features. Partly itwill
‘previous -quarter... : This. compares, only .consider orders . for. political live. entertainment: ‘shows. ~
‘)-be-done. to“ test: the -validity:.of ‘the.
Web sent: outa release last: ‘week ‘complaint voiced atthe FCC public.
‘with a.‘seasonal. rise. of -42%" for |
5
-acter.
mentioning
‘that.
oné.Ena
Hartman;
:‘hearings’ here last spring that- “At:
“Furthermore,
‘the.
network.
the same Period. last.year.
-young’*fashion: ‘and-‘photog-. Random’: : could :.‘have a. -greater.
{stated that.it could. not: make time
s| rapher's: model from Buffalo” was. audience if it weren't aired ‘so late’
on a local or: ‘regional basis::
‘signed ‘up. It did: not mention her -at.night.-

=: Botal, expenditure (including.tax): ‘nixed: ‘the

:PeteandGladys

.|..

Any .attempt’ by local candidates color, - but: the. deal .for “Miss-‘Hart-|. ‘Along. with Kupcinet, WBKB has.

(Cont
‘ontinued
inued. on
on page $0)
8

P

Faulk Backin TV;
CBS Guest Panelist

I to. -buy five-minute :-segments© on: ‘Man ‘seems: to’ be in-line. with the shared Paul «Frumkin, - who’ :re- , John Henry Faulk, who recente
ABC-TV. affiliates during prime- general. ‘attempt. by -the .tv net- searched and produced “At. -Ran-{
time’ hours. will also’. “meet. with. works’. to hire’ ‘some. ‘Negro talent. dom” at WEBM-TV. ‘Both Kup and ly “was ‘awarded $3,500,000 in’ a
stiff opposition ’..from: the: .web: ABC. News: is’ still. seeking a. Neégro. Frumkin will be used by the ABC Jibel suit |against Aware, Inc., has
“ABC-TV execs said they would Not‘. réporter for.:onthe .air and _last. station. on certain | special assign-. been: hired by Goodson-Todman
“Rete: and. Gladys, ”. ‘held. on. the: permit their: stows to be chopped week. CBS-TV. hired a. Negro: actor. ments, such ‘as ‘documentaries. The | as a guest ‘panelist next week on
up by. thie -politcos.: ‘Network affils,. ‘as. a regular. -in- ‘a:‘daytime. ‘soap.‘shelf -‘by: -CBS:TV. ‘after its: night: however, will. be free. to tun ‘Doliti- |": It. was:.talent..veep:‘Dave. Tebet' | ABC Film diyision will have: syndi-° the daytime version of “To Tell the show.Tights to:the newY Kupelnet, | Truth,” telecast on ‘CBS-TV Montime.run,. will find itself” occupying eal.’‘shows: on Jocal time, —
7 {who signed. Miss ‘Hartman:
wc FSDOW. |
_

“IntoDaytime Slot

the ‘11:30: to. noon: slot’on the web. _

Next season.-Soaper, “The Brighter]:
‘Day,’" transferred’ from: -afternoon|:,
‘currently. occupying |"
. ‘the 11:30 tto 11:55: a.m. ‘slot, will bey . > .:-

“to: morning;
+

|

}eech Vut Gunns
s|fi Ip Wo rks

.. “axe
“
As forecast, ’ ‘verdict :
Is “Youre l. While the: ‘three |“television: ‘niet hopes. of.wooing: "em..in,: it's a par-

also” will be .Gancelled.
‘reruns

{been “employed in broadcasting
since five years ago-. when his
1 WCBS: Radio, N. Y., afternoon

effort. ‘to salvage ‘at least: a. couple: -show was dropped after. an attack.

works” ‘combined | -enjoy “a 90°-to: ‘{leular. blow: to NBC, which. enjoyed of -million -dollars for. sponsorship. by. Aware, an organization formed
to ‘|92%. SRO: status: on: the fourth: the Beech Nut. ‘biz. last ‘year and|_ of -video.. ‘specials, -but* even | ‘this |to combat alleged Communist cone.

“‘McCoys”. ;

‘will: be ‘put ‘in ‘the. 11

day through Friday at 3:30 p.m.

| .Faulk began taping. his week.
‘Tong stint yesterday (Wed.). The
Tadio: and ty entertainer has not:

| spiracy in. entertainment-commu11:30 ‘a'm:- ‘slat. Remaining. problem quarter’ (Oct. Dee. ye“the ‘fact: -Te- was hopeful ‘of ‘attracting it this could ‘be: a’ fruitless effort
CBS-TV. also. got. some ‘bad news ‘nications.
is’ what to. do with. ‘the five-minute “mains that: they. -have- been ‘shioot- time ‘out fora. major scatter: Planj
of:
show.
buying.
°
‘laa ween
Shell Oil,- which | - Faulk ‘was ‘invited on the proNews. strip. ‘fronted by: Harry. ‘Rea-|:.
in what shapes :up as |
"..goner,- currently . telecast :.. . from. -ing: for. thillions. of. dollars in “left-|- ‘There’s . no” ‘doubt that Beech Is. involved
pee
‘by MarkProductions,
Goodson ofwhich.
Good.
Oil. has. ‘gram
11:55: to:noon.. That problem is be- over” ‘coin to- ‘solidity’ their: billings|‘Nut’s. :change of pent about tv} a. protracted. strike. Shell
‘son-Todman’
j-comes as: a stunning blow. (Actu- $1,000,000 on the line for a scatter -produces. the show. Goodson, one
ing worked out;: with the five-niin- ‘position by: Labor: ‘Day.
Particular} ‘ally -its decision reverses the posi-. ‘campaign on CBS, along with spon- of the. witnesses in the libel. suit,
ute news: “strip. -slated-- to” either. target. has ‘been ‘the: ‘uncommitted |
‘tion just taken: by Pillsbury, which ‘sorship. of the. four’ ‘Léonard .Bern- ‘testified - that Faulk’ would have.
come. before: Or after- the. “Love of ‘coin-“of-several’ bigtime sponsors, '
. ’ Life™: soaper;. “now: telecast: from. ‘notably . among ~them. Beech: ‘Nut, ‘has yanked $600,000 - out: of print -stein youth |‘concerts. Now: the oil! been earning $150,000 to $500,"
in order: to buy ABC-TV. :program- ‘company has. asked the network |.000a year had-he stayed in tele-" foon’ -to:12:30." ‘Love’ is expected ‘with. its|
approximate. $8,000,000 tv. ‘ming under a: scatter ‘plan: of ‘buyfor rellef ‘and: to. help ‘it’ off ‘the Viston. In the early 1950's, Faulk
to be. shortened _five | minutes ‘to budget; ‘|.iag- during:the. ‘November-Decem-.
if possible (although Shell, ;was' a regular
panelist. on. “It’s
“make. way: for: news::
‘{:" But. word has just:‘come- through ber. -period.. ‘This’ marks the’ first hook
it’s understood, ‘will do the gentle-| News to Me.” a "Goodson-Todman
- Web plaris: to institute the. above that Beech “Nut has. decided to by- time. that: Pillsbury: has embraced
‘manly. thing ‘and. ‘stay with. it if. show: which had:a ‘network run for
ghanges- by Oct. -15. Web: morning pass * television this: -timie-;out Jn: ABC-TV; having ‘previously. poured CBS can’t sell it off.)
Nevertheless |several. ‘years. Faulk, in from Auslineup- for the‘ fall- now “is: as- fol- -favor of. the print. medium. While ite cotn-into. CBS . aiid: NBC.)
‘|it's one of. those ‘situations which ‘tin, Tex:, where he now resides,
‘lows: “Captain: Kangerod,”” 9 to 10 ‘all three networks have been camp-|- ‘.Whatever: the: -reagon:. for. ‘Beach: puts CBS ‘in a
position'of retaining |said that he had no radio or tv
-@.m.; “Calendar.”
“I. Love ‘Luey;”a ing. at. the doors of:‘Young ..& ‘Rabi- Nut’ to’ yank ‘its. tv- ‘budget in favor.
|
gal of the.‘sponsor and. play-. commitment. beyond the one-week
*MoCoys,” “Pete and.Gladys."
oe
sams. agency . on: ‘the: account,” in:vot.print)¥.
Me B:ioe
making, some
sPpearance on “To Tell the Truth,”

_26.

~ LOCAL TV-& SYNDICATION. an

_ Wednesday,Asguet29).‘1962-

StationProgramDirectors Pin8
‘NoCreativity’Rapon alesDat

“CBS Niigeria
a Sales .

“Everything's up’ to. date in Ni oo,

‘geria, one: of: ‘the

more recent]
.”

rican nations. ‘with | fv: installa: .
tions.:.
‘Nigeria, ‘which: has. a. “ty station

Latest U.S. Dept.-of Commerce figures show all. indexes’‘hitting ne
-in Lagos, has ‘bought: the’ ‘following new highs: with. considerable. jumps. in some ‘areas,
:
.
Are}
°‘‘You
:
_” Compensation’: of. employees”. by: the. industry. increased .from.
“| CBS Films’: series

Chicago, Aug. 28. +
“The “heavy! in. the. professional |
Mfe of the station program. director
Js the sales manager. That seemed
the consensus in a number of ‘panel}

discussions held here last week

~ Washington,‘Aug.6°
The.tempo: for “broadcasting. economics: is upbeat..::

| There,”. “I: Love: :Lucy,’ .“Perry.|

Mason,” “““Defenders,””: “Phil”
Spokane Announcers
vers, ie "eDeputy Dawg.’” fo
Buy @ Radio Station]:
Py

"$644: 000;000- in: 1960 to. $662,000, 000 in’ 1961.

Sik}

ADL.

Wapés -and: salaries were: placed: ‘at‘$643, 000.,000 in i961com: ae

= pared:to $625, 000,000. in 1960."
4.
Average. annual earnings per: ‘full: time’ employees: ‘stood at$7,
447
“4 eo in 1961. This was an increase: from :the: $7,440,. 1960 figure: :
“2
"Full time employee rolls increased 2,000 to 86,000 in: 1961:
.
1: . “Also . ‘the- “average. number. ‘of. full: -and «“part - time ‘employees.
Gombined was up’ 2; 000 -to 94, 000 in: 1961:
_
‘Number of: employees. engaged: ‘in. production. went!from 87.000° no

Aussie TVPacts

“Spokane,. Aug. 28:. | J
_Bp.d.’s and pubaffairs. directors who }:
turned out for a two-day confer-.{ - Two. enterprising. Spokane Tadio.
ence sponsored by Televisicn. ‘Af- annauncers :have gone on the. air.
‘ith a’ new radio: station,.. KLFF,
filiates Corp. |
_ Ft was noted on several occa-: after buying a:former bank. build- |.
gions—and seconded; by heads nod- | ‘ing; ‘whieh -they. moved several ;
ding in. agreement—that the most. “miles and: converted into: studios:
“The -station,:. with 1, 000 swatts of |:
a
destr uctive factor to creativity ata
“at serving North] tiation is _ the. sales department.: power, - “aims
Programmers testified that. they - Spokane from “Morgan. Acres. “The |
frequently suggest fresh ideas and Old National’ Bank ‘Building. was:

A Whoppinghee
Deal:for700.

in’ 1960.. to 89,000: in .1961.,.

All: employment figures. have shown a‘steady.‘anid.gradual rise

7 since: 1956. .

8

Purchase? Of: -tv: receivers, raiivs,. ‘Feeords, and:anusical:‘insti :
" mnents ‘were ‘lumped. -into® one category.
°
' ‘Total’ consumption. reached $3,815, 000. in’ 1967;conipated to $3,-

616,000 in. 1960.

-Sydney;: Aug.. 28.
formats but that their ‘efforts are: -meved from. the ‘vicinity. of the |’.
_ _ ,. Dollars: spent. on. ‘radio and television repairs: in: 1961 ‘climbed: to”.
shopping -center.
Television: ‘Corp: ‘Ltd, key. outtit|-.”. $909;000,000 a big“spurt ahead of. the $860,000,000 ‘spent. in 1960. .almost invariably killed off by the + ‘Northtown’
;
siles boys. who are steeped. in. the | “We want to see radio return: to-} operating” ‘TCN
9, . Sydney, and,
‘Broadeasting’s: chunk of the 1961 Gross. National. Product grew.’
; its: role asa’ ecmmunity. informer,.
knowledge. of “what will sell”.
os
GTV,°Melbourne, has: ‘signatured. aj. _ to $888, 000, 000:: The. 1960 figure was: $877, 000 ,000.when actualy. they . mean “what .4s: something the big.stations are’ ‘no déal: with: 20th-Fox :‘for. 700. films,
longer able ‘to do,” said Dick. Daily,
ell i the. urrent mare:
ith Ed_ Jacobson. operates: the including. 200 made: between: 1960. |
curre easiest tos
ketplace.
oY Re“| who
station. ° . Both.. are “former - an-.| 60.
The sales: manager; it. was. ‘said, |
nouncers from KHQ, ‘Spokane. NBC: _ Deal:is. the’ biggest yade here-|:|

iends ‘not to be interested’ in’ ex-,

‘They have teamed with{sineé tv ‘began. six. years ago, Green|:
perimentation nor in. bettering fu- -affiliate:
Attorney Robert. Dellwo to form |light.-.was “given ~in__ ‘New York. |.
ture ‘prospect with quality prowhich owns: Local ‘pacters ‘were. Ernest’ Turn-.

: Dellwo. &.’ ‘Associates,
gramming; he: only -wants more |
;
KLFEF: Inc. of what he.knows. the advertiser is
concentrates
Compounding | Station
; currently. buying.
music ‘and. news... :
the program director’s frustration |
is the. fact that foo many “station
Inanafers are ‘sales: oriented .and
think along the same ‘anes -as* their”
sales managers.
The result. the p.d. s. generally |
agreed, ‘is. that sales is dictating |.
programming “while creative prog:|:

— WLB’s§NegroMarketSurvey

bull,- 20th-Fox chairman, ‘and Ken. Median“Annual
|:
‘on. good |G. Hall, TCN’s. prexy.:.
-{.
TCN. already -has ‘product .deals 1°
. with Warners, © ‘United
Artists;
_:(Sereen* Gems” and .Romulus,; ‘and.

Income. Up: to:$4,340;2 2Bilin.
N.Ys‘Market

_WLIB, New York. fadio’ station
-| the. deal. with..20th' means TCN and: Floyd
TAC Forum;
‘SpursMove. “tGTV.
Patterson:Story ‘with
‘Negro: programming: :which: res
will have. sufficient. ‘product. ;
-‘for the ‘next 10: years.
cently. opened néw ‘studios: on 125th. .
~For Formation -of TV ©-“ -available
“Pre-Fight
Syndie
Fairy
Pix. in fhe” deal. ‘include*“The }:
St. has. released ‘results of a speSnows. of. ‘Kilimanjaro, °? “All About | The Big -‘Fights,- Ine. has _pro-'}
Program Directors Org Eve,”
“The Desert Rats; a “Monkey. duced ‘an hour telefilm,’ “The Floyd: cial: ‘Pulse’ survey indicating .that:

"Chicago, Aug. 28:. ; Business,”eo On the .:Riviera,” Patterson Story,” .and ‘is: offering - ‘the’ ‘median ‘arinual income. of ‘the ress is arrested. One program di-|
rector, carried away by: the discus-|- One of- ‘the effects. of -last week's: “Niagara,”” “Anna Karenina,’Ror. it_ for. syndication’ sale with - the: in- Negro head‘ of “the -houseliold in.
sion, erupted: with. this solution: Television Affiliates: ‘Corp. confer- ever’ Amber,” -“Piracle -On .34th|‘eentive: ‘of .telécasting_ ‘the: show: the metropolitan aiea has: increased. “Management has tobe educated: nitjence on programming was to spur |Street,”

thing

“Keys’: ‘of .the “Kingdom,” ‘Sept.

24,- night before the. fight’ from :.$2,971 ‘to. $4, 340 in.the" Jast-

the formation: of a new industry: or- | “Jane. Eyre. ” “Laura,”%9 “David and. | between: world. heavy weight. ‘champ 10 years.
Zapata,” | Patterson and Liston, |: °.:.
‘Announced
but .downbeat.. In. two other |ganization’ ‘for. ty..program. diréc-. Bethsheba,”.. "Viva:

But the. TAC -forum

was

any-

“Produced by. BFI prexy “William

‘

|ths | eek! by"WLIB

“Les 1|
‘general. ‘Manager Harry: ‘Novik, the
-sessions,. the member p.d.’s. Were| tors. Idea: was- proposed by. Stan |“Parmer. ‘Takes a Wife,”
D..Clayton; the -stanza..portrays the
heartened by -word from the. adver-| Cohen, * p.d.. .of. .WDSU-TYV, ; New |Miserables; “What: :Price Glory,” champ from: his, Golden’ Gloves: | results of.this study: were. compiled.
Orleans:
.at:
the.
‘windup
of
the
TAC:|
“prince
|
-of.
“Call Me.::Madam,”’ :via ‘interviews. among. 600 Negro’
tising world’. .that public afafirs{
and. Olympic. days: through. his’ pro.|programs were. more and more be- ‘forum here. A. volunteer: ‘commit-. Foxes; “White. Witch Doctor” and.| fights, including ‘his. -bouts: -“with heads" -of ‘families representing : a:
‘tee,
‘representing
all-areas.
‘of.
the:
“with
‘aSong
in.
My:
Heart.”
cross-section of the total. New. York.
coming attractive. buys. As ore loJohanson;:: It. also: has-. ‘clips from
cal agency man: expressed. it, the. country, is setting’ out now to enlist |. Independent. -nabe ;and country.| -ofie of Liston’s fights and ‘the. sign-. ‘Negro population of: 1,600, 000. It’s
‘memberships,
—
.
|
operators.
meanwhile
dre
very
disthe -first qualitative. survey ‘of the.-:
Minow-inspired
‘programming -.of:
ing. interviews featuring Liston: and.
‘| ‘market. since ‘the: station’ conducted: ve
-public affairs. in choice. “evening |. The ‘proposed national: assn. of. pleased: with- 20th. and‘ other major. Patterson.”
|’
:proselling
continually
"| similar. study: in: 1952.
©
hours is giving -the advertiser a. program -directors would: not, sup-| distributors
plant; the annual TAC forum, which’ duct ‘to the tv commercials, point-.|.
char.ce to crack ‘local prime time.
The: study: also -‘indicates: Total:
was. praised. by .the ‘member: ‘p.d's. ing: out ‘that biz is’ tough: enough

Capital CitiesBcasting

Also, since the stations -are ‘usually

and pubaffairs: di rectors for its in-. nowadays: -without:.added opposi-.
satisfied to get: back only a ‘portion
of the costs of their pubaffairs ef-. ‘formality and limited size: (about |tion “okayed. by distributors ‘them- |
20. took" part): Prograni’ diréctors: selves. Whether |any boycott action. |forts, rather than’ all’ of it,.-the’
shows begin ‘to stack UP... as “good j felt.:that ‘a national’ organization |yi] be taken: against 20th: ‘by: the'} would: serve to. hypo. creativity at independents ‘Temains to: be seen.

buys.

Bob. Lipson, adver tising manager:

of. Bell & Howell

+ the Jocal Jevel in affording © an ox

(which. under- |change *of | _ progr am) “ideas:

(GA.BROADCASTERS
SET TV-AM SEMINAR

--Vannual -‘income of ‘New. York's: Neg. ...
.| groes is how ‘about: $2, 2- billion; ane.

food expenditures, Teach. more.
Awaits N.J. Verdict: On: “-F_{‘nual:
than .$577,500,000; “median: Negro
is: $72 a month; average Negro :
$1,000,000: TV. Centre *rent
-famly:is’-3.6 “against ::3.1.: for. the:

Gapital Cities: Broadeasting. ‘Corp. -whole . ‘community; : ‘education - Aig...

, tonight. (Wed. ).°will” face|“East: ‘growing. at-a. more rapid. pace. than.
:
“writes network. plbaffairs shows'|. techniques:
New. ‘organization; if: ‘it. “comes |}
“Rutherford, “.N. J; ‘officials: in: "a -among: any. -other’. ethnic’, groups;
but not -local ones), outlined: sevnumber of. Negro. high school grads |
about, w Hl add: to the ev er-growing |:
public .hearing aimed: “at. finding:
eral advantages of pubaffairs spon-:
uates ‘in ’62° was -only. 1%. below”
list of “specialized. industry cone |
sorship.
Said Lipson, “In. a. day|
out.
if
“a
‘million
“dollar.
‘tadio-tele|
‘the ay erage. in all New. York coun.
t ventions, “such: as ‘Radio-TV. ‘News.\.
_Aflanta, ‘Aug. 28..
when the viewer is saturated with |Directors Assn, “and: Broadcasters’ 7
‘vision ‘centre. ‘on the. New. Jersey. ties:
”
commercials in‘spot form, Perhaps
‘Géor gia’ ‘Assn. of | ‘Broadcasters,
| Promotion, “Assn.
meadows -is ‘a: “big enough Invest | Today, according: to the ‘gubveys:
‘the best’ way -a sponsor. ‘can. get”
ine, recognizing - the. “gro wing
| 40%: of the Negro ‘families “have”
was

merit”: for ago. ‘ahead. °

"OG

.and dilemnia” “over ..com-.
Fhe. borough’ S zoning. board. ‘nae.| -bank accounts
‘STONEY BURKE'S’ : vLerisis
| "munity... antenna television: have
that studies have shown viewers. to.
|
‘made it. topic.’ A at: the second called. the meeting-to ‘rule on ‘Cap- |.
be usually oblivious to the identity .
“CANADA SPONSORS -annual-..Southeast
‘Radio-TV ‘Semi- ital: Cities’. formal Fequests . for:|:
program. identification is -with pub-.
lie -affairs shows.” He pointed. out:

and more than 50%

have medical insurance.

.of the sponsor: of most ‘shows, be= |:

HartzMountain’S$I

“Stoney Burké;’ *. United. Artists fiar scheduled: for” Oct: 16" at the.| variances to “permit. construction:
fore the program and even: after
it.- Lipson. said that. B&H found. ; Television's new” hourlong. “series Dinkler-Plaza Hotel in.Atlanta: . “sl of: four: new: _transmitting: towers
-At the ‘same time: GAB will. host.
that ‘client identification is at. least slated. next:. season on. ABC-TV.: the-radio-tv
industry's first work-. plus." ‘a combined ofifce “and ‘studia.|°
25%
greater with’ public. ‘affairs. “has. “been bought ’ in. Canada. by.|.
MacLaren Advertising on- -hehalf.of ‘shop efor full and -parttime..execu- facilities. for. both: radio ‘and tele-.|shows. than with any. other.
“Studies have also shown -that’ ‘four advertisers for national tele-- tive’ ‘Secrétaries: of state: broad¢ast~ vision.. “The: -towers would” beé’ for-|
with strong .snonsor identification | casting ‘on:civ Television’ Net- ing: associations...
| WPAT, ¥adio ‘station now licensed
J C.-€.. Smith, WEDC: “Americus, qt:to- Paterson,” Ne which - “covers 7 ‘Hartz Mountain’ Products has: re-.comes high commercial recall,” he ; w ork..
said.
“Public affairs sponsorship || MacLaren’ S four clients who:will “new president. -of.. GAB, said . all:| the: Metropolitan’ New. York: aréa.. | :newed: for a second year: its.Special.
can help’ when there-is a need ‘for ‘sponsor the skein on -a participat- _broadcasters~ in the. ‘Southeast. -are|:; Question . lies’ in. the: ‘fact. “Bast. campaign w ith Ziv-UA.
one company to be differentiated | ing ‘basisare: H:.J. Heinz of ‘Can-. welcome ‘to. attend: SERTS and~in- Rutherford — has -been- “having - a] ‘The’: “current: “contract, as ‘Jast
from the rest.of the ‘field.’ The ada, Lever Bros:, ‘Canadian’. Gen- Vitations- will: “be ‘sent to:the presi- boomin industrial. building. in the ‘year’§, is for the:top 11: markets ‘incompany’ further benefits ‘from the ;
|eral. Electric,:. -and. B e ec h am. | dents. of .all 48° state broadcasting: ‘meadowland. area. with: -buik: con-: the ‘country, New. York, ":Chicago,
-BTOUPS.. The SERTS discussion will
-Angeles.” “San: Francisco,
Products: :
‘, (Continued.
'inued. on
on page 35).
3
‘struction... ‘zoomin
-tax: revenues. 1 Los
Series. “is: “being. produced for’ be. :held. as; a. supplement’ to the}. Officials see a $l,g.000,000 déevelop- | Detroit,’ “Boston, ‘Cleveland, Phila
[United Artists Television’ \former-. NAB's ..Fall. regional ;‘meeting ‘in- ment. :as” usually.” occupying ~only. : delphia;. Pittsburgh, “Minneapolis,”
ably: Ziv-U A) by: Leshie®: Stevens un-: Atlanta, ‘Oct. 15-16..
five to: eight. acres. Cap Cities’ -re- _and. Washington: ‘Depending on the
der: his. Daystar ‘Productions: ‘ban=
| quest:.concerns five:times: as:much, -client’s. budget,::one “or’ two’. ‘pre-'-

new

e
‘Big:livR

Fremantle Sets
Prod. O'seas|

| ner. It ‘debuts: in- Canada and WU. S..
|} Oct. 1.

’. | selected- Ziv-UA: seriés will be tele--.| 40: acres.
:
‘east’ -in- each" market ‘starting | in-.
Vet. _ deejay: ‘Paul ‘Bréniier. this |-- Board “will:-have to’be.SW‘ayed by: October.

Brenner’ sWIRZ Post

JLweek._ is-:slated :for’: ‘promotion - -to |‘the .group's ™lawyers .-aS: regards |
Hartz Mountain's: first :ehéice: is.
_| program. director of the new: ‘Gold- the |““tarnigible”. assets . of. ‘a major:
|-en. Circlé. WIRZ,- Neéwark.:
‘| broadcast’: facility “in -the- borough, } the- ‘off-netw ork: “Tombstone: TerFremantle.
distributor: of
tv - “Peril: 13. new
series . ‘of~ 13, : Brenner. has ‘been’ with the. sta-. -WPAT’s. _pr“*ent. tr ansmitter site Titory.”oa‘The other. ‘programs on the
product, in foreign markets, is ens. first-ran. hourlong: ‘episodes, ‘Pro-- | tion. undér. other ‘ownerships _and. is. ‘Clifton; Nd, ;
: Hartz approved. list.’‘are. ““Ripcord, ae
gaging in. .some cofinancing | ‘of i duced in: England “by. 2: Arthur’ call: letters. since before World. War |
ee “Adventure -at ‘Scott Island, ine and a
production abroad, . according to! ‘Rank. has. been set. ‘exclusiv ely for It. Sid. Sirulnik, with: the station for}
ara “Ever glades.’’ ~.
prexy Paul Talbot.
‘-worldw ide syndication’ by”.National Six: years: in executive’. vapacities,.
Already. renewed fox ‘a" sécona
-In. Canada, Fremantle. is . asso~— Telefilm. Associates, ...
: will -be -upped' to operations ities. Dick: Clark’
$
‘Two
Hour 7-year. are’ WPLX, N.Y, with “Tombe.
with
a five-minute -chil-i.-- “Ben -Gazerra. stars, in, one: of ‘the. vager,: ‘and Norman’ Roslin, for’ 10
ciated
stone” and’ “Everglades: ”" CKLW,
iren’s series called “Kidbits.” Deal |
episodes. ‘the title:of. Which is.| -vears-a copy. writer. with J Walter|.
Detroit- Windsor, °», Scott sland”
Was made by Fremanfle’s Toronto. “You'll Never See Me: Again,’aa : Thompson: -. . and..: Compton. . ad {.Dick ‘Clark, host of ABC- TV's ‘and ©““To@mbstone:” KDKA,." Pitts--office. In Italy, where Fremantle’s
| agencies, has. been: -brought in as afternoon: teen-dance. strip, “Amer. “pureh,; “Tombstone;” and. _WHDH,,
Rome office financed an hourlong | .
Boston, “Ripcord. crn
| director Of music;
oo
*y biean. Bandstand;” ‘is. cutting-a two- |opera buffa sold outside the U.S., - KPIX Names. Coleman
Agency ‘for: ‘Hartz. ‘Mountain’ is
San Franesco,. Aug. 28.
Fremantle
has. two five’ minute |.
hour: deejay. show ‘for’ radio’ syndi- | ¢George, H. Hartman, &: Co.”
KIVETV's we:Bundle.
‘series in which. it’s interested. One'| | ‘Caryt- Coleman — was tagged. as.
Fort. Worth, Aug: 28. : | cation, by-‘Dick: Clark: Radio. ‘Pro- | AI. Golistin; .-generak manager’ ‘of.
| of
the
‘five--minuters. |ais titled’ ‘pubaffairs director for KPIX, : the
/ Westinghouse tv otitlet on,‘Channel - “KTVT-TV. ‘has: armounced. “pur-, } ductions- ‘and Mars-Broadcasting: ‘Ziv-UA’s ‘special ‘plans. ”division,..
“Portraits.”
chase’ of the’ entire -Warner. Bros.
|ofStamford, .Corin.| who. negotiated the original -deal; *:
-Most. recent American: product 5 here. .
taken on by Fremantle for ‘ever-- - A: veteran. of. 30°‘years in ‘broad- -syndicated -program -package. -Pre- |* Mars. exec Veepce |Stan ' Kaplah ‘said. -Hartz Mountatn.. renewed. bee
seas distribution: includes >:“World casting, ‘Coleman. began -here‘in "29: “viously ‘announced for fall ‘show-. says: the ‘shows will be individu-. .¢ause the. shows delivered .a-low
Series of Golf,” Walt Schwimmer's. ‘as a. writer-producer ‘for: NBC.-In “ing-on KTVT-TV. were. “Maverick” -ally ‘produced .for. -the: franchise’ ‘cost. per “thousand and increased
stations with «a ‘sound: “like it’s | product. ‘sales: . He: called. the . bu
“NBC-TV project; “Life of Floyd "40; he’ moved..to. ‘Holiywood, “ulti-. “and “Surfside -6.7".
Patterson,” one hour special, prop- inately‘ to become exec. producér ” These plus” “The Roaring: 20's;aa being broadcast to x focal.audience. ‘ah example. of ‘one “company ‘whic
with major. -has: used program. sponsorship eferties of Bernie Schubert in Aus- of- Fanny. Brice’s ‘show. ‘Ten years ‘Sugarfoot,’ “Bronco” and. “Law- ‘in a) ‘local auditoriu
man” will be on. the station's fall ‘stars and full Produttion- facilities fectively: ‘to: ‘supplement: “network.
tralia. and. Asia, and’ properties of: Jater ‘he. returned: here’ and became
b
; and equipment.” *.
‘a freelance writer. i
coe efforts,
_TV: Marketeers.
‘Tschedule. ::

‘NTA Sets:Pel3B

AM Syndication Show!

Wednesday, August 89,1968

“Tet TatPaak ”HOTrn m|e

MaeandMore’T Stations Around
A

“Warner. ‘Bros; ‘post60s. ‘have deen :gchediiled « for.‘telecasting ja.

Color. by 29 ‘stations, including . 10 which’ began in.1962.
Those commencing colorcasting with: WB. product ‘include tive’ |

‘-CBS-TV..:primary affils, WTIC; ‘Hartford, * Conn.;. KSL-TV,' ‘Salt:
Lake City; KBOI-TV, Boise,- Tda:s WCSC,-Charleston, ‘S: C3 and .~

. WKZO, ‘Grand Rapids:Kalamazoa;: -Mich.;..four ‘NBC: primaty ‘affila.- af
* dneluding: ‘NBC: o&0 _WRC, .Washington;: - WHNB,. ‘Hartford, Conn:y. -.
‘WECKT,,. Miami. ‘and ‘WRAL, Raleigh, ‘N,Cs and. -one “ABC affil,

‘Embracing 60-Min, News
~ ShowsLotsofSpotBiz Available

AYNOIE|

“By” MURRAY. HOROWITZ.

With. over -100 US. tv. stations a!

-+ Hour-long
news
programs —
{fringe
time periods.
arebining
'.: Before the fall Season opens other: stations are“expected, +6 ‘join ‘|-more. and ‘more ‘syndicators are}
local and regional wrapups with
. “the: WB -color: ‘parade, according: to: Seven Arts. Associates, which:. ‘getting -into ‘the. color. act. math, a
‘NY: Daily’ News: Indepen-" . network. feeds. are. being scheduled
“7. distributes ‘the. WB: post-'50's. Herbert :G. Richek, ‘director of opera- °.”
dent WPIX-TV will punch up ~ by..more: and more tv stations
product...
© tions for Seven Arts. Associates; said that due tothe substantial in-" .-|:
around the. country.
its new expanded fall schedule
erease of. orders’ for: color: Prints, laboratory. costs. “have been: Te- . ; " According. to ‘some syndie: execs| -;
“..with--Groucho. Marx, Groucho
| “While. the ‘trend seems to be
tue? 25%.
Bt
eA
ae a faving a series “or. “pix : ‘in. color.|-osMarx, Groucho Marx. and more - strongest up ‘and. ‘down. the west.

_KTVK, -Phoenix.

. equipped to- coloréast film. Tocally, | ” 7

4 Marxes—All Groucho.

|. won't: make’the. sole difference of | “Groucho,
| coast (where the 60- minute news
‘| whether a-Sale is, clinched: or not.’[:.. - The dean banana, whose off--.. stanza -may have originated), the
web half-hour quiz siow,.“The:- |hour spreads are spotted all around
| Other key | factors ‘sueh as.quality,
:. Best: of. Groucho: strengthened “| with: emphasis again. in the south‘commierciability,. etc, stillare, the |_. the station's: late-night: rating’ |-east.: There seem; to-be no limits

Inajor -considerations: ~ yalStockholdersHe
Te Wishes |
He Had.Cash1
ToBuy However; :in-. many. key’‘markets

.

1. stance. last year, is “slotted Jon. market size, with the strips:
|. ‘thusly for’ fall: 8’p.m. Sundays;° : slated. in both majgsrs and. minors.
| around: thé. country, having: prod-}. 7:30: p.m. Tuesdays; 10:30.p.m: | with: occasionat variations, the

“UpEverybody's:
s‘Shares

Wednesdays;.

oneuct. in. color-is a: big. assist in the
-_
* | gale. Possessing pix ‘in: color does.
| make -a- differénce -with. such" key.

“4%

Hotlywasa: Aug. 28.”
* Arabs.
3 DigFTC.
C Sep.
“London, Alig: 28."
“Desk: Arnaz: ‘predicted. the °big: |:aa
gest .‘year An ‘Desilu’s. ‘four:year|_ “Independent Telecieton:

and... Monday..- Lshows have, besides the: national

‘through Friday ate 1:30 ‘p.m.- -and.: local-regional

[cinematic.. stations .as~ .WOR-TV;
“PNY: WGN-TY;. Chicago; KHJ-TV;
“TLos.” ‘Angeles—indies: which .have
: climbed aboard: the. color .band|;

news,

weather,

= | sports, service bulletin boards, .in-

WPIx Primps For.

| terview features on topical matters. .

{ang ‘sometimes. an editorial.
-. In’ most cases the strips are slot| ted between 6 and.7 p.m., but there
are casés of. late-hour scheduling
J and at. least one of an-early morn-.
ing. news hour.

‘production.- distribution.... wagon. Of ‘course, it: does ‘make ‘a |
“!chistory-when he sketched‘ the _:€orp,
-limb|...of ‘Britain’s Associated.“ ‘difference with NBC-TYV. 0&0" 8 and | .
o progress. ‘and’ future. “of the’ com- ' -TeleVision, ‘has just ‘closed a

“Q2-63.Semester:

NBC-TV.- caffils;. as - well ‘as -other-| °

pany. to:.a “small;‘knot-of. share- ‘deal
-“with - the’: State-owned:
|
stations .“actively -engaged °‘in: pro- }imoting ‘eolorcasting: *
tae ‘holders: ‘assembled. ‘in the Gower wt United.“Arab.. Hepublic’.. video:
69,
the hour ‘strip is KFMB-TV, ‘San.
":
network
whereby
.:
the:
latter
: . gtudio’s ‘little. theatze: To-a ques-:
“The? bulk :of the proditct avail-.|°
(iLive Increase |Diego, where “This Day 1962” ‘has
has: picked ‘up. more than 200
: tion from the floor about passing a | |
cine‘of.
F able’ in:‘color.‘is.composed
p
| been running seven nights a week
¢ash dividend this year, he respond- |:, half-hour. shows -from :ITC, .” | atics sand” cartoons. -Serjes’ and:|.-. New... York - Daily News ‘Inde- from. 6 to_7 p.m. Heavy on news
American and ‘British...
“gd:. “If: I chad the: -ecash’ I: would ;. ‘both
. - Under
minor:.
‘up ‘a
|
the deal, which’ "was other Categories ‘make
pendent ‘WPIX-TV. opens the new. ‘throughotit .‘the schedule, KFMB’s

‘buy ‘every. share -of stock I-could|” -‘signed

at. ‘government

level, we ity:. in: the . syndicated. ‘color. pool.|.

news department, °which has- won-.
‘lay my hands on; including. yours: _. U.A.R.-TV is: to act: as: Middle |* “According to a recent report: .of . “season next. month ‘with. 182. pro-: 58 national and regional awards,.
grams”
‘covering
108
hours,
an
in*--Phat’s. -what I think .“of.the. futurey:
was founded-in a firm ‘news tradiITC handling all’; RCA, :parent. company of the NBC-='|.
. for.
agentrequ
‘East
duct
iring Arabic:sub-... LTV: eolor jnetwork,.: by. the- ‘end: of|:cr ease Over: the. Previous year ‘of tion by: the late Paul White, “father
Of. ‘Desilu. "
|. _-“pro
Several. other ‘small shdteholders’ '. . titles; According to. ITC, ‘the.’ 1961; -104- ‘statioris - were equipped | 34 shows and. 26 hours.
| of.radio news” who. headed up. CBS.
pressed. the’ point of ‘reinvestment, "deal - will “gross. anything: “up... to. originate. color film.’ shows—51With.: the. - “expatision. coming|news during WWII.
pt
istead.of a cash divvy.. One ‘asked_]. to $700,000 An: ‘two. ‘tofur: NBC -affils,. "32 CBS: -affils; and 27
“Launched last October.. KNXT,
:-F ABC “affils. (Some -color-‘stations |“primarily from. the. switch of ‘the|.
fiow:many shares the directors and
‘Los “Angeles, ‘has found its: -Mon:-

== | ate dual “affiliates). ‘It also was re= ‘daytime: educational” strip to. the
ve
ported. ‘that. by. the end:of 1961, “400° -educational. chaiinel. 13, veepee. and
--..
|hours .of color: weekly: was’ ‘being | general. ‘manager -:Fred., _ Thrower
GG) originated by “local ‘stations, :the’}‘Has figured -‘that the: schedule. Tep-

-- officers: owried and was told: 613 at

130 or. 53%. of the outstanding | .
shares. A show of hands revealed |.
oo that most agreed with the company |

Fri.:6 to 7 p.m. news strip so suc-. -

}cessful that the CBS o&o now:plans:

|‘to ‘extend. the late news. to a -half

hour from :.15 minutes “beginning
“| resents a 6%: increase. ‘in ‘live pro- ‘Sept. 10. Los. ‘Angeles independent
and’ ‘film: KTTV ‘has a.10 to 11. p.m. spread
As to- ‘the growing. ‘product sup-{ gramming. and” an. 8% drop. in} that’ features a. half-hour of local”
‘ply, here’s..a‘-partial rundown: Na-- film - shows, .a| 200% °-inerease in|:“news, with anchor man George: Putpans.-Oneé: young actress was will-|
. tional’ Telefilm | Associates, .20th-|) news and a 334% increase in pub-. nam followed -by the- Paul. Coates
ng to forget. about - dividends: if
| Fox. pix;-Colorama: Features,: Pirfe- ‘affairs broadcast ‘hours over..1961. feature half-hour, which -although
. Desi. would. give her-.’a. job.- Same |.
Thomas post-'48's:: United. Artists |... In: news,:- - with - “an™ increase’ in| ‘not: pure news ‘in the sense that
‘glate: of: ‘directors. were Approved.
Associates; ‘Warner’ Bros., ‘UA’: arid: staff anda new remote truck -slat-. it’s sometimes in ‘dramatic format
* unanimously.
~
‘+ RKO pix, “Popeye” and other: ‘car- -ed; there. will -be ‘four shows ‘daily is still. topical and generally. cone
_ Referring to: last. “month's” ‘ani
That =“evei-growing.
S$panish- toons; Seven Arts. .Associates;, War-' -with the 7 p.m. news and “Sunday.
_ nual: ‘report in:which Desilw: showed |speaking” ‘group in: N.Y. *‘apparent:
tains interviews. Also in California,
-ner ‘Bros. post-' 50’si -Lopert.:’ Pics, News. Report”: running a half-hour. there’s the 6 to 7strip on KCRA,.
* an: increase-of 100%. in’ earnings:
‘ly .is drawing. considerable ‘atten- tures; Jayark Films, “Bozo...Me,
er share, Arnaz. said: that while tion from’ advertisers; particularly
|. “In addition, there are’ major. ‘and|. :-Pubaffairs- will. see: the. produc-. ‘Sacramento, _ and the Cal-Ore.
he upturn was ‘accomplished part‘tion of three
weekly © “house” group has. hour: strips (6 to 7 again)
national ‘and.-regional.. radio: adver ‘minor.
|:
program suppliers. as Ster-ly by means of the sale. of. a: Fesi- tisers: ‘The. -Feasons. for this are’:
shows, . plus an: -across-the-board. either. “underway - or in the works:
ling,
«Banner,
‘CBS.
|
Films,-.
NBC
|
“dual. interest in one of: its.series multifold. a
for ‘KIEM, Eureka: -KOTI. Kla-.
-| Films, MCA,. ITC, ‘Ziv-UA, ‘Metro: series, “The. Seven. Arts,” ‘an. in-j.- in face. of” reduced -gross income, |”
formational ©- Strip ‘scheduled for | math Falls, ‘Ore.; and KBES, Med“In
metropolitan
N
eg
‘and
nearOfficial’
Films;
°
‘Bill
-Burrud
TV.
{t'-reflected:.on the efficiency. of};
9:30 to’.10. a:m. ‘beginning. in: ‘Oc- ford. Ore.’
Mmanagement., He attributed~ the. ‘by N.. J. there-are“no fewer than: Productions, .and -: others ~ fn. the. ‘tober.- Weekly. pubaffairs will in-} Elsewhere inthe. northwest there
‘reduced. . income. ‘from. $19,845,513 | 960, 000:: ‘Latinos: ‘That's - a. “Pulse ‘color.‘product. --act, with ‘two- or.-{-elude profiles of ‘teachers and reé-| ate. hour news. “strips on KREM,
to.' $14,223,850 :to: the.. number. of. estimate, -but ‘the: research’ service more ‘entries.°
According -to. the RCA ‘report: -ligious leaders, . ‘Other pubaf- Spokane: KIMA.." Yakima, Wash.; -Desilu-owned ‘shows,. only. one. For did ‘not take. into. consideration. ‘the
fairs series will include Dr.. Albert and. KGW,: Portland; Ore.,-.has .a
‘the current ‘fiscal: year, studio ‘will: recent .influx- of - _anti-Castro the umber. of. stations equipped: to} : Burke’ s .“Probe:” “Your Right to! 45-minute .spread, including the
“have: four :of its own shows.on ‘the ‘Cubans, number. ‘of: which is un- ‘originate live: color programs: was Say” It;? |“Time. to” Remember; " ‘Huntley-Brinkley feed’ from NBC,
(counting . ‘the listed:. They’ re. ‘Setting: Just. a lt. 41.. stations ‘by. the end. of -1961,| ‘Government .’J
three~.-networks
Report; and..“In-| “WISN, Milwaukee, has the:
5
a ‘most of them.-NBC..affils.“Equip-.
“Mystery” .Theatre” -summer. re-: tle Ticher too.
a
4 Continued
‘ontinued on.
on. page 30)
4
‘placement for. Perry. Como): Fall |. Pulse: did‘ a ‘report: ‘on’“thieSpan: |“ping. a.station ‘for local. live color- sight:
- more. expensive than|: There will. also -be:“a. fineup. of}
.'. ghows.: are “The: Untouchables,” ish’ radio. audience: in N; Y:.a. few. casts.
documentary
‘specials:
with
‘copro|“The Lucy Show” and. the- hourlong: months ago, .paid-for: by.-WHOM; ‘equipping. it: ‘with ‘the required.
.WBNX | and -WADO, all: of: which “film. - chain” for. ‘colorcasting of
oe “Fair. Exchange:”me
. |-in-Japan, Italy, Canada ‘and other
* Shareholdérs were told by “Ariiaz , ‘go -in. for. Latino broadcasts, ‘par-|film.
countriés. ‘Telementartes: are slated|.
that.the company’s own syndication ticularly WHOM with: its” 19-hour | - : “Local Color Leaders” éited fnbon. Evita. Peron, explorers: Amund-|
.
And
the.
re‘the
report
‘were:
daily
Spanish.
‘sked.:
os. gales: subsidiary ‘has .already: writ&
| “gen. and | Scott; “South. ..America,
“ten? ‘gross contracts: exceeding $1,- ‘port, ‘tallied -.last’-February, ‘‘indi-| WLW, Cincinnati; “which: signed
:and: the.. British. half-j.
its
first
network
contract
‘in
’53,
by
| Mussolini
+
te.
a‘high:
degree.
of
fidelity
to
"750,000. and ° that. ‘the, arm... would.
:*62, Was.’ prog ramming 41% -of::its hour ‘Sea: War” series ‘for weekly|.
_[ Tadio.
slotting: and. a’ science series,}”
(Continued
‘Ontinued on
on-page 3 37).
In“ “Engiish-Jaiguage” radio, “it’s regular :‘schedule-in- color, includ-- . “Frontiers. . of ‘Knowledge. a for; Wally. King’ s. chores as a WNEW
| deejay have been expanded con=
| unusual—indeed, ‘unheard: of-for?. ing 20:-hours of: local color weekly. ‘monthly: airing,’
| fadio. “stations..in:.a tv ‘market toy. WGN-TY, ‘Chicago, which ,.began
New ~shows: -in sports (WPIX siderably in the wake of Big Wil. {Continued «
an:page:37)"
‘|get: the same ratings at night, when|
| carries ‘the Yankee games} include son’s decsion to shift over to
-_ tv’s -pull is.: greatest,’ _as. they.. ‘do. ee
= |.“Celebrity: Golf,” “Main Ev ent” | WNBC_ Radio, “also ~ ‘in N.Y.
. ‘coe
g| during. the. ‘daylight... . When - ‘radio;.-| King. ‘who has. been | on
the
(Continued: on age 36) ;
has’ ‘a: -.competitive -: ehance, ‘Buty -

policy’-.of — ploughing |the. “profits ||.

mee

Poor into. the. company for. needed |
““-gapital >to =meet: the: expansion |

400 hours. encompassing. both’ live |.

ins

,Lat
e
t
a
l
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ndViceVersa

duction deals set with tel
efilmeries |Wally’S
King-S

ize

WNEW Showcase

130US.Stations
~ Set on‘3dMan’

WHOM, hasvlately: pulled. 119:2:rat-,.

= Quaal’s.Enthusiasm *

- Ward :L: /Quaal, exec. vp.
‘anaiid géneral manager of WGN, neo

“Chicago, explains his ‘station’ ae
and |:
_[t9 15“accompanied by."shares

J indie’s announciiig staff for slightly

' under a vear.. will do an 8-to-mid-

| night. stint. seven. nights a” week,

“MCA TVOff.
WebSales | plus: a: “four-hour Sabbath ‘morning
/MCA. TV. reports: ‘the sale. of the!show.
Joriathan - ‘Harris, -costar:. with:
‘commitment:
to:
color:
this
way:.”
|
Say,: 52 to 55: Yet, at night,: when: ".
“Michael. Rennie- OF :.“The: Third. . its ~ -Eriglish-language: rivals. fall} ° * “Both the nétworks and in-.- _off-network half-hour ‘series in i4+ ‘Wilson has heen. doing an $11
“new :“markets and.: renewals in? five4;p.m. stint at-W NEW, plus the Sun,) Man”: _syndicated teteseries. owned. way: -off.: WHOM. ran: ratings. dike |:~. dividual’ ‘stations ~.across_ the: ns
day job, and King has. been--doing.acountry, with ‘few’ exceptions,” ‘additional markets.
by. ‘England's: BBC..and ;the’ ‘Third: 15.6..16.6. and. IT.cand shares‘ like : _ Teached a -‘plateau’ -in.-salées.~+.°
| “ME. Squad’’ has ‘been: bought by two-hour nightly stint after Wilson.
“(Continued
on
‘page,
300."
‘Man. .Corp: (Vernon. Burns;: - pres.yy
Matinee”
71: :development.’ -‘There- is:. only ~~| WIBF, Augusta, Ga.; JKPRC. Hous- - WNEW’s’ “Milkman’s
-over: the: weekend revealed: Series |.
’. one -ingredient :to. change. this.- | ‘ton: - KOCO;. ‘Oklahoma’ City, |will. ‘start -midnight, after King,
“has been set for. Sept, ‘28 ‘start on |Wilsan. starts on WNBC.
the
_picturé. arid “that: is the intro-. WNAC;: Boston; WHBF, . Rock
150° U:S, situations. including ar]
. duction, .at" every “station. and.” Island.’ Lee Marvin -“starrer ‘also:! NBC.
thai kev, Sept. 3, replac“ABC. owned: and. operated -‘Stations | .
“Washington, ’Aug. 28. ~ “on all. three netivorks, of. color ::j-has * ‘been-: renewed .by’. KNOE, ing’ Jim Lucas:
He. was Jet: go by
-in..the country.’ “Series ‘has: prime-|- The.- $I,000 000 “‘sale-.of WAIT, }.-- on- .a full-scale ‘basis: | .| | Monroe, La:; KREX;: Grand. June- ‘the ‘web o&0o, which presently is
~ 10:30-11. p.m. -Friday* night -time ‘Chicago AM. ‘has been -approved |. |. “In. my opinion;: this ‘will _|-tion; KGNS,. Laredo; and “WSPD,: -struggling toe find a‘winning for/ slot, ‘including: exposure . ‘in- Los|by ‘the. FCC Broadcast Bureau: It.|". create- a--greater’ tuneé-in, . will” ‘Toledo:-:
‘mula. ‘Lucas has been: holding down...
‘Angeles, -Chicago,.San_ Francisco Tepresents.. final, Commission. _aC- :’.stimulate more. interest*in the:
“Dragnet” has ‘added: WKJG, Ft.! the. strategic early morning | slot:
and New- York, Marking. first-time|tion. :;
:
‘médium and,. above ,'all; will 7 Wayne; ‘WEAR, ‘Pensacola; WOC, since Bill Cullen quit some. months
it: has. béen ‘out. in. these areas. on. “New: ‘owners: “are: Mauirice. ana}
‘Davenport; WDXI, Jackson, Tenn.; |.ago. .WNBC evidently plans: fur-:
pave. the. way:for ‘a: ‘dramatic

Hollywood; Aug: 28.

WAIT SaleOkayed

‘first, ‘run basis...

-| Lois.:-F: Rosenfield,’ Harold.-A:and-|~"
‘Harris noted 39 ' sesmenits of:
« sec- -Robert:'G. ‘Weiss, ‘and | the: firm of |.
Send -year have been .completed ‘and Devoe, Shadur: *“Mikva &. ‘Plotkin:.
are.An: the can, 18 ‘just completed
a |-A company called Radio. Statlon |”
of. Aes
WAIT, ts the seller.“
“(Continued on: page 36).

influx.of new-advertisers: This. and has been renewed ‘by WCKT.! ther

“ programmatic

alterations, .

list .of those: who- would-use ---| Miami. “Restless Gun” has ‘been since. virtually the entire -sked’ of
television . ‘for °.their advertis- " | acquired: by WHBG, Rock Island: the station Is being belted around
ing, if’eénough of it.‘were in. | WAVY, ‘Norfolk-Portsmouthy and /on the local ratings by ‘the indies
<eolor, "i
is
3 limitless,’ ".
FKUIX;, Twin Falls,
‘
. and ‘WCBS.
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7 hen.-you:call itthat,‘stranger, don’
t

sees
color.
n.(Starting date:Wednesday, sept
19,
1
,

smile.

Oh: technically speaking, you’d. beccorrect. inoe ‘The ‘howraindefialfformat.‘will permit each...

callingNBC’s.“The Virginian” a Western, but’

t breadth and scope °
of the dramas toenjoy the

the wiseacre smile is.really out ofbounds.
For the fact 31S that ‘this newcomer 4S$ like:no.

other pr ograin the medium has:ever. attempted. .
Never has there. been:a weekly, 90-minite dra-.. a
matic:series with continuing stars, (along.‘with’
special. guests) and a continuing.locale."
And never has:any: television: venture been, —
|
planned. with greater care and ar tistry than:this “of a feature: length -motion picture ee sand.Ao

seriés, which NBC will be presenting in.‘full,..

Jareaw:

“firstqualitymotion picture at.that,”

oh.
a

_Corsideting:-“The: Virginian’s” ‘importance, "Everything. about. theforthcoming. series beat s small wonder that the man. ‘selected as:pro- .. Speaks:quality—right down. to the sets,-them73
ducer’is:‘Charles: Mar quis. Warren, an. author:
in. both -

himself’
inguishe
S: dist
who
s, The
and’film
ie, “Onlly theVale
movd:
er +
ducion.
proevis
| “tel

“selves. ‘On Hollywood’ s back lots; just about all.
athe:structures’ are, at best; -two- or three'sided”

“shells: ‘But every. building ‘on. ‘the ‘‘Medicine
dant”starTing Gregory: Peck—was: ‘Warren’fi : Bow; Wyoming” sét—from the ranch-house to
“screen adaptation of.his:own, excellent novel. : “ithe. barn— has. been: solidly constructed. and
Htullywalled.
In television, his: credits include service asproducer-director. of ‘Guinsmoke” “from |
its presp tafiere:-broadcast:until earlythis:year.
“The Virginiin’s*90-minute length:hashelped.
9.99.

“Warren: attract. some: of the.nation’s’‘foremost _
~ scenarists |
and: television. dramatists. And: the
stories. they’itbewriting. (against:a backdrop of:
“Wyoming i
in‘the 1890’'s)willbe ‘peopled. by.
the.
“ablest: actors either side’of:the.Rockies. °

Heading the
t cast. of:conimuing stars are
2 James _
Drury, as.“The Virginian”; “and:Lee J:Cobb, =
as.hiscattle-baronemployer, Judge Garth,

“Such a:‘refinement. ain set. construction .is no

mere ‘whim: ‘What ‘it will do:is permit the
cameramen to shoot:the town. from:any angle.
~ “BeforetheSeason:-is manyWeeks: old,young a without. ever having: to worry about exposing
“Drury i
isa cinch. tobe.one ‘Oftelevision’:fybig“the: make-believe: Ae sour feeling that this
gest. idols (with:or without stethoscope). ‘And.
same questforthe:extradimen- ;
Mr. Cobb: should’ win,millions of new. admirers
_ sion’ 1m concept, script -and.
a8 the
I hard-driving, self:made rancher resisting
“performance—will make.
1
“The
Qthe encroachments of: theonuahing 20th cen-

7 vury(the.era,not thetrain).

“Virginian” al genuine:“televi-

. sion‘triumph. Frrom any angle.
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Variety’s weekly: fabulation based on “atings furnishied:. by American’ Research. a0 ‘shows,. both, “network: and syridioated,”are. ated Onthebaste:
|
‘oftheir”
r shone |” |
. Bureau, highlights the top. ‘10: network. shows on a local. level..and: offers..a rating|in. the total, area. homes barometer. oa
I study of the top 10°. syndicated: Shows a: ‘the. ‘Same: particular markets, This: weeks.
‘Various’ branches. of the: tndusiry,: ranging’from,media’buyers.to docat
a
iations :
. five. dij ferent markets are covered.
.
—_

fe syndicators ‘will find ‘the: charts valuable,

“Over the course: of a year, ARB wil tebulaie @: minimum of.247 ‘markets, The. a
Both the ‘network and syndication | study features: the total areahomes. ‘eached” .
-and@ the metro area--ratings ‘on-.eadch show. -The total Grea homes:reach Z reflects.’ results of that tabulation will be found. weekly in’ Variety ‘Coupled’ with ‘the: fating: |
the audiences. ‘on ‘the:basis. of. ‘the. total market ° area examined: ‘The nietro™ area "performance. of the. top. 10 network shows, on ‘the. local. level, the- VaRIETY-ARB charts. a
¢
of virtually every ‘market: in the,LU:8.oo
‘Tatings are based on the metropolitan .markets ‘within the. total area.
¢
examined. Top... are"> “aesigned .to) reflect: the rating. tastes:
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‘a. tv series: based on the Raggedy Ann doll character :, , Joseph J.:Ber-.:- ee
image boosters.
°
complex ‘problems. of international.|. : Chrysler Corp. has pulled: $10,=:} nard,.. out of. St. Luts and ‘Buffalo, named manager. “oF.the -Crowell=::°-.:5°.
-Bur- ‘ Collier indie: KFWB
That wav in the summer of 1958: lav and. advertising which -have: 000.000 in’ billingsout of: Leo .
. Howard |‘Ross; who. was Jolin :Nelson’s: assistant and “Batista and cohorts mulled. arisen in’ connection: with ‘the Fel. ‘nett agency. Chicago: ‘in ‘fav or of} ‘in daytime. programming -‘at- NBC-TV, *didn’t. know . che’. ‘had: so: amany'”

compared..to. other countries.

(IN HOLLYWOOD

si,
000.000Chrysler’

‘Shift: Burnett: to:‘ia

the proposition for too long until star transoceanic. transmissions, * | Young: & Rubicani:
friends: rooting for him:to,get his ex-boss’ job... . KNXT showed. ‘the
Move. brings. Y&R’s: total :
Chrys.
the bearded regiments: came down.
‘old. “Cleopatra” spec, produced. ‘by C..B. DeMille’ in.1934,: and: pulverout..of the hills: to chase’ thenr. off. |
‘Olsson as Erlick ‘Aide = “Ties billings to: $15,000,000. W:‘ith. the: ized ‘the ‘six. ‘competing. stations :‘in ‘the ARB: ‘special .. > . Phil Sharpe.

the Island.
“Harry. R. “Olsson |Jr.. ‘has. been’ shop. continuing ..to ‘handle. Chrys-"} ‘departed’ ‘the .Donna. Reed:: show. ‘when. ‘he: got a.fast call’ from Jackie i
Another McCann. campaign with: named general attorney: for ‘Amer: f ler and Imperial: models,. ‘“Automo=
‘Gleason to join. his writing staff.de Vern: ‘Williams, sof
£ Boston: the’town’ 8:
political, if not international rami-. ‘ican Broadcasting-Paramount The- }tive firm,: ‘which had .a’desparate
- new ‘newscaster, at: RABE.
.
:

fications was the “Gov. Rockefeller atres. working. “under Everett *-H. year: on: the- selling ‘line-with less.
for
President.’ ‘blueprint. .Cam- : Erliek, -AB-PT:: vip.. and.” ‘general j than . 10° - of. ‘the ~ ‘market, - turns:
paizgn materials were already: pre- counsel,
[over-all print: to Y&R immediately

IN: CHI€AGO: oes

pared when the Governor and Vice | - Olsson ‘joins AB-PT:: from NBC ‘and .broadeast’ responsibilities. in|: ‘Because ‘the.Schenectady: station: front. which: ‘she’s being. impoied
President. Nixon huddled in New where he:had been senior attormney: : three months. re
|
Pre 1_-wants.
to hold: onto: the “title ‘“Hatchy- ‘Milatchy,’*: “ Nancy Berg’s.. new

York and the
from the race.

former

withdrew

ran

Of Gourse, it’s most likely that: ;
the buttons, banners- and... Rocky |.
Club Kits can be. dusted off and put.
to use in a couple of years:
Adsville: Reports are that the:
Avis Rent- a-Car. “account,. worth

possibly

$2,000,000.

has

moved

from. -McCann-Erickson. to -DoyleDane-Bernbach . . . Dancer, Fitz‘gerald. Sample is ‘winding Up a
‘consumer. reséarch job for client
Bayer aspirin and the new: pitch:
resulting may ‘be that. “this is’ the
pure. plain. safe" aspirin. with no
suspect
extras
— like those that
caused defor med babies. tt
that is.

Zuzulo Back atMutual

Marx on
0 DialecticMotel

Kidstiow: on. WBKB will be called “Land -of-Ziggy: Zoggo.” ‘Starts. Sept..Fei

: Richard Newton, who’ handled special. p-r. -assignments for West--°

J inghouse ‘Broadeasting - in.:‘New “York, .comes:in as pubrel: director of we
WIND (after Labor Day..
~ Dick ‘Hammer. leaves. WGN Radio sales :-

‘+ to:join the Crosley ‘sales: force. in Gotham... He -teports to-Sam Schnei-. ©

+-der,. who. formerly headed: Crosley's.. Chi operation.: .. ‘Louise: Drake -.”.-.
Groucho: ‘Marx, talking: about show, biz,and. coniedy. said’ hewas :|.i8) filling in as. summer: replacement. for: the staff. vocalists: on: WBBM.
‘determined (1) ‘not. to: tell. ‘any Jew ish: ‘jokes on his: oné-week““To- - | Radio. during “the. vacation’ period.; : WGN-TV. sold its documentary, .|
night” (NBC-TV). ‘hosting, ‘last week, .because .(2° he:“deplores. the . “Ballad : of. Chicago:’- to: Chicago. Title - ‘&. Trust: - Ith. be ‘telecast «in:

accent. on ‘dialectic-or ethic ‘humor of. late. since“ he is of. the.” ‘October.. ; Norman Roés, who already. has.a.-busy. schedule; has ‘added:
opinion it: is’'speciat- and limited’ in -general: appeal- and: (3). -he:--has:*

-a, 13--program - series -on atomic ‘esearch for WTTW. ‘and the. National. :
Educational TV. ‘netw ork .. , Patrick: Collins, who was ‘with ‘R. Jack Scott”

never: forgotten. that when the Marx’ Btos:: legit musicals toured
.the country, -éven back.in the 1920s, they seemed. almost. invariably

Advertising, has.. signed: ‘on with. Don: ‘Meier's. production. ‘outfit as’ ds-.
-sociate’ ‘producer: ‘of ‘Wild Kingdom.” new series ‘that ‘Marlin: ‘Perkins.
: ‘WIND ‘staged. a’ “back-to-school”. aa
“| will do for “NBC-TYV hext: winter’.
“Marx: “Our” grosses_ would. ‘be. twice: ‘that of -W illie. ‘arid Gene, -and.
‘parade along. State: St. “yesterday. (Tues.) witha. dozen ‘marching bands: :
“not because we: were so ‘much. better, ‘if any,:so:- I figured: out: that
and -floats, -as: climax. to ‘its: fifth” annual. Start school. when. school: 7
it. must “be... because Willie’s -fraetured- -Yiddish :‘arid: fractured-"
starts” ‘campaign.
‘French jokes ° eould . be. keeping: Away. the:‘additional. people, wef
are. drawing.”*.
Marx, in-a measure: ‘broke. his’own intention last iveek because,

to follow. on- the heels of the. Howard Bros.. (Willie: ‘and: ‘Eugené),.
yestery. ear

Stars of” ‘Shubért: ‘musicals: °‘Invariably: also;: “stresses,

IN: LON DON...

Playwright: Bernard ‘‘Kops . sold. BBC ‘Radio. “sone tape.“fevordings
Frank Zuzulo has ‘Yeturned to}
-he.made on a.trip. to-Israel-, TV ‘antenna- manufacturers hhave-formed.
congressmen. and leave it to the comedians to steal jokes ‘from other.
‘Mutual Broadcasting as. director of
_
comics.” This had reference-to..the Arizona Senator's. blast at:the:«.. a. British Aerial Standards. Council in, preparation for thé introduction
_pubrelations
in: place of Burt
“low grade” quality of tv last. week; and‘in the course of it: he used |. of 625-line.and color video -hére.. Object-of:BASC; which: is:‘comprised: a
Landon. who has resigned:
...
Zuzulo was with the radia web |" the wheeze: that ‘he.. -was. denied: membership’ to: a: hidebound- golf. “lof leading. firms, ‘is ‘to. ‘set standards ‘of ‘technical -performance
‘ABC-TV’s. extension ta-its sti:dios -at’ Teddington due. to beconie ‘opera= oe
for more than. 13 years, " beginning | : Club, in his private state, because he .was. “half-Jewish,.-so: why
don’t they permit ‘me ‘to play: at least riine-holes.”. Marx: claims that’: ‘tional -shortly.. ; Granville Studio, .oneé ‘of :the latest -commercials-only: are
din 1944. Most recently, Zuzulo was}
with the American Committee on}. .one as his’ gag because when his. daughter, “Melinda,: ‘was °‘denied: .- vidfilmeries: ‘here, is to close -at the: end ofthe: month owing: to “lack”
=
Italian. Migration as radio-tv - di‘Sid James réturns: to. ‘BBCG-TV. this. month in.
membership. to a snooty.. Santa Monica: beachclub, -he wrote. zback:” ‘of. industry “support”,
-Fector: of a two-year ‘pubrelations|' -that -he. “would guarantee that .the little: girl, would. omy.wade.“up.
‘his ‘comedy skein “Citizen ‘James: j : Ex-BBC. and -Assoclated-Rediffur
project on U.S. immigration laws... to. her:knees.””
«Continued onpage 34).
me,
—_
.—
‘‘ .-.

as ‘he said, “Let Barry Goldwater’ steal. jokes’ .from’.senators and ©.

.t*
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‘WV sounds simple: deceptively .

simple. ‘Associated- Rediffusion’
‘sounds. much, more. complex;.

‘and iti
is.Set outto give.thebest

oftelevision tothe vastfamilyof.

Londoners; with:alltheir various

tastes—-and often toallofBritain.
aswell—and: you: quickly have a
very.complex pattern, ofproAAAS
seve

grammes. The2BigTop, andthe

pick of:the pops; “drama. and
‘comedy; plays; films, musicals;

a

tee

music. itself,for:imagining,. re=

membering—~or:forgetting:

Iee
wee

‘streamlined. Seriés:‘Tike:‘Echo.
FourTwo'; human: “documents...

like the.programmes ofDaniel
Farson;panielgames andvariety;.

national ‘and.world “affairs ‘in

‘This ‘Week’...

That's not all,

“but it's:enougit to show. that

"Take Your. Pick’.is.more’ thana
“very” popular”‘show-it's just

what Associated: Rediffusion
‘tikes.people. fo‘do.Which. (rot
surprisingly): is why” over.
nine: million: Londoners do.it:

of

$y

I”
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‘Love You:Madly
.

~FromThe.Production Centres

When the ABC-TV: execs”
‘and their affiliates.meet on‘ the. ..
Coast: in. ‘September,” it. won't. | Continiisa from. page. 32
come as any surprise that: most. —
of. the socializing will, be going : sion. producer Michael. Barsley joined. Wéstward-TV

Pusohn“ s}|
hhNBC.VsBig

to‘Handle. ‘Toeal’

on around ‘the: Revue studio diary” programs x
. Mike’ ‘Turner,. 22; who claims: to ‘be the youngest:
Having long since told,itsel?. that ment. For some. reason, ‘Yast:‘gea-| _. precincts. For next: -season’s~
transmission
céntrolier
in. ‘the UXK.,. returnes ‘to. Tyne: ‘Tees. TV after .
official}.
NBC-TV:
the
of
"ABC.
schedule
testified:-to
the.
none:
‘son
mewspape a a advertising: ds . hardly ||. promotional :, visitors: ; got on the
love-&-marriagé. routine: that’Se : ‘nearly. a year with ABC-TV. eee ‘New. assistant- ‘sports: editor’ ‘at:“ATV is.
in
‘effort
and
|
expense
workh the
‘Jack Paar “Tonight” show.
been: going :on.:. ;
.“| Doreen Paterson, first: femme. to: hold ‘such a ‘post “at the Station”
|
promoting: fail program ‘premieres, | -Out of the press department this .
- Revue’ 's hosting for ‘ABC:will .
: ‘BBC-TV: picked. ‘up ‘NBC's top ‘doctinientary on. New. York’s- Foltees”
‘in-.|.
be
a
“first.”
In
previous:
years:
vengeance,
a
with
NBC-TV has,
time, NBC-TV ‘has ‘reaffirmed. an-|-~
the network: brass and affils:. S “Eniergency Divisiog,” and has‘slotted:it for:the end, ofthe.snonth,:
tensified its ‘on--the-airt promotional. other «kind °of: ‘promotional ‘roadon
Empiiasis.
self-pro-|{.
"got to know the. Warner ‘Bros.
operations
lot.‘over call the: ‘others.
7
mation, NBC brass, have said. sev- ‘partment has. had: men ‘on the road
eral limes in the past. two years, ‘for: days. now, each of’ the: flack's
. Broadcasters. Club of Washingtoii will host:buffet. reception Thutaday |
has proved evvinenily worthwhile’ hand-delivering .the. annual Hist. of
| (305° for 21 foreign radio and ‘television ‘broadcasters here-for. thé 1962
for then: a-d since NBC-TV. had hetwork. programs. and details
'.|-Ente&national. ‘Broadcast: ‘Seminar: The.’ group will ‘visit’ local-stations, -.
Ore of HS om Te suecessful. skeds in about same. The. bigger ‘tv. mar-"
U: 8; Information. Agency, Noice of Ameri ica, FCC: ‘and the: Hagerstown,
years 1. ‘$152. promotional veep -kets. (some 25) are hit ‘before el
‘Md., -educational. television station .. *WAMU-FM ‘broadcast the first.
“an evidently been; premieres are ‘aired, ‘and. the: flacks
AL Re findler
|
liye: Telstar radio show: between ‘Europé’ and U..S.. The. program.. wae
told to prtk ow the stops in doing| stick around ‘to answer ‘columnists’|:
a. discussion. of .U. S:. economy produced ‘by: National: Educational Tele:
the ‘g2-63 re vat. |
|
queries. Campaign is. called. “Per
{vision and Radio Center for the Educational Radio: Network:; : WTOP-*
Ones more
OC-TV is flying web. sonially” Yours.”
—_
NBC. ‘Radios key. delegates met | TV- owned. by: the ‘Washington Post. had .a’ _ Special. show on: ‘baseball
stars into N w York and.intg other.
it...
Still pushing. har dori the’ self in: Colorado. last: week for.a couple. impresario. Bill Veeck adding: tothe .chatter: ‘in Sportscircles’ here. that. .-"ty markets to. nrormote. their ‘own promos,
NBC is. also. continuing’ its
shoas ond: the. iuil NBC. .sked next. ‘annual -affiliates’ promotion” man=| of days and it: was :call sweetness’ “the:-Post. is: pushing wWeeck for. the. job. of: harried: ‘Senator's owner Pete. ~~
Quesada .. : .-CBS.:News glamour girl Nancy: Hanschman:Dickerson found:
|
‘fait This tire 25 of the perform: |agers ‘awards, coming under™ Ry‘and. ;-light.. according: 10, .sonie _of herself .in ‘an-- Interesting ‘turnabout: when after: interviewing Rep." -:-.
ers. writ ts the.bia ‘eity during a} lander’ s.aegis: Web.is giving prizes’
the people there. - .-Thefe. was’ ‘no ‘Jessica Weis (R-N. ‘Y¥:): for “One Woman's Washington,”" Mts..Wels. inte
two-wee? <p? <'aq.-and not onl will for the best exploitation, promotian,| .
the pial
via newspaper, inter-j. and: advertising ‘job: done. between ‘serious ‘conflict, ‘and. perhaps: the terviewed: Nancy: for her upstate constituents.”
Vii Nee beeoee
phore talks with | the middle‘of August and. the. end} -only pressure “was. ‘for: ‘more hews:
decry es ar lovin 8CaTV'S ‘daytime ! of December, when the new season programming ,from . the network. proeraims yyt, for the.first. ‘time, |should ‘be well. on. the Toad.-Some- of the affiliates asked. ‘NBC. . Ward: ‘Allen; former: ‘KNOX, Grand Forks, North: ‘Dakota: ..&-‘KSOO, oe,
thei all hit “Tonight.”
[
:
Another . thing” is-color. art. ‘gup- Radio: brass. including. exec. veep! F Sioux. Falls, announcer, weatherman & movie.‘host, joined the WITLTV :
NRC -TV rts have some 30° pro-.
‘Bill ‘McDaniel. and" sales veep { annotineing: staff. . . Harry H: Averill National Sales Director, Bartell grams on its, pripvetime sked this ‘plied to -the.50. top -circulation
‘George. Grahaim;” for-: more ‘night-. . Broadeasting.. stations (WOKY: is Milwaukee" link).“resigned for ‘work. in’
-fatih
Ryler gars organization. has; newspapers. using -:-color.:: - Weekly.
time ‘news, perhaps |‘longer shows, - allied interests, in’ advertising...
preop dt" o6 trvilers foreach show “feature: photo’ service” to. some
‘Whether NBC goes. along ‘is -an- | supervisor. for WTMJ; has: ‘been appointed ‘assistant program. ‘manager .
andl is ship” wr-them to: affiliates, +. 600. editors; for..use in. ‘connection: other. matter: the kind: of program- of: station, Hinkley. will continue. hosting ‘Topo’. ‘the Morning,” and. is
who-= sccordine -to’ other sources— with -preems: advance’ screenings.
.WIMS-TV.: ‘T@eand a.90-minute-closed- circuit pre-. ‘ming that, was'-discussed °‘(mere in-. “Ask. Your’. Neighbor,” .both. cross-the-board ‘shows..
gobble such. material up. (Forin+ depth. Stuff). would probably:cost cently: programmed videotaped .story’.of. ‘Wisconsin's: ‘Red Arrow. .divi-_
stance, Sereen: Cems, a producer, season stanza ‘to--affils:In. ‘short. -NBC ‘is trying: dozens -NBC-:Radio a few hundred. .grand ‘sion’s. (in-training) at Ft.” Lewis, Wash.;; with -‘followup: “of ‘units return ~::
his been havin? a field day getting}
WISN-TV’s “Morning -Edition,” 7 a.m.-8- :acm.---*per annum, ‘yet the nighttime’ sales" to -civilian: ‘life.
stations to pick up .its -on-the-air. of promo: angles.” *: |potential -for radio” is. not. all that ‘stressing news, . features. Bill. Plante, Barbara .Orteig,. Dick ‘Johnson, °
promotiors, hecause stations like it
“| great, ‘so that NBC would’ have to. ‘Patt. Barnes and ‘Charlie’ “LaForeée cross-the ‘board :. . Robert ‘La.-Fol-. and fizure if’s .necessary .to. hypo |
|-lefte Sucher (grandson ‘of Robert M.° La’ Follette: SE) ‘parried. ‘darts: ‘of os risk sustaining | programs.”
locat ratings -in network’ feeds.)
Still there.is a_small- irony.
yee ‘newsmen: panelists George ‘Armout, Robert- Leipng :and’ Jack Krueger.
a,
| few ‘years’. ago. affiliates” were -not- Sunday. 19}. on WITMJ-TV's. “The: Open. Question.’’ms
‘asking for more ‘programming, -and,: |

2%

=|IN:WASHINGTON.

NBC RadioAffils.
Want More News

{IN MILWAUKEE

ABC: Radio$400.000
Sponsorship: Coin On

News Preview, Too.

aS. a

NBC-TV will “preview” its
coming
program . season
on
Wednesday, Sept. 5, in another
of those annuat closed-circuit
pitches to its station affiliates.

rule, - not, even. ‘more.

Patterson-Liston Bout| They..were.

.“0 fe “e:

| IN.-PHILADELPHIA..

news..

asking ‘for’ Jess.:* But.

"Martin. Calby ‘promoted: to:‘newly-ereatéd post :of. eastern ‘ty sales.
‘Br istol-Myers Co.” and” ‘Hudson news: ‘has gotten hot,;.and- so ‘Jong:|. managér :for. Triangle: Stations ©. j-. : Time: salésmen Bill: Cole,. formerly o
“as” it ‘doesn’t cost’ stations . -any‘Vitamin :‘Products’ are picking: up thing, they'd like lots ‘more of: it. of .WIBG, and Bob Halberstadt. of ‘WFIL-TV. -have. joined: WELN :
| the, tab for “ABC Radio's broadcast’ ‘these.* days, * ‘particularly ‘since | William . J. ‘McCatter, former: program. ‘director .and: -assistant general: n

‘manager -of" WHYY-TV. (non- ‘commercial :station), now with’ the’. Na-'
| of the Floyd Patterson-Sonny. ‘Eis- everybody’s.., struggling . for a.idis-- ‘tional Educational Television’ and Radio. Center. as: ‘development, officer
‘tinct .image. in.the rating:‘wars ‘of: |
heavy we ight, “championship.
Bill: Bransome, WRCV- deejay; - to emcee ‘the: “big band” remotes.
So
i
“minutes of the ‘stanza. will ‘be. | bout Sept. 25. Package is: topping}radio,
Toteis Trom Sunnybrook . . William A. Mayer: appointed: sales promotion: difor and by the. NBC News. de- 1 the $400, 000: riarker.-.. | rector of ‘WIP. He: “takes. ‘over the: post vacated by. “Arnold: ‘Katinsky, *
‘partment, which in the past
"..| named: promotion ‘director of Metro Broadcast: sales in: New: York. Mayer ..
I
always been ‘mentioned. | * This will -che. the. ‘second time
\ come. to WIP from WMBD, ‘Peoria, where he. was, operations” manager
ut hardly
y ever: this . prom-. | that Bristol-Myers. is sponsoring. a:t
but
. WRCV to air- the complete ‘schedule. of the. Villanova Wildcat foot- :
heavyweight. ‘championship/ fight|”
inently..bali’ games, ‘kicking. off. Sept.15. Tom Moorehead ‘will handle: the play-" on ABC .Radio. having: bought ‘the.
In fact, NBC. ‘News. ‘has -as-.
7
-Mexico- City, “Aug. 21... _| by-play- ‘and Charlie Tomasco will do color. ‘Neighborhood Gulf. Dealers .
signed Shad Northshield.to put -. ‘second Patterson-Ingmar Johann-.
co
Jerry. Martin, ‘former. ‘WHAT Salesman, teed “s.
‘son bout. For Hudson Vitamin, this.” Radio Station. ‘XEW: has. rushed ‘Sponsor the. series 3:
the ’-talf-hour together. De-Off: a. late’ night interview-music s
session: on WIFT (2%),
partment’s No. 2° mah Julian... ; ‘represents -the company's” first |-through. a “Life'.of- Marilyn. Mon:
‘sponsorship ° of * a major: national roe”: ‘series .to... capitalize: on high
Goodman and. Chet Huntley
of public interest’,here’ ‘in . the,Tate:
will co-host ‘the seg,- which. is an spor ting event,
Star:
:
expected -to show some. -coin‘Four ‘local tv stations. including: thé eduicational’ tv: outlet. are. origi-: |. *:
pleted -specials footage. Wal- | will. be calting the: ‘oinwbycolow | Car los Chacon has written story,’ | nating: shows: :from. Minnesota State Fair this ‘week.
Leading ‘the ~ |
_| which. is-‘divided. into. 15 chapters, ‘parade. is WCCO -which: is: beaming: over 100 programs: from -the: ‘fair=-.
° .action.”
-ter Seott, NBC-TV -exec. veep,
| eovering. ‘ehildhood, youth: and film -grounds:.. KSTP ‘has: moved its..daily ‘colorcast,- “Treasure Chest,” to:
will host.: fhe overall show,
-| triumphs. | which goes. on’ at. 5:15. p.m
the: fair’ and is giving: away: $1,000 :in’. prizes. _ Hosted: ‘by Jim Hutton:
‘Arhiparo.. Gairido interprets.‘role.
NY. time. and Wally Brueske, “Treasure: Chest” *will- include: guest: appearances ‘
t of Miss Monroe: :
Originally: Slated for reiéase’ over. | by .Jimmy’ Dean, Paul. Winchelll,-: Dennis: Day and Jane” Russell,> all

The one significant difference
this vear is that 30 of the .90-

|.ton.

| ISPARTMM.SERIES.

© SET FOR MEX RADIO‘:

IN. MINNEAPOLIS

” TABC COAST
OAST PROGRAM :
-BERTH TO:BEN BRADY|
°
angle. for. NBC-TY- is |
| XEW

But the new
Ben - Brady,
veteran, network’
that the web ‘is. aiso shipping two |
“refresher” trailers on each show,, producer. has.betn, named. Coast:
to take over once the program has: programining . chief for - the. ‘ABCpremiered... That's 120 ‘trailers al‘TV. network »by. Dan Melnick, the
together or twice as much as last
|
network's
v.p. :in charge: ‘of:‘nightyear.
Additionally, . NBC. is supplying | time ‘programming..- It's. -expected
color slides’ of new p.ograms for} that Brady will ‘Feceive. his. v.p.
the first time. That's, of course, to Stripes at the next meeting. of the
the statians who are. “tinted “up. -AB-PT board of ‘directors Sept: 10..
addition. there’s the |: Brady {ills the-vaeancy created
already.
normal. flow
t * used widely by. the ‘recent departure of Sandy
we of “kits,’
to. stimulate on-the-air. promotions: Cummiings.: Brady developed -“and
by affiliates: themselves. The net- produced: the. first Red ‘Skelton
work will have its own flow of ' pro-.). series, 6n CBS-TV ‘and ‘also devel-|
oped. the pilot. film
f
for the “Perry.
motional spots, too.
Mason”. Series..
-*
Wey Trailerizing
“Huntley and Brinkley, for the
first time, will be. used to promote

the NBC
“Tonight.”

lineup via “Today” and.
For three. weeks,

‘‘To-

night” will see a flock of NBC per-|

facilities, series. will later be { Here -'to. participate in ‘fair. "‘KMSP. ABC-TV ‘affiliate; has “two. shows
released ‘in’ the Spanish: language daily ‘emanating . from’ the fairgrounds and. is ‘plugging. its. popular. webb...
{ show, “Ben Casey,” by handing out .pix of ‘Vince Edwards.. - WECO- :
‘market: ~S
TV. preemed. ninth’ season’ of. its: ‘weekly ‘bowling show, “Bowletama,”

_

-Pleshette’s‘ABCSlot.

:-Sunday

(26%.

Program. As. emceed:bye.Don Dahl”

.

IN: DETROIT

oe: Eugene ‘Pleshette, managing ‘dis |
rector ‘of the Brooklyn’ Paramount
Theatre. until. it was converted:into‘an. annex: of. Long. Island Univ:,;. has’
been named -v.p.’ in-charge ‘of: ‘ABC:
Merchandising
‘Ine: Division

|

WWI. ‘which bills itself. as. the: “world’s first radio station;” celebrates we

its 42nd. anniversary this: week. with .special._ programs. ‘to _commemo-rate the event...
. Four. WXYZ-TV and: three WWJ .personalities . will

‘make’ personal” appearances. and ‘broadcast. ‘from. the Michigan: ‘State.
Fair Aug. 24-Sept; 3.-The WXYZites. at Johnny Ginger, Rita. Bell,: and.
handles. commercial: tieins with the. Sagebrush. Shorty, while the WW: -men- who will. be: ‘going: to the: fair
web’s shows.
:
| at newmen’ Kirk: Knight, Don Pérrie aid Sonny Eliot. . Two WWIJ-TV
-Pleshette -‘has- béen: with, ‘AB-PT. | programs,: -“Weekend™: and “Michigan ‘Outdoors” ‘were’ ‘honored by: the
and: ‘its predecessor - company, ‘Michigan. Tourist Council “for outstariding .service. in promoting. the...
United : Paramount Theatres, ‘since"|-use- ‘Of: the state's: recreational ‘facilities’... ;
WWS5J-TV- will ‘present. ~1934.
‘
«vs “Lexclusive.tv: coverage of the Detroit. International Regatta for unlimited: ~~
»~.| powerboats‘ on. the Detroit. River“. -with- sportscaster Don. Kremer and

“Gat Piersinderon’sSpeech

| Gene Osborn: ‘describing: the: action. ’

:

Lr

; IN‘PITTSBU RGH.
merle
oe

Tom’ Bendeer. Will handle the Penn’ State ‘football ‘over’ KDKA- again’
*-:| this: year with Gulf Oil, sponsoring
, : Author Abby Mann, Pitt: native,
Sept. 2 when Joev Bishop: is: the
was. interviewed by: Ray Stewart. over WIC: ‘on. Sunday, Mann. discussed
latenight strin’s guest host. -Pro-. | A. story.in-‘Vanity: (Abril.18), stressed. thiat the: ‘American: people
.the roll of-the writer in tv and said that 98% ‘ot tv-is.now bad and that.
motioral stress. .will continue. rfrom Bonn, . concerning.“a- speech ‘are. mote” interested in Berlin-than
‘given. by. Piers Anderton, .NBC’s anyone:.: ineluding the:-Gerinans,.. |: writers’ are: generally “commercial.” On. mental institutions in the ‘state ~...through ‘Sept. 21, during ‘the.:two |
Key ¢0i respondent in. ‘West. ‘Ger-|: ~The: Stars -and Stripes: (service. “he: said: he was ‘shocked. by’. conditions: ”. Mentally . retarded children |
weeks Art Linkletter hosts.
It’s
many. requires: clarification. :” Ad-. men‘s° daily): devoted. ‘several :‘Para-. ‘in- mental: institutions: is the theme. of his-latest film; “A Child. is Wait-during the Linkletter: time, from
‘dressing the. Convention: of Womgraphs (to “Ariderton’s -talk- and: ‘ing’. 2 | WWSW-FM celebrated ‘its. 21st. birthday. last week, “making it.
Sept. 10 throuch: sept, 21 that the
| en's” Clubs: it should ‘be: stressed. quoted |portions: of it. ‘The original. the oldest FM: Station in: the-country:.
..Les Rawlins, general: manager...
26 actors will ‘be flown into N.Y|!
| that:
{yarn ‘gave. the. misimpression’ that “of KDKA, has been-named -to the. board: of -directors ‘of ‘the Allegeny
List iticludes Diek Powell, Edmond |
‘Ander ton, did. ‘not 2accuse: NBC. of |: “it was... unanimously * decided. by. ‘County. Society. for Crippled. Children-.and Adults.and. education chairO'Brien (“Sam Renedict”), Don. De- “muzzling”
him, either -in his. ad- | the -‘military - “préss covering: the man for’ the Pennsylvania Association. ‘of Broadcasters, of:-which. fs :the
Adams
Fore
(“H azel™}, Nick
‘dress ot. in the answers to the. ev ent not? to give ‘it‘space.’
J
d-first’ Vice president =. . The: Mickey: Mouse. Club. ‘has. returned to:Pitt
C’Saints. & Sinners”), Richard Egan!
‘questions ‘thereafter. A. facetious
Fhe .Amie:ican. Worien’s- ‘elub and. will be seen daity ‘on:W. 1IC: beginning: Sept 3e
and Terry Moore. (“Empire”); An-j ,
to “NBC i
‘mineographed the speech and disdrew Prine (“Wild Country”), Doug; patting ©walt around us"wasmais:| tributed:
- without
Anderton's:
{Clare (“Virginian”), Dean Jones|| interpreted.
knowledge. “We hielt:: also: gave. ‘rise |
¢ E nsign ‘O'Toole”), Wendell Corey i This, in turn, led to-a. misinter- to. the feport: he. ‘had. done 'so.
~. Cincy’s- -four- tv stations. hosting Robert. E: ‘Lee, FCC. meriber. at.‘a
(‘iith Hour") and some of the |pretation that Anderton “is in. hot |” Anderton : also. ‘wants. ‘to. offset receptioit and. dinner after:-he addresses the Hamilton: County.: Teachers :
«Elna,
-“fronters. in “Man’s: World.”
water with. his own. radio-television the implication’ in the original Tre: Institute “on: the growth and -educational... ‘use. of television. .
Dick
They'll take turns (there willbe} network,” which» is -not correct:
‘port: from. Germany-that}he-had: in-|‘Clark of: ““Américan ‘Bandstand” and Chuck Connors. of “‘The Rifleman”
as many as eight.in towa at a.time.
Anderton did.. ‘not: attack” the-+| dicated the U.S. will not stand firm. sill feature ‘WKRC-TV_ personalities in: the. station’s. fall. Prevue shows’
ang each will stay at least. four American, ptiblié. ‘‘for caring only. in: Berlin.: There was .nothing: ‘in Sept: 8 and°15 at ‘LeSourdsville’ Lake. ‘nearby- amusement: ‘resort... ; .: a:
davs' ‘doing the newspaper inter- about what happened to Jack: Paar his” ‘address to impart that ‘conclu= WSAI staffers now.include. Lou -Eberhardt, ‘news editor; from WNOR,. .:
views, the radio stints, the tv ap- in Berlin’ ‘This. stemmed: from -a. sion, because. -coritrarily,. Anderton. ‘Norfolk. . Va., ‘and annowacérs Murray. Roberts,. of -thaf. city, and. ‘Lee:
‘pearances.- ete. And none, to -the quer. to hi 1; ‘When“he -addréssed stated ‘that President. Kennedy haz ‘Stowart, via: Waukestia;: Wis., iplus Lee C. Wanson, .general. sales. mari-best of an one’s ‘knowledge: will the Notional: Press’ C'ub-in -‘Wash-. tots
in Fhe United States w ‘ould. ager; from -Michigan :.-.“WPFB. Middletown, .will :broadcast - all =
be left: out of the “Tonight” treat- ington.
In actuality, ‘Anderton “EO° to.nucleat War"for ‘Berlin,
1 Xavier: U: football and,‘basketball:games:in1 the,new, athletic year.”
formers.

betinning

the .week. of}
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[Educ]BcastersHitnadequacy
_RADIO-TELEVISION:

“Parkeleyto4Star
ar

Hollywood, Aug: 28.

“Parke” - Levy,:*creator-packager|:
Toc5cvmhe! Boston Sunday Globe asked:its ‘readers Ifthe ‘holdup: men who|with.
CBS- TV for the -past. nine:

a pulled that $1,500,000: heist’ could have. copied .a ‘Hub author's tv.‘seript. years,. has... ended the _association.
oe

Of UHFBandin Demand forV's

he.page: ‘1 ‘story. went on,: “The ‘Plymouth, Mass:, ‘mail. robbers. could: ‘for. a “partnership: deal _with- Four] .Washington, Aug. 28.
tiave
used .dt-for a ‘blueprint
;
. in staging “their -‘spectacular: holdup, an Star: His Parke Productions. WH |
a
In a pitch for some 1000 -plus
{This referred’ to: Boston. writer. John N: -Makris; author. of “The: Silent'|. ‘develop -several ‘comedies with|
‘Levy. as creator and executive pro-:|:
¢4
Jnvestigators: (The- Untold: ‘Story. of the U. S.. “Postal. Inspection Serv-. ducer. ‘Deal . ‘Is“for (a: ‘sixmonth | ” ProgramDirectors
$. . ‘teach-vee- channels, National Assh,.
of. Educational Broadcasters all
ice),*. ‘published :by: Dutton. ‘some three. ‘years’ ago).
period. :
‘. ‘j=—aContinued: from: page: 26 —
| but said that UHF won't ‘serve.
‘The. ‘story. went, “The. striking -similarity . between, ‘tiie‘real holdup | With CBS-TY, Levy. wag. a’ writer |.
attracted, Lipson their. ‘purpose.
/ “and the: tv ‘script. which:“was' never used centres: on. ‘the appearance: of. on““My: Friend: Irma”. and then |type. ‘of.viewer
“Public. -affairs ‘shows
creatéd: and packaged two success-. averred,.
In a-move that could be a prewae io take. policernan,, the use of: detour. signs. ‘and: ‘machineguns; What |‘ful: comedy... series, “December reach larger, better educated and:
| better established homes, .and the. dater of scrambles between com‘fakes. the. coineiderice .even’:‘more: ‘bizarre is. that ‘the. author .of. the:tv Bride”. and
and.“Pete:
“Pete and
and Gladys.’7
.| viewer. attitude toward the sponsor: mercial..:and educational ..broadscript .isalso.‘author’ of’ an -auth6ritative: “book” on ‘crimes. against ‘the.|™
oo ad tends to be ‘this isa leader’ or - casting ‘interests, -especially’ -after’
., US: “mall: and ‘how ‘the: postal .gumshées .get. their: ‘quarries. .(Makris’*)
|. ‘this. isa -progressive company’; ‘passage of all channel bill, VAEB
ancces
ae
SrevMagroyere:
rt)
wie
L
whe
woo
ete
So
“‘gcript: involved is titled. “The Big: Haul’ and: it. Was to. be used: ‘by 20th
which: ‘is_a-pretty desirable image.”: ‘told the. Dept. of Health, Educa~-He:.fold. the -pregram.: directors | tion and. Welfare ‘that educational
“Century-Fox as “the. ‘pilot: ‘of fora: proposed. series called: ‘The. Silent
that if a. topical pubaffairs. opus is. channels. should be on VIF.
” ‘The author was |
“ Investigators’. which never. got: off: the ‘ground ;
honesf; fair and balanced there is
NAEB’s report. issued ‘through
- quoted’.as saying, “You can: -imagine’ how: amazed: in‘was when. TF:learned}
not‘as.much danger- of. controversy and..by HEW: Secretary Anthony
- those’ guys ‘down ‘in Plymouth had pulled: practically .the same: caper.
Celebrezze said UHF. should only.
lip
|
anny
might be imagined. .
“| My ‘script Had been kept’ under lock sand: Key: arid.only,the Hollywood |- tort
te
sen
AN
Ss.

oak
AN
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ALMedias

:
“Hollywood: : Aug: 28, .|. .“Dick-Depew, veepee ‘of ‘Cuniiing- | be used ‘to fill a- deficit.
©
Philip:
Barry
Jr: has set: deals -in: ham: & Walsh, N, ’ ; told of how: This « great expansion
Both the Plymouth and the” ‘television. ‘mail iobberies: “Involved. the |}.
national: sponsors -YS ore, coming: “service for. educational

‘people and certain: ‘postal officials read_ it.”

of

VHF

television
use.-of :a robber-‘disguised ‘as a. police officer’ to sidetrack ‘the’ mail television; ‘films ‘and: stage ‘to’ ini-:
round. to the: idéa. of sponsoring :would ‘be accomplished through
_ Aruck. Inthe ‘television crime, detour: ‘signs. were ‘also: used: to halt. the.|tiate his newly-formed Philip Barry.local programs * {n°Specific’ mar-. “drop. ins” when it can’ be done
|
‘truck: and keep: -other. vehicles away from.:the: robbery scene. - In ‘addi-. ‘Productions’ indie ‘banner.‘kets. where’ they are weakest :(re{ ‘without undue interference with
.. ‘tion the scene of the television ‘robbery-was.set-in “Boston but was |. First -‘project ‘expected to £6. ‘is ‘ported. “last: “‘week),
and ‘Maurice: existing services,” NAEB said.
the: - Gates,” Lorenzo:
“Outside.

ee
1‘ae
of
‘.

+ 5, Jater transferred. to -New. York: when: the. studio. discovered. it ‘had -more:

is:|-Mitchell, prexy of: Encyclopaedia | .More than 1000 channels should
Britannica, ‘Spoke. of the ‘need to
cost. of” ‘Cleopatra’. and: other: _niovie- spectaculars. was, the réason .the : prepping. ‘for Broadway —produc-: ‘educate the community | “through: -be reserved for ETV the group
“television: ‘pilot film’ was° neyer- -produced.’7° He said the. ‘tremendous ‘tion in “association. with Frederick its’. basic. resource-—which is com-. stated. The 62 channels already in
use and the 275 reserved ezre in‘Show: is aimed. for Janu-.
": Josses:- ‘by: 20th. ‘caused: ‘drastic ‘financtal™ measures. to. be: taken: by :‘the: ‘Brisson..
ary opening: in-New. York on. budg- ‘mercial tv and: ‘not: educational tv.” ‘adequate, the report added.
‘studio: - “I ‘saw the. handwriting on. ‘the wall. bEgot,out and, took. ‘the
Vet of. $125, 000,. following ‘six’ week ‘He“rated: ETV: as “mediocre and.
rights:‘to: my ‘book, with: me. 7
dull” and ‘termed .airborne|‘video| These projected figures were
trad
:
‘tour.;
based. on surveys in all community.
crop dusting.”
} and... educational -levels. in every
“Film deal ‘involves: “The. Loved | “educational
“TAC’s:
Robert
Weisberg
reportoe iiecday meetifig’ of the’ five:
1
‘progam - directors “of GBS:TV- o&0 and the: Lost,” Morley - Callahan
state.
;poe os siations dévoted: to. the’ ‘discussion. of plans for: the’ “Repertoire- ‘Work- novel: which. Barry: ‘has: purchased ed that the: Trans-Lux: subsidiary; : ‘The. report hit‘hard at the in21,9: “shbp” ‘series. will be held in N.Y, Sept.-13, “Repertoire Workshop”: is'for. filming: in. ‘England: ‘Carroll’ which ©:in -effect'.syndicates local |.‘adequacy of the UHF bend for the
pubaffairs shows, -currently.
' @ projected ‘series of 35 half-hour’: programs: devoted tothe develép-. Baker. will star, with. ‘British writer | station
has 31 station subscribers’ using its projected 10-year growth pattern
_ ment. :of- local: professional” and outstanding amatéir. talent.’ Planned Freddie: “Raphael.” ‘now -scripting:.
as seen by: the ‘Association:
. series: will. start -in: January: with. each. o&0 -producing. seven: ‘programs: Picture, to:.be_ done. in. association|:library of shows, some of: them as |
‘many.
as
three:
times
a
week.
“Many,
|
; Saying “it. is obviously futile. to:
Ss which will be: ‘seen on all five ‘stations: Series. will present. drama, .mu- with -a ‘British company, ‘will be:
broadeast. on UHF
frequencies
= BIG;- ‘poetry, ‘dramatic readings. ‘and other art forms.. ‘Program: directors made: on the Eady: Plan. : for’ he reported; :have. found “sponsors. :
-which cannot. be received -by the
‘attending - will, -be Daniel. Gallagher; WCBS-TV,: :N.Y:;. Leon :-Drew, }$600,000;' figure ‘Barry. ‘says..would
|;There: are also a total of 52 ‘gtae
‘teach-vee should. be
““KNXT, Los. Angeles: Charles Hinds; WBBM-TV, ‘Chicago: ‘Alvin: “Hol= ‘be-.. ‘equivalent . ‘to $1,500,000." if. tions: ‘associated with. TAC. “as: pro- /¢ommunity,”
VHF since most cities are equipped

—gtock’ film ‘of. that city.’on: hand.’ - According: to the author, ‘The high: Semple. . play... ‘which.’ “Barry
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lander, “WCAU-TV,; -Philadelphia’.and Donald Markley,: “*KMOX-TV;: St.-

properties. weré. filmed-:in Holly:|.ducerss.

Louis. Meeting will. be. conducted. by ‘Hal: Hough, VP: ‘Program services’ wood. | He™ wil: use’ a: ‘British’.‘di- | . TAC: -production: director Dan
. Kornfield. put together’ a: film:samréetor..
“ofthe:‘CBS.
5.Television Stations ‘Division,
1
;
In. television, Barry is:now prep-. pler of:some of the more. imagina_ ping ‘new.‘comedy. series: with -his- tive . station-produced’ documenta-.
f
Mary Weldon: has:taken. a:
“eave: of ‘absencé as.- director. of 2
newss. for wife, -Patricia; to-:star: John: Whe- Ties. in--TAC’s cupboard. 'Man

1 ao

qd

: Metropolitan Broadcasting

to handle’ radio and. tv. for ‘the ‘N.Y: “State.

P
don” is ‘now - scripting-: from- an’ them were strikingly
Sood.

: wos “Democratic-.org through” November ‘elections. “For one: “thing, as cani-. original: idea. by’. Barry, with nego.
paign: director. for: broadcasting, Weldon. says he is gearing. the two-day tiations -on' with a: major net.for
Bemocratic: ‘Convention in.‘the state this fal. “as much as Possible Aor’ the: series, ‘Barry. said:radio ‘and tv."
Producer, who “just.‘left his. Co-}
‘He’s ‘opening several. ‘portions of ijie-Syracuse. nominating ‘conclave. lumbia “contract; said: he has se-/
to broadcasters, including. the speech: by. ‘keynoter. Robert F. Wagner, Jeured:“a- personal loan: from. City-} JN.Y.C.’ ’s. mayor}: and..by. the: convention: ‘chairman, as yet unselected.” | National -‘Bank to cover initial |

| for this and. VHF is cheaper.

| How the Yeport will fit info general. allocation -procedures
of
‘Federal Communications Commission remains to be seen since. all-

y of channel bill. was not Jaw when
report was written.

: NewLiberace Series::
= Invites:LA:

-‘NAEB

demanded

equal FCC:

‘| consideration with other broadcasting services ‘for any specifie
7 unreserved channel.

Another

consideration

-empha-

- Los Angeles; “Aug. 28.

sized to FCC was that primary
‘International Artists, .Ltd., -Lib-; ETV with strong signal is vital to
Weldon. ‘is normally -1n- D:C. for the radio-tv - chain, which, among: preparation. financing on ‘all proj-4. erace, -and: Gabbe-Heller. Manage- ‘nationwide system: of. general eduothers, operates, WIIG: ‘there. and WNEW-TN. and’ radio in N.Y.
: '|ects." He said he left’ contract sta-. ment -last: week. sought court: ascation. .
tus to go- ‘independent because it
2 .
-1gives him ‘an. opportunity’. to: furic=- sistance. ‘from L.A. Superior..Court| ‘Educational | interests must also
|’
“Hion in.all three Major. areas ‘of the ‘in’ declaring: rights. of. parties. :con- oppose
any. plan which,. would
‘National Assn. of. Broadeasters i
is.
putting:‘its best jungs ‘forward:
cerned with production of proposed ‘make them: give up area on VHF
Realizing °‘that “in. puffery and: imagery. it’s what's. up front ‘that entertainment : field,: an: operation
teleseries, “An. Evening -‘With Lib-" -band, the report added.
counts, NAB has sént out ‘a. booklet. with. 335: radio. ‘and. ty.folk: ‘who he feels is vital in. the: ‘overall. en=. eraee.” - Wrather.Corp., .‘TéleSynd
tertainment picture. today. we
:
Two to: 12 channels: are neceshave volunteered to speak for the: ‘industry.-. .
fand. Hardie Frieberg, ‘TeleSynd! sary..for a. community or educa“This Speaker’s' “Bureau .was launched by: |NAB. Publis ‘Relations
| ‘Prexy, are ‘also involved in- action. {tional complex: using systematie
: Bervice:‘after approval. by. Board. of Directors in. June... -~*:
International, repped -by. atfor-. ‘and ‘simultaneous - tv instruction.
Nearly 28,000 requests -have. been made for.“ If You Need: a “Speaker?"
| neys John: R.: Jacobs, Jr. and Law- The group added: that the UHF
“Among: the. ‘askers. have been: National -Assn, ‘of ‘Manufacturers, ‘Chani-:|.
-Trerice ‘H. Deutsch;
ask
-band ‘could serve this type opera, Ser of. ‘Conimerce, -American’ ‘Dental: Assn, ‘and General ‘Federation |.
resolve claims: -against.-them~ by tion:
Washington, Aug.28. °| George. ‘Schlatter -‘and his.. produc-NAEB ‘also-¢alled for a.study of
* Sen. Jacob: Javits: (R-N.Y.) ‘has |tion company who:were. skedded to}| ETV bounced ‘off satellites or aire.
Another “genaior- has:‘added: hig:voice. to:‘the: ‘growing ery“torcea | neue a-resolution that would. produce pilot: of ‘seriés.” Liberace |‘borne. facilities, | |
permit televisinig. and broadcasting, group. charge. ‘Frieberg |and. Tele-|channel irrigation of radio's’ “desert” (not wasteland): :
‘This time ‘it’s Sén.. Homer. Capehart. (R-Ind.) who urged. the. FCe to}. of.Senate: Sessions.
‘Synd@ contracted. to: finance. ‘produc-.
Reviving .an oft-ignored “ploy, tion costs for pilot,-to be made: at].
heed -the House. resolution. imposing ‘a. one-year. -ban:on— ‘clear channel.
- Changes: so existing |channels: can -‘seek.Power: increases. -above’ the :50 ‘Javits: told. his: colleagues: judicious NBC;, in. exchange |for sales. and|
airing of selected: sessions. would
| distribution | rights -for.. five-year
Robert ‘T. “Goldman has been
‘kilowatt ceiling.
Oddly enough, ‘Capehart:: ‘said: the.House: regolution. should. ‘be.‘sufe|' result in: both a: more. informed. period. Frieberg ‘instructed Inter-. ‘named . assistant to Ted Shaker,
ficient:and there is ‘no need to|‘Pass:his ‘bill,-Antroduced: last. year, “ban-, citizenry. and a-better- Senate... ~ National ‘Artists ‘to. change Liberace prexy. of. the ABC-TV o&0o's.:.
He cited as precedents. the’ tele- dates.to:allow two-week period: fort-“ He-moved into his new post from
aening: ‘clear. channel. duplications.”
“::.Capehart said-he thinks the. "1934: Communications’ Act. ‘ought to be Vising |of Senate..committee hear-. tapirig.. Action: alleges: Frieberg. and his previous job as treasurer of
enough’: ‘authority: for’ the. commission - “to: improve *
‘service.‘to millions. ings, various’ state legislature |ses- :TeleSynd. set: up production plans, ABC-TV. Spot Sales.. He'll be coea
Pol,
1 Sons,‘and United |
Nations Proceed: |then. reneged. on ‘Ananclal ‘commit- ordinating the business affairs of
living -in the:‘Present radio "desert."me
} ings...
——
the web’s five owned Stations,
ment. .
.

{JavitsResolutionAsks
. Ting ofSenate Hearings

poe) Women's Clubs.

asked court to

Goldman’$ ohoSlot

m

Board: of Titistees of the National: “Academy of [Vv “Arts ‘& Scientes —_

walk meet: in Hollywood ‘Sept,.14-16.:On the board from N. ‘Y. are Bob|

‘Banner; Burton Benjamin,’ Evelyn. F. Burkey, . Ted Cott (the exec ‘v-p:),
Roger Englander, Betty Furness, Ben: Grauer; ‘Larry: Lowenstein. ‘Mort
~.:.. Werner. and: Henry -White. Heading: the: Coast -contingent’ will be na- a
. AE tional. ‘prexy Bob Lewine.
an
;
.
ee

| EamyTapsSchulman
For Seconda
"Seattle, Aug. 21..

- Forthe. second consecutive year-|:
7

Lee “Sehulman, :‘program. director:

ANY

of - ‘KING-TV,". ‘Seattle, has- been'| ©
| named chairman: “of: the. ‘National. -

| Emmy" Awards .committee .of .the.|
| National.” ‘Acadetny -‘of . Television |
| Arts and ‘Sciences.

7

Reappointment. of. ‘Schuhinan as .

head’ -of *-‘the. national .-nine-man. ,

| Se avany cay. Tf
-ON EVERY. CHANNEL

| group. that. -coordinates:. nomina-.
:| tions; balloting’ on ‘the. gala tv:‘pres-

V ) |entation: of

the~ ‘Emmy: ‘Awards

):| marks ‘the first repeat: stint in this:
important: ‘post. The. 1962-63 .com- |.
mittée is. composed: of three reps'| °
from New: York, ‘three from Holly- |.
wood,. -and_one: each from Washing- [

fa\||BROOKS|

.[] ton,”-D.C., Chicago aid Seattle,”
. Seliulman is national ‘Trustee: for- ”
ides j. the Beatle chapter. is
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“THLEVSION REVIEWS
RADIO-TELEVISION .....

Wednesday August 295:1962

‘New EraIaCon's”
‘Projected.ForHei
Accent-on “Artistry

+4 [fron narrator: Dave ‘Moore’$ recital |
‘screeti ‘speak even ‘more
@ graphically
than’. _Mr.: - Allen’s.. pear-shaped.
. : , -anialyses ‘and appraisal of intégra- ‘words.. He should cut down on. the
2: }-1 tion = generally: .and. Dooley’s -con=: chatter, the fan. sees it better. and|
_clusions ‘Tegarding rev. erse. freedom: quicker, or as quick, as. he ‘does.
4, . | Fiders-.

THE RIDDLE. OF
TANIA

THE

Worse, the ‘ieedless .‘palaver ‘be-|
comes: an. irritant. : . The ‘incidental

LUSI- shooting over Shields’ shoulder to|‘ment.
“WCCO-TV
‘had: sent news depaitmemter’ Bob. Fahs. and cam-

‘Mexico City, -Aug.. "28.
‘small-talk having to do -with any]..
‘The ‘trend in: Mexico Is. definitely.
“inside. - stuff”
is.. okay-—that's
where: he's the pro, and. very-com- ‘toward improvement of commercial
petent—but. tv. doesn’t require: the ‘and spot’ atinouncements;. both: on

| keép 'Brown's -expressive’ ‘face. -in.|
‘}-eraman’ Les. Solem to Lake -Provi. Yater
,
Shields has’.a’ few. mannerisms: dence :and:to: ‘Shreveport, :the for-.
Producer-Director:. John on Pe Su-. ‘of his. own, including his - cigaret-|. ‘mer to- interview. the sponsors: of
ghrue Jr.
:
‘smoking. technique and.hand_ ges-. ‘the. .rider arid ‘the: ‘latter. to.. filn’
Writer: Jeffrey Peters
tures, that help: ta’ eliminate © one. .the Negto’s.. way..-of. ‘life in such

With

John

Chancellor, ‘host-nar- the line of. sight. -

60. Mins:; Mon. (27), 10 pam.
PARTICIPATING

‘| of: the: bugaboos of tete.a tete.in- 3southern communities.
. terviewing,.. the. inclination of. the T: ‘The film footage made

NBC-TY. (film)

| program .to become. static..

| same. exposition. ‘as when :he's: Riv- |.

ing the play: bysplay. ‘on: AM.

for action: 2

ied

and drama.:..It. showed.‘the .Lake}~

“
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standard .receiver,
|. “dual: line”
‘with | film-making,. -but now’: are
‘mercial: “spots ‘from. the” current: 12]
the
‘earning. their profits by converting} minutes daily to.16 minutes daily. slated ‘to-run: from Jan. 8-19; may|. According | to. Stanley, the deci: wants” retailers thr oughcut
‘sion to: defer: the swapover of line. U.K. to gain experience in selling:
- to the strong. television industry. in
-effeetive: Sept: 1, and it‘is felt that|Feally ..‘be international. this” time ; standards’ ‘until -after- the Pilkingand
maintaining:
625-line
sets,
a West. Germany)...
:
the -additional four : minutes. may around.: It looks like the: ‘countries. ‘ton ..Committee. ‘recom mendations.
Pye’s. niobile. station. vill transmit
-: It is also.” possible. ‘that the|
‘be an. incentive. for the. other: eight ‘belongirig’ ‘to the: Union of ::Euro-. set the. ‘trade - back three: years. ‘test cards for. a week-or so in key
‘Munich: branch of :the Second-.Ger- stations which now. comprisé ‘the.}
And. during the: last tv-o years tv: British towns so that -locals can
man: .Televisc‘on’. outfit, headed” by. “First: German TV. Net, .-may also. “pean: -Radioiffusion: may. now’ gO.
manufac eturers’ and. ‘retailers -had: peep the. increased iined system
_ Wolf: Posselt.. will .“build: its: own follow ‘suit..
: along with Monte’ Carlo after’ hoy: taken a‘ financial ‘beating.
Prez before BBC starts widesjread trans
sending” ‘Station; and the ‘group -is
The™ additional, four:-minutes -wiil |-cotting it so far:
opined that-there. is.no reason why | mission in.the fall. ‘Pye will need
So OW dickering ‘for some land: .
ont
‘vice.
daa about:: $500 ,000 ::‘annually: ‘to |. The countries belonging to Euro: | a “full. blooded” 625-":
the okay
from
the” Postmaster
“The Berlin ‘branch’ of.the. Mainz-:
the- Bavarian Television ° coffers:
|
eould -.“not | be in: Q} eration by ‘General to Bo ahead.
:
|
vision,
‘among.
them.
France,
Italy,
headquartered’ television. network;
‘and the. Bavaria. television: station
next year. “The! ermisvont
is starting with 10 editors,’ arid.the| wants more. “Mnoney, ‘so that -even-. West: « Germany,: * Benelux ; and *‘ready,’ ‘he’ Says...
others, -:“With. mainly“ nationalized.|)
-).Bonn-branch ‘is. being operated: by |.
a
)
tually" it. -ean.. also" start®: “a new}: ‘webs,.. -scorned °-the Monaco ‘affair. |. BEC,. how: ever. " named Stanley jJournalist ‘Rudolf Wollrer. :
, strictly regional, station.
Vand participated. only ‘in the: Rome as” “irresponsible” “for. ‘irving to:
.: ‘One: of. the “major. ‘problems’ ‘of5
. TV: Fest. ‘This.-made: Monte: Carlo: ‘bring ‘forward. the: dais. the-<h the |.
the: ‘new net. is the- “development. oft
‘enesided’ with ‘mainly. private: vid-_ Corporation: amounced.- ‘that: the: —a Continued. trem ¢ 9.97 —
a daily. newsreel, whichis: planned: ’
mid-'64: |starting: ‘da. oud” be.
filmites ‘and networks: from'France;
:, to bring actual news. from. through~1
‘expand ‘internationally... A major
‘|U.S.A: ‘Japan; Great “Britain.‘arid: beaten © to -‘Some extent. NOW. it is
“Jjout: the “world.- ‘plus ‘commentary.
expected -that BEC. will have a° ‘acquisition. was a ‘PsHn. OC OF 33
Contimyed
from
page
2s
'
state-run.
|
Tron.
-Curtain
countries
and: ‘weather, So the. net™:is: sétting|.
high definition Service: running in feature
‘pictures
prod iuced jin
{ participating.
“up wo ridwide:. ‘communications
‘Londen ‘by- April, FOG?..
of‘Virginian” co-star Lee J.Cobb,
“Now if.the. VER:goes: into “it:the | 5 This ‘is not as: near“63 as Stanley |France and never before seen in.
. with.- correspondents. “Mm, foreign’ |.
vanid: “resultingly- dissatisfaction ‘on ‘fest will. have. a true. world picture } and the set-making: industry would | this. country.. Ther 7 iJ] be -sold..
~Jand S.
-“Syen
Hasselblatt. the . former! the: part.Of. producer’ Charles Marme of tv snows and ‘vidfilms. -Decision. ‘like. so latter. has ‘maée roenvesen- : market-wise on a fivst un basis.
i:
is. imminent. and ‘looks to favor 1 tations:'to- the. Postmasier General
flee ‘press: chief. ‘for: the Krupp ‘Enter:|
Arnaz. disclosed that a *tieup has
quis. Warren.
joining it.. However. one ‘drawback
=...) prises: of Essen, ‘is- béing -sent. ‘to
informing the ‘minister +°>t- every- ‘been made with. KTL A. for the
:
Daily.
News:
coluninist
Kay
Gar~ -.. London to head. the: British opera- :may:.-be: the troubles - . between: thing is. set ‘for: the .witch next }showing of Desilu’s lhe pr ograms
tion: as ‘of: Nov. T;arid as of next ‘della, : after <a. recent. Hollywood | France -ahd--Monaco.. Jf they “.con-| vear.. . Everything, that. ‘is, except | asa proving ‘ground to exnese them
a,at : January, *-Dieter’ Wolff. ;“Avill- ‘be |.‘trip, “published ’ ‘successive ‘inter- tinue France could abstain and the: BBC.”
‘to the networks. These so. far in‘operating out -of ::Paris- as. French} E views: with vet:performer: Cobb and: ‘rest -of the. UER.. ‘countriés.- would ;|. “Opening the . -10- day exhibbery, | ‘clude “By the Numbers.” Dow on
““eontact for:the net.. |
probably |hold. back ‘too:
“| Chairman of the ‘BBC. “Sir Arthur the indie, and “Zoom.” <ith a new
*."
Meantime, -‘the. ‘Second German “vet:. producer: Warren. ‘Cobb vas:
“However it: looks © like. trouble ffoide said the show:‘‘came. at a electronic: device.. whieh is being
TV has taken: ‘over the: entire tech- quoted * as. saying, “There's. -no may be ‘avoided. and -Monace re=: time of: ‘great. importance: in -thée’ ‘piloted. at NBC’ S- expense. He told
- nical * facilities: --of. the. ‘short-lived | great ‘honor’ in ‘appearing. in “trash. main <a. free principality, 'and .this: development. of British broadcast-'| of ‘Desilu’s. expan<ion: wty the in... Studios Es¢hborn ‘near: ‘Frankfurt—- Fortunately, T'm® only..-obliged: to. fest, - ‘a personal baby: of Prince ing”. ‘First- signs of. the changes
dustrial field wit: the Jeasing of
* this-was the. production: center that appear ‘in.'a series: of: eight, of these} Rainier, - will --go--on.": It’s. location, 7. that were: to. come: were..on. display,,4: five’. acres of. the Desilu-Culver
“was to: have been ‘the. -headauarter's’ Shows. (CThe Nirginian’).”
-fine. .rooms “with | ‘closed circuit: -t¥ he said, ‘He: went on to ‘outline the studio for (a manufacturing: plant
“1 Of a_second German ‘television out:.| ‘Cobb: said he: didn’t: mind:ty but. sets, and the..coming: world adlier-. great |effort: ‘Needed ..to’ bring. about ‘by a@ national company. 4s for oil
“:Jeét,. built. up ‘on. paper’ by:. West. that:: ‘nobody, not” even’ :Chekov, ‘ erce, could’ make ‘it: the ‘top. video the ‘big~changes facing. brozdeast- on the -property, he ‘said “they
“German: Chanéellor Konrad Aden- ‘could: turn
out: eriough - -good -fest. “It remains. to. -be: sten: how ers -and..technicians alike. - Radio
haven’t struck it yet but they're
auer and declared illegal: in.& Te- | scripts, :‘and he noted: of tv execs the UER will, move:
ms
came in fora. ‘bouquet, from: this |:‘still digging.” Culver studio is:
cent federal court -decision..
‘undergoing a vast: makeover for
that. “making: ‘a- Sale ‘is-all anybody 1
: top: brasser.)
The. expensive Eschborn-facili< -is interested in.” He-also said that}
“BBC, - whieh: ts: _ feeding color both rental space-and facilities.for
: tes,” which -cost the’ German. tax-: if: he could -afford. it,- he’d. ‘buy: .p:]
‘| transmissions to. the fete daily, is George. Stevens’ epic, ‘The Great-.
“. payers. millions. of dollars”.-down: ‘all “Virginian” .segments _he had |
also: one’ of. the: main -exhibitors: + est Story: ‘Ever Told. *
the. drain, ‘have “been. turned -‘over already. shet (he. still’ had. more®
:WABC-TV, 'N:Y.. flagship. of the Corp. — is: staging some. 150: -radio|
tothe’ Second. German: TV: Net for: ‘Segs.'to:.shoot at. the: time of.the ABC-TV. web, is expanding its. met- and -video’ shows. from its. huge |.
| ropolitan News coverage. with the. Show. Stage. which. dominates one{
.. _4whatever’ use -can-be made: of. the! interview).
_...,. productions (many rumored so :bad |.
of:a.local .news depart: whole. wall; of the. exhibition. |
i
> Hollywood, Aug.28
-who- also ‘made “Guns formation’
Warren,.
. - they: will:never. be shown on- any ‘stnoke,”” said he wag tired. of. west-|:men
Sources :estimate |that: ‘the. giant|. ‘Warner Bros.
is - - developing
: -.Streen). and the: ‘facilities.
. erns, but wanted to.do..a’ 90-minute "Madeleine: ‘Karr: isthe: latest:‘ad- BBC. set. at: this venue will’ run up new hourlong teleseries. tabbed
:
The’ 49 ‘technicians. who: ‘were: show and this was his chance, ‘But. aon ‘to ‘the: WABC-TV. news- de- a.tab of nearly $300.000_: Also. dis-. “Ready for the People,” adapted
“S eontracted by’ the Eschborn: ‘Studios: wher it came ‘to.Cobb he was’ far. partnient:. She’s ‘moving: over from ‘playing amid this electronic spree: from Eleazar Lipsky’s tome, “Tiger
.. have now: been ‘signed on ‘at Mainz: Jess temperate .‘still, .as ‘quoted by-} :CBS. News. and Public Affairs Sept.. isthe independent Television Au- in. the.’ Night.”
Jules ‘Schermer
* “¢and;.aecording to another scandal ‘Miss ‘Gardella: First he-‘asked: that - 7 to become a ‘producer: for WABC- thority : which has ‘plumped -for a. will be. supervising producer and.
2) gti being played down. here, some if Cobb .didn’t like .the show, why |-TV. “David Shefrin ‘was:“recently more: modest entry -in the ‘shape _Anthony Spinner takes ove pro.of. the formér executives+.of ™the. | didn’t he return: his $2:000 weekly named director:: of the Station’ s. ‘of a- deluxe’ theatre: showing ‘pro- 1 ducer duties.
“federal television .outlet’ -are:- still. salary -and. why did he-.ask. his- news department."
_ Motional: films.’ ITA has: an... in-. “ Sy Salkowits is penning pilot.
Veredit be ‘placed: on. all. segments,
=
|} “despite: ‘the. fact “that he’s* only. =
TIRED OF DOING
‘appearing | in elght.- of the -eph- |
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sust turned

|-sodes?” a

30. On the: way. up” and. 1:

Warren. added:
“uy don't, “think |
‘Cobb: is the. great’ actor, he: pre-| ff- Corp. :‘Currently: with leading 4A .Adv.: 4 tends. to be, He’s playing the judge.|
=
7 -Agey. . . Extensive ‘free-lance ‘comedy.
-want out!. Six: years - advertising pre:
with |Blue
: ‘ii motion experience.
Pp

LN 4 AES TY

ng. credits and. Industria! show ' in “The Virginian’ like. Lewis Stone |}.
‘did. in --the .old -‘Andy.. Hardy’ -|°
‘H1 movies: ..-.: .””. "The News’ “story” also | Fr."
tlen.: "All Inquiries. in.excess of $10,000
said. that:-Warren ‘considered ..Cobb |.“

: | considered. .
;
”
Tl
WRITE: Box ‘V-3361, VARIETY"
mit
. 154 WwW. 46th {St New ‘York 36, NY...

” Need: HEIGHT jin
_:

"|

yeur space requirements?.

Wenove. an-area

——| tempt.for the ‘scripting,- “afraid to|-§
Hl display ;enthusiasm °and:: ‘interest me
‘44 for: fear of. appearing: naive.” ae 1

10,000 square ft.: by

.. UL. Central area, reasonable ‘rentals.
“.T

;

.. (Warren, also’ said he would. -be- ‘

“Distributed exclusively by.

26°. high. (actually 2 floors). with. up - | happy :: when: Cobh
- t0°25,008 # of normal. height spece en |

the same ‘floor. Prime location, Grand

eo

| a. disturbance’ on the. set, because | f‘the. younger ‘actors: looked: up ‘to |...
‘him: and,° after -his show :of. con-.| °

was “finished | ;
With: the ‘show, bit. ‘NEC execs i

evidently: want ‘him: .to -continue.. |. ;

HOMMEL.” & -ROGERS,- Attys., (475° ! Outcome

‘Ritth: Ave... New Vork City, mv 9-5546.
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RECORD REVIEWS

Maharis
‘Portrait, ReeseS.Stage?

“ahe‘BestBets’‘ofThisWeek's100-PlusReleases)

GE. rnR G. E MAH ARIS: POR: Jiminy -Stewart, Ray: Charlies,|
e Frankie. Laine, Mario Lanza, ‘Louis.
2 TRAIT IN MUSIC” (Epic):
‘“yortrait” packaging which ‘worked ‘Armstrong,. Jerry Lewis, Nat- King
80 successfully for Johnny Mathis Cole, Vaughn. Monroe. and many:
‘on the Columbia label is” dupli- others ‘are rolled into. one: ‘singer |.
-eated’ with .. similar: impact’. for in’ this: package and the singer is:
George Maharis. T he framed: color Sammy | Davis ‘Jr:- His vocal carportrait of the tv actor-singer that bons are unique and accurate giv-.
accompanies ‘the disk is a. selling ‘ing the set a fun’ quality- that |

lure that will capture his’ teenage .everyone is“ sure to. ‘enjoy... - He
fans and pull the package up to wraps up a: flock of songs’ VAS. the
the top selling brackets. .The disk, others. would. do them with an ear} |
too, will keep “em happy. Already that's.” sharp. arid a ‘style that’s
on the way as:a pop songster with snappy. It's: a tour-de-force. that}
his. “Teach “Me TFonight” click, Tings:.the Sales. and spinning :‘bells.-|.
‘Maharis follows: with. a pleasing
. STEVE -LAWRENCE:. “COME |.
gongbag that’runs the gamut from, WALTZ: ‘WITH ME”? (Columbia). | :

“Lollipops:

and

the’ Tight].

; ELVIS PRESLEY. .KING. OF:THE WHOLE ‘WIDE ‘WORLD
'~ (RCA. Victor)... 2. .e. . Home Is Where The Heart Is

_ Elvis..Presley’s. “King: Of.:‘The- Whole. Wide World” ¢ Presley Mu-.
_ Sict) is: a fine example of. raliy- Presley: still reigns supreme: It'’s.a
“knockout rocker from his: “Kid Galahad”: ‘pic. “Home Is Where: The | Heart Is” ¢Gladys*) uses” Sentimental ballad. touches. for. good. ; an

“results,, Tune’ is.
5. from.the.samé “Galahad” film.
al

TAL CAIOLA .
A

ee

ee

‘KATUSHA

(United Actiais) ©Bee aenaeaeas. Lee isLike Champagne

Al Caiola’s “Katusha” (Leeds*). pushes across the catchy Russian.

rhythmic ‘line: with ‘an. exciting guitar in: the forefront to lead the. A |... way ‘to a. ‘spinning payoff. “Love Is Like. Champage”’ .(Southern*) oy
_ has. a.“bubbling-‘instrumental: ‘style. that. will} delight. lots,OF: pro.

‘grammers..

-

_

ar

"LAWRENCE ‘WELK.

oe ae aoe

.

a

.

.| VIKKE,CARR.
SS sie oe_ HE'S A REBEL
{ romantic touch: for: the waltz tempo, _
Presents a’ New Dot Album
day -entries©
as] and: sentiment: Working - with. Sid]
| (Liberty >: Chetlewes dha tues ee
Be My:‘Love:*
* “¥YOUNG.-WORLD"..*
Roses"
and
3 Feller's.. arrangemeénts:.and a: band A ‘New Sound—Recorded by: tha New eee. Vikki: Carr’s He's A_ Rebel”. (Januaryt). puts the-.“I love: him

A Dav Made” and “Fools Rush
In”
t

to such ‘current-

Lawrence-has.

|

“Top Singles Of
( The Week

Welk's Walk, Goulet’s ‘Us’ TopLPs

“standards like “What A Difference | Steve

Wednesda. August 29,1962
_

Can't Stop Loving You.” He takes: headed ‘by. Joe. Guercio, ‘he gives | “35. -“mm. ‘Film: “Recording
Process!
ho. ‘matter what" theme into teen terms: with a. powerhouse. vocal’:
the -old and the new in. his stride. the . familiar threedrive ‘that will pull-in: the. blue. jean. ‘set: “Be My Love” (Miller*).
- quarter. ‘time
|;
_ interpretation that's: okay: for.
DEL LA REESE: “ON STAGE” miélodiés ‘an. ‘appropriate touch for makes his ‘Heading’ “rhythms: in: - gives | this. ‘ballad classic. a “vocal:
ae current juke tastes. re
}..cisive.. The set,” though, - is. ‘or: |:
(RCA
Victor).
Della
Reese ‘is: programming pleasure. An‘addition
Ro .
swinting all the way in.this: set. to the oldies, there are two new ‘those. who'd. rather have. stories|:
Sourred _ by a studio audience to ones, the title. song-and “I’lt Never | read: aloud than to fread. themselves.
Wirth she plays like a nightclub. Waltz Again Withont- You,” written
6saN ; .*
(MGM) ..
Sg os
be ae ke bd oe eee’ -, She’ 8: ‘Changed:
crowd. Miss
Reese: puts _out espécially’ for ‘this: “package by |" : MARTIN: DENNY... ORCH: |
_. Mark: Dinning’s “J. ‘Gatén Myself ‘Cryin’ 99 Tree?) falls ‘into the.
(Liberty).
ae
TASTE
OF
HONEY”:
Jim
my
Van:
‘Heusen
and.
Sammy
with. the vocal sounds © which
Martin. Denny: shag. added. a jazz}. 7weeping: ballad: groéve: but the’ vocal. style. ‘gives ita poignancy that- - |
have
distinguished
her
from Cahn."
*-,
flavoring to. his” “familiar. exotic |":. puts it ahead of similar slices and. way ahead: in the. spinning ‘run.
the
run-of-the-mill!
performers..
JAN - ‘GARBER: -ORCH:. ““EOL- instrumental .:Styling resulting in a.) “She's: Changed” (Acuff-Rose+) plays around with’@;slow. Thythmiefe we
Perhaps. the mannerisms, are put: .LEGE-.
SONGS EVERYBODY rich,’ ‘melodic . package ‘highly |‘guit- _ ‘ballad moog: for: an okay : spinning: Tesponse.. a,
ee
on ‘somewhat too- ‘thickly on some KNOWS”. Decca): Jan ‘Garber, a:
able for.:aH! programming patterns. :
of. the numbers, such as‘? ‘Bye. Bre veteran bandléader, fs. apparently
“A’ Taste:
araee* BOBBYS GIRL
Blackbird.” but the impact is: in-- familiar with ‘the ‘campus. circuit ‘With: -his clicko: sitigle,
“ole oe:
“Cede
Vee eat 0A Time To Dream,’
‘disputably potent, ‘She also. hits and dishes: out: ‘the ‘college ‘songs |Of Honey,” :titling the -set,: it. has... : (Seville).
. Marcie. Blaine’s “Bobbys. Girl” Ce M. E.t) fits. Tight into. the
force. on such” with thé ‘savvy: of: ‘bandsnien who's: a: good sales lure.and: - with: such |.
With tremendous
current: teener mood with:a. “growing” up”. angle: spelled -out: with-.. ae
‘tures as “Misty.” “Comes Once in been on the spot at” one.‘ time’ or -items: as “Walk On The Wild Side,”eal
“The
-Wild.
.One,”*-.“Exodus”
and
|anda: forceful vocal..“A Time To ‘Dreain’’. (AL MEE. 00%
a Lifetime,"". “His Eye Is on the another. The ‘set ‘is full of- dance-.
@:good
querbeat
of. routine’
‘ballad stuff that adds up:to Just S0-S0-. spinning
“Stranger .On The -Shore’’~. » In-}in- . | f
“Sparrow.” “Mad About'Him Blues.” able spark.with.a pull-in ‘lift*for.
.
cluded,
“it.
also
has
lots:
of.
playing
os:
odder.
‘You
Came
a
Long
Way
Froni
and.*
those who-know the words: to the : power, St Louis.” She also carries, off a melodies. The’ package will please wn,
nifty version. of “Ol? Man Rver," the under - grads: as. wéll- as | ‘the | “TAN - & SYLVIA”. (Vaiiguard).7 SHELLEY FABARES
oe ee
oS
w.- THE THINGS WE: bin.
| Ian Tyson “and ; Sylvia’ Fricker, “a-|.
not usual ina femme. repectory.
. alumni,
‘Canadian: duo,’ area bright new |:
LAWRENCE WELK: “BABY ELE“MEKE- SETTLE -& THE ” “SET(Colp ix)
. aBee hag - Breaking: Up:Is Hard To Do;
entry: in the: folksinging. idiom. This.
PHANT WALK” -(Dot:.
Here is: TLERS: “SING. HALLELUJAH”
Shelley Fabaires’ “The: Things: We. ‘Did. Last Summer" -(Styne. °
team
possesses
a.
pair
of
fine-voices.|
(Folk
Sing).
“This is, thé -first. diskanother -attraclive roundup ‘of. hits’
‘that blend* into: an ‘arresting “and|: Cahn). is a ‘lighthearted. entry that: fits: into “the back-to-school :
by the perennial Lawrence Welk: :ing: from publisher .Howie. :Richauthentic: -sound, ‘The -high’ quality |. season “and isa natural: to win appreciation. on the -teen -level:
orzsnization.
Teeing off ché set is mond’s Folk ‘Sing ‘label. If.there’s
OE
this .duo’s work. ‘ig ‘evident ‘on |-.. “Breaking, Up-1s-Hard To Do”. (Aldont) puts the:Neil Sedaka click.
the latest pic song click © (“Baby any steam left in the folk-fad,. this. tunes like - “Makes a |Long ‘Time|.oi infemale ands. and: she wrings out: the.ballad mood auite: nicely.
=
hie ohant
Walk.” - which has: heen. .isia natural to ‘eop. mucho atten=Man" Feel: Bad, pe “Rocks” and
riding as-a:. ‘single best. seiler.. The ‘tion...It features. -the-‘singing’ jand:
| IKE1COTTA GET. AWAY
“Gravel,” © “ C.: Cy Rider, . “When. DEBBIE: woops”.
composing
‘talents:
of
‘Mike
Settle
sirasht, ‘melodic, Welk .arrange”
wil iv ae es Please “Be. Kind*
and. also contains..songs by other ‘First: Unto This. Country,” amidst, 7 (Epic)
ments, based. on a. simple: rhythmic
fine folk writers: including Woody’ Some. solo,selections by eaclt.’
Debbie Woods’. “Like Iv Gotta: Get. ‘Atvay”.. (B: F.- -Woods*), ‘has:
base. ‘are used: in such otdies as |
om ree | zippy beat and an-attractive-vocal style to build: teener: response -“Are
You ‘Lonesome . ‘Tonight, ” Guthrie. A variety of tempo and |
- mood ‘is presented. -hére -and. ‘the|
for spinning. payoff.. “Please :Be Kind" (Harms*). “presents :the *
Asi an thie Game” and ‘“Betiy
text and music. from. each number | The Baron Rejoins”‘BMI:
oldie in. a: slow Tocking: mood: that: fits “into. today’s . spt ning
Weik includes ap-:
cr 2» of You”
are:
also
included-on.
the
liner
‘and
|.
Slt
a ty
ty:
l:
ee,
- Elmore White, veteran _ ‘music a pattern... me
pealiag slice of a new pic ‘tune,
:
* .4oa«“ Aest
=
inner” ‘sleeve. ‘Settle and:-his. group
theme
from:
the. "Brothers OF. singers and musicians “work over. man: known, :in* the. :trade-as - The |:
Te 8 eee: ‘., ‘e
“TROUBLED:
MIND: es
Baron, has -moved into: the: Broad-.| RAY ANTHONY: oncH
Guim,” - Which could devélop sin-. . their: nraterial. in fine style: a
: cast.‘Musie’ Inc: sétup, - He'll -work-+| (Cap pitol).. er
gle strength as the ‘filma unrolls
aces | Almost’ Lost'.My: Mind
[LARRY STORCH: “PHILIP. in: BME's: writer-publistier, relations
nationally .
Yay “Anthony ‘Orch’s “Troubled. _Minid!" -(Moonlight*)- picks ‘up
- ROTH'S. EPSTEIN” (Lively Arts):: department.
.
“Most. recently, “White. ‘hasa:‘been |:
ssthe. country. blues ‘mood with a solid: trumpet: lead.-that will win:
ROBERT GOULET:. “TWO OF | One ‘of. the standout short stories
Us” (Columbia)... Robert-Goulet. got in Philip Roth’s *‘Goodbye. Colum- ‘connected with. tne .Columbia. Pic-,|. ‘the :side-plenty. of action on :all“levels..“I-Almost Lost. My Mind’: *
“4 St. Louist) takes an. Ivory. Joe Hunter: blues -entry. for: an effective.
otf to a fine start in. the disk field
is. “Epstein,” _ It’s'.a. bitter- tures’ music operation” under the}
trumpet. ride ‘with. ‘a vocal. chorus:“assist to give -it:an:added fillip. ©
with his debut LP, “Always You,” sweet. tale’ of a- Jewish-American.
aegis of ‘Marvin ‘Cane:
aud furthers his cause: handsomely t that comes -to ‘life ‘in -Roth’s poigWhite. has: beén: “previously with
with this wrapup of the warm and; nant prose-: The story is. given ana number. of. BMI-affiliatéed firms ARCHIE BLEYER. ORCH:
|
Anutimate moods. The style is soft: ‘other -dimension .1n~ this: reading’
i ee
beds. :, Sunrise -‘Serenade:
-and: with ‘Broadeast. Music; BMI’s | .(€adenee)
|
aril apy with the help of Glenn | ‘by’ comedian Larry «Storch. He’s
publishing: arm,: now defunct, ‘butJe Archie. Bleyer Orch’s "SM onlight. Serenade” ‘(Robbins*) *reOsser,.
who .canducts the ‘orch and+-got the: intonation. down bat and.he
now.he's with: ‘the .‘parent.‘BMI.
' vives. the Glenin. Miller oldie with-a. nifty. corch intérpretation of its
‘are anged the ‘song bag, Goulet. does!
own that dill: ‘pick, up: lots -of. programming. friends. “Sunrise Seré-.
vers well by some showtunes and.
nade”. (Jewe LE) ds, ‘another instrumental. from the heyday: of. ‘the:
straitit pop. entries.
Among. the|.
“ big bands fashioned ‘for. current: ‘play.‘on,the Jock and puke. levels.
pullout sides are ‘Where Do I

|

2MARK. ‘DINNING

weee edCATCH MYSELF. CRYIN’:

‘MARCIE. BLAINE.
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wel 7 “MOONLIGHT: SERENADE

Go

From

Here’

from

eee

‘Fiorello,”

“Make Someone Happy”: from “Do
Mi" and “Alk.O£ You” from.
“Silk Stockings.” -

_ | SOLOMON BURKE mat REALLY. DON'T: WANT TO:‘KNOW.
(Atlantic): «3.5.5... Tonight “My Heart: She'Is Crying-..

“Re

. Columbia: Records ‘will hold a.live" recording: |session tor® singér

_Solomon. ‘Burke’ s: aE Really Don’ t. Want. ‘Fo: ‘Knoiv" |f Hill eS

.

GARLAND “TOUCH’} Carol: Sloane’s second LP at the label’s New York. studios ‘this Friday a
that will ‘work ts: way:to the ton.of the spinning bracket: “Tonight .
(Capitoty. The touch of Judy Gar- |431).
It's a by-invitation: affair for’ ‘press; deejays, etc., and. “will ‘also’ Q

“THE

land.

Which.’ ustially- means:

the

serve as a showcase for- thé recently, remodelled ‘studios. :

«RGA Vie-.|-’

. My Heart She Is Crying: (Love Is A Bird)” -¢Nomt-)-stirs.up.a@ West
Indian: lilt: for” lighthearted; rhythmic: results. ‘that rates
program:
7
a
,
*
ee
=

difference hetween a ‘routine and. -tor’s’ Soria releases: will: now carry_.a.manufa¢turer’s::nationally ‘adver- |- : ming... attention,

inspired performance, again gets: ‘tised list price of only. $1 more than fegiiar Red. Séal albums, ‘regarda superlative display in this. songo- less. of ‘the number of records per album. Previously, the Soria Series
loz. In’ excellent voice and: packed ‘sold:for $1 pér: record’ more: than: the Red: Seal ‘releases-. . King. Rec-

JERRY. FULLER

.‘ewes .. WHY: DO THEY: SAY. GOODBYE _

-(€hallenge) ..

_in. firstrate style by ‘a’ large orch |ords ig extending its Special August Merchandising Plait through: ‘Sep-.

rr

«Let Me Be With: You: 2

Jerry. Fuller's sig. “Do. ‘They.Say" Goodbye"’ (4-Star Salest)~
most’ impressive on Cole Portér’ S| entire ‘King-Bethlehem. catalog. and have his. choice of three ‘bonus EPs. |: ‘dishes: out a-sprightly: ballad::feel. set. around:-a- pleasing “lyrte: lineae Happen to’ Like New York,”
that “has--catch- -on ‘qualifications. “Let. ‘Me Be. ‘With You” (TAJ*)
Atlantic Records is digging into ‘its albuny ‘product for’‘single releases:
standout. piece of material alriiost oy his week, the label released singles .by Mose Allison’ and Hank Craw]. develops a nice"ballad. style. awith a vocal: verve: that’s quite pleasing. res mo
and chorus, Miss Garland’ is at. her. ‘tember.

‘Under the plan; a dealer can purchase any 10 albums‘ from: the mo

tailored: for .her dramatie style. ‘In | fFord. drawn: from recently. released “LPs-by- the two: ,jazzsters... The
the Ballad. groove, Miss Garland ‘Allison :‘disk .combines the. title tune of. the: LP, AT Don't: Worry: About
bets. oldies like “Comes Once .in a: Thing” *with * "Your Mind Is’ on Vaeation.”.:The: Crawford’ ‘sides, “The |

oan
.
“2

‘BILLY’ FURY ..
(London) “..

a Lifetinre.” “Happiness Is a Thing
Called Jose”

Alone”

and

“You'll

“More

Never

Than

-8
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weet

2M “RUNNING. “AROUND:
: Once Upon :A: Dream.

Peeper’ and “Don't |Cry Baby,” were taken: from ‘his new: :-LP, “From
Billy ‘Fury’ s Em. ‘Running: Abeba Kassner*) . puts this. rock.
the “Heart.’: ' Atlantic’ 's subsid: label, Atco, pulled a ‘reverse, though, ‘by-t
You’ | putting ‘out a “Bobby Darin. LP; “Things. and More Things” pegged -on | ’n’ roller- from: England: into competition.‘on. the U-S: ‘turntables...
with -a- breezy. ‘slice-that.-tells a story that.kids like to, hear. again =
| his high-riding: single, “Thirigs”.
- Peter, Paul: & Mary, Warner :Bros.|-”‘and’ .again. “Once |Upon’ A ‘Dream” ¢ Bourne-Rank*) can: awaken -

© Walk

Kuow.” among «thers.“MARCH.
PAUL
LAVALLE:
“FRO 3) BROADWAY TO “HOLLY-

diskefs, ‘set for three months. of " persomat: ‘appearances: highlighted. by i=. sonre romantic. instincts. in”“the: teen. trade’with. its. likable : ballad.

‘a shot’ on: Jack ‘Paar's new NBC-TV show’ Nov: 2. 7
2 touch es.
Another release
Epic Réeords. has released. two. of. its ‘all-time. “Bestselling” LPs: din :

woop" {MGM},
in MGM's
“22: Channel. Sound”

‘versions...
The:
- .
Jamal“Trio
; “Electronically .Re-channeled for S&ereo™
‘series, this LP is a fresh enttry for -‘by. Lester Lanin and the Ahmad.
: Joanie
audiophiles.
Paul Lavalle’s Band, . re-united Ww ith .arranger-conductor.‘Tommy Oliver’ after
Olympic -Radio
of -kmrerica, a large. precision of-. lapse for a new-.Warner-Bros..LP..

packages. are.
Somniers: is

AMOS MILBURN. JR kee ©

a three-year |

(ke: Cam)

lee

08 ys "DANCE:HER BY Mit

Sl eet

faa s.e,. The Last One-

Amos. Milburn ita"3 eDanice: Her 3 Me" (LaBiltt) Spins | outa

.& ‘TV ‘Sales:

-

ronuuntic’ ballad with. soft.‘tocking touches that. will’ eatch: on for a:

gin vation rigged for sound, moves" Corp, has: contracted with Enoch Light's, ‘Command Records.to’ produce |. :.
through a book of Hollywood and denjonstration

i

disks. for. Olympic. sterés.. sets. : Other’: companies «for |. big: play. “The -Las€:One”’. (-LeBillt).. sets:‘Up an ‘okay:ballad mood: :

include “for romancing. around: the iukesy,
effects at the Magnavox.. Motorola. Philco; ‘VM, Westinghouse,..GE, and “Packard.
speakers is dazziing. Included: are: ‘Bell ::
one
ee
_Al -Szathmiary -has -béen -named exec- ‘associate’ of ‘Bill-Dana|J:ACKIE: W ILSON. .
such numbers as “76° Trombones,” “Productions. involving: record, tv. and nitery: commitments: of “Jose.
(Brunswick) | we
tee alee eels-, Forever. And_A-Day.
*W itit at Little
Bit of. Luck,”
“The. Jiminez”.
Caedmon: Records and. the: Shakespeare |‘Recording . ‘So-|
- Jackie.. Wilson's “Baby, That's. “ie (Merimact). ‘shouts: out:.a.
Trottey Song,” “Never ot Sunday,ciety. have appointed Associated. Record ‘Distributors ‘in,East Rartford
‘rocking. tale with: a vocal. ‘flair. that -will push-its: way: along the,
“Fascinating Rhythm” and *“There's. for ‘the. Connecticut - territory.spinning circuit: “Forever And: A’:Day” .(Merimact) has a big .
No Business Like Show. Business.”
ballad feel but “its. programming ;“chances: “pill: ibe. limited by..tts.
- Lenny ‘Kent. ‘lias been’ ‘signed. by” Colpix: for: a:cofnedy: -albuin: tobet

Broadwag

tunes with all-out brass; ‘which

ai: msements.

Command produces’ and® manufactures ‘demo’.disks

*

BABY::PHAT'S- ALLPag .

The

S scecaa i, aed IR.: “ALL ‘star! recorded in Holiywoad’:
. Moritor Records. witl: introduce a new low- |.
SPECTACULAR”
| ‘Reprise’. “AN price ($1 .98)- record. line. ‘after. ‘Labor Day: The first..two -packages: will:

‘pserdo-elassical touches.

.

Jolson, James Cagney, BelaI
Lugosi, be .-“by the. Leningrad -Phitharmonic. ‘Orchestra ‘and:Sviatoslay Richier-’ oe *ASCAP..

+t BML.

f

Gros, a

ol After15-Yr.
~ BatonerAssns.iinFi
ightvs.

HEN RINT.MereTie!AccentsNewSwitch Trend

+ The diskers are. getting restless,
‘Orchestra: -Jeaders” in’ “Connecti-4+| Deals, and rumors of deals, of disk
cut banned. together -Yast” week -to'
By MIKE’ GROSS —
performers : shifting their record‘join the bandleader. associations of }
“New York ‘and Philadelphia: -in-|.
The” “advertising’: agency, ‘which : "Larry :-Coleman. has ‘joined.. Joy. ing company ties have been buz-:
Stanley.
Adans,.
president,
of.
the
zing in the trade the. ‘past week.
their ‘fight :to’ bring about.an end
has. long been dubbed: the: “heavy”
Leading the musical chairs game
~? ¢o' the. American-.Federation - of. American: Society-: of: ‘Composers, in. show.’ business -because- of ‘its. ‘Music as-geheral professional man-.
ager.:Coleman,
a.
cleffer
with
such
|
Authors
°&
Publishers;:
is
back
in}
is’ Patti. “Page, who.is moving to
Musicians’ tax. ‘on’ tray ‘eling orchs
commercial - ‘intrusions ‘on- +y,.is:
‘tunes
as
“Ricochet”
and
“Changing:
He's
| taking. -on a“hero”: concept in, the’
Columbia Records aiter a 15-year
and: other “discriminatory” Tules, a ‘the’ lyric.-writing.- groove:
Partners” ‘to’ his ‘credit, will. head tile with the Mercury -label. Miss
penned the” words, to’ the. main |
_-At- the’ meeting, held “at: New. ‘theme. ‘of ~:Paul “‘Taubman’s. score: musie field.Joy’s. publishing. operation. anid de- Page. will start recording ‘under-.
:Haven’s Taft. Hotel,’. the orchsters: for the: film short,: “The Painter. 7]: “Not. only:have the: ad. ‘agencies velop: new ‘writing’ talent: for. the
‘the: Columbia banner after ‘the’
‘become: a lucrative ‘source of, in-.
.. formed an- ‘organization. known. as |
The tune, titled “While: I. Paint |‘come to. musicians. and: ‘composers-|. firm. 7
“The Connecticut ‘Orchestra Leadthe the year, ,
|
trip
is'a
a
. The deal for ‘the shift. was: ar,: Already -oii his agend
erg. “Assn;:-and: decided to:.intervene: My’ Dream, * ig ‘being. published by} through their ‘Heavy ‘use. of. jingles:| ‘tothe
Coast to oversee. Joy’s. film ranged between Dave Kapralik,
‘Frank
Music.
-Amorng.
Adams’
lyric
and. musical. .‘signatures, ..but. now.
Tas. plaintiffs “in the federal. -court
and -tv. activities: Until. Tecéntly,. Col’s: artists & repertoire. ‘chief in
_.. aetion filed By the New ‘York group crédits..are. “What. A Difference. A- they’ -are being locked ‘upon: as ‘Coleman |had ‘been with E..
Day. Made”. and. “There: ‘Are. ‘Stich: the .: “New. Frontier” for musical
“B: | the east, ‘and: Jack Rael, Miss
of -orehestra. leaders. In so. doing:
Marks Music,
3
“
| Page's. ‘longtime manager. :During
' ‘they have.aligned. thémseélves |with’ Things.’ * The. film short: is: cur-: ideas:.
j her ‘stay ‘at Merc,
Miss: Page
:: such name. bandleaders -as*: Stan: ‘rently ‘being shown at New. York'sS| One -“of® “Madison Ave:’s ”"chief 7
copped :.eight. gold disk awards in-hoosters.. -for this. contribution to|
‘Kenton, : Ralph: “Marterie, - ‘Ralph |. Sutton Theatre...
.| cluding one for the. 4,000,000-plus
: music is~ Marc. Brown, who: -runs||
= ’Flanagan, .Georgie” Auld;. ‘Freddy
] seller “Tennessee Waltz.” Her pact
his. ‘own commercial. music: produc- |*
--Martin, ‘Les. Brown, : Quincey’ Jonés;'|
1 with Col is for a. longterm. run and:
‘|-tion: firm. According’ to ‘Brown, ‘the
wi Kai Winding. ‘and: ‘Skiteh: -Hender- |.
. |will include releases: in the: album
| excitement :in music ‘today: is. com- |
=. 60n;. ‘among. others.who- are: challand singles field.
ling from: the commercials.
lenging. the: ‘tax. .
This ‘marks thé second time:
|
“The: agencies,” |he says,. “give

~ ColemantoJoyMusic

“Lyricist‘Adams?Dream’

nsFal’

Aussielife
Lares

Almost’ everyone present “gt thé. 4
‘Connecticut
Meet .. “signed | ‘Slips.

‘the’ :misical-: producers -plenty.of |

Net Declines To
$350,488, OFF81%

| within ‘the. past few months that

Columbia has dipped into the MerO j.cury: roster. The other Mere lam":
O |inisters were: (Mike) Nichols .&
ry. ¢ 4 and musiéal: phrases.” Advertising }Capitol: Records’. sales” for rh (Elaine) May; who were among thie
ex; men like. Peter “Miranda ‘of “Camp-'|At | bell-Ewald, he adds, are giving the: 1962;. ending: June: 30, “Hit -$41,857.- new acquisitions heralded’ at.:Cal’s
{musical : producers lots: of. room ‘to ‘465,- a drop -from the "61 take July convention .in Miami Beach.
~“-years we have. tried ‘to resolve: our
“San: Francisco; Aug. 28,
Move..around in and the commer- which. was $48,364, 19: ‘Net income. The comedy team’s: first LP for
. differences within the: ‘framework,|-::
-cials: are thus ‘becoming: the avant for ’62. was. $350, 488 equivalent to ‘Columbia’ is now under way.
“Davé.
Guard,
who
left:
the
Kings!
J: Of the: union. We. have found: nis}:
|.76c:’ pér ‘share .:on, the 461.331| Columbia also is planning
7 ton ‘Trio “earlier ’ this: ‘year - ‘for:, ‘ay ‘garde of the musical field.
we. dmpossible, ws
{-shares” ‘outstanding. ‘at the.end. of ' movein on the indie Laurie ‘label
‘New Musical ‘Patterns. .
a. “We have. decided’ theréfore to reported .$300,000: settlement” to | Since. -music in: ‘gommercials is|-the year. (Cap: hit its peak. in:-1959 forthe’ acquisition of Dion. AlGoin: with ‘other’. .orcliestra ‘leader -bé paid - over. three’ yéars,: ‘has: used: aS’: a. merchandising: ‘device, 380) a sales rackup: oa$49,266, though nothing is firmed ‘vet, it’s:
-< gFtoups in order to -bring.about- an.’ _théown- in. the towel: ‘with. his ‘own the ‘music producers: have: to. keep: 860). |:
. : expected that. Dion, too, will be‘end :-to‘this' diseriminatory 10%.
| the .melody. ‘from “being. ‘dull. and }-- In “61, net in¢ome-wad $1,815; 523 Bin recording for Columbia after
<: tax: aiid “other arbitrary. rules “and_| group; ‘The: Whiskey Hill Singers; yet: not. obtrusive. -To reach this]. équivalent. to $3.93 per. share. on: ‘the: first ‘of. the year. Dion. is -eurinmide: ‘goal,. the: “producers: are. forced to “the 461,409 shares outstanding: at rently riding high in the singles
regulations. of. the’ Musicians; Un-- -and Will leave: for. Australia i
We. feel that “the. ‘success’ of. September to: Jive: a
“=Jon..
os develop... new ideas ‘.and. ‘musical ‘the end. -of the: year.. Capitol’s ‘net. field with his slicing of “Little.
.our, action: will ‘mean the. survival |:, , “Life on. “the: road- -isthe low est,” | patterns. to ‘make’ it @iflerent and. ‘working. capital at, June 30, ‘this Diane” and. in the album market
'
~and possibly the revival of: a.-vital ‘say's Giiard who. admits that it. was’ take: some of «the | edge’ - Off ° the year; ‘was $11, 628.319 and ‘net with:
“Eovers Who .Wander: a
part of a
music-—the ance ‘easier-with.the top. rank Kingston} agencies’ product ‘pitch. 0
Capitol Records, too, is begin-.
“worth: *$14,118,000-. or $30. 60 per]
:/,.}
Brio
.than’
it
‘has
been
to
‘Start.
his’)
i otehestra.”.
.: “The. music should put the Jisten- ‘Share...
‘Ning ‘to throw out bait to hook
giving. “attorney Godfrey. : Pik
Sehmidt. full “power .to. intervene. 3
§
in: their ‘behalf. _Eddie Wittstein, |.
_ :, temporary chairman . ‘of: the’ ‘Con’ a
3. Mecticut™ group, stated, “For many aan

‘Teeway_ to. break in new .idéas: in|
|-Sound, . orchestral _iristrumentation.|

| own ‘group.

Se
er-in a’‘receptive niood: for the hard
In .a-- statement to. stockholders some substantial pop diskers.. Last
in The Whiskey Hili Singers could sell, ” Says Brown, -“but ‘still: stand: in the annual” teport,; Glenn’ E. | month, ‘the diskery grabbed ‘Bobby ], ZO . ‘on ‘indefinitely |but © ‘it’s’ like ‘in.. its: ‘own. aS ‘a- separate ‘musical . |. Walliehs,. Cap’s: ‘president, said ‘that Darin from the Atco aquarium and
{keeping a hippo for a.pet: ‘What is’ entity. ‘It’s not so ‘much ‘seeking a -the “company: ‘had stepped up de-. it’s believed to be casting its line
}it. getting you? 1 want: to. get. With} new sound as’ it..is trying to. de- ‘velopment of ‘its. electronic. busi-. into the Imperial Records’ pond
Nothing con‘my wife: and. my family for: ‘a while: velop: a new combination 6f- sound.”a ness .during:-the yéar.and the. re-: for” Rick. Nelson.
though, but.
{My kids are two .and ‘four ‘and: ‘the[{ ‘Musie -“in’ commercials - ean - ‘no lated costs adversely- affeeted its. firmed |‘on. Nelson,
Gains Many. Copyrights -Little-girl ‘thinks. I’m a: ‘charming: ‘Ionger. be: considered: a “synthetic: earnings.. “This development,” ‘he that’s ‘the Dig buzz around. town.
‘Sam: Fox:: Publishing : has added |.stranger. .‘In Austr alia ™ TH blow:|‘offering, he. ‘adds: “The: top’ musi- -added:: "Is. part of. the company’s |
‘cians are. hired for.the recording Jongrange diversification. program
Sam
Music’ to. its:-ASCAP af-- six -hours..aday and‘ be‘ Mr.. Fainily
J sessions :and: the budget’ for :the | which included: the acquisition. of
- _fitiates stable. Dorabet’ previcusty: “Man _the’ Test: of the’ time. ”
‘commercials sometimes ‘go. as high inter ests in the ‘entertainment field |“was controlled ‘by. ‘Mercury RecGuard turned. '‘down.’ 17. ‘dates !
-ords: disker ““Clebanoff, “aswell” as’ ‘after. ‘Sept... 15° through |Interna-" Vag’ $25; 000—about: as. much ‘as..a | and. ‘shares in a record producing |
recording ' company ‘puts. -into an |. company | in. Japan.” ‘In the Bread.t'
Wayne. ‘Robinson and Caesar : Gio-+- tional Talent-. Associates: .for. the|
‘way. musical -area, Capitol had .a |
.vanni, "arrangers and. cornposers; | Whiskey Hill’. Singers in order: to j-‘original ‘¢ast album’ or’ an-- opera.
‘In: addition: to his eomimercial/.
$200,000: ‘investment ‘in: “The ‘Gay |
go-to’ Alistralia.. He’s planning al.
:.:. alse on the: Mere label:.
music: ‘production. firm, Brown has{
_. The: National Academy of Re-.
According to” :Fred-- Fox. “who °$65.000- house. at Whale Beach near’ 4 set ‘up’ Tamarin-:Music (ASCAP): Life?’ which flopped.)
:Wallichs - “added,
“The. highly cording Arts .&- Sciences has tied
“= heads..the. firm, :the acquisition . of |. Sydiiey. up. with the Chevrolet. division: of
+ to. hold {the - new copyrights .. de-.
Dorabet: énables the: Fox organiza-.| --The* ‘Whiskey. Hit ‘Singers. are. - veloped - for: ‘Madison “Ave.‘Ss: mu- | competitive conditions. in the: rec- General Motors for-an all-star, all| ord. industry -‘developed: during the
. tiow =.to gain... many .copyrights under contract. to Capitol. . “We ll | sical binge
| year ‘into ‘a chaotic market. situa-. label . premium. disk to be titled
- Which-have: been: released by. Mez- | record again’ before’. I Jeave’ -and.|“Go With. the- Greats. ”
{tion and our incréased’ pr ‘omotional.
cury: ‘through *‘tie. albums ‘and: ‘sin- tin March I may. try again. I'd-like|:
Artists and record: companies,
| expenditures to’ maintain‘ competi-: writers’ and music publishers, as
fles -of.-Clebanoif - and ..Giovanni. Z ‘to-do two: LPs a. ‘year : inistead. of|
tive: position. resulted in narrow: ed \-well as- the American Federation.
. Many. copyrights: ‘from. the Dor abet: knocking ourselves “out: ‘on’: the.
"| profit margins.”
“eatalog- will:.also. be” included. in road,” ‘Guard says. :
of: Musicians, have agreed ‘to waive’
_/ He concluded .the:. ‘report’“with. : royalties ‘on this- special record...
the Sam ‘Fox: Film: Rights: Library ;. ma Ot ‘Australia, ” says. Guard, who |
“The: record market * is expanding | All of the: disk’s proceeds will be
J of.‘Recorded: Background Musie. | first visited Doivn Unter asa mem-|.
with the growing teenage popula|,
"The world. premiere in the Hol- ber’ of’ the |‘Kingston. ‘Frio; ..“‘they.
applied toward the various schoi| tion’ ‘and more and more ‘families|| arships already
”Jywood. . Bowl. of: the |-overturé:, have. great: folk. music, too:. Their| °
established
by
are acquiring stereo: and: other im- NARAS: as well. as to other activi““ ‘Round and ‘Round,’ written’ by'|-songs. and--material. are the-equal|:
Robison and. Giovanni, "was": per-.j “of any. J ‘have. heard. “Mavbe. I -ean-t “Local. 10,“Chicago ‘Federation “of‘proved, devices: to preduce music| ties of the organization.
formed: ‘by Glebanoff: and: the: Hol-. help: them. It’s a ‘chance: to.“influ: |‘Musicians; ‘is ‘asking: ‘a_ 10°C. in- for: ‘home entertainment: Over the:'| Participating ‘artists who have
-érease “in: present musician. scales ‘Tong: :run: the’ prospects. are there cooperated in the venttre’ are:
lywood ‘Bowl’ Svmpliony Orchestra’ enee-: a continent.””
| em ‘nitery. - Ops... here.: ‘effective ‘for greater. growth and a ‘sound |‘ Count. Basie, Nat King Cole. Perry
“Jast’ _ Saturday | (25).- ‘Fox wilt. <in- }3: “Increase” would “provide:| and profitable’ operation.aan
clude.‘ “Round ‘and. “Round”..in its’
{ Como, Ella Fitzgerald, Judy. Gar+ performing ‘musicians .a” 4¢% hike:
Rental Library for. subsequent: per- *
[Jand, ‘Benny..Goodman. ‘Woody HerFin ‘salary, which - would, “be.“desige |
formances.::. =
‘man, Peggy. Lee, Johnny _Mercer,::
nated. vacation: pay..
Clebanoff, -Robitison’. “and” Gio: |
|Jo Stafford. Paul Weston,
and
Vanni -joined forces’ in “1957.: col-.|_
I Of -the.. “pemainder.: ‘gea of. ‘all |.
; Roger ‘Williams.. Selections ‘have
. laborating-- ‘on many. compositions| “Mills Music: has became” the. sole *:
‘ salaries would” go to, the’: ‘parent||
‘been culled from their previously-.
for’ their Dorabet firm, -and” have’ “selling agent. ‘and. . publisher” for :tnon, “American
issued. ‘works: on the Capitol, -Co‘Federation: *
6f.|'
recently: ‘entered, into a Five-year copyrights . of . ‘Western ” Music.’ Co 3} “Mucicians;.
for its health:.and. wel-.|- poppy - Weiss,” - Warner Bres. |issued Everest, Kapp. RCA> Vic-.
2
: Records ° international
-director,
’
“agreement: vith. _Mereury.:
tor,
Roulette and Verve labels.
fare: fund,.:and- 2%: to the: “loéal.
1 Ltd,, of: Vancouver, -‘publisher :
Jeaves for. the. Far East. this ‘week
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|start: him off at™3!2°% and. bring
"on his:half of the show. The. company. merély bought half -of Lerner: S-: creased. to: $530. 431 compared with :‘conditions. may: change, there: are
: half. :‘Inferentially;: this- was. interpreted as- ‘giving RCA. Victor, -the , $118, 418: for the: :Gomparable: Bee.‘still: only a few- basic: formats to" him’ up: to. five and that’s your
f°
- which: .diskeries. can ‘turn | to
total -responsibility, with no proaffiliate of. the Radio. Corp:- - of America. (of: which the National” “Broad: |riod the’ ‘previous. year,

easting .. Co. «is: anether. wholly owned. subsidiary), . the -album: Tights: , This: ‘year ori: the basis. of-605: 500. gathering: and marketing tnaterial ducer to ‘account for.”
‘This. is: ‘not -so,:-at least not ‘yet:. It, may :wind up. “that way but :‘fact ‘is:shares: Outstanding; by the .end. ‘of[rer their: labels and the’ indie. has! . He. also. feels

that. “soine pro-

‘the ‘first’ six menths, the: company
re that no. deal: has- been: firmed. ‘In--fact;..says Rodgers, ‘he’s. chummy’ with}

rapidly ©become «a °Major ‘source, |duction deals are getting way out
lof hand.” These ‘out ot line” ar. .:»' .Columbia’s, Goddard’ ‘Lieberson and, of course, ‘his current. “No Strings”: learned. 88¢- per “share” company especially. for singles..
with: 20e
per share: a-year. ‘ago. -Various.types .of-indie producers
on the. Capitol -‘label:
mt
The: other .‘deal’ concerns. Ais first-time” Writing of a’“Supplementary” on. -the-Per number _ze sharBO ‘make up: the overall pattern. The
ilittle monopolies” ‘situation, which
| a score: for. a film,/in this::case the-Sam ‘Spiegel-David Lean: production, }The”. earnings ‘per--share for this!
“has become so prevalent through“Lawrence -of Arabia,” a: ‘Columbia - ‘release. Without. disclosing: 'the:;: ‘sixmonth period. ‘were ahead of. the:
-@etails, since. ‘Spiegel has made .a- fetish of camouflaging: ‘terms and-*87¢. per~ share: _ earned.:during., rout. the entertainment .industry,.
‘has -taken ‘the: disk biz -form ‘of:
the: dollar sign on ‘any other components: ‘of ‘this: ‘film, ‘Rodgers accents: the: -“entire. ‘fiscal “*61.° on “fewer |
9s

Fangements,

‘make

hard

all

around. and. are ultimately damag‘ing to
everyone.
“Everybody’s
making... ‘production deals. these
-days,”. Wexler. states,. and: although
some ‘are not in.‘the. best industry
‘artists who make- exclusive easing: interests;’ these. leasing. arrangethat. the: peripheral’. values’ to::the. “Arabia”. chore. are really the. funda! shares. . outstanding. “Cameo-Park-’:
-reported at:-$150,-': Way’s- ‘Class . A-¢ommon ‘stock was.; pacts: With: labels ‘for ‘the release. ments and master deals are a nec- .
mental. values. Secondarily. is: the .money; which. was‘of -their. product: But’ these-av>}essary part: of today’s disk ‘biz
.000:. Understood from other. ‘sources;: however, that: this .could hit’ 150G,°listed én-‘the “American Stock - Ex: *
“Secondary. to the -indie artist & picture. ©
‘or higher. ‘Fact Col’s. Rodgers ‘deal, however, revolves. around: ‘the music: !change on, AUB. .13..:
_;repertoire- men and. other’ inde-|" Among Atlantic-Atco’s strongest
publishing. and: album .Fights °‘to the. score which ‘ Rodgers. expects ‘to.
-|pendent producers .vho are rapidly |deals in this’ area has been. its.
have done. ‘within. two more Weeks: ‘It gives: chim ‘control of. the album|
";becoming the creative backbone of | Acker °.Bilk. .arrangements
with
_ Fights «and coownership -‘of. same. Understood: he’ receives. the: first’ ‘

Costs. '|the: singles disk: picture.”
Exploitationitem’

$50, 000 from the LP. ‘and, “thereafter, it’'s. 50-50 on. everything. ..

;
Music Distrib.Colin $500
Churchill ‘telebiog series on ~“ABC-TV). were Fecorded: by RCA- Victor |:

_

“and,-ABC-Paramount, ‘Fespectively.
:

|

1EMI, through. which. Atco got a

“Wider. coverage: and wider. chart topping single and.LP with
of créativity which: provide “Stranger ‘on the Shore’ and is
re chances of: coming. ‘up ‘with | moving. well with followup items.

Rodgers’ -“Victory at. Sea” ‘albuins and. “The . Valiant . Years” (the

.

Herbie |Mann,: “ yandleader-jazz| ca. hit” is: the way :Jerry Wexler, |Atco currently has a chart single

|flutist; ‘was, awarded damages. of;i Atlantic: ‘Records v.p., sums. up. the |via Metronome with “Alley Cat”

=

“$500. from :Charlés -Colin,. music} : increased reliance on: outside pro: |hy Bent “Fabric and has. action
Daken: x “ Broadhiead®“gna: his:“associates have’ bought: ‘back: Allied
ret
.in- a decision. handec |viders: In contrast to the ““im-| with: “Green Onions” by Booker
~ Record. “Manufacturing. ‘and Sales. companies -from | Precision. Radiation:
down ‘last: week -by N.Y: Supreme presario”. ‘mode in:-which a. com-|T.& the MG’s. which stays on the:
-Jnstruments .(Tops Records). They ‘sold-their. interests a year: ago’ ‘and°°
Court. Justice. “Henry.‘Clay’‘Green- pany. head’ does-all his own pro-|Stax.label.for Atlantic distribuBroadhead joined ‘Tops -in: an ‘exécutive- capacity. | In re-acquiring: the;.
oy
“| duiétion: ‘with his own artists for
| tion.
Allied ‘companies, which they-: operated: ‘for. 15“years; they. also’ ‘resume -}
‘operation. of. ‘Allied’s. Pressing :plant.in- ‘Los -Angeles,. Included in’ the-[ The ‘damages: ‘were. ‘awarded ‘for his own: release’ and ‘the type ‘of |: ‘Qther. deals ‘involve: the: Lu Pine
‘deal ..are: the :‘custom accounts, the- ‘Mercury: and Disney |label, which. ;-Colin’s-use of Mann's pitture and} disk.operation which * employs its |Jabel; which is handled. by Atlantie,
‘on. a: book entitled -.“Salute} own, “often ‘large production and. the . Volt: imprint ‘Atco), Frank
. Allied. 1handled. Allied’s.“plant‘in’‘Belleville, N.Ji _Femains: with PRI name
To. Jazz—Herbie. Mann.” The. book! ‘a&r staff, Wexler. feels’ that’ the. Guida’s: Le Monde label (Atlantic), .
| contained - -‘music”.as., recorded - by. leasing. . -pattern. affords. greater - Harold. Batiste and Marvin Lasley’s
t{}Mann taken from records and. pub-. filexibility, ‘and therefore’ better production outfit, Red.Taylor’s Isey
From: ‘London, “Douglas proudley,, who. ‘was. & former.Salabaiatey of
,
book without Mann’ s joBances:of hitting. it.
Productions and others. _
* American songsmith Bob Russell, ‘spotlights the omission ofthe latter's |lished in: the |»
was
_ €redit as composer: -of the: background score: to-Columbia’s “Reach For: pérmission.
-The:. “defense. °“eontended'
Glory.” .This. film won: second ‘prize°‘at the Locarno. ‘Film Festival.
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”AnOld, Story” oe

that: : “It’s the: old story: of. how inde- |.

where. VARIETY’ reviewed: it.. : As: freqtiently’ happens, of course, . cast, ‘Colin had: a right to-use. the name ‘pendent. record companies. “were |.
a and pictuye'as an’exploitation ttem Fable to ‘get going in the first. place-and other credits are not always complete, especially at“film: festivals,

“which: is: thé answer, ‘to. Russell's. omission.

ne

for. Mann. : This. was. rejected “by |"A label can’t: be -in-on all. the-local |
~'|Justice: Greenberg ‘who found. that |sound.-trends. To -get, different |§

; the: “defendant. uséd. Mann’s _name |sounds you ‘have:.to ‘be able ‘to -be|
>
aa )Mormon Choir Wo
:and -picture. ‘without. his. written’ or/all ‘over. -Many. iridependent pro- |.
w 1206 oral
consent...
| ducers’ travel light and.move fast. | §
“CROME ADVENTURE”.
In 4-City Northwest Tour:
amet Ds ta |
,
‘The ‘court also held that Colin | Others. work in an area, know: that | °
om theWarner-Bros. Picture

1S

‘Seattle, Aug. 28. "
2 The ‘Mornion
..Tabernacle Choir did. not ‘receive permission from |area.. and: ‘are - much. ‘better’ than |
. |garnered a tremendous. $120,000 in: + Puma:: Publishing |:€o.,, which a guy. who is seiit in-with no: equity | -

CAPITOL soi
"TONY DALLARA:
|

“
sauce AL
RAE
*
J
HIRT

wotked. out. the. music from: Martin's ;if’ the place,”. Wexler states.

1a four-city,- fivé-perofrmance- tour:

--. : |

{under Northwest Releasing Corp. - playing, and that any alleged cus-|’ “These indies aren't: hampered by |
- EeePEnIcOLL
ico | WARNER
oaAR9,
#5259| . - auspices, from ‘Aug. 13 to Aug. 19. tom. of the trade. which. the’ ‘de- what “Wexler. calls. “institutional” | |:
‘{~ Its-major take was.at the World’s i fendant: tried to: introduce in evi-, problems ‘for “they are down with [|
eid vate Bene
342027,
-Fair Arena, Seattle, on Wednesday|| dence -did not ‘affect. the: situation the: roots ‘and-are very close to the.| |” ”
canidtn VILLAM » CHANCELLOR #11 a y
scene,” “He:.feéls ‘that. this -gives:|
“EC 15) and Thursday, where it nabbed 1 in ‘this:case...
them ° ‘much. ‘stronger ‘chances -to | ,
#>-> ROME ABVENTURE. oli.
an.
absolute.
capacity
$55,
985."
a:
OELLA REESE RCA VICTOR #
{come .up with solid: material: for
sourin TRA ASU ‘WARNER BROS.:#oh
| trends ° that develop because they ;
GET ANGRY.
~NSG. In Spokane. oa
B-PIOHRNY ©
| are on the Spot as the trends hap-

AR Gs1786 Week

Spokane, Aug. .28..
The jnorthwest-touring: Mormon |.

“ ‘eek
qnanei: Fionn SUMMER PLACE
| | RANIE SOMERS “WARNER. BROS.#5273
>>

—

‘Continued: ‘from: page’ t —_| eas far’as, artists’ are. concerned, | |.
’ !-Pabernacle. Choir, which. played: to |."a ‘single:
booked. for ‘seven “days. ‘Wexler says that labels: like rae |
“Tt turnaway- crowds. at. -YVancouver, od

:

KARIN'S. THEME

STAN APPLEBAUM .WARNER BROS. $5077.
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= from. HOWARD.

: pulled. only 3,100. paid. customers |Tage. ‘tiewspaper ads. Wednesday. talent..-Since: many.‘artists -are_tied

|.
-also .included Portland .and. Ta- Martin: appeared, .with arms out=|Atco. in the two years. they ‘have
#l-coma. - Most -of the empty ‘Seats }. stretched. té partly cover the. face}‘been. working ‘with™ indies ;Mia |
[leases and. master: buy:5 led
5.‘deals |.
‘were in the $5. (top) and. $4.50 seé-.|. of. Sinatra, just behirid” him.:
: tions, -indicating: the: show: was|” From ‘then: on. ‘the club.’ was’ : dal
,
s
a’s |
overpriced ‘ for. budget-conscious | ugéd-- With“ calls- for’. ‘reservations,. jase, have ibratio nsfor wnCie ||
4 t.Spokanites,
‘easily. sélling: out for: three shows.
ie
‘The 375- member- party,” headed “Wednesday, three. Thursday, and |< single,” Wexler’ says of this mar- |
‘ket. The impact: of. a single is a.
; by. Richard P., Condie; director,|four. Friday: ‘Word. also’ got ‘around |
:
chartered :a.:20-car Union ‘Pacific : that: Davi§ would join the act.‘for: big ‘wedge. for an atbum and fora’
:
;eompany
‘to
break
through.
-the
|:
| train .for:..the ‘trek.: Its. “Sunday
the ‘last two ‘shows Friday.°
‘{vast volume of’ product’ that's cir-|.
|| evening: On ' Temple ‘Square’’- CBS

Sinatra's. “plane_landed ‘at.:the’ ;culated:: An’ LP “better be about
HAWKS"|| radio-program was: taped at. Seat- local. airport’ with -Davis‘ and’ party something .‘or .with something” to |
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A PARAMOUNT: Picture”

| tle for: rebroadcast, ‘one. of the few- aboard shortly -after. ‘I .am.
occasions in its-more:than- 30-year |

urday.

‘and. waving ‘reservation slips” call-'a label to have its own artist roster.
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from. 10 p.m. i too.” Wexler- opines. This: is-par- |.

Lo
‘fticularly ‘true. for” communication
“While a.
“‘gpeéial ‘detail of:‘some! and creative purposes. It is’‘getting |
| mond--have been: reelected :to ‘sec-: 30. policemen.. ‘endeavored ‘to keep: continually harder. ‘to.“get a. new 7
“= -}| ond: terms: as trustees. of ‘the New: ‘order, the crowd smashed windows, |=——
in

Ts
::
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Sat-| make. it in téeday’s market, he feels, |

Inside. the-..500. ‘Club; :‘and (and these: indie- productions are’ a

“EL history when the program-did’ not: along’-Missouri Ave: Where it“ “isi big help:
E
|
J |-originate: in ‘the,‘Salt ‘Lake Taber~ ‘Situated, some 3,000: were pushing| “Naturally, itis also
necessary
for
=.
macle..

~ ying for: shows. ranging
oo ‘FAMOUS: Music CORPORATION.'||Reelect NARAS™ "Trustees
“on.
.
‘wee

“want. to” explore |
- to develop: new

“K+13087

| to. Spokane’s- 8,000-seat. Colisum.
$22)-pointéedout that-would
Martin “and. |r0‘Various |‘production deals, the:
|:. Still, the’. ‘engagement: . made } ‘his
Italian friend”
appear Toad ‘to. them -is-through’ leasing
|.
- ‘money for Zollie. ‘Volchok’s Northat-the. club:that night.. Sinatra -was agreements.’ This ..system has.
= west: -Releasing Co.,:= which’ -ar-4. ‘unnamed.
but ”a-“large ‘picture of worked effectively. for ‘Atlantic ang |
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[| ranged. -the .five-city. tour, which |

HEAR

.
, ee

foe,

: and.” played to. Capacity. and near. lantic
apatity. ”crowds -for ‘four. ‘days: ‘every

. | B:C:, and. the’‘Seattle: World’ 3 Fair,

-

“2 BELLY VAUGHN - ‘DOT #16359.

‘George Avakian and John. Ham-:

BF York ‘Chapter: ‘of’ -the

‘National:

néarly:. broke down’ locked: . doors |

1 Academy: of Recording - -Arts” & + arid -Cursed. the management.be- |°4
, “We ‘are. told you, “witriessed on.
1 due Sciences. .At. ‘the sanie time, Dom: ‘cause their’ reservations - couldn’ tt
mobile: accident in Palm. Springs, Please . CerulHi was elected: ‘to!serve atw ‘O-| -be honored. Many: ‘demanded their|
+ money ‘back; and. this Was: Promptly :
“year term.:

7 WINSOME FOURSOME! |
” (Her name in) SUZANNE

if

4. Richard Hoyman — Mercury -

| CORRINE CORRINA -}
Pets Fountain

—. Coral

BLACK AND TAN
FANTASY
ree

Dovid Rose — MGM

ST. JAMES.

INFIRM ARY"
Frances -‘Feye — Bethlehem
, <mResowa

mma

weecencose

‘MILLS music, N ¥.C..

tonotcktcirks ‘4tot:

. contact ¢us: by phone. -Call -“collect: 1”

“Phe other’ NARAS |
trustees’ from refunded.”
Angeles, ‘Calif | NC. are Joe .Csida, Nesuhi Erte-. ‘ Just: why ‘the reservation: ‘mixup:
-DUnkiric 45-2991, ‘Los.

a one,

EST
ee
ae
oats
ela

“v! gun. and’ Allan: ‘Kayes,

Coe
apron wae

“no ..-one ‘seemed

* NaskConcluded —PARK HOTEL, GREAT: FALLS, MONTANA: Aug. 16-

# Sept. I1—ALBUQUERQUE, NEW: MEXICO: -Sept. 6-23—VILLAGE ¥
up those who had: second:|.4-ecyg, DALLAS; Nev. 1-21—PLAYBOY. CLUB, NEW YORK: Nev. 23- .
. 4OTHE.FINEST.INLATINAMERICAN Music” AND:“LATINWALI" -|7 and-held.
show: reservations: ‘Meanwhile, :‘the |}:
-

A

rae
esate
date
wos
3
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te

‘able: to. explain: |-4:

‘One: version: was that: -Many. in for|:
| the early ‘dinner. show arrived late, |Z
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“TITO.RODRIGUEZ”

Sept. 3 1962.

cua"

13:PIECE. ORCHESTRA _ “MALIBU: ‘SHORE hus

—_ - Aug:29-. re

@.JOSE FAJARDO “CHARANGA ORCHESTRA = MALIBU SHORE J

= 16. Weeks’ = ‘Sept, 3 ¢: ORLANDO MARIN ORCHESTRA. =. LIMBO.

‘shows ‘went:.on. as ‘scheduled, with:

|. ~

Pee a3 eeAvay CLUB, NEW ORLEANS; Dec. 14-Jan. 6, 2963— 4
PLAYBOY CLUB, MIAMI; Feb. 25-Mar, 9, 1963—IZZIE's, VANCOUVER, .

thepane ‘continuing .“Hirough 3 BC.: Mey:13-Juse 2,.1963—PLAYBOY CLUB, CHICAGO: June 3-Juse
pail (skinny)

DeAmaté,

.co:| £ 23, 1963—RETURN PLAYBOY CLUB, NEW ORLEANS; June 24-July 14; :%

~ tounes: BAYSIDE, LONG ISLAND. —. INDEFINITELY © -PACHECO. His viouins Jl:
0,
co J .1963—RETURN. PLAYBOY. CLUB,: MIAMI; Oct. 21-Nev. 3, 1963—
owner: of the: 500° Club and. “man- }: RETURN. 1ZZIE'S, VANCOUVER, ‘B.C.
J AN@: ORCHESTRA* —: EAST COAST TOUR ©. MONGO SANTAMARIA LATIN Jali.”Lager of ‘Sinatra’s Cal-Neva Lodge. |

MERCURY. RECORDS
El for. most -of.Friday ‘evening cand|:
a early. Saturday :-morning “was ‘a
|: prisoner “in: his own’ club. Martin.
reportedly: got - $50,000 for. the
- GLOBAL BOOKING. 'ASSOCIATES*
“seven-day engagement..i
ne Pee: ‘iAvellebilitios Coll: Circle. $-6520 woo
“Wire — Witte bf ise WEst 07 sinaer,MEW york
Yo 19
_
JUdson 2-7700
Jackie . Mason ‘opened’ Saturday
ae 169, Weer40th Sweet New York. chy.WY. : Remdy, te, Pres. am | night
CHICAGO MIAMI. ¢ HOLLYWOOD eo‘LAS VEGAS.« DALLAS ¢ LONDON
(26) ‘for the. ‘¢lub's. last. week

:_ SEPTET= EasrwesrCOAST Tour.
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“Wednesday, August 29, 1962.

5 Canadiana’6’ aClass

- IndustrialShow

Show at Canadian Nat'l:
Exhibition. Grandstand}| =

‘Holiday On. Tee. 19637 Beauty."aoeof: course with: Téchale “1ts New—It’s o1as” jury.and: splendor’ of the: product: By ROBERT - AL McSTAY
Toronto,- Aug: 28.
Knoxville, ‘Aug: 22. oo kowsky’ S: ‘familiar score.
(HELLINGER. THEATRE, N. YY). ‘that: ‘Oldsmobile is ‘Seeking: to .im“With Teresa’ Stratas of the: ‘Met: | “Holidaiy on Ice- of 1963,”. pre-. ‘It's’ the® big: finale before. ‘fnter--Frank Egan production for J.-P. ‘press its. dealers. with:
Brother & Co. with Florence Hen: | ‘The: current. effort’ has |‘a. com: ‘ropolitan: “Opera as. singing:star, sented. by Morris Chalfen, produced: Mission - and ‘goes extremely’ well :
Linda ;-fortable base‘to. fall back: on. “Wen- plus Davis & Reese in for‘a comedy | by: Ruth. Tyson; costumes” by Fred- ‘in: three ‘scenes—the christening of. ~:
derson,
Ron
Hussrnann,
Dovovan,. George Lindsey, Elaine.’i derful: ‘Fown”: was. a Hit and: the® stint, Jack. Arthur's. “Caitadiana dy Wittop, staged. BY. Chester. Hale, ‘the, baby princess and: the curse of:
[the -‘Wicked :-witch;.: age’-16.- when.
Swann, |“Bill McDonald,, Bill, Hin-} Bernstein. score lends itself. easily: “62” has.everything. from. the:: Sophis-. Fronted. by" ‘Arthur Seelig:
“| the .magic ‘spell works to the “dis-:
nant, dancers and ‘singers: direc ted |to the verbiage. in praise: of the ticated line .of .48 precision .danc-}:
i
various
1963
models:
~
-Thus
ers
‘to
such.
slapstick
entertainers
7
“The: 1963. edition’ ‘of “Holiday ‘on |‘may -of-. princely. suitors; and .:100:
& choreographed by Carol Haney
'
Love—It’s
Love”
provides
a
degree’
‘as
‘The
‘Painters.
.
”
Tee” .has. seven new stars; -the- best: years ‘after when: the kiss. of ‘Prince’
aased on ** Wonderful Town’: mW:
sic,
Leonard
Bernstein:
lyrics, : of: logic when the Donn Manning |. . But ‘the show’s: best: area. is ‘its -of the old onés, gorgeous, . new: COs- Charming °restores life: and shappi-..
.&
Don
‘George
lyrics
change:
‘it
to!
first
half,.
written:
by:
Hye
Bossin,
tumes .and. half-dozen. ice’ spectac-. ness: an
Betty Comden & Adolph. “Green:
.
adaptation: & special lyrics,. Donn! “Is: ‘New—It! s Olds.* The brilliant. ‘which deals . With. the heyday:: of lars - that all-.add up -to the most.|: ‘The™ ‘Ungers" portray the royal.
conga
numberbeconies
a
Twist
in
¢
vaudeville:
until
:the:
latter
20s: eye-popping ‘show: in... its * 18-year :lovers, ‘and. Miss :Quessy~ is“ a- yio-".
Marnnitnug -&. Don George: cust ales,
show,:andfor pur poge- of -the; when the ‘advent of sound on films history..
~
Alvin Holt; sets & lighting. Robertthis
:
‘flently.- beautiful “witch; ‘Barbara - |
“car
maker,
it's.
called:
“The.
Tors,
‘ended
‘vaudé.
To
‘witness.
Bossin's‘}’.
Ranrdalph:: special materiat
and:4
Back- for: reruns i‘in. new: rolitines Martin: .makes. ‘her* debit as the
que:
’
Clever?)
~
‘|-book
in:
the-first
half
and
to
see
the-|:
dante arrangements,. Luther Hen- 2?
‘are Ray. Balmer,: former: midwest- good ‘fairy.’ .Costumés are gold ‘and.
The sets and. -eostunies. ‘bespeak: lit-up 7marquees of the nine Toronto.
derson: choral: director, Earl Ro- ci
ern champion; Rosemarie. &: Rob- brilliant: white, and: Doug’ ‘Morris? Any.
,
opulence
as
do
the
Luther.
Hender:
|.
vaude
-housés’.
(defunct)
is
to,
evoke.
gers. Opened ae ‘New York,
ert Unger, adagio. stylists;..the:-Wil- lighting. effects.add. much. to the *
son
-ar
rangemients,.
Glenn:
Osser
|/a
Wave-of:
nostalgia.
that
the
‘gene26, “62.
liams- family, Robbie. now .6 and. scenes, |
mt
vorchéslrations and: full crew in: the. ration- born 30. years, ago. ‘doesn’t Debbie 9;. the latter rapidly. pa : .The act nearest. is.a shéw-stop= .
“Ale
¢pit. ‘There: are a few: hitches, the |-know.
When
an. industrial
firm “gyes
‘|ing a truly tiptop- ‘performer;
per ‘is. -the- ‘Maxwells’ “Tower of’.
“With the 60-piéce’ o&ehéstia con-:‘| fredo Mendoza,- Jolin LaDue - and Fun.”. ‘These. ‘Australian: ‘acrobats
Shoppivg for Shows, it ohviousty’! ; way..the cast’ speaks inautomobile.
terms is. somewhat. disconcerting.f
(Continued: on page: 44).
Seeks a standard. to fit the iniage. ite the lay. mind: and: perhaps. even:
| Jane Morris, . .an, inspired ‘adagio. :perform: -in. slow -motion on-the ice:
it would tike to: associate. with its}
trio; . Tommy Allen . whose’ incred-: “with Split-second: timing’. that keeps... :. a
an Olds dealer: mai. riot fully ‘iden- |
product. Thus, when the Oldsmo: |
“Tiple spins should bring the. Teal ice’ ‘the. audience:.on. edge throughout. ae
| tify “himself SQ ‘completely: ° with’
‘bile division of” General Motors
. ‘fans. back | time and: again: ‘and, of.| - ‘Ted. Deeley ‘is .another:. fine’ co-:
a fhe product.
Boes oul to buy a stage preséntacourse, «. the Glamour: ‘Icers. and:‘median from ‘Canada . who - plays
On ‘the- berformance level: the’;
tian .for. its anntal introduction | g45¢
| Tce ‘Squires.
et
‘solo: a8 .a’ tipsy: Scotsman’ and: ‘later
ow comes off. . Miss Henderson:
of new models. it. Starts’ on. the .ap“Among the new. talent; there: -are cijoins: Johnny Leech: as.a ‘cop VSi
‘has. ‘probably spieled, more: -about sumption that it wants the beat’
} three clowns, Barbara Martin,. the. street. -“vendor ° “with *‘much |prat..-*
‘Olds’ virtues than“ a hard- pressed |.
in the category ‘that can-do the jab.
German: Olympics .‘champion, ' and. oumping. and | near-crashes. Deeley.
} salesemen. “She ‘stu’ does, it with|
-| Hanna’ Walter,. a: former European‘ ‘is:. ‘another exert .an the. -art of
The current. Olds opus is. based ; less pressure. and-more charm than|
upon
which most
. timing. .
Olds. ‘staffers. and. } The . Savoy. -‘Hilton: *onde. -the figure skating champion, ~
in turn“Wonderful
is based on Fown,”
‘Ruth McKen
iwhat's of:.the
more sells.
a straight. réndi- Savoy” Plaza, merks" its: ‘35th anni.
- Jinx; the chimpanzee who skates |: Producer - “Morris. ‘Chalfen, lias.
; this -year.. and. publicist’. Gail hjust ‘to: show. ‘people. that anybody plainly. :‘decided that: it- ig“best: ‘to
ney’s
“My Sister Eile:on
with | tion |
‘even better:
musi¢ by Leonard Bernstein, lyrics}
i the] Benedict. and. managing: ‘ditector. can learn, ‘is in. -a ‘new. routine. keep ‘the ‘top. staff. -personiiel’ in‘Ron’ Hussman qu:alifies in
by Betty Cumden & Adolph: Green |) industrial .show’ brackets, as a per-|Nelson. Vermette: (he succeeded. ‘taught him: by his trainer, Darlene,+tact; These savants: in‘ their-fields __
‘profit’ By. their. own mistakes,. and. ~
and book by’ Joseph. Fields. &:!for mer with lightness: ‘and ‘merit, Eugene. Voit, ‘now’ ditto: -at’ :the|.
Director. Ruth ‘Tyson, claims: to.| <o. it is. hardly extraordinary- that ;
Jeronie- Chodorov
Direction. and: and a welkcast crew .of|"aceom='! just. ‘building. New.: York. Hilton)’:
have
puzzled
two:
years
over
‘a
suit:
|
“each © -succeéding © year: brings” ‘a
choreography is -by- Carel Haney, |plices has .Linda. Dotovan. .as: the’::are-. gathering.miémoriabilia | for.
‘able ballet “for. her.- skaters: and show . that’s--a. little: more-.opulent,
and the cast “ineludes
Florence: sister, George Lindsey. asthe foot:" ifhe.-hoopla. At one ‘time: the. Savoy
finally
|
‘settled
on:
“The
Sleeping
a ‘little. -Smoother: ~--The attention
Henderson, who has been: singing baller. Elaine ‘Swann: “as. the -land- , Gafe “Lounge.. was. an. important.
“| that- goes toward" ‘sinall details ‘is?!
praises for Oldsmobile for the past ‘lady’ ‘only ‘the gender lias. been} .Spawning “ground for. ‘such.. _Ber- |.
aoe ‘endless, and: “Holiday. on-:Iee -for-*
five years, (most. of them in tandem. cnanged ‘from the: original). Bill i sonalities :as. .Hildegarde,. ‘Dwight
1963". willbe even better as it ~
~with-. Bill Hayesr ‘and Ron’ ‘Huss: |}“McDonald: and Bill. Hinnant
n' Fiske, Lena Horne: et al...
“moves: ‘through. its dnternational man.
eae The Lounge: is’ how: ‘the:Savoy |
“subordinate comedy. roles. :
Cs
Uno.
a
tour.
The budget is sonvewhat: in the|” There are 23 in chorus: ‘positions :; Room... (bar); and. “The ._Coliimns |:
I}
some
and:
‘energetic.
neighborhood of a Broadway show: excellently routined by.Miss Haney | has become” the «main. entertain. |
Boston, Aug.:98:
and: pay minima are. higher ‘than: ‘and choral director Ford .Rogers. -ment -room which, like-the: Shera-'}|
anything in the line of travel.shows:.: Sherman: Frank batons’ in. the pit.. ton=East’s Embassy Club. (Gunnar|. “For.‘the:‘first:‘time -in.more than! ~~.
two ‘decades, Stage shows will: re-: .
Thus, this sort o£ Showmanship can. Exee © producer Frank Egan::has. ‘Hansen ‘and’ Quintero- orchestras)
easily. be associated. with the Tux-: made an °.excellent . introductory. ‘and.the <St.”° Regis’ -:Maisonette turn .to ‘the: former Metropolitan,
#14
splash: on behalf of. the D.P. Bréether ‘(Peter*Duchin orch), -will: Tely on: ‘now Boston’ s Musi¢ ‘Hall with Buddy|
:
4& Coz. ad agency.
i
Jose. _ 3. Ted. ‘Straeter's dansapation which’ Thomas producing, -Operator Ben
Sack Signed. Thomas. to do the first
|’
‘Incépts. the. new. ‘policy. ‘Sept. °We
show Sept::.13 with. ethe - opening 7
-Duchin — and : Straeter ... ‘are. old |:
of “Interns’’..(Col).
| ‘friends; and: the’ ‘former will be
‘Straeter’s.- . guest... opening night. .
seat. Music’ -Hall, will -beé: a TYevue|.
‘Newly, formed, -Duchin- ‘orchestra
‘built. .: around |Denise-: Darel.
.
-Chicago, Aug. ‘28. - | induets the St: Regis: ‘Policy: Thomas: will use 19° femme. terpers |.
“Pianist Dorothy Donegan’: has! Sept. .25:
and’ four chorus: boys:: -His produc.|
er aes ;
Hee ‘suit in. Cook ‘County Circuit‘: ~ Hansen:. forinerly at ‘the:Savoy
.tion - singer: will be. “Bob . ‘Warren, |.
-. 300E. Sistse,
. ‘|| Court -hére against _Dr, Lee Alle: }‘Hilton: ‘and:.before ‘that: ‘in. the:
“and
‘Norma
‘Wallace
will’.
captain
|
*
ey
New York Ci
.
. gretsi, ‘a. dentist. who owned the | Plaza’s Rendez-Vous -‘Room. '(base= -PL 2-17bat
“Tt Ss

SavoyHilton,NY,

~ Marks 35th Ai

SageShowsReturn

To Hub’s Music Hall
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’ 'DotDonegan WouldPull
26From Dentist-Cafe Op:

Initial flesh. show
-at!the °4,300-|

‘the line, which. will “be. billed -as-| -§
at GW defunct Quid nitery, to re-" ment), “succeeds. Chauncey
Grey,.
“Music: ; Hall :7
‘|| cover. $8500. she was. to- receive: ‘who last. year ‘shifted ‘to: the St. “es” -Dames” ‘and.
Dancers.”Pe

|| for: -a\ recent. engagement, at thejRegis.:

Grey ‘pr eviously was a: long:.
The: “Thomas -‘show: “with: Miss .
time. fixture at El ‘Morocco. At theDarcel ' will- ‘be.- ‘entitled: “Mane { .
l
Miss ponegan was. -pacted: -for|
‘Sheraton-East’ s’ (nee the. -Ambassa‘| four. weeks -a $2, 500 per, but ‘she; dor). adjoining- ‘Knight :Box, -‘Jani. hatten’U.-S. A.-to La’ Vie. Paris.” |}:
By Real Monthi
claims she received only. $1, 500 © Sarkozi. ‘and. his tzigane: music. will, “There: will. be. novelty acts in-the ||. ‘PROF ESSIO
NAL
after. the first. week: and: allegedly: |-be ‘ ‘featured. - ‘As-:--for-- -the’ production, Thomas. said... and. he TH EL
TA E MOST-U P-TO.DATEST
| was. let go she refused to take™ a!t Rendezvous, “when the. “Plaza. re-: {is casting at the: Music: Hall. ‘Re- Now in’ its-. 142nd. Issue, . -containing |
Salary cut. -Dr. Allegretti has.:re- |“opens it-in: ‘October: it will: have (a4:-hearsals: ‘start Sept. 3.
‘ stories
one-liners, poemettes, a |
, turned to his.dental practice, but is new intime ‘Fevue policy. staged by: . Budget: ‘for. shows |at the’ Music| titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono-"
+ being Sued because tlre. contract wag || Julius: Monk. Eddie. Perini is -‘back: Hall: As::understood.to:.. be. around|. ‘logs; parodies, double - gags,. bits
intros, ‘Impressions. and. -Im- |
$12,000:-. Fifteen :stage- hands“ will ‘{deas,
between. him.and Miss: Donegan as ‘headwaiter: of both. boites: -.
personations, . political, .interruptions..
now
Thoughts.
of ‘the. Day, s,Humorous
Views
Work'is
s). i: aa
two-shifts..
aa |-rather-than the Quid Corp. ‘Burton
used-in
-be
a©
remains
<Club:
etc. (20 Page
‘Le
Meantime
Vignette
underway: in-setting up. screens and. af the.News,
= ‘Joseph is the. pianist’ S. attorney. .
‘hitery: phenoménon.: This. snobbish | Stage pieces... ‘Dancers, will”use.the ali $25, YR. SINGLE ISSUES $3.
‘membership. boite,. with. stiff dues

Quid.”

BUDDY HACKETT
Personal Management
FRANK FASKE
EVergreen 4-6000.
New:
"York ci

“THE COMEDIAN”

d stage.
‘and heavy tariffs. for drinks, packs. forwar
Thomas. ‘produced. ‘General: “Mo-

|)

em as. they. dance only to. photio- |
‘graph recordings, in .the Gotham
version -of. the -Paris- . “disco:
‘theques.”* Le ‘Club; ‘béing: the. club
that it As, gets away. W ith: ‘the.

By EARL WILSON
-NEW

YORK,

N. YY — “The

Unknown": ‘ is chow. _ comedian
Mart
Rickey’ has. been
billing himself—
until now:

But following. his ‘impressive performance on a recent “Talent Scouts”.
TV
show, the. deadpan ‘ -conife ‘will

mh. proving

:

Thank you
IRVING MANSFIELD:
for the chance
.

.

DON TANNEN
_INTERNATIONAL COMEDIAN.
“. CURRENTLY HEADLINING ..
QUEEN ELIZABETH HOTEL
MONTREAL, CANADA.

|@ac™.

. success. :

Wherever. Mart: has played caround®

me
the country, he’s tried to ‘sell. ‘himself’
“above: his. material,’ ” as” he Puts. ‘it.a

Chleage. .

i

N.Y.

“Cirele. 6 1974 ©

ace

oer

‘a dynamic attraction. with universal appeal
World's foremost ‘South: Seas Attraction:

‘Management

ae

pvORIN ‘AGENCY, INC:

“54. W..Randolph St...— ’FRanklin 2-4980-—-ChieageMl,

‘problem. ‘On: a hot: night.’ last.

week an ‘airline. hostess: guest,
seeing . the: ‘pool,. stripped: and
i= jumped.
in naked. Prior to that:
|....
there

“Personal Rap:: a
KEN GRAYSON ae
1560 .Broadway. oH
New: York;

ee OF THE PACIFIC.

J.
Well,’ the ‘Locker: has ‘been.’ a
Ae pulling excellent -business, but.
|i"
mR =the conduct of: some’ of its:fairsex ..patrons. ‘has. ‘created. the

‘own. “routines...

-Opsning Dec. 14, “1962
PLAYBOY ctus

to’ -be- somewhat; of x or

| sen

“But before dong 1. realized stand. “up
“And don’t. ‘think they’ re. not paying
comedy was my forte. So now. I. Htand © plenty of money for their. ‘stuff. T.hope.
“up and talic about my misfor tunes and” Ahey|.don’t:: ‘murder. & good thing,”
try to make people Jaugh,”’ said” ‘the. said the) comedian. “He;writes all his

is favorably.,im-

to™ Keep stage

:

The Drum Dancers ofTahiti.

problem. as: well as a customer * ih
|.:-magnet. :It- ‘was itstalled: for’
}” preséntation:-of water: ishows’
with. ‘shapely. . feminine . swim- °
mers by. owner Ed: ‘Sloan: whose. .
:“theory ‘is that. novelty. ‘and
° “something “different” wili..at- ft
tract: patrons” ‘and ‘Spell bistro. |

“MART. RICKEY’
Robert, ‘Ripley~ featured. _Mart as. a.
he’:
“Believe it or Not”. individual, “the “¢an “topical, and ‘ satipic comiés,’
speediest. ‘tap. dancer in, ‘the. world. 2? feels .these°Gomedians, ‘are only as.
at 1.109. taps per minute.
good. ‘as their material. °
.

MART

:-The- _glass-enclosed ~swim- ..

yee ming: ‘pool’ at.-the ,new.:-loop“Dave ‘Jones’: Locker. nitery is aL

“Until now I've ‘been™ “$0: ‘busy: audi_. tioning for work I didn't.shave’ TIME
to take. a ‘job: “

ALTHOUGH

opened ‘the :restored_7

Sones

Minneapolis, ‘Aug.:28.
t

around the country. —

pressed. by the :“new wave” Sof Ameri-:

‘musicals. at. the ‘Bradford. Roof.

Sack

_ New. York City. We. ¢o 41316 |

He-also- produced . |

“C'mon ‘In, Water’ §.Fine ‘| Shows. at.the Music: Hall."

Mart’s already ‘booked. for.an open:
‘fag this fall. at the ‘Playboy lounge in
Chicags,. and. boss. Hugh Hefner has.
told
him: he's welcome
to follow
-through = at’. ‘other Playboy:
‘clubs -s

man. whose. voice is a striking reminder
.of the late Fred. Allen's. .

ner &.Thomas.

‘|said -he- ‘intends

“probably. Tiave to change that- billing.
Chances ate - he’ ll be ‘known before
. long.

No. ¢.0:0 a

BILLY :GLASON, 200. W. 54th St

formerly 'w. -k..dance- act ‘of: Tans

canned ©.music...” Fhe: .St: °-Regis,: ‘refurbished: ‘Music Hall with “Boy’s |“Savoy ‘Hilton: “and ‘Sheraton-East ' Night: Out,”. and. is currently. play-.
| will “essay the ‘same: policies, .ap- ing® “Birdman... ‘of. Alcatraz.” +He.f.
pealing. to the ‘samie. clientele, but:
‘had. a. '55-piece © orchestra on the |]
[| with “live”..“music... as. -Burveyed ‘rising’ stage and -used an organist |
| by. the: -above- maestros:
. at: the.. theatre's - “Wurlitzer.
.:-He.|/{:

Perfect.

Mart says of his. new ‘success:

$35. vr“SINGLE ISSUES: 4, a

-tors Motorama. in. Boston: and was Tr

|THETHREE.roafaeries
SRAZY F

“had.been .several-in- :
7

stances-of womén ‘patrons Jeap- .
“ing: into:the poo] with .their

Exelting ‘Night Cleb ‘Entertainment.
‘Associated. Bookiag corp. ; ".

~-Mataal‘Enterfalament A gence

.elothes: 6n in. emulation. of what"

AT __ has occurred. at: some eastern. |
“, Patties this’ summer, :.

mol

Le

- 63 §,Seuth: Water S?..
-

te

Ghleage,
er

tilinels
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y.

“30 West 57th 8t..
New York, WY.
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g,_ShowsinVegas;N.Y,Dickers Drum’
“Badie. " Fisher’ will: “follow. ‘thes—
path -pioneered . by Al: Jolson in.
“taking on’'a-:Winter™ ‘Garden’ Thea-

-+°
7
“The: legit trend in cafes ts -pro-‘ceeding with greater vigor, with
“Although the.‘Yemaining- major
{| more. spots looking into possibili‘agencies are extending: themselves:
tre assignment. on. Broadway for an
‘ties of. ‘installing former BroadJ
to
nab
major:
portions
of
the
still
|
.
engagement of four weeks: starting. :
way ‘hits: Presently; it looks like
unsigned. talent left -homeless: by].
-Las Vegas marquees may resemble:
Oete.2, ACH be. the: ‘first“time in
| the” withdrawal .of: MCA; ‘the: execs|
many years ‘that the ‘Winter: Garden .
Broadway. -The Thunderbird -will
‘in’-these offices: are ‘applying the|.
have
“South. Pacific’
cpening
‘has-been ‘used as the site’ ofa oné-|
brakes. Strict . criteria ‘are being|-.
‘around Christmas. and. the neigh= Atlantic City. Aug: 28.. México. City, Aug. 28:
“man: ‘show... Most ‘of - the: “layouts |:
applied ” before ‘a- representation
“jn. that. genre, “suchas: Danny: Kaye,'} *. This: -‘yesort’s - biggest: ‘spectacle,
. - Carlo Farinelli, director OF: the } boring Riviera will have “My Fair
‘and - Judy. Garland, have gotie ‘to/ -the. -Miss: America. Pageant, gets | contract ‘will, be: offered.
Italian - Podrececa puppet ‘company Lady."” In addition, the Interna“the “nearby Palace’ ‘Theatre: The underway. Labor .Day: (4). Some. 54 1- -Among. questions being. ‘askedby including 14° ‘puppeéteers;: has filed: tional, N. ¥.,“may install a legit
:
= “Winter ‘Garden; however: rade the. : Zirls will :‘compete ‘and the winner. | | the agencies’ Ares:
| a: complaint
of fraud’. ‘against show following the run of the
vogue. famous with:the Jolson ap- will be crowned Sautrday. night. (9)|. 1). Will the act help: pluga loop impresario Jorge. Herédia: Mendieta Harold Minsky revue.
_- pearance “several decades. ago on.t ‘before: 20,000 in..Convention: Halt hole’ in: its ranks?
With the: District Attorney’s off ce.
Deal - for “South Pacific’ was:
j:and -a national’ CBS. television. au“his Sunday. nights. concerts. :;
2). Does: ‘the ‘act's: earnings: ware].. Mendieta allegedly. detraugied- concluded last week in New York .
| dience. as the. new Miss: ‘America,2|¥ant the costs of representation; or ‘the. Italians of $15, 000 by fafling. by. Monte Proser, Thunderbird en:
of |tertainment director, and Maury
.daes- the: perfornier .have: ‘sufficient: to.pay income taxes:‘to Deptt
“of|1963.
se, Tent” gates in.his- ‘cafe: ‘dates |
- Off to: a. “slow ‘start: business ‘has
Stevens, ‘T-Bird’s exec veepee, who
" Jate.. He did. capacity business’ ‘at'|-‘picked "‘up .through August with “a. promise to. warrant attention. ‘by ‘State,“quotas ‘to: the ‘National
came in from. Las: Vegas to ink
- the ‘Cotoaniit: - Grave, - Los Angeles;.|:| sellout. Labor ‘Day,’ Weather co- | the: agency.”
. he the déal. Engagement will be for :
‘theDesert ‘Inn, Las Vegas,and €al- -operating,: assured. ‘Bank deposits | - “3)- What: is-the perforuiies’s:Tees ‘The. impresario’ had’ contr
The
Neva: Lodge,-Lake Talioe.. There | aré five percent: ahead of this time: ord ‘on:-affability, - tractability, tem-_ ‘Podrecca’ company. Jast year,. and. a minimum of six months.
_kad’-been “negotiations: for. him ‘to. last year, and: hotel-and motels did |peranient -or lack of it; and récord group: debuted. in. the Palace. of} hotel nitery room will close’ for
| three weeks following completion.
“play. the: ‘Waldorf-Astoria, .N.. -Y¥.,: near.. Capacity. business tins -week- on: accepting work. that, is offered? Fine. Arts in December.
4) Will _ representation -of .:the
|.:In Torreon last June,. -Farinelli- of. current: “Flower Drum Song”
and: it is.still. a“ possibility albeit. | ‘end.::
remote,: for. the. 1962-63.‘séason::
“ First’ ‘seasonal attraction to.exit’ ‘newcomer eredte resentment’ with charges,. “Mendieta ©. disappeared, ‘on Nov. 24 so that’ stage can be
and
other
alterations.
‘Milton Blackstone; who has been: ‘the resort-is “Ice Capades,”. Which. acts“-of a. similar type ‘already .on .Members. of ‘the. “company ‘have enlarged
guiding: Fisher. ‘since. he. “was: ‘the: -broke: in its 23rd edition the: “past. the agency: roster? ‘And-will a -com-- been unable to’ work. singe their'| ‘made for the new premiere. It’s
that. casting
.Gréssinger: 'S ‘six weeks’ in’ Convention |Hall. : petitive. ‘situation be ‘created: by. the ‘State: ‘Dept. permit was exclusively.. -presently. expected
:. douse- “singer ;
“/for, appearances at’the Palace ‘of|will be done for the ‘show in New
-"- Grossinger; ©N;. ae ‘has. .seemingly Globe: burlesque’ shutters’ foran-. ‘acceptance. of. the: turn?.
5). Will’ the performer.enhance’. Fine Arts. Farinelli ‘Sdid- his: group ‘York. Proser will remain in Man- ..
“grooved | ‘the’. ‘Singer. into.’ a Jol:|other * year: this “weekend, :while
‘has. -en- ‘the .major. nightclubs;, which: have. the:prestige. of the agency?
‘Jacks. funds: to- return home.
. -hattan to line up talent. |
_ Sonesque-. * format: He
The International is negotiating
eouraged:the. same Aird. “of.full-' ‘booked names. all-season, ‘will re-{ “Should these --questions: be.:an-{
The.’ District “Attorney’s. Office
- . “plown- delivery: and. ‘at sone’ time: ‘turn: ‘to their:convention and off swered to the- satisfaction ‘of the. ‘and the’ Staté. Dept., which ‘have.| for “Flower Drum Song” to. come
exécs, then the act. may -be slotted ‘initiated investigations, -are. at- ‘in. possibly. around February or
2 Ven: had. the’ same.-aecompanist | Season. “schedules. |. \..::
that. Jolson. nad. (Harry: Akst: key-.
Jackie: Mason is playing: the final’ ‘on: the: list.“ Otherwise, the’ possi- ‘tempting to locate either Mendieta, March. It’s the same company that
& boarded: for: Fisher: for several. sea- week at the 500 Club while Frankie. bility. is that -the. performer will ‘or: his . secretary, ‘Angela. Quiroz, is. now playing. The: Thunderbird
in Vegas.. Same troupe will play
4 Laine is. ‘at ‘the Black. Orchid.: Enzo. thave to: go to second ‘Or ‘third’|
_ Sons some years: ago..
‘Harrah’s, Lake Tahoe, after the.
: AG “present, .. “it’s - contemplated - Stuarti-‘has “returned” to Luigi’ s|choice. ‘agencies...
3006. Fire. Cuis. Ariz. Jon
At’s :recalled that... according ‘top.
“that :Fisher will. sirig -on.- a:-run-. Gondola’: ‘room.
' Phoenix; :Ariz... Aug: 28. -| T-Bird, and thence with one or two
way: ‘at’-the. Winter Garden: as. his” “LaVern ‘Baker is" in. ‘the:“Lairy. MCA’s own figures, 90%: of the |...A specatcular. predawn fire-last | more “pookings, will be ready for
oh predecessor ‘in. the: house. did.-‘It’s. ‘Steele- show at Club Harlem, which: commissions. .were -brought in. by. week razed the: Ranch House Inn, tthe time when the International
“likely ‘that: he: will do: ‘the ‘second: will - continue: through: “Pageant|.10% of ‘its list. ‘It. has often been: ‘a. fashionable’ resort. . hotel which can ‘house it,
“half ‘of-the show, with. variety turns: ‘week. Gloria Lynne, Lenny Bruce. declared ‘that. MCA’S. talent’ agency featured «a: -nitery that: “booked | The attitude of International
‘operator. Jack Silverman and his
‘prevailing. during - : ‘the. “opening ‘and Herkie Styles,-.plus:Ken. -Col- could:. Have: éarned-considerably | name attractions...
.
‘up activities: at the more ‘had. it. dropped. most of the. -The fire, believed: ignited by }.‘bookers; Berger, Ross & Steinman,,.
. half. “Monte... ‘Preser will produce’ ‘man, will wind |
artists. it represented. ' However,-| leaking: gas, gutied. the building. . seem typical of other bonifaces
©
‘the ‘show in association with’ Fish- Le. Bistro; ves)
- it--was. against. the. MCA policy. to
_er’s: corp, Ramrod. Productions and : On.-:“the . Steel ‘Pier,.. <Carmeh
‘0. Damage was: ‘estimated at.$300,000- ‘who have come to think. in. terms(Continued. ‘on page 44) © 7 plus.Plans call for-r rebuilding.
(Continued: ‘on ‘page: 44a)
(Continued on page 44)
Blackstone.

AGSeesSelloutLabor
“Day as’MissAmerica:
Pageant Winds. Season

MexProducerStrands

Podrecca Puppet Troupe.

F ollowing Fine Arts Tour;
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‘EUROPEAN TOUR- TENNESSEE ERNIEFORD FAIRMONT HOTEL _
~TVSHOW (ABC Network)
‘ENGLAND.
(BBC TV. Stew).
_ GERMANY
ROY ROGERSand”
“ITALY.°
‘DALE EVANS SHOW

Aug. 21:te ‘Sept. 4

Son Francisco” .
Version Room .

Sep. 6 for 3 weeks.

Just Closed 8 weeks

IARRAH’S. CLUB
Reno. .& Loke Tahoe

Reten | Oct V7 for.
2 weeks -

20 weeks next yeor

~ (ABC-TY - Network}
a
November ondDecember:
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“MUSICAL CHAIRS’

Ben Blue Won'tt Sell
i CoastMoreMCA‘ActsSign

‘Canadiana’ A Class.Show

Club, Will Reopen Sept. 14

With.Talent eel

_MCA_ ‘Agents et.al. Flit. ‘Hither’

And You
“Santa ‘Monica.’ Cal. ; Aup:. 28..
“More:
‘performers
who
.were
until
|’.
“Ben:
Blue,
who:
“shuttered.
his
|.
Continived from page 42;
|, Martin ‘Kummer, a ‘former: MCASupper. ‘Club. several. months: ago: ‘recently.on. the lists.of. the defunct
PV. vice’ president. who. ‘went: with
ducte“d by Howard Cable, and Miss:-| ‘the barijo: playing Eddie. “Goilins, and said he probably. would sell es-: MCA talent: wing:are. finding their
the. parent: MCA inc., resigned: this :
Siratas belting. out Irving Berlin’ S- the portly but. ‘articulate: De John: tablishment, . will reopen ... nitery. | way> to- ather:; offices... Inking. with
“week,. His plans »haven’ 't: ‘been:
Sisters, The Painters: in: their old- Sept. 14 and. -again-: ‘head.‘up the.«en- the. William “Morris” Agency: are
“There's No Business Like. ‘Show
|
| Jack’ E, - ‘Leonard . ‘and: Ford .“&- divulged.. -Kummer,. who started in.
Busine js.” Jack. Arthur's, grand-. ‘time vaude sketch and.‘the alt: fertainment:s
‘the.. William’ Morris music dept... ..
stand venture-—on a stage 180 ft: ‘femme .“heef trust.”
Plans. call for’ ioiange’ entertain:. Hines. Latter’-act-was- with’ Morris held a: key: post. at. MCA. ‘for. many. *: ”
long. aad 8U ft. in depth—ranges
Among ‘the yesteryear songs: are nient: as - well ‘as in the’ .dining’ in -all fields except: variety. ‘They
‘from the elder “beéf trust"’ chor US “If You Knew: ‘Susie,’ Now's: the -room.. Latter: will have. new _pro- are. now. entirely. with: that. agency. years; ‘having: been: in-charge. ‘of =.”
yc
.

5t.
.

‘| the’ Ed Sullivan and: Jack Paar ace

me
"*.”
.e. .

to

elegant, high--kicking ' “Ca

the

by}. “Signéd: to: General Artists Corp:' counts’ and. ‘was in: the; ‘maelstrom:
Dav. id. ‘Davenport. Norman: Hawes: are Tony: Martin, Joseph -Cotten, : ‘whe
and”: ‘George: WI en these two were .feuding..
oreh. will be featured.. Blue. lately. Charles
Bitkford,
Kunimer was: slated: to..sell -MCA
chas been touring “the: saloon: eir- Hamilton:. Ashley-Steiner- revealed ‘Video properties to ‘networks and
cuit and: alsa.. appearing: in. films. ° the. week's |‘biggest -haul ‘with. Joan stations, and be: one. of. thosé whio
~ Sa
rs
_| Eontaine,: Eileen : Heckert, - “Pat, ‘would. act as the: Selling : arm of.:
gee
‘| Hingle,’ Joseph. Wiseman, Joe Cam- ‘the MCA. prodiiction. outfit; Krum-.:
‘duction * written: ‘and: directed

Time ‘to. Fall, in Love,” “Waiting
madettes” to: The Castles Alan. cat the. -<Chureh,”’ “Swinging | Down
“& Blanche Lund), Eddie Cantor ‘the Laue” and four excerpts from
and a. blackface: AY Jolson “both “The Merry Widow,”.in. which Miss
‘of whom are ‘portrayed: by Doug , Stratas: dances in a black, picture
Roniaine.
- hat and crimson. gown. ‘to the choTrue, Arthur

will have’ to doctor |reography ‘of the Lunds:

ioo.
..me:

the’ proceedings «show ran almost

{ -At $4.50 ‘top. ; “Canadiana”. “had |
three hours?, but Hghtening. of20}.
an ‘audience of: séme: 18. 000. ‘on 7 rasino
2

ag

re

q ‘anadiana
:

Ran
“grees
eerie

a
ae

\ opening: night .of the 24.000- ‘seat|
CNE grandstand’: show.

"Gz

psDrop.

$58,750.toCt In

National. Exhibition) | + “The 48-giri. line, in. busbies, sear-}°
(Canadian
with} i tet tunics and. black: briefies,,
Jacek
Arthur production
Teresa Stratas, Davis
& Reese. Fused in the .precision.number: to,
Featuring The Canadettes: (48>), | salute the Royal: Regiment of. €an-" .
(21,1 ada- and: “won ‘heavy -applause’ at}
Ken Boen DeJohn
Sisters
|”
Doug: Romaine, Marge MacKinnon, the finish:: . Sets:-and costumiés are
Eddie Collins, The Painters C21, elegant, - with kudos “manifest ‘in.
Anne Marston, others.. Book; Hye. the ‘‘Merry Widow’ waltz and theJ.

panello, Viveca. Lindfors |and Paul) mer ‘stated :he® wants. to return to.”
| McGrath.
| agenting. and. :will release. plans.
United . ‘Talent: “Management:
Ww ithin:’:a.. few. ‘days...
i

Lnew agency. comprised .-mainly: of] “Meanwhile, the - shakedown . jin’
“| MCA” _agenting- -alumnii, :last ‘week: ‘the vast. “shift. “of-personel : to .
. ‘signed ~” “representation ©: contracts. various ‘agencies’. ‘ts «: continuing. ;
| with writer =:publisher- syndicated: ‘Earlier,:: ‘Henry ° ‘Alper, . former ,

ky.Caming |
Rans|

columnist ‘Harry. Golden“along. with. MCAer in the film dept., who had”
Debbie Drake and Allen Ludden. | shifted “to -General. Artists:.Corp:,
Formerly. repped by. ‘MCA, trio. resigned: ‘suddenly: Jast week, pre-:
were ‘brought in by- ‘Dick. Rubin, sumably -after’a’ tiff with Coast.
~ Cineinnati, “Aug: 28:
also: from. MCA, who ‘is.-heading | GAC: execs... Also, Jerry. Golden,
Rossin; choreography, Midge: Ar- | “Calgary” nuinbers, for. class ,and | A total: payoff of $58;750 in,‘court: .UTM’s ‘N.Y: office.
| who-had ‘joined Dave Baumgarten’s .- 3
thur, Alan & Blanche Lund: lyrics ‘color.
| fines’ climaxed. the gaming ‘élamp- | ~Inked on, the. Coast: ‘by ex-MCAer: ‘Ageney .for .the. -Performing~ Arts,.
and music, Hoteard Cable, Delores
-The Jack: Arthur presentation’ down: ain. :Keritucky” $s: nitery: ‘belt: Jerry: Perenchio, -agency’s .exeé | shifted to* United: Talent: “ManageClaman, Richard Morris; sets and at the CNE gr andstand is:a:: must,
Los’ Angeles ment. :
‘veepee, - were. the
costumes, Stuart’ MacKay; lighting, “helped. by. the Hye Bossin book P across: the. Ohio River. from’ Cincy.. Lakers. whose theatrical ‘and. other.!
Wilham=: Dale:- musieal
director, -and the tailoring that'-has gone
|..The: penalties, against operators: of: ‘activities; ‘except. athletic,: wil be. .
with 60 piece orch, Howard. Cable;. ‘into the-‘Cohanesque, flagwaving | three. Campbell - ‘County casinos |
-handled by:UTM-.
enees, J: Frank Willis. Opened at finale. 7
‘iwho. pleaded guilty: 0° ‘charges. ‘of \.
Canadia: n Nattonal. Exhibition
—
Continued from. page. 43 —,
a
1 horserace. betting. ‘and’ permitting:|."
Grandstand, Toronto, Aug. 18, ’62;

“A.c.‘Sellout

tee

minutes.

; Quinn is in’-for- three days whick
na
k
| started: Monday..(27): Bobby*Rydell “3
s
last w eek by: Spécial Circuit || GLASER
R SNUBS$2.
MIL ‘levied
‘Judge Edward Hill:
;
‘is’ due ‘back: through Saturday. (2)
Continued from page 43:—
Cutting
| ._ OFFER FOR HALF ABC; Eleven operators of the :York: —
‘when Neil Sedaka . comes’ ‘in’ for...
the: displays
{.:
shire. Club;. Newport, : were. fined :a. of legit’. shows for. their ‘niteries:’ the |final: week: before -‘pier. shut-

_| gambling

$4: o0 top.
should

be

on. their premises,-“were.

easy.

.. Davis & Reese's. time,

Fire Department | Joe Glaser,- president of.“Associ-total« of +$3;000°. -each. Included. The ‘cost of. a first-rate name, they. ters..
and the salute. to the 100th‘ anni- ated Booking Corp:, has denied
|-Say,” will. pay:for: an.‘entire legit, - Arlene
Daki ‘arrives, “Tuesday:
‘were John Croft; ‘Alfred. Goltsman,
versary of the Royal of: Canada’
4 (5) to: be. grand: “maishall of ‘the.
reports: that he is ‘selling ‘out ‘part|George Gordon, ‘Fred Hallam, -Mor- package:
could be..done; But don’t -change
‘Outside’ of‘Las -Vegas, ‘the cur- Miss : America ageant.-parade. and
‘the vaude routine, which {is the ‘of ’-his. agency . to a ‘Chicago syndi- ris Nenimo, ‘Abe Schneider, Sammy. Tent rate for the legiters with name” to sit .on- the: board: -of.: judges:
Gutternian,.
George
F.
Bear,
David
HI:
hit of the show.
| included, ‘runs: from .$8, 000". to Other. judges ‘include ‘:“songwriter
| cate: ‘headed: by Vic. Lownes.
-Polinsky, . Meyer: "Berman. sand $9,000. On the other hand, ‘Tony Bernie © “Wayne;
- concert”. planist
“Golden. Encores” is a “sentimen-_ The Chi bid for $2,000, 000 for. 50% ‘Albert: Masterson. :
-|‘Martin,. already|‘signed: for. the: In: ‘Ruth «: ‘Slenczynska, . MGM. talent
tal journey: to: the great doys of
the. agency has. been -‘turned| ‘Seven owners: of.the plusti‘Bev-. -ternational,--eosts. $12,500: With. | scout.
of
Al Trescony-’ and-Broadway.
vaudeville
and. features
-Miss
‘down, Glaser ‘said. He addéd that. erly --Hills; near. Newport. : which. Martin is: the heed of a. supporting “Producer Michael Elis.. :
Stratas,
at.
retiring
asof
e
intention
year,.wer
‘no
this
‘has
early
‘he
‘act, a.. line*:and “two:.orchestras. |
shuttered
pony line,Midge
Alan &Arthur's
Blanche lengthy
Lund,
‘this ‘point. and: will continue. as: sessed a total:of $2,000. each, among. ‘They: estimate. that ‘the: spot. must |
;
|
for
or-"
Lownes.agency.
hemi- ‘Croft,: “Coltsman and.
gross :.around $60, 000 to come. out.;
| head of .the
merly -was: :talent .buyer: for. ‘the |
n. of the. Yorkshire’ ‘operation. As- :with: this..kind: of. nut.7- -::
| If. bad: weather. ‘intervenes - ‘ont
Samuel.|Playboy Clubs.
| sociates were Allen-Cohen,
Glaser,’ -howey er; -gaid he fs. “Schrader; -Mitchell ‘Meyer and Mrs..- ‘one. or two. nights'‘a week). the|f
|
strengthening. ‘his ‘executive lineup. “Marion. ‘Brink, widow. .of: “Jimmie. -nitery can. be ‘plunged into. red. ink
through’ no- fault ‘of its own; The
‘and has .upped Bob- Phillips: to® Brink,. who. operated: the. former’
International also.“has™ set’. Billy. |:
‘Lookout
House
‘in:
adjoining.
Cove.
been
had
Phillips
veepée.
company‘
|-Daniels. to play. a January: ‘date .at ly
TheTroubador
head of: the. ‘Hollywood:- -office :for| ington. |
7-$7,500. He ‘has: a: four-week .deal. |.
bir years and. with the firm for: 16 |. “Stantey ;Scliomakér: and:‘Richard The same laws: -of: economics apply {ft
: ‘years. There. is . only. one: .other|“‘Busker, operators. ‘of. the’ Belmont in) Daniels’ case as with the Martin. [fF
“Now Appearing
|.veepee in’ the’ ABC” setup, Fred -Snax-.. ‘Bar;: -Newport,. ‘were. fined. Stand, except that ‘the ‘break-even |
/
“|
‘office.
:
Chicago
$5,250:
‘each.
‘and
given
suspended.
the
' ‘Williamson of
t :is somewhat lower. ©>|six-month jail terms after plead?) poin
Another: factor’. ‘causing “nitery:}{
* and his.
"| ing: guilty to. sev en: counts.
|t owners to-look- for. format-changes:|
Reno,Nev.
Bob: Sidell,* former. “mayor. of 1s the -constant erosion. of. names
jf}.
of:
dent.
ex-presi
an“and”
‘and
the
rising
.
price.:
structure.
|
.
t.
Newpor
Loeal 1, “Musicians* Union; Cincy, Some: headliners.-who did well in
;—
Continue a: from. page as—
| was fin ed: ia total of. $1, 250 for-léas-{
former. years .cannot: be: expected. i
_ - BILLY:
Sensational Hit Attraction
fl drop. petformers. unless: given pro: ing the Belmont. premtises for. hand: 10 duplicate. ‘the same ‘Kind. of. busi-:| _GLASON’S .
| book.operations and dice games..
JNiess- ‘how even though their salary.
|-vocation, —
“PROFESSIONAL ~.
:
One-of those Wwho gave MCA too |.. The: case: of” “Mike -‘Levinson, 4‘Has been raised.
- COMEDY MATERIAL .
Although:
Broadway
is
the
heart:
Th
-Frank:
Si-:
many
headaches « Was.
operator of, thie.” Flamingo Club, to
For: every branch of. theatricale
‘natra. ‘It invited. him. to. leave and. ‘Newport,’ named: in 10. indictments, ‘land . .of:. legit, the International :
Wwe: SERVICE. THE STARS)"
Staff:
feels
that
many:
‘shows
‘are
|}
the:
‘of
and EXCLUSIVE WITH
will. be heard. Sept. 10e
{ne went on to: become one‘
35. Gag. files $15, plus: $1 pesta
:
“especially:
‘of.
revisiting,.
worthy.
|
“FORGIGN:. 35, tor 436" aoe
| highest earnersin show. biz.
“when
~
seen.
under’
new.
circums::
‘63 Parody Books,.per Bk. Reis . .
| _AIL agencies are. after. the: top-| tances ‘and. at'a.more favorable buy. | e 5. Blackout. Books 2-3 Each’. . $25. me er
level. of names and those with con-|
:
‘No. 4 for $35—No. 3 for $30:
:
‘}
Its:
advertising
.
will
‘pointout:
that
|
“aMinstrel (white #ece) Budget: $256:
fer personal appearances
, sistent -earning’ recor ‘ds. For -ex- |
‘| for the: price .of-an. orchestra seat,:: (s “How to. Master. the Ceremonies’'s . ‘seek‘been
have
offices
.the:
4 ample,
TV and RADIO NETWORKS
8. PER. COPY . ...NO 6.0.0.8".
the customer will. see: a Broadway
—
Continued, ftorn ‘page. 1 =a
nanies in-the. direct=.
Show, . have ‘dinner :‘and: dance -as |
RECORDS; FILMS, ENDORSEMENTS. 4 | ing ‘secondary:
BILLY: GLASON:
ae |
ing,. writing -and. producing-field.. hotel.” picture: is: seen. in, the. fact; well, | A
They. are. signed:.to longterm deals. that the Americana: is: “expected: ‘to:| ‘ Should: the intéznational deal ‘Tt 200. Ww ‘54th St. N.Y.C,. i, Co: 51316 oh.
Writa — Wire: — Phone.
We: ‘TEACH
MC ng -and.
COMEDY
1 with studios and- networks. and. gross in'the- -area of $500, 000 week- for ©. “Flower.- Drum. Sorig”..- go. ‘det a. real: ‘Professional .train "you! |
| with very little ‘servicing. bring. in’ ly:from’ all its operations’ when it “through,..1t. will ‘be the: second time |:
7 an average of $15,000 each in -an- capitalizes On its: momentum. ‘a¥ a that. Monte Proser, entertainment}
58 ‘West 48th. ot.
nual -commissions. . These. -clierits: new hotel! ‘Should. the: new. inns: “director for the’ Thunderbird, “who '|f
of-|slicé off. a hefty. chunk of the. busi- lined. up. the. show, for ‘the. “Vegas |:
-f| have: been the bread-and-butter. -Ol
Naw ‘York:
AT LOW “RATES.
Bt the talent: agency. oyerhead:
- “) ness~--that. ‘normally: goes . ‘to ‘the. ‘spot, will be on. ‘Broadway. ‘with: a.
PL 7-1786 — 1530
- NATIONWIDE -& OVERGEAS
|
With the agencies. in a superior |-eurrent: spots,. the -bulk.:.of ‘the. ‘cafe-legit show:. ‘Many |years’: ago.|i}
‘VIA ‘STEAMER — RAIL —
bargaining’: position among some: hotels ‘will have- -tough: sledding. un-.|. he-opened: Monte’ -Proser’s: Theatre | ll.
Philadelphia
Sf”
- =. DRIVEAWAY.
a
many. en- less: ‘business ‘conditions . take an ‘Restaurant on- the site of the.then |: AGENTS IN-PRINCIPAL CITIES OF U.S.A. ers,
perform
of
ies
categor
{|
‘YOOL Chestnut S¢..
| recently closed . Hurricane |-With” a |: INTERSTATE. AUTO: SHIPPERS, INC.
tertainers may be hard put. to ‘find: upward: turn, ©
WA. 2-467?
_cafe-legitpoliey.. Aes
WwWas:
WAY, ahead. ; 249 ‘WEST 34th: ST, N: Y. cH 4-5240. .
‘the kind ‘of representation: ‘they | -One of th the:facts enter
ter ing: ‘into.
r? the ‘of
its time.
want. or. have been accustomed to. ‘deliberations’ of: N: -¥Y. showmen: is |
of the Toronto

tay
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NickLUCAS
HARRAH'S:

‘STARLITERS.

n Talent
“sChoosy’ on

FUN-MASTER Lat

|
n
o
an TTE RECORDS |
ROULE

| JOLLY JOYCE AGENCY

“1964World'sFair

- Solly Joyce Agency

~ saeYOUR CAR’ |

‘| the drain’ of visitors. occasioned--by |

=

i| the Seattle Century 21 Exposition:|[-as
and. the: upbeat - of travel’ to the.

| Orient: - This, of. course, has: ac- |

cented: the western: part . of ‘the
‘1country’. over. ‘New ‘York, : Nitery
|
-opérators ‘particularly, feel. “that tt.
this..: has’ -béen- ‘a -factor:. in. the

| |

|

-.

and his.

_

‘Rippling Rhythm Orch,
Now: Available

.

FOR. LIMITED .ENGAGEMENTS
|
-for DATES and Further Information ‘CONTACT:=
SHEP FIELDS
SHAMROCK HILTON HOTEL
-

7

Houston,

Texas |

MOhawk

4-F307

Becca: TORS we tT ma
er Raseg ther
avuaiisreyeitetie

ENTERPRISES.

00 W. S7 St..

Circle 6:sas

;

| scrutiny of expense accounts by: the |.

‘BALANCING"

.

SHRINE CIRCUS.

Lexington, Kentucky.

decline of. the «stock -market - and}
a “prevailing ‘psychology. of .fear

{fh

.} arnong. those’normally Aiberal. -with Hi
a buck. ~ .

The: ‘Gratitude. of, Oleika Temple
for.e finePerformance."

"

RTs, Poteatate.‘a

‘How ever, “the. showmen’ 's. thajor-.

| beef 4s: the publicity. -pressure -for.| f
|:1964..: They say: that! the -year’of [7
|.

| of visitors.that would not. normally | .
| come here... ‘There:should be. the |4-

‘sane’ kind. of. concentration, : they. |
add;, to. make ‘New York: a: tourist | 4

‘centre how.” *:

,

2. fast: ‘concluded.successful engagement ate

| Bureau’ of :Internal.“Revenue,: the

CEUE Gree nesfare ctsreer §)) adareesensoreetecssaesraeSutsbdi
ssgerrere Livessdacaseneongetebesti
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cttrenddseeteett <"beteres cttes ini antesTopentddoened
eni ge
ene seehe agate saimuievayitie
Mbteanaes
,
setaldcerebtame radeon
ime Raematratnaanariastnituntelyrce baie uae

ie

3
7 oe
y /MASTER ‘OF.THE. ART:OF fee

3

Other’ downbéat factors,” ‘ot |
course,: include. the fear. of’ closer

| the fair’ will bring its:own hordes

JERRY LEVY:
DIRECTIONAL

‘tourism: ‘decline . on the °Stea, :

Te
983

oD ae

fordates“end: Information

+ contact.

cal CLAUDE
8 Vail. Court:
39, Mess.

(Micklond: 17-3208

ee,
woo
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®
oie
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~ NewAas
CHASE -& REED.

LE Comedy

i4)25 Mins.

» WEEK OF“aveusr 29°

_.

a | Copacabana, N.Y...

|"

-‘Reed is”a new forma:|
NNNat ‘King ‘¢‘ole.
-~matinee performance ef the Ca:
“NEW YORK city:
‘formerly .the: straight-}| nadian. National. Exhibition: grand(USights and Sounds’)
~ MUSIC. HALL—
“man: of Mitchell. & Reéd, is now the |”
pes show:. with The Wallendas
-Gage;
_ (MELODY FAIR): ~
aon. Reiner, . Davia." Clatworthy,.- Lila
‘PEPE’S—Diaria ‘Dors,, Jimny Nelson’ &
. . -Rockettes,. ‘Corps ‘ore. ‘Ballet, -Raymond : Danny. O’Day,
comic inthe new. pairing,” ‘How this
4) contribbing dramatic feats ‘on.
N. ‘Tonawanda. N.Y. Aug. 20.
re.
. - Paige. Symphony:
‘|. SECOND: ITY: + “My: Friend, Ait: “As. |:was “arrived: at, is. difficult to see in.
' the high wire, Princess” Tajana on.
- Variety. spectacular by. Kel- Cole |
. :1 Dead,” - Bill - -Alton, °Del - Close, . Severn
-| Darden, Mina Kolb, .Dick. Schaal, Avery :‘their “bow. ‘at thie: Copacabana. ‘It. ‘Productions starring Nat King Cole + the
rings, .and The
MHanneford
:
AUSTRALIA:
.
Schreiber.
, seems that ‘the major comedic mo‘MELBOURNE
‘(Tivoli)——Edith . Georges,
with. “The Merry Young Souls”: | Family (7). as a bareback; comedy
-SAHARA
INN: — ~ Joe ‘E:. ‘Lewis, Jana °
| St: Clair, Tory smith: Four, Harela Har- |: Chase. &
vis- Trio, Bob Davis -Trio;: Jim. ‘Allas’ Tria,’ tion. ‘Reed,
Eugene’ Slavin,: Eleanor- Joe: Jaco. Trio, -Hots: Michels.-

“Betty. Pasco, ~ O'Neill -&-.‘Haigh; ‘Avyll J Lund, Frank \ ork .Ore: ‘Leunge:: Joy: & the: ‘ments: Were. scored’. _by:. Reed:. His ‘produced under sipervi isidn..of Ike’ jTiding act.. “Blinko” and -his clown
Angers; Jacques Jordane, ‘Les Fred Iles; Boys, :-Danny Long .Trio.*
"Te
‘Impression - of - -Liberace:. was. one .JONES;: ‘musical |direction,
Ralph. ‘midgets: got the youngsters in enAlan. Randal, Raphael &. Model. Dorene
SHERMAN - ‘HOUSE—Ink - ‘Spots,.: oni 1
’ Kilme
; Lee’
of: the highpoints. 6f the act. On the Carmichael: ° associate, Josepit. B. |i thusiastic. mood:. but it’ was The
Scott, . David’ ‘Romaine * Ore.

SYDNEY (Tiveli—LIris. ‘Kells. ‘Eric Shil-; -SUTHERLAND - LOUNGE — Maynard. ‘other. hand, -Chase: séemed -to -do!
‘Zito: director-writer,. ‘Bob. Henry; | Three. Stooges
ling, Kéyin. Miller.: Jon Weaving,
Cynthia+,
Joba _Pryatt,
Ferguson -Band, ‘Billy. Wallace: - Trio. ie ‘best in. his str aight ‘endeavors. .
Moréy,
.Suzanne:-. ;Steele,
| staging, Jack’ ‘Régas; designed and:; awaiting.

t

Erica. Johns.

mF
“Lac KPOOL

es

: LOS “ANGELES:

BRITAIN .
(Tower:

'- -Cairoli’ & -Co.,:Bronleys, H ugh’. Forgie’

&

“A major fault is ‘matérial and an!i ‘lighted, -Curt: Nations; costumes,
-TO aduJt.. audiences, the matefact: that’ Davie: ‘Coe;: ‘stage’ manager, Geraid: :
-Yial .of .the zany trio is. mediocre
a. modus| T.. Masterson: at Melody Fair, No:

|.other. seems to be -the.
Revue,
- eames wt.
COCOANUT
- ‘GROVE — “E inian’°s. Rain- : :they:. haven't’ achieved“
=.bow,” Freddy: -Martin Ore:.

Cireus)—Chaitié |

éIRO‘S--Denn

Aréen

that’ the ‘kids. were

Ibut-the Stooges, in their 30-minute

-4viviendi -as:-a team: ‘Fhe. early part|Tonawanda, N: Y, week Aug.
|: CRESCENDO—Mary -‘Kaye Trio.
|
205.
+ |swiftly--paced routine, make “Fon=,
|- -DINO’S . —_ Jessica James,’ Jack *“Elton,” ‘of. their--turn was. a’ ‘yirtual blank.
$5):86 Sat).
, Fest ‘Matinee?’ a Tesounding sucDiors. Sisters, ‘Four ‘Soranis; 2. ‘Dominicis,.. Steve. LaFever.
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“LA. CONCHA--Ford. &- Reynolds, Nora.
ful. though . lively. :The. ‘boys. (both. Kaye; ‘Tingmaster,. awith Jack Cer- ti precisely ‘and wheel thr ough some”
- LONDON
HOUSSE. — -George. Shearing Morales. Ore. i Nestor -‘Torres: 5,
.—Quintet,. Larry |Novak: ‘Trio, José Bethan-.'/:: -EL - CONVENTO
"Pepe |‘Lara: “Ore; return. to: university. .next month? tone Orch (31) Opened. at-Cana- ; flashy ‘mass ‘maneuvers in the same.
court.
;
Trio.
“Rodrigo ‘OM ‘Five.*
‘dian ‘National . ‘Exhibition. grand- | number,
oo. MISTER. KELLY’S—Julie. Londgii, ‘Bob-.| - FIESTA - “ROOM: — Victor. Santini. The | -stfummied guitars. and. one-at: times
Overture by the Hall's
- by” .Troup- Trio,|.John ” Frigo, "Marty, -Kimberleys,.” Pepito Torres, : Ore... ”. Bar- . a fivé-string banjo; with house mu-: stand shovo,: Toronto, Aug.: 20, ."62:
oa Symphony
is. a richly-lextured
Rubenstein: ‘Trio.
letta-Queralt’:.5: :
$1.
50
‘top...
=
Tberian - symphonette
entitled
. PALMER. HOUSE-—-Phil_ Foster, Jaye P. | ocHOo PUERTAS.“Luis: ‘i Soledad: joe. Sician: Pete Fleming backing solid- |
. ‘Morgan, Ben Arden Orc.:
. Valiente, . Jose_ Aponte..
ly. “The Courriers - have’ excellent |.
| “Espana .Cani:’ Show is onlv .24
.. FLAY BOY—Jimmy Caesar,’ ‘Joe.- Conti | “EL. SAN : JUAN-—The
Axeents,”. Candy
owed. some : minutes’ due to “Music Man's " long
Ron’ Cafey,. Clancy -Hayes,- ‘Barbara RusRaye. ‘Gregg Jones;:Ruth McFadden, Nelly : prospects -‘both, inand out of. the “ The Thrée Stooges.Ww
well,Alain Denys:Gloria. Smyth, . Michael Lastelly Sulio Gutierrez,
. Mor.
s Predominantly kids, in the ifrunning time.
folknik corral.
“Gard. 420,000,
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Wednesday, August.29:.1962

|
“Sands, Las Vegas. "| player: ‘who ‘intersperses. terns: at: ‘Basin sé.“East, i
N. ae
€ ‘opicabana,; N.Y. :~ | formiancés. On: his. “(cademark |
“Das. Vegas,. Aug.. 22. ‘|.the moiith organ -with°‘wry humor| ‘Lainbert,, Hendricks. & “Bavan,.
Damita Jo, Chase & Reed, Dennis songs stich as “Cry,” “Little White.
‘continually...
‘underplayed,
‘bridges
|
Cloud.
that’
.Cried”
“and.
“Walking
|
€arol”
*
Burnett;.
‘Marty
‘Allen,
Joe: Williams,: Art: Blakey's Jaze. ae
Bell, Lee Anne Morgan, Joseph
$3. ‘Mele & Frank Marti Orchs, Doug. ‘and Talking with the:: ‘Lord, * the. Stere. Rossi,. Ernest Flatt Dancers the’ gap. ‘between ‘the ‘Grandisons : iene Junior Mance Trio;
-and
the
Limes:
It's
‘a
‘good:
‘Show,
:
applause.
was:
deafening
as
he
goes:
_&
George’
Becker.
Singers
‘(11);
Ancover.
.
Coudy Line. (8); $6-$6.50° mink
“into the number : ‘and -tomb-like-si- tonio. Morelli. Orch. (17); presented |’‘but. ‘topheavy: on. thé folk material..|
MUM...
|
The.: -Grandisons -and:. “McMann: °; "Basin St East. “after ashége. of
‘}Jence fal!s over the packed room. by Jack: ‘Entratter,. ‘staged. and choJules. Podell has. brought- an “as. patrons ‘strain . to: catch every: reographed” by: ‘Ernest. Flatt,’ pro-: close. Sept. 8/and-comic’Don Sher- |’W eeKending, has: ‘Feturned..‘to :its:
duced by Joe Hamilton, written’ by | 'man.comes in to finish |ithe-‘Limeli- ‘everyday “norm: and -gives:the east-_
element of: excitement: into what note. :
“Raafe.
has been a fairly. placid’ sunimer { “On his;first bowoff; Ray.. uses.|Ken. Welch;: NIUSIC’ Conducted -and ters’ run.
.| Siding-hipsters. ‘a drop for °good:
#3 ‘music “and- _ entertainment. - The:
season.
His experimentation, with. “Whiskey - ‘and “Gin,” --the |record: ‘arranged. by. Irwin Kostal; a.Burn- |-acts and ineadliners seems to have ‘that: first’ “hrought him to. the: at- good & ‘Bob Banner Associates Ane. |::
opening. .card ‘is -made. up‘of™:re-.
@hardas, NY ;
hit. a payoff lode with the engage-\ .tention of district’ deejays: He: had|presentation; $4 miriimim..
liables’ ‘among the. outfits . orbiting. .
“Soocha Reuay, Lia‘ Della; ‘Elemar.

aS
foe
vg
(Td

ment of Damita Jo. Always a singer. the crowd emotionally. taut at this}.*.
‘on: the. edge. of. outer: ‘space, The
of solidity since her days: with: the;‘tinie: and continued to. ‘drain them:|: “Coiedienne ‘Carol. Burnett's ty Horvath Orch, T° ibor Rakossy,’ Dick,
See ‘ranges: from “earthy<jazz: to-.
exposure over the past: few years Marta, . $3-$5. minimums.:
Redcaps,: she has attained a peak.}. until. he went off with a rousing
« Lastral interpretation. It's an: inter-'

“has obviously. built ‘up a loyal army |
performance tevel with- ‘this en- aennEneet!
esting” and diverting: session:
Version. of., “Tl Get By.” =.
gazemeni ‘and: it’s now Hkely. that ;. ‘Bill Falbo,.one of the room 's top’ |‘of fans, since her.. ‘skedded two-|- - The. : Yorkville Wweinstubes: are ; The: ‘team of Lambert, Hendricks.
she'll move. into: the | top-earning comedy favorites; also. had: a ‘picnic week. engagement. ‘here’. was sold. beginning. to- bloom. ‘again. Follow- |& ‘Bavan; who: weekended. here
“Ing. the. summer .-Siesta;. -Gothani’s
ranks.
‘Sometime .ago, ‘ia. ‘paced: by ‘Lam- *
‘with the .Jarge audience, He ‘liad. out ‘before. opening: night.“upper- eastside: area. :is taking’. On.
Damita Jo generates. spirit. and the. .nerve- to: E60. into the: ‘crowd The’: fans. won't De disappointed {2
bert, \an-articulate: speaker :‘and a.
a”
renewed.
vigor,
The
Chardas,
‘gtrength in. her- recital here. She! and--work for: over 15. minutes: in’ “Miss Burneft’s ‘plunge .into the:
| Singer. of. ability who seems .to dig’
‘closed.
for’
“most.:
of
‘the’.
‘warm
|
‘gets to ‘her audience. ‘quickly, ‘lifts|without a-mike-.and- not. one of.His. nitery: ‘field; With. solid: assistarice:
the: intellectual basis.of contempo-| by ‘Marty Allen : & - Steve -Rossi, months; is the. first: cafe’ ‘to ‘ré- rary; music. ‘The bearded: ‘Hendricks. ..
them ona high plane: immediately|
‘1ggags |was missed.
new:
.
aid keeps ‘them there. She is.
activity.’ It: has. dusted ‘off is .also" -an .accomplished: . singer °.
ACrO:: team - of: Maurice ‘& Car: who “are :snugly woven 'infor her:
singer--of tremendous vitality. ‘and |‘roll does an. expert: job in. opening. entire: ‘act, she“has a laugh session. -its. ‘Continental mien,. its. ‘European ;while. Miss" -Bavan; late of: Ceylon; -

sénse. of-sophistication: ‘and. come
‘sings-as much- ‘with. her. expressive
to: life with a bill headed by Soo-:| digits - as . She: does with her voice. .
cha. Renay- “and ©‘Lia . Della. ‘Al:
The ‘group appears to have a time.
though |bot are’ veterans here,
With. themselves: and ‘communicate i
there:
sufficient. refurbishing. their _amusement. and satisfaction:
‘of. theifmaterial to"give:them 1. in’. the’ ‘song: department” to’.theit
new: facade.
i
= audience: a
Lo
“Miss: Reriay ‘otters a ‘Tot: of |fun. + Also. a: ‘erowd ‘puller. ‘is.“Joe.Wile:
‘Ste. excites. the risibilitiés
easily |-:
‘iams,- once’. with: the’ ‘Count. Basie - ..
with /a- Set. of “choice: lyries:- and | band “but now a ‘single. He ‘is.a A
special material:. “Here. voice’. Si blues singer. ‘of. ‘tremendous power
j-type of comedy will love ‘her. mug- pleasantly ‘modulated ‘so. that: ‘he. ‘and feeling who:: delivers :these:
suged character at her : close.’
{ging -and: movement which ‘can -put. doesn’t” draw -diagrams: ‘when ‘she. ‘gems: sparingly. . ‘He. shows: sensi-*
7 Other turn on the tard is Chase
her. into’ that Tare. category: a ‘Makes: a. tomedic: ‘péint. ‘The ‘cus-: tivity in’ “A.Man~Ain’t Supposed. .--:.
Shoreham, D. C
fh Reed «New Acts). The Joseph:
tomers diz. her ‘Continental. view- to Cry” and displays. ‘originality in’
Washington.. Aug. 23..
i Mele orchestra-is aided: in Damita |
|
when . “editing. ‘point ‘and. ‘come up with: hheavy- ‘some’. of the ballads and rhythm. .
Pearl ‘Bailey. Bob. Cross.” Orch.‘her versatility, $0.
: Jo's showbacking.‘chores by a
‘her’. time, she should “goncenttate. mitting. for. her topper,.a rib-‘of: tunes. He. does: excellently: here.- “rhythm seetion brought in by the
||(TH, Gao: Quintet (5); $3 50 cover: |
|: “Another. Openin’, Anottier. Show. oan . For the out-of-the-worlders; Art-~.:
‘headliner. ..Mele does excellently.
oMiss: Della. ‘is: a soprano. ‘in. the. Blakey and His.. Jazz-Messengers.
Even ‘With. a. yun: ‘of: remarkably ‘|ballads.
inthis sector as well as ‘the dan. -' Allen. & ° Rossi, longtiine . faves lassical. sense. Although: her work , spell a slightly’ different’ ‘yarn. A.
| chilly©August. weather on. the}
gapation.
‘is:in the pop field, her: renditions. group of skilled technicians; they’.
The Frank Marti band. continues Shoreham: Hotel's. Terrace, boni-. here... -prec ‘ede’. Miss .Burnett: with:
earry: out: the ‘precepts. ‘of fine. ‘seem: ‘td. ‘go. ‘into: ‘lengthy -‘musical.
in its Latin vein, -and, the Doug face Bernie Bralove’s.. posli.:-place a: generous | portion’ -of: their “own.|.
She. ‘diatribes ..to-make
‘training: sand projection.
their:..points..
Coudy femme ensemble, coutoured. fs” having-the Hottest turnout. of ‘time, ‘Proving: ‘they: could . headline.
-elsewhere,'. Handsome ‘roams a..wide range’ from ‘the -cur- They: ‘have. “an overaburidanee ° of:
by Jimmy Bidgood, makes. the most the summer . for. Pearl --Batley,. ‘hereof the Copa floor. The production. Greatly admired” here, she’s filling singer: "Rossi and - /penguin-shaped. ‘rerit “Moon River’ to: the _“EXo- | ornamentation, .and -- “aspire to...
singing ‘is by Derinis Bell and the. every table. in the huge. ‘outdoor: comic ~ Aven: -balance:. ideally,.. and. dus” theme.: ‘All are delivered. ‘ex- thrusts far. removed from audience *
io| realities. ‘They. .give’ a serious: lis-: |
‘spot; although. : ‘the. ‘normal -cover: come.: “up |‘with ‘Some. fine topical. -eellently. and’ with charm: .
terping by Lee Anne ‘Morgan.
(fase. - “was: jacked up $1. for her fortnight. . Bags.: * They. ‘revive: their‘ classic) Host’ ‘Tibor: ‘Rakossy, - back: at his’ tener a hard time: There are many ~
| phantom . piano _bit, then: -pop in accustomed ‘Spot. as'-emcee. and who: find. their” style- worthwhile,
_
‘Her rich ‘voice seems ‘almost. as
Dig as the. ‘open :‘outside; and. she- and -out: of Miss -‘Burnett's: ‘num- Singer,.opens the’ proceedings with: . but at night: caught these seemed _
‘bers, adding icing: to the’ cake; :| Magyar melodies ‘which ~are- .al- to be in the minority. .
Sherman House, Chi .{has. ne problem coming. through|°
unior.
. Chicago, Aug. .23. -4 loud and clear with such ‘pieces. as |.-. The Ernest’ Flatt: ‘Dancers - 44) .ternately soulful..”and: ‘sti’ ring::|. ‘Concluding. the bill is ‘the. Ji
Ink Spots. (41, Toni Lee’ Scott,. “San Francisco,” “Please .Don't: and. added.to: the. seven- highly- -Elemar’-Horvath ‘batons. in. a flam- -Mance.‘Trio -with . Mance .at.-the:
Dave Romaine Orch (5); “$2. cover. ‘Talk About Me “When I'm. Gone,” ‘talented :male: George ‘Becker. Sing: ‘ing -gypsy :¢ostume providing. high: Piano: ‘backed: ‘by: bass: and.’ drum:.
“Poor: ‘ Butterfly” and a. Tousing ‘ers,-..give .the .star: the teammates Jy listenable’ mustie as ‘well. as good. He’ provides. ‘no prablems, Just
Jose.
invariably. found, in :a.-nitery’ act | showbacking: Dick “Marta takes‘a-[Histening. pleasure.
Recently
revived - floor -sghow “Toot: ‘Toot, Tootsie.”
~~
policy in the Fountain Room of |. “Her. élowning. - ‘often: with, her akoe this” ‘kind.. ‘At -one: point: ‘Miss ‘turn’ at ‘the cymbalon. for’ pleasant |
‘Jose...
the College Inn of the Hotel Sher- ‘conductor, Nick DiMaio, as straight. Burnett’: had. ‘Allen—plus: 11 others! interludes. . oe os
man -has a new three-week bill man, draws | loud: yocks,. -and .there. —as :Nelson Eddys while she por-|:
‘Los Angeles; Aug. 24,
Die ‘Stabile Orch, Ann. ‘Howard, a
over the Labor Day span with the: ‘was an ovation. -when: she starfed trayed, Jeanette. MeDonald, ‘which |
“Interlude.
Le
‘ASS
wd
;
perennial Ink Spots “as the. ‘heft. ‘and . ‘etided “Tired: ev ‘Her... “New. pulled. ‘hefty. y.oéks. * “| Bob: Hart; tho:drink. minimum,
'.) | Los. Angeles; Aug: 28,°
‘Show: was" produced.” by: yoet:
and singer Font Lee. Scott, as the | Shoes” ‘routine about
the pain: OF sramilton, written “by: ‘Ken ‘Welch,.| -. Joe & ‘Eddie, ‘Troy-Walker. &
embellishnient:
7 - Following the trend” ‘of big:new
:
the. pointed toes is on the “Jong:
* Show: is” nicely. paced over 40 ‘side, but. amusing. The. final num- ‘staged and choregtaphed by. Ernest Hustlers,. 50-75e. admission...
* l'suburban: niteries,’ George ‘Mattin
7.2
-Minutes and eomes off as mod- “ber, a.comic treatment of “Indian Flatt. Irwin -:Kostal admirably. ba-'| .
| ‘and: ‘Mathew:’Santino -have “spent:
.:
-etately yvood entertainment; evi-| Love Call,” is a delight; “bringtm ‘tons. the Antonio Morelli orch (17). Gene. Norman. keeps” " appeal: Ba. good deal of. money. on this: ‘plush
‘Dean: .Martin ¥Feturns -Sept. -°5,.: ‘aimed::in. direction -of .the -young: “new ‘motel inthe San- Fernandodently about the .propér~ portion applause. in. a volume: seldom Aéard
‘jand.‘With: him--come ‘the Copa Girls - crowd with :booking: of. newcomers Valley... Entertainment: ‘in’ thé Brass ites
forthe family trade. and’ tourists On ‘the “Terrace.
who. were: omitted: from:this. spe-" Joe (Gilbert). and. Eddie: (Brown),
which
frequent
the ‘handsome
first. act’ to. be added.-to “bill. since *| Tiger: ‘Lounge |— Started’ three...
» Duke.
once a livély. spot on the |” The Bob Cross orchestra. pro: cial‘Package. af
roon,
Weeks .ago ==: ‘now’ has: songstress.::..-:|
vides
fine.
support.
for
Miss
Bailey.
Troy’ Walker .&° the=- Hustlers 400k
supper club’ circuit.
jover fo turn the. upstairs |YTéom Ann ‘Howard ‘and: ‘comic -Bob-Hart.-...:
Miss Scott has‘ the- opening .as- The group. plays: alt rhythms for}
-féatured:.with backing ‘from ‘the
hinagry heSF. |
into” a. Twist. emporium: signment, of warming up- the cus- ‘dancers, alternating” with, the. live
: Pair, under: contract. to ‘Norman’ S - big .:band: sound. of Dick..’Stabile.
‘San: Francisco, Aug: 27.:
tomers ‘with some casual. chatter’ ly Gao Quintet.
Carp, ”
The’ - ‘Limeéliters = (3),. ‘Stagg : GN P-Crescendo . records, are.--folk-: . (seven. pieces). -Santitio,. additionand ‘a- qitartet of tunes:: She ‘belts:
Festa, The: ‘Grandison. Singers blues: singers:.- -who “work and.-hard: “ally,.says..room will be’ énlarged °
out “Fve Got, a Lot of Living To|
an.. ‘the-show.‘and : are especially ef- which | is well-paced ‘and very funny.
‘wedding |. routine. . It’s.-too- bad that: post-first.. nighters
will ‘miss ‘the .20 “or ‘so.. minutes
terial.
Ralph’ “piStefano’s. Orch. (10). cut.
. She pounds out. the rhythm tunes |‘their usual fine’ show and.. get ‘an. ‘that ‘must be-~ trimmed: from: the
with a sense of excitement ‘and. assist.” from Johnnie “Ray’s.: :drum-: -overlong’. initial: -Show.:
gives the ballads a‘ quality:-that.
|}.:: Becaiise: Miss Burnett. ‘isn’t ‘the
who Teaps
“makes: for additional verve.
A ‘mer, Jimmy Campbell...
the stirring ; glamorous. ‘type, ‘it's: probable: that
from...
*
‘results
-sharp.”
Mercury disker: for: sometime, this
"| most“of -her' fans are on the distaff.
Negro. singer has looks, chassis and Joe ‘Reisman arrangements:
sidé,.. looking. at’ her from.a sisterly.
above all ability: to. swing an audi: | ‘Lineup. is- in till: Sept. 1, being angle -instead of as:.a siren: -How-.
ence over to her viewpoint. There followed. ‘the next: night: by Tont- ever, the. men. who- ‘appreciate her.
- Lit.
.
were decibel explosions of a pro- || &. Jan: Arden..
color.

Her floorstint, of nearly

hour, covers a wide. range. of.may 7 fective. in. a.
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. The Inn.Sindio Clay, Cate

jon “essentially .loud handclappers, ‘and spot. shortly ‘will :-also.add: a
f (9; “$3.00 admission.
“as
appropriate
beginning.
T idelands, |
Houston.
“F-Norman:: picked.. them: ‘un ‘from |“hew sky ‘room: with |another show. ae
She's properly harsh with ‘Hard |.|
Houston, Aug:..20.
Fresh after = ‘four-week tay-off,: hungry iin ‘San: Francisco, ‘and has: and. -dancing: - -Hearted Hannah” and wispy: ‘with |. - Don-Jacoby...
:
& His “All:Stars: | The ‘Limeliters. ‘opened here for-a one ‘album out now .THey. perform | “Current | show. ‘offers: pleasing
“Aoon River, “closing with a.nice:
Beverly: ‘Wright; “Don Cannon Orch: ‘four-week stay: -and -packed the in’ average’ style-‘of. folksters: ‘getj. fare, particularly’ for;‘familyites:
hand on ‘Black Magic" Her sing-| (6); TO, cover. or minimum,
house: Lines were’: outside. before } alot of:‘sound: ‘out of: belting: ‘vocals|-who populate:.the valley: It should-.
ing. is. “polished: and. her -‘approach
._
9 p.m, on: opening night: (Ca: Mon-. and: single. ‘guitar. accompanimeiit. prove popular, ‘Miss -Howard,.back
te the show very: pleasant.
Don.‘Jacoby, a ‘first-rate iruimpet: -day.)".and ‘club- ‘op. Enrico Banducci. | “Mariah,” °: from ;. ‘Paint,
Your.|‘to “a brunet after earlier stint at.
Four Negro’lads making up the|
er; has.-formed a. young and tal-. predicted. - the -.group might” break -Wagon:”” was. top. entry:in. Show. Ditio’s. as a’ blond; makes.-¢.’par-*".Ink Spots hold to-a softer pace!
ented combo to follow. the’ -path: the house :record’: ‘currently held. “caught. ‘at.‘Wednesday (15). “opening | ticularly. -strong~hit. Singer, with -“near opening, their. “I Love Cof-|. btown
of} and typical, of most Of their mate-. -a rich, solid. voice, easy style‘and
~~
~:
‘by such groups. as Al Hirt’ Ss. by. Bob Newhart.
fee: I Love Tea” and “It's a.Sin”|
‘pleasant. :delivery, :has’: Amproved..
-and Pete Fountain’s. ‘Jacoby “is|. : Sparked . by Low: Gottlieb’s- ‘hue: rial.
being almost under wraps. “Blue-;
mor, the trio runs. through’ a gener: |: Walker. group Continues: to play -since- -her! strip ‘roind..
berry... Hill” gives them the oppor- master. of. his instrument:;.: ‘and. he “0us,. ‘hour-long, ‘selection. ‘of mate-. for stormy. Twist .sessions.:: Joe &: is surrounded by young. and hand- Working . with™ ‘Stabile -for past
tunity
to. ring in’ instrumental:
n- with them indefinitely. - “six: ‘months, Miss ‘Howard . sticks :
some sidemen: Toby Guynn,. Ju-. rial frdm..their °Victor- EPs ‘and Eddie are in.
guitar and string bass. solos’ and tyson
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a notch. ‘Whis-{|
:

“Dude~ -Kahn, ‘Richie Salicco, knocked, .ouf

the - ‘audience. with -

“Dale,: .}-to ‘band singer. styling ‘in-callnum-

Roger Pemberton and Willie Bar- -each one. Since they, ‘made: their |.
MS
ton.--Group. “has “established. ‘re-1- debut. on “this “same.“Stage three |. Bimbo's ‘365. S:F.
le
years -ago,. “the - Limes: Jrave deve-|:

bers. which: are: ‘Straight. even -de- | liveries- -of”- essentially . Standard’:
it’s. f
* San’ Francisco, Aug, 21. ‘ballads, She gets ‘into: some swing”. ~
loped
into’a
top
draw
act
both.
on
|
.
“Day - Tn" and: hits’ ‘finest ’~:
“'n’ roll, close with. the standards. j been - together: “but 10 weeks.
Sextete; Ursula. x
| work
with on.
.Stage and at the boxoffice.
: Neopolitan
“Lazy Afternoon. "a -good
“If I Didn't Care” ‘and ‘Maybe. vf ‘Another plus: is-.versatility. of.
Smooth’. as. silk,.. they. ‘play . the ‘Gus, ‘Igor’, &. Mimi, ‘Sally “Gray; arrangement. by’: * Stabile- ‘which
Some possible hetter balance be-| combo, but. then that also keeps|:‘audience: like. old ‘vaude ‘vets ‘and Vine (9), $2. minimean. x$2.50 Sat. y.
‘also features -his..own. expert: saxtween
the voices, iristrumentals, : it from’ having its own distinctive
“Gottlieb milks his own lyrics to the’).
orch and mikes might. be achieved sound, such as. Hirt's dixieland and | double entendre -“Vikk :“Dugan” | “‘Augastine Giuntoli” was: ‘thinking |ing... -Singer~ hassolid technique.
for better: presentation: all around. Fountain's jazz clarinet. -Preem -derriere: song for :manhy extra “of “the :.big “local”opera following: and. good ‘pra--approach: that.-will
Foursome
is nattily
outfitted, night. show. was’ 40. minutés, and’ laughs: *“Glenn ‘Yarborough’s tenor. ‘whet:: he ‘booked .the: Neopolitan. aid ‘her: when she ‘branches into
more individuality.
7
more—and got
‘staging. is carefully worked out on} auditors wanted
‘is. featured in ‘several:solo -spots: Sextet: into his 365 ‘club after it}
a two-mike set-up, and. they keep.| dt. for. some. members. of Don Can- 6n..each show and: Alex: Hassiley’s. ‘ran ‘a. year: at.‘the: Latin Quarter, | | ‘Hart, «-making: -his: ‘local riitery. “
“bow::“works: fast” ‘and pleasantly
their 25 minutes moving through- |‘tien’s house band. sat ‘in for a banjo: and ° guitar strumiming:. as. N.Y.
J one- number “jam session::.
.
out
- The. fieadlinérs, direéted’ by:Dick ;through °group .;-of good oneliners.
1
well.as
.
his-Own
inguistic
-and
|:
Show. stays. through -Sept.. 10, to . . Comely: Beverly - “Wright. ‘IS. a: ‘votal -ability are . “used |‘to. ‘good ‘Sharratts: (basso);*:contrib: some -He has’ lotsa. new material, -kéeps -:
of.
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wet:
‘Carol .Rossetr ibretto:. pit. the. ‘performance ™ ‘is. - tion. But: ‘although. he- isnot the: -’
attractive. - -‘and . Fay.
dated witha ‘standout “Washington | are _ physically
Waiter.
aepee “Steve Benoff.
‘wrathful dragon:‘described in the: “.
: vocally adequate. in’ the’. key" Bartender: “f
“Bernard: “Pollock. ‘lively,’ ‘and: although -there..is ::an.
Twist”. number:
“amateurish ‘quality~: about™ it,” .the -text,- he makes <a valiant attempt, 7
tic’
nic?
es).
‘Fomanti
|
coinposite
a
_ The Prez character is
‘and is. adequate: enough. to. support.
‘but, the First Lady is another ‘mat- - Kenneth Sanford :strike’ the’ ” "Backstage ite, whieh. is.“apt ‘to evening is,:on the whole, ‘agreeable. .the fine. production: that surrounds,
ter. Many will. identify. - it with “the~ ‘right comedy notes. ‘as: Pooh-Bah; be:of special *.ititerest. ta. ‘profes- . Charlotte: :Povia’ ‘is ‘a - winning. him.
Little. Buttercup, and : ‘Thomas’ -S.|
present
White’ House
miistress.:: but contralto ‘Gillian. Knight, as. sionals but of little. concern ‘to the’
‘ Zeneral publie: is. the meatle of this:|Vasiloff.. is. fine. :as the ‘Captain. - “Setdom: ‘has “such a solid: cast a
Sentimental” book ‘makes. for. an”* the spinster Katisha:: will have:. to:
sordid drama ‘by Jerome Chodorov,. -Mary~ _ Ann” .Staffa.. ‘and Robert ' bean: ‘assembled. for. a Central Park’.
old! ashioned love story. The Pres- improve “her enunciation. The. rest who's been.:around show business |Schmorr make. an:‘appealing pair of. presentation.. ‘Outstanding is ‘Dons.
Satisfactory
As”
-.
idont’s daushter fas for the wrong.” of the performanee
-t Téng. enough: to. know- the: subject. ‘young lovers; and ‘there ‘are: also | ald: Hafron as Edmund. ‘H's. fawn-"
man, a fore-dn. diplomat; finds. the’ W Nout fair.:
| back and forth and inside ‘and out. - pleasing. ‘contributions ‘by:. Rita ing” obsequiousness, .-sneering “cone.
ritht man in the. Se¢ret -Service:!
’ Hurok . presentation, “under:
‘Andrew ‘Ditga. and - John tempt,. afid ‘total “maleyolence:. ‘are
The: ironically ‘titled: “The ‘Happi-|-Falbel,
|
“Hollywood
‘of-:the
auspices
the
White ‘ma and pa have... troubles;
| extremely: effective, and. his. bra:
‘est: Man” Alive” preserits. a seamy. ‘Bridson.
With the Prez .job, shopping, fi- Bowl Assn. here, -continues ‘with: ‘picture :‘OF legit. and ‘is.‘a° ‘question- |..- A weak point ‘is: the:‘Sir. Joseph :vura. ‘delivery.- is’ sometimes remi-*
-mances and a plavboy. son. There {/Gondoliers. .*-“Dirates” of | Pen-. ‘Lable , ‘prospect. for. general . popu: | Porter of- James Wilson. He-undeér- niscent ‘of ‘the -technique .used by~
ar ‘dull .stretches.
I ance” and: “Tolanthe.”a
Tuber.
larity: mi
ne -aets, and although’ understatement. ’ Laurence Olivier. Although HarronRohert Rvan.is deft. in. his. porLooe
‘Darren “MeGavin- ‘is . the- ‘Stager:| ‘fs. laudable at‘times, he carries ‘it. -once’-or twice plays:.too “much for.”
: laughs, - his ‘ portrayal :“suggests tr “yal of “X\tr. President,”” both in
a | and: ‘costar of this ‘play. about - an too: far’ with: ‘tediotis’ results.
acting’ and singing.
Nanette. -Fa-}
uninhibited: egocentric.” ‘who: goes |- -Dorothy Raedler’s: staging, while. glowing ‘possibilitses. le,
Another -éxpert. performances .ig .,
bray’s: First
cady. is. vivid, sharp.
‘/-from the: ‘East Bronx. to off-Broad-"| ‘aniusing: at times,:is too. often abvi€ Week. ‘Ended. Aug. 25).
_and ‘cleverly knowing. ‘There arises|.
way and thence. to ‘dirécting Holly-. ‘ous,’ without: style” or ‘intérest. But contributed.” by Michael: -Higgins,
a question ‘of taste; but that’s the | (Figures denote ‘opening dates). .wool: westerns: and finally. a. fatal: despite. the flaws, -it's ‘good: fo" see. ‘who -is a-hoble, subtle Kent. Betty
| heart attack in-a New Haven hotel : ‘the Einatore. afloat again... ‘Kenn. 7 Miller's sorrowful :‘Cordelia: ‘could
ADELAIDE
|
A
book's fautt, not ‘hers. For “Fhey !7 i
‘Man: ~All " Seasons, Union:(8-8-62).: a
hardly be improved upon: cand ‘Roy
ave Me" she’ appears in. grass,
\during-a pre-‘Broadway tryout: Eva |.-:
MELBOURNE
a
| Poole is..a fine: ‘Gloucester, simple.
skirt. and -bumos. and’ grinds.
Gabor is costarred: as ‘:a_niftily-|The. M ikado~
Balled. Anaei’s ‘Alley, Russell. 7960),
plugs a hot number, “First Lady.”
Desk .Set, St. Martin’s -(8-2-62)... ."
at }gowned, decorative. actress..who’s |. Jefe: Britton. presentation. .of the ‘Ameri- and. .moving.. ‘Roscoe Lee Browne
can. .Savoyards © repertory -revival of:.a . conveys .both. the -compassion. and Hiv delinsation of the First Lady.) ‘Luther, Emerald Hill (7-27-6235. -comic’ opera: in .two ‘acts,- with. Jibretta
‘My. Fair. Lady, Her Majesty’s. (4-21-63). more -‘seductive ‘than: talented.
Se UBS -from ehb to brash and. may
Louise : Latliam ives an: expres*" by. W. S: Gilbert’ and. music. -by ‘Arthur the. pungency . ‘of ‘the.-‘Fook; °‘and...

1
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Australian Shows.

She |

.. Scund. ‘of: Musi¢.

shock

Anita Gitiewe- emerges. magnetic’
art ‘could. fife ‘te .star elass,. ‘stop- |

‘ping the show with “Secret: “Serv- |
ice.” the must. effective song. Jack j
Pykyis Se. G. ‘Servico ‘sweethaart |
is Fbeewise. ‘outstanding and. Jack.
"Wasliburn is fine. -:
"
Spec's i material SON». are. ‘the:
bes.

Closer, : “Ivs

a :Great

Coun-

“L cast.and chorus,
is:stirens i and. ‘vas sock values.-“‘InOur
"Tijlea:: cao” Land-“Don't Be.
Atrai- of Romance” are ‘winninggi
ballads. “Meat ‘and Potatoes” is.

ft

Princess -(10-20-61: .

Under Yum. Tree; Comedy

ow

(8: 8:62).

: @vpnev-

Seuhimentat. Bloke, Royal (6-20: 62). Whst's BE Sy; - petting, (7-682).
;

Scheduled: BYway.
y Preems”
Affair:

Stop

Miller's. ((9-20-5

the Werld.

0

Shubert. (10:3-627.

Step-on

‘a. Crack..

7°.

atso’ sprightly.

Carte.: Center. “11--1%-62).°

.- Little. Me, Luni-Fontanne

;

(21-17-62). .

Howard
Lindsay. and: Russel ; Lord. Pengo, Royale (11-19-62),
‘Crause’s. book :may ponder whether - Harold,. Longacre (11-29-52.
Counting House,

Bilt more | :(12- 12-62:°

Opened.

Aug. .

"62. at’ the

The.role .of: ‘Edmund, “apt to: be io

tiresome and confusing, is handled’? .

duel-Avith Edmund, ‘by .the- way, ‘is .-~

‘Portrait-Monks,.: Martinique. (5-28-62).

io

... Premise,.-Premise (11-22-60
"Wilder. Plays.. Circle. in. Sq.a:11-62).

SCH EDULED. OPENINGS”.
plays, - Cherry ‘Lane: (9-4-62).°

: ‘factory and. délineate: well the dif- ”

It’s: a’_ spiritless: Mikado" that. ferences ‘in the. “personalities-. “of.”
, the: American Savoyards. are: pre- the two.sisters, who are ‘sometimes.
senting at ‘the Actors Playhouse. 7 presented as” being. exactly alike.

Statically: staged: and limpidly: per- |. David:.Amram’s.. music, -particu‘formed.. it: does no more .than. hint arly: his -eerie .storm- sounds; add.
.” Vat. the delights’ of. the. Gilbert ‘and: ‘immeasurably: to the play's. power,
oa -_. Beist plays,. East End (9-12-62)..
Fénstermaker, ‘Sher. .Sq.”_ (9-17.62), | Sullivan classic:.
‘Dorothy Raedlet's. arid: the. sets. by: Ming Cho. Lee. are: .
|--Sweet Miani, Players (9-25-62), ”
; uninventive - ‘staging.’ : Seems.” con- .fine.. -Theoni'.V." -Aldredge’s : cos-:
"| Albee

2 Man ds: Man, Living
..Man‘s.a

and. “Is He the: Only “Man ‘in. the: » Matter’: of. Position, Booth ¢10 95-62).
fringe,. Golden. C10- 27-62). ‘.
“World?” are possibilities. °: “Laugh | ‘Beyond
Caleulsted. Risk. Anihass. * (10-31-62).°
It Up” by the: ‘entinre company’ ‘is’ -Nowhere to. Go. Winter -Gard- 411-10- 62).
O’Oyly

'Guthman..

"| Actors: Playhouse, -N. Y:: sa'20 top: week.

Leonard Hicks. makes a ‘quietly ef-.
fective: Albany..-..

days. ‘$4.90. weekends...
- Cast: John. ‘Bridson, Robert. Schiorr: ‘capably: by: Lee ‘Richardson. who!
(Figures. denote. opening.” dates)” James. ‘Wilson, .Thomas .S..-Vasiloff,: '_An-: makes it clear and believable. “His:
.drew Dirga,.Mary Ann Staffa,: Jo: Chesléy;
‘Anything Goes, Orpheum: G6- 15-62).
| Elizabeth ..--McCarthy,— Charlotte.
Povia;.*
“Blacks, St. Marks: (S:4-6)..
| Jeanne’ Blumenfeld. .- Martin - Ji Cassidy; : superb. in. its: ‘¢lanking. Yealisim. As ~
. Beecht on: Brecht. de: Lys (1-3-62).
Sandra
Darling,” Rita. ‘Falbel,. Cornelia Gonerit. ‘and. Regan, ‘Bette Henritze::
‘Fantasticks, - Sullivan -St.° (5-3-60). -:
Ladas,’ George -Maldonado, Louw -Marvin, . and: Joan..Potter. are. slightly: ‘lacke...
Gilbert & Sullivan,:Actors (8-7-62).
.
Satran, Paula ._ Swornay,, ‘Wiliam
:Hostage.
One’ Sheridan: Sq’: (t2- 412-613. Leon:
hing i regality;, but ‘both are ‘satis; Tost; ‘Helen -‘West:
;
Little. Mary, -Players (11-18-59):
”

Barrymore: €10-17-62).

[Tehin-Tehin, “Plyniouth. (19518-6821.

» OffBroadway:Shows:

;. Oh Dad, ‘Poor: Dad, Phoenix {2:26-62).- .

Com:..on
Strong, <Morosco. {10-4-62).
Banderol, Music Box "0 9:62.
y
‘Virginia Woolf; Rose (£0-13-62):".
Seidman: and.-S~n, -Belasco a0: 15-63).

a * sab tr
‘with its gastronomi- . “Mr. President, St* Jnmes. (10-20-62).
cai lyrics. wn okay novelty for the’ ..., Pun- Coupte. Lyceum (10-22-62).
Night ‘Life, Atkinson: (10-23-62). jukes. Ditto “Distails and Freckles”. Perfect: Setup;. Cort-.(10-24-62). ~~”

Sullivan. Produced and staged by Dorothy .
Raedler; musical direction, .Ronald Bush; |
settings, Goron ‘Micunis;. Mghting. ‘Louise

. (Continued ‘on page’ 50)”

Biity.: Liar, Ensemble: {7-10-62}.
Miksdo, Her. Majesty’s "@-2463).
“Once Upon a. Mattress,: Palace 6-3-2).
Qne’ Way Pendulum,: Indépend’t (B-1-“62). }:
gneus Underworld,. Tivoli .(8-17-62).
_

Theatre,

Man, Masque. (9-10-62).

:

196:82),

-- Harlot’s. House, 41st. St. (wk.: "9-30-62)..
‘Hanley plays, Cherry -Lane (10-1-62):

“stantly to fall back’on ‘the. use- of tumes, especially: the flowing white:
fans,’ which: ‘are: opened. ‘robes worn by Lear and Cerdelia:
| angels’ of: Anadarko, York (10-10-82): .. ‘| closed. | and: | hidden-behind - with ‘in- the last scene; are. just’ right.
| The olay: i8;. O£- course,. ideally
> Whisper. God's. Ear. Cricket ee
annoying °‘frequency.
.P.S. 193; Fourth Street (10-16-52).
_
| Vocally, however, the production: suitedto “an alfresco.“production.
|
. Cherry Orchard; Theatre 4 (11- 6-62)...

te play: it. straight ‘or satirize, Story, ; School Scandal, ‘Malestie (wk. 121-69. _

Ten Nights in -Barroom, Mews (10-1-62). | Oriental
@. Say-. Provincetown
(10-2-62): :

We’ re Civilized, Jaa Hus (11-8-62).

“| is. admirable.: _ Chaz‘lotte... Povia, |:

. Kenn

_Mednenday, Aigo 29,1962,
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Washington, ‘Aug.. 28.
Stubby. Kaye. is: back in the’
of Nicely’ ‘Nicely: Johnson: Tole in.
-“Giys and Dolls,’currently. at:

. Washington’s

tid
A
ete
enter
2
Sg
fa
Ee

a ‘eGentiemen. * Préfer. Blondes,”
“opening last, ‘Monday: night: (20): at

Carter

-Barron:

“+ Amphitheatre, :run by ‘Arvin.
; and Israel. Feld: His -big ‘act. is;
. “as in‘ the. original.‘Broadway:

“London; ‘Aug. 28. -4-

.te
>.
‘
vie
°".
.. .
...“oof

KiltyandWilder ‘aes? . |:

|; With‘Masi,‘Gay
Life’“Toys, Shawl
;
_

By. JESSE GROSS

:Gentry Replaces Wilmot.
©.

The ups and downs of legit pre-.
|ducers ‘are vividly iliustrated by

‘production ‘of the. musical, “Sit.
_ the. Princés:. Theatre, had ‘an’ en-.
: Down. You're ;.Rocking -_“the” |
- thusiastic audience, but the notices| ..Due for. Berlin; London Boat,” this time: ‘in ihe:open} “At Chicago’ S. MeVickers the financial ‘records of five of last
, Chicago, Aug. 28,
{Season’s’ presentations in which.
‘made edgy. ‘reading. -Of ‘nine *
daily David. Black” has- postponed his |: 2
“Géorge Wilmot, who: has been Kermit Bloomgarden was inyolved.
aire
‘planned
_
Broadway:
production.
of].
and two evening . reviews;::. there’
Only one, “The Gay
oe ‘were:Seven:
varying’ degrees. Jerome. Kilty’s. dramatization -of.| °° _ “E-don't sing:that’ tiumber.” | anager ‘of the Erlanger - Theatre:;.aS_ Sponsor.
of harshnesspans
, twoofyes
/no. and:two: Thornton Wilder's. ‘Ides of Match’. ‘the comedian ‘says, “‘L shout: it. . |¢and: now: the MeVickers) for 23 | Life,’ was a new Broadway offer| from: this ‘sedson:.to the‘ following | “7. get-a lot. Of, fan Jetters from, : years, has ‘been succeeded by Her- ing. Another, “Moon on a Rainbow
¥
_patronisingly: ‘favorable.
semester: He now. intends: ‘produc: |°. . jet.pilots.”wee
_
_-j man Gentry: ‘The’ house ‘is. operated | -Shawl,” marked the entry by -the
‘Though: .generally" ‘yegarded as” ing. ‘the play first:-in London. next;
ae iniscast, Dora Bryan,“ madé. a. big’ spring, «“with Kiilty. directing.’
—_ personal success. as. star... With one:| . Kilty jJeft- ‘for Londoii: last- week

by the: ‘Cinerama

em$Third
~ Year Indefnite

-drom what™ ‘most: ‘regarded. as ‘some- Renaissance Theatre, O. E.. Hasse’
‘thing of a disaster,.
“| will ‘star. in ‘the. Berlin production, :
Bernard -‘Levin’ Ss.Daily: Mail: re- which. will,‘be’presented Dy.Fischer |
view “was
heéaded,.- .“Disastrous, . Verlag!
;
=, Hideaus, ‘Weak. and. Obvious.” “The |:

7
et

_

laBelleFalded

partment: ” He: acknowledged: the
‘pleasure. Miss“ Bryan -has’ given in |
+ the’ past, but .added; “Phe people 1|

prominent Main Stem producer ine

She: “MeVickers ~ became.

legit; lo the off-Broadway area. The re-

‘|House ‘when’ James”. Nederlander (72ning three. wee touring PrO| and Herman Bernstein, on ‘losing |sng unetng of
" ithe ite
| the Erlanger. to-the city of Chicago,'|.
Both “Music Man,” a musical,

. :Por-=two- ‘uncomprising . exceptions enroute to: Berlin, where-he'll: Stage.
24 the: critics leaned ‘over backwards his ‘adaptation .of. the ‘Wilder work:
to ‘try and“acquit her-from ‘blame. for :a: Nov.: 12: world preem.at .the |-

‘eritie ‘called: the ‘show ‘“‘a- ‘seventh |" -Yate. musical in .almost” every ‘de-.

interests.

Wil ot 6 lease: late a That ‘and “Toys,” a drama, were ‘Broadilmot. made
the move. a
at) way clicks, “Toys,” unlike “Muasie,”

Spokane, “Aug. 28..:

time.

But

house

early: this sumnier :-the which

| for: the ‘Cinerama:

feature.

"Won-

be prosecuted.”7s

to repeat

” With ‘ho: “dates ‘hooked... and. no ‘derful World. of:“Brothers Grimm.”

"| membership ‘campaign yet’ planned, j.

‘| Spokane Broadway Theatre. ‘League |’.
|. will” ‘decide “within: two" weeks”
|¢
{whe ther:: te.-.continue: . Operations | Forum’ ecoup
| which: ‘would: lead’ to. a third ’sea+ $0n.” Pr esident D. ‘Clark: Lindsay

a big monéymaker

in

its Main Stem

tour. .However,

success ‘on

-despite

“a

sub-

stantial hinterland
loss. “Toys”
1 ended up With a nice profit. on. its
investment. On the: other | hand,
“Life” and “Moen,” a tuner and «
‘drama, respectively, were: financial
lailures,
The. two companies: of ‘“Musie

|

At $300,000Loss:

who ‘cast her as Lorelei Lee should:1:

was

switched. back .to. ‘pictures New. York and on the road, failed.

said. the decision." of © the: board.

‘Davin Nathan,” "of “the ‘Hérala, ..
_ |-Would: be: influénced by-a finan i 1}..
ves ment ;Man”-on tour last season included
found: Miss. Bryan’ “often. devastat- |."- “La: Belle.1 which’ " folded ast |report;: ‘not yet :completed.
ota Tt.
:
|the original. road production, which
ingly ‘funny;”” but “he. commented. Saturday -‘night (25) in: -Philadel-:
He’ ‘said .there::-was. disappoint=:
“K Funny Thitig ‘Happened: on |opened in 1958, and a bus-andon how limp some of: the dialog is. phia: as. the. first: production. casi
| ment. ‘that 1.000° fewer member- ‘the Way’ .to the Forum,” ‘now. in: fuck edition, ruc ey ez
Wrote Herbert: Kretzmer,.. -of thef alty ofthe new.: legit. season,
‘7tbe.an
eptember,
o
April,
1
‘Expreéss,. “At the expense. of |‘being figured. to have. ‘run: through: ‘ite; ships had: ‘been’ sold to: the. 1961- 62 its. 17th: ‘week. at the Alvin Theatre, iThe
oriiginal Broadway produ ction
_- ungallant,: Miss. “Dora. Bryan .is ‘a entire $300,000 :investment. Of -fi- “season. than for: the original. riin]:
~ jittle too old to be’ playing:a game. Nanciig ‘for. the musical,. 60% was. the “yéar.. previous..-He ‘attributed- N.Y.,. is. ‘figured to.“have earned | of the Meredith Willson musical,
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* galled ‘Let’s: ‘Be::Lorelei Lee’: ”. He ‘put. up by RCA Vietor,* “which. was the- ‘decline to the. necessity: of ‘hav-' back. the balance: of: iis pr oduction on which Franklin Lacey was: story.
ing to ‘schedule .two: shows a night cost: several weeks. ago: The re- collaborator,
ended: a 173-week
.,
roe
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te
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‘found: the: ‘story: “a: piffling affair” ‘to .have- recorded the original cast |
ini the- more- intimate Post: Theatre;
‘and “the ‘whole. ‘production.. creaks: album.
:
from ‘scene to. scené.”” eee
| ~The: ‘Gerard: Oestreicher presen-.“where one ‘previously had ‘sufficed
-lin ::the:larger -but acoustically-.
“A brilliant ‘performance, "wr ote tation, in which Menasha’ “Skulnik, : plagued :-Fox,. which was ‘designed
Joan.
‘Dienex
‘and.
‘HowardDa.
Silva-}
-- Eric Shorter, - of the Telegraph, of.|
“only for: motion. pictures.
‘Miss* ‘Bryanh.:
“It is triumphantly: ‘costarred, was capitalized at: $300,-.|:
“United -:Performing. Arts; . par:
Miss. Bryan’: s: evening.”"” “Immense + 000.. including | 20% * OV ercall.: -Of
pace ‘and’ verve,” he: ‘added about | that amount $180, 600. was ‘put-.up” ent.organization of. Broadway’ The-:

¢

covery.:-by the show of its $300. 000 }Broadway run. April, ° 1961. Both
investment was ‘unusually rapid fordroad‘troupes were subsidiaries: of
a ‘present-day
musical’ and. is re- ithe parent. company, which as of.
garded . in the trade as: ‘particularly: Jast June 12 had netted $3,191, 570

impressive ‘in :that. it was ‘accom- on a $300, 010 investment.
‘plished: -without- ‘benefit “of sub- |’? Included in “The -Music
Sidiary.. income. .

os

Man”

‘income, besides substantial revenue

-atre .League, has :-arranged: sub- |. Contributing: to. the speedy move ;eatned by the Broadway presentainto’.the black was the waiver. of |ton,and original road company, is
|-seription ‘series: again in the north-|.half
“royalties by the authors, di-- subsidiary. coin, a hefty portion of
west,.’including’ ‘Portland, -Ore.,}.
gins. wrote, “Gentlemen” is an an-. ited- -partnership: :to... Oestreicher. . and Yakima, *- Wash; where. .the- rector, -choreographer and ‘star for -which was derived from the sale’
- tique, albeit. ‘a ‘very. agreeable one;. However, there’s :no. indication’ ‘as: | touring: plays. will be - “Carnival,” ‘the first 12 weeks of. the New York of the film rights to Warner Bros.
In. its, own: elderly, nostalgic:“way: to whether: he ‘put :up ‘that. amount j“Shot. in. the. Dark, ie “The .oth} ‘run. (the operating: profit was about. ‘The bus-and-truck. troupe, didn’t
. it. passes.-an. agreeable evening. ‘independently - or as. the. nominal a| Man”. and “Mary; Mary.”
”
Sa
$22, 000.2 week ‘on that ‘basis). That fare’ as well as -the two other
-The: plot: is neatly sewn. together; -head :of :a- group of ‘backers.
..}was in addition to a similar reduc- companies of -the musical, having
.- The ‘RCA. Victor .situation ‘with|
the. raucous“ numbers are -excel- }-*.
‘| tion ‘on. the.. musical’s “four-week. unrecouped costs of $12.070..at the
lent.” He: had reservations. over:the “Ta. ‘Belle’ is similar .to Columbia
‘out-of-town, tryout: As of July 28, time’ of its: closing.
star .-as_ ‘ Loreliei, ©but found. her. Records’ experience -‘ast : season ‘The. original touring. production
|
the: end of its 12th. week. on Broad. “We. Take the “Town.” That.]
‘“inimensely :entertaining~ in” -her-| with
way, the Harold Prince ‘production - ‘ended its run. last March in Boston
where
it..took stand.a: boxoffice’
beating
__-- Own: right.” ~The ‘Times found: her tuner, for: which Columbia put. up. |
had _unrecouped costs of $21,877.
lon
a. 12-week:
Of the
total
““‘miscast”” ‘and added ‘that: the ‘mu- the: entire $390,000 ‘capitalization,
{by - Victor, ‘while -‘another .$70, 680.
<:In the Fifaneial ‘Times’John Hig- :lis. attributed :in :the published limthe.‘show itself.

GRIZZARD FOR ‘AFRAID’
MAY STAR:INHAMLET’

sig So cent eke rho vere ano eet Se

collapsed - - during its. pre- |
the” musical, which. has been ||profit ‘accumulated ‘by the three‘Broadway’ “tryout. in’ Philly... Fhe. ‘with Uta’ “Hagen in:‘the ‘apcoming:
Broadway:
‘production
“of
'-Edward.
as
been - distribute
Gerald Fay’8. N.. Ge: Reax: : “| @isker’s -investment. was-:lost: and’ ‘Albéeé’s “Who's Afraid of Virginia
there.-was ‘no-original east’ .album::
. ‘Gerald Fay,” of: the ‘Guardian; ; “La” Belle, ” ‘inspired: ‘by. Jacques ©Woolf?” may. ‘play: the .title. role in.
and.the backers. |
:
‘also: ‘stressed, “shameful: miséast- :Offenhach’s
rovene’, book" ‘that gives:the jatter’ a return of
“Las ‘Belle’ Helene,” | “Hamlet” --next year” at: the. new ondpane Gelbart ve
ing;: but _suecessful.. . Miss - -Bryan.
.
Tyrorié*
-Guthrie-.
‘Theatre.
Minne:
|
an . lephen.
sondheim
tne music |‘more than 530% on their invest*: exudes: the vitality: that overcomes -closed: after a fortnight .of a ‘sched-. ‘apolis..
_I€s -also_ likely: -if the} arid lyrics; stars“ Zero Mostel..
It ‘ment in the musical, which Bloomuled. :threé-week “tryout :stanid. ‘at:
-all-the -creaky trips: and traps: of a
pr
‘aject
‘materializes
that
‘the
.roles.
Ghoreosesohen George Abbott and garden produced in- association
the Shubert -Theatre in Philly, The |
dréadful |script,”
~
of
.Polonious.and
‘Gertrude
willbe.
ith Herbert Greene: an
ran
- muieal, -“for. which’ Brendan. .Gill;
“Arthur, Thirkell,. of- ‘the:“Mirror,
‘played, © “respectively,” “by Hume distribution - ‘to the ‘backers Jast Productions. The tuner has: also
sald, “Tt has’ ‘delightful ‘Dora Bry- -wrote the- book and Marshall Barer Cronyn and. his-. wile, Jessica * Aug..6 of.$90,000 brought the total ipéen a ‘hot property this. summer
an .; this maybe. enough to.make: ‘the: -lyfics, was to. have -preemed Tandy.
| repaid their investment to,$225, 000 | on. the stock ‘circuit and additional
it ‘a hit. with. the ‘over-40s. 7.) but’! “Sept. 18: at.‘the:‘Plymouth Theatre, | ; Grizzard ‘has: been ‘keeping: busy - as of that date:
income should be forthcoming from”
“NY:
The’
Offenbach:
score
“was
|
you! ean. ‘almost, smell the. moth-padaptes.
ar ‘this.- summer. with: a ‘one-night-a-"
-the warm-weather productions.
by"William’ Roy."aoe
“balls.”
“ Tweelke assignment. in the: Broadway.
' ~/Not- One for the Road
.
cone© ‘wouldn't give’.“this. ‘show a
.. production: of .“Mary; -Mary.” He's Toohey’:s:Three forShow’ | . “Toys,” which had netted. $129,nod if it were not: for Dora Bryan,”
‘-been -subbing’.on. Monday. evenings |.
(074 on its $125,000 investment at
“.. wrete ~“Fergus ” ~Cashin ® of:. ‘the. British Deejay jackGood. ‘| for, Barry: Nelson, who costars’ in| -Planned as B’way Tuner the -end of a 58-week. Broadway
- Sketch. :“The cardboard. sets and} .
“Three:
‘for
‘the’
Show,.’..
a:
short
|
‘the. -comédy ..with *Barbara . Bel}.
run in April, 1961, subsequently
fast. and. loose. production: didn't ]-..
British’ disk -‘ jockey. Jack ‘Good Geddes and. Edward ‘Mulhare..: Nel- : story’ by Broadway: “pressagent: dropped $48,938: on a 20-week road.”
"deserve .4 Teception. like this.” "|
son, who’s*now. back in. the: cast ‘on:} John. Latham” Toohey, has been |trek which began late last Sepitem_.-Felix Barker; of. ‘the. Everiing- “will appear. in the Broadway pro-., a fulltime -basis,;had. -an- arrange-|
purchased by Jay. Smolin “as ‘the j ber. The: Lillian: Hellman play, of
“News,” hailed. the: star's: triumph, ‘duction of “The. Affair,” : now. in “ment whereby’ he‘could take ‘off basis. for a ‘projected .musical. The which - ‘Bloomgarden was . sole Pproand. continued, “The whole ‘produc- .Yehearsal for a Sept. 20 opéning at -Monday nights as.ialstaggered: va-, story, sold to Smolin by the Leah /ducer, closed last February in: Los
‘tien -:had. ‘a “dusty :look? as”. if..-it- ‘the:Henry. ‘Miler’s .Theatre, -N;: UY. cation.
Salisbury literary: agency, was pub- | Angeles. with a profit of ‘$80.136,
really ‘had: .been conceived. ‘in’21.925 .}: ‘He'll be identified ‘as J.-:S.:
‘gical had. Jost ‘the freshness. of:the: also

e —

oan novel

tuner for which Bart,Shevelove {£0 petween’ the . management

ws
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.oe
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‘Good: to ‘avoid. confusion ‘with ‘an-.

and: been: on. the road: ‘ever. since.”

The “Albee.play.Which -Richard’, lished

in. the. Ladies Home. Journal.

1 Of : that ‘amount,

$80. 000 has

been

. Toohey ‘ts. currently working at ‘distributed
equally “between. the
But. ‘he. added, . “The-- ‘show. -has: Other: Jack .Good,..who's already Barr: and :Clinton. Wilder are. co-|.
and the backers,
Slpt oh noisy, -fullblooded “enthusiasm. If- Fegistéred |under that’ name as a ‘producing, is..slated.. to open: Oct: ‘United: ‘Artists ‘on publicity for: management
iacds.
“The Greatest Story Ever Told."» > ‘giving the latter a 32°¢’ profit on
le at the Billy’Rose Theatre.
| «:, dt’s’ not a ‘success, -then we've. all: member. of.Actors Equity.

oa,
a

Soxnee

BLOWN | too- ‘sophisticated.ee
4
‘But .Milton™ Shulman, of. the |

° “Evening: Standard, had no- doubts: |
He- described’ the’ “casting, of ‘Miss
Bryan’ as .
.

a

oo 1their. investment.. Included: in the

Gross’ |
DwightTaylorSays Guy iNamed
)

year.” Saying- that: there: are- few .
things: So aging as a faded: musical,
jie wrate, “There. is not: much to"
-- the’ lyrics~ ‘were. flat; “the songs | Vemma
oe

'

“1ife,” which’ ran

35 weeks on.

C yrano’s: Court Record Proves It|

- Bristol Ferry,R.iL
_|
: Baitor, Variety: _

_ vestment, ‘The Bloomgarden. presard tad‘written. it, which makes. him,’

| of them. Tennarked,, quite casually,

‘Continued |on page 53)

in ‘my. book ‘at Jeast; -one .of the-

most..generous Tealestaie dealers ‘LordCobbeld. Ex-Banker

3 - much:
interested.”
meaea gr
.
that. I was. probably: under the im-. ‘of whom I-have ever heard. But the |~ - ”
|
A pression. . that.:: “€Cyraiio «|“de~ ‘Ber-- thing ‘which “drove: me crazy, Was:
“l
: Vanieiy’s3. -lead; “story |"pecehitly,
Telstar’s: Copyright. Orbit;: -and. ‘the |gerac”’.. ‘had been « written’ by: Ed-- ‘that .by- mutual consent of the ‘con‘London;,. Aug. 28.
amount of legal rhubarb ‘which: can: ‘mond Rostand, Being a suckér-for tending parties, the reason: ‘for. the |.
Britain: gets a stage censer in:
confidently expect: to.:grow out’ of: .a:good story, -I. said I certainly. was...” ; decision. was placed ‘in’ a’ - sealed
"22" George Abbott- will, work: with: ‘this new. device for. the exhibition |-This ‘ehild-like faith. was. “greeted “envelope, never to be opened uniil:- January. The Earl of Scarherough,
: ‘Sumner- Arthur’ Long in: déctoring: of enterfainment;: I am: particular-. ‘with good-natured Jaughter, and ‘all the litigants and ‘their heirs { at 66, has resigned from the job.
‘the Jlatter’s comedy, “Cradle ‘and Jy: happy that the: first sprouts: of: when | everybody: “had
caimed- were dead; and I: ‘held’ that -enre-. iof Lord Chamberlain. which,
“for. Broadway |production. contention. seem: to be. springing: “down. T’ was- informed |‘that it “had. -lope.in my: hand witha fishy. eved| one of its Royal tasks. takes on the.
_ this. season -by ‘Elliott. Martin. and “from. a. “proposed Telstarcast._ ‘of-|‘been written by. a- Chicago -real-- j attendant: watching mé all thé tine! chore: of blue pencilling.aj] pubore Daniel’ Hollywood.. -Fhe- play; ‘ori- “Cyrano de Bergerac,” for it gives estate sdealer- by: the name. of Gross,.
‘I know this.sounds fantastic: but lic stage. presentations. ;: :
.ginally preémed-.in. 1959 atthe” me the’ opportunity. ‘of throwing a} and“nat,a decision. in.his. favor: it's ‘the. gospel: truth, and ‘anybody| ‘Scarborough thumbed down. pubBucks
County. ‘Playhouse; " New- further: “monkey ‘wrench. into. thé |-h
| sufficiently interested’ ean take the’: Tie presentations. of ‘Cat On.a Hot
‘Hope, :‘Pa,, -has. been-- a strawhat dispute’. from: my own position. in’ |*
| same path I did aiid find out all’; ' Tin: Roof,’ “Tea. and “Sympathy,”
: tryout~‘item. again’ this - summer ‘space™ “which. ‘is, ‘and. always has.| ~ _E was 36ui
sted“in: this’ un about -it:. ‘I’. read’ ‘the coniplete ‘arid “A View from. the Bridge,”
“with - .Pauk: Ford . ‘and “Maurreen been, ‘Cloud ‘Seven, :
‘expected : turn. of .events,; ‘that -T. ‘transcript! ‘Of. the -trial,;- which was . but latterly. okayed plays: dealing
“with:
homosexuality.
providing
Dwight ‘Taylor:
* O'Sullivan costarred,
.
| *..Many: years ago; ‘1: was. having. succeeded -in getting - ‘per mission | a. dilly:
_. .Ford and: Miss: O'Sullivan’ are. to: Junch. at the: headquarters of. the to delve in:the old trial records-in | (The writer is:a. playwright- sce-. they’ were. sincere ‘end not sen‘'“Fepeat ‘their. roles -in:-the. planned Bar: Association: in Chicago;'and the. Ahe ‘baséiment,. ‘and, —.'sure. enough narist ‘and -author of *‘Blood and | satidonalized.
“Lord Cobbold, till last:‘year head
t mse] Ves =<this fellow: avas ‘granted $1. in |: Thunder;” @ biography. of his late}
. -Broadway production, for which’. ‘lawyers|there, finding. ne
the. capitalization ‘is to: be $125,000, ‘with: a. writer’ “On - their’ Hands, damages: which ‘4s call: ‘he’-asked, producet-father . Carles Taylor.— of the Bank of England, will be the
with. provision. ‘for:atid veverealls 1soveht: todivert sme with’ stories He just, wanted people. to know he 3

"AbbotttoDoctor,Stage

Wa

: Mirisch Co.
: Broadway, closed last Feb. 24 at aloss of $460. 049 on its $480. 000 .
capitalization. ‘The
backers have
“been repaid $16.000 of their in-.

be said: for the evening except. 'that-

"dated, . the¢.sets. -povery-stricken
- and.the costumes bilfous,””

‘show's income is revenue from the_
1 sale of the -film: rights: to the =

As New British Censor

‘Cradle: ‘and:AIP.for NY.|

ae A: “99:

Ed.) .

hnew ‘Lord Chamberlain,

”eames
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~ [eweFrancaiseWow.- Re

"| 957,782atThe Gree LA"

.
Los. ‘Angeles, Aug. 28.
“The ‘Comedie Francaise: presen- |
tation - of “Le: Bourgeois Gentil-|homme” ° (“The :Would-be’. Gentle-man”).
prossed. ‘$67:782 at .the:
‘Greek ‘Theatre here. in nine even-|
999: * $42,060) ‘(Shelley.. ‘Winters, {ng performances from. Aug. AT: ‘toy ’ Seattle “field.a “prominent. posi> |
Saturday (23)...
928,
Patrick - O'Neal); -_Previous “week, ;“last:
|
tion. on the: ‘road: last .week;. with:
“Maurice: ‘Chevalier’s:- “one man a
$22,284 with *Margaret. Leighton:
two entries on. tap, “My Fair Lady”: ~Last, week;“$59,112.
costarring: in the role ‘taken over show. is.current: at:the spot
“My ary,
WASHINGTON.

Wholesale
si
1895
“Broadway had another”"theory
session. last ‘Week, with business.
improving ‘again, for ‘most shows.
Holding as. the ory sellouts were
|:
*A Funny Thing Happened on. the ‘Yast. week by ‘Patricia. Roe. “Miss
Way ta the -Forum” and*““How to Winters. withdraws :-from the. east]
Succeed
in ‘Business. ‘Without j next. Saturday. (1),“Last, week, $21,428.
Really Trying.”

. cand: the.

London Shows:

‘Mary” -touring} -

; conipany, :‘in which: Julia: Meade,

o-

‘| Seott, McKay and Tom: ‘Helmore-

| eaentea™ National (MC-RS) (2d:
wk) ° ($5.95-$6.95:. 1,673; $54,133).
(Carla. Alberghetti, ‘Ed Ames). Pre-:~”:

-eostarred: “Mary”. played to: vious Week, $30, 389. for seven pering g dates ).||-are
“I Can Get It for You Whole- : No Strings, 54th St. (MC).: (24th:im (Figures denote openin
->wow .busiriess’ in.its.'single ‘stanza, | formanices..
‘Beyond Fringe, -Fortune. (5-10-62).gale” is :scheduled, to:move Oct: 1}
:. Black Nativity: Criterion: -B- 14-82).
:. ‘stand; “while. “Lady” -also: did. ‘well: " Last week,. $37,664.
froin. the Shubert: Theatre’ to the}. wk: 188. pi ($9.20; 1.434; $66, 700).
:
‘|... -Blifz, Adelphi ’ (8-B-62).
‘Previous. week, $61, 784.
_[in the second frame ofa four-week
Blow... Horn, Prince: Wales: (221-62),
Broadway Theatre to .make ‘way| ‘Last week;. $63, 292.
- Boeing-Boeing, -Apollo. (2-2
(Mr: President’ Program.
for an Oct. 3. opening. at the Shu-|
‘Chips. with, Vaudeville. (4- 27-62).
- 7 booking.
bert of. “Stop the World—I Want|: Shot in the Dark, “Booth. (C): oy ‘Every Night, ‘Palladium: (6-1-62):
“Oliver”
|or
In Boston iin 3 Colors .
’
The’
Broadway-bourid:
‘to Get Off.". The. Broadway is. cur- (45th wk; 357 p) ($6. 90-$7.50; 8073. _ Fit to .Print, -_Duke of ‘York's (7-25-82).
continued strong in Los: Angeles, |
‘Previous - ‘Gentlemen -Prefer, -Princes (8-20-62).
’ Boston, Aug.” '28.-:
rently .occupied
by -“My Fair: $32,400) (J ulie Harris),
infanticide. Ginger, Arts (8-29-62).
while : “Ea Belle,” the. only-other|. The’ tirst .‘theatre: program in _—
f.. Lock ‘Daughters,’ ‘Her Majesty's’ (5-17-62).
Lady,’ which -has postponed clos-- week; $19,658. |

.| tryout, * folded;Saturday ~ (25) \in, -eolor. ‘in -Hub’s. history -was.intro__p-- Marcel: Marceau, Pieca:
13-62).
ing several times and is now slated.|
‘Last week, $19,551. :
ve oueete$s: ‘Vic. Psalace (5‘| Philadelphia after Yegistering: an- | duced. this "week: -for “Mr.” Presi=
to shutter Sept. 29. It’s still pos|.
Ambassador.
(11:
25-505"
2
‘other’ meagre take in its “second ‘dent’’ at the Colonial. Theatre here, -.
} Duchess (7-1 8-61). sible that the longrunning musical, yoo
} ‘*Sound. of Music, Lunt-Foritanne _
| week. New to the lineup’ of shows The ‘Playbill, published .by:.Alfred
‘Music. ‘Midnight, Westm’r ‘: (5-4-62). :
2,008 p)
“($9.60; |.
still registering healthy business, (MD) (139th .wk;4
Jeannie
:
Carson}.
}.
:
My
Fair
Lady,
Drury
Lane.
(4-30-56),
-lthis week is “Mr. President,” |: Black; -was’ dressef. ‘up in Ted, blue
. Oliver, New
‘will move to.- another theatre and|:1,407; $73,000
which - opened. its.: . pre-Broadway. ‘and’ black “ink,. giving :it the-nas
week, . $57, 197... Nancy | ‘One .For. the Por Whitehall (8-2-61);’
continue beyond . its - new: schedule “Previous
Period:.Adiustment, Wynd. . (6-13: 62).
| -break-in’ tour: “Monday | night “(27V. tional ‘ olor. “motif: Suitable - fora
‘| Dussault succeeds, Miss Carson next: : |; Photo.
Finish, - ‘Saville .¢ 25-82).
‘elosing - date.
| show . about’ the White House. The
. ‘Wednesday: (5).:.
;
“Plays ‘for: Engiand,- Royal Ct. eigen, ‘in. Boston. «
-- Premise,. ‘Comedy |
“Irma La ‘Douce”. ‘closes: next. cover carries. a photo of stars. Rob-‘Last week, “$58, 881;
Stem, entries wext week will, be
"private; Public, Globe: G-10-62).
.| ert Ryan and ‘Nanette’ Fabray.
-) Saturday: (1). in Detiver:
“Brava Giovanni,” which ‘resumes| Take Her, She’s ‘Mine, Biltmore - ‘Purple ‘Dust; .Mermaid. (8-15-62).
Repertory, Aldywich_ (12-15-60),
.| .-The press -run. of: the-color-‘pro- ao
Sept...7 as an interim booking at} Riot (36th wk; “284° p) ($6: 90-$7. 50; |- Sail
Estimates for. Last. Week”
Away, Savoy (6-21-62
‘| grams of 40 pages.-was. 60,000. Fhe
the Broadhurst. Theatre, after. . “a. 936; -$40,180) ‘(Art Carney). Pre-} Say Nothing, Royal E. issn.
* Parenthetic designations for: out? first: distribution was-’-at-.the”.Fri-" .
Signpost, :Cambridge’. (2-9
summer suspension.
_ | vious ‘week, $24, 503.0 -0.%
| .. School for Scandal, :Aojonket. (45-62). of-tawn shows are: the. same’ as. for: day (24):benefit: preview .for the*:
Last week. $26, 509.
‘| Sound: of Muste, Palace(3-18-61.
Estimates for Last. ‘Week
“| Broadway; except: that hyphenated “New. ‘England. © ‘Baptist. Hospital °°

Keys: C (Comedy),.D: (Dramay, 1.

CD

(Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),

* , Step

Thousand.. Clowns; . O'Neili --(C) ...Twe
164 |.p)-: " {$6:90-$7:50; |” Write

(Ast * ‘wk;

the World, Queens ‘(7-20-61 ).
Stars,, Garrick: (4-4-62).
Me: a Murder, Lyric’ (3.28-69).."
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|:'T with show classification indicates League. ‘Mr: Président”. got.a spe- ~~
) ‘tryout and RS. indicates. road show. ‘cial Saturday "(25). matinee,- and

‘| Also, prices ion touring. shows. in-'| another: benefit: preview Saturday.|; Empire ‘Builders,. Arte (7-31-62); closed’ clude’ 10% Federal ‘tax and local (25): night, sponsored: by Cardinal: .
cal-Drama)., O (Opera), OP (Op-. ‘Previous - week, $27,533.
‘last. ,Saturday @5) vafter 31 ‘erformi ances. aes
| tax, if any,: ‘but ..as ‘ot. ‘Broadway ‘Cushing and the.“‘Friends of-'the
eretta), Rep.
(Repertory), DR] - ‘Last week, $27, 997.
’ SCHEDULED ‘OPENINGS --: |grosses are ‘net; .i.e.,: exclusive’ of. Boys Guidance: Center” before’ thie co :
(Dramatic Reading).
Rea ‘Roses ‘for: Me, ‘Mermaid (9-462). | taxes, ‘Engagements. are for single regular. opening. Tast :night |(Mon.). a
Other parentlhietic designations }
‘Other ‘Theaties.
Breaking. Point; Lyric (9-5-62).
| : week ‘unless otherwise. noted: .
refer, respectively, to. weeks played,
‘Ambassador.
“Barrymore, -Be- . New Men, Strand (9-6-62).
Te
“Where... ‘subscription. is: “men- |>
number of performances through asco, “Broadhursé,. Cort, Golden, . om ty Little. Niggers, ‘St. -Mart.. 9-10-62).
~.
Brecht
:on.
Srecht,.
Royal
Ct.
“1169,
tioned, the gross is the net after |
Tast. Saturday, top. prices’ (where Hellinger, ‘Longacré,. Lyceum, | Miss Pell, Criterion (9-12-62).
_-) the: deduction. ‘of .commissions. |
two. prices are given, ‘the litgher ‘és. -Miller, Morosco, :‘Musie Box, -Play-| ° Do Something, Royal E. (9-126).
woe
Grosses - for split: weeks ‘are pro- =
for Friday-Saturday nights and the. house, Plymouth, ‘Rose, St: James, 7 Big: Fish, Duke. of*Yorks (9-18-63).
Continued from page 43 —
‘. Rattle of, Man, Garrick: (9-19-62). :
lower for weeknights), number of: ‘Winter Garden.
os Plough ff Stars,“Mermaid _ (9-25-62)...‘| jected where shows’play guaranteed.
| The Happiest: Man ‘Alive
7 dates. oe
‘seats, capacity gross and: stars.
: | sive. performance.as the heel=hero’s- **
Price. inchides' 10% Federal: and |. .
| loyal: wife, Charles Gerald. is excel5%. repealed City tax (diverted to:
L ‘Unsinkable. ‘Melly - ‘Brown; ‘Shu- lent as a ‘Broadway producer who's
an industry-wide pension and. wel- .
|
bert
(MC-RS)
(3d
-wk):.($6:
25-$6.75:
So . ‘old-fashioned: that: -he “actually.
fare fund), but.-grosses are net:
= 1,717; $59,000). (Tammy: Grimes). put. ‘up: his: own ‘capital, : Beulah’
f.e., exclusive of taxes:
=
‘Previous
“week,
:
$41,898...
.-Garrick. -is: lifelike as: an’ author’y
Grosses have been. reduced ‘by|
“Last -week,, $32, 547,.
| agent and: Carol’ ‘Rossen. is notable
commissions -where theatre parties ;
Jas a eall-girl:.. *
are mentioned..
CENTRAL: ciTY, Coxe.
“Asterisk denotes show had. etitBusiness was. satisfactory last Robert: ‘Horton), $83,167forseven 7 ‘Mary,.
Mary. - ‘(bus-and- ‘truck), | “The: Kim. ‘Swados. setlings atid
rate tickets int. circulation.
“|-Opera House .(C-RS): (8d wk) (Lee: lighting are outstanding.
| last week. at most of. the road Spots performances.

MC (Musicat- Comedy), MD. (Must. |’1,076; $44,730). (Jason. Robards, Jr.

StockReviews

“BOSTON
:

"51005inOnt,rsinCon

Cameiost, Majestic (MC)
(80th covered. below. The Shakespearean | - “Current, Harry: Belafonte: Re:- : | Bowman). ‘Previous week, $36, 143:
Last week, |33, 703.
wk: -721 pi ($9.40; 1,626; $84,000) ‘Festival ‘in Stratford,- -Ont:, con-| _.; STRATFORD, ‘CONN.:
‘Fishkill, N-Y:,. Aug. .15-{William | Squire, “Janet
Pavek,
American:
‘Shakespeare
Nestivat|
|
CHICAGO.
a
; Dutthess Players production, Of .a- con - ie
» Robert Goulet).
Previous week,|.tinued. to -edge |capacity; while the: ($6.25; 21 ,449; : $56.700)
(D-Rep)
Purlie: Mietorious,: Civie’- (ers) |edy in two’acts by. J. I. Rodale: Staged by.”
$53,030. Goulet withdraws © ‘from Bard program at. the festival in|]10th::Wk) Richard: . “TE: (Richard. (3d . wk): ($4.40-$4.95; 906; $28,200) ‘Lonny Chapman: ‘settings, Vic Paganuz
lighting, . Robert -Gondell..- -Opened. Aug... - 2°"
Stratford,’ Conn., ‘declinéd below. Basehart, -Hat- Holbrook), ‘Henry “(Ruby ‘Deée,: Ossie Davis): Previous |14,
tite cast Oct. 6..
62, ‘at the. Cecilwood Theatre, Fighkill, 77
Last. week, ‘$57,O51.
N.Y.:
$3.10. top . ‘Friday’ and Saturdays
I the: moderate. level of‘thePrevious IV, Part One - (Holbrook, - Eric. week, nearly $22,000:
. | $2.90. weekdays... -.
wr
| Berry), :Shakespeare: Revisited: i . Last week, about $14, 500.
.Sam -‘Sinsaire, Ministér,~ ‘Cop.
*Carnival, Imperial (MC? (724. .session..
Mr.
:
Hanky,.
Foreman,
.
Es
COD.
(Helen:
©
“Hayes,
‘Maurice
:
Evans),
wk: 572 po. ($8.60; 1,428; $88,299). | ‘Sizable grosses were fegistered:
: Sound: of. Music, | ‘Shubert- (MD-:
‘Richard Hamiitom
$36, 051.
Previous week, $41,959. .
Ghost .
_ “| RS) (41st...wk). ($5. .93-$6.50; 2,100;. “Mee:Singaite, Mis. O'Malley, Julie
| by “Bye Bye Birdie”: in. ‘Kansas | Previous week, $38,079.
Reitly
Last week,4 $42. 132.
‘| $72,060) (Barbara | “Meister, John: Fritz,” ‘Moving Figure. “Charles. Kakatsakis™.
City ~ ‘and “Song. of. Norway”: in Current, same. .
Dr.
Kinkard,
Carpenter,
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_- Wednesday,“ August 29, 1962

befor establishing thenew gross.
Mend attendance records during
your appearances in
“Bye, Bye, Birdi in Warren,

Ohio (Packard. Music Hall)
‘and:Columbus, Ohio
CFVeterans Memorial Hall).
Your tremendous performances.
resulted iin theoverwhelming
TOSS figure of $121,000 for.
‘thetwo-week period.
I would. like:toextendsmy best

wishes to you for what Iknow
will be an equally outstanding:
‘engagement when you.open

a

at the Greek Theatre in
‘LosAngeles beginning
‘Monday, September. 3.
“Finally; congratulations on
your new NBC Television Show

which millions. ofus will be
watching starting.this Fall,

Sincerely
Kenley Players
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|. -Dan™ ‘Green, lias -checked ii” as‘the June.: Taylor ‘Dancers. Audi- ‘Times begins printing. in: Los. Ancinew: D.r.. Of -“Simon. .& Schuster,:
tiéns 1-6 p.m.‘ atthe Terrace Room: ‘geles”: -Oct:- 21, -with “dry - Tuns’ shifting :OVEF.- ‘from. -Bobbs-Merrill.
tions’. tomorrow. (Thurs,). ‘for ex! of the Henry. ‘Hudson Hotel | (353 beret ‘for.month... of Septem.
er.
:
| - Jeannette .‘Kamins; whose credits..I}perienced- modern and’ jazz. dane- WwW: Sith ‘Sti N.Y..
“At s to: be.a ‘six:
day Journal. with as casting director. includes ‘more ~:
1 cers, men. IQ a.mi; femme, 11:30.|.
. “Keefe: Brassélle’ 3. Variety. Gare. various Sunday: news features: to \than 50 ‘Broadway. shows, and: :a..
ducers, ‘Rendell Productions (1545

‘ Broadway, NN, Y.: CI 6-7140). -Audi-.

b

am St,
at Jan
Bus Theatre..(3
(get E:laens”
(CBS-TV... Producer; Keefe, be carried’ during the week: albeit
|} -74thN.Y).
Brasselle.- Auditions today® (Wes.
TOURING

4
Producers,
Lee. Guber, ‘Frank ‘Ford : & Shelly:
Gross (40 W. ‘55th St., N..Y.; GT. 1-.
3250). Bus’ and.. trick tour of 30)
san “weeks.
Auditions.
Sept. « “% for;
“men
who, for aj -open call, 12 noon; Equity. femme, “f
pm:: Jeemme. call 4 ‘p.m. ‘Audi-.|
weeks, gave | 2tions
“tok Singers..Sept.. 10 ..same
“Carnival”

WELLS RICHARDSON
The

actor

. (MC).

=] dancers: Equity men, 10 a.m.;

crackling. six
| leading-man support of co- | time ‘schedule’ as for‘dancers, All]

‘stor quality ta a two-time. at the. ‘Variety : Arts
Academy. Award-winning ac- |}: 46th St..'N. ¥.).
Aress of international fame. t

Compass

dancer : and.

a mate.”St. Marts
ing
S$. Fischer wouia seit. |igokfor

: Mincellaneous

Studios. (225. oO

~ ;

BALLET

.

=)|
‘iL

major publishing: firms of: -West:
Germany, is: discussing a-‘possible I PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED a

E| outright’ sale: “of. the. firm: - While| ‘Theatrical and TV. Make Up e All
‘Cesmetic Lines: @: imported
{terms -aré. not known,: it: 4isreliably | “@Leading
Domestic .Perfumes .@ _Distinctive .
| feported. that the “management: is. 2 Fountain Service.
willing’ to. sell. 60% interest. for) * PREE. DELIVERY . (OPEN SuNDays
{

about: “$1,000,000:

“Semnoft’’; Producer.. Sol:Hurok:

‘let or modern. ‘male ‘dancers. for.
Improvisational -Thea- ‘the.-ballet -‘Spartacus, 2 p.m. Ballet
wm} Arts. Studio. ‘61: (Garnegie ‘Hall,
. N. Y,).. Approximately: ‘60. ‘dancers
. needed...
Metropolitan Opera. Ballet: Proa |. ducer; Metropolitan. Opera. Audi-:
aa ‘tions for ‘ballet ‘dancers-Sept.” 4:

T.-

|

“ “The Drug. ‘Store. of’ the Stars”. ~

‘Dr... Gottfried«‘Bermann-Fiscter, 1 7 “HADLEY. REXALL DRUGS.
|.
chief - of :the Frankfurt firm, just) m0hatteions? Pitate’“Te0a:YORK. .
marked.:“his .65th’- -birthday. and|'—
iin
wotild like to consider partial re--| ==

| Auditions. next Sunday. (2) for. bal-.

OUT OF TOWN:

quondam | burlesque.

‘the Sabbath. “Review. of the. Week” radio-tv. - -Scripter, JS. -aulthor of
for ‘experienced modern. cand ballet
“Everything ©:But.
‘Husband,”
will -be- carried. |in.Monday's Coast
~-| forthcoming novel about the Cate: =.
femme dancers ftom. 3-6. ‘p.m. ::at. edition.’
Rehearsal’: Hall -‘H’ (524 W. (57th |
skill: Mt. ‘resorts’ where “they. go _
St.; N.Y) ‘Must ‘be available Sept:oy
3-8.
°
-§. Fisher Publishers, ‘one: of the [Press publishing:
mrsishnivuennnessnesntasemancumey

|

.tirement. ‘As: the father of. three T
[WALE: BUY:
-daughters :(one an” .actress under.
contract. to the. Frankfurt -city.| I ‘Posteards. of theatres; minstrel halls, : ee
stage, “another. the wife of. young | summer: theatres, opera, : vaudeville. i
American “concert *“conductor
-and film Wouses.:|”
a i
‘Thomas. Baldner): he has no im-:

‘SAM. STARK:
Mediate. heir: “
. 1980 gackson |‘Street, ‘San.Francisco- o .
-men’ ‘12:30; femme. open call 2.p.m.; 4+: Ri ht. n iv ne
2
unare’
ons
egotiati
ow
g
Sépt.- 5:-at 11 amt

‘| AGMA ‘femme ‘11 a.m; -AGMA.

men: ‘open ‘call
| All at Columbus- Circle. “Theatre |
nt. fy (981 Eighth Ave., NY.)

ft's theater!in the round, with2s vectacular
racistSets:
are sockol Cast Is the -best-in the country.:And the...
Big A's justoffBroadway—right nexttoIdlewild,(ray
trip.by car or bisont... parkways. Or fakethe IND. :
express subways from 8th Ave.-42nd Stebeginning :::
at 11:10 AM. Show starts at 1:30.) For the matines
of your life,-come
to Aqueduct race
track—it's thelong+
oi
run inea

‘FILMS

[BoyActorStarstn
in OldOw”

AIL the “Way, Home” (Dy:“Pro- |
Talent. Associates -“Para:
- mount: (444 Madison‘ ‘Ave.; ONLY.
|-PL *3- 1030). All... parts: ‘available
especially, .boys, 9-10, 56: inehes or

..° | under: “Mail photos.and resumes to|f-

|}.

“Mike Shurtleff and-Alan Shayne |{
| €/o. Producers, ‘DO ot phone. or a
“visit:
"
1

“INDUSTRI AL.
a “Ford Tractor: Show” ‘Producer, .
' Ford: ‘Motors;: “musical director, |'
Julien’ Styne.*. _Auditions . today
coms
vo. iWed) for ‘singers: ‘men;‘12 noon; {§e
| femme; 2:30 p. m. All at-the Show-.

°

<< JOHN.
MESSENGER.

ducer,.

_} case. ‘Studios: ‘(950 --Righth ‘Ave, |

LN.

Show: twill Play: Detroit.”

~

atts fakes” a. ‘prodigy. to: ‘portray ‘one... _

a

. anid. John Messenger does as fine-a: job...
- + as. could be. expected.from. ‘any actor

Sight.has. “nof. yet: ‘reached the age of:
eig
,
a
“THE PHILADELPHIA, BULLETIN .. Ah

_

_ Young: John Messenger. plays the boy
tn a Ratural, | unaffected: manner."

.:

HE. PHILADELPHIA. INQUIRER

'- ‘Currently: Appearing.

- Bucks County. Playhouse:
New Hope, Pa.
Contact.

ve

“BETTY A.GEFFEN.
3 7massrteor PL.7.6300

-:

©

.

._ LEGITIMATE

pe

== tio
BaligamesPlug Jo
Local TG Subscription Lock Up Your -Daughiers “represented

BoomgardenFHadVariedFFortune |”

by three West End
Cincinnati, _ Aug. 28.
- (HER MAJESTY'S, -LONDON) . musicals, “Daughters,” “Blitz” and
Rich,
“entation; which’. dropped coin’ ‘on:large. advertising “expenditure. ‘The Baseball, which ‘has “beeti taking |:
London, Aug. 17.. | “Oliver”?
seven. ‘weeks. of New: York run, was; top weekly ‘operating *profit.-was ‘the.’rap for hurting legit and film’ After: two successful runs at the}.
‘Continued ‘from, page: 49

“an adaptatien . of. Arthur. ‘Schnitz: |$364 on: /a $3,809. ‘take,
-Taere. w as boxoffice and. television. and -radio. -Mermaid. Theatre,; “Lock Up: Your |
Mary. Marvy.
_sder’s “Anatol,” -for which ‘Tay.and.| also: ‘a. $1,694 operating “loss: on,'a -dialing, -is “apparently. trying: to Daughters” has mov ed to the West .
(HELEN HAYES, N. YY.)
“Michael Kanin wrote the book. and|gross. of- $720: for. ‘seven ” “Rr‘eview ‘make - amends, at. least’: in. Cin- ‘End: and. ‘there.seems. no. reason|
Despite four cast changes anda
:~Howard. Dietz and: Arthur Sehwartz | performances. +-cinnati.
ees
}- why. ‘this’ highspirited: romp,’ based. 17-month run, “Mary, Mary” re“Moon,” which ‘closed last’ Apri
the lyrics. and: music.-

‘Paul Sonimnerkainp, who. bioad- on the: 18th -century play, “Rape mains an- extremely -funny. show,
“Moon,”. ‘written: ‘by:“Errol Jokrt 45. “after -105- ‘performances, - also -casts the Cincinnati Reds .games. ‘Upon Rape,”” ‘should not have. a chock- full of hilarious lines strung
caused.
-Bloomgarden
:
to
sound:
off
hand - ‘co-produced -by Bloomgardéen
at: Crosley” ‘Field,. now makes. ‘mid- useful run-.at‘Her ‘Majesty’s: .It's on
an uninspired ‘but service
with" ‘Harry ‘Joe ‘Brown-.Jr., Tepre- during | ‘its’ run-.: about ©boxdffice “game announcements. ur ‘ging fans a cheerful, uninhibited musical, by 1 plot..
‘prices
off-Broadway,
which:
he
consented . ‘a loss: of .- $24, 745. - The
to. become ‘Theatre -Guild-Aimerican, no means ‘shocking: ~
Julia Meade:, filling in tor the:
~“veture. “was. ‘capitalized: vat. $15, 000 ‘sidered to. :be.:‘too. high. His. _ pub- ‘Theatre Society subscription mem-|{. With the exception of Bernard
licized:
‘views:
on
the:
maer
‘an‘with the management . responsible:
-bers' tor: the coming : local. legit Miles’: return to: ‘play Squee um, vacationing Barbara Bel Geddes,
-for lossés. in excess of. that amount: ‘| tagonized . several. ‘of: the.. ‘regular, Season. .| the --Mermaid. east..remains.
“That lacks: .the special Bel ‘Geddes.
_ Although: **Moon”’’ Was -‘regarded --by- off-Broadway -managements.:: In|”:
| means. Hy. Hazell’ again -scor es with} warmth and unique talent for comthe critics.as one. of. the better off-'] support. of his-‘Stand, Bloomgarden |
_| “When *Does: The. Ravishing’ Be- edy. But Miss Meade has her own
- Broadway .‘shows. of. last’ season; it cuts. the. ticket. prices on, ““Moon’ 4 Rag
‘Trade’
Goitig
Front’
|:gin?” ‘and in other volatile mo- brand of charm, and she is’ more
‘operated: ata loss the. Jast 10 weeks. to ‘a- flat $3.95: Friday .and. Saturday |.
ments, .But: “Sally: Sinith, - Laurie than adequate. By the end of the
*of- its’ 13-week. run- at the East ith evenings :and..a: straight’ $2.95: -for |. “BBC: Tele‘to West End ‘Payne; Peter. Gilmore. and Rich- evening, she has won the audience.
other. -performances: The reduction}.
Rireet., Theatre.
: Lendon; ‘Aug:. 28. _| ard Goolden
all fit.gaily into. the “She is also lovely to look ..at—too
‘beautiful, in fact, for the role ofa
The play. cost: $14, 475 te produce._|. failed.‘to. save’.. the ‘venture, how).
“The
Rag
“trade,
a.
successful
framework.
_
.
The regular weekly ©‘operating.. nut)! ever...
‘coniedy BBC.. television series, * is |... ~It is’the. framework, perhaps, girl who has’ always considered
“when waivers. weren't |in. etter
7 -to- be turned into’a’ West. End’ “show _that®:‘may: provide the. ‘greatest -dif- herself an ‘ughy duckling.
Barry Nelson, sole remaining
;|: WillardWaterman ‘Set~ .|-to -be ‘presented this: fall-w inter ‘by: fieulty: at-Her Majesty's. Designed.
and :2%, respectively, td.the.‘author |"
| Bernard Delfont: A. number: of for the: Merinaid’ 's open: stage, the’ member of ‘the. ‘driginal cast;. conand ‘director:-George :-Roy:: Hill. a}. For. ‘Succéed’ Road. Cast other BBC. tele: scripts’ have: pre- ‘sétting, with ‘its revolves ‘and. com- tinues ‘to’ give a finé” performance
“ producers’: fee.“of $75. and office
|" ‘Willard: ‘Waterman, “who: ‘su¢ceed- ; viously. made the transition tothe. ‘plications; :fits less happily ‘into as the. “befuddled husband.
With
expense ‘of $125..The: weekly rental. ‘ed -Hal- Peary .as ‘title.: player. of West’ End;: including “A -Man- for Her Majesty’ s proscenium.
‘his. appealing manner and: perfect
..- was-$700 the: first ‘nine stanzas. and “The . Great: : Gildersleeve”’- radio All: Seasons,” “Dial M for Murder” | | Some may ‘be uneasy, ‘foo,. about. sense: of timing, his por tray a is a
then $550. - SIF
| seriesin 1950; .has- been: -set ‘for. and-the current. “The: Black and “the: ‘music. -Whereas...it seemed comie gem. |
-White ‘Minstrel. ”.
-As the’ Hollywood star w he pre. ‘natural. for the music to come from
.” Weekly: grosses: ianged .froin |“a -the Rudy- ‘Nallee vrole. in the tour-|-V
Tow. -Of.:$1,784 _to:.a: high’ of *$4, 310.: ing. production. of “How to Succeed:
“Phe. Rag. “Trade”: will ‘ineluaé. ‘unséen sources at ‘the Mermaid, at cipitates the marital reunion, Ed-? Fhe former figure: representing. an. in Business ‘Without. ‘Really. Try- several. of the .tv’ ‘Cast, ‘ineluding . Her Maijesty’s the. nudity .of. ‘the ward Mulhare is somewhat wooden,
though suave: enough ‘to’ make the.
operating. ‘loss:. of: $1,272. with: ing;”
:| Miriam: Karlin, Peter’ Jones,:: Reg: orchestra pit. sometimes ‘irks.

- Ineidentally; “the transfer of | yole believable.. Carrie Nye: is
waivers and. the latter ‘an operating. . The: road. ‘company. is‘scheduled. Varney
and. ‘Rama ‘Cannon. The |.’
‘as| the ridiculous
of. $75,. “which: “would have to bow Feb..4 at. the Hanna’ Thea-.
7} Show ‘is set ini a West End aress-- “Daughters”. means that composer- properly. affected .
aBeen ui
een bigger if not:‘for an. ‘unusually. ‘tre, _Cleyeland::;

..

oa

: . maker's. «.Deeg,

’ | lyricist-librettist | Lionel. Bart:

s'fiancee.

.

.

_

Kenn. .

Abs

SWAYNE ROBINSON
“Evening Bulletin,. Phila. |
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vies:Rite iiorend:

‘only a modest success into.
something of a: triumph. Miss
[ln "West Side -Stery,”’ is oui. to Moreno became positively bril|
‘prove at the Playhouse. in. the liant in the later scenes and fully
Park: this week: that she can. ex-: and. clearly illuminated for per‘eel as a ‘straight dramatic haps the first time in| any production of this play the fact that
actress.” .
teacher. Sullivan received as
The:‘answer As, she does—and | much as she gave in the story's
magnificently. She manages just marvelous. exchange of Jove.
‘enough. of :an_liish brogue to ‘Miss Moreno’s: tiny: stature ren“suggest ‘that she IS Annie: Sulll- dered her all the more effective
as she fought like a small, fierce
‘Van, -and. the Intensity of her: bird to achieve the. Lazarus-like

A)

|

UO} In care of the. Willian: hiorrisAgency‘Thos:
an y/Ke Broadway”.

a New York AY;>: Meir.York
: DearRita:oe

a It.‘ds:with sincere. gratitude and ‘great:respect
“to your: talents ‘which pronipt'méto thank’ you...
for one of: “the ‘most. ‘rewarding. and.erat izing ©

—_ weeks: ir:‘Playhouse. historye:

a

* Your: performance: as ‘innte Sullivan: in our”

production of ‘"THE-NIRACIE WORKIR" will reasin
“one. of. the most: electrifying: ‘and exciting:
“theatrical experiences |ever: ‘witnessed: oh.the
|
| “Playhouse: stages. a
‘On béhalt: of Géorge: Keathlev;S “the director; -

and ait of ‘the Playhouse .start, T would ike
to- extend. to you: our. ‘wery ‘best. wishes for.
your continued successe::

Rita ‘Moreno, ‘the letin’ Spit
"fire “whe -won an Academy.
Oscar dancing the role of. Anita

RICHARD A. DUPREY
“Phila. Catholie Standard Times
Rita Moreno, scene by scene,
‘tonverted what might have been

: performance,: ‘the. pliant: skill of.

88 born actress. who: brings com-

-miracle: of exhuming the blind-.
deaf child.
|

plete belief to what she is doing
Pra sihis takes‘ care: of the rest.
Do Miss ‘Moreno: ‘has. sdid :that”
os “she wanted: to. do ‘this’ play to

SAMUEL L. SINGER
“Inquirer, -Phila.

Miss Moreno skyrocketed to
fame: and stage offers after an:
‘prove: fo. Hollywood that it was erstwhile:
‘undistinguished dancwrong: in: wanting. totype-cast ‘ing and film career that took a

“her orily for roles asa sexy . sudden and deserved turn with
-dancer:: Attention: ‘Hollywood!

-her: winning an Oscar in ‘West

Rita is right! She is: proving it | Side’. Story.” This is her first

portrayal of Annie Sullivan, “the
miracle worker,” and Miss Morstage at the ‘Playhouse in the. éno triumphs in the part: _
‘Park. : )
. Miss Moreno successfully af-

every moment she is on the

fects. an

Condianiyy

‘J everdoing

Rite Moreiio :does. ‘yeoman:
2 work os Annie Sullivan.

. Playhouse in‘the.Park .
_.
OF _ PiLladelphia,>.Pennsylvania.

i

a

a

a

it. Her .straightfor-

ward portrayal fits the role perfectly. The: part of the indomitable teacher is the more

JERRY: GAGHAN
_. Daily News). Phila.

| iehelyn Re
B Thrasher.
Managing. Directar. °

Irish accent without

a

creditable . because

the actress

eschews exaggeration in speech
and deportment.

ey

a

TC

NS

_Wedneaday, August29,1962: 7 a
- “P Mizélley but for.Tong, inonotonious _ “
= Bankers Trust Bidg. ait‘the:nearby.
Broadway and 66th St. branch, In- |:ne_
wat ‘heatwave. in
January -.Jones. (we. ehristened | ’ Milton Berles:adopted itn,
mA HYDe. Park 4561/2/3)
Azuma, the Japanese’ dinery on. |eidentally one of the sevéral Hew |
W. 56th St. favored by many show-. banks which ‘staked. claims in the]: “Lfonel ‘Bart. back:from gandering: Ver “Instant . Sex’”’) ‘signed. 4-year} old" boy.
H' wood:
Center's ‘peripheral orbit as soon
“contract... with. Slate’s,.
folk; shutters. this. “week. «
Paul. Raibouirn: and Burton:‘Hantt.
‘the Los. Angeles: opening of “Oli-’
it was announced.
(Big-timer-newcomer.) She's” bride|.here: from Gothan, |
Natalie - Helfand,
daughter
“ver.” ©
of |28
|of
ex-G-man,
her.
mgr:
“Little
Me’
Bernie. Helfand; mianager of the}. “Frank Wangeman, who- engaged |’ Lucille. Loétel; -of the White Barn.
‘Masquers.* Club. “p¥epping. “Hika >
N.Y.
Paramount; enters .-Queens Ed Seay.‘some 15 years ago as. p.a. | Theatre, ‘Westport, -Conn., sailed on}i producers flew La Talent. to. B’way. festival for next: year,
to”
test
‘for
lead‘
femme
role.
‘Lost
|:
_}of the Hotel Plaza when he. .was|the Queen Elizabeth:~
drama.
‘Benjamin. ‘Kalinénson: due next.
‘Hilton hotels: in Athens,’ London. , ‘manager. :there;. is taking the pub- | ‘Burton Robbins, ‘prez: of ‘National ‘out. to. Virginia.. :-Martin. of- “Sue: week for. ‘anmual- visit...
“ceed,”
pet.
of
critics:
;
,
‘Teheran, Rome
Tokyo-- and “New ‘licist:Ww ith’ him.over to the Waldorf- Screen: Services, here..for.one’‘of his.
‘Raison-Finger. Agency. todissolve
* ‘Loueltla Parsons’ -peturn ‘to this. Aug. ‘31 .after’ 18 -months.York are. on the 1963 -‘premiere Astoria . where. “Wangeman. is. g.m:]}-periodic. biz. ganders. :
|
J Another ex-Plazaite now at the '. Frankie: Vaughan. will rake his. ‘typewriter. (after: being. dll too long) |: UA switched: title’ of “The: Vite:
agenda.
Famed. Hotel Excelsior, Rome,} Waldorf’ Is Clyde. J. Harris; banquet } first’. panto. “appearance ©‘in “Puss: “was: good news. to-all of: us on the ging - of . Rome” to. “Women Ware.
“papers, who~ find: out. who -“our, ‘Yiors.”” - .°.
managing director: Armando Arm- |manager: and general: exec. over the; In Boots” .at’ Palladium. .
public restaurants;. he, too, has long} “New. ate night ‘éaterie}- to’ be ‘falz-frénz:- are: ‘Some of Lolly’s |” Leif. Erickson back: in.‘town ‘after’
anni and ‘his. wife. due. over-in the |:
‘been: after Seay. Latter’s. aide, Mrs. tagged “The Stage -Door, lanned- aeOo has* Susy” of .the N.Y. Mir-. ‘two-year of.legit, fo:resume screen °.
fall” on their. holiday: .
~ | ror inheriting. ‘her |‘syndicated pil- career...
Copteys Bank, Fleet St., London: Rita. Irwin, will ‘continue’ to handle’ ‘for ‘the. West End. soon,
|.
Jooking. for W. H. Stevengon.. pro- the Plaza. Seay: succeeds Mary’: Me-|. ‘Michael --Relph and.: Basil” Dear -lar. if.“she let: go.” “Suzy” is great, _ Jayne: ‘Mansfield to start ‘Key-city.
fessionally Billy Kay,-at one. time Cloud who’. has’ been .on.- special den ‘lunched ‘the’. éritics followitig” ‘but: ‘so is ‘Dorothy: ‘Manners, Lol-- tour - ‘Sept... 1 _ to. bally” Panic
with the Ofsen’ & Johnson. Co. ~.. J roving assigninents for. the Hilton’ ‘yesterday's. (Tues) ‘press: Showing |:ly’s. right: arm.
Button.’ woe
Life Insurance News Data, pub- |Hotels. —
' -Lof.“Life For. ‘Youth.’ 9 |
- ‘Chasen’s crowd: “on-theErie” ‘as| Charles °“Mousey”. “Warren. pectic
lished by the Institute -of Life- In‘Nancy Roberts;. thé actress who “Randy. Hearst (prez of Hearst Con- pering. trom. heart: attack: at, Mt...
7 played Grandma. in’ the “longrun-: | solidated) ‘and his: wife ankled- in Sinai* ‘Hospital. a
surance, featuring an article on|
| ning BBC--tele -series, “The Grove. with Retlaw - Chellwyn. -Confound-:|- Alvin S.-Bennett to.be’‘honored
the value of. annuities. by Rudy }
| Family,” ‘Teft $21,600.
| ‘ing’. wronguessers, .-one ‘of: whom’ ‘by. Blythevillé, ‘Ark.,: Rotary. Clay
Vallee.
By. Gene Moskowitz
CBS. producer ‘Edwin, Bronner. : 166 Ave, ‘Brezéuil; SUF 3920) Disk. jockey. Jimmy. ‘Savile. ‘quit \‘skewptz “We have: news for. Wal- as “Man: of. the’ Year."”
has a feature piece. in. the current : Juliette. _Gréco. to: Russia. gor{ his.-job aS supervising ‘director of. -ter,: the” Mitror: is cancelling °out.”’. *: James Garner. set. to do"series of.
issue, of Life mag about the splurge}
record. Seshes. at’ Mecea ‘Ballrooms, (You HolHywoodoap):—= Columnist: European’ personals to plug foreign, :
singing stints.
‘named’ Wilson .(of obscure: -B’klyn |. release: ‘of. “Boys’ Night Out.”".:*:
of scripts: by unknown ‘authors: beto concentrate. on. radio work. .
Pierre.
Brasseur “now
| sleet) las€“December ‘flashed: “We . “Lawrence. Weingarten. back from
ing “produced. in . New" York this 7 Actor
“Anna
‘Quayie
and
:
the
Baker
winding. his memoigs.
‘London: looksee -at legit hit, “Sign:
season.
| Twins plane to.Gotham on -Sunday. ‘hear .positively -he “is retiring .Jan: .
‘Harold. Nicholas: to Biarritz to (2) -for.: “Stop The World:”, Antho- 31, .1962.”. His’ skewp was: carried “Post to “Murder,” “which. he’AL Pro.
— Gustave’ H. Tauber; -General- Delivery, Veterans Adm. Branch. Los|ssing. -in | ang’ emcee a new nitery, ney. ‘Newley’ follows a: week after. | by. 3- dotters .in Miami -Beach, Mi- ‘duce for’ Metro.
“ami, Vegas and. other’ burgs. (Re-]-.“, Eve. Arden.saopted. her: eighth .
Angeles. 25, seeking ‘a. sister, Doris'| the- Club.
Pan. Wan Ching’s Hungaria cabaL: Fauber (Mies. -Doris:L. -Griben),
Betsy “Blair-to London for look: | ret ‘stint: ‘extended: ‘to. Sept. -7.. Joe | tiring?) wanna. wager we're °‘the. “child -‘inder. Foster’. Parents .Plan,
variously wilh Warner ‘Bros, and | sée at: film offers as ditto ‘Haya
‘only newsman ‘in’ the.‘world ‘who| latest :addition being: a seven-yearCoo, her: music arranger. and’ ‘pian- ‘hasn’t ‘taken a vacation. for. two: old.-Hong.: Kong. Jad.*
B
others.
[ares
ist, ‘left.Monday.‘ (27 ) ‘for Hong
straight summers? - By. request” of. . - Alfred’ Hitchcock “off.to Europe:
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Buddy Greco Opens
Copacabana Sta nd
By. ANTHONY SHAN NON

“Somewhere near the’halfway. mark:in,nchis opening’J show:
last night at the Copacabana, Buddy Greco'ssat dowa atthe ~
piano and played. ‘Tenderly.’

“He played with the scime warmth’ “and feeling. hets
played so many numbers in years... ‘past when. he was.
strictly a pianist-singer on the |‘intimate. night. club circuit.:
“But this is the new Greco. ‘This Greco. is the stright
singer, -belting out tunes in. an off-beat’ tempo. behind..a
‘big. band with the same gusto: of ‘today's: ‘night club ‘performers. The piano is) now ‘an. interlude, a| break: in the:
Greco. routine.

Clever, ‘Incisive

“Have. no doubts,” Greco the straight singer: is -ever as:
‘great: as Greco

singing: to. his own: ‘accompaniment. - ‘His.

improvisation—always one ofBuddy'ss.‘outstanding. features :
—is.clever and incisive, as alwaiys,. and always caters ‘to
the hometown crowd. .

n

“When he sang. his: bread-and-bister. song,- ‘the Lady: Is

a Tramp,’ and slyly worked in’She Goes to ballgames and
‘thinks the Mets are just fine,’ Casey Stengel would. have:
roared.

“Making. his. first appearance. at the Copa, :Buddy ‘had
the. big. crowd with him from.his opening number, ‘I’m.in’
Love,’ until he closed with #You!‘re ‘Nobody. Till Somebody
| Loves You.’

he

LEE MORTIMER.
New

York Mirror

“Greco, though « veteran of some years in’“Show. busis
ness, is ‘still: @ young man who took the’ floor: with a: bit:‘of

trepidation. He needn't have. wortied. He- is-@ Pro- who
‘makes Bobby Darin seem amateurish. Yeti in some ways: “he.
reminds one of Darin, with. his virile voice. “and: perfect

‘COPACABANA
‘New York.

August22

‘Gssurance. And what wonderful: rhythm. and show business:
‘savvy! Singing is not his only” forte: He entertains’ the |
audience with brilliant pianistics.. He pounded: the”ivories’
before he turned: warbler.

Dear Buddy,
“Yoours was one of thegreatest record:
.f“8awe
oe
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..
..
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.: .of
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°

Nat King’ ‘Cole, and i'm sure the audierice ‘agrees.vith
me. For the second time in one: “night the. customers ex:

ploded and wouldn't allow him |to.leavethe floor."
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The many. standing: ovations. you te.
“ceived iisin keeping. withyour. brilliant

_ performances and lias become thetalk:

GENE KNIGHT.
New York Journal American

ss.

ine
of thetown: and.alt of.show bus

“Greco Triples.

dasPodeell

“la his first. major night. club appearance in’New. ‘York
last evening, Buddy Greco, opening at Jules Podell’s ‘Copacabana,

established himself asa star: of _ the future. He

registered. successfully as” singer, Pianist. “and. arranger.

Proving his.versatility.”
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